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BETWIXT SCEATTAS AND OFFA’S PENCE. MINT-ATTRIBUTIONS,
AND THE CHRONOLOGY OF A RECESSION

D. M. METCALF

IN the 690s Frisian merchant-seamen began visiting England in numbers, and various English
regions from Yorkshire southwards were for the first time drawn into international trade.
Their regional economies became geared to export towards the Netherlands, and monetized
to an extent that had not been true before the 690s. The evidence for this consists of single
finds of Frisian sceattas accidentally lost. These and other stray losses of sceattas are the
index of regional monetization, about which the documentary sources for the early eighth
century have absolutely nothing to say. England’s monetary economy grew for half a century,
as testified by the local issues of sceattas at coastal wics and probably at some other mint-
places too. In the third quarter of the eighth century, however, the monetary economy went
into a severe decline, as we see from a massive reduction in the statistics of stray losses of
sceattas. Was this what we should call a depression, or a recession? Modern terminology,
based on the gathering of quarterly statistics, is not an appropriate comparison. Eighth-
century people bought and sold without the benefit of statistics; and the downturn in the
third quarter of the eighth century was much worse and longer-lasting than a modern ‘busi-
ness cycle’, which seems to be a kind of wave-motion generated (if not exactly triggered) by
the dynamics of supply and demand, and of commercial risk-taking. We shall speak of an
eighth-century recession, without giving the word the technical meaning of present-day
economic science.

As long ago as 1968 in a survey of the numismatic evidence – of which at that time there
was none too much for the purpose – I concluded that ‘The volume of production [of Offa’s
coinage] seems to have remained very modest until c.785. Thereafter, the monetary economy
revived rapidly . . . to take in again most of the territory in the English midlands where sceat-
tas had circulated half a century before’.1 This assessment, from forty years ago, corresponds
fairly closely with the general conclusions of the present paper, which seeks to set out the
evidence more circumspectly (and at considerably greater length): a severe monetary recession
in the third quarter of the eighth century, followed by a swift recovery.

Just twenty years ago, in 1988, I returned to the same theme of monetary expansion and
recession, in a wider-ranging survey which pointed to fluctuations in the quantities of coinage
in circulation in the English midlands, and which placed the recovery under Offa into its
European historical context.2 As a way of accurately charting the chronology of the reces-
sion, the distribution-maps of single finds on which the article relied can now be seen to be
not the best of arguments. They could not be precise, for two reasons: one does not know how
long the latest issues of sceattas had remained in circulation before these particular specimens
were accidentally lost; and the relative chronology of the many varieties of Offa’s coinage was
– and still is – partly conjectural. In particular, the place in the sequence of his prestigious
portrait coins is unclear and is open to debate.

The last twenty years have witnessed an enormous increase in the numbers of provenanced
single finds available for study, thanks to the very popular pursuit of metal-detecting. This
splendid accession of material, especially in the sceatta series, but also for the reign of Offa,

Acknowledgements. This is the expanded text of a lecture delivered to the British Numismatic Society on 24 June 2008. The
writer is indebted to Dr Mark Blackburn for allowing him to see proofs of Mr Chick’s monograph before publication, for the
preparation of the lecture.

1 Metcalf, Merrick and Hamblin 1968, 9.
2 Metcalf 1988, 230–53.
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makes it possible to establish the randomness of the sample, and hence its historical reliability,
as well as thickening up the statistics towards a point where the margins of sampling variation
become less daunting.

Hoards, paradoxically, make much less of a contribution from the mid-eighth century
onwards. Apart from the Middle Harling hoard and the more recent Aiskew hoard, from
North Yorkshire, there are just three or four instances of ‘mini-hoards’, where two coins
found at the same time were probably deliberately concealed together.3

Although the depth and duration of the recession are now, in broad terms, obvious
enough, the task of describing it more exactly, and in regional detail, turns out to be quite
difficult and complicated. Dating the coin types, and assigning them correctly to their mints,
often requires good judgement. Assessing the velocity of monetary circulation, and the geo-
graphical directions in which coins tended to be carried, depends partly on our knowing
where they were minted. One cannot say how far a stray loss had travelled from its mint of
origin, nor in which direction, until its mint-attribution has been established. In the sceatta
series, part of the material is securely attributed, but there are still many uncertainties on the
margins, not least because imitative sceattas could have originated almost anywhere. For the
coinage of Offa, the picture is simpler, but again there are some remaining uncertainties
which should not be relegated from one’s thoughts. As regards chronology, the technical
problems are different for the beginning and the end of the recession. At the beginning, there
is the question of how long coins (including the ubiquitous Low-Countries porcupines)
remained in circulation in England after their issue. At the end, it is the relative and the
absolute chronology of Offa’s richly varied coinage that is the key. The volume of his issues
grew dramatically as the commercial economy recovered, and this phase of a steep trend
defines the ending of the recession – although there are individual sites, such as that near
Royston, where the recovery does not come until the early ninth century.

An attempt to set out the evidence in a rounded way soon reveals that there were political
as well as economic aspects to the currency. Puzzlingly, the recession was much worse in the
regions of Mercian hegemony. In Northumbria at the beginning of the recession, and in East
Anglia towards its end, there were new royal initiatives to improve the coinage, and the mari-
time trade of the North Sea coastlands continued to support a monetized regional economy.
And in the years when Kent rebelled against Mercian overlordship, the early pennies minted
in Kent met some sort of barrier to their circulation north of the Thames.

Indeed, this political impediment to monetary circulation, connected to Mercian hege-
mony, may perhaps already be discerned in the secondary phase of the sceattas, when the
coins minted at Hamwic and in East Anglia show a restricted regional distribution, even in
the reign of Æthelbald (716–57). One had always assumed that this was a harbinger of the
recession, a drawing-back, geographically, of inter-regional trade in England. That assumption
now needs to be tested.

We shall examine each of these rather specialized questions separately, in sixteen numbered
sections, before trying to harmonize them all, in a synthesis of English monetary history
ranging over the years c.735 to 792.

An immensely distinguished medieval historian, having set out some new ideas on this very
subject of Offa’s coins and foreign trade, continued, ‘Whatever we make of this (and coins are
tricky). . .’.4 He was expressing a sentiment not often voiced in our hearing, but held privately
by many of his historian colleagues. If numismatists wish to be heard outside their own fra-
ternity, it is up to them to express their arguments with the greatest possible care and clarity,
because handling the evidence of coins is indeed tricky. Questions of historical interpretation
interact with the numismatic detail. And sometimes, the clinching argument may lie, not in
the broad sweep, but in local circumstances.

BETWIXT SCEATTAS AND OFFA’S PENCE2

3 The Aiskew hoard is included, and indexed, in Chick’s monograph (Chick forthcoming), as are the mini-hoards (which
are mentioned in the text below). On the hoards in general, see Blackburn and Pagan 1986.

4 Wallace-Hadrill 1965, 687.
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1. Determining the mint-attribution of coins with no mint-signature

When the Royal Mint was relocated from Tower Hill to Llantrisant, there was no correspon-
ding shift in the regions of the U.K. where the coins were used. Monetary circulation today
is simply a matter of local demand, which the high street banks meet by moving bags of coins
to and fro as required, for the convenience of their customers. The function of our coinage
and bank-notes is of secondary importance to electronic transfers. Their use is purely com-
mercial, to facilitate everyday monetary transactions wherever they take place. In the eighth
century the regional location of the work of minting was not quite so detached from ques-
tions of the availability of bullion, nor from policies regarding the reminting of foreign coin,
nor indeed from political and social considerations. But once they had been minted and
issued, eighth-century coins also went where they were needed. Merchants and other users
carried coins with them to those regions of England where they wished to spend them. For
the most part, coins were minted in the eastern coastlands and in the south-east, but from
there they were carried inland, often over quite long distances. We do not know with certainty
how many mint-places produced sceattas, nor how many produced Offa’s pence. We may
think that we can make a good guess at both, but it is not the same as in the later Anglo-
Saxon period, when all the coins bore the name of their mint-town. We do not know with
certainty: at the margins, we could be wrong.

By the early ninth century we can speak confidently of minting at Canterbury, London, and
Rochester, with East Anglia fourth, and Wessex as a poor fifth – this thanks to a classic paper
by Blunt, Lyon, and Stewart in this Journal.5 Next, we can to some extent trace the careers of
individual named moneyers from the early ninth century (where the picture is reasonably clear)
back into the reign of Offa, when they were presumably working at the same mint-place as
later in their careers. This was worked out by Lord Stewartby in the foundational paper on
Offa’s coinage at the London mint published in the Michael Dolley memorial volume.6

He showed that about half Offa’s moneyers could be firmly attributed to London, Canterbury,
or East Anglia. With that established, one is in a good position to examine how far the coins
of the three regions mingled in circulation. The answer is, very extensively. The same is true of
Offa’s immediate successors in the ninth century, where mint-attributions are again clear
enough.7 Three or four more moneyers have since been added to the ‘secure’ list,8 while the rest
have been shared out among those same mints, on rather less certain evidence. That tends to
beg the question of how many mint-places there were. Because the velocity of circulation was
so great, one cannot unfortunately hope to localize the coins of any other mints that there may
have been, from the distribution-pattern of their single finds. The picture of just three may well
be correct, but there are complexities of stylistic development and there are still quite a lot of
individual moneyers who could, hypothetically, have worked elsewhere, at much smaller mints
– a pattern similar to what we see in the preceding phase of sceattas, when there were undoubt-
edly more than three mints south of the Humber – perhaps many more. Thus, for example, we
cannot rule out by distributional evidence that the coins of Offa given (quite correctly) to East
Anglia might have been produced at two mint-places within that kingdom rather than one –
as has been demonstrated by regression analysis for East Anglian sceattas.9

It looks as if Mercian overlordship of England south of the Humber was reflected at some
point fairly early in Offa’s reign by the first, rather tentative, stage of a royally controlled
coinage reform, which saw Offa’s name and title placed boldly on all the coins – probably in
imitation of the Carolingian coins of Pepin (751–68). In a later stage, the coins often also bore

BETWIXT SCEATTAS AND OFFA’S PENCE 3

5 Blunt, Lyon and Stewart 1963.
6 Stewart 1986.
7 Metcalf 1998.
8 In Chick forthcoming.
9 Two mints have been postulated for the East Anglian coins of Beonna, and two mints certainly struck the sceattas of

Series R, as has been demonstrated by regression analysis. One wonders whether the coins of Botræd, Eadnoth, and Ecbald
(which share a distinctive panel design) might not be from a secondary (Norfolk?) mint. They seem to be a little lighter than the
proper weight, unlike the production of the other East Anglian moneyers.
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his portrait.10 Moreover the new pennies almost all carried the name of their moneyer, who
was probably in some sense an independent business-man, but who conformed to a single
national (i.e. royally decreed) weight-standard and alloy-standard for the coins he produced.
To that extent he was no doubt personally accountable to the royal power. There were close
precedents for this, in the very extensive series of Merovingian ‘moneyers’ coins’ and, much
nearer in date, the proto-pennies issued by several named moneyers for King Beonna of East
Anglia. The moneyers of the primary-phase sceattas may of course have been equally
accountable, even if their names were not on the coins: it was after all public knowledge who
they were.11 And one may mention that King Æthelbald, Offa’s predecessor, had also come
to exercise hegemony south of the Humber. Although it cannot be proved, it is well within
the realm of the politically possible that he should have taken an interest in some parts, at
least, of the work of minting.12 The old-fashioned view that Offa’s pennies were manifestly a
royal coinage, whereas the preceding sceattas, which lacked a royal title, were therefore not, is
at best an incomplete view. It now looks too much like an argument from iconography alone,
without much or indeed any historical or monetary background offered in support.
Historians should at least understand that there was no such institution as ‘the royal mint’:
moneyers worked independently out of their own houses, with the furnace in the back yard.

In the secondary phase of the sceattas, a major fraction of the currency was produced in
the usual four or five mint-places, namely London and somewhere in the vicinity of
Canterbury (Fordwich?),13 and at least two mint-places in East Anglia, and of course
Hamwic in Wessex. About the minting of sceattas at Rochester (where there was a mint in the
early ninth century), nothing has yet been established.14 At a time when the division of Kent
into East Kent and West Kent was still a political reality, the minting of sceattas there seems
theoretically possible. Stenton reviews the charter evidence for an obscure King Sigered, who
in c.763 describes himself as king of half Kent (rex dimidiae partis provinciae Cantuariorum);
and Barbara Yorke has placed joint kingship in Kent into a longer historical framework.15

But in any case that leaves many more sceatta types in the secondary phase than could be
fitted into just four or five mint-places. In particular the (scarce) eclectic types are at present
unaccounted for. There was also a significant amount of copying of the main ‘official’ types.
Where the copies were minted is virtually unknowable. It could in principle only be worked
out from distribution-patterns. One has the impression that even if, say, two-thirds or three-
quarters (by volume) of the secondary sceattas were produced in the main coastal wics, the
minting of the rest may have been small-scale, more diffused, and certainly less politically
organized, than the system eventually became under Offa.

I shall not attempt to discuss the mint-places of the primary phase of sceattas here, except
to say that they cannot be used straightforwardly as evidence for the minting arrangements
under consideration here. The pattern was no doubt basically similar, but there seems to have
been some discontinuity between the primary and secondary phases. The earlier period,
including the debased thrymsas, needs to be considered in its own terms.16

2. As between sceattas and Offa’s pence, the volume of the currency fell

There are substantial similarities but also some differences, then, in the distribution of mint-
ing, between sceattas and Offa’s pence, and there remains a margin of uncertainty about

BETWIXT SCEATTAS AND OFFA’S PENCE4

10 The preliminary phase is convincingly recognized and described in Chick forthcoming.
11 This point has provoked long-running disagreement, based in part on the difference in the general appearance of the

coins in question.
12 A similar argument is deployed in Stahl 1982, namely that the king cannot have been unaware of what was going on

under his nose, and would have seen advantages, financial and other, in exercising some control over it.
13 Possibly Fordwich, on the Wantsum Channel.
14 A peculiarity in the behaviour of Series B in West Kent is discussed in Metcalf 2001, 36f.
15 S 33; Stenton 1971, 206–7; Yorke 1983, 1–19.
16 Primary series such as F and Z, as well as BII and R1–2, have to be found homes. Because of the velocity with which they

circulated, any residual localization is quite hard to detect.
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various scarce types or about some individual moneyers. The similarities are surely what we
should expect. The economic and commercial life of England, which the currency facilitated,
did not change overnight because there was a reform of the coinage, any more than it changed
overnight when the mint moved from Tower Hill to Llantrisant. Indeed, one will suspect that
the decisive change was commercial, and that it had already occurred, some decades before
the depression in England, through the Merovingian conquest of Frisia,17 which evidently
resulted in some dislocation of trade across the North Sea. This was a process rather than a
single event. The death of Radbod in 719 resulted in the definitive control by the Merovingian
Franks of the great river-port of Dorestad and of the ‘Big Rivers’ region of the lower Rhine
and Meuse (even though it doubtless remained ethnically largely Frisian). Where previously
the Rhine had been the frontier, Utrecht passed into the hands of Charles Martel, who went
on to push Merovingian rule further into Friesland, conquering its central region
(Noordholland) in 734.

Substantially later in date, the well-known incident of the closing of Frankish ports to
English merchants, and Offa’s reciprocal closing of his ports to Frankish merchants cannot
be exactly dated, but it was probably after Ecgfrith’s consecration as king of the Mercians in
c.787 – too late to be of any relevance to the recession.18 The onset of the recession in
England, in about the 740s, remains to a large extent mysterious. It seems that it was reflected
in serious debasement of the coinage during the secondary phase of sceattas, followed appar-
ently by a cessation of minting in the south-east. Both in East Anglia and at the London mint
the last of the sceattas are only around 10 to 20 per cent silver or even less.19 The commercial
economy was heading for insolvency, and there was a slowing-down of monetary circulation
in England as a result. It is the numismatist’s job to see how that decline is reflected in the
pattern of the coin-losses.

One relatively minor problem is that the interval between the dates when a coin was minted
and when it was lost can usually only be guessed approximately from wear and tear. Sceattas
occasionally show heavy wear, but not often. The last issues of coinage may have remained in
circulation for a decade or more after their minting had ceased. For that reason among others,
it is easier to observe the economy subsequently climbing out of the recession than to be sure
just when it was dipping into it.

It has been observed that Offa’s pence have much smaller traces of gold than the English
secondary sceattas, and this has been interpreted as showing that Offa’s pence were not made
out of recycled sceattas, but from some new silver supply.20 A dozen coins of Offa were
analysed by Dr J.P. Northover, using electron probe micro-analysis (EPMA), i.e. exactly the
same procedures and equipment as he used to analyse a large number of sceattas. The pro-
portion of gold in 100 parts of silver was less than 0.3 in all except two specimens, and the
median value was 0.09. For the secondary sceattas, the corresponding median value is close
to 1.5, with very few results under 1.0 – and those, interestingly, tending to be East Anglian:
an exceptionally clear-cut contrast.

Single finds – which are for the most part accidental losses, the property of individuals with
a hole in their pocket – are far more reliable evidence of the shifting patterns of monetary cir-
culation than hoards, which were put together in unknown circumstances, possibly far away
from where they were lost. Moreover we have far too few hoards for the particularities to be
averaged out and for the trends to emerge. The day when, building on an earlier series
(1984–6) of annual reports on single finds by Mark Blackburn and Mike Bonser,21 the British
Numismatic Society launched the annual Coin Register, printed in its Journal, was a big step

BETWIXT SCEATTAS AND OFFA’S PENCE 5

17 Op den Velde and Metcalf 2003, 115–19.
18 This is fully discussed by Wallace-Hadrill 1965. Charlemagne’s letter (translated in EHD, no. 197), which addresses a vari-

ety of topics, is quoted extensively and discussed in Wormald 1982, 101.
19 Northover 1993, e.g. nos. 324ff. (Series L) and 423ff. (Series R, Wigraed and Tilbeorht). Note that this does not, so far

as is known, extend to any part of Series K.
20 Northover 1993, 649.
21 Blackburn and Bonser 1984, 1985, 1986a and 1986b (the Royston site).
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towards establishing the relevance of numismatics to the general history of Anglo-Saxon and
Norman England. It is team-work at its best, and I would call it a jewel in the Society’s crown.
We now have on record well over 2,000 provenanced single finds of sceattas from England, a
big majority of them being metal-detector finds, and we have recently acquired a splendid
resource in Derek Chick’s monograph on the coinage of Offa and his contemporaries, also
published by the Society.22 The fruit of his long devotion to Offa’s coinage, it is a magnificent
achievement, and beautifully presented by Mark Blackburn who, with Rory Naismith, has
edited it and seen it through the press.23 Derek Chick’s corpus catalogues and illustrates inter
alia some 350 provenanced single finds from this country. There are, of course, a great many
more nineteenth-century finds, and also various Italian and other continental finds, of Offa’s
coins which are known to us, but of which the provenances have been lost – in all, another
350 to 400. Similarly there have also been a great many sceattas found, of which the find-spots
have escaped record. The numbers of sceattas at present being offered for sale on eBay, alas
without provenance, amounts to at least two or three hundred a year. Coins of Offa, on the
other hand, are far fewer, and have a certain cachet, which probably means that they enjoy a
better chance of being recorded. A straight comparison, therefore, between 2,000� and 350
will be decidedly rough and ready, but we shall not be seriously adrift if we say that, between
the sceattas and Offa’s pence there was a drastic decline in the numbers of stray losses, down
to something like one-sixth.

Can this ratio of very roughly six to one (2,000 divided by 350) really be a fair reflection of
a free-fall decline in monetary circulation? As it stands, definitely not. The single finds of
sceattas were lost over a period of seventy or eighty years, whereas if Offa’s coinage was not
issued in any volume until quite late in his reign, it was current for a much shorter period, of
only twenty years or so. Expressing the contrast in terms of the average loss-rate per decade
would diminish the ratio straight away, from 6:1 down to perhaps 1.5:1.24 Possibly even more
important as a technical factor, Offa’s new pence, while weighing only a little more than the
old sceattas, were of very good quality silver. Their fineness, judged by eye, has always
appeared to numismatists to be self-evident, but the question has now been put on a scientific
footing by the accurate non-destructive analysis of a usefully large sample of specimens.25

Their intrinsic value and presumably their purchasing power (unless, improbably, there was
severe inflation) were several times greater than those of the debased sceattas of the second-
ary phase, and that could well have affected their loss-rate, as might, perhaps, their larger flan
size. We should remember that the purchasing power of silver in the eighth century was more
like that of gold today. It is only surprising that the new pennies were not cut in half, like later
Anglo-Saxon pennies. Probably the monetary sector of the economy did not reach so far
down into low-value transactions.

3. The consistency of Offa’s first and second weight-standards

The weight-standard of Offa’s pence was increased in 792 or closely thereabouts. A belief that
this was so has been accepted for half a century and more, but with the much-enlarged corpus
in Derek Chick’s monograph it is now possible to put reliable numbers on the change, and to
re-assert it as a fact beyond dispute. Previously one knew that it was broadly true, but one was
not in a good position to discuss minor uncertainties around the edges of the proposition. One
can now state, quite precisely, that the earlier coins generate a classic bell-shaped histogram

BETWIXT SCEATTAS AND OFFA’S PENCE6

22 Chick forthcoming.
23 It is fair to mention that Derek Chick handed over his very valuable part of the work simply in the form of a card index;

the rest is the achievement of the editors.
24 If the coinage of the lighter phase remained in circulation alongside the heavy-phase coins (but there is no evidence that

it did), that would shift the arithmetic, and will tend to indicate an even later start-date for the light phase.
25 Metcalf and Northover 1989, 101–20 presents EPMA analyses of 13 coins, which are uniformly close to 94–6 per cent

‘silver’ (silver plus gold plus lead). Chick no. 153b, with 99.24 per cent ‘silver’ is a die-duplicate of a coin of Jænberht excavated
at Canterbury in 1866. It contains appropriate trace-elements. Most of the analysed specimens belong to the light coinage. There
is no difference between the alloy at London and Canterbury, nor (on limited evidence) in East Anglia, nor for Cynethryth.
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(with remarkably little negative skewness, if one excludes chipped or broken specimens) with a
modal value of 1.18 or 1.19 g. From this they went, in the heavy phase, to 1.31 or 1.32 g, which
is a clean, one-step increase of between ten and twelve per cent.26 The coins of Archbishop
Jænberht are on the lighter standard, also with a bell-shaped distribution-curve, and with a
median27 value corresponding closely with the national average (Fig 1a).28 Whatever ani-
mosities there were between the Mercian king and his primate or former primate, Jænberht’s
monetary policies were in line with those of the king. The coins of Jænberht’s successor
Æthelheard, who became archbishop in 792, are on the heavy standard, generating a less regu-
lar histogram of weights, of which the central values again match the national sample quite
closely, with a median of 1.32 g, although without a sharp peak (Fig. 1b). Untidy as it is, there
is no obvious reason to think that particular varieties tend to fall in the upper or the lower part
of this histogram. In any case there is very little overlap with the earlier histogram; and there is
almost no evidence of a subsidiary lighter peak (which would perhaps have suggested that the

revaluation or reform occurred some time later than Æthelheard’s election). A possible minor
exception is Chick Type 244 (Blunt 135), where the two known specimens weigh 0.85 g and
1.01 g. Assuming that they are genuine, which is the opinion of those who have handled them,
the low weights of these two coins could be a matter of chance (which looks unlikely), or they
could be from very early in Æthelheard’s pontificate, although even on that explanation they
would be very sub-standard – off the lower edge even of Jænberht’s 1.18/1.19 g bell-shaped
curve. For both known specimens to be so low in weight greatly increases the probability that
it is not mere chance. Moreover, the type reads pontifex, which seems to put them fairly early
in any case.29 Perhaps they were struck specially for some ceremonial purpose. Otherwise all
Æthelheard’s coins appear to be on the heavy standard. Thus it seems that in all probability
the national increase in weight-standard (to which the archbishop was expected to conform,
and did so) was made just when, or just after, he began to issue coins. If Type 244 were an
anomaly for some other reason, the date of the reform would not be knowable quite as
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26 The data from Derek Chick’s corpus can be used to generate histograms of weights, which show the text-book bell-shaped
curve very well, on the whole, with remarkably little negative skewness, except for a blip at 1.12 g in the heavy coinage. See Chick,
Table 6.

27 The smaller sample size makes the median the best available central value, rather than the mode.
28 Note that both specimens of Chick Type 150 (Blunt -) are well below the norm, at 1.04 and 1.03 g. That could be just by

chance; or could that type stand early among Jænberht’s issues?
29 Sir John Evans suggested that the title was used between the death of Jænberht and Æthelheard’s receiving the pallium

the following year (Evans 1865, 357–8). The writer is not aware that this practice can be demonstrated from documentary evi-
dence. Jænberht’s (at present unique) coin reading pontifex, and without the name of Offa, adds to the interest of this question.
He became archbishop in 765, and the coin is surely considerably later. It is known that Ecgberht, archbishop of York received
the pallium in 735 (at much the same time as Nothelm at Canterbury?). Could Jænberht’s coin in his sole name be from as early
as the period when Offa was unable to exercise power in Kent?

Fig. 1. Histograms of weights of the coins of Archbishops Jænberht (Fig. 1a, N � 19) and Æthelheard (Fig. 1b,
N � 23). Fragments and ‘chipped’ (defective) specimens are omitted. The steps are positioned at 1.01–1.05 g,
1.06–1.10 g, and so on, and the two histograms are aligned on the page so that the same values, e.g. 1.16 g, are
directly above/below each other. Source: Chick forthcoming.
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precisely, because Jænberht’s issues could in theory have ceased some time before his death,
and Offa could have begun to strike heavy coins already before 792. Or Æthelheard could
have delayed minting. Both these hypotheses are special pleading. Christopher Blunt attached
importance to a variety of Jænberht’s coinage (Blunt 132), unique in 1961, with a three-line
reverse appropriate to the heavy phase. He described it as transitional between the two phases,
implying that the weight reform was already being planned before Jænberht’s death.30 The
coin in question was found at the Martyrs’ Memorial in Oxford. Its weight however is exactly
average for the lighter phase. Three similar specimens have since come to light (Chick 150–1),
two with weights of only 1.03 and 1.04 g, i.e. rather low, and certainly offering no encourage-
ment for Blunt’s suggested interpretation, which was based just on typology.31 All that needs
to be said is that the three-line design, which is characteristic of the heavy phase, had been
tried out at Canterbury in the light phase, probably but not certainly right at the end of the
phase. It is not a complicated design concept. It had a precedent, also, in the early papal
denarial coinage of Hadrian I, which MEC volume 1 dates to 772–81.32

4. The dating and internal chronology of Offa’s light-phase coinage

But how long had the lighter weight-standard been in use? Crucially, historical evidence for
its start-date (which has a bearing on the end of the recession) is lacking. Probably the best
guess we can make is based on the volume of the heavy phase issued in just four or five years,
c.792–96, and specifically on the number of stray losses that it generated. If we make an esti-
mate pro rata (and it is a flimsy argument), the light phase, with two and a half times as many
stray losses, need not have lasted more than two and a half times four or five years, i.e. about
a decade, or possibly twelve or thirteen years. Thus it may not have begun until the early 780s
– unless the volume of monetary transactions was growing strongly during the light phase, in
which case it will probably have lasted for rather longer than a decade. This ratio, of two and
a half to one, which is our best guide, is not arithmetically precise information, because the
light coins may to a significant extent have remained in circulation after c.792 (with a similar
chance of being accidentally lost, for both light and heavy coins) for some years after their
issue had ceased. If our tally of single finds of light coins includes quite a few that were lost
after 792, the arithmetic shifts in favour of an estimated start-date a little later than 780. But
this is, frankly, little better than a guess.

Various attempts have been made, over the years, to refine the chronology of Offa’s light
coins, e.g. by recognizing an earlier and a later part of that phase. These attempts have nearly
all been to some extent speculative, and disputed, and they will not be rehearsed here, except
to mention that a die-link for the moneyer Winoth, linking a light and a heavy coin,33 is very
good evidence to anchor the said light coin to the end of the phase.

The most, perhaps, that one can usefully do at present is to recognize an earlier and a middle-
to-later part of the phase. The middle-to-later part comprises the great bulk of the surviving
specimens, and it tends to show larger or much larger numbers of each particular design,
whereas the earlier part is characterized by singletons and oddities, and by designs best under-
stood as experimental. (Note that several adjacent Chick numbers may be of essentially the
same design, with only minor differences.) There are no significant metrological differences
between the two parts (see Fig. 2), such as might have made it difficult to think that the vari-
eties in question were minted concurrently. The later coins include the artistically accomplished 
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30 Blunt 1961.
31 Chick Type 150 (Blunt -), two specimens found at Cambridge and Winchester.
32 Serafini 1910, 5–6.
33 Chick 213a (Blunt -), weighing 1.40 g, is a mule from the same reverse die as Chick 75b (Blunt 83), 1.16 g.
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portrait dies. These show rather more die-links and die-chains, mainly because the sample is
so much larger but also, perhaps, because their dies were more heavily used (and not because
of any difference that one can detect in the ways that they circulated). Stewart Lyon, in a
presidential address a long while ago, expressed the very tentative view that the portrait coins
stood chronologically at the beginning of the middle-to-later phase.34 The writer is inclined
to reserve judgement about that, if only on the grounds that it can now be seen that it would
entail a sudden change in the volume of mint-output, i.e. it does not sit well with the broad
view of a gradual recovery from recession. He would point out, again tentatively, that certain
moneyers in the middle-to-later phase are known to have produced both portrait and non-
portrait coins (e.g. at London the four moneyers Æthelweald, Dud, Alhmund,35 and Winoth)
while other London moneyers working in the light coinage produced, so far as we know, only
portrait coins. If there was a (short) period when only portrait coins were being struck, might
not one understand the situation in terms of the recruitment of additional moneyers, as the
commercial opportunities increased?36 It is easy to see how speculative this whole argument
is. The evidence of the Ilanz hoard is ambiguous: it looks to be generally early in its compo-
sition, but perhaps with a few subsequent additions to the treasure. Thus the portrait coin of
Alhmund which it includes is not certainly from the earlier portion.37 A more robust case can
be made by looking at the careers of moneyers, and at whether they continued into the heavy
coinage of 792–6 (and beyond). In practice this argument is hampered, as regards London,
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34 Lyon 1966, 219. Dr Lyon offers detailed evidence from certain coins of the moneyers Osmod and Udd, involving for
example a worn die, which deserve to be looked at afresh in the light of Chick’s new corpus.

35 The writer’s instinct has always been that Alhmund and Ealhmund were two separate moneyers. The very productive
moneyers such as Æthelweald and Alhmund each have their own distinctive portrait of the king, replicated on a lot of dies. The
writer was taken to task by Stewart Lyon for seeming to suggest that these moneyers made their own dies (Lyon 1966, 219, n.1).
He is very willing to accept this correction, while standing by the point that active moneyers were able to commission their own
‘trade-mark’ style of portrait. As he sees it, the exceptions prove the rule.

36 Because the coins of the early part of the light phase are often known only in ones and twos, it is possible that some of
the ‘new’ moneyers may one day turn out to have worked right through the phase.

37 There is (only) one coin of Charlemagne’s heavy coinage, 793/4 onwards, from Pavia; and a dirham of 789/90 which does
not look fresh.

Fig. 2. Metrological differences in the work of four London moneyers who worked in both parts of the light
phase, namely Æthelweald, Dud, Alhmund, and Winoth. Fig. 2a, the suggested early part (Chick 11–15, 23–30,
35–6, 37A, 38–42, 75–6. N � 73 coins). Fig. 2b. the later part (portrait coins) (Chick 8–10, 19–22, 37, 71–3. N �
65). The positioning (but not the width) of the step interval has been adjusted empirically to maximize the height
of the central step. The same values, e.g. 1.16 g, are vertically aligned. The corresponding Blunt variety numbers
are: 2a: B.55–6, 25–9, 43, 8 � 40–1, 83. 2b: B.57–8, 30–2, 42, 81–2. Source: Chick forthcoming.
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by the much reduced output in the heavy coinage. Lord Stewartby has identified eight of
Offa’s moneyers who went on to work for King Coenwulf, evidently at London.

5. The origins of Offa’s coinage reform: the earliest issues

Derek Chick has recognized a few harbingers, which he designates the ‘early reformed
coinage’ (preceding the early phase). The tiny handful of just six coins which belong to it are
evidently earlier than e.g. 780, and Wilræd, who contributes two of the six, is presumably the
same moneyer who had previously worked for Beonna.38 Assuming that he is one and the
same, Chick suggests that ‘it seems politically unlikely that Wilred’s coins can be considered
as innovative and therefore inaugurating a new Mercian coinage’. The copying, he deduces,
was in the other direction, and we therefore see ‘a [London] coinage whose inaugural stage
predated the East Anglian Wilred’s’.39 Now, Chick has demonstrated beyond any possible
doubt that ‘many of the East Anglian coins were stylistically influenced by the design of
London and Canterbury coins, but that the interpretation of those designs transformed them
into a very distinct and idiosyncratic local series’. He gives a perfect illustration of this from
two recent discoveries, Chick 26a and its East Anglian counterpart 172a. The die-cutter of the
early penny of Wilræd was arguably not very familiar with the Latin alphabet (see Fig. 9,
below), and that is a supporting argument for saying that the coin is East Anglian. But its
style is not manifestly East Anglian, and the assumption that there could not be two die-
cutters called Wilræd is the weak link in the chain. It is worthwhile, therefore, to repeat the
simpler argument that there was no continuity of moneyers’ careers, as far as we know,
between the ‘early reformed’ and the light coinage (with the possible exception of what seem
to be the earliest productions of the long-lived Eoba). Mang, for example, is known from just
two coins, a mini-hoard from the productive site at East Tilbury, Essex (Fig. 3). There is
another moneyer apparently called Odd- (cf. Udd?). The discontinuity of moneyers’ careers
is the key evidence; it is thin, but looks reasonably secure. The only reason to think that
Eoba’s career began already in the ‘early reformed’ phase is typological (again, see Fig. 3).

No specimens of the ‘early reformed’ phase have yet been chemically analysed. (Could their
alloy be more like that of Beonna’s coins? If it turned out to be so, that would suggest a second,
important administrative step, introducing the light phase.) 

It seems probable, then, from the evidence of moneyers’ careers that after the demise of the
sceattas and after the ‘early reformed’ phase, but before the main volume of Offa’s light
coinage there is a hiatus. It is, in the nature of the evidence, difficult to judge how long it
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38 See below, section 12, p. 21.
39 Chick 1997, 49 and 56.

Fig. 3. Early reformed coins of Offa, by the moneyers Mang, and Eoba (Chick 6a and 102c, Blunt – and 10).
The die-cutting of this coin of Eoba betrays various hesitations and inconsistencies, suggestive of a lack of
practice and a lack of literacy. (A general question: were die-cutters literate?) Enlarged � 1.5.
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lasted, and the gap may have been longer in some regions of Offa’s kingdom than in others.
And the later one pushes the start-date of Offa’s light coinage (e.g. towards c.782), the bigger
the gap. The extreme contrast in volume of output is beyond question.

6. The Canterbury mint’s contribution to the chronology of recession

Cross-Channel trade by the short crossings made landfall in east Kent, and shipping was able
to sail along the Wantsum Channel, past Richborough, almost to within sight of Canterbury.
The city was the location of the mother church of Roman Christianity in England, and no
doubt a residence of the kings of Kent. But its importance as a mint was due largely to the
foreign trade which passed through east Kent, and to the consequent demand for the money-
ers’ services. These men will have worked independently from their own houses, as described
above, but whether they were based in the wic of Fordwich, or within the walls of Canterbury,
is unknown. Perhaps they retired from Fordwich to Canterbury (or started up again in
Canterbury?) at the beginning of the recovery, in c.780? 

Chick attributes to ‘the Canterbury mint’ in the phase of Offa’s light coinage, i.e. up to
c.792, the coins of the kings of Kent Heahberht (1 specimen) and Ecgberht II (22 specimens),
of the archbishop of Canterbury Jænberht (23 specimens, of which 22 jointly with Offa), of
Offa himself (61 specimens) and of his consort Cynethryth (42 specimens). Stenton’s obser-
vation, based on charter evidence, that Offa was dominant in Kent as early as 764, but lost
power there through Kentish hostility towards him, and was unable to control the benefac-
tions of the Kentish kings between 776 (date of the battle of Otford) and 786 has always been
taken to imply that he was unable to strike coins, i.e. to cause the moneyers to put his name
on their coins, at Canterbury in those ten years. (This is a neat illustration of what ‘royal
coinage’ amounted to at that time.) That suggests an approximate date-bracket of a decade
for the coins of Heahberht and Ecgberht (although the last exactly dated charter issued inde-
pendently by Ecgberht is from 779). If, improbably, more charters were ever to turn up, the
ten-year gap could only grow, not shrink. Jænberht’s unique coin in his name alone (Chick
149) could well belong to those same years, but the rest of the archbishop’s coin types do not
look early in style and presumably belong to the years after Offa’s recovery of power, up to
792. As for Offa’s own coins struck at Canterbury, e.g. by the moneyers Babba, Eoba, and
Udd, who all three worked for King Ecgberht as well, their style likewise suggests that they
are post-Ecgberht, except for a few of Eoba (Chick 102–11) which could, on grounds of style,
be supposed to be early. Their plentifulness and regularity (40 specimens), however, argue
against it. Queen Cynethryth’s coins are, with very little doubt, from after the interlude of
independence from Mercia. Why she should have exercised the right of minting at Canterbury
is a mystery: should one ask oneself whether Eoba was in fact a peripatetic moneyer, loyal to
Offa? Cynethryth’s coins do not show a south-of-Thames distribution.

The best judgement that one can make, then, is that at Canterbury just one coin (that of
Heahberht, by Eoba) might be from the 760s or early 770s – but is more likely to be from 776
onwards, twenty-three are from the period 776–86, and 125 are from the final years of the
light phase, i.e. definitely after 779 and perhaps after 786.

7. Bishop Eadberht

Remarkably little is known about Bishop Eadberht,
whether for good or ill. The personal name occurs on four-
teen specimens together with that of Offa. It is followed by
the familiar cursive M for Merciorum, cleverly modified into
a monogram, surely deliberate, and which has been read as
Ep (Fig. 4), but which should perhaps be read as Ep M, for
Episcopus Merciorum. If Eadberht had been merely another
moneyer, he would not have added the M after his name.
The median weight of these coins is 1.17/1.18 g.
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Fig. 4. Eadberht’s monogram, for
Episcopus Merciorum.
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There was an Eadberht, bishop of London, whose election was somewhere between 772
and 782, and who died 787xc.789.40 Thus he was in office at the time of the legatine commis-
sion of 786 and the ‘contentious’ synod at nearby Chelsea in 787. The style of the coins would
harmonize with a date of issue at about that time. Is it possible that, before the election of
Hygeberht as bishop of the Mercians, with his see at Lichfield, Eadberht held that title, at
London? The coins could perhaps be in some sense a counterpart of Offa’s joint issues with
Jænberht. In both cases, a moneyer’s name was unnecessary, because the bishop himself
could be held accountable. For our present purposes this is all too vague to contribute to solv-
ing the problems of chronology. But if Eadberht died in 787x789, it may very well be that his
coins antedate the appointment of Hygeberht to Lichfield in 787; and if the monogram is
correctly read as episcopus Merciorum, they certainly will.

A reminder that, although Lichfield had no place as a see in the original Gregorian scheme,
it was not a political novelty devised by Offa. Bede informs us that Chad had his see at
Lichfield, and that several subsequent bishops of the Mercians likewise had their see there.41

Hygeberht’s appointment revived an old tradition – but perhaps after a gap.

8. How can we date the gap between sceattas and Offa’s pence?

It is difficult to observe with scientific accuracy something that isn’t there, and there are two
problems about describing the gap. As already hinted, its duration may have been longer in
some regions of England than others. Secondly we need to be alert to the possibility that the
last of the old could have been in use at the same time as the first of the new. Translating that
idea into something measurable, we need to ask whether the last of the old coins have a
peripheral distribution, to an extent that is statistically significant.

Which types of sceattas were the latest to be issued? Those with very low silver contents
were presumably among them – Series L (other than L12), and Series R, 8–12. But were the
closely related ‘standing figure’ types in Series K, such as K20, equally late, in spite of being
of somewhat better silver? We should not assume that the alloy was exactly the same in all
regions of England concurrently. The Woodham Walter hoard, which seems to belong fairly
late in the secondary phase, gives us some hints, but it has quite an extended age-structure,
and may therefore give a misleading impression of the continued use of old coins towards the
end of the sceattas. In any case it is merely late-ish: of twenty-three porcupine sceattas from
the hoard, now in the British Museum, none is of the Franeker phase. The little Cambridge
hoard is clearly late, but it is confined to the East Anglian series, Q and R, and is thus not as
informative as it might have been. Best of all is the magnificently published Middle Harling
hoard, consisting of coins of Beonna, but with half a dozen very late East Anglian sceattas
(Types R11 and R12) which were still in circulation at the moment when the hoard was con-
cealed. Not a lot is known about Beonna. It seems that he became king in 749, and was still
in power in 760, if we may believe the post-Conquest Historia regum on these dates. The
hoard had been scattered by the plough, and the site also yielded six other coins which could
have formed part of the hoard but which were probably separate stray losses, namely three of
Beonna, one late Series R, a Series L Type 12, and an ‘Archer’ coin.42 These last two might
have been lost at an earlier date. Miss Archibald’s judgement is that Beonna’s coining began
(opportunistically) after the death of Æthelbald in 757. She is thus inclined to the view that
they were minted within three or four years either side of 760. Even allowing some leeway for
error, that seems to be well and truly in the middle of the recession.

It seems, then, that even as late as c.760, a few stray sceattas were still in circulation, at least
in East Anglia. The only strategy that one can think of is to make an arbitrary list of proba-
bly late types, and then to see how they occur geographically among the stray finds. They may
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40 Fryde, Greenway and Porter 1986, ad loc.; Page 1966, 2–24.
41 Bede, Historia Ecclesiastica, IV, 1; IV, 12 (mentioning Sexwulf as ‘bishop of the Mercians’). The first bishop of the

Mercians was Trumhere, in the time of King Wulfhere.
42 Archibald 1985. The exact find spot of each coin was plotted on a plan, a splendid archaeological achievement. See

Rogerson 1995.
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not be the whole of the late currency: no optimistic claims are being made for the list. It is
just a pointer. The suggested list is as follows: K20 and 20/18, L15–19, QIII and Q/R, R8–11,
and S. Together these generate only about 150 single finds, out of our grand total of 2,000�43

– quite a small share, even if we add in the porcupine sceattas still in circulation. Thus in spite
of their uncertainties they offer a strong hint that the numbers of stray losses (reflecting the
numbers of transactions?) fell away severely in the late stages. Within that overall picture, one
sees that various productive sites decline or even close down. Most, but not all of them
resumed trading as England recovered from recession. The duration of the gap varied from
place to place: the details are discussed below. The dominant fact in any regional analysis is
that East Anglia (including of course Ipswich) fares better than other regions. That paves the
way for Beonna’s coins.

The second problem is that we have no firm date, and in the nature of the case there is very
little prospect of acquiring any firm dates, for when the last of the English sceattas fell out of
circulation (as distinct from when the last of them were minted). The Cambridge hoard and
the Middle Harling hoard seem to show that all but the very latest sceattas had disappeared
by the time that Beonna’s coinage was in use – but when was Beonna’s coinage struck? We
can make a guess, but it is essentially just a guess. We assume (but why?) that Offa did not
strike sceattas (or, if one prefers, that sceattas were no longer struck in the early part of Offa’s
reign).44 But from his accession in 757 there is a period of perhaps as much as ten or twelve
years within which to locate his first named coins. With his ‘early reformed coinage’ we are
still deep in recession, as the tiny numbers testify, and it seems that even the south-east of
England did not climb out of that recession until (as we have just argued) the 780s.

Across the gap of the recession there was some resumption of commercial activity, picking
up the threads, e.g. in September 733 Æthelbald had granted remission of toll on one ship at
London, for the benefit of the church at Rochester, and this grant was confirmed by Berhtwulf
early in his reign.45 Does that imply continuity, or merely a long memory on the part of the
community at Rochester? Religious communities had long memories, especially for legal privi-
leges. Similarly a remission of toll was granted to the abbess of Minster (in Thanet) in 748, and
similarly confirmed by Offa.46 But the number of ships that came to London early in Offa’s
reign, enabling the beneficiaries to exercise their grants, lay outside the control even of that
powerful king. London and east Kent were the places with the best chance, one might have
thought, of weathering the recession, because they were geographically closest to the short sea-
crossings, and so to any cross-Channel trade. But there is contrary evidence (which we shall
address shortly) that seems to be political in character, and not simply commercial.

After all possible allowance has been made, and in spite of the uncertainty about the start-
date of the series, it seems that the annualized loss-rate of Offa’s coins was much lower than
for the sceatta series. One might jump to the explanation that that was because far fewer of
them were minted. One could try to work out global estimates of the numbers of dies, but the
margins of uncertainty attaching to such estimates remain wide, and stray losses are in any
case probably much better evidence, because it is they that are a function of the number of
transactions taking place (and the whereabouts of such transactions). The volume of the cur-
rency, which mint-output reflects, is more to do with the balance-of-payments situation, and
the resultant size of England’s stock of currency. Nevertheless it is clear, as we have seen, that
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43 Figures from the writer’s database. The totals could be updated, but the proportions are unlikely to change appreciably
– indeed the out-dated version could be more reliable, if the proportion of finds being reported is nowadays in any way selective
as regards type.

44 An attempt to attribute an extremely interesting sceatta-like coin in Archibald and Dhénin 2004 has met with scepticism,
and the authors would, I understand, wish to retract. The coin was found in France, and the alternative is that it is a late
Merovingian coin. There are, after all, a number of coins from the Nice-Cimiez hoard which are fairly close imitations of English
sceattas, e.g. in Series W. The supposed Mercian coin has a legend around the image of a long-legged wading bird. A diamond-
shaped O is fully visible, followed by a dotted annulet as a spacer, and then what is very probably the bottom of a (seriffed) F, and
then almost certainly another F. Any further legend is off-flan. If the legend is correctly expanded as Offa rex the chronological
implications remain just as astonishing even if the coin is a French imitation. It is of base alloy, roughly 25 per cent silver.

45 S 88 (EHD no. 66); confirmed by Berhtwulf, 844x51.
46 S 87 and Offa’s confirmation, S 143 (761x764). See EHD, introduction to no. 66; also Birch 1885–93, nos 149 and 188.
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the decline in the currency, like the decline in mint-output, had already occurred well before
Offa’s main reform. It was acute at the time of his ‘early reformed’ coins; and it never recov-
ered its earlier levels. Since c.695 and until c.735x745 the English currency in the sceatta
period had been fed by very large inflows of coinage from the Rhine mouths area – the
Continental runics of primary Series D, and the primary and secondary-phase porcupines of
Series E, which together made up something like a quarter of all the sceattas that were ever
lost in England – a reflection and, as we may suppose, an accurate reflection of the fact that
they made up something like a quarter of the English currency. Moreover it is clear that Low
Countries money was carried by merchants not just to the ports of entry, but directly to
inland sites as far west as the Cotswolds (with a strong hint that what they were buying there
included English wool).47 England had a highly favourable balance of payments with the
Continent, from as early as the 690s, until the 730s (or even the early 740s?). The inflows of
porcupines into England were very large in both the primary and secondary phases. But they
had virtually ceased by the beginning of the tertiary or Franeker phase.48 There appears to be
a sharp cut-off in the inflows. Kloster Barthe-phase porcupines, of all the known varieties
including late ones, are extremely plentiful in England, running into many hundreds;
Franeker-style porcupines, which we will next document, are extremely scarce.49

9. Franeker-phase porcupines in England

A careful search50 has located only a dozen Franeker-phase porcupines with specific English
provenances, plus another nine or ten sold in England51 or in old collections formed in
England. The latter could be English finds, but will not necessarily be so. The provenanced
coins are as follows:

Variety B Market Rasen, Lincs. 0.88 g Abramson E119
Stamford, Lincs. 1.09 g CR 1996–95
London EMC 1991.0204

Variety E Spalding, near, South Lincs. 1.12 g Author’s card index, LXXXV
Spalding, near, South Lincs. – The Searcher, 2003, and author’s card 

index, CXLVII
Southampton, Hants. 0.52 g EMC 1988.9009
Stanton St John, Oxon. – Author’s card index
Wetheringsett, Suffolk 0.97 g CR 1987–57

Variety Af Grimsby, Lincs. 0.7 g EMC 1986.0104
Variety F Reculver, Kent 0.70 g MEC 660

Spalding, near, South Lincs. – Author’s card index, CLI
Bidford on Avon, Warks. 0.86 g Author’s card index

Of the twelve it is curious, to say the least, that no fewer than six should be from
Lincolnshire. From the South Lincolnshire productive site there is one other coin with an
obverse which one would judge to be tertiary in style, and with a reverse reminiscent of the
‘stepped cross’ type. Of the four regular varieties, F is the latest. The most puzzling aspect
of the evidence of these English finds is their tendency to be light-weight, and not simply
because they are chipped or corroded. Whereas Varieties B, E, and F (Fig. 5) each generate
a quite compact histogram around c.1.05 to c.1.35 g, with a secondary, very minor peak at
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47 It is not (just) that coinage from the Rhine mouths area is very plentiful in certain inland districts of England, but more
exactly that it makes up an exceptionally high proportion of all the sceatta finds from those districts, e.g. over 40 per cent. See
Metcalf 2003. The map of primary-phase porcupines at p. 42 is reproduced in Metcalf 2004.

48 For an explanation of the scheme of classification of the so-called ‘porcupine’ sceattas, see Metcalf 1993, vol. 2, 197–242.
A monograph on the porcupines, with a large corpus of sepcimens, is in preparation by Metcalf and Op den Velde (for publication
in the Jaarboek voor Munt- en Penningkunde).

49 If the cessation of inflows began late in the Kloster Barthe phase it might not be very visible to us.
50 Work in progress by Dr W. Op den Velde and the writer. See n.48.
51 For example in the fixed price list Finn 7 (1996), no. 31, a badly chipped coin that Patrick Finn would hardly have

bothered to buy from a continental source.
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c.0.85 to c.0.95 g, in the English plus ?English material, eleven weights out of fourteen
recorded are light.52 That is statistically a small sample, but not to be ignored. One’s first
thought might be that these were largely English imitations of the true Franeker coins, but
it seems that that cannot be the case, as there is extensive die-linking to the Franeker hoard
itself, or to finds from Dorestad or Domburg. Prima facie that might suggest the deliberate
minting in the Netherlands of light-weight coins for the English market (rather than the
selective export of culled coins) but one hesitates to reach such an unexpected conclusion
until the sample of English provenances is larger. (Culling, which is demonstrable from a
comparison of the Franeker and Föhr hoards, is normally in the other direction, i.e. heavy
specimens were chosen for payments by weight.)

There is a theoretical possibility that Franeker-phase porcupines continued to reach
England in quantity but were melted down at the point of entry, to be re-coined into
Eadberht’s Northumbrian, or Beonna’s East Anglian proto-pence. The latter is unlikely, for
it seems that the minting (at least) of the porcupines had come to an end well before the time
of Beonna’s issues. But the curious concentration of Franeker-phase single finds in
Lincolnshire, but not north of the Humber, makes one wonder whether there was reminting
under King Eadberht. At the mid-century there was no mint-output in England which could
have absorbed even modest quantities of Franeker silver entering the country.

But how do we establish their date-bracket? In principle, evidence could only be expected
to come from hoards containing Franeker-phase procupines alongside other, more dateable
types. Nothing useful is available. There is, however, a hoard from Dorestad itself, consisting
of twenty-five coins all of Pepin, and nearly all of the well-known types without a mint-
signature but with a battle-axe, reading PIPI / RP or occasionally RF. So far as one can see,
there are no die-duplicates among them.53 These were very probably minted at Dorestad.54

Taking into account that Dorestad had been under Frankish control since 719, it would seem
that Pepin’s reform had swept away the late (i.e. Franeker-phase) porcupines which had pre-
viously circulated freely in the port (and indeed would also seem to have been minted there).
Conversely, the Goting Kliff hoard from the island of Föhr, which lies just off the coast of
Schleswig, some 75 km south of Ribe, is dominated by Franeker porcupines. It was put
together while they were still in issue (it terminates with Variety E1, and lacks E2 and F), and
it contains no coins of Pepin, although it seems to be miscellaneous enough and large enough
to have included a few if they had been around. On a prima facie reading of the strong evi-
dence from Dorestad, and of these two hoards, the minting of Franeker-phase porcupines
was over (with the possible exception of a few imitations) by c.754. Pepin’s reform swept them
away, and replaced them with coins of better silver. It looks virtually certain that they had
disappeared from the currency of Dorestad by the date of the Hoogstraat hoard. Their orig-
inal introduction, therefore, allowing a sufficient time for the use of the numbers of dies
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52 This offers some sort of guarantee that mostly they are indeed English finds.
53 The variety of their dies precludes their being from very early in the reformed coinage.
54 Enno van Gelder 1980. The pattern whereby Dorestad-minted coins are relatively more plentiful at Domburg than they

are at Dorestad itself is seen clearly in the pre-reform coins of Charlemagne from the two sites, and in later Carolingian issues.

Fig. 5. The three main kinds of Franeker-phase porcupines (Varieties B, E, and F), to show their distinctive
designs and styles. Minor variations occur. Actual size.
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involved, and depending on the pace of output, will have been in the early to mid-740s or
thereabouts. By that start-date, whatever it was exactly, the inflows of porcupines into
England had drastically declined. The inflows may have been declining already in the latter
part of the Kloster Barthe phase.

This date-bracket may perhaps correspond, in England, merely with the beginning of the
end: the minting of sceattas in England, such as the very debased Series R, 10–12, could have
limped on for some years or even, on a very small scale, for two or three decades longer. The
moment of change in the volume of inflows, however, could hardly be sharper, and the date
of transition in the minting of porcupines, from the Kloster Barthe to the Franeker phase,
seems therefore to be quite a key date for English monetary history. The early to mid-740s is
as close a guess as we can make for the new beginning of the Franeker-style porcupines.

A few more words about the Föhr hoard, concealed mid-way during the issue of the
Franeker porcupines. Many of the coins are test-marked with a knife-cut, indicating local
exchange.55 Föhr included a Merovingian or very early Carolingian coin of a certain Milo,
which has been seen as crucial for the dating of the hoard (Fig. 6). Possible attributions have 

been discussed at length by Hatz.56 The Milo best known in numismatic circles is Milo of
Narbonne (fl. 782x791). His coins have rev. NRBO. Could the Föhr hoard be so late? – Surely
not. The Föhr coin uses a reverse that has been read (incompletely?) as TRE, doubtfully
attributed to Caunes (Trencianum), in the south of France.57 Both coin-types use a lozenge-
or diamond-shaped O, and both are of interest as bearing non-royal names. Milo was, how-
ever, not such an unusual name that a second individual is out of the question, and the fab-
ric of the Föhr coin would be decidedly small for a date in Charlemagne’s reign. Hatz has
pointed to a bishop of Trier (722/3–761/2), and suggests that the reverse of the coin in fact
reads PTRE for Petrus. St Peter was the patron of the cathedral of Trier. (TRE could also be
read as Treveri.) Complete certainty will perhaps have to await the discovery of a second spec-
imen, or of an obviously related variety, hopefully from somewhere closer to Trier,58 but
meanwhile Hatz’s is by far the most sensible conjecture.59 If the attribution to the bishop of
Trier is correct then the coin contributes nothing additional to the dating of the Föhr hoard.
Bishop Milo’s long pontificate leaves all reasonable options open. On the basis of what has
been said above about the Franeker coins, one might suggest c.748 x c.752.

Archaeological evidence from Ribe, in Jutland, shows that the locally-minted Wodan/
monster sceattas (certainly a controlled currency, into which inflows of porcupines, etc., were
recycled) remained in use there until late in the eighth century. The absence of later porcu-
pines at the site is therefore uninformative; but to suggest a date in the 780s or thereabouts
for the Föhr hoard, on the basis of an implausible attribution to Milo of Narbonne, would
entail that the Franeker phase was still in production (because Variety F is absent), and would,
in effect, mean that Franeker porcupines were in use concurrently with Pepin’s reformed
deniers, and even with Offa’s pence. It would close the monetary gap or commercial recession
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55 It had fallen out of the cliff, and was recovered, scattered, on the beach. That leaves a (small) uncertainty whether all the
coins were associated, cf. what has been said about the Middle Harling hoard.

56 Hatz 2001, 41–3, with bibliography.
57 For a judicious statement of the facts, see MEC, vol. 1, 643f.
58 Nothing obvious in Lafaurie and Pilet-Lemière 2003.
59 Hatz 2001, 42.

Fig. 6. The coin of Milo from the Föhr hoard. Enlarged � 1.5. (After Hatz.)
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which we detect in southern England by creating an extremely ‘late’ chronology – one might
even say an impossibly late chronology – for the English find-material. If one seeks to push the
end of the Kloster Barthe phase much beyond c.740 x 745, the following decades become
crowded with conflicting tendencies. A ‘late’ chronology would be an elaborate structure to
erect on one small coin (literally small) of uncertain attribution, and general historians will be
better advised to follow Hatz.

Franeker-phase porcupines were minted in far smaller quantities than those of the preced-
ing Kloster Barthe phase, but still some 400 or 500 pairs of dies were used. From England,
however, as we have seen, the tally is at most about 20, compared with some hundreds of stray
finds of the Kloster Barthe phase. A fifteen- or twenty-fold decline in the inflows into
England is worse than recession: considered in isolation it would be tantamount to monetary
collapse. The discrepancy is much sharper than it is among the single finds from the
Netherlands. It seems, therefore, that porcupines were no longer carried to England, or only
in relatively trifling numbers. But we need to look at that proposition carefully: is it possible,
for example, that Franeker porcupines were recycled in Eadberht’s Northumbria but not in
Lindsey or Kesteven? The Lincolnshire find-spots listed above hint as much. There was an
abrupt change of royal policy, both in Northumbria, and in Beonna’s East Anglia, and even-
tually in Offa’s Greater Mercia: whereas foreign coins had been perfectly acceptable if their
alloy was appropriate, now they were compulsorily reminted, and inflows disappear from the
numismatist’s sight, except in so far as large volumes of mint-output raise the question of the
source of the silver.

10. The survival of early Carolingian coins in circulation in England

As regards Carolingian coins (which never reached England in anything like the quantities of
Low Countries money), note that if compulsory re-minting occurred in Offa’s light phase,
that would still leave ample scope for all the deniers of Pepin, dateable with certainty to the
years 751–68, and indeed also some twelve or fifteen years’ worth of those of Charlemagne,
minted from 768 onwards, to circulate unmolested and to occur as stray losses in southern
England, other than East Anglia. Until the early 780s, one cannot identify any Mercian
coinage that could have absorbed significant amounts of foreign silver, by reminting. Nor is
there any documentary evidence of a policy of reminting. The very few single finds of early
Carolingian coins that are known thus seem to imply that very few ever arrived, in the period
up to c.782. Early Carolingian coins (i.e. minted before Charlemagne’s reform in the 790s) are
high-profile collectors’ items, and we may be reasonably sure that extremely few if any English
finds have escaped the net. As regards the quantities in which they were issued, Völckers60 lists
some 400 provenanced specimens for the period up to 790 – out of which nearly 100 are of
Pepin (a similar story of monetary recovery?). A check for die-identity in the early Carolingian
series (including all the unprovenanced coins) has yet to be undertaken, but one’s distinct
impression is that die-duplicates are far from common. The original total of dies will there-
fore have been considerable. The rarity of English finds is not because the coinage was on a
small scale in its home territory, but because trade between Francia and England was very
limited. Nor does the balance of trade explain the rarity: movement of English coins to
Francia was just as limited. The only question will be whether the regional distribution of the
early Carolingian coins in England is to any extent peripheral, i.e. whether they were found
in districts a long way from a mint-place. There are just three recorded coins of Pepin, one
found at Richborough in or before 1880, and doubtless the specimen now in the Fitzwilliam
Museum,61 another minted at Verdun and excavated at Repton,62 and a third (Fig. 7) minted 
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60 Völckers 1965.
61 Metcalf 1966, 379–92 and pl. 17, 8. There need be no real doubt that this is the specimen now in the Fitzwilliam Museum,

MEC 1.719, as Mr Gent lived locally. See the row of three dots aligned with the tail of the R. The type is scarce enough: see
Völckers 1965, pl. N, II,9 and zu II,9.

62 Grierson 1986.
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at Angers, in the Loire valley, and found near Bere Regis, Dorset, just north of the line of the
Roman road from Dorchester to the hill-fort of Badbury Rings.63 There are a couple of coins
of Charlemagne from Hamwic,64 both of them being from the westerly mint-place of Melle;
a coin of the Dorestad mint found at St Albans;65 and a pre-reform coin of Charlemagne of
the (Rhineland) DMAGCS mint found on north Humberside, at the productive site of
Sancton/South Newbold.66 A coin of Charlemagne has recently been reported from Princes
Risborough, again of the Dorestad mint. There is a clear pattern of coins reaching England
via the Rhine mouths area, or from the Frisian settlement area, rather than direct from
Carolingian territory. Equally clearly the coins of Melle and Angers will have come directly
from western France. The ratio of coins of Pepin to those of Charlemagne is roughly what
one might expect. The main point for the historian is that the extent of trade between
England and the Carolingian kingdom seems to have been minimal in the years 751 to c.782,
or certainly any favourable balance of payments was minimal, and that situation is unlikely
to have changed radically in the last ten or fifteen years of Offa’s reign. Even if inflows of
Carolingian money began to increase, Offa’s coinage is thus unlikely to have been made to any
significant extent out of recycled Carolingian silver. That leaves us with the conundrum where
the silver came from. One’s thoughts turned briefly to the fabulous treasure of the Avars,
which fell into Carolingian hands in c.793. It becomes visible in the West as sumptuary mate-
rial rather than as cash. Offa personally received a belt and a sword, and two silk gowns; and
Charlemagne also sent gifts to the English bishops.67 Silver from that treasure may in due
course have been turned into coin, and widely diffused. As a source for Offa’s light coinage,
however, the chronology is impossibly tight.

11. A control-group: Merovingian deniers in England

Merovingian silver deniers, which figure occasionally among the stray finds of the sceatta
period, were evidently permitted to circulate, and are not as rare in England as pre-reform
Carolingian coins, but they are still scarce. Alongside 2,000� sceattas there are about forty,
i.e. roughly two per cent of the English currency. Most of them can be traced in the Coin
Register. They are mostly difficult to date exactly, but they range from 683–6 for the Ozengell
find to very late and debased, e.g. a coin of Angers from the south Lincolnshire site, or one
of Rouen from Benson, Oxfordshire. There were five Merovingian deniers in the Aston
Rowant hoard, as against some 260 sceattas from the Low Countries. Aston Rowant apart it
is, unfortunately, very unusual for us to be able to date individual pieces with any useful
precision. The best we can do is to make a map of the English find-spots (Fig. 8) – from 
which we can see that the overall distribution does not differ much from that for sceattas 
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63 Biddle 1986, 32–3, and illus. at Pl., 14, p. 34. A coin of Offa was found nearby (now Chick, Type 28d) – evidence of con-
tinuity in the use of the routeway? Both coins were originally published by Keen 1983. The attribution to Angers (Andecavis)
should not now be doubted, and indeed the cross-Channel location of this find only reinforces it. Not (of course) in Völckers
1965, where a find of this type from Bonn is catalogued.

64 Pagan 1988, 64, para. 9.
65 Dolley and Metcalf 1957.
66 Booth and Blowers 1982.
67 EHD, nos 197–8.

Fig. 7. The Bere Regis find. Enlarged � 1.5. (After Biddle 1986.)
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generally. In more detail, there are strong hints that they stood a better chance in regions
remote from a mint-place. Thus, they are rather more numerous in Essex and likewise in
Wessex than one might have expected; and conversely there are unexpectedly few in east Kent
or in London. Their scarcity in the south-east may be merely because they were outnumbered
by a copious currency of English coins, rather than because there was prejudice against them
or because they were melted down. Whatever the correct explanation, their occurrence on the
fringes of the general circulation area suggests that they were carried to those districts direct.
That is so, for example, at the South Lincolnshire productive site.68 Even if it were the case
that Merovingian coins (but not porcupines?) went into the melting-pot in east Kent and
London, the proportion in our corpus of eighth-century finds may be an understatement –
but still a very small percentage of the whole. The Merovingian coins originate from mint-
places widely scattered through France, and by no means just from the northern coastlands
of Francia. There is, however, an interesting concentration from the Paris region and from
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68 This is discussed more fully in Metcalf forthcoming.

Fig. 8. Stray finds of Merovingian silver deniers in England. Coins from known productive sites are marked by
a square symbol, and the Aston Rowant hoard by a cross. (The find-spots are listed in an Appendix, p. 30 below.)
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Neustria generally. There were Merovingian mints all over France, Belgium, the middle
Rhinelands, and western Switzerland, producing in total massive amounts of coinage. Alas,
metal detectorists in France have not transformed our understanding of the Merovingian
mints in the way that has happened in England. Beside the Frankish coinages, the Low
Countries porcupines, ample as they are, were probably a mere appendage; and yet very few
silver coins from Merovingian Gaul were carried to England, a situation quite unlike the
arrival of Low Countries money among the sceattas. That might in theory be because the bal-
ance of payments was in the other direction, but it has to be said that secondary-phase sceat-
tas are very scarce among French finds (except as money in long-distance transit, carried by
pilgrims to Rome, for example), and equally scarce in the Netherlands. Trade between
England and France was not on a large scale. The North Sea trade was in the hands of the
Frisians – characterized in the title of Lebecq’s book69 as ‘merchants and sailors’ – and in the
other direction Frisia, it seems, was the gateway to the Rhine valley. Merovingian deniers may
be slightly more plentiful in the English wics than in the countryside at large, for example
there are two alongside about 120 sceattas from the Southampton excavations.

There are also finds from Winchester, and from the Isle of Wight, which are understand-
able enough in terms of the direct crossing of the Channel from the mouth of the Seine. A
similar explanation suggests itself for a denier of Poitiers found at Avebury, Wilts.

Again, some of the Merovingian deniers could have arrived via the Low Countries, as they
are rather plentiful at Domburg.70 There are six finds from the South Lincolnshire productive
site, among 150� finds – four per cent, or double the national average. But their mints of
origin do not appear to be more easterly than usual.

12. Precursors to Offa’s reform: new coinages in Northumbria and in East Anglia

To return to the main question, there seems to be a large gap, then, both in mint-activity and
in stray losses in England south of the Humber, from a date probably as early as the 740s,
until Offa’s moneyers begin to work on a substantial scale, at an uncertain date close to or
soon after 780. The third quarter of the century is the low period. Within that gap of as much
as thirty or forty years, the merest handful of finds are recorded from south of the Humber.
North of the Humber, however, the monetary picture seems to have been very different. King
Eadberht, 738–57, struck an elaborate series of issues, with legends consisting of the royal
name – Classes A to G, and also coined jointly with his brother the archbishop.71 The coins
do not bear moneyers’ names, but one could imagine up to half-a-dozen moneyers, each with
his distinctive symbols beside the fantastic beast, serving as a mark of personal identification.
We do not know exactly when in the twenty-year reign the reform was launched, nor whether
these issues were spread chronologically right through its end – one’s instinct is that they are
mainly from the 740s, and that by the 750s mint-output had declined, because the issues of
Eadberht’s successors are far more scarce – but in any case they seem to fall squarely into the
gap in southern England. Even if we stretched the chronology for the last of the sceattas as
far as possible, we would be looking at Northumbrian coins of reasonably good-quality silver
(often approximating to two-thirds silver, but reducing later to about half),72 contemporary
with southern English coins of decidedly poorer quality, e.g. East Anglian sceattas of only
10–15 per cent silver. It is difficult to imagine what was happening in terms of trade. Were
merchants avoiding southern England, and sailing right up the east coast to the Humber? The
Frisians had a suburban settlement at York, where plenty of porcupines have been excavated,
but none of the Franeker phase. In total there are just about enough of the site finds for the
absence of Franeker porcupines to be noticeable, and thus to offer a clue to the early begin-
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69 Lebecq 1983.
70 Op den Velde and Klaassen 2004 syllogizes 71 deniers from Domburg.
71 Although this may look like a precedent for Offa’s joint issues, there may have been a still earlier precedent in east Kent

in the sceattas of Series K.
72 See a dozen EPMA analyses in Metcalf 1993, 676–9.
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ning of Eadberht’s reformed issues. In any case, and whatever the date, he instigated a con-
trolled currency within the confines of his northern kingdom, from which foreign coins were
excluded. That is the picture not just from York, but from the whole of the East Riding,
including the heavily monetized north Humberside.

There is a similar anomaly in East Anglia, where Offa’s reform had another precursor in
the coinage of King Beonna. Like Eadberht and like Offa, Beonna restored a decent alloy
standard (which in East Anglia settled down at around half-silver) in place of the severely
debased late sceattas of Types R9–12. Beonna’s coins have been studied thoroughly and in a
most exemplary manner by Marion Archibald, in the light of the Middle Harling hoard.73

The hoard had been scattered by the plough, through the years and up and down the furrows,
over many metres. It is wonderful to have the whereabouts of each coin in the field accurately
plotted, with its identity tied into the catalogue. Beonna’s coins which are already half-way to
being deniers in their fabric, are historically and economically ‘betwixt sceattas and Offa’s
pence’. Like Offa’s coins, they already bear both the royal name, and a moneyer’s name.
Beonna became king in 749, in all probability. How long his reign lasted is unknown: he was
eventually subdued by Offa. All that we can point to is the coin of Wilræd in Offa’s ‘early
reformed’ coinage, which is presumably by the same moneyer who had worked actively for
Beonna (Fig. 9). On this flimsy evidence, and on not much more, it is judged that Beonna’s
coinage as a whole dates from the 750s and 760s – perhaps quite narrowly from the years
around 760.74 Thus it seems to be some years later than the bulk of the coins of Eadberht,
but in any case still to sit unambiguously into the chronological gap that has been identified.
Yet there were, as we have seen, a few very late East Anglian sceattas in the Middle Harling
treasure, still available for hoarding, at a date perhaps in the early 760s.

(Much less certain, but worth mentioning, while we are clutching at straws: might the late
Series L sceatta excavated at Repton, and perhaps even the denier of Pepin from Verdun, have
been lost when Æthelbald was buried there in 757? The paucity of coin finds at Repton can
be seen as illustrating the depth of the recession: the low earthen mound over the mass bur-
ial of 873–74 contained many middle Saxon finds – silver and copper-alloy pins, fragments of
vessel and window glass, and pottery sherds, but just the one coin, of Series L. It seems that
the old ground surface was scraped up to form the mound. The Carolingian coin was found
immediately to the west of the mound.75)

What was the source of the bullion, and what was the commercial context, of Beonna’s quite
extensive coinage, for which some forty-six upper dies are known? Was there a renewal of trade
between the Rhine mouths area and specifically the kingdom of East Anglia, but not with
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73 Archibald 1985.
74 The chronology is carefully discussed in Archibald 1985, 33f., subject to corroboration by what one thinks in the light of

Chick’s work about the date of the ‘early reformed’ phase. One may accept the narrow dating to c.760, without being willing to
build too much on it.

75 Biddle et al. 1986. It is possible, but by no means certain, that the crypt was constructed for the burial of Æthelbald. The
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle records that ‘he was slain at Seckington, and his body is buried at Repton’: EHD no. 1, sub anno 757.

Fig. 9. Coins of Wilræd for Beonna and Offa respecively. The coin of Beonna illiustrates the dies used to strike
coins of only c.25 per cent silver – presumably the last of Wilræd’s issues. Notice the dotted limb of the runic e.
On the coin of Offa, the die-cutter has had difficulties with the letter R, on both obverse and reverse. Notice the
S-shaped contraction-mark. Enlarged � 1.5. After Archibald, and Chick.
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(Mercian-controlled) Kent or London? The circulation of Beonna’s coins was very largely con-
fined to East Anglia, possibly because of a lack of goodwill between Mercia and East Anglia
– not to mention an apparent lack of goodwill between Offa and Charlemagne. The moneyer
Wilræd, who was very active under Beonna, apparently struck some of that king’s latest coins,
when the alloy standard was halved, to about 25 per cent silver (Fig. 9a). As in Northumbria,
it seems that there was persistent downward pressure on the coinage alloy, possibly for fiscal
reasons, but reflecting, one must suppose, inadequate inflows of bullion into the region. It is
assumed that when Wilræd (if he was the same individual) subsequently worked for Offa
(Fig. 9b), it was in his home territory of East Anglia, of which Offa had taken political control.
Only two specimens by Wilræd for Offa have survived.

13. What was coinage used for? Economic versus political factors

The broad arguments that have been considered so far do not yield much specific information
about how sceattas were used in England (although there is plenty that can be said on that
subject), nor do they tell us whether those same uses of money revived under Offa. To put the
question into context, it is worth comparing the overall distribution-patterns in England for
sceattas and for Offa’s pence (Figs 10 and 11). If there was a drastic monetary recession con-
sequent upon a recession in trade with the continent, one might expect that the marginal
areas, furthest from the eastern and south-eastern coasts of England, would suffer most, and
that a distribution-map would show a retreat. Be that as it may, Offa’s pence swiftly came to
serve the whole of southern England. It seems that there is very little difference in the maxi-
mum area over which stray finds of sceattas and of Offa’s pence occur, with one exception:
coins of Offa are not found north of the Humber. The reason for that is clearly political.
Offa’s writ did not run in the kingdom of Northumbria. The Aiskew hoard, from the out-
skirts of Bedale in Wensleydale, and concealed fairly late in the light phase of Offa’s coinage,
i.e. in the 780s, is the exception that proves the rule. Offa’s coins did not circulate in Yorkshire,
and the Aiskew coins were on their way to the melting-pot or perhaps (if opportunity offered)
to be recycled southwards by some other traveller.

Offa’s coins did, however, circulate in East Anglia. When the province was conquered and,
in effect, incorporated into the Mercian empire, Mercian money flooded in. That makes the
regional restriction of the preceding coinage of Beonna (which is found in East Anglia, but
very rarely beyond) all the more curious. The situation under Offa is best appreciated from
another map (Fig. 12). It allows us to attempt a more detailed regional analysis, by dividing
England up into smaller regions, and comparing the currency in each of them. To make
potential comparisons easier, we can use the same eleven regions that have been used in sev-
eral published studies of sceattas.76 The 352 provenanced coins in Derek Chick’s monograph
have been distributed, in Table 1, according to their proposed mint-attribution, and whether
they are light or heavy. The Table shows, quite dramatically, that the pennies minted at
London, Canterbury, and in East Anglia crossed regional boundaries freely, supplying an
intergrated currency everywhere south of the Humber. Millions of coins became mingled in
circulation. This is not a figure of speech. We are talking literally about millions of coins with
a high velocity of inter-regional circulation. As an example of how the Table can be exploited,
the map, Fig. 12, using the boundaries of the eleven regions, shows the percentage of the stray
finds from each region which were minted in East Anglia in Offa’s light coinage. On their
home territory in Norfolk and Suffolk, the East Anglian coins (the correct attribution of
which is not open to doubt) made up in the lighter phase 40 per cent of the currency in
Norfolk and 44 per cent in Suffolk. Taking the light and heavy phases together those figures
fall even lower, to 31 per cent for Norfolk and 37 per cent for Suffolk. In other words more
than half the currency had entered East Anglia from the London and Canterbury mints. But
East Anglian mint-issues have been found throughout England, especially northwards in
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Fig. 10. Stray finds of sceattas, to show the maximum extent of the area over which they circulated.

TABLE 1. Numbers of stray finds from the 11 regions, attributed to the London, Canterbury, and 
East Anglian mints, in the light (L) and heavy (H) phases of Offa’s coinage.

Total London Canterbury East Anglia Ratio

L H L H L H

22 Lindsey 7 4 3 6 2 – 50–41–9
26 Norfolk 4 1 5 8 6 2 19–50–31
24 Suffolk 4 1 6 4 8 1 21–42–37
26 Essex (N) 8 2 11 1 2 2 38–46–15
100 South-East 37 5 38 14 3 3 42–52–6
12 Sussex 5 3 4 – – – 67–33–0
42 Surrey, Wessex 11 3 22 2 4 – 33–57–10
29 Thames 9 1 13 4 2 – 34–59–7
43 Middle Anglia 14 3 11 14 – 1 40–58–2
28 Severn/Trent 7 3 9 6 2 1 36–54–10
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south Lincolnshire and in Lindsey, but also as far afield as Wessex. East Anglia was monetar-
ily a semi-detached part of Offa’s overlordship. Elsewhere a distinctive regional flavour is
lacking. It has been noted that in the secondary phase of the sceattas Canterbury coins
tended to dominate south of the Thames, while London-related sceattas dominated north of
the Thames, although only to the tune of about 60:40 in either case.77 Much the same is true
of Offa’s pence. South of the Thames, Canterbury leads, with a ratio of 60:40. North of the
river, the balance is close to 50:50. Given that the coins were of a uniform intrinsic value,
whatever their mint, this is clear evidence of an integrated currency, with only a small ten-
dency towards regional variation. In the South-East region, i.e. Kent, south Essex, and
London, the pennies minted at London and Canterbury mingle. It is not a sufficient explana-
tion to think of Canterbury coins being carried along the North Downs and onwards into the
Thames valley and the east midlands. London coins were evidently carried in the reverse
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77 Metcalf 1993, 370–3.

Fig. 11. Stray finds of Offa’s pence, to show the maximum extent of the area over which they circulated. (After
Chick, Fig. 2.)
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direction. Even in the little triangle of east Kent, Canterbury coins only achieve a roughly
60:40 ratio. (Here we see the necessity of correct mint-attribution of Offa’s pence, which was
our starting-point.) Could taxation have been a mechanism for the mixing of coins from dif-
ferent mints? – Money was gathered into the king’s coffers, and then spent in various places.
But whether this would have resulted in such an even mixture in all regions is debateable.
From this we should conclude that the uses of coinage were dominated by long-distance
transactions. There will surely also have been a local economy, in which people from the sur-
rounding villages came into Canterbury on market-day, but that seems not to have influenced
the wider pattern of stray losses, or at least, not to be visible in the wider pattern. Regional
analysis of this kind offers the historian very secure evidence, in effect because the single finds
on which it is based are doubtless a random sample as regards their mint of origin. Moreover
the final balance was achieved swiftly, because the average age of a penny of Offa when it was
lost cannot have been more than ten years or so.
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Fig. 12. The percentages of the stray finds of Offa’s light coinage from each of eleven regions, which were minted
in East Anglia. (In Norfolk 6/15 � 40 %, in Suffolk 8/18 � 44 %.)
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14. The evidence of productive sites: continuity or resumption

Next we should focus down onto the topographical distribution of the finds in more detail,
in the hopes of picking up a few clues about the local uses of Offa’s pence. These will not nec-
essarily change the big picture, because local particularities may be absorbed into the average
for the region. The main point is that some of the productive sites which have yielded so many
sceattas continued into the time of Offa, or perhaps it would be more accurate to say resumed
activity on their traditional sites after a gap of a couple of decades – or in some cases longer.
Remembering that sceattas are six times as plentiful as Offa’s pence, even a few of the latter
on a smallish productive site may be enough to demonstrate that the site enjoyed a similar rel-
ative importance under Offa as in the secondary phase. Bidford-on-Avon is a good example
of renewed activity: even though inflows of Frisian money into the west midlands ceased, the
local region was again producing goods which attracted merchants engaged in inter-regional
trade.78

Blackburn has given us a very useful and thorough survey of some thirty ‘productive sites’,
nearly all in eastern England.79 East Tilbury, Essex continues to perform very strongly, and
from an early date,80 and there are several finds of Offa from Coddenham (Suffolk),81 Bawsey
(Norfolk),82 and almost certainly from the productive site on the Isle of Wight.83 The major
site near Royston is especially informative, in that apart from just one coin of Beonna its recov-
ery or resumption is delayed until about the year 800 – one coin of Archbishop Æthelheard,84

and none of Offa alone, but five of Coenwulf and two of Cuthred.85 There is also a significant
number of coins of Offa from the notorious Hollingbourne/Leeds Castle site in west Kent.86

On the other hand, the major south Lincolnshire site closes down completely with the last of
the sceattas – possibly because Mercian trade no longer needed an outlet to the sea by way of
the Wash. The ‘Flixborough’ finds, the sceattas and stycas among which were published in
summary by Bonser, are now known to be from north of the Humber (stycas are not common
in Lindsey). Controlled excavations at Flixborough, 1989–91, meanwhile, yielded no fewer
than 53 Anglo-Saxon coins, all of the eighth to ninth centuries. Their provenance and the com-
pleteness of the record are, thankfully, secure.87 There were 23 sceattas, just one penny of Offa,
by Osmod, one of Archbishop Ceolnoth, and 22 stycas. These await detailed publication, and
we shall then see how many of them are of Eanred – or even of Æthelred I. The date when
losses resumed on any scale will have to be judged from the proportions.

The finds from East Tilbury include two of the three known coins of Offa by the improb-
ably named moneyer Mang, which Derek Chick identifies as very early. Both fragments came
from the same detectorist in April 1989 and one presumes that they are a mini-hoard. There
is an equally early coin by a moneyer called Odd or something like that from near Sledmere,
on the Yorkshire Wolds, another productive site which, like Hollingbourne, is unfortunately
shrouded in obfuscation.88 Is there a hint here that when the recovery began, it touched first
the old productive sites?
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78 Chick nos 17d, 95d, and 227a (Blunt 22, 49, and -) .
79 Blackburn 2003.
80 Chick nos 5a, 5b, (these two very probably a mini-hoard, both found by Mr H. Norris in April 1989), 11d, 147b, 170a,

214b, and 251e. (Types as Blunt -, -, 55, 120, 110, 105, 114.)
81 Chick nos 72c and 106b. (Types as Blunt 81 and 17.)
82 Chick nos 61b, 130a, 177Aa, and 219d (Blunt 69, -, and 85).
83 Chick nos 130e and 230g (Blunt 73 and 25). The site where many sceattas have been found is well testified, but it is

conjectural whether the Offas also came from the same site.
84 Chick no. 240b (Blunt 133).
85 Blackburn and Bonser 1986b.
86 Chick nos 13n, 17h, 143b, and 243b (Blunt 56, 22, -, and -).
87 Blackburn 1993, 87–9, lists the Lindsey finds including the Flixborough excavation finds for 1990–91. The Flixborough

excavations are now being published in four volumes, of which three have appeared. Volume 2, Evans and Loveluck forthcoming,
chapter 13, by Miss Archibald, will include the coins.

88 Bonser 1997, 43f., naming the site as ‘North of England’. It was previously conjectured to have been at Flixborough, but
is now securely known to have been near Sledmere. There are over 90 sceattas (including, one suspects, an undeclared hoard of
Series G and J), plus 19 Northumbrian stycas of various dates.
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The extreme scarcity of the coins of the early reformed phase suggests that monetary activ-
ity resumed at first in a very small way. Statistically their occurrence at East Tilbury and at
Flixborough is well over the odds. Although we do not know how long the phase lasted, these
six coins (out of which two are a mini-hoard) tend to confirm that there was a gap, specifically
at London, during which monetary activity was moribund.

An interesting corollary of the above is that at the South Lincolnshire productive site
(where even the later secondary sceattas are almost completely lacking) three finds of
Franeker-phase porcupines are perhaps the first (abortive) hint of the new rather than the last
of the old: their use in Kesteven seems to lie on the later side of the recession. Perhaps we
should see this in connection with King Eadberht’s new coinage: shipping brought these late
porcupines to the Humber; in Northumbria they were melted down and recycled, whereas at
ports reached via the Wash they were allowed to pass into use.

15. Anomalies of monetary circulation: Ecgberht of Kent

When we come to the 780s, the velocity of circulation under Offa and the regional transfers of
his coins were such that there is very little to be gained through looking for evidence of resid-
ual localization of the coins of individual moneyers. Any thought that one might discover
additional minor mint-places on the basis of local clusters of single finds by the same moneyer
is disappointed. Our 350 single finds are thoroughly mixed, geographically. All the more strik-
ing, therefore, is the coinage of the Kentish king Ecgberht II, where the distribution of the
English find-spots is intriguingly loaded towards west Kent and Surrey. Indeed there is just one
find from east Kent, where his coins are presumed to have been minted. Even if there was some
sort of embargo on their use north of the Thames, a couple of more northerly finds from
beyond the South-Eastern region are not really surprising, given that most people were illiter-
ate. The find-spots for Ecgberht in Fig. 13 are as it happens all of coins by the moneyer Udd,
and the map also shows one other coin by Udd for Offa which falls within the frame, from
Shalford Mill, near Guildford. The two coins of Udd from Stamford Hill are evidently another
mini-hoard, offering us a glimpse of money being put into circulation by being issued to a cus-
tomer by a particular moneyer. The Shoreham find is from just down the road from Otford,
site of the famous battle in 776. Sir Frank Stenton’s assessment, from charter evidence, that
Offa was unable to exercise power in Kent between 776 and 786,89 may help to explain the 
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89 Stenton 1971, 207ff., remains valuable.

Fig. 13. Single finds (and a mini-hoard) of coins of King Ecgberht of Kent. Dots: coins of Udd; triangle, coin
for Offa by Udd. Crosses mark the location of Canterbury and Rochester, and crossed swords the Battle of Otford.
(Source: Chick forthcoming.)
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unexpected degree of localization of Ecgberht’s coins. These are the years, presumably, when
Ecgberht minted most or all of his coins. Heahberht’s lone coin is stylistically close, and one
would not wish to make it significantly earlier. Alas, we have so little documentary informa-
tion about Ecgberht or Heahberht, or even about the exact dates of their issues of coinage,
that one hesitates to say more. Was the frontier between Kent and Mercia difficult to cross in
the years 776–86? Some explanation is certainly required for the inconsistency between, on
the one hand, the restriction of Ecgberht’s coins to the south, and on the other hand the
60:40, 40:60 mingling of Offa’s coins described above.

Ecgberht, like other kings (including his father or senior colleague Heahberht), also used
his coinage for purposes of diplomacy and for pious donations. There was one specimen in
the Ilanz hoard, from the Alpine region, and another in the Vatican collection, doubtless an
Italian find. A third is in the Aiskew hoard, which perhaps gives a clue that the owner of the
money had set out from the south of England.

16. Anomalies of monetary circulation: Archbishop Jænberht

If the monetary interpretation of the restricted spread of Ecgberht’s coins is less than trans-
parent, it is clarity itself compared with that of the coins of Archbishop Jænberht. The vener-
able prelate, who held the see of Canterbury from 765 until 792, nearly thirty years, was a
supporter of Ecgberht and a kinsman. It was well known that Offa and Jænberht detested
each other.90 And yet all except one of Jænberht’s coins bear his name jointly with that of
Offa (the exception being the astonishing early coin in the Aiskew hoard in his sole name,
reading Ienberht pontifex). As well as the Northumbrian coins of Eadberht with Ecgberht,
there was a southern precedent for a joint issue by king and prelate: a certain number of sceat-
tas have been attributed to the archbishop of Canterbury. A variant of Series K, Type 33, at
present unique, shows a bust with hand raised in benediction.91 But Jænberht’s issues were on
a substantial scale, struck from something like 65 dies (plus or minus margins of statistical
variation). Was the arrangement intended to give him a cash income? Would Offa have been
so generous? Was it a quid pro quo or a sweetener for his acquiescence in the decision of the
Council of Chelsea in 787 to split Jænberht’s province by creating another archbishopric, for
Mercia, at Lichfield? – One is doubtful whether Jænberht’s coins can begin quite as late as
787. Hygeberht received the pallium as archbishop of Lichfield in 787, and promptly conse-
crated Ecgfrith. Wallace-Hadrill has sketched a possible sequence of events in which
Jænberht refused to fall in with Offa’s dynastic plans, declining to anoint his son.
(Charlemagne’s two sons were anointed kings in 781.) Offa may have appealed to the pope to
depose Jænberht, which the pope refused to do.92

Why (if one may ask an idiot question) did not Offa strike coins jointly with Hygeberht too?
The question is even more pressing as Offa had allowed Bishop Eadberht to strike coins. It
would make far more sense politically than sharing coinage-rights with the detested Jænberht.
The only explanation that comes to mind is that minting was in some sense customer-driven,
although that hardly meets the case. If it had been a matter of prestige, Offa could have found
a few pounds of silver for some token issues in the new archbishop’s name. And another idiot
question: when there were coins for Cynethryth, why not for King Ecgfrith? Jænberht’s coins
were doubtless minted at Canterbury (and not beginning until well into Offa’s reign),
probably by the moneyer Æthelnoth, with whose coins there is a die-link. The distribution-
map of single finds (Fig. 14) is decidedly interesting. Other than a mini-hoard from Cobham 
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90 The pope was persuaded to abandon the scheme of a Lichfield archbishopric after Offa’s death, on the grounds that it
had been promoted by Offa out of ‘enmity against the venerable Jænberht and the people of Kent’ (propter inimicitiam cum
venerabili Ianberto . . .) (EHD, 860). On Offa’s seizing lands belonging to Christ Church, Canterbury, see Campbell, John and
Wormald 1982, 125–6.

91 Metcalf 1993, 390.
92 Wallace-Hadrill 1965, 685.
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Hall, near Rochester, there is only one find from Kent, which was excavated at Canterbury
cathedral itself. On the other hand there is a distinct concentration of finds near Winchester,
at Southampton, and at Netley Abbey, on Southampton Water. Had Jænberht sent a mone-
tary gift to the Old Minster at Winchester? It will be remembered that there are essentially no
sceatta finds from Winchester, in sharpest contrast with Hamwic. We may imagine that by
spending the money they had been given by Jænberht, the monks created a local, a very local
monetary economy, reflected now by single finds from North Hill, Winchester and from
Winnall Down, with other coins of Offa from Pitt, two miles to the west of Winchester, and
from St Cross, just down the road. Thus Jænberht’s gift, if such it was, seems to have seeded
a money economy in the immediate vicinity of Winchester. There are signs of another little
cluster of Jænberht’s coins at Oxford and along the Thames to Reading. One recalls the
remark by Sir Frank Stenton, that ‘in 735, the traditional date of St Frideswide’s death, the
land on each side of the Thames at Oxford seems to have been under the direct rule of
Æthelbald . . . During the next 100 years every powerful West Saxon king asserted a claim to
this territory . . . it was not until the middle of the ninth century that the debateable land was
finally divided between [Mercia and Wessex]’.93 This long-running trial of strength may offer
a context for the local finds of Jænberht’s coins. In short this is a heavily south-of-Thames
distribution, with only a couple of finds of Jænberht from further north (from Raunds and
from Saffron Walden) to soften it – again, illiteracy seems an adequate explanation for the
outliers. Once coins were in circulation, they would pass from hand to hand. The distribution
of Jænberht’s coins is so much at variance with the over-all pattern for Offa’s light coinage
that one asks oneself whether the moneyer supplied them directly to the archbishop, who
used them for diplomatic payments or for the support of other churches.94 Meanwhile, the
bulk of Offa’s issues were presumably issued to merchants and other private customers.

17. Summary of the argument

In the eighth century, the activity of minting was concentrated mostly at London, in or near
Canterbury, and at one or two centres in East Anglia. The secondary-phase sceattas were
struck probably also at a variety of other, less active mint-places. Monetary circulation was
normally so brisk, and so fully integrated throughout southern England, that the coins of all
mints became quite thoroughly mingled. That is true especially for the coinage of Offa. It is
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93 Stenton 1936, 108.
94 Metcalf 2002, 167–9.

Fig. 14. Single finds of coins of Archbishop Jænberht (dots). The square symbol marks a mini-hoard from
Cobham Hall. The triangle refers to a die-linked coin for Offa by Æthelnoth.
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not normally practicable, therefore, to detect additional, smaller mint-places through the
residual localization of single finds. Nor is it ever likely to be.

The free circulation of coinage was nevertheless dependent on political good-will. The
issues of King Ecgberht of Kent, and of Archbishop Jænberht were largely confined to
south-of-Thames. Beonna’s coins did not find their way very much into Mercian-held terri-
tory; and Offa’s coins likewise are rarely found north of Humber. The proof that the barrier
was political rather than ‘natural’ is in the contrast: when Offa had taken control of East
Anglia, his coins circulated there freely, dominating the currency, and the coins minted in his
name in East Anglia were carried into Mercia. Primary-phase sceattas and foreign issues such
as porcupines had been plentiful in Northumbria, but Eadberht enforced the sole use of his
own currency.

The third quarter of the eighth century witnessed a severe recession in the volume of mint-
ing and also of monetary exchanges; and, even more severe, in the net inflows of coinage from
the Continent. Money from the Low Countries, which had in the first half of the century
been a major component of the English currency, disappeared dramatically. Merovingian sil-
ver had never entered England in quantity. The date of the downturn is difficult to specify,
but the minting of sceattas appears to have declined as early as the 730s and to have dwindled
in the 740s. It is not obvious how this might relate to political or military events in Frisia or
the Rhine mouths area.

The recovery in monetary circulation was certainly delayed and gradual. Offa began to
impose a stronger royal control on the minting of coinage, probably in the 760s, following the
examples of King Eadberht and King Beonna, but the volume of mint-output remained tri-
fling until as late as c.780. Early Carolingian coinage reached England only in the tiniest
quantities, and even then, mostly in peripheral regions. Of the productive sites which had
been prominent in the sceatta period, some seem to have resumed trading activity at a very
early stage (East Tilbury, and perhaps Humberside), and others after a much longer hiatus
(‘near Royston’ and ‘near Sledmere’). Others again never recovered (South Lincs.).
Merovingian coins were in some cases carried direct from the continent to productive sites.

It is significant that two regions of England produced reformed coinages, of better-quality
silver alloy than the last of the sceattas, at a time when Offa’s realms were in the depths of
recession. They anticipated Offa’s coinage reform. The Northumbrian king (and also the
archbishop of York) instigated a strong mint-activity in the 740s and 750s, which fed a con-
trolled currency from which other types of coinage were excluded. Similarly King Beonna of
East Anglia struck coins of respectable quality in the years around 760. The find-spots of
these two regional currencies seem to imply that the political frontiers of Mercia were closed
to trade, or inimical to trade.

Something similar seems to have been true for Kent in the time of King Ecgberht
(c.775–c.779), and also for Archbishop Jænberht in the same years and through the 780s. The
distribution of single finds of their coins is to a considerable degree restricted to south of the
Thames – in contrast with the free movement of the bulk of Offa’s (later) coins north and
south of the Thames. Queen Cynethryth’s coins are attributed to the Canterbury mint, but
their use seems to have been mainly north of the Thames. Stenton’s observation that Offa was
unable to exercise power in Kent between 776 and 786 tallies well with the numismatic evi-
dence. It is curious that no coins are known of Archbishop Hygeberht (but Bishop Eadberht
was perhaps the Mercian counterpart of Jænberht, so far as minting-rights were concerned).
Nor are there any coins in the name of King Ecgfrith.

APPENDIX. MEROVINGIAN SILVER COINS FOUND IN ENGLAND

This is a provisional list, but it is reasonably complete and unbiased, and should therefore serve the purposes of
the argument. The author has since 1984 maintained an updated manuscript version of the check-list published
in Rigold and Metcalf 1984. Abbreviations: B. � Belfort 1892–5; CR � Coin Register; P. � Prou 1892.
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Find-spot Mint or region of origin Reference
Avebury, Wilts Poitiers, cf. P.2196 Abramson collection
Badingham, Suffolk ? CR 2003–4
Barham, Suffolk Quentovic, Daculfus ?2005, Author’s card-index
Benson, Oxon. Rouen, Saint-Ouen 1997, Author’s collection
Bicester, Oxon. NW France CR 1991
Congham, Norfolk Paris region CR 1999
Dry Doddington, Lincs. B.5723–31 NW France (Paris region?) CR 2002
Dunton Green, Kent ? Ashmolean Museum
Essex, north ? CR 2006
Essex, north Rennes Abramson collection
Eyke, Suffolk Rouen CR 2006
Good Easter, Essex ? CR 2005
Hamwic, Hants. ? Metcalf 1988b, 52, no. M126
Hamwic, Hants. Nevers? Metcalf 1988b, 52, no. M127
Hamwic, 2000, Hants. Marseilles Birbeck 2005, 135, no. C.17
Humberside, north ? (B.5671–2) 2004, Author’s card-index
Irchester, Northants NW France. B.5723–31 CR 1996
Isle of Wight ?Seine-Maritime. P.2845 Author’s card-index
Kempston, Beds. Paris region? A/swastika c.1988. Inf. courtesy of Mr M. Bonser
Kent Clermont-Ferrand CR 2005
Kent Marseilles, P.1613–14. Abramson collection
Kidmore End, Berks ? AS in monogram 1997, Author’s card-index
Melton Ross, Lincs. Saint-Julien de Brioude. Cf. B.1018–19 c.1995, Author’s card-index
Narborough, Norfolk Porcupine/croix ancrée CR 1994
Newark, Notts. Bourges region 1989, Author’s card-index
North Waltham, Hants. Rennes? CR 2003–4
Old Buckenham, Norfolk Chalon-sur-Saône CR 1998
Oxborough, Norfolk ? CR 1999
Ozengell, Kent Tours, Childeric II Fitzwilliam Museum
Royston, Herts. Limoges region, ecclesia racio Fitzwilliam Museum
Royston, Herts. Sens? B.5714 Fitzwilliam Museum
St Albans, Herts. Poitiers CR 2007
Saffron Walden, Essex ? CR 2003–4
Shalfleet, Isle of Wight ? CR 2007
Sledmere, East R Yorks. Brioux (Deux Sèvres). Cf. P. pl. IX, 177 Metcalf forthcoming (SiEMC 2)
Sledmere, East R Yorks. ? Metcalf forthcoming (SiEMC 2) 
Spalding, near, S. Lincs. Paris region Author’s card-index, LVIII
Spalding, near, S. Lincs. Chalon-sur-Saône Author’s card-index, LIXB
Spalding, near, S. Lincs. Angers Author’s card-index, LX
Spalding, near, S. Lincs. Chalon-sur-Saône Author’s card-index, CVII
Spalding, near, S. Lincs. ? Chartres. Porcupine/�CARNOTI Author’s card-index, CLX
Spalding, near, S. Lincs. ? (FSEMOIX/DOSL ENAS). Cf. P.1708. Author’s card-index, CLXI
Suffolk Jublains (Mayenne). B.1736–7 CR 1997
Telscombe, Sussex Marseilles CR 2007
Watton, Norfolk Marseilles. P.1613–14 2002. Inf. courtesy of Mr T. Abramson.
Winchester, Hants. ? CR 1998

Aston Rowant IN PALACIO/NADREBERTO British Museum, acq. 1971. Kent 1972,
171

Aston Rowant Devolved monogram British Museum, acq. 1971. Kent 1972,
172

Aston Rowant Devolved croix ancrée/cross and pellets British Museum, acq. 1971. Kent 1972,
173

Aston Rowant Porcupine/croix ancrée and pendants British Museum, acq. 1971. Kent 1972,
174

Aston Rowant Radiate head/long cross British Museum, acq. 1971. Kent 1972,
175

The list includes two or three pairs of similar coins, found at different localities. These raise intriguing questions.
When the coin of Marseilles from Watton, for example, was discussed in the context of Series W, one wondered
whether it could be an English piece. The recent discovery of another specimen, from different dies, in Kent, might
be thought to reinforce that doubt. The balance of the argument is still in favour of a Merovingian origin.
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TWO NORTHUMBRIAN STYCAS OF EANRED AND ÆTHELRED II
FROM EARLY MEDIEVAL TRUSO IN POLAND

MATEUSZ BOGUCKI

SINCE 1982 extensive excavations have been conducted at the site of the Viking Age empor-
ium at Janów Pomorski on the south coast of the Baltic Sea, near the town of Elblą g.1 The
coin finds from these excavations cast important new light on long distance ties between the
British Isles, Scandinavia, the South-Eastern Baltic and the Orient, but before discussing
these in detail, the site must be introduced. The site is most probably the well known histori-
cal Truso (Fig. 1), described by Wulfstan around AD 880.2 The settlement was established
directly on the bank of a former bay and was probably surrounded by a semi-circular ram-
part. A little stream flowed through the centre of the settlement. The buildings, most of which
were divided into three sections, used various construction techniques. Secondary buildings
often adjoined the main ones, forming distinct units. The houses in Truso followed a regular
street plan; the ditches found situated at regular intervals suggest that these were used to
separate neighbouring plots. Geophysical research and the analysis of aerial photographs
indicate that there were port basins for ships in Truso, similar to those in Ralswiek on Rügen.
The remains of several ships were found lying directly on the sand in this area.

Many traces of craft production activities and workshops have been discovered in the
settlement at Janów Pomorski. The most important of these is probably the blacksmith’s
workshop in which numerous iron bars, partially made objects and finished products were
found. In addition to iron working, there is evidence of very intensive amber-working at
Truso. To date, more than 30 kg of unworked, partially made or finished amber objects like
beads, amulets, pendants, Hnefi game stones and other artefacts have been found. In 2006, an
amber ‘hoard’, weighing 10 kg, was found in one of the houses. Horn (comb) and glass manu-
facture, weaving and boat building (padding, rivets and hundreds of iron nails were found)
also played an important role. Of no less importance were the goldsmiths. A great variety of
tools have been unearthed, such as small hammers, anvils and files, as well as melting pots
(one containing a few half-melted dirhams), clay moulds (for oval brooches), partially made
objects, production refuse and finished ornaments, mainly of Scandinavian type. Evidence of
active trade may be seen in the c.600 weights of different types and fragments of balances,
and in over 1000 coins and their fragments.

Analysis of the finds showed that the settlement at Truso can be dated from the end of the
eighth to the beginning of the eleventh century, but the majority of finds (apart from the coins)
date to the ninth and tenth centuries. However, Truso’s beginnings are earlier than the finds
indicate, as a comparison between the chronological analysis of the finds and the stratigraphy
revealed. The deepest layers contain a few traces of buildings without rich metal finds, which
could be interpreted as the first phase of occupation in this area. The Scandinavian settlers
arrived later and probably arranged the whole site into parcels. In my opinion, the beginning
of Truso should be dated to the fourth quarter of the eighth century.

It is important to note that the end of Truso as a trading port should be dated no later than
the middle or third quarter of the tenth century. Only a few finds (some combs, weights and
one spur) can be dated to the beginning of the eleventh century. In the middle of the tenth
century a strong political power, probably of the Piast dynasty, was present in the delta of the
Vistula river in the vicinity of Gdańsk. It is possible that these rulers tried to seize control of

1 Jagodziński and Kasprzycka 1991; Jagodziński 2000a; Jagodziński 2000b; Jagodziński 2006; Bogucki 2004.
2 Bosworth and Hampson 1859.
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Truso and, when this proved impossible, destroyed the town and redirected the main trade
routes to Gdańsk.3 There were still people living in Truso at the end of the tenth and beginning
of the eleventh century, but by this time the town had lost its international importance and
commercial function.

The majority of the finds from Janów Pomorski are of Scandinavian origin. The most impor-
tant are six sword pommels, arrowheads, bone combs, pins, silver and gold finger rings, bronze
and silver Valkyrie figures, Hnefi game stones and various brooches: Vendel Period equal-
armed, Viking-Age equal-armed, trefoil, oval, disc, and horseshoe brooches. In addition,
objects from the Carolingian Empire and Oriental states have been found at the site.4

Among many different types of finds, more than 1000 coins have been found on the site to
date.5 In October 2006 only 515 specimens were recorded. Subsequently, c.500 coins were
found during systematic surface metal detecting and rescue excavations of the four hectare
area in 2007 and 2008. In the so-called ships’ wreckage-place, a hoard of sixteen coins was
found in one of the boats. It contained two Sasanian drachms, and fourteen Abbāsid dirhams
(t.p.q. 815/16).6 At present, only a third (c.360) of the single finds from Truso have been iden-
tified and described.7 The oldest oriental coins found in Truso are Sasanian drachms of
Khusro I and Khusro II, together with some Arab-Sasanian ones: nine specimens of these
coins are known. The remaining oriental coins are mainly small fragments of Umayyad and
early Abbāsid dirhams and their imitations from the 770s to 810s. Umayyad dirhams are quite
rare in Truso: to date only twenty-four specimens have been identified. Two of them were
struck in Wāsit, one in Basra and one in Istahr.

Other interesting coins, struck in the Abbāsid period but in the old Sasanian style, are the
half dirhams of Abbāsid governors of Tabaristān. One was struck in year 137 of the Post-
Yazgard Era (AD 788), the very year when three Abbāsid governors were ruling in Tabaristān:
Garı̄r, Muqātil and Hānı̄ ibn Hānı̄.8 The second specimen was struck in the name of Umar
ibn al’-Alā in 124 PYE (AD 775). Another of these coins is of anonymous ‘Afzūd’ type.
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3 Bogucki 2004, 112–18.
4 Bogucki 2007a.
5 Czapkiewicz, Jagodziński and Kmietowicz, 1988; Bartczak, Jagodziński and Suchodolski 2004, 21, 27–8; Suchodolski

1989; Suchodolski 2006; Bogucki 2006; Bogucki 2007b.
6 Czapkiewicz, Jagodziński and Kmietowicz, 1988, 165–8.
7 The information presented here and the numerical data are based on coins found in 1985–2006. Only 143 dirhams were

professionally identified by A. Bartczak (Bartczak [n.d.]); see also Bartczak, Jagodziński and Suchodolski 2004, 28–32. I have
identified coins from the excavations of 2002–6 only preliminarily. They need to be studied by a professional oriental numismatist.

8 Gaube 1973, 124–9.

Fig. 1. Janów Pomorski (Truso) and the most important emporia in the late eighth, ninth and the first half of
the tenth century (Bogucki 2007b).
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Alongside the identified specimens, there are also a few unattributed small fragments of half
dirhams. Generally, half dirhams struck by Abbāsid governors form a very small but constant
part of the finds from the Northern Lands; they are known from Russia, Scandinavia and
from the Slavic and Baltic Lands.9

The most common coin type found in Truso are very small fragments of early Abbāsid
dirhams, dated to AD 750–c.814/28. To date, 312 of them have been identified; in this group,
specimens from the central mint in Madı̄nat as-Salām dominate, while coins from the other
mints of the Caliphate are represented by a few specimens:

Madı̄nat as-Salām 29
al-Muhammadı̄ya 9
Balkh 3
Kūfa 3
Samarqand 3
Madı̄nat Isbahān 2
Madı̄nat Naysābur 2
Madı̄nat Harāt 1
Madı̄nat ash-Shash 1
Madı̄n Bajunays 1
Marw 1

Parts of dirhams from North Africa are also present in the collection (at least four speci-
mens). The mint name is not preserved on these fragments, but they were most probably
struck in the main mint of North Africa – al-Abbāsı̄ya. One Idrisid and one Aghlabid dirham
are also known.

The chronological structure of the rulers present in the coin material is as follows:

as-Saffāh (750–54) 1
al-Mansūr (754–75) 17
al-Mahdı̄ (775–85) 10
Harūn ar-Rashı̄d (786–809) 19
al-Amı̄n (809–13) 11
al-Ma’mūn (813–33) 18

Some later, late-Abbāsid dirhams struck after AD 813 were also found in Truso. Among at
least twenty-two such specimens, one dirham of al-Mu’tasim bi-Allah (833–42) has been
identified. The latest oriental coins at Truso are two fragments of al-Mutawakkil’s (847–61)
dirhams, one struck in AD 848/9 in Madı̄nat as-Salām and the other in AD 850/1–854/5 in
ash-Shash.

A small but very important category of coins consists of imitations and counterfeits, of
which six specimens have been found; this is a much lower proportion than at Birka, where
almost twenty per cent of the coins were imitations and counterfeits.10 All the imitations were
identified among the single finds.11 However, detailed analyses will certainly identify more
coins belonging to this group. According to Gert Rispling, the imitations of the early Abbāsid
type (group A1) are in fact of Khazar origin, and should be dated to the late 830s.12

Hitherto, only thirteen western European coins have been found: one Frisian imitation of
the Madelinus tremissis, one Frisian/Danish sceat of the Wodan/monster type, five early
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9 For other finds of Tabaristani coins see Berga 1988, 74, no. 43; Lundström 1981, 104, 107; Wiechmann 1996, Table 72,
B:1–3; Kiersnowski 1964, 54, no. 143, 52, no. 132; Kiersnowska and Kiersnowski 1959, no. 232. Slaski and Tabaczyński 1959,
no. 86.

10 See Rispling, 2004, 39 on the Birka imitations; the real number of imitations from Truso may be much higher, but they
have not been identified yet.

11 Bartczak, Jagodziński and Suchodolski 2004, 31.
12 Rispling 2005, 173–5, 208.
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Danish deniers (four of Malmer type KG 3 and one of KG 5 type),13 three deniers of
XPISTIANA RELIGIO type (two of Louis the Pious and one of Lothar I),14 and one penny of
Æthelwulf, king of Wessex,15 struck in Rochester. A very characteristic feature is that almost
all the western European coins were pierced or looped. The latest western European coins
found at Truso are two Northumbrian stycas of Eanred (c.810–40)16 (Fig. 2) and Æthelred II
(first reign c.841–4, second reign c.844–8) (Fig. 3). The coins were found in August 2007 and
August 2008 in the ‘harbour’ area of the site, in the plough soil.

1. Northumbria, mint York, Eanred (810–40), brass17 styca. Pirie 570, 570a.18 Weight 0.90 g, diameter 11–12 mm,
square flan. Field II; Inv. No. 501/2008.
Obv.: Equal armed cross with slightly broadening arms, �EANREDREX.
Rev.: Equal armed cross with slightly broadening arms, �MONNE, outer circle of pellets.

2. Northumbria, mint York, Æthelred II (840–8), brass styca from the first reign (840–4). Dies identical with
Pirie 211,19 SCBI 4, no. 326.20 Weight 0.99 g, diameter 12 mm, irregular flan, heavily corroded surface, some
letters illegible. A large patch of corrosion on the reverse. Field II, square XLII/19, Inv. No. 58/2008
Obv.: Equal armed cross with slightly broadening arms, �EDELREDR, outer circle of pellets. Die nos Pirie 210,
211 (obverse die also found with a reverse die of the moneyer Eanred; Pirie 292–3).
Rev.: Equal armed cross with slightly broadening arms, �LEODEG[NX], outer circle of pellets. Die no. Pirie
211.

The first styca found in Truso is a common coin struck for Eanred by the moneyer Monne.
Two coins struck with the same dies as the Truso specimen are held in the Yorkshire Museum
in York. These dies are not known to die-link with other coins. Most probably both coins
were part of a hoard from Bolton Percy, North Yorkshire (found in 1847), which was
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13 Bartczak, Jagodziński and Suchodolski 2004, 32–45; Suchodolski 1989. Two more specimens of KG 3 deniers were found
in May and August 2007.

14 Bogucki 2006. A second specimen of the Louis the Pious denier was found in May 2007.
15 Suchodolski 2006.
16 The chronology of Northumbrian rulers is still debated. Besides the traditional dating based on written sources (placing

the rule of Æthelred II in the 840s), a new chronology based on numismatic finds has been proposed (placing Æthelred II’s rule
in the 850s, in 854–62): see Pagan 1969, 1–15. This problem has been discussed extensively by Kirby 1987 and Lyon 1987. This
article uses the traditional dating, as described in Grierson and Blackburn 1986, 302–3.

17 No metal analyses of the Truso stycas have been made. The metal composition of stycas struck from the same dies as
no. 2. are as follows: Pirie 210a (Cu 70.4%, Zn 13.9%, Ag 2.6%, Sn 8.1%), Pirie 211 (Cu 74.3%, Zn 11.2%, Ag 3.4%, Sn 6%); see
Pirie 1996, 68.

18 Pirie 1996, no. 570, Pl. XV.
19 Pirie 1996, 91–2, no. 211.
20 SCBI 4 (Copenhagen), no. 326.

Fig. 2. Janów Pomorski, no. 1. Styca of Eanred. Scale 2:1 (Photo L. Okoński).

Fig. 3. Janów Pomorski, no. 2. Styca of Æthelred II. Scale 2:1 (Photo and drawing M. Bogucki).
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deposited after 849.21 These coins seem to be a regular issue of Eanred’s reign, from Phase II,
which should be dated to the 830s according to the traditional chronology.22

The second styca also belongs to a very common series of Æthelred II’s coins, struck by
the moneyer Leofthegn. However, coins like this specimen, struck with the legend EDELRED R

(belonging to Pirie’s group A),23 and with the name of the moneyer written as LEODEGN X,
are somewhat less common. Three coins struck with the same dies as the specimen from Truso
were found in a hoard discovered in 1843 at St Leonard’s Place, York, deposited after 849, as
is the whole hoard (Fig. 4).24 The same hoard also contained a styca struck with the same
obverse but with another reverse die, where the name of Leofthegn is written differently.25

Two other specimens identical with the find from Truso constituted a part of a hoard from
Bolton Percy.26 Two other coins come from the biggest hoard of stycas, discovered in
Hexham, Northumberland, which, according to the traditional chronology, was deposited
shortly after 844. These coins are known from nineteenth-century engravings based on coins
then in the possession of the collector John Adamson (Fig. 5a–b).27 Therefore it is difficult to
say whether they were struck with the same dies. It is very likely, however, that this was the
case. Additionally, two other coins struck with the same dies, but without a specified find
spot, are known. The first formed part of the collection of George Baron, and is now pre-
served at the Leeds City Museum;28 the other is a part of the numismatic collection of the
National Museum in Copenhagen (Fig. 6).29 The cracked obverse die of the coins described
combines also with another reverse die, with the name of the moneyer Eanred. Such coins
were found in the St Leonard’s Place hoard from York.30 The die combination chain, to which
the styca from Truso belongs, is more developed, but there is no need to describe it further
here.

In the period between the eighth and the ninth century, only a small number of western
European coins reached the coast of the Baltic Sea. These are mostly Carolingian deniers,
Anglo-Saxon pennies and Frisian sceattas.31 Finds of Northumbrian stycas are truly excep-
tional in this area. They have been studied by R. Wiechmann32 and E.J.E. Pirie.33 However,
new finds have been recorded since their studies were written. All in all, outside the British
Isles, only eighteen specimens have been recorded (Fig. 7). Four of them were found in
Friesland;34 three of these, struck for Eanred in around 810–40 (moneyers Monne, Eadwini,
Fordred), come from the Dorestad emporium. The fourth, struck for Archbishop Wigmund
of York in the years 837–54 (moneyer Edilweard), was found at Schouwen. Two other stycas
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21 Pirie 1996, no. 570.
22 This coin was found after this text was already written, and I have been unable to study it in detail. I am very grateful to

Hugh Pagan and Mark Blackburn for finding analogies in Pirie 1996, which is not available in Warsaw.
23 Pirie 1996, 38.
24 Pirie 1996, 16–17, nos 211, 211a, 211b.
25 Pirie 1996, no. 210.
26 Pirie 1996, 17–18, nos 211c, 211d.
27 Pirie 1987, 291, nos 138, 139.
28 Pirie 1996, 17–18, no. 211e.
29 SCBI 4 (Copenhagen), no. 326.
30 Pirie 1996, nos 292, 292a, 293, 293a.
31 Bartczak, Jagodziński and Suchodolski 2004, 32–45; Bogucki 2006.
32 Wiechmann 1998; Wiechmann 2007a, 39–40; Wiechmann 2007b, 211–13, 261 (no. 59), 275.
33 Pirie 2000, 90.
34 Pirie 2000, 90, nos 293, 294.

Figs 4, 5a–b, 6. Stycas of Æthelred II from York, Hexham and the National Museum in Copenhagen struck with
the same pair of dies as the styca from Janów Pomorski (Pirie 1996, Pirie 1987, Galster 1964).
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have been found in the Rhine basin: a coin of Eanred was found at Mainz,35 and another at
Zutphen.36 Two further coins have been found in Menzlin, although these have not yet been
published.37 Seven stycas have been found in Scandinavia. Two specimens, struck for Eanred
(moneyer Herred), were reworked to form weights through fastening them to pieces of lead
(Fig. 8a–b); they were discovered in a warrior’s grave in Vig, Fjære, Norway.38 A third such
styca has been recently found in Norway in Hjelle, Sogn og Fjordane.39 Two more specimens
were discovered in southern Denmark. One was found in the harbour of Hedeby, and was
struck during the reign of Æthelred II by the moneyer Leofthegn (Fig. 9). The second coin,
from the settlement of Schuby, was struck for Æthelred II by the moneyer Monne (Fig. 10).40

Two of Æthelred II’s stycas have been found at Birka in Sweden, in graves 29 and 176 (Figs
11, 12).41 So far, the most eastern find of this type has been recorded at Staraya Ladoga in
northern Russia.42
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35 Pirie 2000, 90, no. 296; Stoess 1994, 178, no. 26; Wiechmann 2007a, 40.
36 Willemsen 2004, 134–6; Wiechmann 2007a, 40.
37 Wiechmann 2007a, 40.
38 Skaare 1976, 44–5, 144, Pl. IV.12–13; Pirie 2000, 25–6, 90; Williams 1999, nos 6–7.
39 This coin has not yet been published; I owe this information to Elina Screen, Cambridge.
40 Wiechmann 1998.
41 Arbman 1940, Plate 141, nos 1–2; Arbman 1943, 12 (grave 29, illustrated at Abb. 11, 7), 75 (grave 176); Blackburn and

Jonsson 1981, 150; Wiséhn 1989, 25.
42 This coin has not been published yet; I owe this information to Mark Blackburn, Cambridge.

Fig. 7. Northumbrian stycas found outside the British Isles (compiled by M. Bogucki).

Fig. 8a–b. Vig, Fjære, Norway. Eanred stycas reworked to form weights (Skaare 1976).
Fig. 9. Hedeby, Germany. Æthelred II styca (Wiechmann 1998).
Fig. 10. Schuby, Germany. Æthelred II styca (Wiechmann 1998).
Figs 11–12. Birka, Sweden. Æthelred II stycas from graves 176 and 29 (Arbman 1940).
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Returning to the stycas found in Truso, it has to be underlined that, unlike other European
coins from this site (the sceat of Wodan/monster type, deniers of Louis the Pious, Danish
deniers and Æthelwulf’s penny), they have not been re-made into pieces of jewellery. This can
be explained by the fact that they are brass, not silver, coins. The fact that these stycas were
kept in their original form may be of significance in explaining the function of the other
European coins, which were deprived of their monetary character. So, it is very likely that
these coins were brought to Truso by tradesmen, who regarded them as a means of payment.
There, they were lost or rejected during trade activities. Other silver deniers could have been
remade into jewellery already in Scandinavia; therefore, it is difficult to say whether they were
brought to Truso to function exclusively as jewellery, or as money too.43 The brass stycas
show, however, that European coins could have been brought to the southern coasts of the
Baltic Sea to function as a means of payment, and only lost their monetary function after
arriving there.

From where were the stycas brought to Truso? Denmark, and especially southern Jutland
with its main settlements in Ribe and Hedeby, can be named with high probability. These
settlements were, without any doubt, involved in the trade between the British Isles and other
parts of Europe. It is worth mentioning that some scholars attribute to the mint in Ribe both
the sceattas of Wodan/monster type and also the deniers of type KG 5, which to date have
been seen as struck in Hedeby.44 This, and the well-known fact of the journey undertaken by
Wulfstan to Truso around 880, show that the ties between Truso and southern Jutland were
strong. Other artefacts found at Truso also attest to these close relations.45

The chronological correspondence of the stycas with another Anglo-Saxon coin – a penny
of Æthelwulf of Wessex, stuck between 842 and 845 – is striking.46 Five Danish deniers (KG
3 and KG 5) and both deniers of Louis the Pious of the XPISTIANA RELIGIO type are only
a little bit older. The sceat of Wodan/monster type, which is almost a century older, represents
an exception.47 Still, such chronological unity among the European coins from different cen-
tres proves that the contacts between Truso and Western Europe in the second quarter of the
ninth century were established through Danish tradesmen. It is impossible to determine, how-
ever, whether these artefacts are merely ‘souvenirs from England’, as R. Wiechman described
them, or whether they are testimonies of lasting ties between the Elblą g Heights, southern
Jutland and the British Isles in the ninth century AD. The comparison of coins with other
artefacts from Truso suggest that the latter possibility is more likely. The Anglo-Saxon penny
and the Northumbrian stycas are three of the latest coins found at Truso. Currently, despite
many theories,48 it is uncertain what caused coin usage in Truso to cease after the mid-ninth
century, even though long-distance trade contacts were still lively.

The finding of two Northumbrian stycas at Truso can be explained in many ways; it is cer-
tain that this find is exceptional and of great significance. Although it does not answer the
many questions connected with the use of coins at Truso, it certainly enriches our knowledge
about long-distance trade relationships in the ninth century AD.
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 2008

CURRENCY UNDER THE VIKINGS. PART 5:
THE SCANDINAVIAN ACHIEVEMENT AND LEGACY

MARK BLACKBURN

THE previous lectures in this series have considered the currency in particular regions of the
British Isles during periods of Scandinavian control. In this final address I would like to take
stock more generally of the Scandinavian contribution to the monetary history of the British
Isles. I will review the distinctive monetary achievements of the Scandinavian settlers in these
islands, considering the extent to which these influenced their neighbouring communities,
and their successors in later generations. In essence, the question posed is ‘What was the
Scandinavian legacy?’.1

It has been unkindly said of the Suevi of Spain that the course of history would not have
changed one iota if they had never existed.2 Might the same comment be made of the
Scandinavians in the British Isles? Well, clearly not, as even today there are discernible fea-
tures of language, street names, place-names and culture showing Scandinavian traits in
regions such as Yorkshire. And they have left a distinct trail in the genetic make up of many
people in Britain and Ireland. But was there an enduring influence on monetary circulation
and the monetary system? To take a possible example, there is a very clear difference in the
number and distribution of mints in England before and after the period of Scandinavian
control of the Danelaw; but to what extent did the Vikings contribute to this change? In other
parts of the British Isles, how influential were the Scandinavians in introducing the use of
money? The term ‘money’ here has a wider meaning than mere coinage. In Scandinavia coins
were only one element in a system of exchange that included precious-metal ornaments,
ingots and hacksilver, while other forms of ‘commodity money’ that are attested in the later
Middle Ages, such as cloth, dried fish and butter, may well have been used in the Viking Age
too. An understanding of the difference between the ‘money-weight economy’ or ‘bullion
economy’ of the Northern Lands and the ‘coin economy’ of the Anglo-Saxon and
Carolingian kingdoms is fundamental to an appreciation of the Scandinavian contribution to
the monetary history of the British Isles.3

Before considering monetary developments in the Scandinavian settlements, it is necessary
to review the monetary conditions in Scandinavia and the British Isles before their mutual
interaction in the ninth century. Of these two, I will spend a little more time describing the
situation in Scandinavia, since our understanding of this has been developing recently and
may be less familiar to a British audience.

The background: Scandinavia

In the late eighth century the first Scandinavian raiders whose exploits came to the attention
of chroniclers in the British Isles would have had little experience of coins, silver ornaments
or silver bullion when they set out on their travels. There seems to have been very little pre-
cious metal of any description in Scandinavia during the eighth century. The gold solidi,

1 This is a revised and extended version of the paper read at the Anniversary Meeting in November 2008. I wish to thank
Dr Kristin Bornholdt Collins and Dr Elina Screen for their comments on a draft of this paper. I am also grateful to the Manx
Museum for permission to illustrate coins in their collection (Fig. 6, 2–4).

2 Cited in Grierson and Blackburn 1986, 78.
3 Steuer 1987; Graham-Campbell 2007; Williams 2007, 178–85; Kilger 2008b.
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bracteates and bullion that had been plentiful in the fifth and sixth centuries appear to have
given way, at best, to thin gold-foil figures (guldgubbar) and the occasional gilding of copper-
alloy ornaments.4 The only coins of the immediate pre-Viking period discovered in
Scandinavia are a handful of mid-seventh-century Merovingian gold tremisses found mainly
in western Denmark and along the North Sea coast,5 and eighth-century silver sceattas that
are likewise very rare in Southern Scandinavia, except at Ribe where a thriving coinage was
produced, evidently for use within the wic itself and for trade around the North Sea.6

The ninth century saw an enormous change in the use of silver in Scandinavia. Around
800, silver dirhams which had travelled across Russia began to arrive in Eastern Scandinavia
(notably Gotland, Åland and the Mälaren region of Sweden), accompanied then or soon
afterwards by ornamental silver, notably spirally-decorated rings that seem initially to have
originated in Russia around Perm and Vyatka, to the west of the Urals; later they would be
imitated in Scandinavia.7 This build up of silver may have started slowly, but in the mid-ninth
century it really gathered pace. By the third quarter of the ninth century silver was available
in significant quantity in both Eastern and Western Scandinavia. The recent excavations and
surveys at Kaupang – the only early Viking-Age town recognised in Norway – have shown
how the use of silver developed there. Two phases of coin use have been distinguished at
Kaupang: one c.800–c.850 in which Western silver pennies (Carolingian, Anglo-Saxon and
Danish) were used, and one c.850–c.970 based on Islamic dirhams (Fig. 1).8 That the Western
pennies were used in an emerging bullion or money-weight silver economy is shown by the
early (pre-850) contexts in which they are found stratified with pieces of hacksilver (i.e. sec-
tions deliberately cut from ornaments or ingots) and small weights.9 The use of hacksilver was
previously thought of as essentially a tenth-century phenomenon, based on hoard evidence,10
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4 Skre 2008b, 344–7; Watt 2004.
5 Eight tremisses have been found, one from Kaupang in Norway and seven from western parts of Viking-Age Denmark

on the islands of Sylt and Föhr, at Dankirke, Gadegård, Jelling and Füsing, near Hedeby; Metcalf 1996, 400–1; Moesgaard and
Pol 2003; Dobat 2005; Rispling, Blackburn and Jonsson 2007, 76; Blackburn 2008b, 59–60.

6 Metcalf 1996, 403–9; Feveile 2006a; Feveile 2006b; Feveile 2008.
7 Kilger 2008a; Hårdh 2007.
8 Blackburn 2008b.
9 Hårdh 2008, 114; Pedersen 2008, 130; Blackburn 2008b, 31.

10 Hårdh 1996, 84–130.

Fig. 1. A model projecting rate of coin loss (not date of production) of coins at Kaupang (Source: Blackburn
2008b, p. 71, fig. 3.15b).
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but prolific single-finds from Kaupang and other sites, such as Uppåkra, now show that at
some centres it was already used for exchange by the mid-ninth century.11

Many of the silver ornaments and ingots found in Scandinavia were not imported but
made locally by melting down imported bullion and Islamic dirhams. The wastage rate of
dirhams from the currency was remarkably high,12 and to judge from the pattern of surviv-
ing hoards it appeared as though the volume of coinage actually circulating in Scandinavia
during the second half of the ninth century was relatively small in comparison with that of
the tenth, when the hoards are more plentiful and generally larger.13 However, new site finds
and isolated single-finds made by metal-detector users appear to tell another story. The evi-
dence of isolated single-finds suggests that in Southern Scandinavia (Denmark and southern
Sweden) the rate of loss of dirham fragments was as great or even greater during the later
ninth century as during the first half of the tenth (Fig. 2), and so the volume of coinage in
active use may have been broadly similar. 14 These are tentative conclusions based on a small
but rapidly growing sample of data.15 But if there is a conflict between the hoard and the
single-find evidence why should we not rely on the larger body of securely-dated hoards? The
reason is that fluctuation in the number of recorded hoards from different periods is more
likely to reflect circumstances influencing the deposition of hoards or their non-recovery, than
the availability of money (coins or bullion) generally. This argument is well demonstrated by
the case of England in the eighth and ninth centuries, when the patterns of single-finds and of
hoards are dramatically different, with single-finds being plentiful during the eighth and
earlier ninth centuries, and hoards being much more numerous during the later ninth century.16

If in Scandinavia as a rule hoards of the ninth century are scarcer and generally smaller
than those of the tenth century, the discovery at Spillings on Gotland in 1999 represents a
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11 Hårdh 2008, 114–18.
12 For an estimate of wastage rates see Blackburn 2008b, 41–2.
13 Kilger 2008a.
14 This is largely based on Danish single-finds. Comparable data for Gotland or the Mälaren region is not available because

of the stricter laws in Sweden against metal-detecting there.
15 Blackburn 2008b, 41–2, fig. 3.8b. The histogram illustrated here as Fig. 2 is a revised version of this figure, incorporating

additional data kindly supplied by Gert Rispling, and will be published in the proceedings of a conference, ‘Silver Economies,
Monetisation and Society in Scandinavia, 800–1100’, held in Aarhus in 2008.

16 Blackburn 2003, 22–4.

Fig. 2. A model projecting rate of loss of dirhams in Southern Scandinavia (based on 147 single-finds) (Source:
Blackburn 2008b, p. 42, fig. 3.8b revised).
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notable exception. Three associated hoards with termini post quem of 867–74 together
amount to the largest deposit of silver anywhere in the Viking world, with no less than 14,000
dirhams and many times their weight in spiral-rings and other silver ornaments.17 Clearly, it
was possible to amass a vast quantity of silver in Eastern Scandinavia in the 870s.

Although the ninth century saw perhaps the most dramatic change in Viking-Age monetary
practice – the establishment of a vibrant silver economy – further developments and changes
occurred during the course of the tenth and eleventh centuries. West European pennies
replaced Islamic dirhams as the staple coinage in the later tenth century, and, although in some
regions the use of hacksilver continued well into the eleventh century, coins became more dom-
inant in the hoards. There had been an initiative to establish a local regulated coin economy in
Hedeby in the tenth century, as there had been in Ribe in the eighth, but away from Hedeby
its coinage had little economic impact.18 At the end of the tenth century the new royal
Scandinavian coinages may likewise have been intended to provide a regulated currency for
their mint places, Sigtuna and probably Lund, but it is not clear that they succeeded.19 More
widely Scandinavian coins merely supplemented the stock of circulating foreign coinage, until
eventually they formed the basis of a managed national coin economy, achieved in Denmark
and Norway in the third quarter of the eleventh century, while Sweden would have to wait
another century or more.

Over the course of the Viking Age, therefore, silver was used in Scandinavia in a variety of
different ways.20 Whole ornaments might function as a store of wealth, a means to convey
one’s status and power to neighbours and rivals, or be given in satisfaction of social or cul-
tural obligations in what has been termed a ‘display’ or ‘status’ economy.21 However, many
arm-rings, neck-rings and ingots were made to weight standards based on units of approxi-
mately 100 g, and it has been argued that they had a monetary function and could be used as
a means of payment in certain transactions, acting as ‘ring-money’.22 These rings, in turn,
were frequently chopped up into hacksilver, for use in a money-weight or bullion economy,
where they were valued according to their intrinsic silver worth, and mixed with whole or cut
ingots and with imported coins that were also often fragmented. Without the guarantees
accorded to coinage in a coin economy, imported coins should have passed at only their
intrinsic value, but at times they may have commanded a premium for their convenience and
reputation.23 It is probably for this reason that it was worthwhile producing anonymous imi-
tations of Anglo-Saxon and other coins at Sigtuna and probably Lund in the late tenth and
early eleventh centuries, although the imitative coins were not weight adjusted and they
mainly circulated alongside imported German and English coins. When eventually the
Danish and Norwegian kings implemented fully-fledged coin economies, in all but their more
peripheral territories they effectively excluded imported coins from circulation, thereby oblig-
ing people to pass older and foreign coins through the mints. These various ways of using
silver – in ‘display’, ‘bullion’ and ‘coin’ economies – were not mutually exclusive, and for
much of the Viking Age all three co-existed in Scandinavia. It should come as no surprise
then, if we find examples of all these practices in the Scandinavians’ settlements in the British
Isles.
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18 Wiechmann 2007.
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20 Hårdh 1996, 21–24, 131–64; Skre 2008b.
21 Williams 2007, 178–85; Kilger 2008b.
22 Hårdh 1996, 145–6; Hårdh 2007. For many ring types the weight standards are rather approximate; Kruse 2007, 169–72.
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23 This point is made most recently in Gullbekk 2008, 166–7.
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The background: British Isles

Monetary practice in the various regions of the British Isles was also very diverse at the
beginning of the ninth century before the Scandinavians had settled. Southern England had
a well-developed coin economy in which Anglo-Saxon silver pennies were used by tale, not by
weight, and in which foreign (notably Carolingian) coins were excluded from circulation.
Coins were struck at three main minting places (London, Canterbury and an East Anglian
mint, probably Ipswich), and smaller mints were active intermittently (Rochester and a West
Saxon mint, at Southampton or Winchester).24 By the time of the arrival of the Scandinavian
great army in 865, Wessex and Mercia had entered a monetary alliance based on a single com-
mon coin type, known as the Lunettes issue, while King Edmund (855–69) in East Anglia was
producing a substantial uniform and successful coinage. Coins of all three kingdoms were
struck to a similar weight standard and circulated freely across borders.25 In Northumbria,
there was also a managed coin economy but here it was based on the local small thick pen-
nies, known today as ‘stycas’. These had suffered dramatic debasement, so that by the mid-
ninth century they were virtually pure brass; yet they were produced in vast numbers and
seem to have enjoyed very active circulation in Northumbria and parts of Cumbria and
Strathclyde that were subject to Northumbrian control. The supply of silver for monetary
purposes in England had been very substantial earlier in the eighth century, and after a dip it
had recovered under King Offa (767–96) and remained quite plentiful in the first decades of
the ninth century.26 A degree of debasement, not only in Northumbria but also in southern
England and in the West Frankish kingdom from c.840,27 together with a reduction in the
number of single-finds, may be pointers to a more general contraction in the silver supply in
Western Europe in the mid-ninth century.28 These fluctuations in silver supply are a topic I
shall return to later, but despite what must have been challenging times economically, the
Anglo-Saxon system of a well-managed coin economy was maintained throughout the
period.

Elsewhere in the British Isles the picture is very different. Before the arrival of the Vikings
there was no local coin production, and little experience of coinage. In Ireland, a few finds
suggest that Anglo-Saxon coins were present in small numbers in some sections of society,
particularly in the late eighth/early ninth century, but this would not have amounted to gen-
eral monetary circulation.29 Precious metals seem to have been in short supply generally in
eighth-century Ireland and Scotland, for ornamental metalwork, even of the finest craftsman-
ship, used silver sparingly and often in a debased form.30 Gold is also very rare in the eighth
century, except as applied filigree decoration or gilding on silver or copper alloy. A marked
increase in the use of silver for ornaments among the Irish coincides with the establishment
of Viking settlements in the mid-ninth century.31

In Wales, a solitary coin of Queen Cynethryth, Offa’s consort, found at Llanbedrgoch,
Anglesey, hints at some knowledge of coinage in that small community before the Viking
Age. With this possible minor exception, the other areas to which the Scandinavians came –
elsewhere in Wales, the Isle of Man and the Western and Northern Isles of Scotland – show
little sign of coin use before their arrival.32 There was a sharp contrast, then, between
England, with its highly developed coin economy, and the western and northern regions of
the British Isles, where coinage was barely known, precious metal was in short supply and
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social obligations, fines and exchanges were probably measured and satisfied in commodities
such as cattle, grain and silver, as indicated in Ireland by the Irish law texts compiled in the
late seventh/early eighth centuries.33

The Scandinavian achievement: England

In popular culture the Vikings are principally thought of as tough, uncouth warriors who
brought destruction to people and property, and hauled off ships full of slaves and booty.
Some of this is plainly valid, for even discounting to a degree the graphic accounts in the
chronicles and sagas, the historian can see evidence of this from the discontinuity of the church
in the Danelaw and the pitiful survival of any of its pre-tenth century documents. Yet if one
looks for their achievements, positive and constructive, the monetary evidence is revealing for
understanding the policy and effectiveness of the Scandinavian states, and how Scandinavian
settlers adapted to their new economic and social circumstances.

A bullion economy in the Danelaw

Prior to 865, the Vikings’ periodic raids on England left little trace in the numismatic evi-
dence; the loss of the Middle Temple (London) hoard may be connected with the raid of 842,
but this appears to have been the property of an Anglo-Saxon resident, so tells us nothing of
the Scandinavians’ use of money. However, once the great army started over-wintering in
England from 865, and had subdued Northumbria and East Anglia, evidence of their distinc-
tive monetary practice emerges even before their settlement of the Danelaw commenced. The
Croydon hoard, which was probably deposited during the Viking campaign in the London
area of 871–2, is the earliest dated find to indicate that the Scandinavians in England used
mixed silver by weight in their exchanges, i.e. practised a bullion economy. This hoard
included 175 Anglo-Saxon coins, together with a group of seven Carolingian silver deniers,
three Islamic dirhams, three ingots and five pieces of hacksilver. It has been interpreted as the
property of a member of the great army who had acquired the Anglo-Saxon coins as loot or
tribute, to which he added his own purse of foreign coins and silver bullion possibly brought
from the Continent.34

Later in 872, the army returned to Northumbria before pulling back to overwinter at
Torksey, Lincolnshire. The site of their wintercamp of 872–3 has been found by metal-detector
users, spanning several fields near the River Trent. The finds they have made over the last
twenty-five years are simply astonishing (Fig. 3). Although we have recorded more than a
thousand metal items, this is only a small portion of the material that has been found.35 They
include approximately twenty Anglo-Saxon silver coins mostly of the 860s and early 870s,
around ninety Northumbrian stycas and at least eighty pieces of Islamic dirhams, the latest
of which is dated 866/7. There are many pieces of hacksilver (mostly cut ingots, but includ-
ing some spiral ring and broad-band arm-ring fragments); some hack-gold; dozens of small
Viking bullion weights (many of them of the decorated polyhedral type in copper-alloy found
extensively on Scandinavian and East European sites, while others are in lead often inset with
pieces of broken metalwork or glass); hundreds of lead gaming pieces; and a great deal of
copper-alloy ornamental metalwork, mostly of Anglo-Saxon origin, but including some
Scandinavian and Carolingian pieces.

Some of this ornamental metalwork appears to have been deliberately broken, possibly to
provide material for craft production, for which there is other evidence in the finds of molten
globules of copper-alloy, silver and gold, and of some interesting lead trial pieces. One of
these (Fig. 4, 1) had been used for testing a punch (a triangle containing three pellets) of a
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type commonly found as decoration on arm-rings and other Scandinavian silver ornaments.
Other lead ‘trial pieces’ bear the impression of coin dies: one for pennies of the Lunettes type,
although somewhat indistinct, seems to have blundered inscriptions (Fig. 4, 2), while another
is for imitative Louis the Pious gold solidi (Fig. 4, 3).36 It looks likely that there was metal-
working in silver and perhaps gold on the site, and if so, might some imitative coins have been
produced there too? Further fieldwork and analysis of the finds will be required before we can
assert this as more than a possibility, but it would pose interesting questions about the pur-
pose of such coins. We are well used to the concept of Viking coinages often being imitative
in character, but these coins are thought to come from stable mints in settled communities,
not from itinerant armies prior to a settlement phase. If imitative gold solidi or silver pennies
were being struck by Scandinavians at Torksey, were they to be used among themselves, to
pay members of the army, for example, or were they to buy provisions locally or to trade with
Anglo-Saxon merchants, and why would silver bullion or other commodities not have sufficed
for these purposes? 

Many of the Torksey finds have close parallels with ones from Scandinavian sites such as
Kaupang, Uppåkra, Birka and Hedeby, and they are quite unlike the finds one would expect
from an Anglo-Saxon site.37 It would seem that between battles, members of the great army
and its entourage of supporters, including no doubt women and children, were engaged in
some form of trade, craft production and endless hours of playing board games! After
Torksey the army moved on to Repton in 873–4, and there the fortification of their winter-
camp has been identified and excavated by Martin Biddle and Birthe Kjølbye-Biddle.38 It
comprised a D-shaped earthwork, abutting the River Trent, and on the landward side incor-
porating the walls of the eighth-century church. They also excavated a number of associated
graves, including a spectacular mausoleum containing a central burial surrounded by the
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38 Biddle and Kjølbye-Biddle 2001.

Fig. 3. Selected finds from the site of the wintercamp at Torksey (image courtesy the Fitzwilliam Museum).
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remains of two hundred men and fifty women, who may well have been at Torksey the previ-
ous year. They found none of the rich cultural material recovered at Torksey, but the excava-
tions focused on the church and the fortified enclosure, and the cultural material may well lie
outside this area. A fortification has not yet been identified at Torksey, but it would have occu-
pied only a small part of the total area over which finds have been metal-detected. It would
seem that members of the army and their followers at Torksey were in a camp that sprawled
over a considerable area and that any fortification would have been used for the leaders and
core functions of the army.

The great army’s experience of a mixed bullion economy can only have come from
Scandinavia or northern Frisia, for it could not have been picked up from the Franks, who
also had a coin economy, while the many dirham fragments and some of the hacksilver tes-
tify to continuing and recent contact with their Scandinavian homelands. Between 876 and
880 the army progressively dispersed and settled in the areas of Eastern England that became
known as the Danelaw, and the economy there looks quite complex. On the one hand there
is evidence that a bullion economy continued to play some role.39 Single-finds of Islamic
dirhams, Carolingian deniers and of pieces of hacksilver and hack-gold have been found
widely dispersed across much of the Danelaw, and similar material was present in hoards
from Stamford (Lincs.), Ashdon (Essex), Goldsborough (Yorks.), Thurcaston (Leics.), Bossal
(Yorks.) and the ‘Vale of York’ (Yorks.), with deposit dates in the range c.890–c.930.40

Although it is difficult to judge how extensively the bullion economy was practised, it seems
to have persisted to some degree in the Danelaw until the later 920s, while over in North West
England it continued somewhat later.

One feature of the Viking-Age bullion economy, the practice of ‘pecking’ coins – stabbing
or slicing them with a knife to test the purity of the silver – seems to have originated in the
Danelaw. The first recorded peck marks on coins are on ones struck in the Southern Danelaw
found in the Stamford and Ashdon hoards (deposited c.890 and c.895).41 However, the prac-
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Fig. 4. Three lead ‘trial pieces’ found at Torksey: 1. with triangular punch marks; 2. with dies for imitations? of
a Burgred Lunettes penny; 3. with dies for imitations of a Louis the Pious gold solidus (images courtesy
Fitzwilliam Museum (1–2) and Scunthorpe Museum (3)).
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tice may have been used initially to test hacksilver rather than coins, since one cut ingot and
a piece of broadband arm-ring in the Croydon hoard (dep. c.872) have ten and twelve pecks
respectively, and four pieces of hacksilver from the Westerklief II (Noord-Holland) hoard
(dep. c.880) have test marks akin to pecks.42 These could have been applied in Denmark,
where the hacksilver in both hoards appears to have originated, but peck marks are not other-
wise recorded in Danish hoards, at least on coins, until the Ramløse hoard (dep. 930s),
Grisebjerggård hoard (dep. 940s) and Terslev hoard (dep. 940s), suggesting the practice may
have developed in Britain or Frisia and later spread to the rest of the Scandinavian world,
becoming an indicative feature of the Viking bullion economy. It is last found in the Danelaw
on a Sword St Peter coin of the 920s. Marion Archibald has suggested that ‘systematic peck-
ing was not practised in Viking-held areas where the invaders were issuing their own coins’,
and that the pecked coins in the Stamford and Ashdon hoards may have been tested in an
area of the Danelaw or at a time that no coins were being struck.43 Yet the combined evidence
of finds of foreign coins and hacksilver, as well as pecked coins and metalwork, suggest that
a bullion economy spread over the whole region and was practiced alongside a coin economy,
albeit that its retreat in the earlier tenth century may have progressed at different rates in
different regions.

A coin economy in the Danelaw

Although the initial effects of the conquest of East Anglia and Northumbria by the Vikings
in the 860s were destructive of the monetary systems there, they did move to redress this and,
in parallel with their use of a mixed bullion economy, the Scandinavian settlers in the
Danelaw also embraced the pre-existing coin economy of the Anglo-Saxons. The classic fea-
tures of this are a substantial, well-produced local coinage of known standard of weight and
fineness, and which circulated to the exclusion of ‘foreign’ coins. The extent to which this last
condition was met in the Danelaw is debatable, for as we have seen a mixed economy sub-
sisted among some elements of the community, and some transactions could be conducted
using silver by weight in what has been termed a ‘dual economy’. However, if in the towns the
use of local money was enforced through the regulation of witnessed transactions, this would
have been a means of encouraging a coin economy. Single-finds from York and certain hoards
or elements in hoards, including the Ashdon, ‘Baldwin’, Manningtree and ‘Vale of York’
hoards, suggest that a regulated currency was achieved in some quarters.44 Nonetheless, just
how a bullion and a coin economy could co-exist in the Danelaw will only emerge as we
gather more information and a better understanding of monetary practice there.

In East Anglia minting was severely disrupted, presumably on the death of King Edmund
and the Viking ‘conquest’ of the kingdom in 869. Despite this it is apparent that there was
some degree of continuity in minting following Edmund’s death. We saw in the first lecture of
this series how coins related to Edmund’s but struck in the names of two apparent successors,
a King Æthelred and a King Oswald, lead into a small series of coins imitating the
Carolingian Temple type, which include some coins of the Viking leader Guthrum (880–90),
using his baptismal name Æthelstan.45 The momentum to continue coining after Edmund’s
death may well have come from the Anglo-Saxon moneyers; nonetheless the coinage soon
exhibited signs of being under Scandinavian control even before the great army had broken
up and settled in the Danelaw. It is also telling that the prototype for the Temple coins was
not the very common Christiana religio coins of Louis the Pious (814–40) and Charles the
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Bald (840–77) from French mints, but the rare Italian issue of Louis II (855–75) or Charles
the Bald as emperor (875–7) which formed the latest element in the Westerklief II hoard.46

These would not have been encountered in the West Frankish kingdom, so does it mean that
the Scandinavians who held East Anglia after Edmund’s death had come from bases in Frisia
where Italian coins are quite often found? 

Perhaps clearer evidence of the Scandinavians’ determination to adopt the Anglo-Saxon
coin economy can be seen in the early to mid 880s, when Guthrum instituted a new coinage
in the Southern Danelaw copying the design of the contemporary Two-Line coinage of
Alfred (871–99) in Wessex and Mercia. Some of the coins name Guthrum, again using his
baptismal name, but many simply copy the inscriptions from the prototypes naming Alfred
and his moneyers. This is not because Alfred exercised authority over the Danes, or the coins
were fraudulent, but merely because the Danes wished to emulate the successful neighbour-
ing coinage, so benefiting from its reputation as a sound currency. At the end of the tenth cen-
tury the Scandinavian mints at Sigtuna, Lund and Dublin likewise copied the designs and
legends of Æthelred II’s coinage. One feature of Alfred’s coinage that the Danes did not
adopt was the new higher weight standard (c.1.6 g) for the penny instituted in Wessex and
Mercia c.880. Instead they retained the c.1.35 g standard used by Edmund and his predeces-
sors, and this remained the weight standard for most Anglo-Scandinavian coinages in the
Danelaw. Although the Anglo-Scandinavian coins looked very similar to Anglo-Saxon ones
in the 880s and earlier 890s, the finds show that they did not circulate in each other’s territory,
and that is perhaps more likely to be because their weights were incompatible, rather than
because the ‘foreign’ coins were successfully weeded out and returned. Even today, numisma-
tists have difficulty distinguishing between the coinages. Nonetheless, whether by design or
economic force, the Scandinavian coinages formed an effective circulating medium within the
Danelaw.

This phase of ‘imitative coinages’ was superseded in the mid 990s with the adoption of new
designs that deliberately distinguished the Scandinavian issues from the contemporary Anglo-
Saxon ones. This was a deliberate move to forge a national identity, and it is an indication of
the confidence now felt by the Scandinavian kingdoms in both political and economic terms.
In the Southern Danelaw in c.895 the Two-Line type was replaced by a new coinage with an
inscription venerating St Edmund. This was a bold move, for it became the sole coin type
struck on a large scale in East Anglia and probably the East Midlands for two decades or more.
The use of a Christian inscription is notable, but not wholly surprising in view of Guthrum’s
use of his baptismal name and of the Christian imagery on the contemporary York coinage
(discussed below). But the decision to venerate King Edmund, whom the Vikings had killed a
generation earlier, demonstrates a rapid and early rise in the cult of St Edmund, and, signif-
icantly for this paper, that the wishes of the indigenous Anglian population had a strong
influence on the Scandinavian ruling elite. Not only was the inscription carefully drafted
(S(AN)C(T)E EADMVNDE REX, ‘O St Edmund the king!’ in the vocative), but the design closely
follows that of Edmund’s own coins that would have fallen out of use at least ten years earlier,
and it would thus have been copied from specimens that had been carefully retained in memory
of Edmund.

In the Scandinavian kingdom of York there was no continuity of minting as in East Anglia.
The Northumbrian coinage, consisting of dumpy base-metal coins known as ‘stycas’, had
come to an end with the Viking conquest of York in 866, if not earlier. By the time the
Vikings started coin production in the mid 890s, there had been no minting in Northumbria
for some 30 years, and the Scandinavians were effectively starting from scratch. However, the
Scandinavian kings of York had probably produced a coinage in the east Midlands, in the
area later to be known as the Five Boroughs, for the only coin known of King Guthfrith
(c.883–95) is of a style associated with that region, and other anonymous Two-Line coins may
well have been struck under his authority.47 Establishing a new coinage at York in c.895, the
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Scandinavian kings adopted the same weight standard as that used in the Southern Danelaw,
so that both monetary systems would be compatible, but their choice of design and legends
was quite different and innovative, so asserting an independent identity. I have discussed else-
where the powerful Christian iconography of this coinage and its liturgical inscriptions,
employing more than forty different combinations of types with a novel variety of cross
motifs, mostly derived not from other coins but drawing on a wider stock of Christian motifs
(Fig. 5).48 The clergy in York, and perhaps the archbishop himself, may well have advised
Kings Sigeferth and Cnut on the designs for the coinage, but the political decision to adopt
such powerful symbolism surely rested with the kings. The succeeding phase of coinage from
c.905 to c.919 invoked the name of St Peter, the patron saint of York Minster, no doubt influ-
enced by the contemporary St Edmund coinage. The overt and dominant use of Christian
iconography and inscriptions was a distinctive and novel feature of these Viking coinages,
apparently motivated by a desire to promote a political message about the conversion of both
these kingdoms and their status among other states of western Europe.49 Such intensive use
of Christian imagery had not been seen on English coins since the earlier eighth century, and
its employment here should be regarded as a notable development of the Vikings, even if it
was not subsequently sustained.

The Scandinavians did not come with knowledge of minting techniques, and so it is not
surprising that there are few moneyers with names of Scandinavian origin from the later
ninth or early tenth century, but there are Old English ones and remarkably quite a few of
Frankish origin.50 As early as the 880s the Danes had brought men with minting skills over
from Francia to help operate the mint(s), and they were supplemented by others in the late
ninth and early tenth centuries.51 At York the use of round-headed dies and random die-axes
probably reflects Continental practice introduced by Frankish moneyers.52 Sawyer has
pointed to an interesting parallel in the Continental potters brought into the Danelaw by the
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Fig. 5. Various cross designs used on the royal coinage of York, c.895–905 (enlarged images, source: Fitzwilliam
Museum, and Lyon and Stewart 1961).
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Scandinavians introducing the superior wheel-thrown ceramics at several centres including
Lincoln, Stamford, Torksey and York.53

The coinages were in general technically well-produced and economically sound. The
Scandinavians had not only adopted a western system of coinage, but they had had the fore-
sight to engage Anglo-Saxons and Franks with appropriate expertise to run their mints. The
one aspect in which their coinages fell well short of the high standard set by Anglo-Saxon and
Frankish coins is their degree of literacy. On the introduction of a new type the legends would
often start very well but soon decline, repeating and compounding errors through copying,
indicating that there was little or no supervision of the literacy of the coinage. Since this is a
recurring theme in other Scandinavian coinages (in Dublin as well as Scandinavia), it suggests
that there was poor literacy among the Scandinavian elite and that they governed with little
reliance on written documents. The contrast with the consistently high degree of literacy
found on Anglo-Saxon coins is marked, and this is brought into focus at York during the
restoration of Anglo-Saxon rule from 927 to 939. It follows that under Scandinavian rule,
although the moneyers may have been Anglo-Saxons or Franks, the management and control
of coin design and die production appears to have remained with the Scandinavians.

Extension of minting

At the beginning of this paper I mentioned that the number and distribution of mints in
England changed dramatically over the period of Scandinavian rule over the Danelaw. In the
860s there were probably only five mints operating (Canterbury, London, York, Ipswich? and
Winchester?), while by 930 there were some thirty-five mints named on Athelstan’s coinage,
spread throughout the country as far north as York. Alfred had instigated this expansion in
the mint network as a corollary to his plan to establish a series of fortified burhs for the
defence of the country. By the end of Alfred’s reign the number of mints in Wessex and
English Mercia had grown from two to eight or nine, and under Edward the Elder (899–924)
this increased to seventeen or eighteen, while Athelstan (924–39) added a further ten or so in
these regions.54 The principle that any town with the status of a burh was entitled to a oper-
ate a mint is implied by a provision preserved in the law code II Athelstan made at Grately,
Hants but probably originating in the reign of Edward the Elder. Cap. 14 of the code lists twelve
mints in southern England indicating the number of moneyers to which each was entitled, and
concluding ‘otherwise in other boroughs one [moneyer]’.

In the Danelaw, the Scandinavians themselves set up a number of new mints during the
same period, although only a few are named on the coinage. The main East Anglian mint of
the pre-Viking period, probably at Ipswich, seems to have continued in operation and may
well have been the Vikings’ principal mint in the southern Danelaw. The York mint, as has
been mentioned, probably reopened in about 895. Other mints in the Danelaw appear to have
been new foundations under the Scandinavians. Lincoln is first named on some copies of the
London Monogram type probably dating from the 880s, and on the St Martin coinage during
the 920s,55 but it is quite likely to have been a significant mint throughout the Scandinavian
period.56 Leicester is named on a unique halfpenny of the Horizontal or Two-line type, prob-
ably struck c.883–95.57 The only other mint named on the imitative Scandinavian coinage is
Shelford (thought to be Little Shelford, near Cambridge), found on two coins of an Earl
Sihtric, probably from the 890s.58 In the Sword coinages of Sihtric Caoch (921–7) there are
two additional mint-names likely to be in the Midlands: CASTRA EQRT, which has not been
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58 Hart 1995.
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identified, and RORIVA (or hORIVA) CASTR, for which Williams has proposed an attribu-
tion to Rocester, Staffs.59 These named coins are very rare, but there are other large coinages
without mint-names. Although much of the imitative ‘Alfred’ coinage and the St Edmund
coinage may have been struck at Ipswich, the scale, variety and find distributions of these
issues suggest that several other mints were also operating in East Anglia and the East
Midlands. These cannot be identified, but Norwich, Thetford, Cambridge/Shelford, Stamford,
Lincoln and Leicester are all possible candidates. It is clear, then, that Alfred and Edward were
not the only rulers opening mints in the later ninth and early tenth centuries. After the recon-
quest of the southern Danelaw, Edward’s and/or Athelstan’s coinages were struck at Hertford,
Leicester, Maldon, Norwich, Nottingham and other unnamed mints in East Anglia and
Lincolnshire.60 If only we knew how many of these had already been established by the
Scandinavians, we might have a better understanding of the basis on which they selected their
mint places. Shelford seems to have been the base for an army led by Earl Sihtric, but it is also
quite likely that the Scandinavians may have emulated Alfred’s policy and sought to build a
network of mints located in the principal towns of the southern Danelaw.

It is fair to say, then, the Vikings had a profound impact on the pattern of mints in
England, whether by opening mints themselves or prompting Alfred and Edward to do so. By
the 920s regional minting was well established and would remain a feature of the English
monetary system until the thirteenth century. Should this be regarded as a Viking legacy, or
would it have developed anyway? In France and Germany minting in the tenth century was
also regional, but that had been a feature of the Merovingian and Carolingian monetary sys-
tems, subsequently influenced by the dispersal of power among the nobility and church. The
powerful monarchy in England could have resisted that, but Edgar’s introduction in the 970s
of a system of periodic recoinages depended upon there being a network of local mints,
which had further expanded to some sixty by the late tenth century.61 The prior existence of
such a network in England, coordinated from the centre, was clearly a great advantage to
Edgar when planning his monetary reform, and had there been only one or a few large mints
in the kingdom, the renovatio monetae system might well have taken a rather different form.
The renovatio system in Bohemia, for example, was based on the output of one central mint
in Prague, and this could perhaps have worked in England too, with an extensive network of
money changers rather than regional mints. It is then reasonable to regard the extension of
minting in the later ninth and early tenth centuries as a Viking legacy of profound importance
for the English medieval monetary system.

Scale of minting

The eastern kingdoms – East Anglia, Lindsey and Deira – had long been prosperous regions,
with good agricultural land and direct access to the North Sea and Continental trade. Single
coin finds show that in the eighth and early ninth centuries they had a more vibrant currency
than most other parts of Britain. However, the East Anglian mint (at Ipswich?) had been
comparatively small with much lower production than either Canterbury or London, until
after c.805 when London’s output declined dramatically and Ipswich became the second or
third most productive mint in southern England after Canterbury and at times Rochester.62

It remained moderately productive under the independent East Anglian kings from c.825
until Edmund’s death in 869.

The imitative Temple type issues of the 870s are extremely rare, but they may not have been
struck on as small a scale as this might imply, for there is virtually no die-linking among the
known specimens, and the discovery of an East Anglian hoard deposited in c.880 could
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radically change our knowledge of this coinage.63 The Two-Line or Horizontal coinage struck
by Guthrum, partly in his own name and partly copying the name of Alfred, was substantial.
There were some thirty moneyers in the Danelaw striking this coinage,64 compared with fifty-
two at Alfred’s mints, or eleven under King Edmund. We cannot estimate the number of dies
used for the whole coinage, as a die-study has not been carried out on the imitative ones, but
the scarce coins struck in Guthrum’s name are alone estimated to have been struck from
about 180 pairs of dies.65 If this coinage were produced over a period of some eight years
down to Guthrum’s death in 890, it would imply that an average of c.20 dies were used per
year. But this is just for the rare signed coins of Guthrum, and if one adds in the much more
common ‘Alfred’ imitations, it is apparent that the Viking Two-Line coinage of the 880s and
earlier 890s must have been produced on a large scale. By comparison, in the three most pro-
lific issues of Æthelred II’s reign (978–1016) c.30–c.60 reverse dies per year were used at the
mint of Lincoln,66 and Naismith has estimated that the East Anglian coinage during
Edmund’s reign was struck from an average of c.40 reverse dies per year.67

If the Two-Line coinage of the 880s and early 890s seems substantial, the St Edmund issue
of c.895–918 was probably even greater. Again we lack a die-study, but one can get a feel for
its size from the 600 or so specimens from the Cuerdale hoard selected by Edward Hawkins
for the British Museum collection, virtually all from different dies, and belonging just to the
first half of the issue, c.895–c.905. The St Edmund coins are also more plentiful as single finds
than the preceding imitative London Monogram and Two-Line issues – eighty-five compared
with twenty-eight among the finds recorded on EMC (Table 1).68 Moreover, if one adds in the
‘Orsnaforda’, ‘Doro’ and ‘Quentovici’ imitative issues struck in parallel with the St Edmund
coinage, probably from mints in the East Midlands, and averages them over the life of the
coinages, the St Edmund period issues are found at twice the rate of the earlier Viking issues:
3.9 compared with 1.9 coins per year.

TABLE 1. Single finds of Danelaw coins recorded on the
Corpus of Early Medieval Coin Finds (EMC).

Edmund of East Anglia (855–69) 22 (1.6 coins per year)

Southern Danelaw issues, c.880–95
London Monogram imitations 6
Guthrum, Two-Line 2 28 (1.9 coins per year)
‘Alfred’, Two-Line imitations 20

}
Southern Danelaw issues, c.895–918
St Edmund 85
‘Orsnaforda’ 1 89 (3.9 coins per year)‘Doro’/Canterbury style 3
‘Quentovici’ –

}
York issues, c.895–919
Sigeferth and Cnut coinage 10 24 (1.0 coins per year)Swordless St Peter 14 }

At York the newly-opened mint was striking coinage for Kings Sigeferth and Cnut
(c.895–905). Lyon and Stewart made a die-study of this regal coinage from which we can esti-
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64 Blackburn 1990, 345–5.
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mate that some 550 reverse dies were used over its ten-year life, so around 50 dies per year.69

That figure exceeds the typical number of dies used annually at York in the late Saxon
coinage, which Lyon has estimated to average 30–40 per year, though rising to 70 on occasion,
based on Lean’s unpublished die-study. So by the year 900 the newly opened Viking mint at
York appears to have had an output greater than it would normally achieve in the eleventh
century, when York ranked the second or third largest mint in the country. For the Swordless
St Peter coinage (c.905–19) we have no basis for die estimates, but where we do for subsequent
York issues the pattern is variable. The coinage of Ragnald I (919–920/1) may have had a
comparable annual output to that of the Sigeferth/Cnut coinage, but the Sword St Peter issues
(921–7) had a considerably lower average output unless one adds in the related issues in the
name of Sihtric Caoch struck in the Five Boroughs. On the restoration of the Scandinavian
kingdom in 939, Anlaf Guthfrithsson’s Raven type represented a massive recoinage, using an
estimated 122 obverse (so perhaps 250 reverse) dies. Subsequent issues of Anlaf Sihtricisson
and Eric Bloodaxe, where we have estimates, appear reasonably substantial.

It is quite remarkable that, within only a few years of settling in the Danelaw, the Vikings
should have established arrangements for minting on such a scale, and that a sufficient supply
of silver should have been available to them, not merely for the initial conversion of loot and
tribute into coinage, but to maintain and increase the mint output over several decades. If one
adds to this the substantial quantity of hacksilver and other bullion in circulation, the
amount of silver at the disposal of the Scandinavians in the Danelaw is still more impressive.
Yet the Anglo-Saxons appear to have experienced acute shortages of silver at times. Mention
has already been made of the trouble the Northumbrians had had in providing enough silver
for their coinage earlier in the ninth century, leading to a dramatic debasement of the ‘stycas’,
and the same pressures probably led to debasements in the West Saxon and Mercian coinages
between c.840 and c.875, as well as a parallel debasement on the Continent.70 Then in the 890s,
the London mint contracted dramatically, supporting just one moneyer, Beagstan, whose out-
put was small,71 and in the opening years of the tenth century Canterbury also had a minimal
production.72 Thus, at a time when coin production in the Danelaw seems to have been boom-
ing, the two principal mints in Wessex and Mercia were suffering an acute recession.73 It is
worth remembering that silver could easily be transformed from coin into ornamental plate
and vice versa, and it is likely that in times like this the country’s stock of ecclesiastical and
secular silver plate would have been reduced too. Were the Vikings so successful at obtaining
silver that they were putting Alfred’s kingdom under real financial pressure? Or were these
changes merely a product of general international economic forces, similar to those that
prompted the cycles of debasement in the seventh, eighth and tenth centuries? We will return
to this question later, when considering the overall economic impact of the Scandinavians on
England and other parts of the British Isles.

The Scandinavian achievement: Ireland

If the Scandinavian response to the context they found in Danelaw was a complex blend of
introducing their own bullion economy while also adopting and developing the coin economy
of the Anglo-Saxons, the approach they took in other parts of the British Isles was no less
interesting and varied.
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70 See above, p. 47.
71 Blackburn 1998, 111–12.
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In Ireland they brought about a dramatic change in monetary practice, not just in the
Scandinavian settlements but among the Irish kingdoms too. As we have seen, when the
Vikings arrived in Ireland there was little knowledge of coinage.74 Exchange transactions used
various forms of commodity money, and precious metals were generally in short supply.
From the 840s onwards they established fortified bases or longphorts along the coast and on
rivers, some of which developed into permanent settlements. They were used for raiding, but
soon the Scandinavians were also interacting politically, culturally and economically with the
local Irish populations.75 Through these relations the settlements, particularly at Dublin,
Waterford and Cork, developed markets which served regional as well as local needs.
Through their international connections the Vikings brought silver to Ireland which was used
as a means of payment in the Scandinavian settlements, and hence it percolated into the Irish
kingdoms. Some or much of this silver may have arrived in the form of coinage, but there is
little evidence for its widespread use in Ireland during the ninth century. Only four hoards of
this period contain coins, of which the largest, from Delgany, is a sum of money brought
directly from southern England c.830, and another, from Mullaghboden, consists only of
eleven Carolingian coins from Aquitaine.76 The other two finds are a pair of Anglo-Saxon
coins in a grave at Cushendall, and six unprovenanced coins in the National Museum (plus
another associated coin) assumed to be from Ireland. In addition there are at least fifty-two
further hoards containing just precious metal and no coins, which Sheehan dates to a broad
period, mid-ninth to mid-tenth century.77 These coin-free hoards demonstrate how important
hacksilver and whole ingots and arm-rings were in the new monetary economy in Ireland,
and how inadequate our perception of it would be if we focused exclusively on the role of
coinage.

With so few early coin-dated hoards from Ireland, all poorly recorded, it is extremely diffi-
cult to put a chronology on the development of the silver economy during the ninth century.
The Cuerdale hoard (dep. c.905), Dysart 4 (dep. c.910) and a few other contemporary mixed
Irish hoards show that hacksilver was in use by the late ninth/early tenth century, but we
should be cautious about interpreting the absence of earlier mixed hoards as indicating that
the bullion economy was a late ninth-century development in Ireland. Just as recent site finds
from Kaupang, Uppåkra and Torksey, as well as the Croydon and the Westerklief II hoards,
have shown that hacksilver was actively used in the mid-ninth century in Scandinavia, Frisia
and the Danelaw, so we should keep an open mind as to whether such finds might also be
encountered in Ireland. Hoards are traditionally our main source of evidence, but as we have
seen for these other regions, site finds and stray finds can be a more cogent indicator of the
active use of silver in monetary exchange. The most prolific site in Ireland has been Dublin,
but, as discussed in last year’s lecture, its economy was quite different from that of the rest of
the island. Moreover, the Dublin finds, which have been prolific in coins and weights but with
little hacksilver and few ingots, have reflected the status of the economy in the later Viking
Age, since the centre of Dublin’s ninth-century economic activity has yet to be located.

The only other Irish Viking-Age site with plentiful finds is Woodstown, three miles
upstream from Waterford.78 The rescue excavations of 2003–4 yielded twenty-nine pieces of
hacksilver and four whole silver ingots, 208 lead weights (including ones with pieces of metal-
work or glass set in the top, as at Torksey and Kaupang) and just one coin, a fragment of an
Islamic dirham yet to be identified. As at Kaupang, Uppåkra and Torksey, these were virtu-
ally all found in the top soil by a metal-detector survey, rendering their interpretation diffi-
cult. Woodstown is a multi-phase site, which seems to have started in the mid-ninth century
with a small defensive enclosure and later expanded into a substantial settlement that was
then abandoned by the mid-eleventh century. However, over what period were the silver and
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weights lost? The combination of hacksilver, weights and coins is typical of finds from the
productive Scandinavian emporia and market sites of the ninth and tenth centuries, but the
proportion of coins at Woodstown is remarkably low. At Kaupang, Uppåkra and Torksey
coins and hacksilver occur in broadly similar quantities to each other, but the composition of
the Woodstown finds is very different and seems to reflect an exchange system that relied
mainly on hacksilver, ingots and arm-rings, and from which coinage was virtually absent. The
contrast with finds from the Dublin excavations is notable, but was the difference a matter of
chronology, location or both? In analysing the hacksilver from Woodstown, Sheehan has
commented on its generally earlier character, even if much of it is undiagnostic, with only two
putative pieces of Scoto-Scandinavian ‘ring-money’ likely to date from the later Viking Age,
c.950–c.1050.79 Eleven of the silver pieces (33 %) have peckmarks, a practice that was already
well-established in the Irish Sea area by the time of the Cuerdale hoard and continued in
Ireland throughout the tenth century. The very low proportion of coins to hacksilver and
weights, on a site of Scandinavian rather than Irish character, also points to an early Viking-
Age date for the loss of most of this material, probably in the mid-ninth to early tenth century.
The settlement may well have continued in use down to the mid-eleventh century, but it would
seem that considerably before that date the exchange activities moved either to a different part
of the site which has not yet been investigated, or to another location, most likely at Waterford.

The Woodstown finds are important in suggesting that there was an early phase in the
monetisation of Ireland in which even the Scandinavians used only hacksilver, silver arm-
rings and ingots, and when foreign coinage from Scandinavia, England or the Continent was
promptly melted down. Dating the beginning of this phase is proving elusive, but perhaps one
day further excavation at Woodstown or a comparable site may reveal stratified hacksilver in
mid-ninth-century layers, as has been found at Kaupang. Such a date would accord with the
period in which the production of Hiberno-Scandinavian broad-band arm-rings is thought to
have commenced, as well as the development of new forms of Irish penannular brooches in
silver. It would also explain the scarcity of coin hoards of the ninth century, while allowing
the possibility that a significant proportion of the fifty-two coinless hoards were deposited
then.

The Scandinavian achievement in transforming the economy of Ireland over the course of
the ninth century from one without silver and based on commodity money and social
exchange, to a silver-rich bullion and display economy was no less remarkable for the fact that
coinage may have been marginal to it. We saw in the third and fourth lectures how the use of
coinage within a bullion economy became more prevalent in the Irish Midlands during the
second half of the tenth century, while in Dublin itself a de facto coin economy based on
imported Anglo-Saxon coins seems largely to have displaced the exchange of hacksilver and
ingots.80 By the end of the tenth century, Dublin had sufficiently developed its own effective
administration and Sihtric III had the political power to introduce a regulated coin economy
based on his own Hiberno-Scandinavian coinage. The system was modelled on that of the
Anglo-Saxons, even to the extent of attempting to implement some periodic recoinages, but
it settled down in the eleventh century to a more typical monetary system with longer-lived
coin types that were nonetheless effective in providing an exclusive currency for Dublin itself,
which was also widely used in other parts of Ireland and the Irish Sea littoral in conjunction
with imported Anglo-Saxon coins.81 By the twelfth century, Dublin was firmly under Irish
control and coinage was used across the island, although as in many medieval societies
exchanges using commodity money, barter and credit would have been prevalent too.

While the broad trends are clear, we should not read the monetary history of Ireland as a
linear development from a display economy to a bullion and then coin economy, in which
arm-rings and ingots are displaced by hacksilver and then coinage. Different regions clearly
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moved at a different pace, but even within any one society different means of exchange were
often used simultaneously.82 As Bornholdt Collins points out, one mixed hoard such as
Dunmore Cave 2 may reflect dual practices; its hacksilver and five heavily-tested coin frag-
ments would have been used as bullion in money-weight transactions, while the nine whole
coins and one cut half appear to have been accepted as coinage, probably exchanged at a
slight premium to their intrinsic value.83 The revelation in the 1980s that many of the silver
hoards must have belonged to Irish people, rather than Vikings, was an important develop-
ment in our understanding of the economy of Ireland.84 The new challenge, as evidence grad-
ually builds up, will be to define the nature of monetary exchanges at various periods among
the many different societies across the island, and how interactions occurred between them.
The Scandinavians played a crucial role, not just in bringing silver in significant quantity to
Ireland, but in stimulating its diffusion and use among the Irish, which indeed stands as a
remarkable achievement and one that endured into the twelfth century, and beyond the
Anglo-Norman invasion of 1169.

The Scandinavian achievement: Wales, the Isle of Man and Scotland

In Wales the impact of the Vikings was far less significant. As in Ireland, the indigenous
population did not use coinage, and although the Scandinavians themselves brought silver
bullion and coins to their own coastal settlements or staging posts, they did not succeed in
introducing monetary exchange to the Welsh. The nature of the hoards and single-finds from
Wales is similar to those from Ireland, but their limited number and peripheral distribution
suggests that they remained in Scandinavian hands.85 From the eleventh century an imitative
coinage copying Cnut’s Quatrefoil type has been located as the product of a mint in the Irish
Sea region (Fig. 6, 2), and a second, as yet unpublished, series of imitations (in this case copy-
ing Æthelred II’s Long Cross type) has been identified (Fig. 6, 1).86 Both these series mainly
copy official coins of Chester, implying that their mint was located in an area where Chester
coins would have dominated. North Wales is a possibility, but a site on the Wirral peninsula
has been preferred on the grounds that quite substantial coinages such as these are likely to
have been produced at a well-established market site trading into the Irish Sea and beyond,
notably to Scandinavia where the coins have been found in some quantity.

The monetary evidence from the Isle of Man commences much later than in other regions,
since it was not settled by Scandinavians until the first half of the tenth century, but its record
of finds from c.950 to c.1075 is rich. As Bornholdt Collins has pointed out, Man has a greater
density of finds per square kilometre than any other part of the British Isles, reflecting its key
location controlling the shipping routes across the Irish Sea.87 The hoards from Man have a
distinctive composition implying direct contact with England, Ireland and Scotland. Most of
the hoards contain a mixture of hacksilver or whole ingots or arm-rings and Anglo-Saxon or
latterly Hiberno-Scandinavian coins, showing that a bullion economy subsisted down to the
later eleventh century. However, there were early signs in the third quarter of the tenth century
that coins were also being used on the island in a nascent parallel coin economy.

Anglo-Saxon pennies deliberately cut into halves and quarters to form smaller denomina-
tions are a common phenomenon after Edgar’s reform of the coinage, c.973. However, cut
halves of pre-reform coins occur in a number of Manx hoards but rarely elsewhere, showing
that during the third quarter of the tenth century cut-halfpennies were in use on the Isle of
Man, and were being counted and used by tale in certain transactions.88 Two generations
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later, c.1025, the Scandinavians on Man started striking their own coinage, initially using a
pair of dies taken from the mint in Dublin (Fig. 6, 3), but as these wore out a local engraver
copied the dies repeatedly, exaggerating certain features of the bust and design, including a
die flaw before the face which became a distinctive strong line on the Manx coins (Fig. 6, 4).89

The coinage continued to be produced until c.1065 or later. The significance of a kingdom
producing its own coinage is considerable, but what was its purpose? One possible motive
could have been for prestige, and the fact that the Manx coins have no meaningful inscrip-
tions does not detract from this, since coinages of the Scandinavian kingdoms are often of
such poor literacy before the mid-eleventh century that it is plain that writing was not under-
stood or valued by many Scandinavians, including those among the ruling elite. Imagery
would have been more effective than words. However, as the initial Manx coins produced
from the transported Dublin obverse die would have been indistinguishable from contempo-
rary coins of Dublin, propaganda and status are unlikely to have been the prime motives
behind this coinage. It could have been produced for fiscal reasons, to generate income from
operating a mint, but there is no evidence that people were obliged to exchange foreign
coinage or bullion for Manx coins. However, if there was a dual economy operating on the
island, as coin production itself implies, coinage of any kind may have commanded a pre-
mium over silver bullion, and been sufficient motivation to attract merchants and others to
bring silver to the mint. No Viking-Age town or market site has yet been found there, leaving
open the question where the coinage might have been struck, and how minting was organ-
ised.90 Yet we should not underestimate the authority and organisation required to maintain
production of a coinage such as this over some forty years. The Viking-Age coin finds from
Man finish at the end of the eleventh century, and there is then a gap of almost a century dur-
ing which the economy moves into recession and isolation.91 For a hundred and fifty years the
Isle of Man had flourished under Scandinavian rule, but this achievement did not leave an
economic legacy.

Scotland’s Scandinavian settlements, like those of Ireland and Wales, were strung out
around the periphery, nestling among the Northern and Western Isles, parts of the western
seaboard and north-east Scotland. Connected by the most efficient transport routes – the
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89 Bornholdt 1999; Bornholdt Collins 2003, 299–315 and appendix vi.
90 Bornholdt Collins 2003, 337; Wilson 2008, 115–16.
91 Bornholdt Collins forthcoming b.

Fig. 6. Coinages of the Irish Sea area: 1. Irish Sea imitation of Æthelred II’s Long Cross type; 2. Irish Sea
imitation of Cnut’s Quatrefoil type; 3. Hiberno-Manx, transitional type from the transported Dublin obverse die;
4. Hiberno-Manx, substantive type (enlarged images courtesy the Fitzwilliam Museum (1) and the Manx Museum
(2–4)).
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North Sea and North Atlantic – these were not such remote places as they might appear. A
series of silver hoards and single finds of coins of the tenth and eleventh centuries come pre-
dominantly from these areas. These hoards are essentially either mixed, containing both coins
and metalwork, or purely metalwork hoards. Unlike the Irish or Welsh hoards, they show little
sign of a progressive move to abandon the use of bullion as a means of exchange, for even
the latest hoards, from the mid- to late-eleventh century, contain substantial quantities of
hacksilver, ingots and a local form of plain penannular arm-ring.92 However, these arm-rings
are approximately weight adjusted and seem to have been used as a type of ‘ring-money’ cur-
rency.93 Moreover, the coin element of the hoards is in some cases very substantial, compris-
ing mainly Anglo-Saxon or Norman-French issues as whole coins, which could imply that
they had previously circulated in some form of coin economy. The single coin finds have
mostly been found at recognised Scandinavian settlement sites, often as archaeological exca-
vation finds,94 and Williams has argued on the basis of this that coinage was used as money
within the settlements from the early tenth until the late eleventh century. However, hack-
silver also occurs as single-finds on these sites, suggesting that the local currency was not coin
specific.95 The picture that emerges from Scotland is one in which the principal means of
exchange and store of wealth throughout the Viking period, were ingots, arm-rings (‘ring-
money’), coins and hacksilver, the ‘ring-money’ becoming debased to some degree and the
hacksilver more finely divided.96 By the eleventh century this currency was quite distinctive
and mainly used in the Scottish Isles, though it could be traded on into the Irish Sea. One fur-
ther distinction between the progression of the Scottish and Irish monetary economies is that
while in Ireland it led smoothly to monetisation based on the Hiberno-Scandinavian and
Anglo-Norman coinages of the twelfth century, in Scotland there was a hiatus in the late
eleventh century when silver currency fell away, and coinage was eventually introduced into
Scotland by David I in the mid-twelfth century directly from England.

The economic impact of the Scandinavians

It is clear that the Scandinavians in the British Isles were very successful at obtaining substan-
tial quantities of silver, but where did it all come from? One can speculate that there were
three possible or likely sources – from the Anglo-Saxons, from the Franks or from
Scandinavian bullion, much of which derived from Islamic dirhams that had arrived via
Eastern Europe. One could mount a case for the Scandinavian coinages of the Southern
Danelaw and of York being most likely drawn from a combination of Anglo-Saxon and
Carolingian silver obtained initially in tribute and loot, and subsequently through trade,
while the ornaments and ingots made in the Scottish isles and Irish Sea area might well have
included silver that had arrived directly from Scandinavia. However, metallurgical analysis
suggests that this is not what happened. Thanks to extensive programmes of coin analyses by
Metcalf and Northover and of ornamental metalwork and hacksilver by Kruse and Taite, we
are quite well informed about the characteristics of the various groups of material, and the
results are somewhat surprising.97

Most silver in use will have been reused several or many times and have been refined,
alloyed with other metals and re-refined again and again. Although this process can change
the metallic composition substantially, the ratio of gold in silver remains fairly constant
because it is difficult to separate gold and silver, and this makes it one of the best indicators
for distinguishing sources of silver. Analyses suggest there are distinct differences in the gold
in silver ratios for the Anglo-Saxon, St Edmund, York Sigeferth/Cnut and Carolingian
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92 Graham-Campbell 1995, hoards 3, 8 and 16.
93 Graham-Campbell and Batey 1998, 238–9.
94 Williams 2006.
95 The most prolific excavated site for single-finds is the Brough of Birsay on Orkney, which has produced three coins, three

pieces of hacksilver and one piece of hack-gold; Graham-Campbell 1995, 86–8.
96 Graham-Campbell and Batey 1998, 243–5.
97 Metcalf and Northover 1985 and 1988; Kruse and Taite 1992; Kruse 1992.
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coinages (Table 2). Although the ranges overlap, the shapes of the curves show that the
Danelaw coins were not made primarily from melting down Anglo-Saxon coins, for their gold
in silver ratios lack some of the higher values one would expect if this were so. Instead they
have values concentrated in the mid-range, between 0.7 and 1.0 (Au in parts per 100 Ag),
comparable with Carolingian coins, and these seem likely to have been a prominent source in
the metal used to strike the St Edmund and York coinages. By contrast, Scandinavian metal-
work or Islamic dirhams, which have exceptionally low gold in silver contents, ranging from
0.0 to 0.35, do not appear to have been a significant contributor to the alloy of the Danelaw
coins. The compositions of the hacksilver in the Cuerdale and other Danelaw hoards are dif-
ferent again, with a range of values spreading well below those found in the coinages. They
show that the stock of silver from which hacksilver was made was more diverse, and proba-
bly included a substantial element drawn from Scandinavia. The metalwork from later Irish
and Scottish hoards presents a similar picture to the metalwork from the Danelaw, and so too
do the ingots in the hoards Dysart 1, 2 and 4, which are thought to be of indigenous Irish
manufacture, though the silver seems to be comparable to that used by the Hiberno-
Scandinavians. Thus while Anglo-Saxon coins and ornamental metalwork would probably
have provided some of the silver used by the Scandinavian settlers in the British Isles, a
greater contribution seems to have been made by Frankish and Islamic coins.

TABLE 2. Proportion of gold in silver (parts per 100) in various coinages 
and metalwork (source Kruse 1992, 77–8, 80).

Au in p.p. St Edmund Sigeferth/ Curedale Dysart 1, Anglo- Frankish Islamic
100 Ag coins Cnut hack- 2 & 4 Saxon coins coins 

York silver ingots and coins 
coins hacksilver (899–946)

2.0� 1
1.9–2.0
1.8–1.9
1.7–1.8
1.6–1.7 1 1
1.5–1.6 2
1.4–1.5 2
1.3–1.4 1
1.2–1.3 4
1.1–1.2 3 2 2
1.0–1.1 1 7 1
0.9–1.0 3 2 1 2 13
0.8–0.9 3 2 1 3 7
0.7–0.8 1 5 5 3 6 7
0.6–0.7 2 6 7 1 4
0.5–0.6 7 6 1 2
0.4–0.5 2 3 2 7
0.3–0.4 5 6
0.2–0.3 1 4 6
0.1–0.2 3
0.0–0.1
Total 10 12 31 23 35 35 21

The story may not be quite as simple as that presented here, for the trace levels of bismuth
should be higher in the hacksilver and ingots if the silver ultimately derived in part from
Islamic dirhams. After c.975 there is a marked change in the composition of Anglo-Saxon
and Hiberno-Scandinavian coins, showing lower gold to silver levels than previously, proba-
bly reflecting the arrival of German silver from the Harz Mountains rather than the inclusion
of Islamic silver.98 In the future further analyses should provide a sounder basis for interpret-
ing the sources of silver, and it would be instructive to look, for example, at the composition
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of the hacksilver found at Torksey to see if at this very earliest stage it was imported from
Scandinavia, imported from Ireland or made locally from Anglo-Saxon silver.

If this scientific evidence suggests that the Scandinavians may not have extracted silver from
the Anglo-Saxons on quite such a wholesale basis as we might have thought, it also indicates
that they operated rather as a force that attracted silver to these islands both from the Continent
and from Scandinavia. The net result, as we have seen particularly in Ireland, Scotland, the Isle
of Man and to a lesser extent Wales, was the introduction of a limited currency of silver coinage
and bullion, where previously there had been none. Even in England, the Danelaw undoubtedly
enjoyed a larger and more vibrant monetary circulation than it had done previously, evident
from an increase in single finds of coins and pieces of hacksilver from this region, and also from
the substantial coinages being minted there. Excavations at York and Lincoln have shown how
craft production and trade grew dramatically during the first half of the tenth century, initially
while under Scandinavian control.99 And the region’s prosperity continued after the Anglo-
Saxon reconquest, so that in the later tenth and eleventh centuries York and Lincoln were gen-
erally the second and third most prolific mints in the country. To what extent the prosperity of
the Scandinavian kingdoms brought economic benefits to Wessex and Mercia through trade is
difficult to judge. There are occasional documentary references to trade between Scandinavians
and Englishmen.100 At least ten coins of the Danelaw have been found in Anglo-Saxon territory
(in Kent (2), London (1), Hampshire (1), Somerset (1), Gloucestershire (1), Oxfordshire (2) and
Buckinghamshire (2)), which is a substantial number, given that they were struck to a lower
weight standard and would presumably have been prohibited from circulating. It is apparent
that around 910 output at the mints of Canterbury and London pulled out of its previous
decline and the mints returned to the prosperity they had enjoyed a generation earlier. Whether
either or both economic changes in these two cities can be attributed substantially to the
Scandinavians we cannot say, but they could well have been. It is hard to believe that the
Scandinavians did not have a significant impact on their West-Saxon and Mercian neighbours
over the forty or fifty years the kingdoms lasted.

Conclusions: the legacy

In this series of lectures more attention has been devoted to investigating the composition of
the currency and the nature of monetary circulation than is normal in numismatic works,
which tend to concentrate on aspects of the coinages actually produced in the region. The dif-
ference in these approaches is demonstrated by a comparison of Figs 7 and 8 below. The former
shows the limited periods in which coins in the Danelaw were struck, between 870 and 954,
and, with no apparent connection, those from Dublin and the Isle of Man a generation or two
later, from c.995 to the mid-twelfth century. Fig. 8 presents a quite different and altogether
busier picture, showing the means of exchange used in Scandinavian areas from the earliest
settlement down to the end of the eleventh century. From this it can be seen that the com-
mencement of striking at Dublin and in the Isle of Man was just a stage in a longer process of
monetisation that did indeed overlap with and relate to the kingdoms in the Danelaw. The
charts are necessarily schematic and simplify the situation in each region discussed previously.
However, by juxtaposing these patterns of monetary development, common trends and
marked differences can be seen.

The fact that in the ninth and early tenth centuries the Scandinavians produced coins in the
Danelaw marked them out as different from those in other settlements in the British Isles and
North Atlantic. The only other place where Scandinavians struck coins in this period was in
Normandy, where the mint of Rouen continued to operate after Rollo’s settlement of
911/12.101 Crucially, of course, that was the one other region that had a pre-existing system of
coinage and coin use. Moesgaard sees the continuation of coinage under the Normans as a
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deliberate policy by Rollo to promote state formation and the recognition of Normandy
within France, a policy reinforced by his son and successor William Longsword (c.927–42),
who put his name on the coins as a deliberate act of propaganda. The same can be argued for
the Danelaw kingdoms, but with the added element of their coins carrying overt Christian
iconography and inscriptions to strengthen the case for acceptance of these states by rulers
such as King Alfred and Charles the Simple, who actively promoted a policy of converting
and baptising Scandinavian leaders whenever the opportunity arose.

However, a notable difference between the Danelaw and Normandy lies in the parallel use
of a bullion economy. In Normandy, indeed in the whole of France, the Scandinavian prac-
tice of using silver by weight seems never to have got a foothold.102 The only French hoard
with Scandinavian features is that from Saint-Pierre-des-Fleurs (dép. Eure) 2006/7, composed
of five pieces of hacksilver and thirteen coin fragments, mainly Two-Line pennies of the
Southern Danelaw.103 This was evidently a purse taken from the Danelaw in the early or mid
890s, but whether in Normandy it fed into a low-key bullion exchange system must be doubt-
ful. Why the great army and some subsequent settlers in the Danelaw should have engaged in
bullion transactions, when many of the same men had been campaigning in France appar-
ently without doing so, is a question to be pursued. It could be a matter of poor survival of
evidence, but another possible explanation, hinted at by the choice of an Italian prototype for
the East Anglian Temple type coinage of the 870s, is that an element of the great army had
come directly to the Danelaw from Frisia where, as we have seen, a bullion economy was
practiced in some areas.104

In other parts of the British Isles the Scandinavians encountered very different conditions
from those in the Danelaw or Normandy. There were no established mints for them to take
over, and little local experience of using coinage. Even silver was in very short supply. The
silver they brought to these regions seems from its metallic composition to have originated
mainly in Scandinavia, rather than England or France, and these adventurers, turned settlers,
also brought with them knowledge of the newly developing practice in Scandinavia of
exchanging silver by weight as ingots, arm-rings, hacksilver and fragmentary coins. Fig. 8
shows how in several regions the bullion economy established in the ninth century gave way
in the tenth to more complex arrangements, as the use of imported coinage developed into a
form of natural coin economy, not enforced by the state, but encouraged by convenience and
trust in the value of familiar coins. Initially this functioned as a dual economy, with exchange
transactions being made alternatively in either bullion or counted coins. In several regions
the bullion economy then died out leaving coinage as the standard means of payment. The
kingdom of Dublin was the classic case here, moving rapidly in the 990s from a currency
based on imported Anglo-Saxon pennies, to one dominated by a new Hiberno-Scandinavian
coinage.

Perhaps the most impressive achievement represented in Fig. 8 is the column ‘Ireland
(other)’, for this reflects the influence of the Scandinavians in disseminating to the rest of
Ireland both a version of their monetary practice and large quantities of silver to be used with
it. Why this should have been so effective in Ireland, but not in Wales or Scotland, probably
stems from the degree of social and political development already present among the Irish,
providing trade and other exchange networks into which the Scandinavians could tap. This in
turn stimulated the Scandinavian towns of Dublin, Wexford, Waterford, Cork and Limerick
to develop and thrive. The absence of Scandinavian towns in Wales and Scotland, and the
failure of the silver economy to penetrate Welsh, Pictish and Scottish societies may in part be
symptoms of a common cause.
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We have seen that within England the Scandinavians did not merely adopt and continue
coin production in East Anglia, but they opened several new mints, most notably one at
Lincoln which would become the second or third most productive mint in England. In doing
this they may have been influenced by Alfred and Edward the Elder’s policy of granting mint-
ing rights to a network of newly defended burhs. They also reopened the mint of York after
some thirty years’ closure, apparently providing it with some distinctive practices perhaps
taken from Frankish mints, namely the use of dies with circular caps producing coins with
irregular die-axes and an organisation headed by one principal moneyer, which persisted
beyond the end of Scandinavian rule at York. In general, although the Anglo-Scandinavian
coins are weak in the literacy of their inscriptions, technically they are well produced and eco-
nomically they are pretty sound. The scale of minting at York and in the Southern Danelaw
is also something by which we should be impressed, dramatically increasing over the thirty or
forty years following the Scandinavian settlement in the Danelaw.
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So can we discern notable achievements and influences of the Scandinavians in the British
Isles? Yes indeed, but was there a lasting legacy? The Anglo-Saxons were already proficient at
producing coins to a high standard and managing a closed coin economy, and as the
Brantham hoard (dep. c.925) shows, after retaking East Anglia in 917, Edward the Elder
moved quickly to withdraw the old currency, based the St Edmund coinage, and replace it
with his own heavier Horizontal type.105 By analogy, a similar process probably occurred at
York after it was seized in 927, for Athelstan’s new coinage there appears large enough to
replace and remint the currency circulating in the city, and beyond. In the design and outward
appearance of the coinage, the Scandinavian issues left no discernable legacy, but certain
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Fig. 8. Monetary Use in the Scandinavian areas of the British Isles.
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organisational and technical matters, such as the minting personnel, including a number from
the Continent, and some coining techniques, did survive into the later tenth century. The
development of fortified burhs and a concomitant network of regional mints prompted in
Wessex and Mercia by the threat of the Vikings, and in the Danelaw by the Scandinavians’
own initiative, did have an enduring influence on the pattern of minting down to the thir-
teenth century. However, perhaps the Scandinavians’ most significant contribution within
England lay in the general economy which they stimulated in the early tenth century through
urban development, expanded craft production and trade. For the towns in the East
Midlands, especially Lincoln, their prosperity continued well beyond the reconquest.

Elsewhere in the British Isles, we have seen that the Scandinavian monetary economy in the
Isles of Man and Scotland had collapsed by the end of the eleventh century, incidentally coin-
ciding with the European-wide shortage of silver that lasted until the third quarter of the
twelfth century. In Wales, the minimal monetary circulation that had been achieved was rap-
idly subsumed by the progressive Norman invasion from the late 1060s and 1070s, as they
opened mints and sought to establish an English currency system. In these regions the
Scandinavian economies had run their course. Ireland was a different case, however, and the
Scandinavians should be given credit for having introduced and developed an effective mon-
etary system and currency that extended to much of the country through progressive stages
over some three hundred years. This endured through the twelfth century, to be taken up and
built upon by the Normans and their successors down to the present day. Indeed, this is the
most tangible monetary legacy left by the Scandinavians in these islands.
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HENRY I TYPE 14 

MARTIN ALLEN

Introduction

HENRY I BMC type 14 (Pellets in Quatrefoil ) is of great importance for the monetary history
of England in the twelfth century. It is believed to have been the last type issued before the
system of periodic recoinages introduced in the late tenth century was at least temporarily
abandoned, in the aftermath of the assize of moneyers held at Christmastide 1124–25. It has
been argued that most of the type 14 moneyers were removed from office in this assize, and
that the sharp reduction in the number of mints between Henry I types 14 and 15 was part of
a radical reorganization of the English coinage connected with the dismissal of the money-
ers.1 There has been considerable debate about the actual number of moneyers dismissed in
the assize, which is a question that can be addressed by a comprehensive survey of the coins
of type 14 to establish as clearly as possible what moneyers were active in the type.2 It is hoped
that the die study of type 14 presented in this article will increase our knowledge of the organ-
ization of the English mints immediately before the assize, and that it will provide a useful
point of comparison with the study of Stephen type 7 (1153/4–58) published in a recent
volume of this Journal.3

The hoard evidence

W.J. Andrew’s controversial study of the coinage of Henry I, which occupied the whole of the
Numismatic Chronicle for 1901, included the first serious attempt to list the available coins of
type 14 (then generally known as Hawkins 262).4 Many of Andrew’s coins were derived from
the two Watford finds of 1818, the larger of which had been ably published by Jonathan
Rashleigh, and from a much more obscure hoard found at Milford Haven in the late 1850s or
early 1860s.5 Andrew’s lists were overtaken almost immediately by the discovery of the
Bournemouth hoard (commonly but erroneously called the Canterbury hoard for decades

Acknowledgements. This article would not have been possible without the help of many people. David Walker has been
particularly generous in the provision of information and images of coins from his research on the coinage of Henry I.
Dr Gareth Williams and Dr Barrie Cook have provided access to the collections of the British Museum, and Miss Marion
Archibald has very generously allowed the publication of coins from the Lincoln hoard in advance of her own publication of
the hoard. Dawn Hayward and Antony Lee have been extremely helpful during several visits to The Collection in Lincoln to
study the coins from the Lincoln hoard in their custody. Dr Tim Pestell has provided images of coins in the Norwich Castle
Museum, and Dr Edward Besly and Prof. Nicholas Mayhew have answered enquiries about coins in the National Museum of
Wales and the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. Hugh Pagan has provided information compiled for his forthcoming SCBI
volume on the collections of the Grosvenor Museum, Chester. The study of coins of the Winchester mint has been greatly
assisted by access to the text of Mrs Yvonne Harvey’s Winchester Studies volume on the Winchester mint in advance of pub-
lication. John Sadler has provided much useful information about coins of the Ipswich mint, and Lieut.-Cdr Charles Farthing
has advised on the coins of Carlisle. I have also benefited from a discussion with Tim Webb Ware about the possible attribu-
tion of coins of Henry I to a mint in Reading, and Warren Esty has provided advice about the analysis of statistics from the
die study. Many collectors have given access to coins from their collections or provided images or information: William Clarke,
Alan Dawson, Glenn Gittoes, Clive Knipe, Marvin Lessen, William MacKay, David Palmer, Lord Stewartby and Alistair
Wardle. Richard Hodges has produced images of casts in the British Museum, Spink and Son and Mark Rasmussen have
supplied images of coins from the Pimprez hoard, and Edward Baldwin has donated the original negatives of his photographs
of the ‘Beauvais’ hoard to the Fitzwilliam Museum for study purposes. Ian Agnew has drawn the map of mints on p. 84.

1 Blackburn 1990, 64–71.
2 Walker 1984; Gomm 1985a; Walker 1985; Gomm 1985b; Stewart 1989; Blackburn 1990, 64–8; Stewart 1991, 6; Eaglen

2006, 73–4.
3 Allen 2006a.
4 Andrew 1901; Hawkins 1887, 175–6, Pl. XX, no. 262.
5 Combe 1827; Rashleigh 1849–50; Brooke 1916, I, xxvi–xxvii; Thompson 1956, nos 268, 372–3; Blackburn 1990, nos 16,

28; Allen 2006b, no. 103; Besly 2007.
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after its discovery in about 1901), which included at least 372 coins of type 14.6 P.W.P.
Carlyon-Britton, who acquired most of the coins from this important find, published a list of
inscriptions, and small parcels unknown to Carlyon-Britton were subsequently published by
Michael Dolley and H.W. Taffs, but none of these publications was fully illustrated, and
Carlyon-Britton’s article was not illustrated at all.7 Many of the inscriptions in Carlyon-
Britton’s list cannot be connected with coins available in collections today or recorded in
illustrations or casts.

Lord Stewartby has compared the compositions of the type 14 portions of the
Bournemouth and Lincoln hoards, showing that the Bournemouth hoard is biased towards
West Country mints (and not the Kentish mints, providing good evidence against this find’s
alleged Canterbury origin), and that the Lincoln hoard is heavily biased towards the
Northampton mint.8 The discovery of the Lincoln hoard in 1971–72 added 306 coins to the
corpus of type 14, and more recently the so-called ‘Beauvais’ hoard of c.1987 and the Pimprez
find of 2002 have made further significant additions to our knowledge of the type. A hoard
found at Lowestoft in 1905 included at least six coins of type 14, and finds from Erweteghem
in Belgium, Pré-St-Évroult in France and Vaida in Estonia are known to have included one
coin of type 14 each. Finally, two type 14 pennies and three other coins of Henry I (one of type
10 and two of type 15) found in the archaeological excavation of a medieval moated site at
Kings Stanley in Gloucestershire seem to be all or part of a hoard. All of the hoards known
to have contained coins of type 14 are summarized in Table 1.9
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6 Brooke 1916, I, xxv; Thompson 1956, nos 49 and 71; Blackburn 1990, no. 17; Allen 2006b, no. 91.
7 Carlyon-Britton 1927–28; Dolley 1949–51; Taffs 1949–51.
8 Stewart 1977, 181–3.
9 Blackburn 1990, 52–5, 78–81, surveys thirty-seven hoards containing coins of Henry I, building upon a list of twenty-

two hoards provided by Seaby 1988, 37–8.
10 Glendining auction, 4 Nov. 1987, lots 1–161, with introduction by Peter Mitchell; Blackburn 1990, no. 33; Blackburn

1991; Moesgaard 1994, 211–12.
11 Brooke 1916, I, xxv; Carlyon-Britton 1927–28; Dolley 1949–51; Taffs 1949–51; Thompson 1956, nos 49 and 71; Stewart

1977; Blackburn 1990, no. 17; Allen 2006b, no. 91.
12 Serrure 1880, 216–42; Blackburn 1990, no. 18.
13 SCBI 24, p. xxiii and coin nos 847, 852–3, 855 and 857.
14 Coin Hoards 1 (1975), no. 359; SCBI 27, pp. 157–9; Archibald 1988, 279; Blackburn 1990, no. 19; Allen 2006b, no. 93.
15 McDowall 1905; Brooke 1916, I, xxv; Thompson 1956, no. 262; Blackburn 1990, no. 21; Allen 2006b, no. 95.
16 Andrew 1901, 33, 36, 84, 94; Thompson 1956, no. 268; Blackburn 1990, no. 16; Besly 2007. Andrew 1901 describes only

four coins from the hoard, all of type 14: London (2), moneyers Godwine (p. 300) and Rawulf (p. 306); and Southwark (2),
moneyers Algar (p. 293) and Lefwine (p. 290); Besly 2007, 277, no. 3, adds a coin of Winchester.

17 Spink sale 6 Oct. 2004, lots 387–492, 832–64.
18 Duplessy 1981; Duplessy 1985, no. 264; Seaby 1988, 37; Blackburn 1990, no. 22.
19 Molvõgin 1980; Molvõgin 1990, no. 16; Blackburn 1990, no. 34; Molvõgin 1994, 498–512 (no. 78); Molvõgin and Leimus

1995; Leimus 1997; Leimus and Molvõgin 2001, 5, 43–5 (no. 64).
20 Combe 1827; Rashleigh 1849–50; Brooke 1916, I, xxvi–xxvii; Thompson 1956, nos 372–3; Blackburn 1990, no. 28; Allen

2006b, no. 103.

TABLE 1. Hoards containing coins of type 14.

Hoard Date of discovery Deposition Type 14 Total

‘Beauvais’ (Saint-Germain-en-Laye), c.1987 c.1150 27 or more 339
France10

Bournemouth (‘Canterbury’)11 c.1901 c.1125 372 or more 376 or more
Erweteghem, Belgium12 1879 c.1130 or later 1 or more c.1,600
Kings Stanley, Gloucestershire13 1966–68 c.1130? 2 5
Lincoln (Malandry)14 1971–72 c.1130 306 744
Lowestoft, Suffolk15 1905 or slightly c.1130 6 or more 12 or more

earlier
Milford Haven, Pembrokeshire16 c.1858–60 (no  c.1125? 5 or more c.50?

later than 1863)
Pimprez, France17 2002 c.1140? 33 569 (� 12 silver 

ingots)
Pré-St-Évroult, France18 1910 1132? 1 175 or 176
Vaida, Estonia19 1896 c.1180 or later 1 448
Watford, Hertfordshire20 1818 early 1140s 59 or more 1,127 or more
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Single finds

Mark Blackburn’s analysis of 104 single finds of coins of Henry I in his survey of the coinage
of the reign published in 1990 included only three finds of type 14, in contrast to his hoard
statistics, in which type 14 is the most numerous type, marginally exceeding type 15.21 A more
recent summary of single finds of c.973–1158, which tabulates 239 finds from the reign of
Henry I (not including three coins of unknown type and five round halfpennies), has nine finds
in type 14.22 Figure 1 compares the percentages of finds in each type in the two sets of data,
placing the types in the order provisionally proposed by Blackburn.23 The two series of per-
centages follow the same basic pattern, with type 14 supplying only about three per cent of
Blackburn’s figures and four per cent of the new data. If mint output was fairly constant
throughout the reign of Henry I (a questionable assumption), and if numbers of finds are
approximately related to the output in a type (also debatable), type 14 may have lasted only
about a year in a reign of thirty-five years. It would clearly be unwise to rely upon the single
find evidence as an indicator of the duration of types in this manner, but it may at least be sug-
gested that the data do not conflict with Blackburn’s very tentative dating of the introduction
of type 14 to c.1123, taken together with his proposal that type 15 began soon after the
completion of the assize of moneyers in 1125.24

The corpus of type 14

There has been no attempt to compile a complete corpus of the coins of Henry I since
Andrew’s article in 1901.25 A comprehensive study of the entire coinage of Henry I would
now be a truly formidable task, but a corpus of type 14 is a more attainable goal. The principal
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21 Blackburn 1990, 53–5, 79.
22 Allen 2006b, 502.
23 Blackburn 1990, 55–62.
24 Blackburn 1990, 68–73.
25 Andrew 1901.

Fig. 1. Single finds of coins of Henry I (percentage in each type).
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sources of the coins listed in the Appendix to this article are museums (most notably the
British Museum and The Collection, Lincolnshire County Council), auction catalogues and
sales lists,26 and an important collection of casts in the Department of Coins and Medals at
the British Museum. The collection of casts includes large numbers of coins apparently
recorded by George Brooke in 1910–12 during the preparation of his BMC of coins of the
Norman kings, published in 1916.27

The Appendix also includes coins from various publications listed in the Bibliography, single
finds recorded in the Fitzwilliam Museum’s online Corpus of Early Medieval Coin Finds AD

410–1180 (EMC),28 and coins very kindly notified to the author by collectors. The compilation
of the corpus has been considerably assisted by David Walker, who has assembled an extensive
archive of coins of Henry I offered for sale since the late 1970s.

The greatest problem encountered in the preparation of the Appendix has been the diffi-
culty of reconstructing the contents of the Bournemouth hoard. The acute shortage of illus-
trations in the various publications on the hoard, and in sale catalogues until relatively recent
times, has left us with a large number of Bournemouth hoard coins known from written
descriptions only. Many of the hoard’s coins actually available for study (either in collections
or through images or British Museum casts) might be connected with more than one written
description. Furthermore, it is often difficult to decide whether two records relate to the same
coin if there are no illustrations or casts, although unusual features (such as missing letters)
may assist in making such judgements. In the Appendix connections of this kind have been
shown with a query if there is any doubt about them. Coins only known from written descrip-
tions in records of the Bournemouth hoard or other sources have been given separate entries
in the Appendix, but descriptions that might relate to coins already in the corpus are relegated
to ‘Other references’ at the end of the list of the coins of a particular moneyer.

The preparation of the corpus has provided many corrections and additions to the most
recent published lists of moneyers.29 These changes are summarised in Table 2.

26 The study of auction catalogues and sales lists has been greatly assisted by the superb library of catalogues and lists
assembled at the Fitzwilliam Museum by Prof. T.V. Buttrey.

27 Brooke 1916. The casts at the British Museum are the only available source of images of coins of two moneyers listed in
Allen 2008 (Edmund at Ipswich and Folchred at Thetford).

28 www.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/coins/emc.
29 Harris 1983–8.
30 Harris listed Frithgist as a Chester moneyer in type 14 on the basis of a coin of Cristret in the British Museum (BMC

118; corpus no. 80).

TABLE 2. Amendments to lists of moneyers in type 14.

Mint Additions Deletions

Canterbury Ailred Aldred, Alfred
Chester30 Walter
Exeter Alwine, Brand ?Sewine
Gloucester Alfwine
Hastings Wuleric
Hythe Edward
Leicester Warmund
London Alward, Alwin Sul Ulfraven
Northampton Ghahan
Norwich ?Raulf
Rochester Rodbert
Shrewsbury Alfricus Ærnwi
Stamford Herman
Thetford Alfric Godric
Wareham Turstan Turchil
Winchester Warmund Godwine
Worcester Turchil Wulfric
York Harthulfth, ?Aschetil or Turchil Dulid, Ulf
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Canterbury

There are two coins of the Canterbury moneyer Ailred in the corpus: one of them was orig-
inally attributed to Aldred in the preliminary identification of the Lincoln hoard coins by
Marion Archibald and F. Elmore Jones, and the other was given to Alfred in the catalogue of
the 1918 Carlyon-Britton sale, although it had been listed as a coin of Ælred in G. C. Brooke’s
BMC published two years earlier.

Chester

The attribution of a coin of the Chester mint in the preliminary identifications of the Lincoln
hoard to a moneyer Walter has been corrected to Andreu.31

Exeter

Two die-duplicates from the Lincoln and Pimprez hoards have added Alwine to the list of
Exeter moneyers (the Lincoln hoard specimen was tentatively attributed to Sewine originally),
and Brand has been provisionally included in the corpus as an Exeter moneyer on the basis of
unconfirmed written descriptions of coins.32

Gloucester

The listing of Alfwine as a Gloucester moneyer, which originated with W.J. Andrew in 1901,
was probably based upon the misreading of a coin of Wulfwi.33

Hastings

The only authority for the existence of a Hastings moneyer Wuleric seems to have been a
specimen given the reading ‘�-VNERIC:ON:HAS’ in the catalogue of the 1951 L.A.
Lawrence sale, which may actually have been a coin of Buneface.34

Hythe

In 1998 Dr William Conte acquired a type 14 penny of a moneyer Edward tentatively attrib-
uted to Hythe (Heđe in Domesday Book), which was a mint not previously recorded later
than the reign of William II (1087–1100).35 The mint signature on this coin (which is now in
the Fitzwilliam Museum) seems to read hED?h, and if the third letter is 5 (th) represented as
a D the mint’s name can be read as Hethh. The moneyer’s name (Edward) has also been found
at Canterbury in type 14, and this may be one moneyer active at two Kentish mints.36

Leicester

A coin attributed to a Leicester moneyer Warmund when the collections of the Jewry Wall
Museum, Leicester, were included in a SCBI fascicule has been reattributed to a previously
unrecorded Winchester moneyer, with the aid of a die-duplicate from the Lincoln hoard.37

HENRY I TYPE 1476

31 Corpus no. 78.
32 Corpus nos 126–9.
33 Andrew 1901, 202.
34 Glendining, 14 March 1951, lot 339; corpus no. 166.
35 Corpus no. 184.
36 Corpus no. 57.
37 SCBI 17, 669; corpus nos 934–5.
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London

Carlyon-Britton’s identification of Alward as a London moneyer has been confirmed from
two die duplicates originally in his collection from the Bournemouth hoard, and his coin of
the London moneyer Al(win) Sul has appeared on the market at various times between 1918
and 1991, as well as being included in the British Museum cast collection.38 The listing of
Ulfraven or Wulfraven as a London moneyer in type 14 seems to have been based upon the
misreading of coins of Wulfward.

Northampton

The listing of a Northampton moneyer Ghahan in the reign of Henry I was based upon the
misidentification of a coin of the Tamworth moneyer Hermer.39

Norwich

A partly legible coin of Norwich and two coins only known from written descriptions have
been tentatively attributed to a moneyer named Raulf, who is otherwise unrecorded at the
mint in the reign of Henry I.40

Rochester

A type 14 cut halfpenny of the Rochester moneyer Rodbert was shown at the British Museum
on 30 July 2009, at an advanced stage in the preparation of this article.41 This is a new mint
for the type, but the moneyer is already known at the Rochester mint in Henry I types 7
and 10.42

Shrewsbury

The Shrewsbury mint is another relatively recent addition to the corpus of mints in type 14,
being first recorded from a coin in the Lincoln hoard originally attributed to a moneyer
Ærnwi. The discovery of a die-duplicate in the Pimprez hoard has shown that the moneyer’s
name is Alfricus.43

Stamford

Herman has been recorded as a Stamford moneyer from a coin in the Sir Francis Hill collection
now at The Collection in Lincoln.44

Thetford

Two die duplicate coins of Thetford can be reasonably attributed to a moneyer Alfric, who is
not otherwise recorded in the reign of Henry I.45

38 Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 99; corpus nos 318–20.
39 Corpus no. 780.
40 Corpus nos 575–7.
41 Corpus no. 609A; EMC 2009.0242. I am grateful to Dr Gareth Williams for information about this important new coin.
42 SCBI 11, 274 (type 7); Coin Hoards 1 (1975), 89, Fig. 19, no. 8 (type 10).
43 Corpus nos 673–4.
44 Corpus no. 760.
45 Corpus nos 796–7.
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Wareham

A Wareham penny from the Bournemouth hoard formerly attributed to Turchil is from the
same dies as a cut halfpenny in the Lincoln hoard on which the moneyer’s name can be read
as TVRST. The penny indicates that there are two further letters in the name, which suggests
that the full reading should be Turstan.46 A coin from different dies in the British Museum
with the reading TVR– can also be reattributed from Turchil to Turstan.47

Winchester

A coin in the Lincoln hoard reading [ ]N[ ]S:ON:æINCE[:?] was originally attributed to an
otherwise unrecorded Winchester moneyer Godwine, but it is more likely that this is a coin of
Lefwine with the reading LEæINVS known from unconfirmed written descriptions.48

Worcester

David Symons has added Turchil to the list of Worcester moneyers in type 14 and has sug-
gested that the identification of Wulfric as a Worcester moneyer in this type is probably based
upon the misreading of a coin now lost.49 Symons has also argued that the name of one of
the two confirmed Worcester moneyers of type 14 as Ari, but it seems to be more likely that
it is Awi (aæI).50

York

A Lincoln hoard coin from the same dies as a specimen formerly attributed to a moneyer
Dulid or Duled has clarified the reading of the reverse, allowing a re-attribution to
Harthulfth.51 A coin known only from sales lists has provided the enigmatic York moneyer
‘—il’ (probably Arncil, Aschetil or Turchil).52 Ulf has been listed as a York moneyer in type
14 solely on the basis of an unillustrated specimen in the catalogue of the Bliss sale which is
actually a coin of Lincoln.53

The mints and moneyers of type 14 and mint reorganization in type 15

In 1984 David Walker pointed out that only eleven of the 106 moneyers of type 14 recorded
in Brooke’s BMC were also known at the same mint in type 15, and that the number of mints
listed by Brooke declined from forty-six to nineteen.54 J.D. Gomm immediately suggested that
this apparent upheaval was the result of the assize of moneyers in 1124–25.55 Brooke had con-
sidered the possibility that type 15 might have been introduced after the assize, but he dis-
missed this idea because he did not believe that type 15 could have remained in production
for about a decade until the end of Henry I’s reign in 1135.56 Gomm’s suggestion has, how-
ever, received strong support from Blackburn’s analysis of the activity of moneyers in the
reign of Henry I. This analysis has shown that the turnover of moneyers between types 14
and 15 was substantially greater than that between any of the other types of Henry I.

HENRY I TYPE 1478

46 Corpus nos 844–5.
47 Corpus no. 846.
48 Corpus nos 914, 936.
49 Symons 2006, 575, 585–6; corpus nos 945–6.
50 Symons 2006, 581–2; corpus nos 942–4.
51 Corpus nos 950–1.
52 Corpus no. 965.
53 Sotheby, 22 March and 15 May 1916, lot 175; corpus no. 260.
54 Walker 1984.
55 Gomm 1985a. Walker 1985 and Gomm 1985b debate the mathematics of Gomm’s tables of moneyers.
56 Brooke 1916, I, cliv.
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Blackburn estimated that the loss of moneyers apparently caused by the assize is likely to
have been about 80–5, with the possibility that the 94 victims of the purge recorded by the
Margam annals might have included some mint officials whose names did not appear on
the coins as moneyers.57 The new corpus of type 14 has provided the means to re-examine this
question using more complete statistics. Tables 3 and 4 summarise the coinage of all of the
moneyers included in the corpus (the division of type 14 into busts A, B and C refers to the
classification explained below, pp. 87–9).

57 Blackburn 1990, 64–8. Eaglen 2006, 73–4, offers a further analysis of moneyer activity, which is restricted to ten mints in
types 13–15 only.

58 A coin of type 15 reading +AILRED:ON:[ ] was attributed to Canterbury with a query in the auction catalogue description of
Carlyon-Britton lot 1946, but Walker 2005 has reattributed this coin to Lincoln.

59 The Carlisle mint was opened during the issue of type 14.

TABLE 3. Mints and moneyers of type 14: mints open in type 15.

Mint Moneyer Before type Bust Bust Bust Bust? After type 14
14 A B C

Bristol Alwald/Alwold type 10 x x no
Edricus type 13 x type 15
Herding type 13 x no

Bury St Edmunds Godricus type 13 x no
Oddo type 13 x x ?type 15 

(Thetford)
Canterbury Ailred no x x no58

Algar no x no
Edward type 13 x Stephen type 1
Gregarie type 13 x type 15
Willem(us) type 13 x x x type 15
Winedai type 10 x x type 15

Carlisle Durant no59 x no
Chester Airic type 7 x x no

Andreu no x Tealby
Cristret type 10 x no
Gillemor no x no

Exeter Alwine no x no
Brand no x no
Dunnig type 12 x no
Herding type 7 x x no

Gloucester Esgar no x no
Wulfghet no x no
Wulfwi no x no

Hereford Revenswert type 10 x ?type 15 
(Chester)

Saricus type 13 x type 15
Ipswich Ædgar type 13 x Stephen type 1

Ailwine type 10 x no
Edmund no x Stephen type 1
Germane type 10 x x Stephen type 2
Rodland/Rolland type 13 x x no

Lincoln Godric(us) type 13 x x type 15
Guthred type 13 x x no
Haemund type 13 ? x no

(Agemund)
Ulf type 13 x type 15
Wufit/Wuforet type 10 x no

London Alfred(us) type 7 x x x Stephen type 1
Alfric(us) type 13 x no
Alfwine type 13 x type 15
Algar type 13 x x Stephen type 1
Alward no x no
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60 This moneyer might be the same man as Sultan, recorded at London in types 4, 9 and 10.
61 A coin of type 15 in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford (SCBI 12, 246) has been tentatively attributed to this moneyer, but

only the first letter of the moneyer’s name is visible on the coin.

TABLE 3. Cont.

Mint Moneyer Before type Bust Bust Bust Bust? After type 14
14 A B C

Alwin Sul type 10?60 x no
Blacheman/Blacaman type 13 x x type 15
Godricus no x type 15
Godwine no x Tealby
Ordgar type 13 x x x type 15
Radul(f)us/Raw(u)lf type 13 x x x Stephen type 6
Sigar(us) type 13 x x no
Wul(f)gar type 13 x x x no
Wulfward type 13 x x x no

Northampton Geffrei/Gosfrei type 13 x x no
Paien type 13 x type 15
Stiefne type 13 x type 15

Norwich Chetel/Chitel type 13 x x no
Etstan type 12 x x type 15
Godwine type 13 x x Stephen type 1
Raulf ? no x Stephen type 2
Stanchart type 12 x no
Ulfchitel type 13 x no

Nottingham Haldene type 13 x no
Oxford Ailnot type 11 x x no61

Sawi no x x no
Pembroke Gillepatri type 10 x type 15
Sandwich Godhese type 13 x x x ?type 15 

(Canterbury)
Godric no x no
Osbern no x Stephen type 7
Wulfric type 13 x x x Stephen type 7

Stamford Godric type 12 x no
Herman type 7 x no
Leftein no x x no
Mor type 12 x x no

Thetford Acus type 12 x x no
Ailnot no x no
Alfric no x no
Alfward type 13 x x no
Aschetil type 13 x x x type 15
Burchart type 13 x type 15
Folch(a)rt no x no
Godwine type 13 x no
Norman type 13 x x no

Winchester Alfric no x type 15
(H)engel(g)ram type 13 x x no
Godricus no x x no
Lefwine/Leowine type 13 x x no
Saiet type 13 x type 15
Stigant type 13 x x no
Warmund no x no

York Fardein type 13 x no
Forn type 13 x no
Harthulfth type 13 x type 15
Laising type 13 x x Stephen type 1
Arncil, Aschetil or no x Stephen type 1
Turchil? (Aschetil)
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62 There are no recorded coins of the Taunton mint in the reign of Henry I before type 14.
63 Type 14 is the only type recorded for the Watchet mint in the reign of Henry I.

TABLE 4. Mints and moneyers of type 14: mints closed in type 15.

Mint Moneyer Before type Bust Bust Bust After type 14
14 A B C

Barnstaple Oter type 13 ? x no
Bath Winterlede type 13 x no
Bedford Neelus type 13 x no
Cardiff Waltier type 10 x ?type 15 (Chester)
Chichester Brand type 13 x x Stephen type 1

Godwine type 13 x Stephen type 1
Colchester Goldhavec no x x no
Derby Brun type 13 x no
Dorchester Osbern type 12 x no

Sween no x no
Dover Manwine type 13 x no
Durham Ordwi type 10 x no
Hastings Bonaface/Boniface type 10 x x no

Duning type 10 x no
Rotbert no x Stephen type 1

Huntingdon Derlig no x x x no
Elfwine type 13 x no

Hythe Edward no x no
Leicester Chetel/Chitel(lus) type 13 x x no

Walter no x x no
Lewes Edmund type 12 x x no

Oswold(us) type 13 x x no
Pevensey Aldred type 9 x no
Rochester Rodberd type 10 x no
Romney Godricus type 13/14 x no

mule
Wulfred type 13 x no

Salisbury Aldwine type 13 x no
Ealla no x no

Shaftesbury Aldred type 10 x no
Sagrim no x x Stephen type 1 

(Shaftesbury); ?type 15 
(Oxford)

Saric type 13 x x no
Shrewsbury Alfricus no x no
Southwark Algar type 13 x x x no

Lefwine type 13 x x x no
Sudbury Osbern type 13 x x ?type 15 (Ipswich)
Tamworth Hermer no x no
Taunton Elfric no62 x no
Twynham Tovi no ? x ?type 15 (London and 
(Christchurch) Winchester)
Wallingford Godwine type 13 x no

Rodberd no x x no
Wareham Derlig type 13 x x no

Turstan no x x no
Warwick Edredus type 13 x Stephen type 1

Essuwi no x no
Godwine type 13 x No

Watchet Elwine no63 x No
Wilton Ailwart/Ailward type 12 x x ?type 15 (Winchester)

Ricard no x x No
Worcester Awi no x No

Turchil no x ?type 15 (Bristol)
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The Appendix lists coins of 142 moneyers, four of them only tentatively included on the
basis of unconfirmed written descriptions, and one not yet assigned to a mint ((?Wa)rin).64

The statistics provided by Tables 3, 4 and 5 indicate that 100 of the 141 confirmed or
unconfirmed moneyers of known mints have not been recorded at the same mint in type 15
or any later type, assuming that all of the tentatively recorded moneyers actually struck in
type 14 and that all of the identifications of type 14 moneyers with moneyers in later types
are correct. This figure of 100 moneyers apparently disappearing from the coinage after
type 14 corresponds quite closely with the number of moneyers mutilated in the assize,
according to the Margam Annals (ninety-four).65 There are, however, adjustments that need
to be applied to the statistics, as Blackburn has noted.66 Blackburn calculated that in the
first thirteen types of Henry I the average apparent loss of moneyers between types was
about 11 per cent, with the loss in eleven types falling within the range from 6 to 22 per
cent.67 On this basis, it might be estimated that perhaps about 10–30 of the 142 moneyers
of type 14 left office in a normal way, without being removed by the assize, reducing the
total number of exceptional losses of moneyers from 100 to about 70–90. A further adjust-
ment is required by Lord Stewartby’s observation that some of the apparently dismissed
moneyers of type 14 seem to have moved to mints elsewhere.68 Table 6 lists all of the mon-
eyers’ names recorded at one mint in type 14 and at a different mint or mints in type 15.
Twelve of the twenty-six coincidences of name are in the same region, and the names in
question (shown in bold type) are the most likely to represent the transfer of a moneyer
from one mint to another after the introduction of type 15. The twelve names include Tovi
(Tovius the engineer), whose services for the king seem to have included acting as an itiner-
ant moneyer.69 It is possible that some of the other eleven names do not actually represent
the same moneyer working at different mints, and it is also conceivable that other coinci-
dences of name in Table 6 are evidence of a transfer, but twelve seems to be a reasonable
estimate of the number of moneyers transferred and not dismissed after type 14. Thus the
estimate of exceptional losses of moneyers between types 14 and 15 can be reduced from
about 70–90 to some 58–78. This is lower than Blackburn’s estimate of 80–85, but it is
perhaps not too low to be reconciled with the documentary evidence for the assize of
1124–25.

The closure and reorganization of mints after the termination of type 14 has been analysed
by Seaby, Stewart and Blackburn.71 The surviving coins of types 14 and 15 seem to indicate that
thirty-two of the fifty-three recorded mints of type 14 were closed, with some of the surviving
mints reduced in size, although it is always possible that a type 15 coin of an apparently closed

HENRY I TYPE 1482

64 Allen 2008 lists references to coins of unconfirmed moneyers, three of which have subsequently been confirmed (Neelus
at Bedford, Edmund at Ipswich and Folch(a)rt at Thetford).

65 Luard 1864–49, I, 11.
66 Blackburn 1990, 65–8.
67 Blackburn 1990, 60–2.
68 Stewart 1989, 262–4.
69 Nightingale 1982, 43, 46; Stewart 1991, 3. Tovius the engineer was excused taxation in the London account of the 1129/30

pipe roll (Hunter 1833, 152).
70 Beauvais hoard, Glendining, 4 Nov. 1987, lot 35.
71 Seaby 1988, 40, 42; Stewart 1989, 260–4; Blackburn 1990, 68–71.

TABLE 5. Summary of the activity of type 14 mints and moneyers.

No. of Moneyers not Moneyers Moneyers recorded Total no. of
mints recorded after recorded at same at same mint in moneyers

type 14 mint in type 15 type 1 or later but
not in type 15

Type 14 mints open in type 15 21 54 20 16 90
Type 14 mints closed in type 15 32 46 0 5 51

Total 53 100 20 21 141
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mint might be discovered in future.72 In Figure 2 the mints of type 14 are indicated by circles
containing a dot when the mint survived into type 15.73 The closures particularly affected the
smaller establishments with only one moneyer: seventeen one-moneyer mints seem to have
been closed in type 15, and only three (Carlisle, Nottingham and Pembroke) remained open.
Four mints with more than one moneyer in type 14 were reduced to only one moneyer in type
15 (Bury St Edmunds, Ipswich, Sandwich and Stamford).74 Table 7 shows the mints that
remained open in type 15 in bold type. Only two of the south-western mints of type 14 con-
tinued to operate in type 15, whilst four of the eleven Midlands and north-western mints
remained. Pembroke became the only mint in Wales with the closure of the Cardiff mint, and
in the northern counties the disappearance of the Durham mint left Carlisle as the only mint
north of York, supplied with locally mined silver.75 The three survivors out of thirteen in the
south-eastern region included London and Canterbury, as might be expected, but the highly
productive Southwark mint and eight mints around the coast of Kent and Sussex were closed.
This would have increased the London mint’s share of imported silver from cross-Channel
trade.

72 I have greatly benefited from the advice of David Walker on the mints and moneyers of type 15.
73 Figure 2 is a revised version of a map published in Seaby 1988, 42. Rochester was added to the corpus of type 14 mints

too late for inclusion in Figure 2.
74 A writ of October 1125, addressed to the bishop of Norwich and the local sheriff, confirmed the abbot of St Edmunds’

right to a moneyer ‘after justice has been done upon his moneyer, as it has been done upon the other moneyers of England’
(Douglas 1932, 77 (no. 51); Johnson and Davis 1956, 194 (no. 1430); Seaby 1988, 35, 37; Blackburn 1990, 64–5; Eaglen 2006, 71,
75).

75 Allen 1951, xcviii, cxxiii–cxxvii.

TABLE 6. Possible movements of moneyers after type 14.

Moneyer Type 14 Type 15 Stephen type 1

Ædgar Ipswich London Ipswich
Aldred Pevensey Lincoln Lincoln

Shaftesbury
Alwald/Alwold Bristol Winchester Winchester
Ailward Wilton Winchester
Al(f)ward London Norwich, Winchester Norwich
Alfward Thetford Norwich Norwich
Godhese Sandwich Canterbury?70 Canterbury
Oddo Bury St Edmunds Thetford Thetford
Osbern Dorchester London

Sandwich
Osbern Sudbury Ipswich Ipswich
Radul(f)us/Raw(u)lf London Oxford Oxford
Raulf? Norwich Oxford Oxford
Revenswert Hereford Chester Chester, Shrewsbury
Rodberd Rochester Canterbury, Gloucester Canterbury, Hastings, London,

Shrewsbury
Rodberd Wallingford Canterbury, Gloucester Hastings, Canterbury
Rodbert Hastings Canterbury, Gloucester Hastings, Canterbury
Sagrim Shaftesbury Oxford Shaftesbury
Sawi Oxford Gloucester
Sween Dorchester Nottingham Nottingham
Tovi Twynham (Christchurch) Winchester, London London
Turchil Wareham Bristol Bristol, Wareham
Turchil Worcester Bristol Bristol
Walter Leicester Chester, Norwich Chester, Norwich
Waltier Cardiff Chester Chester

Note: Most probable movements of moneyers are in bold.
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Fig. 2. Map of the mints of type 14.
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Blackburn has argued that type 15 was introduced soon after the assize of moneyers, in
1125. The Continuator of Florence of Worcester certainly indicates that there was an
immediate change of type when he writes that everything was made expensive by the
change of money shortly after the assize (mutatione postmodum monetae, cara facta sunt
omnia).76 Stewartby has, however, suggested that the introduction of type 15 might have
been delayed.77 One argument advanced in support of a later date for the start of type 15
is that the ‘degree of progression’ within the type, as compared with type 14, is insufficient
for a coinage issued from 1125 to the end of Henry I’s reign in 1135, but it is not clear how
the ‘progression’ (of style) in a type can be measured, or how it can be related to the
longevity of the type.78 Stewartby has also suggested that the radical reorganization of the
mints in type 15 might not have been a direct and immediate consequence of the assize of
1124–25.79 My own view is that it is reasonable to assume that the assize would have been
promptly followed by the issue of dies of a new type, to distinguish new money from the
allegedly bad money associated with the punished moneyers, and that the removal of most
of the kingdom’s moneyers may well have been the pretext for an immediate reorganization
of the mints.80

Type 14 moneyers in the 1129/30 pipe roll and other documentary sources

The principal source of documentary evidence for the moneyers of type 14 is the sole surviv-
ing exchequer pipe roll of the reign of Henry I, which covers the accounting year from
Michaelmas (29 September) 1129 to Michaelmas 1130.81 Andrew cites almost all of the rele-
vant entries from this pipe roll in his accounts of various mints, and Stewartby has published
a useful survey of them.82 The entry that most unambiguously refers to the assize of money-
ers is the payment of £4 by the Chichester moneyer Brand towards a debt of £20, so that he
should not be mutilated with the other moneyers (ne esset disfactus cum aliis monetariis).83 A
payment of 40s. towards £4 owed for an offence relating to the old coinage (pro foris(facto)
veteris monete) by Gillopatric the moneyer (the Pembroke moneyer of Henry I types 10, 14
and 15) probably refers to an amercement imposed in the assize, concerning his activity in

76 Thorpe 1848–49, I, 79.
77 Blackburn 1990, 68–71; Stewart 1989, 259–60, 264; Stewart 1991, 1, 6. Eaglen 2006, 78–9, elaborates upon Stewart’s

arguments.
78 Stewart 1989, 259.
79 Stewart 1991, 6.
80 The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, Simeon of Durham, the Continuator of Florence of Worcester and Robert of Torigny all

refer to the moneyers’ alleged adulteration of the coinage, directly or indirectly. Most of the sources for the assize are collected
together in translation in Van Caenegem 1990, 203–4.

81 Hunter 1833.
82 Andrew 1901; Stewart 1991.
83 Hunter 1833, 42; Andrew 1901, 153, 156–7; Stewart 1991, 3–4. Blackburn 1990, 64, estimates that the original fine could

have been £36 or £40, if Brand had been paying at the same rate since 1125, and Stewart 1991, 4, suggests £40.

TABLE 7. The mints of type 14.

Region Mints

South East Canterbury, Chichester, Colchester, Dover, Hastings, Hythe, Lewes, London,
Pevensey, Rochester, Romney, Sandwich, Southwark

East Anglia Bury St Edmunds, Ipswich, Norwich, Sudbury, Thetford
South West and West Barnstaple, Bath, Bristol, Cardiff, Dorchester, Exeter, Gloucester, Hereford,

Pembroke, Salisbury, Shaftesbury, Shrewsbury, Taunton, Twynham (Christchurch),
Wareham, Watchet, Wilton, Winchester, Worcester

Midlands and North West Bedford, Chester, Derby, Huntingdon, Leicester, Northampton, Nottingham,
Oxford, Tamworth, Wallingford, Warwick

North Carlisle, Durham, Lincoln, Stamford, York

Note: Mints of type 15 are in bold.
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type 14.84 In London, Algar (a type 14 moneyer apparently reinstated in Stephen type 1) and
Spracheling (who may be identified with the London moneyer Sperling last recorded in type
13) owed 10 marks for an offence concerning false pennies (pro foris(facto) falsorum denari-
orium).85 At least one of the entries in the pipe roll might relate to an offence against the
coinage after the assize. Godwin Quachehand, who is probably to be identified with the
moneyer Godwine Gu of type 15 and a type 14/15 mule, owed 4 marks of gold (£24) to have
a pardon for a plea of the coinage.86

There are several other entries in the 1129/30 pipe roll that might be connected with the
assize of moneyers although they are not explicitly related to the coinage. A defective entry
in the Sussex account records that someone owed or paid money for the lands of his kinsman
Boneface (a type 14 moneyer of Hastings), and Andrew suggested that this was a payment to
reclaim property confiscated in the assize.87 Edstan of Yarmouth, who was probably the
Norwich moneyer of that name from Henry I type 3 to Stephen type 2, owed 100s. of the
money (pecunia; possibly either personal wealth or a moneyer’s business assets) of Ulchetell
(presumably the Norwich moneyer Ulfchitel last recorded in type 14). Edstan also owed 23s.
4d. for a treasury plea.88 Other debts for judicial pleas may relate to moneyers of Lincoln,
Northampton and Thetford who would have been summoned to the assize in 1124. Godric
de Grimsby, who may have been the Lincoln moneyer Godric of various Henry I types
including types 14 and 15, owed 21⁄2 marks of silver (£1 13s. 4d.) for a treasury plea, and
Geoffrey of Gunthorpe (possibly the Northampton moneyer Geffrei or Gosfrei of types 13
and 14) owed 10 marks (£6 13s. 4d.).89 Fulchard the reeve (propositus) of Thetford, perhaps
to be identified with the type 14 Thetford moneyer Folch(a)rt, owed £35 2s. 8d. for a plea
judged by Geoffrey de Clinton, and Godwin of Whitlingham (de Wichingeham) (possibly the
Thetford moneyer Godwine of Henry I types 5 to 14) paid 40s. on a plea of Richard Basset
at Thetford.90

Two entries in the pipe roll remaining to be considered concern the Winchester moneyer
Saiet (recorded from Henry I type 7 to Stephen type 1) and his nephew Alvric the goldsmith,
who may be identified with the Winchester moneyer Alfric (doubtfully recorded in type 14
and certainly active in type 15). Saiet owed 278 marks (£185 6s. 8d.) for the plea of two dies,
and Alvric had a debt of 24 marks (£16) for a falso cypho, of which he paid £4 and still owed
£12.91 Andrew argued that Saiet was acting as the senior Winchester moneyer in purchasing
the right to have two additional moneyers in Winchester, one of them being his nephew
Alvric.92 It is also possible that Saiet was paying for exemption from mutilation in the assize,
as well as for the right to continue in office after the assize, together with his nephew. Andrew
suggested that Alvric’s debt might have been an amercement for the supply of a light-weight
chalice (scyphus), for the use of a false measure, or for the use of an unauthorized die.93 It has
also been suggested that Alvric’s debt might refer to false coins detected by assay.94

We are exceptionally well informed about the Winchester moneyers of type 14, as a result
of the survival of two surveys of the city, compiled in about 1110 and in 1148.95 In the sur-
vey of c.1110 Saiet was responsible for a rent in Calpestret (St Thomas Street, which had
various properties occupied by moneyers and goldsmiths in this survey), but he was dead by
the time of the 1148 survey, when his heirs and his son Herbert are recorded instead in the
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84 Hunter 1833, 136; Andrew 1901, 213, 216–17; Stewart 1991, 3–4.
85 Hunter 1833, 148; Andrew 1901, 275, 283–4; Stewart 1991, 3–5.
86 Hunter 1833, 146; Andrew 1901, 275, 282–3, 300; Brooke 1916, I, cxlv n.2; Stewart 1991, 3–5; corpus no. 333.
87 Hunter 1833, 69; Andrew 1901, 206, 208–9; Stewart 1991, 3, 5.
88 Hunter 1833, 94; Andrew 1901, 327, 331–2; Stewart 1991, 3, 5.
89 Hunter 1833, 85, 118; Andrew 1901, 260, 268, 320, 323.
90 Hunter 1833, 93, 98; Andrew 1901, 422, 428; Stewart 1991, 3.
91 Hunter 1833, 40; Andrew 1901, 462–4; Stewart 1991, 3, 5.
92 Andrew 1901, 462–4. Stewart 1991, 5, suggests that Saiet’s exceptionally large debt may have related to silver lent by the

treasury in Winchester to the mint, but this does not explain the reference to two dies.
93 Andrew 1901, 463–4.
94 Stewart 1991, 5.
95 Biddle 1976.
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same street.96 It has been suggested that Aluricus who occupied another property in the street
in the survey of c.1110 may have been Saiet’s nephew Alvric.97 The Winchester moneyer
Stigant might be identified with another tenant of Calpestret in c.1110, Stigandus, and with a
man of the same name in High Street in the survey of 1148.98 He may also have been the
Stigand who farmed the city in the pipe rolls of 1155/6 and 1156/7, and who was dead by
1159.99 The moneyer (H)engel(g)ram may well have been the Engelgramus who occupied a
property in Wunegrestret (Middle Brook Street) in the 1148 survey.100 The description of the
assize of moneyers in the Winton Annals has been interpreted by Ruding and later writers as
meaning that three Winchester moneyers were the only moneyers not punished in the assize,
but Andrew pointed out that the Annals actually say that all of the moneyers of England
except three were mutilated at Winchester.101

Pamela Nightingale was surely right to suggest that Tovius the engineer, who was excused
taxation in London in the 1129/30 pipe roll, was the moneyer Tovi of Twynham
(Christchurch), London and Winchester in various types from Henry I type 14 to Stephen
type 1.102 In her reconstruction of the history of the family of Deorman of London (who died
c.1093) Nightingale suggested that each of his four sons (Algar, Ordgar, Theodric and
Ædwin) may have been London moneyers.103 Ordgar son of Deorman, who is called a mon-
eyer in a document of 1111, and who witnessed the transfer of the London Cnihtengild’s
property to Holy Trinity Priory in 1125, may well have been the type 14 London moneyer of
that name.104 Algar son of Deorman cannot have been the type 14 London and Southwark
moneyer Algar, if the assumption that he died no later than 1104 is correct, but Nightingale
argued that he may have been succeeded in office by a son of the same name.105 Nightingale
has also suggested that Ulgarius, an alderman of London in 1117, was the London moneyer
Wulfgar.106

The die study

At an early stage in the collection of material for this article it became apparent that the
obverse dies of type 14 could be divided into three groups, which seem to have a chronologi-
cal significance. The first group, which can be called bust A, consists of apparently experi-
mental obverses having a mantle of a reversed Y-shape, with the downstroke of the Y falling
in a straight or slightly curved line from the king’s shoulder. The obverse dies of bust A, which
are summarised in Table 8, include all of the obverses of type 14 with the king’s title in the
full form REX, two dies with the king’s name in the abbreviated form hENRIC (not found else-
where in the type), and numerous minor variations of inscription. There are four distinct vari-
eties of bust A crown, shown in Figure 3. Crown 1, which is quite unlike any of the other
forms of the crown in type 14, has a beaded lower band, a solid middle band, and an upper
beaded band, surmounted by two solid arcs. In crown 2 the bands of the crown rise to an apex
in a triangular form, and in crown 3 they are curved into arcs. Crown 4, which is the com-
monest crown in bust A, is closest to the form normal on later coins, with a line of separated
pellets between two more or less straight beaded bands. The obvious inference that dies with

96 Biddle 1976, 65, 128, 411, 413, 417, 419, 421.
97 Biddle 1976, 65, 412–13, 419, 421.
98 Biddle 1976, 65, 79, 411, 413–14.
99 Hunter 1844, 52, 107; Biddle 1976, 79 n. to no. 88.

100 Biddle 1976, 111, 156, 414.
101 Luard 1864–49, II, 47; Ruding 1840, I, 165, II, 173–4; Andrew 1901, 461; Seaby 1988, 36; Blackburn 1990, 64; Stewart

1991, 5.
102 Hunter 1833, 152; Nightingale 1982, 43, 46; Stewart 1991, 3. There was also a moneyer named Tovi at Stamford in Henry

I type 10.
103 Nightingale 1982, 36, 41–2.
104 Nightingale 1982, 41–2. Andrew 1901, 304, suggested a possible identification with Ordgar the Prude, a citizen of

London named in charters (Round 1899, 98–106).
105 Nightingale 1982, 36, 41.
106 Nightingale 1982, 48. Andrew 1901, 315, notes that a Hugh, son of Wulfgar, was a citizen of London in ‘1125–37’ (Round

1899, 102).
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crown 4 may be the latest of bust A is supported by the abbreviation of the king’s title to RE

on five crown 4 dies, because RE is the longest form found after bust A. Twenty-one crown 4
dies lack the cross at the beginning of the obverse inscription, unlike all dies not belonging to
the bust A group. The inner circle is partly or entirely absent on four bust A obverse dies,
which is another characteristic of bust A only.

HENRY I TYPE 1488

Fig. 3. Bust A Crowns 1, 2, 3 and 4 (corpus nos 56, 169, 46 and 48).

TABLE 8. Obverse dies of bust A.

Mint Moneyer and obverse die Inner Crown Drapery Inscription
circle

Bury St Edmunds Oddo die A Yes 3 +hENRICVS REX

Bury St Edmunds Oddo B No 4 hENRICVS REX

Canterbury Algar A Yes 1 Annulet at +hENRIC[ ]EX
shoulder

Canterbury Willelm(us) A Yes 4 Annulet at hENRICVS:REX

shoulder
Colchester Goldhavec A Yes 2 :+hENRICøREX: (2nd stop 

in four-pellet form)
Hereford Ravenswert A Yes 2 +hENRICVS REX

Hereford Saricus A Yes 2 +hENRIC.REX:

Huntingdon Derlig A Yes 4 hEN[ ]
Huntingdon Elfwine A Yes 2 [ ]NRICVS REX

Leicester Chetel/Chitel(lus) A Yes 4 hENRICVS.REX

London Alfred(us) A Right of 4 hENRICVS RE

bust only
London Ordgar A Yes 4 :+hENRICVS REX

London Radul(f)us/Raw(u)lf A Yes 4 hENRICVS REX

London Wul(f)gar A Yes 4 hENRICVS:REX

London Wulfward A Yes 4 hENRICVS REX: (four-
pellet stop)

Sandwich Godhese A Yes 4 hENRICVS REX

Sandwich Wulfric A No 4 hENRICVS REX

Southwark Algar A Right of 4 hENRICVS RE:

bust only
Southwark Lefwine A Yes 4 hENRICVS REX

Southwark Lefwine B Yes 4 hENRICVS REX

Stamford Leftein A Yes 4 Annulet at hENRICVS REX

shoulder
Thetford Acus A/Alward A/ Yes 4 hENRICVS RE

Aschetil A
Wareham Derlig A Yes 4 hENRICV[ ]EX
Wareham Turstan A Yes 3 hENRICVS REX

Warwick Essuwi A/Godwine B Yes 2 +hENRIC.REX

Warwick Godwine A No 4 hENRICVS[ ]
Winchester (H)engel(g)ram A Yes 4 hENRICVS RE:

Winchester (H)engel(g)ram B Yes 4 [ ]NRICVS R[ ]
Winchester (H)engel(g)ram C/Stigant B Yes 4 +hENR[ ]VS REX

Winchester Lefwine/Leowine A Yes 1 +hENRICVS REX

Winchester Lefwine/Leowine B/Saiet C Yes 4 hENRICVS:REX:

Winchester Saiet A Yes 4 :hENRICVS RE:

Winchester Saiet B Yes ? +h[ ]VS[ ]EX:
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Most of the obverse dies of type 14 have bust B or bust C. Bust B (illustrated on the left in
Figure 4), which is closest to bust A, has a beaded mantle around the neck and across the
king’s breast. The mantle across the breast is generally much more curved than in bust A.
Bust C (right) has beading across the breast only. There seems to a typological and stylistic
progression from bust A to bust B and finally to bust C, which is the only bust without a
beaded mantle at the neck. Ten reverse dies used with bust C obverses have four-pellet stops
in a diamond shape, which is also a feature of four bust A dies and eight reverse dies found
in combination with bust A obverses.

Table 9 shows that bust C is particularly prevalent at one-moneyer mints, with the known
issues of fifteen of these mints restricted to coins with bust C obverses only. This might indi-
cate that these mints tended to receive their dies later than some of the larger mints. All of
the mints with at least four moneyers received obverse dies of busts A or B, or of both of
these varieties.

TABLE 8. Cont.

Mint Moneyer and obverse die Inner Crown Drapery Inscription
circle

Winchester Stigant A Yes 4 hENRICVS:REX. (1st stop 
in four-pellet form)

Worcester Turchil A Yes 4 [ ]ENRICVS RE[ ]
York Forn A/Laising A Yes 4 +hENRICVS:REX (four-

pellet stop)
York Laising B Yes 4 [ ]CVS RE

York Aschetil or Turchil A Yes 4 [ ]NRI[ ]VS.R[ ]

Fig. 4. Busts B and C (corpus nos 900 and 55).

TABLE 9. Earliest obverse dies at the type 14 mints.

No. of Mints Bust Bust Bust Total 
moneyers A B C no. of

mints

1 Barnstaple, Bath, Bedford, Cardiff, Carlisle, Colchester, Derby, 1 5 15 21
Dover, Durham, Hythe, Nottingham, Pembroke, Pevensey,
Rochester, Romney, Shrewsbury, Sudbury, Tamworth, Taunton,
Twynham (Christchurch), Watchet

2 Bury St Edmunds, Chichester, Dorchester, Hereford, Huntingdon, 6 6 2 14
Leicester, Lewes, Oxford, Salisbury, Southwark, Wallingford,
Wareham, Wilton, Worcester

3 Bristol, Gloucester, Hastings, Northampton, Shaftesbury, Warwick 1 4 1 6
4 Chester, Exeter, Sandwich, Stamford 2 2 4
5 Ipswich, Lincoln, York 1 2 3
6 Canterbury, Norwich 1 1 2
7 Winchester 1 1
8 Thetford 1 1

14 London 1 1

Total 15 20 18 53
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The overall pattern of die supply and usage shown by the die combinations listed in the
Appendix is similar to that found in the published study of Stephen type 7 (which was issued
between 1153/4 and 1158).107 Obverse and reverse dies seem to have been generally supplied
in pairs, at least initially, but there was no systematic attempt to ensure that both of the dies
in a pair were always returned when new dies were supplied. There are die-links between
obverse or reverse dies at twenty-six of the thirty-eight mints using more than one pairs of
dies, which could not have occurred if complete exchanges of pairs of dies were required.
Complete exchanges of dies were presumably enforced at the introduction of type 14 and
when it was replaced by type 15, but a type 13 obverse die was used with the type 14 reverse
die of the Romney moneyer Godricus, and a type 14 obverse die survived the introduction of
type 15 to be used with a reverse die of the London moneyer Godwine Gu.108 Only five mints
have die-links between moneyers, suggesting that dies were usually appropriated to the use of
one moneyer at most of the mints. In three of the five mints with die-links between money-
ers (Dorchester, Exeter and York) the links involve no more than the sharing of one obverse
die by two moneyers. This might be the result of the borrowing of a die in an emergency, but
the more extensive linking at Thetford and Winchester could perhaps indicate that at least
some of the dies used at these mints were held in a common stock. At Thetford various com-
binations of five moneyers were involved in the sharing of three obverse dies (from a total of
ten dies known for the mint), and at Winchester there are four or five moneyers and three dies
(from twenty-one).

The reverse dies of type 14 show considerable variation in the forms of the names of
certain moneyers and mints, which suggests that dies might be prepared in accordance with
verbal or written instructions rather than being directly copied from old dies returned by the
moneyers. The variants of moneyers’ names are summarized in Table 10. There seems to be
no chronological significance in the occasional appearance of the Latin nominative ending 
-us in the moneyer’s name, which is found on dies of Alfredus (London), Alfricus (London
and Shrewsbury), Chitellus (Leicester), Edricus (Bristol), Godricus (Bury St Edmunds,
Lincoln, Romney and Winchester), Saricus (Hereford) and Sigarus (London).

HENRY I TYPE 1490

107 Allen 2006a, 254–5.
108 The type 13/14 mule (corpus no. 610) has been published by Andrew 1901, 384 (attributed to London) and Brooke 1916,

I, xli, II, 299, Pl. XLIII, 15. The type 14/15 mule is corpus no. 333.

TABLE 10. Variants of moneyers’ names on type 14 reverse dies.

Mint Variants of moneyers’ names

Bristol AILWALRA (bust B), ALPOLD (C)
Canterbury WILLEM (A, C), WILLEL[ ] (B) 
Hastings BONA[ ] (B), BONIFACE (B and C)
Ipswich RODLAND (B), ROLLAND (C)
Leicester ChITEL (A), ChETEL[ ] (A), ChITELLVS (C)

GVDRED (B), GVTRD (C)
PUFIT (C), [ ]FORET (C)

London ALFRED (A, B and C), ALFREDVS (A)
ALFRIC (C), ALFRICVS (unconfirmed) 
BLAChEMAN (B), BLACA[ ]AN (C)
RADVLFVS (A), RAPVLF (A? and B), RAWLF (B), RADVLVS (C)
SIGAR (B), SIGARVS (B and C)
PVLFG[ ] (A), PVLGAR (B), WVLGAR (B)
PVLFRARD (A, B and C), PVLFPARD (B), PVLEPARD (B)

Northampton GEFFREI (B and C), GOSFREI (C)
PAIN (C), PAEN (C)
STEFNE (C), STIFNE (C)

Norwich ChETEL (B), ChITEL (C)
ESETEN (B), ETSTAN (C)
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The letter W and its Anglo-Saxon equivalent æ (Wen) seem to be used more or less inter-
changeably on reverse dies associated with obverses of each of the three busts, but they are
never mixed on the same die. D serves as a proxy for 5 (th) on dies of the Lincoln moneyer
Guthred and the York moneyer Harthulfth, in some versions of the Southwark mint signature,
and arguably on the coin attributed to Hythe. One Bury St Edmunds reverse die reading
+ODDO DE SaNCEDMVN exceptionally uses the French de rather than the English on as the
copulative between the moneyer’s name and the mint name, without any punctuation.109

Table 11 summarizes the mint signatures of the type 14 mints.

109 Corpus nos 48–50.

TABLE 10. Cont.

Mint Variants of moneyers’ names

Sandwich [ ]VLFRIC (A and C), PVFRIC (A, B and C)
Southwark LEPINE (A and C), LEFPINE (A-C), LEFWINE (A), LEFWIN (B)
Wilton AILWART (B), AILWARD (B and C)
Winchester ENGELGRAM (A), hENGELRAM (A and C)

LEPINE (A), LEOPINE (B), LEFPINE (B)

TABLE 11. Mint signatures in type 14.

Mint Mint names on reverse dies

Barnstaple BERDESA
Bath BA
Bedford [ ]EFORD
Bristol BRISTO, BRIST, BRIS, BRI
Bury St Edmunds SANCEDMVN, SANCADM, SANTIED, SA’E, [ ]ANE[ ]
Canterbury CANTAB, CANPA, CANP, CAN
Cardiff CARDI[ ]
Carlisle CARLI
Chester CESTRE, CEST, CES
Chichester CICEST, CICES
Colchester COL
Derby DERBIDEI, DERBIP 
Dorchester DORECES, DORECE
Dover DOF
Durham DVRhAN
Exeter EXCES, EXC
Gloucester GLOECE, GOLPEC, (GLOP, unconfirmed)
Hastings hAST
Hereford hEREO, hER
Huntingdon hVNTED
Hythe hE[D?]h
Ipswich GIPESP, GIPES, GIPE, GIPIE
Leicester LEICES, LEIC, LEREC, LECE
Lewes LEVPES, LEPES, LEP, LAPA
Lincoln NICOLEI, NICOLE, NICOL, NICO
London LVNDENE, LVNDEN, LVNDE, LVND, LVN, LV
Northampton NORhAM, NORhA, NORh
Norwich NORPIC, NORPI, NORP, NOR, NO 
Nottingham SNO
Oxford [ ]NFOR, OXINEFO, [ ]X[ ]NEF, OXENNE, OXIN
Pembroke PEI
Pevensey PEVE
Rochester RO[V?][ ]
Romney RVME, RVM
Salisbury [ ]ALESBE, [ ]EBER, SEBR
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The beginnings of the inscriptions on the reverse dies are aligned with either one point of
the quatrefoil or with a lis between the points of the quatrefoil. Table 12 shows that inscrip-
tions aligned with the quatrefoil predominate throughout the type, but that a significant pro-
portion of the dies (more than one third overall) are aligned with a lis.110 The alignment of
the inscription can serve as a useful aid in distinguishing between reverse dies although it does
not seem to have any chronological significance.

Tables 13 and 14, which summarize the dies of the coins of known mint in the Appendix,
show an approximate parity between the total numbers of obverse dies (312) and reverse dies
(313), supporting the supposition that dies were usually supplied in pairs. The large numbers
of dies recorded from only one coin (146 and 138 respectively) clearly suggest that many more
dies await discovery. In order to estimate the total numbers of dies used to produce type 14 it
is first necessary to exclude from the analysis the exceptional numbers of coins recorded from
two pairs of dies, largely as a result of the discovery of the Lincoln hoard, which would sig-
nificantly bias the results of any calculation. An obverse and reverse die used by the London
moneyer Sigar were responsible for thirty-three and thirty-four coins respectively, and a pair

HENRY I TYPE 1492

110 Table 12 is based upon the reverse dies allocated to a mint, as analysed in Tables 14 and 16 below (pp. 94, 95–6), and does
not include the dies of uncertain mint.

TABLE 11. Cont.

Mint Mint names on reverse dies

Sandwich SANPI, SANP, SAND, SAN, SAD, (SANTIE, unconfirmed) 
Shaftesbury SAFTE, SEFTE, S[ ]FTES 
Shrewsbury SROB
Southwark SVTWE, SVTW, SVDPV, SVDPER, SVDPE, SVDP, SVD
Stamford STANFOR, STAN
Sudbury SVTB
Tamworth TAME
Taunton TANTV
Thetford TETFORD, TETFOR, TETFO, TETF, TET
Twynham (Christchurch) TVENhAM, TVEhAM
Wallingford PALLE, PALI, WALI
Wareham WAR[ ]M, WARh, PARhA, PARh
Warwick PARPI, PARP, WAR
Watchet PECETI
Wilton PILTV, PILT
Winchester PINCES, PINCE, PINC, PINEE, PIN, WINC, (PINCEST, unconfirmed)
Worcester PIRECEST, WIRE, (PIREC, unconfirmed)
York EVERW, EVER, EVR

TABLE 12. Alignment of the inscription on reverse dies.

Busts of obverse dies used Quatrefoil Lis Alignment Total
with the reverse die uncertain

A 20 15 3 38
A � B 2 1 0 3
A � B � C 1 1 0 2
A � C 4 1 0 5
B 70 43 7 120
B � C 4 7 0 11
C 77 48 6 131
Bust uncertain 1 1 0 2

Total 179 117 16 312
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of dies of the Northampton moneyer Stiefne is the source of seventy-five coins from the
obverse die and seventy-three coins from the reverse die.111

111 Corpus nos 383–416, 476–551.

TABLE 13. Obverse dies.

Mint No. of coins from die Total no. of No. of
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 33 75 dies (d) coins (n)

Barnstaple 1 1 2 8
Bath 1 1 4
Bedford 1 1 1
Bristol 1 1 2 4 22
Bury St Edmunds 2 1 1 1 5 13
Canterbury 11 2 13 15
Cardiff 1 1 1
Carlisle 1 1 2
Chester 4 2 1 7 11
Chichester 1 1 2 1 5 14
Colchester 1 1 2 3
Derby 2 2 2
Dorchester 1 1 2 15
Dover 1 1 1
Durham 1 1 2
Exeter 2 3 5 8
Gloucester 2 1 1 4 15
Hastings 3 2 1 6 14
Hereford 1 1 2 7
Huntingdon 1 3 4 7
Hythe 1 1 1
Ipswich 6 1 1 8 13
Leicester 1 1 1 1 4 14
Lewes 1 3 1 5 11
Lincoln 5 1 1 1 1 3 12 40
London 32 6 6 8 3 1 1 1 58 158
Northampton 3 1 1 1 6 90
Norwich 13 1 1 2 17 31
Nottingham 1 1 5
Oxford 3 2 1 6 10
Pembroke 1 1 3
Pevensey 1 1 1
Rochester 1 1 1
Romney 1 1 2 3
Salisbury 2 1 3 5
Sandwich 7 2 1 2 12 22
Shaftesbury 3 2 1 1 7 22
Shrewsbury 1 1 2
Southwark 3 8 1 6 4 1 1 24 79
Stamford 2 2 1 1 6 17
Sudbury 1 1 2 3
Tamworth 1 1 3
Taunton 1 1 7
Thetford 3 2 1 1 1 2 10 37
Twynham 2 1 3 6
Wallingford 1 1 1 3 6
Wareham 3 2 5 7
Warwick 1 1 1 3 8
Watchet 1 1 2
Wilton 6 1 1 8 13
Winchester 7 7 5 1 1 21 45
Worcester 1 1 2 4
York 4 1 1 1 7 19

Total 146 62 31 30 16 7 10 5 3 1 1 312 853
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HENRY I TYPE 1494

TABLE 14. Reverse dies.

Mint No. of coins from die Total no. of No. of
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 13 34 73 dies (d) coins (n)

Barnstaple 1 1 1 3 8
Bath 1 1 4
Bedford 1 1 1
Bristol 1 2 1 1 1 6 22
Bury St Edmunds 2 1 1 1 5 13
Canterbury 12 1 13 15
Cardiff 1 1 1
Carlisle 1 1 2
Chester 3 2 1 6 11
Chichester 1 1 1 1 4 14
Colchester 1 1 3
Derby 2 2 2
Dorchester 1 1 2 15
Dover 1 1 1
Durham 1 1 2
Exeter 4 2 6 8
Gloucester 2 1 1 4 15
Hastings 2 2 1 1 6 14
Hereford 1 1 2 7
Huntingdon 2 1 3 7
Hythe 1 1 1
Ipswich 3 1 1 1 6 13
Leicester 2 1 2 1 6 14
Lewes 2 1 1 1 5 11
Lincoln 4 1 1 2 1 1 10 40
London 32 5 8 7 2 2 1 1 58 157
Northampton 2 3 1 1 1 8 90
Norwich 9 2 3 14 31
Nottingham 1 1 5
Oxford 3 2 1 6 10
Pembroke 1 1 3
Pevensey 1 1 1
Rochester 1 1 1
Romney 2 2 4
Salisbury 2 1 3 5
Sandwich 5 1 3 1 10 22
Shaftesbury 3 2 1 1 7 22
Shrewsbury 1 1 2
Southwark 5 9 3 6 3 1 27 79
Stamford 2 2 2 1 7 17
Sudbury 1 1 3
Tamworth 1 1 3
Taunton 1 1 2 7
Thetford 3 5 1 1 1 1 12 37
Twynham 1 2 6
Wallingford 2 2 4 6
Wareham 3 2 5 7
Warwick 2 1 3 8
Watchet 1 1 2
Wilton 5 1 1 7 13
Winchester 10 6 4 1 1 22 45
Worcester 1 1 2 4
York 3 2 1 1 7 19

Total 139 64 41 27 17 13 3 4 1 1 1 1 1 313 853
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Tables 15 and 16 show the number of coins from a mint or group of mints (n), the number
of dies recorded (d), the dies only known from one specimen (d

1
), and the results of calcula-

tions using the method of estimation developed by Warren Esty.112 The coverage (C
est

) is a
measure of the probability that a new coin will be from a die already in the study, and D

est
is

the point estimate of the original number of dies, with 95 per cent confidence intervals as an
indication of the possible range of estimates. The tables exclude the two obverse dies of
London and Northampton recorded from 33 and 75 coins respectively, and the two associ-
ated reverse dies known from 34 and 73 specimens, because these dies would unduly bias the
results of the calculations. The numbers of coins and dies for the London and Southwark
mints are sufficient for separate analysis, but the data for the other mints have been amalga-
mated into the regional groups shown in Table 7.113 The numbers of coins per die in Tables
15 and 16 indicate that the mints in the south-eastern region are the least well represented in
terms of coins per die, as might be expected for mints that were relatively remote from the
sites of the Bournemouth and Lincoln hoards, but the Southwark mint does not conform to
this trend. Either the Southwark mint produced exceptionally large numbers of coins per die
or it was relatively well represented in the hoards for reasons now obscure.114

112 Esty 2006.
113 See p. 85.
114 Stewart 1977, 182, tabulates forty-six coins of Southwark from the Bournemouth hoard and twenty-one from the Lincoln

hoard.

TABLE 15. Analysis of obverse die statistics.

Mints n d Coins d
1

C
est

D
est

95% confidence
per die interval

South East
London 125 57 2.19 32 0.744 98 (�1) 78–123 (79–124)
Southwark 79 24 3.29 3 0.962 27 22–32
Other mints 86 49 1.76 29 0.663 96 70–132

East Anglia
All mints 97 42 2.3 25 0.742 73 57–94

South West and West
All mints 172 66 2.61 27 0.843 94 80–111

Midlands and North West
All mints 106 45 2.36 19 0.821 66 (�1) 54–82 (55–83)

North
All mints 80 27 2.96 11 0.863 38 30–47

Total 745 310 2.40 146 0.804 476 (�2) 439–517 (441–519)

Note: In Tables 15 and 16 the numbers in parentheses in the D
est

column are over-represented dies excluded from
the calculation of estimates

TABLE 16. Analysis of reverse die statistics.

Mints n d Coins d
1

C
est

D
est

95% confidence
per die interval

South East
London 125 57 2.16 32 0.740 99 (�1) 79–124 (80–125)
Southwark 79 27 2.93 5 0.937 31 26–38
Other mints 87 45 1.93 26 0.701 83 62–111

East Anglia
All mints 97 38 2.55 17 0.825 56 45–70

South West and West
All mints 172 70 2.46 32 0.814 106 89–125
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The total of the point estimates for obverse dies with the addition of the two over-
represented dies excluded from the analysis (494) is within about three per cent of the point
estimate from the aggregated data (476 � 2 � 478), and the reverse die total (479) is less than
two per cent above the aggregate point estimate (468 � 2 � 470), inspiring some confidence
in the results of the analysis. On the basis of the 95 per cent confidence limits of the point
estimates for all mints combined it may be suggested that type 14 was probably produced
from about 430–520 obverse and reverse dies.

The estimate of some 430–520 obverse and reverse dies in type 14 is within the range of the
published estimates for Stephen type 7 in the 1150s, which have wider confidence intervals
because they are based upon smaller numbers of coins per die (c.370–570 obverse dies and
c.420–645 reverse dies).115 This suggests that the total mint output of type 14 may have been
of about the same size as that of Stephen type 7, unless there was a radical difference in out-
put per die between the two types. It might also be inferred that the total value of the English
currency during the issue of type 14 in the 1120s was approximately equivalent to the output
of some 430–520 pairs of dies, if there was a relatively comprehensive recoinage during the
type. The Bournemouth hoard seems to provide evidence of an effectively complete recoinage
in type 14, because only four of the 376 coins recorded from the hoard belong to earlier types,
and five other English hoards from the reign of Henry I probably or certainly consisted of
one type only. The Mansfield Woodhouse and Carleton Rode hoards seem to have exclusively
consisted of coins of type 10, the Toddington find was restricted to type 11, and the ‘South
Oxfordshire’ hoard contained coins of type 13.116 A recently discovered and as yet unpub-
lished find from North Yorkshire consisted of 175 coins of type 15 only.117 The Lincoln hoard
seems to contradict this evidence, because it contained coins from type 5 to type 15, includ-
ing 186 of type 10, 162 of type 13, 306 of type 14 and 54 of type 15.118 It can be argued, how-
ever, that the abnormal composition of the Lincoln hoard indicates that it is a savings hoard,
and that the growing number of single-type hoards from the reign of Henry I suggests that
the recoinages after the introduction of new types were usually relatively complete.

The published study of Stephen type 7 included a comparison of regional estimates of
numbers of obverse dies with estimates for Henry II’s Tealby (Cross-and-Crosslets) coinage.119

This comparison can now be extended to Henry I type 14, as shown in Table 17. In general
there is a remarkable similarity between the figures, with the south-eastern region having the
greatest share of the estimates in each case, from 44 to 58 per cent, and the South West and
West next at 16–21 per cent. East Anglia and the Midlands and North West have slightly
smaller shares of each of the three sets of data, at 13–15 per cent and 9–14 per cent respec-
tively. The northern region shows the widest fluctuation, with a decline to only three per cent
in Stephen type 7 which at least partly reflects the loss of Northumberland and Cumberland
to the Scots from the late 1130s to 1157. The similarities in the figures might indicate that the
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115 Allen 2006a, 255–8, using data with 1.53 coins per obverse die and 1.50 coins per reverse die.
116 Allen 2006b, 521, tabulates English hoards containing coins of Henry I. In this table coins of type 11 are listed in the

correct chronological order before those of type 10, but in the headings type 10 precedes type 11.
117 Spencer 2008a; Spencer 2008b; Spencer 2008c.
118 Coin Hoards 1 (1975), no. 359; Blackburn 1990, no. 19; Allen 2006b, no. 93.
119 Allen 2006a, 258–61.

TABLE 16. Cont.

Mints n d Coins d
1

C
est

D
est

95% confidence
per die interval

Midlands and North West
All mints 108 48 2.25 18 0.833 68 (�1) 55–85 (56–86)

North
All mints 80 26 3.08 9 0.888 34 28–42

Total 746 311 2.40 139 0.814 468 (�2) 431–508 (433–510)
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basic factors underlying regional shares of mint activity were reasonably similar in the 1120s
and the 1150s, although the civil war of Stephen’s reign caused considerable disruption to the
English coinage in the intervening period. The most important factors behind the regional
figures may have been the flows of bullion from foreign trade (particularly at the eastern and
southern coasts) and the relative size of each region’s share of England’s total stock of
currency needing recoinage at a change of type.

The weight standard of type 14

The finding of large numbers of coins of the London moneyer Sigar and the Northampton
moneyer Stiefne in the Lincoln hoard has provided the means to discover whether all of the
type 14 moneyers faithfully applied one national weight standard. Figure 5 compares the
weights of 23 undamaged coins of Sigar and 58 of Stiefne with the remaining 515 undam-
aged type 14 pennies in the corpus. The coins of Sigar are quite clearly of an abnormally low
weight, with a mean of only 1.02 g and a quartile range from 0.99 g to 1.05 g.120 This seems
to provide clear evidence of malpractice by a moneyer who may well have been punished in

120 The quartile range is between the weight a quarter of the way from the bottom of the distribution to the weight a quarter
of the way from the top.

TABLE 17. Regional percentages of obverse die point estimates.

Region Henry I type 14 Stephen type 7 Tealby class A

South East 45 58 44
East Anglia 15 13 13
South West and West 19 16 21
Midlands and North West 14 9 10
North 8 3 13

Fig. 5. Weights of type 14 pennies (g).
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the assize of moneyers. The coins of Stiefne are also of lower weight than the aggregate of
the rest of the corpus, although they are much closer to it, with a mean of 1.29 g and a
quartile range from 1.26 g to 1.32 g. This might constitute further evidence of the use of a
relatively low weight standard by a type 14 moneyer, although it is also possible that the over-
all weight of Stiefne’s coins has been reduced by the culling of relatively heavy pennies after
they left Stiefne’s workshop. The mean for the remaining 515 coins is 1.31 g, and the quartile
range is from 1.26 g to 1.38 g, but the modal value is much higher than the mean at 1.37 g
(with 48 coins). The mean has been pulled down by the long tail of coins lighter than the
mode, which may well include further examples of issues at weights deliberately reduced by
the moneyer. Thus it is possible that the official weight standard of type 14 was about 211⁄2

grains (c.1.39 g), as Blackburn has suggested.121 It is unlikely to have been as low as 21 grains
(c.1.36 g).

Snicking, debasement and forgery

Brooke noted that all of the coins of types 7 to 12, and some coins of types 13 to 15, were
‘snicked’ in the edge, and this phenomenon has also been found in type 6 and on some of the
surviving round halfpennies of Henry I.122 Eadmer’s Historia Novorum records Henry I’s
order, in about 1108, that ‘no penny or halfpenny should be made whole’, which is evidently
a reference to the introduction of snicking to show that coins were not plated forgeries.123

The summary of snicked coins in Table 18 shows that snicking was by no means a universal
practice during the production of type 14. There are fourteen mints at which snicking has
not yet been noted, and nearly all of the mints with snicked coins also have coins without it
(the only exception being Cardiff, which is only known in type 14 from one snicked coin). It
might be suggested that snicking was done when a customer of the mint requested it, or
when the coins were needed for some special purpose (such as a payment to the king’s
exchequer). The inclusion of thirty-two die duplicate coins of Sigar and seventy die dupli-
cates of Stiefne in the Lincoln hoard has provided the evidence to test these suggestions. It
may be reasonable to assume that these two groups of die duplicates probably derive from
two batches of new coins, each obtained on one occasion by one mint customer, but they
each contain a mixture of snicked and unsnicked coins. The thirty-two coins of Sigar include
twenty-one or twenty-two snicked coins, and only twelve of the seventy coins of Stiefne are
snicked.124 Evidently neither group of die duplicates derives from an entirely snicked
consignment of coins. The reasons for the selective application of snicking remain obscure
on the available evidence.

HENRY I TYPE 1498

121 Blackburn 1990, 52.
122 Brooke 1916, I, cxlviii-cxlix; Conte and Archibald 1990, 234, Pl. I, 13.
123 Rule 1884, 193; Blackburn 1990, 62–3, 71, 75.
124 Corpus nos 385–416, 479–548.

TABLE 18. Snicked coins at type 14 mints.

Region Snicked coins No snicked coins noted
South East Canterbury, Chichester, Hastings, Lewes, London, Romney, Colchester, Dover,

Sandwich, Southwark Hythe, Pevensey,
Rochester

East Anglia Bury St Edmunds, Ipswich, Norwich, Thetford Sudbury
South West Bristol, Cardiff, Dorchester, Gloucester, Hereford, Salisbury, Barnstaple, Bath,
and West Shaftesbury, Taunton, Twynham (Christchurch), Wareham, Exeter, Pembroke,

Watchet, Wilton, Winchester, Worcester Shrewsbury
Midlands and Chester, Derby, Huntingdon, Leicester, Northampton, Nottingham, Bedford, Tamworth
North West Oxford, Wallingford, Warwick
North Carlisle, Lincoln, Stamford, York Durham
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The purpose of snicking seems to have been to allay public concern about plated forgeries,
and the production of bad or debased coinage was widely reported as a justification for the
assize of moneyers, but the coins of type 14 do not provide any evidence of widespread
debasement or forgery. The corpus includes only three coins with blundered inscriptions
clearly indicating that they are forgeries, one coin from a blundered reverse die used with an
apparently official obverse die, and a coin of the Shaftesbury money Saric from irregular dies
which might be a forgery.125 Brooke’s BMC lists nine coins of type 14 suggested to be of base
metal, but there are no published metallurgical analyses showing that any coins of type 14
from official dies are actually debased.126

APPENDIX. CORPUS AND DIE STUDY

The coins of type 14 in the corpus are listed in alphabetical order of mint and moneyer, followed by coins of uncer-
tain mint and forgeries. Specimens available for study either directly or through illustrations or casts have a sequen-
tial number in bold, and coins only known from written descriptions are designated by numbers in brackets. When
there is more than one coin with an identical description in Carlyon-Britton’s published list of the Bournemouth
hoard, and it is unclear whether some or all of these coins are listed elsewhere in the corpus, there is one numbered
entry with alphabetical suffixes for each of the coins involved (e.g. 305a–c refers to three identically listed coins of
the London moneyer Alfwine).127 An asterisk by the number of a coin indicates that it is illustrated on the plates
(Pls 1–14). The illustrations include one coin from each of the die-combinations in the die study, and all of the coins
with available images not yet assigned to a mint and moneyer.

The die study includes all of the coins of known mint available for study, which are listed by die combination
in separate lettered sequences for each moneyer (for example, the first recorded pair of dies for each moneyer is
Aa). On the first occasion on which a die appears in the corpus its full known inscription is given, reconstructed
in many cases from the incomplete legends of more than one coin, and with a note of any special features such as
ligation or four-pellet stops. The inscriptions of obverse dies are followed by a note of the bust variety (and the
crown in bust A), and descriptions of reverse legends include the location of the start (i.e. its alignment with the
quatrefoil or a lis). Reported inscriptions not verified by inspection of the coin itself, images or casts are given in
quotation marks.

The entry for each coin supplies its present or last known location, and any available information on previous
provenance, citing auctions by the names in the list below. Provenances are followed by references to relevant
publications where appropriate. The weight of each coin is given in grams if it is known, but weights originally
published in grains are listed in that form with a conversion to grams.

Abbreviations

BM British Museum
CLCC The Collection, Lincolnshire County Council
EMC Corpus of Early Medieval Coin Finds 
FM Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
wnr weight not recorded

Auctions

Allen W. Allen, Sotheby, 14 March 1898
Banes A.A. Banes, Sotheby, 30 Oct. 1922
Bergne J.B. Bergne, Sotheby, 20 May 1873 
Bird Dr B. Bird, Glendining, 20 Nov. 1974
Bliss T. Bliss, Sotheby, 22 March and 15 May 1916
Boyd W.C. Boyd, Baldwin’s Auction 42, 26 Sept. 2005
Boyne W. Boyne, Sotheby, 21 Jan. 1896
Brettell R.P.V. Brettell, Glendining, 28 Oct. 1970
Bruun L.E. Bruun, Sotheby, 18 May 1925
Burstal Dr E. Burstal, Glendining, 15 May 1968
Carlyon-Britton P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton, Sotheby, 20 Nov. 1916 and 11 Nov. 1918 (two consecutively

numbered sales)

125 Corpus nos 671, 991–4.
126 Brooke 1916, I, nos 115, 126, 133, 148, 154, 170, 179, 182 and 188; corpus nos 68, 132, 192, 381, 463, 679, 778, 811, 874.

Northover 1986, 63, publishes EPMA (Electron Probe Microanalysis) test results for two type 14 pennies at the National
Museum of Wales (corpus nos 31, 608), showing 94.16% and 93.13% silver respectively.

127 Carlyon-Britton 1927–28.
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Carr S. Carr, Sotheby, 3 Dec. 1956
Cassel Dr R. Cassel, Glendining, 3 Dec. 1924
Clark Rev. J.C. Clark, Sotheby, 27 Nov. 1911
Cuff J.D. Cuff, Sotheby, 8 June 1854
Cureton H.O. Cureton, Sotheby, 10 Jan. 1859
Dawson Very Rev. H.R. Dawson, Sotheby, 30 June 1842
De Wit G.W. De Wit, Künker, 11 March 2008
Doubleday G.V. Doubleday, Glendining, 8 June 1988
Drabble G.C. Drabble, Glendining, 4 July 1939 and 13 Dec. 1943 

(two consecutively numbered sales)
Dresser J. Dresser, Stack’s, 4 May 1995
Duart-Smith F.W. Duart-Smith, Glendining, 27 Nov. 1945
Eaglen Dr R.J. Eaglen, Dix Noonan Webb, 29 Sept. 2006
Elmore Jones F. Elmore Jones, Glendining, 13 April 1983, 10 April 1984 and 7 Oct. 1986 

(three consecutively numbered sales)
Garrett J.W. Garrett, Numismatic Fine Arts & Leu, 16 Oct. 1984
Grantley Lord Grantley, Glendining, 20 April 1944
Huth R. Huth, Sotheby, 4 April 1927
Knobloch F.S. Knobloch, Coin Galleries, 12 Nov. 1986
Lady in the North ‘A Lady in the North’, Sotheby, 17 April 1873
Langford Brown H. Langford Brown, Sotheby, 31 March 1947
Lawrence I L.A. Lawrence, Sotheby, 24 Feb. 1903
Lawrence II L.A. Lawrence, Glendining, 14 March 1951 
Lestocq H. Lestocq, Glendining, 14 Oct. 1985 (‘Coins of the Sussex Mints’ sale)
Lockett R.C. Lockett, Glendining, 6 June 1955, 11 Oct. 1956, 4 Nov. 1958 and 26 April 1960

(four consecutively numbered sales)
Mack I Cdr R.P. Mack, Glendining, 18 Nov. 1975
Mack II Cdr R.P. Mack, Glendining, 23 March 1977
Mack III Cdr R.P. Mack, Spink Coin Auction 64, 23 June 1988, lots 128–191 
Marsham-Townshend R.W. Marsham-Townshend, Sotheby, 19 Nov. 1888
Martin Rev. J.W. Martin, Sotheby, 23 May 1859
Montagu I H. Montagu, Sotheby, 11 May 1896
Montagu II H. Montagu, Sotheby, 16 Nov. 1897
Murchison Capt. R.M. Murchison, Sotheby, 27 June 1864 
Murdoch J.G. Murdoch, Sotheby, 31 March 1903
Norweb E.M. Norweb, Spink Sales 45, 48, 56 and 59; 13 June 1985, 13 Nov. 1985, 19 Nov. 1986

and 17 June 1987 (four consecutively numbered sales)
Oman Sir Charles Oman, Christie’s, 31 Oct. 1972
Osborne B.R. Osborne, Glendining, 23 April 1991
Parsons I H.A. Parsons, Glendining, 28 Oct. 1929
Parsons II H.A. Parsons, Glendining, 11 May 1954
Peace M.W. Peace, Sotheby, 15 June 1894
Pegg H. Pegg, Spink Coin Auction 11, 8 Oct. 1980
Prevost Sir Augustus Prevost, Glendining, 22 Jan. 1919
Rashleigh E.W. Rashleigh, Sotheby, 21 June 1909
Raynes W.L. Raynes, Glendining, 15 Feb. 1950
Reynolds I H.M. Reynolds, Sotheby, 4 May 1914
Reynolds II H.M. Reynolds, Sotheby, 5 June 1919
Rostron S. Rostron, Sotheby, 16 May 1892
Roth I B.M.S. Roth, Sotheby, 19 July 1917
Roth II B.M.S. Roth, Sotheby, 14 Oct. 1918
Ryan Capt. V.J.E. Ryan, Glendining, 22 Jan. 1952 
Shand F.J. Shand, Glendining, 8 March 1949
Smith H.P. Smith, Sotheby, 17 Dec. 1886
Stack L.R. Stack, Sotheby, 22 April 1999
Symonds H. Symonds, Glendining, 26 Sept. 1973
Talbot Ready W. Talbot Ready, Sotheby, 15 Nov. 1920
Taffs H.W. Taffs, Glendining, 21 Nov. 1956
Tyssen S. Tyssen, Sotheby, 6 Dec. 1802
Walters I F.A. Walters, Sotheby, 26 May 1913
Walters II F.A. Walters, Sotheby, 24 Oct. 1932
Webb H. Webb, Sotheby, 9 July 1894
Wheeler E.H. Wheeler, Sotheby, 12 March 1930
Wills Capt. R.D. Wills, Glendining, 6 Dec. 1938
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CORPUS

Mint/ Dies Description Weight (g/gr.)
moneyer

Barnstaple

Oter

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +OTER:ON:BERDESa: (start aligned with lis)

1 (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.35 g
2 (2) SCMB 622 (June 1970), no. H2896; (?ex NCirc 25 (1917), wnr

no. 52780, and NCirc 29 (1921), no. 92791); ex Carlyon-
Britton lot 1358; ?ex NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29940; ?ex 
Bournemouth hoard.

3 (3) NCirc 83 (1975), no. 8729, NCirc 93 (1985), no. 935 and 1.33 g
NCirc 95 (1987), no. 5106; ex Brettell lot 429; ?ex NCirc 23 
(1915), no. 34447; ?ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ?ex 
Bournemouth hoard.

4* (4) Beauvais hoard; not in sale. 1.34 g

Ab Obv. As above.
Rev. +OTER:ON:BER[ ] (start aligned with lis; 1st O over D)

5* (1) BM; bt executors of F. Elmore Jones 1985. 1.39 g
6 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2193. 1.15 g (chipped)
7 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2195. 1.20 g (cracked and

piece missing)
[8] CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2194 (missing in 2008). 1.36 g (condition

unknown)

Obv. ‘�hENR[ICVS R:]’
Rev. ‘�OTER:ON:BERDESA’

[9] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 95.

Other reference:
Carlyon-Britton lot 1919 (part) (‘[�]O[TER:ON:]BERDESA’) wnr

Uncertain moneyer: Oter? 

Aa Obv. [ ]RICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. [ ]ON:BERDE[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil)

10* (1) BM; bt Spink 1912; ex NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11439, NCirc 17.7 gr. (1.15 g)
14 (1906), no. 29939, and NCirc 18 (1910), no. 72488; ex 
P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC 106.

Bath

Winterlede

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +æINTERLEDE:ON.Ba. (start aligned with quatrefoil)

11* (1) BM; ex Lockett lot 1072; ex NCirc 25 (1917), no. 52781 1.38g
(?and NCirc 27 (1919), no. 74803, NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38507,
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 76455, and NCirc 38 (1930), no. 96542);
ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1359; ?ex Bournemouth hoard.

12 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2196. 1.24 g
13 (3) Victoria Art Gallery, Bath; bt J.H. Daniels 1930; ?ex NCirc 1.37 g

29 (1921), no. 92792; ?ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 24,
850.

14 (4) Victoria Art Gallery, Bath; bt ‘Sydenham’ 1914; ?ex 1.39 g
Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 24, 851.
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Mint/ Dies Description Weight (g/gr.)
moneyer

Bedford

Neelus

Obv. [ ]RICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +NEE[ ]EFORD: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

15* (1) Bedford Museum; ex Wills lot 372 (part); ex NCirc 44 (1936), 0.46 g (trimmed 
no. 52723; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1360. SCBI 42, 1930. fragment)128

Bristol

Alwald/Alwold

Aa Obv. +[ ]ENRICVS RE (bust B)
Rev. +aILWaLRA:ON:BRI: (start aligned with lis)

16* (1) BM; ex Rashleigh lot 400 (part); ex Watford hoard. 17.4 gr. (1.13 g) 
BMC 107. (chipped and

snicked)
17 (2) National Museum of Wales; ex SCMB 721 (Sept. 1978), 1.17 g (snicked)

no. E500; ?ex Lowestoft hoard (McDowall 1905, no. 1).

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +aLæOLD:ON:BRIS: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

18* (1) BM; bt Spink 1912; ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC 108. 20.9 gr. (1.35 g)
(snicked)

19 (2) City Museum, Bristol; bt Spink 1926; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1.37 g
1919 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 19, 61.

20 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2197. 1.35 g
21 (4) FM; ex Dr W.J. Conte; bt Baldwin 1992. 1.36 g
22 (5) Bliss lot 165; ex Murdoch lot 218. wnr
23 (6) R.P. Mack; ex Parsons II lot 247 (part); ex Carlyon-Britton 1.37 g

lot 1361; ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 20, 1548.
24 (7) C.J. Martin list XII–4 (Aug. 1983), no. H31, and XXIV–2 wnr (snicked)

(May/June 1997), no. H59; ex ‘Carnegie Museum’; ex Taffs 
lot 127; ex Bournemouth hoard. Taffs 1949–51, no. 1.

Other references:
Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 95; six coins ex Bournemouth hoard, probably wnr
including 1, 2 and 4 above (‘�ALPOLD:ON:BRIS:’ complete or with 
various combinations of missing letters).
Cassel lot 131 (part) wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29941 (‘ALPOLD:ON:BR...’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29942. wnr (‘fractured’)
NCirc 24 (1916), no. 41560 (‘�A[ILPARD:.]ON:BRIS:’). wnr
NCirc 32 (1924), no. 27330 (‘�ALPOLD:ON:BRIS:’). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38510 (‘�ALPOLD:ON:BRIS’). wnr
NCirc 57 (1949), no. 12646 (‘ALI[WO]LD ON BRIS’. wnr
NCirc 57 (1949), no. 17495 (‘ALPALD ON BRIS’). wnr

Edricus

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +EDRICVS:ON:BRIS: (start aligned with lis)

25* (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1904. BMC 109. 21.4 gr (1.39 g)
(snicked)

26 (2) Carlyon-Britton lot 1362; ?ex Bournemouth hoard. wnr (snicked)
27 (3) Patrick Finn List 12 (1998), no. 80; ex CNG 23, 13 Oct. 21.2 gr. (1.37 g)

1992, lot 540; ?ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1945 (part); ?ex (snicked)
Bournemouth hoard.
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128 At some time between the 1916 Carlyon-Britton sale and the listing of this coin in NCirc in 1938 it seems to have been
trimmed to resemble a cut halfpenny. The third letter of the moneyer’s name and part of the second letter were removed by this
trimming.
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Mint/ Dies Description Weight (g/gr.)
moneyer

28 (4) NCirc 98 (1990), nos 975 and 7573; ex Burstal lot 52; (?ex 1.36 g (snicked)
Wills lot 372 (part)); (?ex NCirc 27 (1919), no. 74804, NCirc 36 
(1928), no. 76436, NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98251, NCirc 44 (1936),
no. 52724, and NCirc 45 (1937), no. 60260); ex P.W.P. Carlyon-
Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard.

29 (5) NCirc 112 (2004), no. HS1878; ex Pimprez hoard. 1.37 g (snicked)
30 (6) Spink Coin Auction 36, 30 May 1984, lot 826; bt Spink 1951; 22.1 gr. (1.43 g)

?ex NCirc 57 (1949), no. 12647. (snicked)

Ab Obv. As above.
Rev. +EDRICVS:ON:BR[ ]: (start aligned with lis)

31* (1) National Museum of Wales; bt Baldwin; ex Rashleigh lot 1.40 g (snicked)
413 (part).

Other references:
Drabble lot 968 (‘E[D]RICVS ON BRIS’). wnr
NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11440 (‘EDRICVS:ON:B[RI]S’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29943 (‘[ED]RICVS:ON.......’). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38511 (‘EDRICVS:ON:B[RI]S’). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38512. wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 76436a, and NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98252; ex P.W.P. wnr
Carlyon-Britton.
NCirc 40 (1932), no. 16895 (‘�EDRICVS ON B[RIS]’). wnr

Herding

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +HERDIG:ON:BRISTO: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

32* (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1904. BMC 110. 21.4 gr (1.39 g)
(snicked)

33 (2) City Museum, Bristol; ex Lockett lot 2928 (?ex P.W.P. 1.40 g
Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard). SCBI 19, 62.

34 (3) Glendining, 9 April 1984, lot 170; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; wnr (snicked)
ex Bournemouth hoard.

35 (4) Spink 1910. wnr (snicked)

Ab Obv. As above.
Rev. +hEREDING:ON:BRIST: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

36* (1) Hunterian Museum and Art Gallery; ex Dr W. Hunter. 1.36 g (snicked)
SCBI 53, 252.

37 (2) NCirc 27 (1919), no. 70871 (?and NCirc 32 (1924), no. 27329 wnr
(chipped)(‘�BREDINC(?)ON:BRIST:’)); ex Carlyon-Britton 
lot 1920 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard.

Other references:
Withy and Ryall 1756, Pl. 2, 7; Snelling 1762, Pl. 1, 23; Ruding 1840, III, wnr
Supplement I, Pl. I, 11; Andrew 1901, 126 (‘�hENRICVS R:’, ‘�GERAVD 
ON:BRIST:’).
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29944 (‘hERĐI.......BRISTO’). wnr
NCirc 23 (1915), no. 34448 (‘�hERDIG[:ON:]BRISTO’). wnr

Bury St Edmunds

Godricus

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS RE: (bust B)
Rev. +GODRICVS:ON:SaüE: (start aligned with lis)

38 (1) BM; ex Mrs M. Stern 1911. BMC 112; Eaglen 2006, no. 13(2). 1.23 g
39 (2) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.13 g
40 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2198; Eaglen 2006, 1.21 g (snicked)

no. 13(3).
41 (4) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2432; Eaglen 2006, 0.84 g (chipped)

no. 13(4).
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Mint/ Dies Description Weight (g/gr.)
moneyer

42 (5) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2199; Eaglen 2006, 0.93 g
no. 13(5).

43* (6) Eaglen lot 363; ex Mack II lot 257; ex Parsons II lot 247 1.33 g
(part); ex NCirc 25 (1917), no. 52798; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 
1397; ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC, Pl. XLIV, 6; SCBI 20,
1549; Eaglen 2006, no. 13(1).

Rev. ‘�GODRIC:ON:SEDM:’
[44] NCirc 27 (1919), no. 74823. wnr

Oddo

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS REX (bust A, crown 3)
Rev. +:OD[ ]ON:SaNCaDM (start aligned with quatrefoil)

45 (1) W.N. Clarke; ex Dr R.J. Eaglen; ex Elmore Jones lot 1655; 1.34 g
ex Grantley lot 1274 (part). Eaglen 2006, no. 14(1).

46* (2) D. Palmer; ex St James’s Auctions, 27 Sept. 2006, lot 120; 1.40 g
ex Dr W.J. Conte; ex Beauvais hoard (not in sale). Eaglen 
2006, no. 14(2).

Obv. ‘hENRICVS REX’
Rev. ‘�ODDO:ON:SANC[—]M’

[47] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 101.

Bb Obv. hENRICVS REX (bust A, crown 4; no inner circle)
Rev. +ODDO DE SaNCEDMVN (start aligned with quatrefoil)

48 (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. Eaglen 2006, no. 15(3). 1.12 g
49 (2) Eaglen lot 364; ex Elmore Jones lot 1079; ex NCirc 27 (1919), 1.33 g

no. 70877; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1934 (part); ex Bournemouth 
hoard. Eaglen 2006, no. 15(1).

50 (3) D. Palmer; ex Dr R.J. Eaglen; ex R. Osborne; ex NCirc 14 1.15 g (broken into
(1906), no. 29990; ex South Kyme hoard. Eaglen 2006, three pieces and
no. 15(2). repaired)

Cc Obv. +hE3R[ ] (bust B)
Rev. +ODDO.ON[ ]aNE[ ] (start aligned with lis)

51* (1) D. Palmer; ex Eaglen lot 365; ex Glendining, 4 Nov. 1987, 1.09 g (chipped)
lot 17; ex Beauvais hoard. Eaglen 2006, no. 16(1).

Obv. ‘�hEN......’
Rev. ‘�ODDE:ON[ ]SANTIED.’

[52] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ‘Recently [in 1901] found at Bury St. wnr
Edmunds.’ Andrew 1901, 392).

Uncertain moneyer

Aa Obv. [ ]S R: (bust B)
Rev. [ ]a[ ]ON[ ]SaNTIED[ ] (start aligned with lis?)

53* (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son, 1894; ex Smith lot 468 (part). 0.96 g
BMC 113; Eaglen 2006, no. 17(1).

Canterbury

Ailred

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS:R (bust B)
Rev. +aI[ ]E[ ]ON:CaNæa: (start aligned with lis)

54* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.15 g (snicked)

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS: (bust C)
Rev. +aILRED:ON:CaNæ: (start aligned with lis)

55* (1) FM; ex Dr W.J. Conte; ex Dresser lot 2248; ex NCirc 57 1.38 g
(1949), no. 12649; ex Parsons I lot 279; ex Carlyon-Britton 
lot 1921 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 30, 751.
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Mint/ Dies Description Weight (g/gr.)
moneyer

Algar

Aa Obv. +hENRIC[ ]EX (bust A, crown 1)
Rev. +aLGAR:ON[ ]CaNTaB[:?] (start aligned with quatrefoil)

56* (1) Mack I lot 276; ex NCirc 25 (1917), no. 52782; ex Carlyon- 1.36 g
Britton lot 1363; ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 20, 1550.

Edward

Aa Obv. [ ]hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +EDæaRD[ ]a (start aligned with lis)

57* (1) CNG 38, 6 June 1996, lot 1762; ex Dresser lot 2255; ex NCirc 1.42 g
57 (1949), no. 12648; ex ‘Zeigler’; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1364;
ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 30, 763.

Gregarie

Aa Obv. [ ]N[ ]VS R[ ] (bust B)
Rev. +GREGa[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil)

58* (1) Found Ringwould, Kent, Sept. 2008. EMC 2009.0106. 1.1 g (snicked, bent
and chipped)

Bb Obv. [ ]hENR[ ]R: (bust B)
Rev. [ ][E?]G[ ]:ON:CaNT[ ] (start aligned with lis?)

59* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 0.89 g (chipped)

Willem(us)

Aa Obv. hENRICVS:REX (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. +WILLEM:ON:CaNæ: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

60* (1) BM; bt executors of F. Elmore Jones 1985; ex P.W.P. Carlyon- 1.37 g (snicked)
Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard.

Ab Obv. As above.
Rev. +æILLELMVS[ ]N (start aligned with quatrefoil)

61* (1) NCirc 27 (1919), no. 74807; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex wnr (snicked)
Bournemouth hoard.

Bc Obv. +hENR[ ]VS:R (bust B)
Rev. +WILLEL[ ]ONCaN (NC ligated; start aligned with lis)

62* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.17 g (snicked)

Ca Obv. +hENRICVS[ ] (bust C)
Rev. As above.

63* (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1904. BMC 114. 21.5 gr. (1.39 g)
64 (2) Lockett lot 1073; ? ex NCirc 27 (1919), no. 74806; ex Carlyon- wnr

Britton lot 1921 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard.

Obv. ‘--ENRICV---’
Rev. ‘�WIL---ON:CAN-’

[65] Bournemouth hoard. Taffs 1949–51, no. 2. wnr

Winedai

Aa Obv. +hE[ ]S R: (bust B)
Rev. +æINEDaI:ON:Ca[ ]: (start aligned with lis).

66* (1) Spink Coin Auction 6, 10 Oct. 1979, lot 502; ex SCMB 569 18.5 gr. (1.20 g)
(Dec. 1965), no. H3083; ex Shand lot 387; (?ex Carlyon-
Britton lot 1365; ex Bournemouth hoard).

Bb Obv. +hE[ ] (bust B)
Rev. +[ ]N[ ]DaI:ON:CaNæa (start aligned with lis)

67* (1) Found Wharram le Street, North Yorkshire, 1997–2002. 1.01 g
EMC 2005.0163; Coin Register 2006, 263.
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Cc Obv. [ ]RICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +æINEDaI:ON:CaNDP: (start aligned with lis)

68* (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1894. BMC 115. 14.8 gr. (0.96 g)
(cracked)

Dd Obv. [ ]ENRICV[ ] (bust C)
Rev. +WIN[ ]ON:CaN[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil)

69* (1) D. Walker; bt T. Owen 2007; ex NCirc 93 (1985), no. 5780; 1.32 g (snicked and
ex R.P. Mack; ex Taffs lot 133 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard. cracked)
SCBI 20, 1551.

Uncertain moneyer

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘�ORIM ON CAN’

[70] Withy and Ryall 1756, Pl. 2, 10; Andrew 1901, 136. wnr

Cardiff

Waltier

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +[ ]a[ ]ER:ON:CaRDI[ ] (start aligned with lis)

71* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. Coin Hoards 1 (1975), Fig. 19, no. 17. 1.21 g (snicked and
chipped)

Carlisle

Durant

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS RE: (bust C)
Rev. +DVRaNT:ON:CaRLI: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

72* (1) BM; ex Murdoch lot 219; ex Montagu II lot 292; ex W. Brice; 21.0 gr. (1.36 g)
ex Lady in the North lot 12; ex Murchison lot 23; ex Martin 
lot 63; ?ex Dawson lot 384. Andrew 1901, Pl. VII, 6; BMC 116.

73 (2) J. Mattinson; ex Elmore Jones lot 1364; ex NCirc 25 (1917), 20.1 gr. (1.30 g)
no. 52783; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1366; ex Bournemouth (snicked)
hoard.

Chester

Airic

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +aIRIC:ON:CESTRE: (start aligned with lis)

74* (1) Grosvenor Museum, Chester; ex Dr W. Gardner; ex Parsons ‘10.4 gr.’ (20.4 gr.?)
I lot 281; bt Spink 1924; ?ex NCirc 32 (1924), no. 27331 ?ex (1.32 g)
Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 5, 423.

Ba Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. As above.

75* (1) BM; bt Spink 1912; ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC 117. 20.7 gr. (1.34 g)
76 (2) FM; ex Dr W.J. Conte; ex Dresser lot 2249; ex Carlyon- 1.33 g

Britton lot 1367; ?ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 30, 752.
77 (3) Grosvenor Museum, Chester; ex Dr W. Gardner; bt Baldwin 1.36 g

1902; ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 5, 422.

Other references:
Banes lot 22 (part) (‘(AEL)FRIC (ON) CESTRE’). wnr
NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11443 (‘AIKIC:ON:CESTRE’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29947 (‘�AIRIC:ON:CESTRE:’). wnr
NCirc 19 (1911), no. 82062 (‘�AIRIC:ON:CESTRE:’). wnr
NCirc 57 (1949), no. 11872 (‘AIRIC ON CE[S]TRE’). wnr
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Andreu

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R. (bust C)
Rev. +aND[ ]EV:ON:CEST: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

78 (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.17 g
79* (2) Grosvenor Museum, Chester; ex Dr W. Gardner; ex NCirc 28 1.34 g

(1920), no. 85641; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth 
hoard. SCBI 5, 424.

Cristret

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS RE: (bust C) 
Rev. +CRISTRET:ON:CES: (start aligned with lis)

80* (1) BM; ex B.C. Roberts 1810; ex E. Hodsoll. Ruding 1840, III, 19.0 gr. (1.23 g)
Supplement II, Pl. I, 5; Hawkins 1887, Pl. XX, 262; BMC 118. (snicked)

81 (2) Grosvenor Museum, Chester; ex Dr W. Gardner; bt 1.36 g (snicked)
W.S. Lincoln & Son. SCBI 5, 425.

Bb Obv. +[ ]ICVS RE: (bust C)
Rev. +CRISTRET:ON:CES: (start aligned with lis)

82* (1) Lockett lot 2929; ex J. Wilcox; ex J.G. Murdoch. wnr

Gillemor

Aa Obv. [ ]NR[ ]S R: (bust C)
Rev. +GILLEMOR:ON.CES[ ] (start aligned with lis)

83* (1) BM; ex Rashleigh lot 405 (part); ex Watford hoard. BMC 17.9 gr. (1.16 g) 
119. (broken into three

pieces)

Uncertain moneyer

Aa Obv. +hE[ ] (bust C)
Rev. +[ ]:ON:CEST: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

84* (1) Glendining, 4 Nov. 1987, lot 18; ex Beauvais hoard. 7.8 gr. (0.51 g) (cut
halfpenny)

Chichester

Brand

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R (bust B)
Rev. +BRaND:ON:CI[ ]ST: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

85* (1) BM; bt Spink 1910; ex NCirc 17 (1909), no. 69979; ex 21.4 gr. (1.39 g)
Rashleigh lot 409 (part); ex Watford hoard. Sainthill 1853,
154, Pl. 27, 10; BMC 120; King 1955–57, 72, no. 191.

86 (2) P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (?Carlyon-Britton lot 1923 (part) wnr (snicked)
(‘BRAND:ON:EX---’)); ?ex Bournemouth hoard.

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +BRaND:ON:CICEST/ (start aligned with lis)

87* (1) BM; ex H.H. King 1975; ex NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38517; 1.32 g (chipped)
ex NCirc 26 (1918), no. 64654. King 1955–57, 72, no. 191.

88 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2200. 1.29 g (snicked and
chipped)

89 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2201. 1.35 g (snicked)

Godwine

Aa Obv. :+hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +GODæINE:ON:CICES: (start aligned with lis)

90* (1) BM; ex H.H. King 1975; ex Wills lot 373 (part); ex 1.39 g
P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton. King 1955–57, 72, no. 192,
Pl. III, 37.
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91 (2) Brighton Art Gallery and Museum; bt J.H. Daniels 1923; 1.40 g
ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1368. King 1955–57, 72, no. 192;
SCBI 42, 1911.

92 (3) FM; ex Dr W.J. Conte; bt Baldwin 1992; ex Doubleday lot 1.26 g
656; ex Lestocq lot 49; ex Drabble lot 661. King 1955–57,
72, no. 192.

93 (4) Hastings Museum and Art Gallery; bt Seaby 1966. SCBI 42, 1.43 g
1913.

94 (5) Burstal lot 53. wnr (snicked)

Ba Obv. +hENRIC[ ]S R: (bust B)
Rev. As above.

95* (1) BM; bt Spink 1912; ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC 121; King 21.1 gr. (1.37 g)
1955–57, 72, no. 192.

96 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2202. 1.31 g (snicked)
97 (3) Bournemouth hoard. Dolley 1949–51, no. 1. 22.4 gr. (1.45 g)

Other references:
Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 96; seven coins ex Bournemouth hoard, possibly all wnr
listed above (‘�GODPINE:ON:CICES:’, complete or with various 
combinations of missing letters).
Cassel lot 132 (part) wnr
H.H. King. King 1955–57, 72, no. 193. wnr
Walters II lot 116 (part) (‘�GODPINE:ON:CICES’). wnr
NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11444 (‘GODPINE:ON:CI[CES]’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29949 (‘GODPINE:ON:CIC...’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29950 (‘GODPINE:ON:CICES.’). wnr
NCirc 28 (1920), no. 85642 (‘�GODPINE:ON:CICES:’). wnr
NCirc 44 (1936), no. 52729 (‘GODP[I]NE’, ‘Leicester’). wnr

Uncertain moneyer

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R[ ] (bust C)
Rev. +[ ]ON:CICEST: (start aligned with lis)

98* (1) Brighton Art Gallery and Museum; bt J.H. Daniels 1923; 1.36 g
ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1922 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard.
SCBI 42, 1912. Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 96, cites ‘2 similar 
coins’ ex Bournemouth hoard without giving details.

Colchester

Goldhavec

Aa Obv. :+hENRICøREX: (bust A, crown 2; 2nd stop in four-pellet form)
Rev. +GOLDhaVEC:ON:COL: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

99 (1) Doubleday lot 674; ex Carr lot 140; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 21.0 gr. (1.36 g)
1922 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard. Turner 1941–44, no.
197b.

100* (2) A. Wardle; bt Moore Antiquities 2008. 19.6 gr. (1.27 g)

Obv. ‘hENRIC.[REX]’
Rev. ‘[�]GOLDhAVEC:ON:CO[L.]’

[101] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 96; Turner 1941–44, no. 197c.

Ba Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. As above.

102* (1) BM; bt executors of F. Elmore Jones 1985 (?ex Carr lot 141; 1.06 g
ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1369; ex Bournemouth hoard; Turner 
1941–44, no. 197a).

Obv. ‘�HENRICVS [R:]
Rev. ‘�GOLDHA[ ]N.COL.’

[103] Pré-St-Évroult hoard. Duplessy 1981, 97 (no. 115). 1.05 g (condition
unknown)
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Derby

Brun129

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +BR[ ]ON:DERBIæ: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

104* (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1894. BMC 122. 19.2 gr. (1.24 g)

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS: (bust B)
Rev. +BRVN:ON:DERBIDEI: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

105* (1) BM; ex Lockett lot 1074; ex Drabble lot 662; ex NCirc 25 1.36 g (snicked)
(1917), no. 52784; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1370; ex 
Bournemouth hoard.

Dorchester

Osbern obv. B � Sween obv. A.

Osbern

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS RE: (bust C)
Rev. +OSBERN:oN:DORECE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

106* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.10 g
107 (2) NCirc 101 (1993), no. 148; ex Glendining, 21 Sept. 1983, 1.16 g

lot 21; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1923 (part); (?ex Rashleigh 
lot 406 (part); ex Watford hoard).

108 (3) SCMB 686 (Oct. 1975), no. H5247; ex Drabble lot 663; wnr
(?ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard).

109 (4) Patrick Finn List 6 (Winter 1996), no. 112, Patrick Finn List 19.6 gr. (1.27 g)
10 (1997), no. 101, and Patrick Finn List 14 (1998), no. 116; (snicked)
ex. C.J. Martin list XX–3 (Aug. 1995), no. H57; ex SCMB 822 
(July/Aug. 1987), no. E243, and SCMB 831 (June 1988), no.
G267; ex Elmore Jones lot 1656; ex SCMB 509 (Oct. 1960),
no. 7286, and SCMB 536 (Jan. 1963), no. H1371; ex Lockett 
lot 3913 (part); (?ex NCirc 29 (1921), no. 90941, NCirc 33 
(1925), no. 38518, and NCirc 34 (1926), no. 51156); ex P.W.P.
Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard.

110 (5) Taffs lot 128; ex Bournemouth hoard. Taffs 1949–51, no. 3. wnr

Ba Obv. +hENRICVS RE: (bust C)
Rev. As above.

111* (1) Found Ware, Hertfordshire, 1993. Coin Register 1993, no. 247. 1.20 g

?�a Obv. No image available.
Rev. As above.

[112] Glendining, 4 Nov. 1987, lot 19; ex Beauvais hoard. 19.4 gr. (1.26 g)

Other references:
Huth lot 294 (part) (‘(OSBER)N:ON:DOR..’). wnr
SCMB 466 (March 1957), no. 4350 (‘OSBERN ON DORECE’). wnr
NCirc 94 (1986), no. 6047 (‘OSBERN ON DORE’). wnr

Sween

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS RE: (bust C)
Rev. +SæEEN:ON:DORECES: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

113 (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1912; ex Bournemouth hoard. 20.4 gr. (1.32 g)
BMC 123.

129 See note to NCirc 97 (1989), 126, no. 2536 (a Henry I type 13 penny of Brun reading ‘BRUN ON [D]ERBI’): ‘Ex
Mallinson (79) and at the time attributed cautiously to Salisbury, it can now be demonstrated as a coin of Derby being from
the same die as a coin with a clear signature DERBI found recently at the Vintry excavation, Thames Exchange [and now in the
Fitzwilliam Museum, ex Dr W. Conte].’
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114 (2) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1912; ex Bournemouth hoard. 19.9 gr. (1.29 g)
BMC 124.

115 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2203. 1.17 g
116 (4) FM; ex Dr W.J. Conte; bt Baldwin 1983; ex SCMB 728 1.37 g

(April 1979), no. E146; ex Symonds lot 20.
117 (5) National Museum of Wales; bt Baldwin; ex Drabble lot 970; 1.23 g

ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1371. BMC, Pl. XLIV, 12.
118 (6) Reading Museum and Art Gallery; ex Raynes lot 446 (part). 1.10 g

SCBI 11, 213.
119 (7) Doubleday lot 683. 19.6 gr. (1.27 g)
120* (8) D. Walker; ex Spink sale, 28 Nov. 2007, lot 134; ex SCMB 1.38 g

803 (Sept. 1985), no. E592; ex Norweb lot 110; ex J. Dresser;
bt Seaby 1971. SCBI 30, 753.

121 (9) SCMB 641 (Jan. 1972), no. H2388. wnr

Other references:
Cassel lot 131 (part). wnr
NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11446 (‘[SP]EEN:ON:DORECE[S:]’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29953 (‘SPEEN:ON:[DOR]ECES:’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29954 (‘[SP]EEN:ON:DOREC[ES:]’). wnr

Uncertain moneyer

Obv. ‘[�]hENRICVS R[E:]’
Rev. ‘[�-----]:ON:DOREC[ES:]’

[122] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 96.

Dover

Manwine

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +MaNæ[ ]E:ON:DOF: (start aligned with lis)

123* (1) BM; ex Lockett lot 2930; ex NCirc 25 (1917), no. 52785; ex 1.37 g
Carlyon-Britton lot 1372; ex Bournemouth hoard.

Durham

Ordwi

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +ORDæI:ON:DVRhaN (start aligned with quatrefoil)

124 (1) BM; ex J. Rashleigh 1849, ex Watford hoard. BMC 125. 22.2 gr. (1.44 g)
125* (2) J. Bispham; ex Dr I. Taylor; ex Elmore Jones lot 1080; ex 20.6 gr. (1.33 g)

Lockett lot 1075; ex Rashleigh lot 407; ex Watford hoard.
Allen 1994, no. 6; Allen 2003, Pl. 1, 6.

Exeter

Dunnig obv. A � Herding obv. A.

Alwine

Aa Obv. +hENRICV[ ]S R: (bust C)
Rev. [ ]LæINE:ON:EXCES (start aligned with quatrefoil)

126 (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.37 g
127* (2) Spink sale, 6–7 October 2004, lot 401; ex Pimprez hoard. 1.22 g

Brand (unconfirmed moneyer)

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘[�BRA]ND:ON:E[X]C’
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[128] NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11447; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex wnr (‘slightly
Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 97. cracked’: snicked?)

Rev. ‘�B[R]A[ND]:ON:EXC’
[129] NCirc 27 (1919), no. 74810. wnr

Other reference:
SCMB 339 (Dec. 1945), no. 8328 (‘BRAND:ON:EXC’). wnr

Dunnig

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. [ ]NNIG:ON:EX[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil?)

130* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.18 g
131 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2209. 1.14 g (cracked)

Herding

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +hE[ ]ON:EXCES: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

132* (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1894. BMC 126. 15.7 gr. (1.02 g)

Bb Obv +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +hE[ ]NG:ON:E[ ] (start aligned with lis; 1st stop in four-pellet 

form)
133* (1) BM; ex Brettell lot 299; ex Drabble lot 664; ex NCirc 25 21.3 gr. (1.38 g)

(1917), no. 52786; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1373; ex 
Bournemouth hoard.

Bc Obv. As above.
Rev. +h[ ]NG[ ]:E[ ]C: (start aligned with lis)

134* (1) A. Wardle; bt History in Coins 2009. wnr (snicked and
chipped)

Uncertain moneyer

Aa Obv. +hENRIC[ ]R: (bust C)
Rev. +[ ]:EXC[:?](start aligned with quatrefoil)

135* (1) Brettell lot 298; (?ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth 20.2 gr. (1.31 g)
hoard).

?�b Obv. No image available.
Rev. [+?][ ]G:ON:EXC[:?] (start aligned with quatrefoil?)

[136] Glendining, 4 Nov. 1987, lot 20; ex Beauvais hoard. 21.8 gr. (1.41 g)

Gloucester

Esgar

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +ESGaR:ON:GLOECE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

137* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.26 g (snicked and
cracked)

138 (2) Gloucester City Museum; bt Baldwin 1971; ‘acquired in 1925 1.31 g
in Bournemouth by F.W. Longbottom’; ?ex Bournemouth 
hoard. SCBI 19, 140.

139 (3) Glendining, 4 Nov. 1987, lot 21; ex Beauvais hoard. 10.1 gr. (0.65 g) (cut
halfpenny)

Wulfghet

Aa Obv. [ ]EN[ ]S: (bust C)
Rev. [ ]LFGhET:O[ ]LOE[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil?)

140* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.21 g (chipped)
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Wulfwi

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R. (bust C)
Rev. +PVLFæI:ON:GOLæEC (start aligned with quatrefoil)

141* (1) BM; ex Col. J. Biddulph 1909; ex Bournemouth hoard. 20.6 gr. (1.33 g)
BMC 127.

142 (2) Gloucester City Museum; bt Spink 1920. SCBI 19, 141. 1.38 g
143 (3) Gloucester City Museum; ex Spink. SCBI 19, 142. 1.35 g
144 (4) Hunterian Museum and Art Gallery; ex Dr W. Hunter. 1.32 g

SCBI 53, 253.
145 (5) National Museum of Wales; ex NCirc 89 (1981), no. 3125; ex 1.37 g

R.P. Mack; ex Taffs lot 129 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard.
Taffs 1949–51, no. 4; SCBI 20, 1553.

146 (6) CNG Triton II, 1 Dec. 1998, lot 1282; ex Norweb lot 111; ex 1.40 g
Lockett lot 1076; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ?ex Bournemouth 
hoard. SCBI 16, 303.

147 (7) Spink Coin Auction 109, 4 July 1995, lot 50. 1.35 g
148 (8) NCirc 97 (1989), no. 1076, NCirc 100 (1992), no. 4178 and 1.31 g

NCirc 103 (1995), no. 1838; ex Doubleday lot 693; (?ex 
Drabble lot 971); ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1374; ?ex 
Bournemouth hoard.

149 (9) SCMB 737 (Jan. 1980), no. E20. wnr
150 (10) Beauvais hoard; not in sale. 1.41 g

Bb Obv. [ ]ENRIC[ ] (bust C)
Rev. +P[ ]FæI[ ]CE (start aligned with quatrefoil)

151* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2424. 1.19 g (chipped)

Other references:
W.S. Lincoln & Son. Andrew 1901, 202 (‘�ALFPINE:ON GLOP:’). wnr
Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 97; ex Bournemouth hoard wnr
(‘�PVLFPI:ON:GOLP[EC]’).
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29956 (‘[PV]LFPI:ON:GOL..EC’). wnr
NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11445, NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29955, NCirc 18 (1910), wnr
no. 72489, and NCirc 24 (1916), no. 37785 (‘�PVLFPI:ON:GOLP..’).

Hastings

Bonaface/Boniface

Aa Obv. +hENRIC[ ] (bust B)
Rev. +BONa[ ]haST: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

152* (1) BM; ex H.H. King 1975. 1.07 g (cracked)

Bb Obv. [ ]NRICVS RE (bust B)
Rev. +BONIFaCE:ON:haST: (start aligned with lis)

153* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.17 g

Cb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. As above.

154* (1) Brighton Art Gallery and Museum; bt J.H. Daniels 1923; ex 1.35 g
Carlyon-Britton lot 1375; ex Bournemouth hoard. King 
1955–57, 259, no. 187; SCBI 42, 1914.

155 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2207. 1.08 g (snicked)

Cc Obv. As above.
Rev. +BONIFaCE:ON:haST: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

156* (1) BM; bt Spink 1912; (?ex NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11448, and 20.4 gr. (1.32 g)
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29958); ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex (snicked)
Bournemouth hoard. BMC 128; King 1955–57, 259, no. 187.

157 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2204. 1.34 g (snicked)
158 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2205. 1.35 g
159 (4) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2206. 1.37 g (snicked)
160 (5) eBay, 10 Feb. 2008. 1.31 g
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Duning

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +DVNING:O[ ]haST: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

161* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.28 g (snicked)
162 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2208. 1.17 g

Rotbert

Aa Obv. [ ]ENRICVS RE (bust C)
Rev. +[ ]OTBERT:ON[ ]haST: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

163* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.24 g (snicked)
164 (2) D. Walker; bt T. Owen 2006; ex Spink sale, 6–7 October 2004, 1.43 g (snicked)

lot 402; ex Pimprez hoard.

Uncertain moneyer

Aa Obv. Inscription illegible (bust C)
Rev. +[ ]ON:h[a?][ ] (alignment of start uncertain)

165* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.18 g (chipped)

Obv. ‘�hE[NRI]CVS R:.’
Rev. ‘[�]BVNEF[AC]E:ON:hAST’

[166] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 97; King 1955–57, 259, no. 188; (?NCirc 14 
(1906), no. 29957 (‘[B]VNEF[ACE:]ON:hAS:’), and Lawrence 
II lot 339 (part) (‘�-VNERIC:ON:HAS’)).

Hereford

Revenswert

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS REX (bust A, crown 2)
Rev. +REVENSæERT:ON:hER: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

167 (1) FM; ex Dr W.J. Conte; bt Baldwin 1991; ?ex NCirc 31 (1923), 1.36 g
no. 25369; (?ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth 
hoard).

168 (2) Hereford City Museum; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1924 (part); ex 1.33 g
Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 17, 665.

169* (3) Dix Noonan Webb, 28 Sept. 2006, lot 538; ex Spink sale, 1.33 g
6–7 October 2004, lot 403; ex Pimprez hoard.

Saricus

Aa Obv. +hENRIC.REX: (bust A, crown 2)
Rev. +SaRICVS:ON:.hEREO: (start aligned with lis)

170 (1) BM; ex Murdoch lot 222; ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC 129. 20.8 gr. (1.35 g)
(snicked)

171* (2) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1904; ?ex Bournemouth hoard. 21.3 gr. (1.38 g)
BMC 130. (snicked)

172 (3) Dresser lot 2250; ex NCirc 57 (1949), no. 11871; ex ‘Zeigler’; 1.37 g
ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1376; ex Bournemouth hoard.
SCBI 30, 754.

173 (4) Lockett lot 1077. wnr

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘�hERICVS:ON:hE...’

[174] Watford hoard. Rashleigh 1849–50, 151; (?NCirc 17 (1909), wnr
no. 69980, and NCirc 31 (1923), no. 18737).

Other references:
NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11449 (‘hENRIC.REX’, ‘SARICVS:ON:hERED’). wnr
NCirc 30 (1922), no. 12047 (‘�hENRIC.REX’, ‘�SARICVS ON hEREO’). wnr
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NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38521 (‘SARICVS:ON:hEREO:’). wnr
NCirc 34 (1926), no. 51157 (‘hENRIC.REX’, ‘�SARICVS:ON:hEREO:’). wnr
NCirc 35 (1927), no. 73896 (‘SARICVS ON hEREO’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98255 (‘HENRIC.REX’, ‘�SARICVS:ON.hEREO’). wnr
NCirc 39 (1931), no. 12018 (‘�SARICVS:ON:hEREO:’). wnr
NCirc 40 (1932), no. 16899 (‘�SARICVS ON hEREO’). wnr
NCirc List [49] (1941), no. 6634 (‘SARICVS ON HEREO’). wnr

Uncertain moneyer

Rev. ‘----ON:hER’
[175] Rashleigh lot 413 (part). wnr (cut halfpenny)

Huntingdon

Derlig

Aa Obv. hEN[ ] (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. +DERLIG:ON:hVN[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil)

176* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 0.66 g (cut half-
penny, snicked)

Bb Obv. [ ]NRICVS RE (bust B)
Rev. +DERLIG:ON:hVNTED: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

177* (1) BM; ex Rashleigh lot 414; ex Watford hoard. BMC 131; 1.02 g
Eaglen 1999, no. 321 (1).

178 (2) Glendining, 11 Oct. 1993, lot 280 (part). Eaglen 1999, 1.01 g (chipped)
no. 321 (2).

Ca Obv. +hENRICVS RE (bust C)
Rev. As above.

179* (1) BM; bt executors of F. Elmore Jones 1985; ex SCMB 515 ( 1.41 g
April 1961), no. 5419, and SCMB 521 (Oct. 1961), no. H513;
ex Lockett 3913 (part); ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex 
Bournemouth hoard. Eaglen 1999, no. 322 (2).

180 (2) Norris Museum, St Ives; ?ex NCirc 29 (1921), no. 90942. 1.34 g
SCBI 42, 1915; Eaglen 1999, no. 322 (1).

Rev. ‘�DERLIG:ON:hV---’
[181] Carlyon-Britton lot 1924 (part). wnr (broken)

Elfwine

Aa Obv. [ ]NRICVS REX (bust A, crown 2)
Rev. +ELFæINE:ON:hV[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil)

182* (1) Norris Museum, St Ives; (?ex NCirc 27 (1919), no. 74811 1.30 g
(‘�[S]EFPINE:ON:hV:’)); ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex 
Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 42, 1916; Eaglen 1999, no. 320 (2).

183 (2) Norris Museum, St Ives. SCBI 42, 1917; Eaglen 1999, 1.41 g
no. 320 (1).

Hythe

Edward

Aa Obv. +h[ ]RI[ ]S[ ] (bust C)
Rev. +EDæaR[ ]:ON:hEDh: (start aligned with lis)

184* (1) FM; ex Dr W.J. Conte; bt M. Senior 1998. 1.07 g (chipped and
cracked)
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Ipswich

Ædgar

Aa Obv. +hENRIC[ ] (bust B)
Rev. +a[ ]R:ON:GIæES (start aligned with quatrefoil)

185* (1) Ipswich Museum; bt W.C. Wells 1929; ex Carlyon-Britton 1.35 g
lot 1925 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 26, 1423.

Ailwine

Aa Obv. +hENRICV[ ]R: (bust B)
Rev. +aILæIN[ ]ON:GIPESæ: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

186* (1) J.C. Sadler; ex Osborne lot 62; bt Baldwin; ex NCirc 88 (1970), 18.6 gr. (1.21 g)
no. 4392.

Edmund

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +EDMVND:ON:GIPIE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

187* (1) NCirc 25 (1917), no. 52788; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1378; ex wnr
Bournemouth hoard.

Germane

Aa Obv. +hE[ ]ICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +GERMaNE:ON:GIPE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

188* (1) NCirc 93 (1985), no. 6882, and NCirc 97 (1989), no. 4629; ex 1.08 g (snicked and
Mack III lot 182; ex Cassel lot 132 (part); ?ex Carlyon-Britton chipped)
lot 1925 (part); ?ex NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29959; ?ex S. Page 
(Andrew 1901, 237). SCBI 20, 1554.

Ba Obv. [ ]NRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. As above.

189* (1) BM; bt Spink 1912; ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC 132. 20.3 gr. (1.32 g)

Ca Obv. +hENR[ ]S R: (bust C)
Rev. As above.

190* (1) J.C. Sadler; ex Spink Coin Auction 11, 8 Oct. 1980, lot 914; 21.0 gr. (1.36 g)
ex NCirc 76 (1968), no. 7348, and NCirc 77 (1969), no. 5390; (snicked)
(?ex NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11450, and NCirc 62 (1954), no. 2572);
ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1379; ex Bournemouth hoard.

Rev. ‘GERMAIN ON GIPES’
[191] NCirc 97 (1989), no. 2537; ‘Recent find, Thames Exchange’. 0.85 g (condition

unknown)

Rodland/Rolland

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +RODLaND:ON:GIPE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

192* (1) BM; bt Rollin and Feuardent 1895. BMC 133. 17.2 gr. (1.11 g)
(chipped)

193 (2) J.C. Sadler; ex Elmore Jones lot 1365; ?ex NCirc 1 (1893), 14.2 gr. (0.92 g)
no. 5740 (‘�HENRI[CV]S R:’, ‘�RODLAND:ON—DE’). (piece of obv.

surface flaked off).

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS: (bust C)
Rev. +ROLLaND:ON:GIPE: (start aligned with lis)

194* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.39 g
195 (2) Ipswich Museum; bt W.C Wells 1929; ex NCirc 14 (1906), 1.44 g (broken and

no. 29960; (?ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth repaired)
hoard). SCBI 26, 1424.
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196 (3) Ipswich Museum; bt Spink 1926; ex NCirc 28 (1920), 1.40 g (snicked)
no 85643, and NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38522; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-
Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 26, 1425.

197 (4) Baldwin’s Auction 31, 14 Oct. 2002, lot 167. 1.41 g
198 (5) J.C. Sadler; ex D. Kightley; ex M. Vosper. 0.70 g (cut half-

penny)

Rev. ‘Rolland’
[199] Vaida hoard. Molvõgin 1994, 510, no. 349. 1.39 g (condition

unknown)

Leicester

Chetel/Chitel(lus)

Aa Obv. hENRICVS.REX (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. +ChITEL:ON:LEICES: (start aligned with lis)

200 (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.18 g (snicked and
chipped)

201* (2) Grosvenor Museum, Chester; ex Dr W. Gardner; ex Carlyon- 1.41 g (snicked)
Britton lot 1381; ex Bournemouth hoard.

202 (3) Grosvenor Museum, Chester; ex Dr W. Gardner; bt Baldwin; 1.30 g (snicked)
ex Walters II lot 116 (part).

203 (4) Jewry Wall Museum, Leicester; ex J. Young 1919; ex P.W.P. 1.27 g (snicked)
Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 17, 666.

Ab Obv. As above.
Rev. [ ]ChETEL[ ] (start aligned with lis)

204* (1) BM; ex T.G. Barnett bequest 1954. 0.49 g (cut half-
penny)

Obv. ‘hENRI[CVS REX]’
Rev. ‘�ChI[TEL:ON:LEICE]S:’

[205] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 98.

Bc Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +ChITELLVS:ON:LEIC (start aligned with quatrefoil; 2nd stop 

in four-pellet form)
206 (1) Grosvenor Museum, Chester; ex Dr W. Gardner; bt Baldwin; 1.41 g

ex Parsons I lot 286; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1926 (part); ex 
Bournemouth hoard.

207* (2) M. Lessen; ex Glendining, 4 Nov. 1987, lot 22; ex Beauvais 1.36 g (snicked)
hoard.

Walter

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS RE: (bust B)
Rev. [ ]LTER[ ]ON:LEREC (start aligned with quatrefoil)

208* (1) Worcester City Museum and Art Gallery. SCBI 17, 668. 1.07 g (chipped)

Ab Obv. As above.
Rev. +WaLTER:ON:LECE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

209 (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2211. 1.29 g
210 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2212. 1.28 g
211* (3) NCirc 113 (2005), no. HS1946; ex Pimprez hoard. 1.16 g (cracked)

Bc Obv. +hENRICVS RE (bust C) 
Rev. +W[ ]LTER:ON:LECE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

212* (1) BM; ex Rashleigh lot 416 (part); ex Watford hoard. 22.4 gr. (1.45 g)
BMC 134.

213 (2) Grosvenor Museum, Chester; ex Dr W. Gardner; bt Baldwin 1.23 g (snicked)
(?ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard;
(‘�WA[RMVND:ON]:LECE’, Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 98)).
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214 (3) Jewry Wall Museum, Leicester; ex J. Young 1919. SCBI 17, 1.37 g
667.

[215] CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2210 (missing in 2008). 0.91 g (condition
unknown)

Uncertain moneyer

Rev. ‘ S(?):ON:LE--E-’
[216] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr

Britton 1927–28, 98; ?NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29948 
(‘.....ON:LE...’).

Lewes

Edmund

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +EDMVND:ON:LEæES: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

217* (1) Spink sale, 6–7 October 2004, lot 404; ex Pimprez hoard. 1.34 g
218 (2) D. Walker; ex NCirc 113 (2005), no. HS2215; ex Pimprez 0.56 g (cut half-

hoard. penny)

Ab Obv. As above.
Rev. +EDMVND:ON:Laæa (start aligned with quatrefoil)

219* (1) FM; ex Dr W.J. Conte; bt Baldwin 1992; ex Dresser lot 2251; 1.21 g
bt Spink; ex Lockett lot 1078; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1380;
ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 1906, Pl. facing 
p. 107, 6; King 1955–57, 534, no. 329; SCBI 30, 755; North 
1996, no. 1.

220 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2213. 1.20 g

Bb Obv. +hE[ ] (bust C)
Rev. As above.

221* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.25 g (chipped)
222 (2) NCirc 104 (1996), no. 3367; ex Baldwin’s Auctions 7, 2 May 1.36 g (snicked)

1996, lot 530; ex Lestocq lot 179; ex H.H. King; (?ex Wills 
lot 374 (part)); ex NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38524 (?and NCirc 29 
(1921), no. 90943, and NCirc 30 (1922), no. 12048); ex P.W.P.
Carlyon-Britton; ?ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 
1906, Pl. facing p. 107, 7; King 1955–57, 534, no. 329; North 
1996, no. 2.

Cc Obv. +h[ ]NRIC[ ]S[ ] (bust C)
Rev. [ ]MV[ ]:ON:LE[ ] (start aligned with lis?)

223* (1) Grosvenor Museum, Chester; ex Dr W. Gardner; ex P.W.P. 1.44 g
Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard; ?ex NCirc 28 (1920),
no. 85644, and NCirc 29 (1921), no. 98566.

Other references:
Wills lot 374 (part) (‘NO ON (uncertain, Launceston) (?) - PA’). wnr
NCirc 34 (1926), no. 51159 (‘�EDMVND:O[N:L]APA:’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98257 (‘EDMVND:....PA’). wnr
NCirc 40 (1932), no. 16900 (‘�EDMVND ON LPA’). wnr
NCirc 44 (1936), no. 52730 (‘EDMVND’). wnr (‘slight cut’)

Oswold(us)

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R (bust B)
Rev. +OSPOLD:ON:LEVæES: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

224* (1) Spink sale, 6–7 October 2004, lot 405; ex Pimprez hoard. 1.33 g

Ab Obv. As above.
Rev. +OSPOLDVS:ON:LEæ: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

225* (1) BM; bt Spink 1910; ex Rashleigh lot 415 (part); ex Watford 19.5 gr. (1.26 g)
hoard. BMC 135; King 1955–57, 534, no. 330. (cracked)
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Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. As above.

226* (1) Brighton Art Gallery and Museums; bt J.H. Daniels 1923; wnr
ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1382; ?ex Bournemouth hoard. King 
1955–57, 534, no. 331; SCBI 42, 1918.

227 (2) Lestocq lot 180; ex H.H. King; ex Parsons I lot 287; ex 20.3 gr. (1.32 g)
Carlyon-Britton lot 1926 (part); ?ex NCirc 17 (1909), no. (snicked)
69983; ?ex Bournemouth hoard. King 1955–57, 534, no. 330,
Pl. XXX, 51.

Lincoln

Godric(us)

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +GODRICVS:ON:NICOL: (start aligned with lis)

228* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.37 g

Ab Obv. As above.
Rev. +GODRIC:ON:NICO: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

229* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.14 g
230 (2) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 0.69 g (fragment)
231 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2214. 1.29 g
232 (4) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2215. 1.19 g
233 (5) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2216. 1.10 g (chipped)
234 (6) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2222. 1.29 g

Ba Obv. +h[ ]ICV[ ] (bust B)
Rev. As above.

235* (1) D. Walker; ex NCirc 113 (2005), no. HS2216; ex Pimprez 1.36 g
hoard.

Ca Obv. [ ]ENRIC[ ] (bust C)
Rev. As above.

236* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2217. 1.20 g

Da Obv. +hENRIC[ ] (bust C)
Rev. As above.

237* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2425. 1.21 g (chipped)
238 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2434. 1.35 g

Eb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. As above.

239 (1) CLCC; ex Sir Francis Hill bequest 1974; ex W.C. Wells 1950; 1.38 g (snicked)
ex Rashleigh lot 463 (part); ex Watford hoard. SCBI 27, 1516.

240* (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2218. 1.37 g
241 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2219. 1.22 g (chipped)
242 (4) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2220. 1.30 g (chipped)
243 (5) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2221. 1.38 g 
244 (6) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2230. 0.69 g (cut half-

penny)
245 (7) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2423. 1.26 g

Godric or Guthred

Aa Obv. [ ]NRIC[ ] (bust C)
Rev. +G[ ]OL: (start aligned with lis)

246* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.22 g (snicked)

Guthred

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +GVDRED:ON:[ ]IC[ ]: (start aligned with lis)

247* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.30 g
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Bb Obv. [ ]hE[ ]RICVS R (bust C)
Rev. +GVTRD:ON:NICOL: (start aligned with lis)

248* (1) BM; ex Rashleigh lot 417 (part); ex Watford hoard. BMC 1.34 g
136; Mossop 1970, Pl. LXXXV, 21.

249 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2223. 1.24 g
250 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2224. 1.29 g
251 (4) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2231. 0.58 g (cut half-

penny)
252 (5) D. Walker; ex NCirc 115 (2007), no. HS2828; ex NCirc 25 1.38 g

(1917), no. 52789; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1383 (part); ex 
Bournemouth hoard.

Haemund

Aa Obv. [ ]hENRICVS R: (bust B or C)
Rev. +haEM[ ]NICO: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

253* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.19 g

Bb Obv. [ ]h[ ]NRICVS[ ] (bust C)
Rev. +haEMVND:ON:NIC: (start aligned with quatrefoil; ND

ligated)
254 (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2226. 1.37 g
255 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2227. 1.31 g (chipped)
256 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2228. 1.44 g 
257* (4) NCirc 111 (2003), no. HS1268; ex Dr W.J. Conte; ex Michael 1.42 g

Trenerry list Mar./Apr. 1995, no. H57; ex Glendining, 4 Nov.
1987, lot 23; ex Beauvais hoard.

[258] CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2225 (missing in 2008). 1.07 g (condition
unknown)

Ulf

Aa Obv. +hEN[ ]VS R: (bust C)
Rev. +VLF:ON:NICOLEI: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

259 (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.29 g
260 (2) Spink Coin Auction 31, 12 Oct. 1983, lot 105; (?ex SCMB 1.35 g

470 (July 1957), no. 6551); ex Bliss lot 175; ex Murdoch lot 
223 (part). Mossop 1970, Pl. LXXXV, 22.

261* (3) D. Walker; ex NCirc 113 (2005), no. HS1948; ex Pimprez 1.31 g
hoard.

Wufit/Wuforet

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS:R (bust C)
Rev. +æVFIT:ON:NICOLE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

262 (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.27 g (snicked and
chipped)

263 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2229. 1.27 g (snicked and
chipped)

264 (3) Hunterian Museum and Art Gallery; ex Dr W. Hunter. 1.21 g
SCBI 53, 254.

265* (4) Spink sale, 6–7 October 2004, lot 406; ex Pimprez hoard. 1.44 g
266 (5) NCirc 113 (2005), no. HS1947; ex Pimprez hoard. 1.40 g
267 (6) D. Walker; bt A. Howitt 2002. wnr (snicked and

chipped)

Ab Obv. As above.
Rev. [ ]FORET:ON:NICO[ ] (alignment of start uncertain)

268* (1) CLCC; ex Sir Francis Hill bequest 1974; bt Baldwin 1962; ex 1.21 g
P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (‘�SPET ON NIC..’, Andrew 1901,
272). Mossop 1970, Pl. LXXXV, 23; SCBI 27, 918.
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Obv. ‘�.EN...V.’
Rev. ‘�[SPE]T:ON:NI[CO]LE’

[269] Banes lot 22 (part). Andrew 1901, 272. wnr

London

Alfred(us)

Aa Obv. hENRICVS RE (bust A, crown 4; inner circle to right of bust 
only)

Rev. +aLFRED:ON:LVNDE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)
270* (1) Taffs lot 129 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard. Taffs 1949–51, wnr

no. 5.

Ab Obv. As above.
Rev. +aLFREDVS:ON:LVND: (start aligned with quatrefoil; ND

ligated; 1st stop in four-pellet form)
271* (1) Knobloch lot 1057; ex Lockett lot 2931; ex P.W.P. Carlyon- wnr (snicked)

Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard.

Bc Obv. +hENRICVS R (bust B)
Rev. +aLFRED:ON:LVND: (start aligned with lis)

272* (1) Glendining, 4 Nov. 1987, lot 24; ex Beauvais hoard. 1.41 g

Cd Obv. +hENRICVS R (bust B)
Rev. +aLFRED:ON:LVNDE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

273* (1) St James’s Auctions, 8 May 2006, lot 116; ex P.W.P. Carlyon- wnr
Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard.

Db Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. As above.

274* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.30 g
275 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2232. 1.33 g
276 (3) Carlyon-Britton lot 1927 (part) (?and Cassel lot 133); ?ex wnr

Bournemouth hoard.

De Obv. As above.
Rev. +aLFRE[ ]ON:LVN[ ] (start aligned with lis) 

277* (1) D. Walker; ex Doubleday lot 747 (part). 1.41 g

Ef Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +aLFRED:ON:LVNDE (start aligned with quatrefoil)

278* (1) American Numismatic Society; ex D.P. Dixie 1967; ex P.W.P. 1.42 g
Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 30, 756.

Eg Obv. As above.
Rev. +aLFR[ ]ON:LVND: (start aligned with quatrefoil; ND ligated;

four-pellet stops)
279 (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2233. 1.12 g (snicked;

broken into two
pieces)

280* (2) Sheffield City Museum; ex S. Worrall 1938; ?ex NCirc 33 1.40 g
(1925), no. 38548, and NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98275; ex P.W.P.
Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 48, 1137.

281 (3) NCirc 107 (1999), no. 2045 (‘Wulfgar’); ex Dolphin Coins list 1.36 g
Feb. 1997, no. 98; ?ex NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29978.

Other references:
NCirc 25 (1917), no. 52790, and NCirc 28 (1920), no. 85642; ex Carlyon-Britton wnr
lot 1383 (part) (‘hENRICVS R:’, ‘ALFRED:ON:LVNDE:’).
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38547 (‘ALFRED:ON:LVNDE’). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 76446; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (‘ALFRED ON wnr
LVNDE’).
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98274 (‘�ALFRED:ON:LVNDE’). wnr
NCirc 44 (1936), no. 52736 (‘ALFRED’). wnr
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Mint/ Dies Description Weight (g/gr.)
moneyer

Alfric(us)

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +aLFRIC:ON:LVNDE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

282* (1) BM; bt Rollin and Feuardent 1902; ex Bournemouth hoard. 21.5 gr. (1.38 g)
BMC 137. (snicked)

283 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2234. 0.60 g (cut half-
penny)

284 (3) FM; ex Miss J. Ritchie 1963. 1.37 g
285 (4) Dr M.R. Allen; bt 1990. 1.33 g (cracked)
286 (5) Stack lot 655; ex Knobloch lot 1056; ex Glendining, 9 April 1.37 g

1984, lot 171; (?ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth 
hoard).

?�a Obv. No image available.
Rev. As above.

[287] Glendining, 4 Nov. 1987, lot 25; ex Beauvais hoard. 21.3 gr. (1.38 g)

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘�ALFRIC ON LVNDE:’

[288] Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 98. wnr

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘�ALFRIC:ON:LVNDE:’

[289] Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 98. wnr

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘�AL[FR]IC:ON:[L]VNDE:’

[290] Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 98; ?NCirc 14 wnr
(1906), no. 29968.

Obv. ‘�hENRICUS R:’
Rev. ‘[�ALFR]IC:ON.:.LVND.:.’

[291] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 98.

Rev. ‘[AL]FRIC:ON:LVNDE:’
[292] Spink Coin Auction 6, 10 Oct. 1979, lot 503; ex Sotheby, 21.1 gr. (1.37 g)

12 April 1965, lot 23 (part). (condition
unknown)

Other references:
Carlyon-Britton lot 1384 (part) (‘�hENRICVS R:’, ‘ALFRIC:ON:LVNDE:’). wnr
Walters II lot 117 (part) (‘�[ALF]RIC:ON:LVNDE’). wnr
Wills lot 375 (part) (‘ALFRIC[ON] LVND’. wnr
Wills lot 377 (part) (‘ALFRIC’). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38550 (‘ALFRIC:ON:LVNDE’). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 76448, and NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98277; ex P.W.P. Carlyon- wnr
Britton (‘ALFRIC ON LVNDE’).
NCirc 39 (1931), no. 12020 (‘�ALFRIC:[ON:]LVND.:.’). wnr
NCirc List [51] (1943), no. 21094 (‘�ALRRIC:ON [LVN]’). wnr
NCirc 82 (1974), no. 2272 (‘ALFRIC ON LUNDE’). wnr

Alfwine

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +aLFæINE:ON:LVNDE: (start aligned with lis)

293* (1) Carlyon-Britton lot 1384 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard. wnr (snicked and
cracked)

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +aLFæINE:ON:LVN: (start aligned with lis)

294* (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1904; ?ex Bournemouth hoard. 20.9 gr. (1.35 g)
BMC 138.

295 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2236. 1.35 g

HENRY I TYPE 14 121
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moneyer

296 (3) Hunterian Museum and Art Gallery; ex T. Coats. SCBI 53, 1.37 g
255.

297 (4) NCirc 112 (2004), no. HS1592. 1.42 g

Bc Obv. As above.
Rev. +aLFæINE:ON:LVN: (start aligned with lis)

298* (1) Lockdales, 15 Jan. 2006, lot 394; ex NCirc 113 (2005), no. 1.38 g (snicked)
HS1949; ex Pimprez hoard.

299 (2) NCirc 113 (2005), no. HS2088; ex Bird lot 292. 1.39 g (snicked)
300 (3) SCMB 577 (Aug. 1966), no. H3519. wnr

Bd Obv. As above.
Rev. +aLFæINE:ON:LVND: (start aligned with quatrefoil; ND

ligated; four-pellet stops)
301 (1) P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard; ?NCirc 33 wnr

(1925), no. 38551, NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98273, and SCMB 413 
(Oct. 1952), no. 9615.

302* (2) D. Walker; ex F.J. Rist list Summer 2002, no. H17; ex Michael 1.40 g (snicked)
Trenerry list Sept./Oct. 1988, no. Z86; ex Glendining, 4 Nov.
1987, lot 26; ex Beauvais hoard.

303 (3) Doubleday lot 746. 21.5 gr. (1.39 g)

Obv. ‘hENR...S R:’
Rev. ‘�ALFPINE .. E..D·:’

[304] Rashleigh lot 433 (part) (‘�ALFPINE:[ON:LVND:], wnr
(double-struck)’); ex Watford hoard. Rashleigh 1849–50, 153.

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘�ALFPINE:ON:LVN’

[305a–c] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 98–9 (three coins, some or all of them 
possibly included in the above).

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘[�ALFPINE]:ON:L[V]N’

[306] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 99.

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘-ALFPINE:ON:LVN.’

[307] Taffs lot 132 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard. Taffs 1949–51, wnr
no. 6.

Rev. ‘�ALFPINE:ON:[LV]NDE:’
[308] Lowestoft hoard. McDowall 1905, no. 2. wnr

Other references:
Cassel lot 130 (part). wnr
Wills lot 378 (part) (‘ALFPINE’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29969 (‘ALFP.....LVND.:.’). wnr
SCMB 337 (May-Aug. 1945), no. 7350 (‘ALFPINE ON LVND’). wnr
SCMB 521 (Oct. 1961), no. H514 (‘[A]LFPINE ON LV[...]’). wnr

Algar

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R (bust B)
Rev. +aLGa[ ]ON:LVNDENE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

309* (1) BM; bt Baldwin 1912; ex Rashleigh lot 421 (part); ex Watford 15.3 gr. (0.99 g)
hoard. BMC 139. (snicked)

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +aLGaR:ON:LVN[ ]EN: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

310* (1) Spink Coin Auction 109, 4 July 1995, lot 51; ex Oman lot 97. 1.31 g

Cc Obv. +hENRIC[ ]R (bust B)
Rev. +aLGaR:ON:LVND: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

311* (1) Spink sale, 6–7 October 2004, lot 407; ex Pimprez hoard. 1.36 g

HENRY I TYPE 14122
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Mint/ Dies Description Weight (g/gr.)
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Dd Obv. [ ]RICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +aLGaR:O[ ]N (start aligned with lis)

312* (1) C. Knipe; bt 2008. wnr

Ee Obv. +hENRIC[ ]R: (bust C)
Rev. +aLGaR:ON:LVNDEN (start aligned with quatrefoil)

313 (1) Doubleday lot 748. 21.6 gr. (1.40 g)
(snicked)

314* (2) Roth II lot 120; bt Spink 1902. wnr

?�e Obv. No image available.
Rev. +aLGaR:ON:LVNDENE (start aligned with quatrefoil)

[315] Glendining, 4 Nov. 1987, lot 27; ex Beauvais hoard. 15.8 gr. (1.02 g)

Obv. �hENRICVS R’
Rev. ‘�ALGAR:ON:LVNDEN:’

[316] Rashleigh lot 418 (part); ex Watford hoard. Rashleigh wnr
1849–50, 152.

Obv. �hENRICVS R’
Rev. ‘�ALGAR:ON:LVNDEN:’

[317] Watford hoard. Rashleigh 1849–50, 152. wnr

Other references:
Cassel lot 130 (part) wnr
SCMB 413 (Oct. 1952), no. 9616 (‘ALGAR:O[N:LVND]EN’). wnr
SCMB 490 (March 1959), no. 4445 (‘[ALG]AR ON LVNDE[NE]’). wnr

Alward

Aa Obv. +hE[ ]RICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +aLæaR[ ]EN (start aligned with quatrefoil)

318* (1) BM; bt B.H.I.H. Stewart 1959 (?ex NCirc 36 (1928), no. 20.8 gr. (1.35 g)
76447, and NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98276 (?and NCirc 27 (1919),
no. 74817, and NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38549); ex P.W.P. Carlyon-
Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard).

319 (2) P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard; ?NCirc 14 wnr
(1906), no. 29970.

Alwin Sul

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS RE: (S on its side; bust B)
Rev. +aL[ ]N SVL:ON:LV (start aligned with quatrefoil)

320* (1) NCirc 98 (1990), no. 5957 and Spink Coin Auction 82, 1.38 g
27 March 1991, lot 103; ex Spink Coin Auction 6, 10 Oct.
1979, lot 504; ex Glendining, 25 Sept. 1968, lot 124; (?ex 
SCMB 342 (July 1946), no. 3509); ex Carlyon-Britton lot 
1928 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard.

Blacheman/Blacaman

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS RE: (bust B)
Rev. +BLaChEMaN:ONLVN: (start aligned with quatrefoil; NL 

ligated)
321* (1) BM; ex Watford hoard. Andrew 1901, 89, Fig. V; BMC 140. 17.0 gr. (1.10 g)

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +BLaChEMaN:ONLVN: (start aligned with quatrefoil; NL 

ligated)
322 (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2238. 1.10 g (snicked and

chipped)
323* (2) Carlyon-Britton lot 1928 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard. wnr
324 (3) eBay, 24 Aug. 2005. wnr (snicked)
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Mint/ Dies Description Weight (g/gr.)
moneyer

Cc Obv. +[ ]ENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +BLaChEMaN:ON:LV: (start aligned with lis)

325* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2237. 1.07 g

Dd Obv. +hEN[ ]ICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +BLaCa[ ]aN:ON:LVN: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

326* (1) BM; bt executors of F. Elmore Jones 1985; ex Carlyon-Britton 1.28 g
lot 1385 (part); ?ex Bournemouth hoard.

Godricus (unconfirmed moneyer)

Rev. ‘GODRICUS ON LVN’
[327] NCirc 82 (1974), no. 2272. wnr

Godwine

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +GODæINE:ON:LVNDE: (start aligned with lis)

328* (1) BM; bt Spink 1912; ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC 141. 21.2 gr. (1.37 g)
(snicked)

329 (2) National Museum of Wales; ex Boyd lot 888; ex Milford 1.29 g
Haven hoard. Andrew 1901, 300; Besly 2007, no. 1.

330 (3) Bournemouth hoard. Dolley 1949–51, no. 2. 18.3 gr. (1.19 g)
331 (4) Carlyon-Britton lot 1385 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard. wnr

Bb Obv. +hENR[ ]S RE: (bust B)
Rev. +GODæINE:O[ ]LVNDEN: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

332* (1) D. Walker; ex Doubleday lot 747 (part); ex Rashleigh lot 418 1.01 g (broken into 
(part); ex Watford hoard. two pieces and

repaired)

Other references:
Cassel lot 130 (part) wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29971 (‘[G]ODPINE:ON:LVND...’). wnr
SCMB 374 (July 1949), no. 8187 (‘GODPINE:ON:LVNDE:’). wnr
SCMB 456 (May 1956), no. BL5; ex G.R. Blake (‘GODPINE:ON:LVNDE:’). wnr
NCirc 81 (1973), no. 3117 (‘GODPINE ON LVNDE’). wnr
NCirc 100 (1992), no. 5961 (‘GODPINE ON LVND’). 1.38 g (condition

unknown)

Godwine Gu

Type 14/15 Obv. Illegible (bust B) 
mule

Rev. [ ]GODæIN[ ]
333* A (1) FM; ex Dr W.J. Conte; bt Baldwin 1997. 1.31 g

Ordgar

Aa Obv. :+hENRICVS REX (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. +ORDGaR:ON:LVNDEN: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

334* (1) BM; bt Rollin and Feuardent 1902; ex Bournemouth hoard. 21.4 gr. (1.39 g)
BMC 142.

335 (2) NCirc 91 (1983), no. 1851; ex Lockett lot 2932; ex NCirc 25 wnr
(1917), no. 52795, and NCirc 27 (1919), no. 74822; ex 
Carlyon-Britton lot 1394; ex Bournemouth hoard.

336 (3) P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. wnr (snicked)
337 (4) Glendining, 4 April 1979, lot 217; ex SCMB 657 (May 1973), wnr

no. H3542, and SCMB 662 (Oct. 1973), no. H3854; ex 
Grantley lot 1273; ex Drabble lot 668; ex Roth I lot 111; ex 
Sotheby 17 May 1905, lot 217; ?ex Bournemouth hoard.
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Obv. ‘[hENRICVS RE]X’
Rev. ‘[�ORD]GAR:ON:LVND[EN]’

[338] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 99.

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +ORDGaR:ON:LVNDE: (start aligned with lis)

339* (1) BM; bt Rollin and Feuardent 1902; ex Bournemouth hoard. 20.8 gr. (1.35 g)
BMC 143. (snicked)

340 (2) Glendining, 11 Dec. 1975, lot 442; ex Mr and Mrs B.R. Noble. wnr
341 (3) Stack lot 656; ex Patrick Finn List 2 (Summer 1994), no. 59. 1.29 g (snicked)

Bc Obv. As above.
Rev. +ORDGAR:ON:LVNDE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

342* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2239. 1.24 g (snicked)

Cc Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. As above.

343* (1) NCirc 87 (1969), no. 7401; ex Lockett lot 1079; ?ex wnr (snicked)
Bournemouth hoard.

Dc Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. As above.

344* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2240. 1.32 g (snicked)

Ed Obv. +[ ]NRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +ORDGaR:ON:LVNDEN: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

345* (1) NCirc 88 (1970), no. 8324; ?ex Bournemouth hoard. wnr

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘�ORDGAR:ON:LVNDEN’

[346a–c] Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 99 (three wnr
coins, possibly including no. 341 above).

Fe Obv. +hENRICVS R (bust B)
Rev. +ORDGaR:ON:LVND: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

347* (1) BM; ex J. Rashleigh 1849; ex Watford hoard. BMC 145. 20.9 gr. (1.35 g)
(snicked)

348 (2) Doubleday lot 749; ?ex Bournemouth hoard. 20.9 gr. (1.35 g)
349 (3) C.J. Martin list XIX–5 (Nov./Dec. 1992), no. 89; ex NCirc 1.38 g (snicked)

100 (1992), no. 881; ex Doubleday lot 750 (weight recorded 
as 21.4 gr.); ex Rashleigh lot 428 (part); ex Watford hoard.

Obv. ‘�h[ENR]ICVS R:’
Rev. ‘�ORDGAR:ON:L[VND:]’

[350] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 99.

Ff Obv. As above.
Rev. +ORDGaR:ON:LVND: (start aligned with lis, O over D)

351* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2241. 1.38 g

Fg Obv. As above.
Rev. +ORDGaR:ON:LVNDE (start aligned with lis, O over D)

352* (1) Dix Noonan Webb, 8 Sept. 1998, lot 460. wnr (cracked and
chipped)

Gg Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. As above.

353* (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1894. BMC 144. 20.5 gr. (1.33 g)
(cracked and
chipped)

354 (2) Bournemouth hoard. Dolley 1949–51, no. 3. 21.1 gr. (1.37 g)
355 (3) SCMB 827 (Jan./Feb. 1988), no. E5; ex NCirc 94 (1986), wnr

no. 1915.
356 (4) D. Walker; ex Dix Noonan Webb, 30 June 2004, lot 44 and 1.39 g

15 March 2006, lot 1317.
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Mint/ Dies Description Weight (g/gr.)
moneyer

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘�DRDGAR:ON:LVNDE:’

[357a–b] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 99 (two coins, possibly including 
Carlyon-Britton lot 1929 (part)).

Other references:
P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard; Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 99 wnr
(‘�ORDGAR:ON:LVND:’).
Reynolds II, lot 38 (‘ORDGAR:ON:LVNDEN’). wnr
Wills lot 377 (part). wnr
NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11454 (‘ORDGAR:ON:LVNDEN’). wnr
NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11461 (‘ORDGAR:ON:LVNDEN’. wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29972 (‘ORDGAR:ON:LV...N:’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), nos 29973–5 (three coins). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29989 (‘ORDGAR:ON:LVNDEN:’). wnr
NCirc 18 (1910), no. 72491 (‘�ORDGAR:ON:LV[ND]EN’). wnr
NCirc 23 (1915), no. 34449 (‘�ORDGAR:ON:LVNDEN:’. wnr
NCirc 27 (1919), no. 74818 (‘DRDGAR:ON:LVND:’). wnr
NCirc 31 (1923), no. 25371 (‘�ORDGAR:ON:L[VNDE]’). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38552 (‘ORDGAR:ON:LVNDE’). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38553. wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 76449; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (‘ORDGAR ON wnr
LVNDE’).
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98272 (‘�ORDGAR ON LVNDE’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98278 (‘�ORDGAR:ON:L...E’). wnr
NCirc 44 (1936), nos 52734 and 52737 (two coins). wnr
NCirc List [51] (1943), no. 21087, and NCirc List [53] (1945), no. 31365 wnr
(‘�ORDGAR:ON [LVNDE]’).
NCirc 56 (1948), nos 8803–4 (‘ORDGAR ON [LVND]’, two coins). wnr
NCirc 25 (1917), no. 52790; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1386 (part) wnr
(‘�h[E]NRICVS R:’, ‘�ORDGAR:ON:LVNDEN:’).

Radul(f)us/Raw(u)lf

Aa Obv. hENRICVS REX (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. +RaDVLFVS[ ]N: (start aligned with quatrefoil; four-pellet 

stop)
358* (1) SCMB 790 (June 1984), no. E194; ex Elmore Jones lot 1366; 20.4 gr. (1.32 g)

ex NCirc 25 (1917), no. 52792; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1386 
(part); ex Bournemouth hoard.

Ab Obv. As above.
Rev. +Raæ[ ]N:LVNDE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

359* (1) Ashmolean Museum; ex B. Willis. SCBI 12, 228. 1.33 g (snicked)

Bc Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +RaæVLF:ON:LVNDEN: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

360 (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.18 g
361 (2) National Museum of Wales; ex Boyd lot 889; ex Milford 1.28 g (snicked)

Haven hoard. Andrew 1901, Pl. VII, 5; Besly 2007, no. 2.
362* (3) D. Walker; bt Baldwin 2007; ex Spink sale, 6–7 October 2004, 1.38 g (snicked

lot 408; ex Pimprez hoard.

Cd Obv. +hENRICV[ ]R: (bust B)
Rev. +RaæVLF:ON:LVNDEN: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

363 (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2242. 1.00 g (chipped)
364 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2243. 0.92 g (snicked;

broken and
repaired)

365* (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2244. 1.12 g (snicked)
366 (4) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2245. 1.13 g (snicked)
367 (5) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2246. 0.88 g (snicked;

broken into two
pieces)
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368 (6) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2247. 1.00 g (snicked and
chipped)

De Obv. +hENRICVS R (bust B)
Rev. +RaWLF:ON.LVNDE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

369* (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1894; ?ex Watford hoard 18.0 gr. (1.17 g)
(‘�RAWLE.O.LVNDE’, Rashleigh 1849–50, 152). BMC 147.

Rev. ‘�RAP[VLF.ON:]LVNDE’
[370] Lawrence II lot 338 (part). wnr

Obv. �hENRICVS R’
Rev. ‘�RAWLE:[ON:]LVNDE:’

[371] Rashleigh lot 418 (part); ex Watford hoard. Rashleigh wnr
1849–50, 152.

Obv. ‘.hENRICVS R:’
Rev. �RAVF ON LVN:’

[372] Withy and Ryall 1756, Pl. 2, 9. wnr

Ef Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +RaDVLVS:ON:LVN (start aligned with lis)

373* (1) BM; bt Rollin and Feuardent 1902; ex Bournemouth hoard. 22.0 gr. (1.43 g)
BMC 146.

374 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2248. 1.30 g
375 (3) National Museums of Scotland (Royal Scottish Museum 1.28 g (cracked)

collection); bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1913. SCBI 53, 256.
376 (4) P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. wnr
377 (5) Drabble lot 665; ex Bliss lot 173; ex Murdoch lot 223 (part). wnr

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘�RADVLVS:ON. ...’

[378] J. Verity. Andrew 1901, 306. wnr

Obv. ‘�hENRICV[S R]’
Rev. ‘�RADVLVS:ON:LVN’

[379] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 99.

Obv. ‘[�]hENRICVS R’
Rev. ‘[�RADVLV]S:ON:LVN’

[380] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 99.

Other references:
Drabble lot 972 (part) (‘RADVLVS:ON:LVN’). wnr
Wills lot 375 (part) (‘RADVLVS ON LVN’). wnr
NCirc 28 (1920), no. 85646 (‘RADVLVS:ON:LVN’). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38554 (‘RADVLVS:ON:LVN’). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 76450; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (‘RADVLVS ON LVN’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98279 (‘�RADVLVS ON:LVN’). wnr
SCMB 461 (Oct. 1956), no. 8342 (‘RADVLVS ON LVN’) wnr

Sigar(us)

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +SIGaR:ON:LVNDEN: (start aligned with lis)

381* (1) BM; ex R.H. Inch 1885; ex Watford hoard. BMC 148. 18.0 gr. (1.17 g)
(cracked)

382 (2) NCirc 111 (2003), no. HS1369; ex Baldwin’s Auctions 30, 1.38 g (snicked)
7 May 2002, lot 66 (?ex Rashleigh lot 419 (part); ex Watford 
hoard).

Ab Obv. As above.
Rev. +SIGaR:ON:LVNDEN: (start aligned with lis)

383* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.00 g

HENRY I TYPE 14 127
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Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. As above.

384* (1) Ashmolean Museum; Magdalen College loan 1936; ex 1.36 g
G.R. Driver 1920; ?ex NCirc 17 (1909), no. 69997; (?ex 
Rashleigh lot 418 (part); ex Watford hoard). SCBI 12, 229.

385 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2249. 0.98 g
386 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2250. 1.05 g
387 (4) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2251. 0.97 g (snicked)
388 (5) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2252. 0.91 g (snicked)
389 (6) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2253. 1.05 g (snicked)
390 (7) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2254. 1.10 g (snicked)
391 (8) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2255. 0.92 g (snicked(?)

and chipped)
392 (9) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2256. 1.03 g (snicked)
393 (10) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2257. 0.99 g (snicked)
394 (11) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2259. 0.99 g (snicked)
395 (12) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2260. 0.78 g (chipped)
396 (13) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2261. 0.83 g (broken into

two pieces; piece
missing)

397 (14) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2262. 1.12 g
398 (15) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2263. 1.02 g
399 (16) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2264. 0.74 g (broken and

repaired; pieces
missing)

400 (17) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2265. 0.72 g (broken into
six pieces; pieces
missing) 

401 (18) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2266. 0.78 g (broken into
three pieces; pieces
missing)

402 (19) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2267. 1.10 g
403 (20) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2268. 1.00 g (snicked)
404 (21) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2269. 0.93 g (snicked)
405 (22) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2270. 0.96 g (snicked and

chipped)
406 (23) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2271. 1.04 g (snicked)
407 (24) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2272. 1.03 g (snicked)
408 (25) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2273. 1.02 g (snicked)
409 (26) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2274. 1.02 g (snicked)
410 (27) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2275. 0.85 g (snicked and

chipped)
411 (28) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2276. 1.04 g (snicked)
412 (29) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2277. 1.02 g (snicked)
413 (30) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2278. 0.93 g (snicked and

chipped)
414 (31) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2279. 0.89 g (snicked)
415 (32) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2280. 0.88 g (snicked;

broken into two
pieces; pieces 
missing)

416 (33) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2281. 0.87 g (snicked and
chipped)

Cc Obv. [ ]ENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +S[ ]aR:ON:LVNDEN: (start aligned with lis)

417* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2258. 1.14 g (snicked)

Dd Obv. +hEN[ ] (bust B)
Rev. +SIGaRVS:ON:LVND: (start aligned with lis)

418* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2282. 0.65 g (cut half-
penny, snicked)
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Ed Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. As above.

419* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.17 g (chipped)
420 (2) Sheffield City Museum; ex S. Worrall 1938; ?ex Wills lot 377 1.38 g

(part); (?ex NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38555, NCirc 36 (1928), no.
76450a (ex C.L.V. Marno), NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98280, and 
NCirc 44 (1936), no. 52735); ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1929 
(part); ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 48, 1138.

421 (3) D. Walker; bt M. Trenerry 1979; ex Glendining 19 Nov. 1975, 1.37 g
lot 473.

Fe Obv. [ ]S R[ ] (bust B or C) 
Rev. +S[ ]:LV[ ] (start aligned with lis)

422* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2288. 0.64 g (cut half-
penny)

Wul(f)gar

Aa Obv. hENRICVS:REX (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. +æVLFG[ ]ON:LVNDE (start aligned with lis)

423* (1) Triton X, 8 Jan. 2007, lot 1317; ex Dr W.J. Conte; ex Beauvais 1.41 g (snicked)
hoard (not in sale).

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS:REX’
Rev. ‘�W[VLG]AR:ON:LVNDE:’

[424] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 100; ?NCirc 29 (1921), no. 92793.

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS REX’
Rev. ‘�WVLGAR:ON:LVNDE:’

[425] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 100.

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +æVLGaR:ON:LVNDEN: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

426* (1) BM; ex J. Rashleigh 1849, ex Watford hoard. Packe 1893, 18.3 gr. (1.19 g)
Pl. XII, 262; BMC 149.

Cb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. As above.

427* (1) Glendining, 4 Nov. 1987, lot 29; ex Beauvais hoard. 18.5 gr. (1.20 g)
(snicked)

Dc Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +æVLGaR:ON:LVNDE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

428* (1) BM; bt Baldwin 1912; ex Rashleigh lot 422 (part), ex Watford 18.8 gr. (1.22 g)
hoard. BMC 150. (snicked and

cracked)
429 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2285. 1.20 g
430 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2286. 1.18 g
431 (4) Mack I lot 277; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1387 (part); ex 1.18 g

Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 20, 1555.

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘�PVLGAR:ON:LVNDE:’

[432] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Boyne lot 1189 (part); ex J. Verity; wnr
ex Cureton lot 124 (part); ex Cuff lot 738; ?ex Watford hoard.
Andrew 1901, 315.

Ed Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +æVLGaR[ ]N:LVNDE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

433* (1) CNG 8, 27 Sept. 1989, lot 774; ex Glendining, 4 Nov. 1987, 17.7 gr. (1.15 g)
lot 28; ex Beauvais hoard.
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Fe Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +WVLGaR:ON:LVNDE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

434* (1) BM; ex Rashleigh lot 429 (part); ex Watford hoard. 21.6 gr. (1.40 g)
BMC 151. (snicked)

435 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2284. 1.21 g (snicked)
436 (3) P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (?Carlyon-Britton lot 1930 (part)); ex wnr

Bournemouth hoard.
437 (4) D. Walker; ex Dix Noonan Webb 28 Sept. 2006, lot 85; ex 1.33 g (snicked)

Patrick Finn List 2 (Summer 1994), no. 60, Patrick Finn List
9 (1997), no. 101, and Patrick Finn List 14 (1998), no. 117;
ex Glendining, 2 March 1994, lot 15.

Gf Obv. [ ]NRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +[ ]aR:ON:LVNDE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

438* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2287. 1.24 g (snicked)

Hg Obv. [ ]ICVS RE (bust C)
Rev. [ ]LGaR:ON:LV[ ] (start aligned with lis)

439* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2235. 1.36 g

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘�WVLGAR:ON:LVNDE:’

[440] Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 100. wnr

Other references:
Wills lot 376 (part) (‘PVLGAR ON LVND’). wnr
Wills lot 376 (part) (‘PVLGAR ON LVNDE’). wnr
NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11455 (‘VVVLGAR:ON:LVNDE:’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29977 (‘WVLGAR:ON:LVNDE.’). wnr
NCirc 28 (1920), no. 85647 (‘PVLGAR:ON:LVNDE’). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38556 (‘PVLGAR:ON:LVNDE:’). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38510 (‘WVLGAR:ON:LVNDE:’). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 76450b; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton wnr
(‘PVLGAR ON LVNDE’).
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 76450c; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton wnr
(‘WVLGAR ON LVNDE’).
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98281 (‘�PVLGAR:ON:LVNDE’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98282 (‘�WVLGAR:ON:LVNDE’). wnr
SCMB 440 (Jan. 1955), no. VS517; ex V. du Bédat Smythe wnr
(‘WVLGAR:ON:LVNDE:’).

Wulfward

Aa Obv. hENRICVS REX: (bust A, crown 4; four-pellet stop)
Rev. +æVLFRaRD:ON:LVND (start aligned with lis; ND ligated)

441 (1) Found St Paul’s Church, Winchester, 1972. Blunt and Dolley 1.09 g (chipped,
1977, no. 19. broken and

repaired)
442 (2) P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (?Carlyon-Britton lot 1387 (part)); ex wnr

Bournemouth hoard.
443* (3) D. Walker; bt T. Owen 1993; ?ex Bournemouth hoard. 1.44 g

Ba Obv. +hENRICVS R (bust B)
Rev. As above.

444* (1) BM; ex Rashleigh lot 423 (part); ex Watford hoard. 21.5 gr. (1.39 g)
BMC 152. (snicked)

445 (2) P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (?Carlyon-Britton lot 1927 (part)); ex wnr
Bournemouth hoard.

Ca Obv. [ ]ICVS RE: (bust B)
Rev. As above.

446* (1) Information from D. Walker. wnr
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Db Obv. [ ]NRICVS RE[ ] (bust B)
Rev. +[ ]aRD:ON:LVND: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

447* (1) Stroud Museum. Found Kings Stanley moat, Gloucestershire, 0.94 g
1968. SCBI 24, 852.

Ec Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +æVLFæaRD:ON:LVNDE: (start aligned with lis; ND ligated)

448* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2283. 1.22 g (snicked)

Ed Obv. As above.
Rev. +æVLEæaRD:ON:LVN[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil)

449* (1) BM; ex J. Rashleigh 1849, ex Watford hoard. BMC 153. 18.0 gr. (1.17 g)
(snicked)

450 (2) Huth lot 293. wnr

Fa Obv. +hENRICVS[ ] (bust C)
Rev. As above.

451* (1) Reading Museum and Art Gallery; ex Sotheby 16 May 1905, 1.37 g
lot 76. SCBI 11, 214.

452 (2) Glendining, 4 Nov. 1987, lot 33 (part); ex Beauvais hoard. 9.0 gr. (0.58 g) (cut
halfpenny)

Ge Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. [ ]aRD:ON:LV[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil)

453* (1) Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery; ex E. Marston 1.42 g
Rudland 1932. SCBI 17, 670.

Hf Obv. +[ ]R: (bust C)
Rev. [ ]RD:ON:L[ ]ND[ ] (alignment of start uncertain; ND ligated)

454* (1) BM; bt executors of F. Elmore Jones 1985; ex P.W.P. Carlyon- 1.39 g
Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 1927–28,
104.

Obv. ‘hENR..VS R’
Rev. ‘....PARD ON LVND’

[455] Watford hoard. Rashleigh 1849–50, 152. wnr

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘.....PARD:ON:LVN’

[456] NCirc 5 (1897), no. 37324; ex Webb lot 23; ex J.F. Neck; ex wnr
E.W. Wigan; ex Cuff lot 739. Andrew 1901, 313.

Obv. ‘�hEN[RICV]S R:’
Rev. ‘�ALFPA[RD:ON:]LVND’ (ND ligated)

[457] NCirc 18 (1910), no. 72490. wnr

Rev. ‘�ALFPARD ON LVND.:.’
[458] NCirc 31 (1923), no. 14693. wnr

Other references:
Lawrence II lot 339 (part) (‘PVLFPARD’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29976 (‘PVLFPA[RD]:ON:LV....’). wnr
NCirc 31 (1923), no. 16725 (‘�PVLFRAVEN:ON:LV[ND]’) wnr
SCMB 345 (Jan. 1947), no. 5370 (‘PVLFRAVEN’). wnr

Uncertain moneyer

Aa Obv. +[ ] (bust B)
Rev. +a[ ]:LVN: (start aligned with lis)

459* (1) D. Walker. wnr (cut halfpenny,
chipped)

Bb Obv. Illegible (bust C)
Rev. +a[ ]ND (start aligned with lis; ND ligated)

460* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2429. 1.00 g (chipped)
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Obv. ‘hENRICVS R’
Rev. ...AR:ON:.VNDEN:’

[461] Watford hoard. Rashleigh 1849–50, 152. wnr

Other references:
Boyne lot 1189 (part) (‘hEN.I....’). wnr
Lawrence II lot 339 (part), four coins. wnr
Rashleigh lot 427 (part) (‘�----AR:ON LVNDEN’). wnr (broken)
Wills lot 378 (part). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29979. wnr
NCirc 17 (1909), no. 69998 (‘.....ON:LVNDEN’). wnr (‘broken in two

pieces’)
NCirc 81 (1973), no. 262, and NCirc 82 (1974), no. 4359 wnr
(‘....PINE:ON:LV...’).
SCMB 570 (Jan. 1966), no. H3185, and SCMB 598 (June 1968), no. H1889 wnr
(‘.......ON LVN’).

Northampton

Geffrei/Gosfrei

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS (bust B)
Rev. +GEFFREI:ON:NORh: (start aligned with lis)

462* (1) Lewes Museum; ?ex Lowestoft hoard (McDowall 1905, no. 3). 1.19 g (broken)
SCBI 42, 1919.

Bb Obv. +hENRICV[ ]RE (bust B)
Rev. +GEFFREI:ON:NORha: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

463* (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1894. BMC 154. 1.03 g

Cb Obv. +hENRICVS RE: (bust C)
Rev. As above.

464 (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2289. 1.28 g (snicked)
465 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2290. 1.01 g (chipped)
466* (3) Carlyon-Britton lot 1388; ex Bournemouth hoard. wnr

Cc Obv. As above.
Rev. +GOSFREI:ON:NORh: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

467* (1) BM; bt Spink 1912; ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC 155. 20.3 gr. (1.32 g)
468 (2) Reading Museum and Art Gallery; ?ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1.28 g

1930 (part). SCBI 11, 215.
469 (3) Glendining, 24 June 1998, lot 59; bt Seaby 1969; ex SCMB wnr

490 (March 1959), no. 4446 and SCMB 497 (Oct. 1959), no.
6937; ex Lockett lot 2933; ex F.A. Walters; ex J.G. Murdoch.

470 (4) NCirc 97 (1989), no. 1780; ex Mack II lot 258; ?ex Carlyon- 1.32 g
Britton lot 1930 (part). SCBI 20, 1556.

471 (5) NCirc 102 (1994), no. 4110; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton. 1.43 g

Other references:
Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 100; four coins ex Bournemouth hoard wnr
(‘GOSFREI:ON:NORh:’).
NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11457, and NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29980 wnr
(‘GOSFREI:ON:NORh:’).
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38559 (‘GOSFREI:ON:NORh’). wnr

Paien

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R (bust C)
Rev. +æaIN:ON:NORhaM (start aligned with quatrefoil)

472* (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1904. BMC 156. 21.1 gr. (1.37 g)
473 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2291. 1.34 g (snicked)
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Ab Obv. As above.
Rev. +æaEN:ON:NORhaM: (start aligned with lis)

474 (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2292. 1.26 g (snicked and
broken; pieces 
missing)

475* (2) P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. wnr (snicked)

Stiefne

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +STEFNE:ON:NORha (start aligned with lis)

476 (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.26 g
477* (2) FM; ex Dr W.J. Conte; bt Baldwin 1992; ex F.A. Walters; 1.35 g

BNJ 20 (1929–30), Pl. VI, no. 10.

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘�STEFNE:ON:NORhA’

[478a–b] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 100 (two coins, one of them Carlyon-Britton 
lot 1389 and possibly including no. 475 above).

Ab Obv. As above.
Rev. +STIFNE:ON:NORha: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

479* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.29 g
480 (2) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 0.42 g (fragment)
481 (3) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 0.40 g (fragment)
482 (4) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 0.24 g (fragment)
483 (5) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2293. 1.30 g
484 (6) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2294. 1.14 g (chipped)
485 (7) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2295. 1.25 g
486 (8) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2296. 1.20 g (cracked)
487 (9) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2297. 1.29 g
488 (10) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2298. 1.31 g (snicked)
489 (11) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2299. 1.23 g (snicked)
490 (12) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2300. 1.30 g
491 (13) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2301. 1.23 g (snicked and

cracked)
492 (14) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2302. 1.24 g
493 (15) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2303. 1.31 g (snicked)
494 (16) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2304. 1.30 g
495 (17) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2305. 1.17 g
496 (18) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2306. 1.20 g (snicked and

chipped)
497 (19) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2307. 1.35 g
498 (20) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2308. 1.35 g
499 (21) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2309. 1.04 g (chipped)
500 (22) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2310. 1.15 g (chipped)
501 (23) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2311. 1.32 g (snicked and

chipped)
502 (24) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2312. 1.34 g
503 (25) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2313. 1.22 g
504 (26) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2314. 1.21 g
505 (27) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2315. 1.37 g
506 (28) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2316. 1.29 g
507 (29) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2317. 1.35 g (snicked)
508 (30) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2318. 1.18 g (chipped)
509 (31) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2319. 1.30 g
510 (32) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2320. 1.30 g
511 (33) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2321. 1.32 g
512 (34) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2322. 1.31 g
513 (35) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2323. 1.30 g
514 (36) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2324. 1.21 g
515 (37) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2325. 1.28 g
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516 (38) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2326. 1.33 g
517 (39) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2327. 1.29 g
518 (40) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2328. 1.32 g
519 (41) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2329. 1.34 g
520 (42) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2330. 1.20 g
521 (43) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2331. 1.26 g
522 (44) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2332. 1.33 g
523 (45) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2333. 1.00 g (chipped)
524 (46) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2334. 1.01 g (chipped)
525 (47) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2335. 1.30 g
526 (48) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2336. 1.32 g
527 (49) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2337. 1.13 g
528 (50) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2338. 1.21 g (snicked)
529 (51) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2339. 1.22 g
530 (52) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2340. 1.30 g (snicked)
531 (53) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2341. 1.30 g
532 (54) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2342. 1.25 g
533 (55) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2343. 1.24 g
534 (56) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2344. 1.30 g
535 (57) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2345. 1.27 g (snicked and

chipped)
536 (58) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2346. 1.33 g
537 (59) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2347. 1.32 g (snicked)
538 (60) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2348. 1.27 g
539 (61) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2349. 1.29 g
540 (62) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2350. 1.39 g
541 (63) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2351. 1.34 g
542 (64) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2352. 1.34 g
543 (65) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2353. 1.33 g
544 (66) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2354. 1.29 g
545 (67) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2355. 1.36 g
546 (68) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2356. 1.22 g (snicked)
547 (69) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2357. 1.26 g
548 (70) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2358. 1.33 g
549 (71) W.C. Wells; ex Rashleigh lot 444; ex Watford hoard. wnr
550 (72) NCirc 82 (1974), no. 2273. wnr
551 (73) eBay, 1 Oct. 2006. wnr (chipped)

Bc Obv. [ ]EN[ ]S R: (bust C)
Rev. +S[ ]N[ ]AM: (start aligned with lis)

552* Nottingham Museum and Art Gallery; ex F. E. Burton 1948. 1.36 g
SCBI 17, 676.

Uncertain moneyer

Rev. ‘---[O]N:NORh[A]’
[553] NCirc 29 (1921), no. 92795. wnr

Norwich

Chetel/Chitel

Aa Obv. +hE[ ]ICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +[ ]L:ON:NORæIC: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

554* (1) CLCC; ex Mr C. Merritt 1908. SCBI 27, 1788. 1.20 g (snicked)

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +ChETEL:ON:NORæIC: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

555* (1) C.J. Martin list XIX–2 (June/July 1992), no. H81, and XIX– 1.21 g
4 (Sept. 1992), no. H62; ex NCirc 93 (1985), no. 6883, NCirc
94 (1986), no. 7616, NCirc 97 (1989), no. 4630 and NCirc 100 
(1992), no. 147; ex Mack III lot 183; ex Lockett lot 2934; ex 
Carlyon-Britton lot 1390; ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 20, 1557.
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Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘�ChETEL:ON:NOR[PIC:]

[556] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 100.

Cc Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +ChITEL:ON:NO[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil)

557 (1) BM; bt Spink 1912; (?ex NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29981); ex 21.5 gr. (1.39 g)
Bournemouth hoard. BMC 157. (snicked)

558* (2) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.19 g (snicked)
559 (3) BM; ex H.H. King 1975; ?ex Wills lot 373 (part); ?ex NCirc 1.40 g (snicked)

33 (1925), no. 38516, NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38567, NCirc 38 
(1930), no. 98254, NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98289 and NCirc 44 
(1936), no. 52726.

560 (4) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2359. 0.61 g (cut half-
penny)

561 (5) Norwich Castle Museum; ?ex H.M. Reynolds. SCBI 26, 1431. 1.35 g
562 (6) D. Walker; bt M. Trenerry 2003. 1.10 g (cracked)

Obv. ‘[h]ENRICVS R’
Rev. ‘�ChITEL:O[N:LEICES:]’

[563] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 98.

Other reference:
NCirc 14 (1906), nos 29982–3 (two coins). wnr

Etstan

Aa Obv. [ ]hENR[ ] (bust B)
Rev. +ESETEN:ON[ ]OR[ ] (start aligned with lis)

564* (1) Spink sale, 6–7 October 2004, lot 409; ex Pimprez hoard. 1.29 g

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +ETSTaN:ON:NOR: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

565* (1) Norwich Castle Museum; bt Seaby 1931; ex Carlyon-Britton 1.24 g (cracked and
lot 1931 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 26, 1426. and broken into

two pieces)

Cb Obv. +hEN[ ]ICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. As above.

566* (1) Beauvais hoard; not in sale. 1.42 g

Godwine

Aa Obv. +hEN[ ]VS R: (bust B)
Rev. +GODæINE[ ]:NORæIC: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

567 (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2360. 1.39 g

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +GODæINE:ON:NORæI: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

568 (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1904. BMC 158. 22.4 gr. (1.45 g)
(snicked)

569 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2361. 1.22 g (snicked)
570 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2362. 1.14 g (snicked)
571* (4) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2363. 1.38 g (snicked)
572 (5) NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11458, NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29984, wnr

NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38565, and NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98287;
ex Bournemouth hoard.

573 (6) Michael Trenerry list Mar./Apr. 1983, no. Y39. wnr

Rev. ‘GODPINE ON NORPI’
[574] NCirc 97 (1989), no. 2538. 1.34 g (condition

unknown)
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Mint/ Dies Description Weight (g/gr.)
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Raulf?

Aa Obv. +hENRIC[ ] (bust B) 
Rev. [ ]aV[ ]F:ON:NORæ[ ] (alignment of start uncertain)

575* (1) CNG 37, 20 March 1996, lot 2565; ex Dresser lot 2252; ex 1.25 g
NCirc 56 (1948), no. 8806 (?and NCirc List [52] (1944), no.
24108 (‘�...F:ON:NOR...’), NCirc List [53] (1945), no. 31366 
(‘�RAVLF ON NORDIC’), and NCirc 55 (1947), no. 51766
(‘(R)ALVF:ON:NOR...’)). SCBI 30, 757.

Obv. ‘[�hE]NRICVS RE’
Rev. ‘[�VL]F:ON:NORPIC:’

[576] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. wnr

[577] Rev. NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29985 (‘[VLF:ON NORPIC]’). wnr (‘repaired, and
partly fused in the
process’)

Stanchart

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +STaNhaRT:ON:NORæ (start aligned with quatrefoil)

578* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.31 g
579 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2364. 1.40 g
580 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2366. 1.35 g (snicked)
581 (4) Norwich Castle Museum; ex H.M. Reynolds; ex P.W.P. 1.40 g

Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 26, 1427.

Ba Obv. +hE[ ]CVS R: (bust C)
Rev. As above.

582* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2365. 1.22 g (snicked)

Ca Obv. [ ]R: (bust C)
Rev. As above.

583* (1) D. Walker; bt B. Fisher 2008. 0.43 g (cut half-
penny)

Other references:
NCirc 29 (1921), no. 90944 (‘�STANChE:ON:NOR:’). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38566 (‘STANCh[IL:[ ON:NOR’, NC ligated). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98288 (‘�STANE[hIL]:ON:NOR’, NE ligated). wnr

Ulfchitel

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +VLFChITEL:ON:NO: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

584* (1) Norwich Castle Museum; bt Seaby 1931. SCBI 26, 1428. 1.36 g (snicked)
585 (2) Carlyon-Britton lot 1933 (?and SCMB 499 (Dec. 1959), wnr (snicked)

no. 7341); ex Bournemouth hoard.

Obv. ‘�HENRIC[VS R]’
Rev. ‘�VLFChITEL:ON:[NO:]’

[586] Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 100. wnr

Uncertain moneyer

Aa Obv. +hENRI[ ]: (bust B)
Rev. [ ]L[ ]VS:ON:NO[ ] (alignment of start uncertain)

587* (1) FM; ex Blunt; ex J.S. Shirley-Fox bequest 1939. 1.34 g
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Bb Obv. [ ]S R: (bust B)
Rev. [ ]N:NORWC: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

588* (1) Norwich Castle Museum; ex H.M. Reynolds; ex P.W.P. 1.35 g (snicked)
Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard (?and NCirc 14 
(1906), no. 29986, NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38568, and NCirc 38 
(1930), no. 98290). SCBI 26, 1429.

Cc Obv. [ ]RICVS[ ] (bust C)
Rev. [ ]NORæI[ ] (alignment of start uncertain)

589* (1) D. Walker; bt M. Vosper 2003. wnr (cut halfpenny,
cracked and
chipped)

Dd Obv. [ ]VS R: (bust C)
Rev. [ ]OR: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

590* (1) eBay, 28 Sept. 2007. wnr (cut halfpenny)

Nottingham

Haldene

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R (bust C)
Rev. +haLDENE:ON:SNO: (start aligned with lis)

591 (1) BM; bt Spink 1912 (?ex NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11459, and 20.4 gr. (1.32 g)
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29987, no. 29987); ex Bournemouth (snicked)
hoard. BMC 159.

592 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2367. 1.26 g
593 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2368. 1.38 g
594 (4) Nottingham Museum and Art Gallery; ex F. E. Burton 1948; 1.35 g

ex Rashleigh lot 449; ex Watford hoard. SCBI 17, 671.
595* (5) SCMB 451 (Feb. 1956), no. 5012; ex Lockett 1080; ex Drabble wnr (snicked)

lot 666; ex NCirc 25 (1917), no. 52793; ex Carlyon-Britton 
lot 1391; ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC Pl. XLV, 10.

Oxford

Ailnot

Aa Obv. [ ]hENRICVS RE: (bust B)
Rev. +aILNOT:ON:O[ ] (start aligned with lis)

596* (1) D. Walker; ex NCirc 112 (2004), no. HS1879; ex Pimprez 1.34 g (snicked)
hoard.

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +aILNOT:ON:OXIN: (start aligned with lis)

597 (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1904. Stainer 1904, 72, no. 1; 21.5 gr. (1.39 g)
BMC 160.

598 (2) Ashmolean Museum; ex Taffs lot 130 (part); ex Bournemouth 1.35 g
hoard. Taffs 1949–51, no. 7; SCBI 12, 230.

599* (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2369. 1.39 g

Sawi

Aa Obv. [ ]ICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +SaWI:ON:OXENNE (start aligned with lis)

600* (1) BM; ex Elmore Jones lot 1081; ex Wills lot 381 (part); ex 1.30 g (snicked)
NCirc 27 (1919), no. 74821, NCirc 29 (1921), no. 92796,
NCirc 32 (1924), no. 33754, NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38570,
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77141, and NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98292 
(?and NCirc 44 (1936), no. 52740); ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton;
ex Bournemouth hoard. Stainer 1904, 72, no. 3.

Bb Obv. +hENR[ ]S R (bust B)
Rev. +SaWI:[ ]X[ ]NEF: (start aligned with lis)

601* (1) Spink sale, 6–7 October 2004, lot 410; ex Pimprez hoard. 1.27 g (snicked)
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Mint/ Dies Description Weight (g/gr.)
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Cc Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +SaWI[ ]NFOR: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

602 (1) Ashmolean Museum; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1392; ex 1.40 g
Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 12, 231.

603* (2) Ashmolean Museum; ex C.L. Stainer. SCBI 12, 232. Stainer 1.30 g
1904, 72, no. 4.

Uncertain moneyer: Sawi?

Aa Obv. +hENRI[ ]S R: (bust C)
Rev. +[ ]N:OXINEFO: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

604* (1) Ashmolean Museum; bt 1933; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1931 1.27 g
(part) (?and NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11460, and NCirc 24 (1916),
no. 37786); ex Bournemouth hoard. Stainer 1904, 72 no. 2;
SCBI 12, 233.

605 (2) Stack lot 657; bt New Netherlands Coin Co. 1978; ?ex NCirc 1.40 g
14 (1906), no. 29988; (?ex P.W.P. Carlyon Britton; ex 
Bournemouth hoard).

Pembroke

Gillepatri

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R (bust C) 
Rev. +GILLEPaTRI:ON:PEI (start aligned with lis)

606 (1) BM; ex Elmore Jones lot 1082; ex NCirc 25 (1917), no. 52794, 21.6 gr. (1.40 g)
NCirc 29 (1921), no. 92797, NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38571,
NCirc 34 (1926), no. 51162, NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77142,
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98293, NCirc 39 (1931), no. 12024, and 
NCirc 40 (1932), no. 16900c; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1393; ex 
Bournemouth hoard.

607* (2) FM; ex Conte; ex Stack lot 658; ex Doubleday lot 797; ex 1.37 g
Drabble lot 667; (?ex NCirc 29 (1921), no. 90946); ex P.W.P.
Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC, Pl. XLV, 13.

608 (3) National Museum of Wales; ex Lockett lot 1081; ex Carlyon- 1.37 g
Britton lot 1932; ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC, Pl. XLV, 14.

Pevensey

Aldred

Aa Obv. +hENRIC[ ] (bust C)
Rev. [ ]RED:ON:PEVE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

609* (1) BM; ex H.H. King 1975; ex W.C. Wells. King 1955–57, 73, no. 1.34 g
197, Pl. III, 45.

Rochester

Rodberd

Obv. [ ]RICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. [ ]ERD:ON:RO[V?][ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil?)

609A* Aa (1) Information from Dr G. Williams; found Kent. 0.57 g (cut half-
EMC 2009.0242. penny)

Romney

Godricus

Type a Obv. [ ]ENRICV[ ] (type 13)
13/14 ‘mule’

Rev. +GODRICVS:ON:.RVME (start aligned with quatrefoil)
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610* (1) Lockett lot 1071; ex NCirc 25 (1917), no. 52779; ex Carlyon- wnr (snicked)
Britton lot 1357; ex Bournemouth hoard. Brooke 1913,
Pl. XVI, 5; BMC, Pl. XLIII, 15.

Type 14 Aa Obv. [ ]E[ ]RI[ ]S R: (bust C) 
Rev. As above.

611* (1) BM; bt executors of F. Elmore Jones 1985; ex Wills lot 382 1.37 g (snicked)
(part); ex NCirc 25 (1917), no. 52796, NCirc 27 (1919), no.
71963, NCirc 29 (1921), no. 92798, NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38573,
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77143, NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98294, NCirc
39 (1931), no. 12025, NCirc 40 (1932), no. 16900e, and NCirc
44 (1936), no. 52741; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1395; ex 
Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 101.

Wulfred

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R (bust C) 
Rev. +æVLFRED:ON:RVM (start aligned with lis)

612* (1) BM; bt Spink 1910; ex NCirc 17 (1909), no. 70009; ex 19.2 gr. (1.24 g)
Rashleigh lot 454; ex Watford hoard. BMC 161. (snicked)

613 (2) Norris Museum, St Ives; ex NCirc 25 (1917), no. 52787; 1.36 g
ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1377; ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC,
Pl. XLV, 15; SCBI 42, 1920.

[614] CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2370 (missing in 2008). 1.12 g (condition
unknown)

Salisbury

Aldwine

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +aLDæINE:ON:SEBR. (start aligned with lis)

615 (1) BM; bt Spink 1912; ex NCirc 11 (1903), no. 94534, NCirc 13 21.9 gr. (1.42 g)
(1905), no. 11462, and NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29991; ex 
J.G. Murdoch; ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC 162.

616* (2) FM; ex Dr W.J. Conte; bt Baldwin 1991; ex Doubleday lot 1.43 g (snicked)
806; (?ex NCirc 25 (1917), no. 52797; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 
1396; ex Bournemouth hoard).

617 (3) Elmore Jones lot 1367; ex Lockett lot 3914; ex P.W.P. Carlyon- 21.6 gr. (1.40 g)
Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Shortt 1947, Pl. XII, 46.

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R’
Rev. ‘ALSIHG ON S.’

[618] Watford hoard. Rashleigh 1849–50, 152. wnr

Other references:
NCirc 28 (1920), no. 85650, and NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38574 wnr
(‘ALDPINE:ON:SERR’).
SCMB 337 (May-Aug. 1945), no. 7352 (‘ALDPINE ON SERR’). wnr

Ealla

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R[ ] (bust C)
Rev. +EaLLA:[ ]EBER (start aligned with quatrefoil)

619* (1) BM; bt Spink 1952; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1933 (part); ex 1.41 g
Bournemouth hoard.

Uncertain moneyer

Aa Obv. +[ ]NRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +[ ]aLESBE: (start aligned with lis)

620* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. Coin Hoards 1 (1975), Fig. 19, no. 18. 0.88 g
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Other reference:
NCirc 44 (1936), no. 52742 (‘Moneyer’s name illegible.’). wnr

Sandwich

Godhese

Aa Obv. hENRICVS REX (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. [ ]GODhESE:ON:SaN[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil;

four-pellet stops)
621* (1) NCirc 90 (1982), no. 5748; ex R.P. Mack; ex Taffs lot 133 1.36 g (snicked)

(part); ex Bournemouth hoard. Taffs 1949–51, no. 8;
SCBI 20, 1558.

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. [ ]ODhESE:ON:SaN[ ] (start aligned with lis)

622 (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2372. 0.45 g (cut half-
penny)

623 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2373. 0.53 g (fragment)
624* (3) J. Dresser. SCBI 30, 764. 0.94 g

Cc Obv. +hENRICV[ ]: (bust B)
Rev. +GOD[ ]SE:ON:SaND: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

625* (1) BM; bt Spink 1910; ex NCirc 17 (1909), no. 70011; ex 20.4 gr. (1.32 g)
Rashleigh lot 458; ex Watford hoard. BMC 163.

Dd Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +GODhESE:ON:SaN (start aligned with quatrefoil; 2nd stop 

in four-pellet form)
626* (1) FM; ex Dr W. Conte; bt Spink 1992; ex Doubleday lot 808; 1.41 g

ex Lockett lot 1082; ex Drabble lot 669; (?ex NCirc 27 (1919),
no. 74824); ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ?ex Bournemouth 
hoard.

627 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2371. 1.36 g (snicked)

Godric

Aa Obv. +hENRICVSR: (bust C)
Rev. [ ]GODRIC:ON:SaN[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil)

628* (1) BM; bt Spink 1910; ex NCirc 17 (1909), no. 70010; ex 21.8 gr. (1.41 g)
Rashleigh lot 457; ex Watford hoard. BMC 111; Eaglen 2006, (snicked)
224.

Ab Obv. As above.
Rev. +GODRIC:ON:SaND: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

629* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.25 g (snicked)

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘�GODRIC:ON:SAN[PI]’

[630] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 101.

Osbern

Aa Obv. +hEN[ ] (bust B)
Rev. +OSBERN:ON:SaD: (start aligned with lis)

631* (1) BM; ex Rashleigh lot 399; ex Watford hoard. BMC 164. 20.2 gr. (1.31 g)

Ba Obv. +[ ]ICVS R (bust B)
Rev. As above.

632* (1) BM; bt executors of F. Elmore Jones 1985; ex Grantley lot 1.13 g
1274 (part); ex Rashleigh lot 459 (part); ex Watford hoard.

Ca Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. As above.

633* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2374. 1.24 g
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Wulfric

Aa Obv. hENRICVS REX (bust A, crown 4; no inner circle)
Rev. +[ ]VLFRIC:ON:SANæ: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

634* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.30 g (snicked)
635 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2377. 1.12 g (snicked)
636 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2378. 1.22 g

Ab Obv. As above.
Rev. +PVFRIC:ON:SaNæI/ (start aligned with quatrefoil)

637* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 0.36 g (cut half-
penny, fragment)

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. As above.

638* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2375. 1.28 g

Cb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. As above.

639* (1) BM; ex Miss Isabel Saul 1955. 1.45 g
640 (2) Dresser lot 2253; ex NCirc 57 (1949), no. 11870; ex ‘Zeigler’; 1.43 g

ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1398; ex Bournemouth hoard.
SCBI 30, 758.

641 (3) Bournemouth hoard. Dolley 1949–51, no. 5. 22.3 gr. (1.45 g)
642 (4) Michael Trenerry list July/Aug. 1984, no. M32; ex Elmore 20.2 gr. (1.31 g)

Jones lot 1368.

Dc Obv. [ ]ENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +[ ]VLFRIC:ON:SaND: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

643* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2376. 0.99 g

Uncertain moneyer

Obv. ‘�hENR...S R’
Rev. ‘�[GOD]RIC:ON:SANTIE:’

[644] Reynolds II, lot 39; ex Rostron lot 32. Andrew 1901, 391. wnr

Other reference:
Wills lot 382 (part) (‘- - ON SAN’). wnr

Shaftesbury

Aldred

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +aLDRED:ON:SaFTE: (start aligned with lis)

645* (1) BM; bt Rollin and Feuardent 1902; ex Bournemouth hoard. 21.7 gr. (1.41 g)
BMC 165. (snicked)

646 (2) BM; bt Spink 1912; ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC 166. 20.7 gr. (1.34 g)
647 (3) BM; bt Spink 1912; ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC 167. 19.3 gr. (1.25 g) 

(snicked)
648 (4) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2379. 1.28 g
649 (5) G.P. Gittoes; ex Symonds lot 31; ex NCirc 27 (1919), no. 20.9 gr. (1.35 g)

70878; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1934 (part); ?ex Bournemouth 
hoard.

650 (6) D. Walker; bt T. Owen 1998; ex SCMB 798 (March 1985), no. 1.30 g
E18; ex C.J. Martin list XII-3 (June 1984), no. H56; ex 
Glendining, 9 April 1984, lot 172; (?ex Spink Coin Auction 6,
10 Oct. 1979, lot 505; ex Burstal lot 54 (part)); ex Reynolds I,
lot 83; ?ex NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29993; (?ex P.W.P. Carlyon-
Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard).

Obv. ‘�[hE]NR[ICVS] R:’
Rev. ‘�A[LDR]ED:ON:SAFTE:’

[651] Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 101. wnr
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Obv. ‘�hEN[RI]C[VS R:’
Rev. ‘�ALDRED:ON:[SAFT]E:’

[652] Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 101. wnr

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS [R:]’
Rev. ‘�A[LDRED:ON:]SAF[TE:]’

[653] Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 101. wnr

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘�ALDRED:ON:SAFTE’

[654] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 101.

Obv. ‘�hENR[ICVS] RE’
Rev. ‘�AL[DR]ED:ON:SAFT[E]S’

[655] Carlyon-Britton lot 1399; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 101.

Other references:
P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton, three coins ex Bournemouth hoard; Carlyon-Britton wnr
1927–28, 101 (‘�ALDRED:ON:SAFTE:’).
Wills lot 383 (part) (‘ALDRED ON SAFTE’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29992 (‘ALDRED:[ON:SAF]E:’). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38575 (‘ALDRED:ON:SAFTE’). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77144 (‘ALFRED ON SAFTE’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98295 (‘�ALDRED ON SAFTE’). wnr
NCirc 47 (1939), no. 83516 (‘ALDRED ON SAFTE’). wnr
SCMB 464 (Jan. 1957), no. Y101 (‘ALDRED ON SA..S’). wnr
SCMB 831 (June 1988), no. G268 (‘A(LD)RED ON SAFTE’). wnr

Sagrim

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS RE (bust B)
Rev. +SaGRIM:ON:SaFTE: (start aligned with lis)

656 (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.03 g (snicked)
657 (2) W.N. Clarke; bt Spink 1982; ?ex NCirc 25 (1917), no. 50483. wnr (cracked)
658 (3) NCirc 99 (1991), no. 5531, and NCirc 101 (1993), nos 149 1.30 g or 1.36 g130

and 7845: (?ex NCirc 39 (1931), no. 12026; ex Bliss lot 174; ex 
Murdoch lot 228); ex Bournemouth hoard.

659* (4) Mark Rasmussen list 8 (Summer 2005), no. 39; ex Spink sale, 1.26 g (snicked)
6–7 October 2004, lot 411; ex Pimprez hoard.

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS RE (bust B)
Rev. +SaGRIM:ON:S[ ]FTES (start aligned with lis)

660* (1) P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard (?Wills lot wnr
382 (part); ?ex NCirc 28 (1920), no. 85651, NCirc 32 (1924),
no. 33755, NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38577, NCirc 36 (1928), no.
77145 and NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98296).

Cc Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +SaGRIM:ON:SEFTE (start aligned with lis; 2nd stop in 

four-pellet form)
661 (1) BM; bt Spink 1912; (?ex NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11464, NCirc 14 21.9 gr. (1.42 g)

(1906), no. 29994, and NCirc 18 (1910), no. 72492); ex P.W.P. (snicked)
Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC 169.

662* (2) FM; ex Dr W.J. Conte; bt Baldwin 1992; ex Lockett lot 3915; 1.38 g
ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1400; ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC,
Pl. XLVI, 3.

663 (3) D. Walker; ex Doubleday lot 812; ex Grantley lot 1274 (part); 1.30 g (snicked)
ex Rashleigh lot 460.

HENRY I TYPE 14142
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664 (4) Michael Trenerry list Mar./Apr. 1984, no. K18, Summer 1.40 g
Supplement 1984, no. P25, Nov/Dec. 1984, no. U40, and 
Mar./Apr. 1985, no. Y26; ex Mack II lot 259; ex Parsons II 
lot 248 (part); ?ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 20, 1559.

Other references:
NCirc 24 (1916), no. 41562 (‘�SAGRIM:ON:[SEFT]E:’). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38578. wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38579 (‘SEFTE’). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38606a (‘[OVĐG]RIM:ON[:EVER)’ wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77146. wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98297 (‘�SAGRIM:ON:.....’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98298 (‘�SAGRIM:ON:SEFTE’). wnr
NCirc 44 (1936), no. 52743 (‘SAGRIM’). wnr
NCirc 83 (1975), no. 8730 (‘SAGRIM [ON] SAFT’). wnr (snicked)
NCirc 87 (1979), no. 2866 and NCirc 89 (1981), no. 5375 wnr (cracked)
(‘SAGRIM ON SEFTE’).

Saric

Aa Obv. +hENRIC[ ] (bust B)
Rev. [ ]SaRIC:[ ]SaF[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil?)

665* (1) Spink Coin Auction 54, 20 June 1986, lot 526. wnr

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R (bust C)
Rev. +SaRIC:ON:SaFTE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

666* (1) BM; bt Spink 1912; (?ex NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29995; ?ex 17.5 gr. (1.13 g)
P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton); ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC 168.

667 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2380. 1.28 g
668 (3) Carlyon-Britton lot 1401; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr (snicked)

Britton 1927–28, 102.
669 (4) Doubleday lot 813; ?ex Bournemouth hoard. 21.1 gr. (1.37 g)
670 (5) Elmore Jones lot 1369; ex Lockett lot 1083; ex Cassel lot 133; 20.9 gr. (1.35 g)

?ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1931 (part); ?ex Bournemouth hoard.

Other references:
Wills lot 383 (part) (‘SARIC [ON S]AF’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29996. wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38580 (‘SARIC:ON:SAFTE’). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77148 (‘SARIC ON SAFTE’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 98299 (‘�[SAR]IC ON S[AF]TE’). wnr
NCirc 47 (1939), no. 83517 (‘SARIC ON SAFTE’). wnr
NCirc List [51] (1943), no. 21088 (‘�SARIC ON SAFTE’). wnr
NCirc List [53] (1945), no. 31368 (‘�SACRI ON SAFTE’). wnr
SCMB 338 (1945), no. N1489; ex S.R. Naish (‘SARIC:ON:SAFTE’). wnr
NCirc 56 (1948), no. 8808 (‘[S]ARIC ON S[AF]TE’). wnr
SCMB 401 (Oct. 1951), no. 5690 (‘[S]ARIC:[ON:S]AF[TES:]’). wnr
SCMB 372 (May 1949), no. 7189, SCMB 444 (May 1955), no. 8056, and wnr
SCMB 457 (June 1956), no. 6211; ex R. Carlyon-Britton 
(‘SARIC:[ON:S]AF[TES:]’).
NCirc 94 (1986), no. 6048 (‘SARCI[ON]SAF....’). wnr

Local Cc Obv. +hENRIC[ ]S R (bust C)
dies or
contemporary
forgery?

Rev. +SaRIC:ON:S[ ]FTE: (start aligned with quatrefoil; retrograde)
671* (1) SCMB 726 (Feb. 1979), no. E96, and SCMB 734 (Oct. 1979), 18.9 gr. (1.22 g)

no. E452; ex Spink Coin Auction 1, 11 Oct. 1978, lot 164; ex 
Wills lot 383 (part); ex NCirc 29 (1921), no. 90948, NCirc 33 
(1925), no. 38521, NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77149, and NCirc 38 
(1930), no. 98300; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton.
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Uncertain moneyer

Rev. ‘�RVELEN-:ON.:.SE[FT]E’
[672] Carlyon-Britton lot 1935 (part) (‘�RVELE--[O]N:SE--E’); wnr (chipped and

ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 102; broken)
?NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77150 (‘PVF...ON SAFTE’).

Other references:
NCirc 22 (1914), no. 20763, and NCirc 24 (1916), no. 37787 wnr
(‘�.....ON:SAFTE:’).
NCirc 31 (1923), no. 25378 (‘�-----:ON:S[CE]FTE’). wnr

Shrewsbury

Alfricus

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +a[ ]FRICVS:ON:SROB: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

673 (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.24 g
674* (2) Spink sale, 6–7 October 2004, lot 412; ex Pimprez hoard. 1.33 g

Southwark

Algar

Aa Obv. hENRICVS RE: (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. +aLGAR:ON:SVTWE (start aligned with quatrefoil)

675* (1) BM; bt Rollin and Feuardent 1902; ex Bournemouth hoard. 21.1 gr. (1.37 g)
BMC 173. (snicked)

676 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2385. 1.23 g
677 (3) Michael Trenerry list Jan./Feb. 1988, no. M95; ex Glendining, 21.1 gr. (1.37 g)

4 Nov. 1987, lot 30; ex Beauvais hoard.
678 (4) D. Walker; bt M. Trenerry 1978. 1.36 g

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (B)
Rev. +aLGaR:ON:SVDæER: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

679* (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1894. BMC 170. 17.8 gr. (1.15 g)
(chipped)

680 (2) BM; ex J. Rashleigh 1849; ex Watford hoard. BMC 171. 16.9 gr. (1.10 g)
(snicked)

Cc Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +aLGaR:ON:SVDæER: (start aligned with lis)

681* (1) Carlyon-Britton lot 1402; ?ex Bournemouth hoard. wnr
682 (2) Glendining, 19 June 1990, lot 814; ex A.L. Phillips. wnr
683 (3) Stack lot 659. 1.27 g
684 (4) NCirc 115 (2007), no. HS3144. 1.18 g.
685 (5) A. Bruce. wnr (snicked and

chipped)

Dd Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +aLGaR:ON:SVDæER. (start aligned with quatrefoil)

686* (1) BM; ex Montagu II lot 293. BMC 172. 20.8 gr. (1.35 g)
687 (2) SCMB 816 (Dec. 1986), no. E507. wnr
688 (3) Spink sale, 8 Oct. 2003, lot 348; ex Glendining, 15 March wnr

1989, lot 239.
689 (4) Dix Noonan Webb, 7 Oct. 2004, lot 214. 1.39 g (snicked)

Ee Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
+aLGaR:ON:SVDæER. (start aligned with quatrefoil)

690* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2383. 1.34 g (snicked)
691 (2) Glendining, 9 April 1984, lot 173. wnr
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Ff Obv. +hENRICVS R (bust B)
Rev. +aLGaR:ON:SVDæ: (start aligned with lis)

692 (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.40 g (snicked)
693* (2) A. Dawson; bt P. Minns 1977. 1.41 g (snicked)
694 (3) SCMB 500 (Jan. 1960), no. 4369, and SCMB 535 (Dec. wnr

1962), no. H1271.
695 (4) Dix Noonan Webb, 13 Dec. 2006, lot 54; ex Spink Coin 1.40 g (snicked)

Auction 167, 31 March 2004, lot 71; ex NCirc List [51] 
(1943), no. 21089.

696 (5) Spink Coin Auction 168, 15 April 2004, lot 220; ex NCirc 88 1.37 g (snicked)
(1980), no. 2910.

Gg Obv. +hENRICVS R[:?] (bust B)
Rev. +aLGaR:ON:SVD[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil)

697 (1) Ashmolean Museum; ex Lawrence II lot 338 (part). SCBI 12, 1.37 g (snicked)
234.

698* (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2382. 1.26 g

Hh Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +aLGaR:ON:SVDæER: (start aligned with lis)

699* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2384. 1.15 g
700 (2) NCirc 80 (1972), no. 6355, NCirc 81 (1973), no. 263 and wnr

NCirc 82 (1974), no. 1293.

Jj Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +aLGaR:ON:SVDæER (start aligned with quatrefoil)

701* (1) Guildford Museum; bt Spink 1962; ex Taffs lot 130 (part); 1.38 g
ex Bournemouth hoard. Taffs 1949–51, no. 10; SCBI 42,
1922.

702 (2) Spink 1910. wnr
703 (3) Lockett lot 1084 (part). wnr
704 (4) NCirc 80 (1972), no. 372. wnr (snicked)

Kk Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +aLGaR:[ ]SVDæER (start aligned with quatrefoil)

705* (1) Duart-Smith lot 138; ex Capt. R.J.H. Douglas. Andrew 1901, wnr (snicked)
Pl. VII, 7.

Ll Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +aLGaR[ ]SVDæE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

706* (1) SCMB 648 (Aug. 1972), no. H3198, and SCMB 652 (Dec. wnr
1972), no. H3397; ex W.J. Andrew; ex Milford Haven hoard.
Andrew 1901, Pl. VII, 4; Besly 2007, no. 4.

Lm Obv. As above.
Rev. +aLGaR:ON:SVTWE (start aligned with quatrefoil)

707 (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2381. 1.38 g
708 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2386. 1.33 g
709 (3) Stroud Museum; found Kings Stanley moat, Gloucestershire, 1.35 g

1968. SCBI 24, 853.
710* (4) Spink auction 30 June 2005, lot 83; ex Mack I lot 278; ex 1.37 g

Parsons II lot 248 (part); ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1936 (part);
ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 20, 1560.

Mn Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +aLGaR:ON:SVTWE: (start aligned with quatrefoil; last stop 

in four-pellet form)
711* (1) Spink Auction 109, 4 July 1995, lot 52; ex P.W.P. Carlyon- 1.42 g

Britton.
712 (2) eBay, 1 June 2006. wnr

Obv. ‘�.....CVS R’
Rev. ‘�..LGAR:..SVDPE:’

[713] SCMB 336 (Jan.-April 1945), no. 5991; ex Grantley lot 1275 wnr
(part); ex Rashleigh lot 462 (part); ex Watford hoard.
Rashleigh 1849–50, 151.
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Rev. ‘SVDPE’
[714] Cuming Museum, Southwark; bt Seaby 1929; ‘coin stolen 1.39 g (condition

1979’. SCBI 42, 1921. unknown)

Other references:
P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; two coins ex Bournemouth hoard (one of them wnr
Carlyon-Britton lot 1402?); Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 102 
(‘�ALGAR:ON:SVDPER:’).
P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; eleven coins ex Bournemouth hoard (one of them wnr
Carlyon-Britton lot 1403?); Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 102 
(‘�ALGAR:ON:SVDPER.’).
Four coins ex Bournemouth hoard; Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 102 wnr
(‘�ALGAR:ON:SVDPE:’).
Four coins ex Bournemouth hoard; Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 102 wnr
(‘�ALGAR:ON:SVDP:’).
P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; three coins ex Bournemouth hoard (one of them wnr
Carlyon-Britton lot 1936 (part)?); Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 102 
(‘�ALGAR:ON:SVTWE’).
P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; two coins ex Bournemouth hoard (one of them wnr
Carlyon-Britton lot 1937 (part)?); Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 102 
(‘�ALGAR:ON:SVTW.:.’).
Taffs lot 132 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard. Taffs 1949–51, no. 9 wnr
(‘�ALGAR:ON:SVDP:’).
Raynes lot 446 (part) (‘ALGAR.ON.SVDPE’). wnr
Ryan lot 910 (part) (‘ALGAR:ON:SVDPER.’). wnr
Walters II lot 117 (part) (‘�ALGAR:[ON:]SVĐPER.’). wnr
Wills lot 384 (part) (‘ALGAR ON SVDPER’). wnr
Wills lot 385 (part) (‘A[LGA]R ON SVTW’). wnr
NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11465 (‘ALGAR:ON:SVDP:’). wnr
NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11466 (‘ALGAR:ON:SVD[P]E[R]’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), nos 29997–8 (‘ALGAR:ON:SVDPER.’, two coins). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29999 (‘ALGAR:ON:SVDPE:’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 30000 (‘ALGAR:ON:SVDP:’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 30001 (‘ALGAR:ON:SVTW.:.’). wnr
NCirc 18 (1910), no. 74067, and NCirc 23 (1915), no. 34450 wnr
(‘�ALGAR ON SVĐPER’).
NCirc 24 (1916), no. 37788 (‘�ALGAR:ON:SVDPER’). wnr
NCirc 24 (1916), no. 41563 (‘�ALGAR:ON:SVD--’). wnr
NCirc 27 (1919), no. 74828 (‘�ALGAR:ON:SVTWE’). wnr
NCirc 27 (1919), no. 71964 (‘�ALGAR:ONSVĐW.:. (or SVDW)’). wnr
NCirc 28 (1920), no. 85652 (‘ALGAR:ON:SVDPER.’). wnr
NCirc 28 (1920), no. 85653. wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), nos 38582–3 (‘ALGAR:ON:SVDPER’, two coins). wnr
NCirc 35 (1927), no. 73899 (‘ALGAR ON SVĐPER’). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77971; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton wnr
(‘ALGAR ON SVDPER’).
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77972–4 (‘ALGAR ON SVDPER’, three coins). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77975; ex W.J. Andrew (‘ALGAR ON SVDPE’). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77976; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (‘ALGAR ON SVDP’). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77977; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (‘ALGAR ON SVTW’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 99101 (‘�ALGAR:ON:SVDP[E]’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), nos 99102–3 (‘�ALGAR:ON:SVDPER’, two coins). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 99104 (‘�ALGAR:ON:SVD[PER]’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 99105 (‘�ALGAR:ON:SVDPE:’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 99107 (‘�ALGAR:ON:SVDPE’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 99108 (‘�A[LGA]R:ON:SVTW’). wnr
NCirc 45 (1937), no. 60317 (‘ALGAR:ON:SVDPER’). wnr
NCirc 47 (1939), no. 83518 (‘ALGAR ON SVDPER’). wnr
NCirc 47 (1939), no. 83519 (‘A[LGA]R ON SVTW’). wnr
NCirc List [51] (1943), no. 21090 (‘�ALGAR:ON SVDP’). wnr
NCirc List [51] (1943), no. 21091 (‘...GAR:ON S’). wnr
NCirc List [53] (1945), nos 31369–70 (‘�ALGAR ON SVDPER’, two coins). wnr
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Other references cont.
NCirc List [54] (1946), no. 41337 (‘ALGAR ON SUDPER’). wnr
NCirc 55 (1947), no. 50735, and no. 51767 (‘ALGAR ON SVDPER’). wnr
NCirc 56 (1948), no. 2367 (‘ALGAR ON SV’). wnr
NCirc 56 (1948), no. 8809 (‘A[LGA]R ON SVTWE’). wnr
NCirc 56 (1948), no. 8810 (‘ALGAR ON SVDPER’). wnr
SCMB 390 (Nov. 1950), no. 8116 (‘ALGAR:ON SVĐPER’). wnr
SCMB 413 (Oct. 1952), no. 9617 (‘ALGAR:ON:SVTWE’). wnr
SCMB 414 (Nov. 1952), no. 10171 (‘ALGA[R:ON:SVD]PER’). wnr
SCMB 412 (Sept. 1952), no. 9157 (‘AL[GAR:ON]:SVDPER:’). wnr
SCMB 419 (April 1953), no. 5000 (‘ALGAR:ON:SVDPE:’). wnr (snicked)
SCMB 421 (June 1953), no. 5910, and SCMB 433 (June 1954), no. 4243 wnr (‘a slight chip’)
(‘AL[GAR:O]N:SVDPER:’).
NCirc 62 (1954), no. 2573 (‘ALGAR ON SVTH[GAR]’). wnr
SCMB 465 (Feb. 1957), no. 9288 (‘ALGAR ON SVDPER:’). wnr
SCMB 466 (March 1957), no. 4351 (‘ALGAR ON SVĐPER’). wnr
SCMB 470 (July 1957), no. 6550, and SCMB 475 (Dec. 1957), no. 7995 wnr
(‘ALGAR ON SVDPER’).
SCMB 548 (Jan. 1964), no. H2020 (‘ALGAR ON SVDPER’). wnr
SCMB 476 (Jan. 1958), no. 8074 (‘ALGAR [ON S]VDPER.’). wnr
NCirc 75 (1967), no. 3092 (‘ALGAR ON SUTWER’). wnr
NCirc 75 (1967), no. 5849; ex J.H. Daniels (‘ALGAR ON SUDPER’). wnr
Carlyon-Britton lot 1404 (‘�ALGAR:ON:SVDP:’). wnr (snicked)
Carlyon-Britton lot 1936 (part) (‘�ALGAR:ON:SVDPER:’). wnr
Spink Coin Auction 11, 8 Oct. 1980, lot 915 (‘ALGAR:[ON:]SVDPER’). 16.8 gr. (1.09 g)

(snicked)
Michael Trenerry list Late Summer 1981, no. K22 (‘Algar on Sudper’). wnr

Lefwine

Aa Obv. hENRICVS REX (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. +LEæINE:ON:SVDæV (start aligned with lis)

715 (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2394. 1.29 g (snicked)
716* (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2395. 1.20 g (snicked)
717 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2397. 1.27 g (snicked)
718 (4 CNG Triton II, 1 Dec. 1998, lot 1283; ex J. Jordan; ex 1.34 g (snicked)

Michael Trenerry list July/Aug. 1982, no. R37, and Sept./Oct.
1982, no. S34; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1407; ?ex Bournemouth 
hoard.

719 (5) Erweteghem hoard. Serrure 1881, 241. 1.47 g

Bb Obv. hENRICVS REX (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. +LEFWINE:ON:SVTW (start aligned with lis)

720 (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1904. BMC 177. 21.3 gr. (1.38 g)
(snicked)

721 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2396. 1.30 g (snicked)
722* (3) FM; ex J.S. Henderson bequest 1933. 1.29 g (snicked)
723 (4) Classical Numismatic Review XX, 2 (Summer 1995), 1.37 g

Supplement, no. 843; ex J. Desser; bt Spink 1949; ex ‘Zeigler’;
ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 30,
759.

Cc Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +LEFæINEON:SVDæER. (start aligned with lis)

724 (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2388. 1.26 g (snicked)
725* (2) FM; Peterhouse loan 1960. 1.38 g (cracked)

Dc Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. As above.

726 (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2387. 1.30 g
727 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2398. 1.11 g (chipped)
728 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2399. 1.04 g (broken and

repaired)
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729* (4) FM; ex Dr W.J. Conte; bt Seaby 1983 1.38 g (cracked)
730 (5) NCirc 96 (1988), no. 145; ex Norweb lot 1282; ex J. Desser; 1.38 g

ex SCMB 639 (Nov. 1971), no. H2244. SCBI 30, 760.
731 (6) Spink sale, 6–7 October 2004, lot 413, and NCirc 113 (2005), 1.21 g (snicked)

no. HS2215; ex Pimprez hoard.

Ed Obv. +hENRICVS RE: (bust B)
Rev. +LEFæINE:ON:SVDæER: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

732* (1) Dresser lot 2254; bt Spink 1963. SCBI 30, 761. 1.17 g
733 (2) Rashleigh lot 461; ex Watford hoard. wnr

Ee Obv. As above.
Rev. +LEFæINE:ON:SVDæER. (start aligned with quatrefoil)

734* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2389. 1.11 g
735 (2) SCMB 609 (May 1969), no. H2132. wnr
736 (3) NCirc 96 (1988), no. 7812. 1.25 g

Ef Obv. As above.
Rev. +LEFæINE:ON:SVDæER. (start aligned with lis)

737 (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2390. 1.00 g (broken into
two pieces; piece
missing)

738* (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2393. 1.13 g

Fg Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +LEFæINE:ON:[ ]DæE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

739* (1) BM; ex J. Rashleigh 1849; ex Watford hoard. BMC 176. 21.1 gr. (1.37 g)
740 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2392. 1.18 g (snicked and

chipped)
741 (3) Glendining, 9 April 1984, lot 174. wnr (snicked)

Gh Obv. +hENRICVS: (bust B)
Rev. +LEFæINE:ON:SVDæ: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

742* (1) Spink Coin Auction 20, 31 March 1982, lot 88; ex Carlyon- 21.9 gr. (1.42 g)
Britton lot 1405. (snicked)

743 (2) W. MacKay; bt Baldwin 2003. 1.34 g (snicked)

Hj Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +LEFWIN:ON:SVD: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

744* (1) BM; ex J. Pierpont Morgan 1915; ex Sir John Evans; 21.1 gr. (1.37 g)
‘purchased by Sir John Evans in Rome in 1890’. BMC 177A. (snicked)

745 (2) SCMB 737 (Jan. 1980), no. E21; ex Shand lot 390; ex Carlyon- wnr
Britton lot 1406; ex Bournemouth hoard.

Jk Obv. +hENRICVS (bust B)
Rev. +LEFæINE:ON:SVDæE: (start aligned with quatrefoil, NE ligated)

746* (1) De Wit lot 3185; bt Spink 1973. 1.15 g

Kl Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +LEFæINE:ON:SVDæE (start aligned with lis)

747* (1) BM; ex Clark lot 76; ex S.M. Spink 1906. BMC 175. 21.0 gr. (1.36 g)
748 (2) Cuming Museum, Southwark; ex R. and H.S. Cuming 1902. 1.43 g

SCBI 42, 1923.
749 (3) NCirc 106 (1998), no. 440; ex Patrick Finn List 11 (1997), 1.35 g

no. 98; ex NCirc 97 (1989), no. 1077; ex Doubleday lot 822;
ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton.

750 (4) Wheeler lot 172; ex Prevost lot 22; ex Sir John Evans; ex wnr (snicked)
Marsham-Townshend lot 255; ex Bergne lot 323.

Lm Obv. +hENRICVS RE: (bust C)
Rev. +LEFæINE:ON:SVDæER. (start aligned with quatrefoil)

751* (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1894. Brooke 1913, Pl. XVIII, 9; 19.1 gr. (1.24 g)
BMC 174. (snicked and

cracked)
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Mn Obv. +hEN[ ]CVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +LEFæINE:ON:SVDæV (start aligned with lis)

752 (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.36 g (snicked)
753 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2391. 1.23 g
754* (3) NCirc 113 (2005), no. HS1950; ex Pimprez hoard. 1.41 g

Mo Obv. As above.
Rev. +LEæINE:O[ ] (start aligned with lis)

755* (1) Glendining, 4 Nov. 1987, lot 33 (part); ex Beauvais hoard. 11.3 gr. (0.73 g) (cut
halfpenny)

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS:’
Rev. ‘�LEFPINE:ON:S.DPE:’

[756] Grantley lot 1275 (part); ex Rashleigh lot 462 (part); ex wnr
Watford hoard. Rashleigh 1849–50, 153.

Other references:
Watford hoard; Rashleigh 1849–50, 153 (‘�LEFPINE:ON:SVDPER:’). wnr
Four coins ex ‘Watford find; Milford Haven find; N. Heywood; Lincoln and wnr
Son’; Andrew 1901, 290; Besly 2007, no. 5 (‘ALFPINE:ON:SVDPER’).
P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; three coins ex Bournemouth hoard (three coins, one wnr
of them Carlyon-Britton lot 1938 (part)?); Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 103
(‘�LEFPINE:ON:SVDPER:’).

Two coins ex Bournemouth hoard; Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 103 wnr
(‘�LEFPINE:ON:SVDPER.’).
Two coins ex Bournemouth hoard; Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 103 wnr
(‘�LEFPINE:ON:SVDPER’).
Three coins ex Bournemouth hoard; Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 103 wnr
(‘�LEFPINE:ON:SVDPE’).
Two coins ex Bournemouth hoard; Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 103 wnr
(‘�LEFPINE:ON:SVDP:’).
Four coins ex Bournemouth hoard (one of them Carlyon-Britton lot 1407?); wnr
Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 103 (‘�LEPINE:ON:SVDPV’).
Drabble lot 972 (part) (‘LEFPINE:ON:SUDP’). wnr
Roth I lot 114 (‘�LEFPINE ON SVDPE’). wnr
Talbot Ready lot 240 (part) (‘LEFPINE ON S..ER’). wnr
Wills lot 384 (part) (‘LEFPINE [ON] SVDPER’). wnr
Wills lot 385 (part) (‘LEFPI[NE ON] SVDP’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), nos 30002–3 (‘CEPINE:ON:SVDPV’, two coins; no. 30002 wnr
‘fractured’).
NCirc 14 (1906), nos 30004–5 (‘LEFPINE:ON:SVDPER’, two coins). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 30006 (‘LEFPINE:ON:SVDP:’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 30007 (‘LEFPINE:ON:SVDPE:’). wnr (‘piece broken

away’)
NCirc 25 (1917), no. 57694 (‘�LEFPINE:ON:SVDPE’). wnr
NCirc 26 (1918), no. 67362; ex Walters I lot 69 (‘�hENRICVS R.’, wnr
‘�LEFPINE:[ON:SV]DPER:’).
NCirc 27 (1919), no. 70879; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1937 (part) wnr
(‘�LEFPINE:ON:SVTPV’).
NCirc 28 (1920), no. 85654 (‘LEFPINE:ON:SVDPER’). wnr
NCirc 29 (1921), no. 99567 (‘�LEFPINE:ON:SVDPER:’). wnr
NCirc 31 (1923), no. 25379 (‘�LEFPI[NE:ON]:SVDP’). wnr
NCirc 32 (1924), no. 33753 (‘LEFPINE:ON:SVDPER’). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), nos 38584–5 (‘LEFPINE:ON:SVDPER’, two coins). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38586 (‘SVDPE’). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38587 (‘SVDP’). wnr
NCirc 34 (1926), no. 54099 (‘�LEFPINE:ON:SVDPER.’). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77978; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton wnr
(‘LEFPINE ON SVDPER’).
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77979 (‘LEFPINE ON SVDPER’). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77980 (‘LEFPINE ON SVDPE’). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77981; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (‘LEFPINE ON SVDP’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 99106 (‘�LEFPINE:ON:SVDPE’). wnr
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NCirc 38 (1930), nos 99109–10 (‘�LEFPINE:ON:SVDPER:’, two coins). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 99111 (‘�LEFPINE:ON:SVDPER’). wnr
NCirc 39 (1931), no. 12027 (‘�LEFPINE:ON:SVDPER’). wnr (‘slight crack’:

snicked?)
NCirc 44 (1936), no. 52744 (‘LEFPINE’). wnr (‘slightly

cracked’: snicked?)
SCMB 336 (Jan.-April 1945), no. 5992 (‘LEFPINE:ON:SVDPE’). wnr
SCMB 342 (July 1946), no. 3510 (‘LEFPINE:ON:SVDEI’). wnr
SCMB 344 (Nov.-Dec. 1946), no. 4672 (‘LEPINE:ON:SVDPI’). wnr
NCirc 56 (1948), no. 2368, and no. 8811 (‘LEFPINE ON SVDPER’). wnr
NCirc 57 (1949), no. 12645 (‘LEFWINE ON SVTN’). wnr
SCMB 372 (May 1949), no. 7190; ex R. Carlyon-Britton wnr
(‘LEFPINE:ON:SVDPER’).
SCMB 394 (March 1951), no. 3507 (‘LEFPI[NE:ON]:SVDP:’). wnr
NCirc 63 (1955), no. 17468 (‘LEFPINE ON SVDPER’). wnr
NCirc 94 (1986), no. 7617 (‘LEFWINE ON SUTW’). wnr (chipped)

Uncertain moneyer

Other references:
Langford Brown lot 100 (part). wnr
NCirc 88 (1970), no. 1449 (‘......ON SVDPER’). wnr

Stamford

Godric

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R (bust C)
Rev. +GODRIC:ON:STaN (start aligned with quatrefoil)

757* (1) BM; bt Spink 1912; (?ex NCirc 14 (1906), no. 30008); ex 20.5 gr. (1.33 g)
Bournemouth hoard. BMC 178. (snicked)

758 (2) CLCC; ex Sir Francis Hill bequest 1974; ex W.C. Wells 1950. 1.39 g
SCBI 27, 1514.

759 (3) Stamford Town Council; ex A.F. Denning bequest 1943; (?ex 1.29 g
NCirc 25 (1917), no. 52799; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1408; ex 
Bournemouth hoard). SCBI 27, 1515.

Other reference:
NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11467 (‘GODRIC:ON STAN’). wnr

Herman

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +hERMaN:ON:STaN (start aligned with lis)

760* (1) CLCC; ex Sir Francis Hill bequest 1974; ex W.C. Wells 1950. 1.22 g
SCBI 27, 1517.

Leftein

Aa Obv. hENRICVS REX (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. +LEFTEIN:ON:STaN: (start aligned with quatrefoil; 2nd pellet 

in four-pellet form)
761* (1) CLCC; ex Sir Francis Hill bequest 1974; ex W.C. Wells 1950; 1.38 g (snicked)

(?ex NCirc 27 (1919), no. 74829); ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1409;
ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 27, 1519.

Ba Obv. +hENRICVS: (bust B)
Rev. As above.

762* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.27 g
763 (2) CLCC; ex Sir Francis Hill bequest 1974; ex W.C. Wells 1950; 1.15 g (snicked)

ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 27,
1518.
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Mor

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +MOR:ON:STaNFOR: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

764 (1) CLCC; ex Sir Francis Hill bequest 1974; ex W.C. Wells 1950; 0.84 g (two 
ex Rashleigh lot 463 (part); ex Watford hoard. Sharp 1869, fragments)
356, no. 6; SCBI 27, 1524.

765* (2) Worcester City Museum and Art Gallery. SCBI 17, 672. 0.93 g

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +M[ ]STaNFOR: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

766* (1) CLCC; ex Sir Francis Hill bequest 1974; ex W.C. Wells 1950; 1.38 g (snicked)
ex NCirc 28 (1920), no. 85655; ex Bournemouth hoard.
SCBI 27, 1520.

Bc Obv. As above.
Rev. +MOR:ON:STaNFOR: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

767* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.13 g (cracked)
768 (2) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.19 g
769 (3) CLCC; ex Sir Francis Hill bequest 1974; ex W.C. Wells 1950; 1.35 g (snicked)

ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 27,
1521.

770 (4) CLCC; ex Sir Francis Hill bequest 1974; ex W.C. Wells 1950; 1.31 g
?ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 27, 1522.

771 (5) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2401. 1.26 g (snicked)

Bd Obv. As above.
Rev. +MO[ ]ON:STaN[ ]OR (start aligned with lis)

772* (1) CLCC; ex Sir Francis Hill bequest 1974; ex Lockett lot 1084 1.28 g (snicked)
(part); ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1938 (part); ex Bournemouth 
hoard. SCBI 27, 1523.

773 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2400. 1.28 g (chipped)

[774] CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2402 (missing in 2008). 1.04 g (condition
unknown)

Sudbury

Osbern

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS RE: (bust B)
Rev. +OSBERN:ON:SVTB: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

775* (1) BM; bt executors of F. Elmore Jones 1985; ex Carr lot 142; 1.26 g
ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1410; ex Murdoch lot 231.

776 (2) FM; ex Dr W.J. Conte; bt Baldwin 1994. 1.33 g (chipped)

Ba Obv. +hENRICVS RE: (bust C)
Rev. As above.

777* (1) Lockett lot 2935; ex Grantley lot 1276; ex Lawrence I lot 105. ‘20 grs.’ (c.1.30 g)
Andrew 1901, 414.

Tamworth

Hermer

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +hERMER:ON:TaME: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

778* (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1894. BMC 179. 18.7 gr. (1.21 g)
(chipped)

779 (2) Tamworth Castle Museum; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1411; 1.15 g
ex NCirc 5 (1897), no. 37325; ex Peace lot 64. SCBI 17, 673.

780 (3) D. Harpin; bt Studio Coins; ex NCirc 89 (1981), no. 5374 0.84 g (flaking from
(‘GHAMAN ON HAMT’); ex SCMB 728 (April 1979), surface of reverse)
no. E147, and SCMB 735 (Nov. 1979), no. E533 
(‘[G]hAh[AN:O]N:hAMT’).
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Taunton

Elfric

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +ELFRIC:ON:TaNTV (start aligned with lis)

781* (1) BM; ex P. Thorburn 1936. 1.39 g (snicked)
782 (2) BM; ex Lockett lot 2936 (?ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex 1.33 g (snicked)

Bournemouth hoard).
783 (3) FM; ex Dr W.J. Conte; bt Spink 1990; ex NCirc 97 (1989), 1.35 g

no. 1078; ex Doubleday lot 833; (?ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton;
ex Bournemouth hoard).

784 (4) NCirc List [55] (1947), no. 46553; (?ex NCirc 38 (1930), no. 9 wnr (snicked)
9113, NCirc List [51] (1943), no. 21095, and NCirc List [53] 
(1945), no. 31371); ex Huth lot 295; (?ex P.W.P. Carlyon-
Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard).

785 (5) SCMB 711 (Nov. 1977), no. E1168; ex Drabble lot 670; ex wnr (snicked)
Parsons I lot 294; ex NCirc 25 (1917), no. 52800; ex Carlyon-
Britton lot 1412; ?ex Bournemouth hoard.

786 (6) NCirc 100 (1992), no. 2568 and NCirc 103 (1995), no. 114; ex 1.37 g (snicked)
Elmore Jones lot 1083; ex Wills lot 386; (?ex P.W.P. Carlyon-
Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard).

Ab Obv. As above.
Rev. [ ]RIC:ON:TaN[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil)

787* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2403. 1.25 g (snicked)

Other references:
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 30009 (‘ELPRIC:ON:TANTV’). wnr
NCirc 19 (1911), no. 82063 (‘ELPR[IC]ON TANTV’). wnr
NCirc 28 (1920), no. 85658, and NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38588 wnr
(‘ELFRIC:ON:TANTV’).
NCirc 34 (1926), no. 51163 (‘�ELFRIC:ON[:TAN]TV’). wnr
NCirc 35 (1927), no. 73900 (‘ELFRIC ON TANTV’). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77982; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (‘ELFRIC ON TANTV’). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77982a (‘ELFRIC ON TANTV’) wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 96545, and NCirc 42 (1934), no. 35458; ex P.W.P. Carlyon- wnr
Britton (‘�ÆLFRI[C] ON TANTV’).
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 99112 (‘�ELFRIC:ON:T[ANT]V’). wnr
NCirc 44 (1936), no. 52745 (‘ELFRIC ON T[AN]TV’). wnr
NCirc 47 (1939), no. 83520 (‘ELFRIC ON [TAN]TV’). wnr

Thetford

Acus obv. A � Alfward obv. A � Aschetil obv. A; Acus obv.
C � Alfric obv. A; Aschetil obv. C � Norman obv. B.

Acus

Aa Obv. hENRICVS RE (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. +aCVS:ON:TETFOR: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

788* (1) CNG Triton VII, 13 Jan. 2004, lot 1263; ex Garrett lot 774; 1.50 g
ex J. Desser; ex J. W. Garrett 1942, bt Spink 1926; ex NCirc 27 
(1919), no. 70880; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1940 (part); ex 
Bournemouth hoard. Carson 1949, 229, no. 22; SCBI 30, 762.

Ba Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. As above.

789* (1) BM; ex W.A. Brooke bequest 1944; (?ex NCirc 36 (1928), no. 1.36 g (snicked)
77983; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard).
N. Carson 1949, 229, no. 21.

790 (2) Found St Yrrup, Nottinghamshire, 1993. Coin Register 1993, 1.34 g
no. 248.
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791 (3) Dr D. Rogers; bt 1992. 0.69 g (cut half-
penny)

Cb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +aCVS[ ]N:TETFORD (start aligned with quatrefoil)

792* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.29 g (cracked and
chipped)

793 (2) Doubleday lot 841; (?ex NCirc 38 (1930), no. 99115); ex 19.6 gr. (1.27 g)
Carlyon-Britton lot 1413 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard. (snicked)

Other references:
B. Nottingham. Carson 1949, 229, no. 23. wnr
Wills lot 387 (part) (‘ACVS O[N T]ET’). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38589 (‘AEVS:ON:TETFORD’). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38590. wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 96546 (‘�ACVS(?) ON TET’). wnr

Ailnot

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +aILNOT:ON:TETF: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

794* (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1912; (?ex NCirc 14 (1906), 19.7 gr. (1.28 g)
no. 30010); ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC 180; Carson 1949, (snicked)
229, no. 24.

795 (2) P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carson 1949, wnr
230, no. 25.

Other references:
NCirc 28 (1920), no. 85657 (‘AILNOT:ON:TETF’). wnr
NCirc 29 (1921), no. 98568 (‘�AILNOT:ON:TETF:’). wnr
NCirc List [52] (1944), no. 24123 (�HENRIC:..’, ‘�AILNOT:ON TETF’). wnr
NCirc List [53] (1945), no. 31372 (‘�AILNOT:ON:TETF:’). wnr
NCirc 56 (1948), no. 8813 (‘AILNOT ON TE[TF]’). wnr
NCirc 75 (1967), no. 375 (‘AILNOT:ON:TETF’). wnr (snicked)

Alfric

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +a[ ]RIC:ON:TETFOR (start aligned with quatrefoil)

796* (1) Spink auction 25 Nov. 2004, lot 5; ex NCirc 92 (1984), no. 1.14 g (snicked)
2845 and NCirc 93 (1985), no. 7969; ex R.P. Mack; ex Parsons 
II lot 248 (part); ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1939 (part); ex 
Bournemouth hoard. Carson 1949, 229, no. 25; SCBI 20, 1561.

797 (2) D. Walker; bt M. Vosper 2007. 1.26 g (snicked)

Alfward

Aa Obv. hENRICVS RE (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. +aLFWaRD:ON:TETF: (start aligned with lis)

798* (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1904; ?ex Bournemouth hoard. 20.8 gr. (1.35 g)
BMC 181; Carson 1949, 229, no. 26. (snicked)

799 (2) BM; ex W.A. Brooke bequest 1944. 1.48 g (snicked)
800 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2404. 1.28 g (snicked)
801 (4) Reading Museum and Art Gallery. SCBI 11, 216. 1.41 g (snicked)
802 (5) Doubleday lot 842; ?ex NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38591; ex 17.4 gr. (1.13 g)

Carlyon-Britton lot 1413 (part); ?ex NCirc 17 (1909), no.
70015; ?ex Watford hoard.

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +aLFæaR[ ]ET: (start aligned with lis; four-pellet stop)

803* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2405. 1.38 g
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Mint/ Dies Description Weight (g/gr.)
moneyer

Aschetil

Aa Obv. hENRICVS RE (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. +aSChE[ ]N:TET: (start aligned with lis)

804* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.11 g (snicked)

Bb Obv. [ ]NRIC[ ]RE: (bust B)
Rev. +aSChE[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil)

805* (1) D. Walker; bt P. Hewett 2008. wnr (chipped) 

Cc Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +aSChET[ ]:ON:TET: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

806* (1) FM; ex Dr W.J. Conte; ex Spink Coin Auction 90, 16 March 1.37 g
1992, lot 318; ex Christies, 29 April 1975, lot 242; (?ex Wills 
lot 387 (part); ex NCirc 28 (1920), no. 85656, NCirc 33 (1925),
no. 38592, and NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77984); ex P.W.P. Carlyon-
Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carson 1949, 230, no. 27.

807 (2) Mark Rasmussen list 10 (Summer 2006), no. 53; ex Pimprez 1.38 g (snicked and
hoard. cracked)

Burchart (unconfirmed moneyer)

Rev. ‘[BVR]CHART’
[808] Wills lot 387 (part). wnr

Folch(a)rt

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +FOLChRT:ON:TETF: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

809* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.24 g (snicked)
810 (2) NCirc 27 (1919), no. 70882; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1940 (part); wnr

ex Bournemouth hoard. Carson 1949, 230, no. 28.

Godwine

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +GODæINE:ON:TETFO (start aligned with lis)

811 (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1894. BMC 182; Carson 1949, 18.3 gr. (1.19 g)
230, no. 29. (snicked)

812* (2) BM; ex W.A. Brooke bequest 1944; ex P.W.P. Carlyon- 1.34 g
Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard.

813 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2406. 0.64 g (cut half-
penny)

814 (4) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2407. 1.24 g (broken into
four pieces; piece
missing)

815 (5) Norwich Castle Museum; bt Baldwin 1955. SCBI 26, 1430. 1.41 g
816 (6) Carlyon-Britton lot 1414; ex Bournemouth hoard. wnr (snicked)
817 (7) NCirc 77 (1969), no. 4567; ex W.J.C. Youde. wnr
818 (8) D. Walker; ex Glendining 23 April 1991, lot 335. 1.12 g

Other references:
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 30011, and NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38510 wnr
(‘[GO]DPINE:ON:TE..’).
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77985 (‘[GO]DPINE ON TET’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 99114 (‘�GODPINE:ON:TET[FO]’). wnr
NCirc 45 (1937), no. 60318, and NCirc 47 (1939), no. 83521 wnr
(‘[GO]DPINE:ON:TET’).
NCirc List [51] (1943), no. 21096 (‘�GODPINE:ON:TET’). wnr
SCMB 338 (1945), no. N1488; ex S.R. Naish (‘GODPINE ON TETF’). wnr
NCirc 56 (1948), no. 8812 (‘[GO]DINE ON TE[TFO]’). wnr
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Norman

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +NORMaN:ON:TETF (start aligned with lis)

819* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2408. 1.00 g (snicked)

Ba Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. As above.

820* (1) BM; ex W.A. Brooke bequest 1944; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1.37 g
1415; ex Bournemouth hoard; ?NCirc 32 (1924), no. 28987
(‘�NORMAN:ON:TETE’)). Carson 1949, 230, no. 30.

821 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2409. 1.15 g (snicked)
822 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2410. 1.27 g (snicked)
823 (4) Doubleday lot 843. 11.6 gr. (0.75 g)

(fragment, snicked)
824 (5) CNG 36, 5 Dec. 1995, lot 1475. 1.37 g (snicked)
825 (6) Spink sale, 6–7 October 2004, lot 414; ex Pimprez hoard. 1.39 g

Uncertain moneyer

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘�------:ON:TE--’

[826] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 104.

Other references:
Lawrence II lot 339 (part). wnr
NCirc 32 (1924), no. 28988 (‘Mint scarcely legible.’) wnr

Twynham (Christchurch)

Tovi

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +TOVI:ON:TVEhaM: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

827* (1) BM; bt Spink 1912; (?ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton); ex 21.2 gr. (1.37 g)
Bournemouth hoard. BMC 183. (snicked and

cracked)
828 (2) Reading Museum and Art Gallery; ex NCirc List [53] (1945), 1.37 g

no. 31363; ex Drabble lot 969; ex ‘Druitt’; ex Carlyon-Britton 
lot 1941 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 11, 212.

829 (3) Doubleday lot 657; (?ex NCirc List [52] (1944), no. 26141); ex 21.5 gr. (1.39 g)
Grantley lot 1277; (?ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex (snicked)
Bournemouth hoard).

830 (4) Stack lot 660; ex R.P. Mack; ex Lockett lot 1085; (?ex NCirc 1.39 g
36 (1928), no. 77986); ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1416. ex 
Bournemouth hoard. BMC, Pl. XLVI, 9; SCBI 20, 1552.

Ba Obv. [ ]NRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. As above.

831* (1) NCirc 95 (1987), no. 6403 and NCirc 96 (1988), no. 1172; ex 1.30 g (snicked)
Elmore Jones lot 1370; ex Wills lot 388; ?ex Bournemouth 
hoard.

Obv. ‘�h[ENR]ICVS R:’
Rev. ‘�TOVI:ON:TVE[hA]M:’

[832] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 104.

Obv. [�hENRICV]S R:’
Rev. ‘�[TOV]I:[ON:TVEhA]M:’

[833] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 104.
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Other references:
Reynolds II, lot 40 (‘[TOVI]:ON:TVEhAM’). wnr
NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11468 (‘[TOVI:ON:TVEhAM]’). wnr
NCirc 27 (1919), no. 74831 (‘�TOVI:ON:TVEhAM:’). wnr
NCirc 29 (1921), no. 92799, and NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38594 wnr
(‘�TOVI:ON:TVEhAM’).
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 96547 (‘�TOVI ON TV[Eh]AM’). wnr
NCirc 40 (1932), no. 16900d (‘�TOVI:ON:TV[Eh]AM:’). wnr
NCirc List [52] (1944), no. 24528 (‘TOVI ON TVEHAM’). wnr
NCirc List [53] (1945), no. 31367 (‘�TOVI ON TVEHAM’). wnr

Uncertain moneyer: Tovi?

Aa Obv. +hE[ ] (bust B)
Rev. [ ]TVENhaM: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

834* (1) Found Thames Exchange, 1989. Coin Register 1988, no. 219. 0.58 g (cut half-
penny)

Wallingford

Godwine

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R (bust C)
Rev. +GODæINE:ON:æaLI: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

835* (1) Ashmolean Museum; ex SCMB 478 (March 1958), no. 9283; 1.16 g
(?ex NCirc 25 (1917), no. 52801; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1417;
ex Bournemouth hoard). SCBI 12, 235.

836 (2) M. Lessen; ex The Numismatic Review and Coin Galleries  21.5 gr. (1.39 g)
Fixed Price List, vol. VI no. 1 (1965), no. A222; (?ex 
A.E. Barnes; ex Walters II lot 118 (part)).

Rodberd

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +RODBERD:ON:æaLLE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

837* (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1904. Brooke 1913, Pl. XVIII, 8; 20.7 gr. (1.34 g)
BMC 184. (snicked) 

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +RODBERD:ON:æaLI: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

838 (1) Hampshire County Museum Service; ex Carlyon-Britton lot wnr (snicked)
1941 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 42, 1924.

839* (2) Mack II lot 260; ex Taffs lot 131 (part); ex Bournemouth 1.39 g
hoard. Taffs 1949–51, no. 11; SCBI 20, 1562.

Bc Obv. As above.
Rev. +RODBERT:ON:WaLI: (start aligned with lis; last stop in 

four-pellet form)
840* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2411. 1.37 g

Wareham

Derlig

Aa Obv. hENRICV[ ]EX (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. +DERLIG:ON:WaR[ ]M (start aligned with lis)

841* (1) D. Walker; ex Bonhams, 15 Oct. 2008, lot 169; ex 1.39 g
Bournemouth hoard. Dolley 1949–51, no. 4.

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +DERLIG:ON:æaRha: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

842* (1) FM; ex Dr W.J. Conte; bt Baldwin 1992; ex Drabble lot 671; 1.33 g
ex NCirc 25 (1917), no. 52802; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1418;

ex Bournemouth hoard.
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843 (2) Spink sale, 6–7 October 2004, lot 415; ex Pimprez hoard. 1.11 g

Turstan

Aa Obv. hENRICVS REX (bust A, crown 3)
Rev. +TVRST[ ]:ON:WaRh/ (start aligned with lis)

844 (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 0.66 g (cut half-
penny, snicked and
chipped)

845* (2 Wills lot 389 (part); ex NCirc 28 (1920), no. 85659, NCirc wnr (cracked)
29 (1921), no. 98569, NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38596, NCirc 36 
(1928), no. 77988, NCirc 38 (1930), no. 96549, and NCirc 44 
(1936), no. 52746; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth 
hoard.

Bb Obv. +[ ]R: (bust B)
Rev. +TVR[ ]ON:æaRh: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

846* (1) BM; ex J. Pierpont Morgan 1915; ex Sir John Evans; 19.6 gr. (1.26 g)
‘purchased by Sir John Evans in Rome in 1890’. BMC 184A. (snicked)

Cc Obv. Inscription off flan (bust B)
Rev. +TVRS[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil)

847* (1) Dr D. Rogers; found Thames Exchange 1990. 0.32 g (fragment of
cut halfpenny)

Warwick

Essuwi obv. A � Godwine obv. B.

Edredus

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +EDREDVS:ON:æaRæ: (start aligned with lis)

848* (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1904; ?ex Bournemouth hoard. 21.2 gr. (1.37 g)
BMC 185; Ebsworth 1965, 84, no. 2.

849 (2) Ashmolean Museum; ex NCirc 60 (1952), no. 12136 (?and 1.36 g
NCirc 57 (1949), no. 11869); ex W.A. Mayne; ex Carlyon-
Britton lot 1419; ex Bournemouth hoard. Ebsworth 1965,
84, no. 1; SCBI 12, 236.

850 (3) County of Warwick Museum; ex B.W. Hunt 1961; bt Spink 1.19 g
1960; (?ex Wills lot 389 (part)); (?ex NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38597,
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77989, NCirc 38 (1930), no. 96550,
NCirc 42 (1934), no. 35459, and NCirc 44 (1936), no. 52747).
Ebsworth 1965, 84, no. 3; SCBI 17, 674.

851 (4) Glendining, 4 Nov. 1987, lot 33 (part); ex Beauvais hoard. 8.2 gr. (0.53 g) (cut
halfpenny)

Rev. ‘EDRE[DVS] ON PAR[P]’
[852] SCMB 594 (Feb. 1968), no. H1768. wnr

Essuwi

Aa Obv. +hENRIC.REX (bust A, crown 2)
Rev. +ESSVWI:[ ]:WaR: (start aligned with lis)

853* (1) BM; ex Lockett lot 2937; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1942 (part); 1.35 g (snicked)
ex Bournemouth hoard. Ebsworth 1965, 84, no. 4.

854 (2) Lewes Museum; ex Lowestoft hoard (McDowall 1905, no. 4). 1.05 g (two
SCBI 42, 1925. fragments)
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Mint/ Dies Description Weight (g/gr.)
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Godwine

Aa Obv. hENRICVS[ ] (bust A, crown 4; no inner circle)
Rev. +GODæINE:ON:æaRæI (start aligned with lis)

855* (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1904. BMC 186; Ebsworth 1965, 21.2 gr. (1.37 g)
84, no. 6. (snicked) 

Ba Obv. +hENRIC.REX (bust A, crown 2)
Rev. As above.

856* (1) County of Warwick Museum; ex Lockett lot 3916; ex 1.32 g
Carlyon-Britton lot 1942 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard.
Ebsworth 1965, 84, no. 5; SCBI 17, 675.

Watchet

Elwine

Aa Obv. +hEN[ ]CVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +ELæ[ ]NE:ON:æECETI (start aligned with lis)

857* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. Blackburn 1974, no. 41 (a); Coin 1.27 g (snicked and
Hoards 1 (1975), Fig. 19, no. 19. chipped)

858 (2) NCirc 29 (1921), no. 90945; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex wnr
Bournemouth hoard. Blackburn 1974, no. 41 (b).

Wilton

Ailwart/Ailward

Aa Obv. +hENR[ ]VS R: (bust B)
Rev. +aILWaRT:ON:[ ][T?] (start aligned with quatrefoil)

859* (1) BM; bt executors of F. Elmore Jones 1985; (?ex P.W.P. 1.21 g
Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 
1927–28, 106.)

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +aILæaRD:ON:æILTV: (start aligned with lis)

860* (1) Spink sale, 6–7 October 2004, lot 416; ex Pimprez hoard. 1.17 g

Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Cc Rev. +aILæa[ ]D:ON:æILTV: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

861* (1) P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (?Carlyon-Britton lot 1420); ex wnr
Bournemouth hoard.

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R’
Rev. ‘�AILPARD.:.ON:PILTV.:.’

[862] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 105.

Dd Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +aILæaRD:ON:æILT: (start aligned with quatrefoil; 1st and 

3rd stops in four-pellet form)
863 (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1904. BMC 187. 20.8 gr. (1.35 g)

(snicked)
864 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2412. 1.35 g
865 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2413. 1.38 g (snicked)
866* (4) FM; ex Dr W.J. Conte; bt Baldwin 1992; (?ex Carlyon-Britton 1.35 g

lot 1931 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard).

Ed Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. As above

867* (1) Spink 1912. wnr

Fe Obv. +hENRICVS: (bust C)
Rev. +aILæaRD:ON:æILT: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

868* (1) BM; bt executors of F. Elmore Jones 1985. 1.31 g (snicked)
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869 (2) NCirc 115 (2007), no. HS3219; ex W.N. Clarke; ex NCirc 109 1.34 g
(2001), no. HS0885 and NCirc 112 (2004), no. HS1506; ex 
Spink Coin Auction 150, 14 March 2001, lot 1066; ex Mack 
III lot 184; ex NCirc 93 (1985), no. 8716, and NCirc 94 (1986),
no. 3271; ex Taffs lot 131 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard. Taffs 
1949–51, no. 12; SCBI 20, 1563.

870 (3) NCirc 98 (1990), no. 216 and NCirc 100 (1992), no. 6577; ex 0.91 g
Michael Trenerry list May/June 1989, no. F102; ex P.W.P.
Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard.

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS:’
Rev. ‘�AILPARD:ON:[PILT]’

[871] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 105.

Obv. ‘�[hEN]RICVS:’
Rev. ‘[�]AILPARD:ON:PIL[T]’

[872] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 105.

Obv. ‘..ENR...S’
Rev. ‘�AILPA.RD:...’

[873] Bournemouth hoard. Dolley 1949–51, no. 6. 21.6 gr. (1.40 g)
(condition
unknown)

Other references:
Wills lot 390 (part) (‘AILPARD ON PILT’). wnr
NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11469 (‘AILPARD.:.ON:PILT:’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), nos 30012–14 (three coins) (‘AILPARD:ON:PIL’). wnr
NCirc 28 (1920), no. 85660, and NCirc 29 (1921), no. 98570 wnr
(‘AILPARD:ON:PILTV’).
NCirc 32 (1924), no. 27341 (‘�AILPARD:ON:PINCES’ [sic]). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), nos 38598–9 (‘AILPARD ON PILT’, two coins). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77990; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (‘AILPARD ON PILT’). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), nos 77991–2 (‘AILPARD ON PILT’, two coins). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 99116 (‘�AILPARD:ON:PILTV’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 99117 (‘�AILPARD:ON:PIL..’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 99118 (‘�AILPARD.:.ON:PILT’). wnr
NCirc 39 (1931), no. 12028 (‘�AILPARD.:.ON:PILIT’). wnr
NCirc List [51] (1943), no. 21097 (‘�AILPARD:ON PILT’). wnr
NCirc List [53] (1945), no. 31373 (‘�AILPARD:ON:PILT’). wnr
SCMB 337 (May-Aug. 1945), no. 7353 (‘AILPARD:ON:PILTV’). wnr
SCMB 342 (July 1946), no. 3511 (‘AILPARD:ON:PILT’). wnr
NCirc 57 (1949), no. 17496 (‘[AILWA]RD ON PILT’). wnr
SCMB 413 (Oct. 1952), no. 9618 (‘AILPARD:ON:PILTV:’). wnr

Ricard

Aa Obv. +hEN[ ]CVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +RICaRD:ON:æILTV[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil)

874* (1) BM; ex Walters I lot 70; ex Allen lot 376 (part). BMC 188. 14.1 gr. (0.91 g)
(cracked and
chipped)

Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R (bust C)
Rev. +RICaRD:ON:æILTV (start aligned with lis)

875* (1) D. Walker; bt Senior 2005; ex NCirc 98 (1990), no. 5191; 1.36 g (snicked)
ex Doubleday lot 859; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex 
Bournemouth hoard.

Rev. ‘RICARD:O[N:SAFTE]’ wnr (‘Broken and
repaired’)

[876] NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38576.

HENRY I TYPE 14 159
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Other references:
Wills lot 389 (part) (‘RICARD ON PILTV’). wnr
NCirc 27 (1919), no. 74832 (‘�RICARD:ON:PILTV:’). wnr
NCirc 31 (1923), no. 25380 (‘�RICARD:ON:PILTV’). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38600 (‘RICARD:ON:PILTV’). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77993; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (‘RICARD ON PILTV’). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77994 (‘RICARD ON PILTV’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 99119 (‘�RICARD:ON:PILTV’). wnr
NCirc 44 (1936), no. 52748 (‘RICARD’). wnr
NCirc 47 (1939), no. 83522 (‘RICARD ON PILTV’). wnr

Uncertain moneyer

Obv. ‘�hENRI (double struck)’
Rev. ‘ D:ON:PILTV’

[877] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 105; ?NCirc 14 (1906), no. 30015, NCirc 23 
(1915), no. 34451, and NCirc 45 (1937), no. 60319.

Other reference:
NCirc 18 (1910), no. 72493 (‘......ON:PILT:’). wnr

Winchester

(H)engel(g)ram obv. C � Stigant obv. B; (H)engel(g)ram obv.
D � uncertain moneyer obv. A; Lefwine/Leowine obv. B � Saiet obv. C.

Alfric (unconfirmed moneyer)

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R’
Rev. ‘�ALFR[I]C ON PIN’

[878] J. Verity. Andrew 1901, 465; Harvey no. 2231a. wnr

(H)engel(g)ram

Aa Obv. hENRICVS RE: (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. +ENGELGRaM:ON:æIN: (start aligned with quatrefoil;

3rd stop in four-pellet form) 
879* (1) BM; bt Spink 1912; (?NCirc 14 (1906), no. 30017); ex P.W.P. 1.38 g

Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC 189; Harvey 
no. 2232a.

880 (2) Winchester City Museums; bt Spink 1955; ex Watford hoard. 1.36 g
SCBI 42, 1926; Harvey no. 2232b.

Ab Obv. As above.
Rev. +hENGELRaM:[ ]:æIN (start aligned with lis)

881* (1) SCMB 763 (March 1982), no. E224; (?ex P.W.P. Carlyon- wnr (snicked)
Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard). Harvey no. 2233a.

Bc Obv. [ ]ENRICVS.R[ ]X (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. +hENG[ ]GRAM:[ ]æIN (start aligned with lis)

882 (1) Carlyon-Britton lot 1943 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard. wnr
883* (2) Spink Coin Auction 128, 7 Oct. 1998, lot 331; ex SCMB 589 wnr

(Sept. 1967), no. H1423; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1421; ex 
Bournemouth hoard. Harvey no. 2233a.

Cd Obv. +hENR[ ]VS REX (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. +hENGELRaM:ON.æINCE. (start aligned with lis)

884* (1) BM; ex R. Sutton; found Hough-on-the-Hill, Lincolnshire, 1.42 g (snicked)
1964. Harvey no. 2235a.
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Dd Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. As above.

885* (1) Lord Stewartby; ex N.J. Ebsworth; ex H.G.C. Day; ?ex 1.40 g
Drabble lot 673 (part); (?ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex 
Bournemouth hoard). Harvey no. 2236a.

Other reference:
NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11470 (‘hENGELRAM:ON:PIN’). wnr

Godricus

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +GOD[ ]CVS:ON:æINEE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

886* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. Harvey no. 2237b. 1.26 g
887 (2) NCirc 97 (1989), no. 1079; ex Doubleday lot 876; (?ex 1.35 g

SCMB 336 (Jan.-April 1945), no. 5993); ex Grantley lot 1278 
(part); (?ex Talbot Ready lot 240 (part)); ex Murdoch lot 232;
ex Bournemouth hoard. Harvey no. 2237a.

Bb Obv. +HENRICV[ ]R: (bust C)
Rev. +GODRICV[ ]ON:æIN: (start aligned with lis)

888 (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2426. Harvey no. 2237Aa. 1.25 g (snicked)
889* (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2427. Harvey no. 2237Ab. 1.27 g (snicked)
890 (3) S&B’s Coin & Medal Bulletin 18 (May/June 1994), no. E85. wnr

Harvey no. 2237Ac.

Lefwine/Leowine

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS REX (bust A, crown 1)
Rev. +LEæINE:ON:æINCES: (start aligned with lis)

891* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2414; Harvey no. 2238b. 1.20 g
892 (2) P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. wnr
893 (3) Michael Trenerry list Jan./Feb. 1985, no. W16; ex Elmore 1.36 g

Jones lot 1371; (?ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth 
hoard). Harvey no. 2238a

894 (4) SCMB 744 (Aug. 1980), no. E373 and SCMB 750 (Feb. 1981), wnr
no. E35 (?ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard).
Harvey no. 2238c.

Obv. ‘hENRICVS REX’
Rev. ‘�LEPINE:ON:PINCES’

[895] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 105.

Ba Obv. hENRICVS:REX: (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. As above.

896 (1) BM; bt Rollin and Feuardent 1902; ex Bournemouth hoard. 1.37 g (snicked)
BMC 191; Harvey no. 2239a.

897* (2) D. Walker; bt T. Owen 2005. wnr

Obv. ‘hENRICVS REX’
Rev. ‘..LPINE:ON:PI...’

[898] Rashleigh lot 476 (part); ex Watford hoard. Rashleigh 1 wnr
849–50, 153.

Obv. ‘hENRI[CV]S REX:’
Rev. ‘[�LEFPIN?]E:ON:PINC:’

[899] Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 105. wnr

Cb Obv. +h[ ]RICVS R (bust B)
Rev. +LEOæINE:ON:æINCES (start aligned with quatrefoil)

900* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. Harvey no. 2240a. 1.31 g
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Mint/ Dies Description Weight (g/gr.)
moneyer

Db Obv. +hENRICVS[ ] (bust B)
Rev. As above.

901 (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2415; Harvey no. 2241a. 0.61 g (cut half-
penny)

902* (2) SCMB 720 (Aug. 1978), no. E415 (?ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; wnr
ex Bournemouth hoard). Harvey no. 2241b.

Ec Obv. +hENRICVS: (bust B)
Rev. +LEFæINE.ON:æINCE: (start aligned with lis)

903* (1) BM; bt Spink 1910; (?ex NCirc 17 (1909), no. 70018); ex 1.41 g
Rashleigh lot 475; ex Watford hoard. BMC 190; Harvey 
no. 2242a.

904 (2) NCirc 94 (1986), no. 1916; ex R.P. Mack; bt Seaby 1954. 1.34 g
SCBI 20, 1564; Harvey no. 2242b.

Fd Obv. +hEN[ ]: (bust B)
Rev. +L[ ]ON:æI[ ] (start aligned with lis)

905* (1) Ashmolean Museum; ex Lawrence II lot 338; ?ex 1.36 g (snicked)
Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 12, 237; Harvey no. 2243a.

Ge Obv. +hENRICVS: (bust B)
Rev. +LEFæINE:ON:æINCES: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

906 (1) Winchester City Museums; bt Spink 1920; ?ex Bournemouth 1.30 g
hoard. SCBI 42, 1927; Harvey no. 2244a.

907* (2) Carlyon-Britton lot 1422; ex Bournemouth hoard. Harvey wnr
no. 2244b.

908 (3) National Museum of Wales; ex Boyd lot 890; ex Milford 1.38 g (snicked and
Haven hoard. Andrew 1901, 471; Besly 2007, no. 3. chipped)

Hf Obv. +hENRIC[ ]S (bust B)
Rev. +LE[ ]INE:ON:æINC: (start aligned with lis)

909* (1) Royal Coin Cabinet, Stockholm; ex Glendining, 4 Nov. 1987, 1.34 g
lot 31; ex Beauvais hoard. SCBI 54B, 1340; Harvey no. 2245a.

Jg Obv. +hENRICVS R (bust B)
Rev. +LEFæINE:ON:[ ]NCES: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

910* (1) NCirc 112 (2004), no. HS1880; ex Pimprez hoard. Harvey 1.36 g
no. 2246a.

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS’
Rev. ‘�LEFPINE:ON:PINCES:’

[911] Rashleigh lot 476 (part); ex Watford hoard. Rashleigh wnr
1849–50, 153.

Obv. ‘hENRICVS’
Rev. ‘[�L]EFPINE:ON:P---’ (NE ligated)

[912] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 105.

Obv. ‘hENRICVS’
Rev. ‘------E:ON:P-NC:’

[913] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 105.

Obv. ‘hENRICVS’
Rev. ‘�LEPINVS[:ON:PIN]CE’

[914] Drabble lot 673 (part) (‘LEPINVS.......NCE’); ex P.W.P. wnr
Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 
1927–28, 105.

Other references:
Drabble lot 972 (part) (‘LEPINE:ON:PINCES’). wnr
Lawrence II lot 338 (part) (‘-LE-:ON:PIN’). wnr
Walters II lot 118 (part) (‘�LEFPINE:ON:Winchester?’). wnr
Wills lot 390 (part) (‘- - LEPINE ON PINCES’). wnr
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Other references cont.
NCirc 14 (1906), nos 30018–19 (‘LEFPINE:ON PINCES:’, two coins). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38602 (‘LEPINE ON PINCES’). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38603 (‘PINC’). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77996 (‘LEPINE ON PINCES’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 99121 (‘�LEPINE.ON.PINCES’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 99125 (‘�[LEFPI]NE:ON:PIN.’). wnr
NCirc 44 (1936), no. 52749 (‘[L]EFPINE’). wnr
SCMB 390 (Nov. 1950), no. 8117 (‘LEFPIN:ON:PINCE:’). wnr
SCMB 456 (May 1956), no. BL6; ex G.R. Blake (‘LEEPINE:ON:PINCES:’). wnr
NCirc 93 (1985), no. 143 (‘LEPIN...N.PINCES’). wnr (snicked)

Saiet

Aa Obv. :hENRICVS RE: (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. +SaIET:ON:W[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil; four-pellet 

stops)
915* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. Harvey no. 2247a. 1.35 g (snicked)

Bb Obv. +h[ ]VS[ ]EX: (bust A, crown uncertain) 
Rev. [ ]SaIET[ ]N[:?]æIN[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil)

916* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. Harvey no. 2248a. 1.30 g

Cc Obv. hENRICVS:REX: (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. [ ]ET:ON:WIN[ ] (start aligned with lis?)

917* (1) Mark Rasmussen list 9 (Spring 2005), no. 37; ex Spink sale, 1.42 g
6–7 October 2004, lot 417; ex Pimprez hoard. Harvey 
no. 2249a.

Obv. ‘�hENRIC...’
‘�SA... .N PIN.’

[918] W.S. Lincoln & Son. Andrew 1901, 469. wnr

Rev. ‘[�]SAIET(?):ON:W’
[919] Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 106. wnr

Stigant

Aa Obv. hENRICVS:REX. (bust A, crown 4; 1st stop in four-pellet form)
Rev. +STIGaNT:ON:WINC. (start aligned with quatrefoil; 1st stop 

in four-pellet form)
920* (1) BM; bt Spink 1912; (?ex NCirc 14 (1906), no. 30020); ex 1.33 g

Bournemouth hoard. BMC 193; Harvey no. 2250b.
921 (2) BM; bt Spink 1912; (?ex NCirc 14 (1906), no. 30021); ex 1.38 g

Bournemouth hoard. BMC 194; Harvey no. 2250c.
922 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2416; Harvey no. 2250a. 1.36 g
923 (4) P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. wnr
924 (5) Found near Wootton Bassett, Wiltshire, 1986. Harvey wnr

no. 2250d.

Obv. ‘hENRICVS.:.REX’
Rev. ‘�STIGANT.:.ON:WINC’

[925] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 106.

Bb Obv. +hENR[ ]VS REX (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. [ ]GaNT:ON[ ] (start aligned with lis?)

926* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2417. Harvey no. 2251a. 1.31 g

Obv. ‘hENRICVS REX.:.’
Rev. ‘�STIGANT.:.ON:WINC’

[927] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 106.
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Cc Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
Rev. +STIGaNT:ON:æINCE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

928 (1) BM; ex B.C. Roberts 1810; ex Tyssen (lot 1022, part?). BMC 1.18 g (chipped)
192; Harvey no. 2252a.

929* (2) Winchester City Museums; ex Lockett lot 1086; ex Drabble 1.35 g
lot 672; ex Dr D.A. Coles; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1421 (part);
?ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 42, 1928; Harvey no. 2252b.

930 (3) SCMB 708 (Aug. 1977), no. E957; (?ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; wnr
ex Bournemouth hoard). Harvey no. 2252c.

Obv. ‘...RICVS R’
Rev. ‘�STIGAD: .. ....’

[931] Rashleigh lot 479 (part); ex Watford hoard. Rashleigh wnr
1849–50, 153.

Obv. ‘........’
Rev. ‘�....NT ON .NC’

[932] Watford hoard. Rashleigh 1849–50, 153. wnr

Obv. ‘hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘�STIGA[NT]:ON:PINCE:’

[933] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 106.

Other references:
Carlyon-Britton lot 1944 (part) (‘[�S]TIGA[NT:O]N PINCE’). wnr
Drabble lot 973; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton (‘STIGANT ON WINC’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 30022 (‘scarcely legible’). wnr
NCirc 28 (1920), no. 85661 (‘STIGANT.:.ON:PINC’). wnr
SCMB 419 (April 1953), no. 5001 (‘STIG[AND:O]N PINCE:’). wnr
NCirc 29 (1921), no. 98571 (‘�STIGANT.:.ON:WINC.’). wnr
NCirc 32 (1924), no. 33752, and NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38604 wnr
(‘STIGAND--------’).
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38605 (‘ST-------ON:PINC’). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77997 (‘STIGAD......’). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77998 (‘STR..... ON PINC’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 99121 (‘�STIGAN.......’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 99123 (‘�STI[GAN]:ON:PINC’). wnr
NCirc 44 (1936), no. 52750 (‘STI[GANT]’). wnr
NCirc List [53] (1945), no. 31374 (‘�STI[GANT:ON:]PINC’). wnr
NCirc 56 (1948), no. 2369 (‘STR–ON PINC’). wnr
NCirc 56 (1948), no. 8815 (‘STI[GAN]T ON PINC’). wnr
NCirc 75 (1967), no. 1766 (‘STI........IN’). wnr (‘A little

clipped’) 

Warmund

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R (bust B)
Rev. +WaRMV[ ]INCE: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

934 (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 0.89 g (fragment)
935* (2) Jewry Wall Museum, Leicester; ex J. Young 1919; ex Watford 1.19 g (broken)

hoard. SCBI 17, 669. Harvey no. 2253a.

Uncertain moneyer

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS.REX.’
Rev. ‘[ ] -N:PINCEST’

[936] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 106.

Aa Obv. [ ]NRICV[ ] (bust B)
Rev. [ ]:ON:æIN[ ] (alignment of start uncertain)

937* (1) Michael Trenerry list Dec. 1982/Jan. 1983, no. W27. Harvey wnr
no. 2254a.
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Bb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. [ ]N[ ]S:ON:æINCE[:?](start aligned with quatrefoil)

938* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. Harvey no. 2255a. 1.36 g

Obv. ‘hENRICVS [REX]’
Rev. ‘[ ] ON:P-N---’

[939–940] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 105 (two coins).

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS [R]’
Rev. ‘[ ] ON:-IN-’

[941] Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 106. wnr

Other references:
Withy and Ryall 1756, Pl. 2, 8; Andrew 1901, 465 (‘�hENRICVS R:’, wnr
‘�ALEN ON PIN’).
Burstal lot 54 (part) (‘illegible’). wnr
Langford Brown lot 100 (part). wnr
Wills lot 390 (part) (‘- - - PINC’). wnr
NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11471 (‘... ON:PIN’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 30023 (‘.....:ON:PIN’). wnr
NCirc 38 (1930), no. 99124 (‘�....:ON:PIN’). wnr
NCirc List [51] (1943), no. 21098 (‘...ON PIN’). wnr
NCirc 56 (1948), no. 8814 (‘– ON PI[N?]’). wnr
NCirc 57 (1949), no. 17498 (‘E–ON PIN’). wnr

Worcester

Awi

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +aæI:ON:æIRECEST: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

942* (1) BM; bt Spink 1912; ex NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11472, and 21.7 gr. (1.41 g)
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 30024; ex Bournemouth hoard. (snicked)
BMC 195.

943 (2) Worcester City Museum and Art Gallery; ex Mack I lot 279; 1.39 g
ex Drabble lot 974; ex Parsons I lot 297; ex Carlyon-Britton 
lot 1944 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC, Pl. XLVI, 15;
SCBI 20, 1565.

944 (3) Glendining, 4 Nov. 1987, lot 32 (part); ex Beauvais hoard. 1.38 g (snicked)

Turchil

Aa Obv. [ ]ENRICVS RE[ ] (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. +TVRChIL:ON:WIRE: (start aligned with quatrefoil; four-pellet 

stops)
945* (1) FM; ex Dr W.J. Conte; ex Lockett lot 3917; ex Carlyon-Britton 1.37 g

lot 1423; ex Bournemouth hoard. Symons 2006, 582–3, no. 18.

Uncertain moneyer

Obv. ‘.hENR.... .EX’
Rev. ‘[�PV]LFRI[C:O]N:PIREC’

[946] Victoria Institute, Worcester; ‘Lent by the Committee of the wnr
Corporation’ (Andrew 1901, 478: ‘it is not quite certain that 
the letters on this coin do not represent PALTER.’).
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York

Forn obv. A � Laising obv. A.

Fardein

Aa Obv. +hEN[ ]S R: (bust C)
Rev. +F[ ]EIN:ON:[ ]ER: (start aligned with lis)

947* (1) BM; ex Doubleday lot 889; (?ex SCMB 336 (Jan.-April 1945), 1.35 g (snicked)
no. 5994); ex Grantley lot 1278 (part); ex Rashleigh lot 477 
(part); ex Watford hoard.

Forn

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS:REX (bust A, crown 4; four-pellet stop)
Rev. +FORN:ON:EVERWICI: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

948* (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.44 g (chipped)
949 (2) Merseyside County Museums; ex Dr P. Nelson 1953; ex 1.31 g

NCirc List [54] (1946), no. 40666; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 1425;
ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 29, 907.

Harthulfth

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +h[a?][ ]DVLFD:ON:EVR (start aligned with quatrefoil)

950 (1) BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 0.98 g (chipped)
951* (2) Merseyside County Museums; ex Dr P. Nelson 1953; ex 1.38 g

Langford Brown lot 100 (part); ex Parsons I lot 298; ex 
Carlyon-Britton lot 1945 (part); ex Bournemouth hoard.
SCBI 29, 906.

Laising

Aa Obv. +hENRICVS:REX (bust A, crown 4; four-pellet stop)
Rev. +LaISING:ON:EVER (start aligned with quatrefoil)

952* (1) BM; bt W.S. Lincoln & Son 1904. BMC 198. 21.8 gr. (1.41 g)
(snicked)

953 (2) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2418. 1.01 g (chipped)
954 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2420. 1.21 g (broken into

two pieces)

Ba Obv. [ ]CVS RE (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. As above.

955* (1) eBay, 28 Aug. 2006. wnr (cracked and
chipped)

Cb Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust C)
Rev. +LaISING:ON:EVER: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

956 (1) BM; bt Spink 1912; ex Bournemouth hoard. BMC 196. 21.2 gr. (1.37 g)
957 (2) BM; ex J. Rashleigh 1849; ex Watford hoard. BMC 197. 21.7 gr. (1.41 g)
958 (3) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2419. 1.28 g
959 (4) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2421. 1.21 g (chipped)
960* (5) FM; ex Dr W.J. Conte; ex Spink Coin Auction 101, 24 Nov. 1.48 g

1993, lot 80.
961 (6) Merseyside County Museums; ex Dr P. Nelson 1953; ex 1.34 g

SCMB 389 (Oct. 1950), no. 7877; ex Carlyon-Britton lot 
1424; ?ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 29, 908.

962 (7) R.P. Mack; ex E.F.P. Armitage; ex Lockett lot 2938 ex P.W.P. 1.31 g
Carlyon-Britton; ?ex Bournemouth hoard. SCBI 20, 1566.

963 (8) Elmore Jones lot 1084; ex SCMB 637 (Sept. 1971), no. H2065; 18.4 gr. (1.19 g)
?ex Bournemouth hoard.
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Obv. ‘�hENRICVS:R:’
Rev. ‘�LAISI[NG]:ON:EVER.’

[964] Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 106. wnr

Other references:
NCirc 13 (1905), no. 11473 (‘LAISING:ON:EVER’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), nos 30025–7 (‘LAISING:ON:EVER:’, three coins). wnr
NCirc 24 (1916), no. 37789 (‘[�L]AISING:ON:EVER’). wnr
NCirc 28 (1920), no. 85662 (‘LANSING:ON:EVER’). wnr
NCirc 33 (1925), no. 38606 (‘LAISING:ON:EVER’). wnr
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 77999, and NCirc 38 (1930), no. 99127; ex P.W.P. Carlyon- wnr
Britton (‘�LAISING:ON:EVER’).

Uncertain moneyer: Arncil, Aschetil or Turchil?

Aa Obv. [ ]NRI[ ]VS.R[ ] (bust A, crown 4)
Rev. [ ]IL:ON.EVER[ ] (alignment of start uncertain)

965* (1) V.C. Vecchi & Sons Price List 13, no. 389; ex SCMB 454 wnr
(March 1956), no. 5568; ex NCirc 27 (1919), no. 74838; ex 
Bournemouth hoard.

Uncertain moneyer

Aa Obv. +h[ ]CVS: (bust B)
Rev. +[ ]N:EVER: (start aligned with quatrefoil)

966* (1) CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2422. 1.10 g (chipped)

Obv. ‘�hENRICVS R:’
Rev. ‘--------:ON:EVER.’

[967] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 106.

Obv. ‘�hENR.... .’
Rev. ‘....RIC:ON [E]VE:’

[968] F. Spicer. Andrew 1901, 490. wnr

Other reference:
NCirc 36 (1928), no. 78000 (‘.....EVER’). wnr

Moneyer of unidentified mint

(?Wa)rin

Obv. +hENR[ ]S[ ] (bust C) 
Rev. [ ]RIN:ON;[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil?)

969* FM; ex Dr W.J. Conte; bt Baldwin 1992; ex NCirc 34 (1926), 1.42 g
no. 57003; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard.

Mint uncertain

Osbern

Obv. +[ ]NRICV[ ] (bust C?)
Rev. +[ ]ERN:ON:S[ ] (start aligned with lis; four-pellet stops)

970* CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2428. 1.02 g (snicked and
chipped)

Obv. ‘hEN....S R:’
Rev. ‘�..BER.: .N S..R.E’

[971] Watford hoard. Rashleigh 1849–50. wnr
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Mint and moneyer uncertain

Obv. +[ ] (bust C)
Rev. +a[C or L][ ]S: (start aligned with lis)

972* BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 1.27 g (chipped)

Obv. [ ]E[ ] (bust C) 
Rev. [ ]N:[ ] (alignment of start uncertain)

973* CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2430. 1.13 g

Obv. +hENR[ ] (bust C)
Rev. [ ]aL[ ]INE: [ ]N[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil)

974* CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2431. 1.36 g (snicked and
chipped)

Obv. [ ]E: (bust B) 
Rev. [ ]V[ ] (alignment of start uncertain)

975* CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2433. 0.80 g (broken into
two pieces; pieces
missing)

Obv. [ ]E[ ] (bust C)
Rev. [ ]a[ ] (alignment of start uncertain)

976* Found Ripple, Kent, 18 Feb. 1995. Coin Register 1995, 1.40 g
no. 199.

Obv. Illegible (bust B)
Rev. [ ]G:ON[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil)

977* eBay, 22 Jan. 2006. wnr (cracked and
chipped)

Obv. +hEN[ ] (bust B)
Rev. [ ]Ra[ ]:ON:[ ] (alignment of start uncertain)

978* Michael Trenerry list Nov./Dec. 1988, no. A92; ex Glendining, 21.5 gr. (1.39 g)
4 Nov. 1987, lot 32 (part); ex Beauvais hoard.

Obv. No image available.
Rev. [ ]M[ ]S:ON:[ ] (alignment of start uncertain)

979* Glendining, 4 Nov. 1987, lot 32 (part); ex Beauvais hoard. 14.7 gr. (0.95 g)

Obv. ‘�hE[NRI]CVS [R:]’
Rev. ‘�----ARD.:.ON: .:.’

[980] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 106.

Obv. ‘[�h]E[NR]ICV[S R:]
Rev. ‘�h’

[981] P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton; ex Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon- wnr
Britton 1927–28, 106.

Obv. +[ ] (bust C)
Rev. [ ]N:N[ ] (alignment of start uncertain)

982* CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2435. 0.58 g (cut half-
penny) 

Obv. [ ]E: (bust B?)
Rev. +[ ]ON[ ] (start aligned with quatrefoil)

983* CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2436. 0.61 g (cut half-
penny)

Obv. [ ]R[ ] (bust B or C)
Rev. [ ]ON[ ]

984* CLCC; ex Lincoln hoard. SCBI 27, 2437. 0.58 g (cut half-
penny)
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Mint/ Dies Description Weight (g/gr.)
moneyer

Obv. Illegible (bust A or B)
Rev. [ ]D[ ] (alignment of start uncertain)

985* Glendining, 4 Nov. 1987, lot 33 (part); ex Beauvais hoard. 8.0 gr. (0.52 g) (cut
halfpenny)

Rev. ‘-----E---’
[986] NCirc 98 (1990), no. 6834; found Thames Exchange, London. wnr (cut halfpenny,

‘almost cracked in
half’)

Obv. [ ]EN[ ] (bust uncertain)
Rev. [ ]ON:[ ] (alignment of start uncertain)

987* Found Victoria Road, Winchester, 1978. 0.34 g (cut farthing)

Obv. [ ]N[ ] (bust uncertain)
Rev. Illegible.

988* eBay, 6 June 2004. wnr (cut farthing)

Rev. ‘.�.L.....’
[989] Found Billingsgate, London, July 1984. Stott 1991, no. 149. 0.18 g (cut farthing)

Rev. ‘N CO’
[990] SCMB 372 (May 1949), no. 7191; ex R. Carlyon-Britton. wnr (cut farthing)

Other references:
Bournemouth hoard. Carlyon-Britton 1927–28, 106 (‘Very double struck: wnr
illegible’).
Lowestoft hoard. McDowall 1905, no. 5 (‘Illegible’). wnr
Lowestoft hoard. McDowall 1905, no. 6 (‘Illegible’). wnr
Bruun lot 223A (part) (‘-----AM’). wnr
Huth lot 294 (part) (‘mint illegible’). wnr
Lawrence II lot 339 (part) (2 coins, ‘uncertain’). wnr
Pegg lot 40 (part) (‘uncertain mint and moneyer’). 21.3 gr. (1.38 g)

(condition 
uncertain)

Rostron lot 32 (part) (‘mint illegible’). wnr
Talbot Ready lot 239 (part). wnr
Talbot Ready lot 239 (part). wnr
Tyssen lot 1022 (part) (‘obliterated’). wnr
Walters II lot 122 (part) (10 coins, ‘all mis-struck and only partly legible’). wnr
NCirc 1 (1893), no. 5741 (‘moneyer and mint illegible’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 29951 (‘GOD........’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 30029 (‘OSBERN:ON:...’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 30030 (‘.....ND:ON....’). wnr
NCirc 14 (1906), no. 30031 (‘Illegible’). wnr
NCirc 34 (1926), no. 48910 (‘Mint?’). wnr
NCirc 35 (1927), no. 72872 (‘Mint illegible.’). wnr
SCMB 337 (May-Aug. 1945), no. 7354 (‘AL........MÆR’). wnr
NCirc 81 (1973), no. 261 (‘LEFPINE ON ...’). wnr

Contemporary forgeries

Note: See also no. 673.

Obv. +hENRICVS R: (bust B)
False Rev. +V[ ]N:NIINa:[ ]VI (start aligned with lis; A inverted)
reverse die?
991* A. Bruce. wnr

Obv. +[ ]E[ ]RIC[ ] (cf. bust B)
Rev. +[ ]N[ ]I: (alignment of start uncertain)

992* Lewes Museum. SCBI 42, 1929. 1.00 g (broken into
two pieces)

HENRY I TYPE 14 169
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HENRY I TYPE 14170

Mint/ Dies Description Weight (g/gr.)
moneyer

Obv. +:hEN[ ] (cf. bust B)
Rev. [ ]NVSI:[h?] (alignment of start uncertain)

993* Dr D. Rogers; found Thames Exchange 1990. 0.54 g (cut half-
penny)

Obv. +h3[ ]EIOCO (cf. bust C)
Rev. [ ]E[L?][ ]SOE[ ]:ø (alignment of start uncertain)

994* BM; ex Lincoln hoard. 0.69 g (chipped)
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THE CATHERINEFIELD, DUMFRIES, HOARD, 2007–8

N.M.McQ. HOLMES

Introduction

IN 2007 a group of metal-detectorists working in a field at Catherinefield Farm, Dumfries,
began to unearth a scatter of hammered silver coins. These had been spread across an area
about 100 m � 50 m, but it rapidly became clear that they belonged to a hoard disturbed by
ploughing. By the end of 2007 a total of 145 coins had been recovered, and a further eleven
were found in the early part of 2008, but despite some excavation in the area where coins had
been found in the greatest concentration and at the greatest depth, no undisturbed residue
was located. Neither was there any definite evidence of a container, although one foot from
a bronze tripod bowl was recovered.

The coins were catalogued by the writer at the National Museum of Scotland and were
claimed as Treasure Trove and allocated to Dumfries Museum. It remains possible that more
coins will eventually be recovered if the detectorists return to the field after further ploughing
takes place, but this is not expected to happen in the near future, and the number and identity
of those already available for study are sufficient to allow some analysis of the hoard to be
carried out, even though we have no idea what proportion of it has so far been recovered.

Date of deposition

The latest coin recovered was a Scottish silver groat of Robert II (1371–90), but it is possible
to argue that this should be regarded as a stray find from the same field rather than as part of
the hoard. Its surface condition and degree of damage would suggest that it might have been
exposed to the soil and to plough disturbance for longer than most of the other coins, but of
greater significance is its status as an outlier in terms of date. Aside from this coin, the latest
Scottish issue represented was David II’s second coinage, type C. There were no examples
either of type D, with the so-called ‘Robert II head’ or of the third coinage. Since neither of
these issues is rare, the absence of any specimen from an assemblage which contains thirty-
one groats and ten half-groats of David II’s second coinage types A–C must be considered
significant (but see comparisons with the Aberdour hoard, below). The first appearance of
the Robert II head is generally agreed to have coincided with the appointment of the
Florentine moneyer Bonagius at the Edinburgh mint in 1364, so a terminus ante quem for the
closure of the hoard of that year or very soon after might be indicated. The latest English
coins found were five pennies of Edward III’s Treaty Series (1363–69), and the presence of a
small number of coins of this issue would be consistent with this conclusion as well as
providing a terminus post quem of 1363.1 If the lone Robert II groat did belong to the hoard,
however, it would of course be necessary to extend this forward to at least 1371.

Acknowledgements. The writer would like to thank all the following people for their contributions to the recovery of this
hoard. The detectorists who found the coins were John Robinson, Dougie Smith, Ian and Sheila Taylor and Leonard and Isobel
Turnbull, with Ian Taylor acting as contact for the reporting of the find, which was done in speedy and exemplary fashion. The
owners of the land, Mr and Mrs Henderson, not only gave permission for searching to take place, but provided much support
and assistance. Among professional colleagues, thanks are due to Andy Nicholson, archaeologist with Dumfries and Galloway
Council (Planning and Environment), and David Lockwood and Joanne Turner, at Dumfries Museum.

1 This is based on the widely accepted dates for the striking of the Treaty Period coinage, as suggested by Brooke and
North. Lord Stewartby (pers. comm., and agreeing with Potter (1962), 216–7) is of the opinion that Treaty A (North’s
Transitional Series) was minted only in 1361, with Treaty B also commencing in that year.
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Summary of contents

The hoard comprised a combination of Edwardian pennies and contemporary issues from the
late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries, Florin coinage pennies of 1344–51 and groats,
half-groats and pennies from the period from 1351 onwards. A summary of the contents in the
Inventory format might be as follows:

CATHERINEFIELD, DUMFRIES, 2007/8
156 AR English, Scottish and Continental: Deposit 1363 – c.1365, or 1371�.

ENGLAND (25 groats, 12 half-groats, 72 pennies):
Edward I–II (30 pennies): Berwick (1) – 4b or 4c, 1: Bristol (1) – 9b1, 1: Canterbury (9) –
3(d?), 1; 4d, 1; 10ab3a/10ab2, 1; 10ab5, 1; 11a1, 1; 11a2, 1; 13, 1; 14, 1; 15c, 1: Canterbury or
London (1) – 10cf2a, 1: London (14) – 2b, 1; 3a, 1; 3c–d, 1; 5a, 1; 9b1, 1; 9b2, 1; 10cf(1?), 1;
10cf3b(2?), 1; 10cf3b (uncertain sub-class), 1; 11b1, 1; 11b3, 1; 12b, 1; 13, 1; 14, 1: London or
Lincoln (1) – 3g1 (fragment), 1: Newcastle (1) – 9b1, 1: York (Royal) (1) – 3e, 1.

Edward III (25 groats, 12 half-groats, 42 pennies): 3rd (Florin) coinage pennies: London (1) –
4, 1: Durham (1) – D1, 1: 4th coinage, pre-Treaty series groats: London (25) – C, 5; D, 3; D/E,
1; E, 12; F/E, 1; F, 1; G(a), 2: pre-Treaty series half-groats: London (10) – C, 5; C?, 2; C/D, 1;
D, 1; F, 1: York (2) – E, 2: pre-Treaty series pennies: London (1) – C, 1: York (Royal) (1) – E,
1: York (Archiepiscopal) (13) – C–D?, 1; D?, 1; E or G(d or f), 1; G(a?), 1; G(d or f), 1; G(f),
1; G(g), 4; G(g?), 1; G(h), 1; G (uncertain sub-class): 1: Durham (16) – C, 2; C?, 2; C–D, 2; E,
2; F, 1; G(a), 1; G(b–d), 1; G(b, d or f), 1; G(c), 1; G(g), 1; G (uncertain sub-class), 2: Treaty
A (North Transitional Series) pennies: York (Archiepiscopal) (1): Durham (1): ?Treaty A/B
(North Treaty Series / Transitional Series) mule penny: Durham (1): Treaty B (North Treaty
Series) pennies: York (Archiepiscopal) (2): Durham (3): Edward III penny fragment, otherwise
unidentifiable (1).

SCOTLAND (32 groats, 10 half-groats, 4 pennies):
Alexander III, second coinage penny (1): Stewart and North E2, 22 points, 1.

David II, first coinage penny (1): Group II (small lettering), 1: second coinage groats:
Edinburgh (31) – Stewart A1 early variant, 1; A1, 2; A5, 4; A5/A6, 1; A6 variant / A5, 1; A6,
1; A7, 1; B1, 4; B3a, 2; B3b, 4; B3d, 1; C1, 8; C2, 1: half-groats: Edinburgh (7) – A5, 3; A6,
1; B3a, 1; C1, 1; C2, 1: Aberdeen (3) – B1, 3: pennies: Edinburgh (2) – C1, 1; C2, 1.

[Robert II: Edinburgh – groat, 1 (possibly not part of hoard)].

CONTINENTAL (1 sterling):
Gaucher de Châtillon, Yves – Mayhew 246, 1.

Discovery and deposition: Found by metal-detector at Catherinefield Farm, Dumfries; coins
spread over an area c.100 m � 50 m. Claimed as Treasure Trove and allocated to Dumfries
Museum.

Many of the coins showed signs of damage, presumably as a result of being struck during
ploughing, but their condition proved to be essentially stable. However, many of the Edward
III pennies proved difficult to identify accurately, as a result of a combination of this damage
and poor striking. Of particular interest from a numismatic point of view are the three type
B Aberdeen half-groats of David II. The discovery of these coins has raised the total number
of traceable examples to just ten, and one of the Catherinefield coins had been struck from a
previously unknown obverse die. For details see Appendix 2, below.
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Discussion

If a date of deposition of 1363 to c.1365 were to be accepted on the above evidence, this
hoard would assume considerable significance in a Scottish context, despite its incomplete-
ness. It would be comparable in date only with the much-studied hoard from Montrave, Fife
(1877; over 9,000 coins), but the internal distribution of the two hoards is entirely different,
as will be discussed below. In addition it would belong to the period immediately preceding
the first reduction in weight of the Scottish silver coinage as compared to that of England (in
1367), with all the attendant consequences in terms of the acceptance and valuation of coins
on both sides of the border. In order to appreciate what this hoard might reveal about coin
circulation and use in Scotland in the mid 1360s, it will be necessary to look at the contents
of Scottish hoards which both predate and postdate this period and at the picture presented
by individual finds.

From the earlier decades of the fourteenth century there are, of course, a large number of
Scottish hoards which comprise English coins of Edward I–II, together with Scottish issues
of Alexander III, John Baliol and Robert Bruce and some contemporary Irish and continen-
tal types. Although most of these hoards conclude with coins minted no later than the early
1320s, their date of deposition may have been much later, owing to the comparatively very
low mintages of coins belonging to the period between 1322 and at least 1344 (the Florin
coinage) for English issues and 1351 (David II’s second coinage first issue pennies) for
Scotland. There are very few recorded Scottish hoards which definitely conclude with Florin
coinage pennies, examples being those from Dunfermline, 1896,2 ‘Scotland B’, nineteenth
century,3 and possibly Arkleton, Dumfriesshire, 1883.4 This is not surprising, however, since
few of these coins have been recorded as individual finds either. Between 1978 and 2005 the
number of English pennies of Edward I–II reported as individual finds from Scottish soil was
586, as opposed to two or perhaps three examples of Florin coinage pennies.5 It must be
accepted, therefore, that pennies and fractions of Edward I–II and contemporary Scottish,
Irish and continental issues made up virtually the whole of Scotland’s currency until the
1350s.

For most of the 1350s the Scottish mint struck only pennies – those of David II’s first
coinage, second issue (1351–57) – while groats and half-groats of Edward III were being
issued in large numbers in England. Coins of these larger denominations were not struck in
Scotland until 1358. Unfortunately there is very little evidence which might indicate how
quickly the larger English coins may have entered circulation in Scotland, but it might
perhaps be regarded as unlikely that this happened to any great extent while there were no
equivalent Scottish issues. Whilst English coins might have been hoarded for their bullion
value alone, they are unlikely to have been used much in normal transactions. In fact there
are very few recorded Scottish hoards which contain coins of the 1350s not including any of
1358 or later. The best recorded example is that found in the grounds of Dykebar Hospital,
Paisley, in 1987,6 which included two David II pennies of the 1351–57 issue as well as one of
Edward III’s Pre-Treaty C, but no groats or half-groats. The hoard from Dalquarran Castle,
Dailly, Ayrshire, 1818,7 included one penny of David II along with earlier coinage, and this
must presumably have been of the 1351 coinage, but no larger denomination coins were
included. A hoard found in Inverness in 1824 or earlier8 is said to have contained pennies of
David II along with earlier issues in a total of 3,000�, but the record is unreliable and the
word ‘penny’ may not have designated a specific denomination. Other hoards ostensibly dated
to the 1350s are even less well recorded, but the fairly meagre evidence so far available tends

THE CATHERINEFIELD, DUMFRIES, HOARD, 2007–8174

2 Thompson 1956, 54, hoard 142; Metcalf 1977, 41, hoard 136.
3 Dolley 1968, 274; Metcalf 1977, 41, hoard 131.
4 Dolley 1968, 255–7; Metcalf 1977, 41, hoard 135.
5 Holmes 2004, 249; Bateson and Holmes 2006, 191.
6 Holmes 1994, 53–8.
7 Thompson 1956, 42, hoard 114; Metcalf 1977, 41, hoard 137.
8 Metcalf 1977, 42, hoard 138.
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to suggest that English groats did not feature strongly in Scottish currency at this period. (It
is also worth noting that, between 1978 and 2005 only three 1351–57 pennies of David II
were reported as single finds from Scotland,9 which is perhaps fewer than might have been
expected given that these coins are fairly plentiful in today’s market. Their absence from a
particular hoard, as in the case of Florin coinage pennies, does not therefore preclude a date
of concealment as late as the 1350s.)

Not surprisingly the picture seems to have changed rapidly once David II’s groats and half-
groats had appeared. Hoards which contain these coins tend also to include English pre-
Treaty equivalents in similar or greater numbers. Unfortunately the only Scottish hoard
recorded as containing groats of the 1350s but no later is that from Croal Chapel, Closeburn,
Dumfriesshire, 1844,10 which is said to have contained over 10,000 coins which were removed
and presumably melted down without any detailed recording. The latest coins were reported
to have been of Edward III and David II and to have included groats. Fortunately a residue
of 220 coins was located in 1996, and analysis of these supported the nineteenth-century
record, with the latest coins being a David II groat of the second coinage, type A, and Edward
III pre-Treaty issues.11 Of the 220 coins, which must be regarded in some sense as a random
sample of the original hoard, no less than 194 belonged to issues minted no later than the
early 1320s, with later issues being represented by seven Florin coinage pennies, four groats
and eight pennies of the pre-Treaty series, and two 1351–57 pennies of David II as well as the
later groat. (Four pennies were fragmentary and/or unidentifiable.) This, as far as it can be
regarded as significant, tends to suggest that Edward I–II pennies and contemporary issues
still made up a substantial proportion of Scotland’s currency as late as 1358�.

Evidence for the Scottish currency of the early to middle 1360s has so far existed only in
the form of the Montrave hoard, which has been the subject of a number of studies. A list of
its contents was published by Thompson,12 and the total number of coins was given there as
9,441, with a date of deposit of c.1356. A revised date of ‘1363� (?)’ was given by Seaby and
Stewart,13 based on correspondence with R.B.K. Stevenson, who had reported that at least
one Edward III penny in the collections of the former National Museum of Antiquities of
Scotland belonged to Treaty B and displayed a ‘whitish deposit’ which also appeared on other
coins presumed to be from the Montrave hoard. On this basis Stevenson believed that there
was ‘a small, probably very small, Treaty B element in the hoard’. Unfortunately the present
writer, who has compiled a database of all the British coins in the collections of what is now
the National Museum of Scotland, has failed to locate this coin, or any other Treaty B pen-
nies, in the trays. It is of course possible that one or more coins could have disappeared from
the collections between 1964 and the compilation of the database catalogue in the early 1990s,
and one would hesitate to disagree with the identifications of as great an authority as
Stevenson, but the fact remains that the latest coin now identifiable as from the Montrave
hoard is a Durham penny belonging to Treaty A (North’s Treaty Period, Transitional Series),
with obverse legend ending 0IIgLe ø DII, and the mint name rendered as DVR / e3e.14 This
would push the terminus post quem for the closure of the hoard back to 1361. It is notable
that the latest Scottish coins in the hoard were groats of type B of David II’s second coinage
(as opposed to type C at Catherinefield, which has a terminus post quem of no earlier than
1363 according to currently accepted dating).

Dolley expressed the opinion that the Montrave hoard could, in fact, represent two phases
of accumulation, with a large hoard containing Edwardian and contemporary issues having

9 Holmes 2004, 250; Bateson and Holmes 2006, 191.
10 Thompson 1956, 33, hoards 92–93; Metcalf 1977, 42–3, hoard 145.
11 Holmes 1998, 83–8.
12 Thompson 1956, 104–5, hoard 272.
13 Seaby and Stewart 1964, 102.
14 North 1991, 55, no. 1229/1. These coins were discussed by Stewart (1974), with the suggestion that they might belong to

the period between the signing of the Treaty of Bretigny in October 1360 and the appointment of Walter dei Bardi at the London
mint on 5 March 1361.
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been topped up with later coins in the 1360s.15 Of the total of 9,441 coins given by Thompson,
only about 400 Montrave coins in his list were minted after the early 1320s. The figure is not
exact, as the totals given for Florin coinage pennies include ‘number uncertain’ for the
Durham mint. Excluding these there are listed eleven Florin coinage pennies, and thirty-nine
groats, four half-groats and 175 pennies of the fourth coinage, pre-Treaty series. From the
coinages of David II the list contains eighteen pennies of 1351–57, and 127 groats, eight half-
groats and seventeen pennies of the second coinage. This kind of internal distribution is in
marked contrast to that of the Catherinefield hoard, which contained just thirty-two
Edwardian and contemporary issues, the remaining 123 coins being of Edward III or David
II. These figures indicate that the two hoards are really not comparable entities at all, with
Dolley’s theory concerning Montrave possibly explaining the discrepancy.

It will now be instructive to look at the evidence for the nature of the Scottish currency in
the later fourteenth century. The Act of Parliament which authorised the minting of David II’s
third coinage in 1367 provided for a reduction in the weight, with 352 pennies to be struck from
the pound of silver instead of 300. This reduced the theoretical weight of the groat from 72 to
61 4⁄11 grains.16 Unsurprisingly this led to Scottish coins being banned from circulation in
England, and when this ruling was eventually relaxed, in 1373, the value of the Scottish groat
in England was reduced to three pence. In these circumstances it would not be surprising if
earlier and heavier coins disappeared from circulation and were melted down, and this seems
to have been exactly what eventually happened if the evidence of late fourteenth-century
hoards is to be believed.

There are no recorded hoards which close with coins of David II’s light coinage, but there
are several closing with issues of Robert II, and these can be divided into two distinct cate-
gories – those which contain Edwardian and contemporary issues as well as coins minted in
the second half of the fourteenth century, and those which contain only the latter. In the first
category are the hoards from Aberdour, Fife (1978 and 1981)17 and from Tranent, East
Lothian (1980).18 The latest of the 295 coins from Aberdour were two groats and a penny of
Robert II, but the profile of the remainder of the hoard suggested that these might have been
later additions to an earlier accumulation. More than two-thirds of the coins (204) belonged
to English, Irish, Scottish and continental issues of the late thirteenth and early fourteenth
centuries. The remaining English coins comprised two ‘star-marked’ halfpennies, fifteen
Florin coinage pennies and twenty-nine examples of the fourth coinage, all but one minted
by 1361. Of David II there were eight pennies of the 1351–57 issue and thirty-four coins of
the second coinage (all of types A–C except one fragment of a D3 penny). The Tranent hoard
of 150 coins is likely to have been deposited somewhat later than that at Aberdour, since it
contained twenty-seven coins of Robert II and twelve of David II’s light coinage, as well as
seventeen from the second coinage and one 1351–57 penny. Coins of Edward III included six
Florin coinage pennies, fifteen assorted pre-Treaty issues and two Treaty series pennies.
Notably, however, seventy of the Tranent coins were Edwardian or contemporary issues, still
nearly half the overall total.

The best recorded hoards in the second category are those from Drumnadrochit, Inverness-
shire, 1931,19 which contained eleven groats and a half-groat of David II and twenty-one
groats and a half-groat of Robert II, and from Craigie, Ayrshire, 1893,20 which comprised
twenty-one groats and four half-groats of David II, as well as one 1351–57 penny, and forty-
six groats, six half-groats and a penny of Robert II, together with an odd Irish penny of
Edward I. A reconstruction by Lord Stewartby of the 1868 hoard from Dipple, near Elgin,
Moray, shows that it contained three groats of David II and seven of Robert II.21 The finds
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15 Dolley 1968, 267–8.
16 Stewart 1967, 31.
17 Woodhead et al. 1988.
18 Bateson and Stott 1990.
19 Metcalf 1977, 43, hoard 148; Murray 1978, 79.
20 Thompson 1956, 37, hoard 104.
21 Stewart 1972.
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from Lumphanan, Aberdeenshire, at some time before 1750,22 and from Branxholm,
Roxburghshire, 1860,23 were never properly listed, but only coins of David II and Robert II
are mentioned. The assumption has been that hoards of this type must have been deposited
towards the end of Robert II’s reign, i.e. close to 1390.

The sudden predominance of Scottish coins, and the almost total exclusion of those of
English kings, in hoards of Robert II’s reign from which pre-1351 coins are absent is reflected
in the numbers of late fourteenth-century coins recovered as stray finds. The figures for finds
between 1978 and 2005 are summarised in Table 1.24

Since almost all of the Edward III coins included above belonged to the pre-Treaty series, the
picture reflects that offered by the hoards: that English coins did not come across the border
into Scotland very much after the early 1360s, and that their place was taken by issues of
David II and Robert II.

It is against this background that an attempt must be made to assess the Catherinefield
hoard, and in particular to examine whether its contents point towards a date of closure in
the 1360s, with the Robert II groat regarded as either a later addition or as a stray find, or in
the 1370s with the Robert II groat accepted as a genuine indicator of date. It will be instruc-
tive to compare it with the two hoards from the reign of Robert II – Aberdour and Tranent
– which contain both Edwardian and later coins. Table 2 shows the number of coins of each
denomination and issue in each of the three hoards, then these numbers expressed as a per-
centage of the total number of coins in each hoard and as a percentage of the total value of
the hoard in pence.

22 Metcalf 1977, 43, hoard 149; Murray 1978, 77–9.
23 Thompson 1956, 19, hoard 53; Metcalf 1977, 44, hoard 153.
24 Holmes 2004, 250; Bateson and Holmes 2006, 191–2.

TABLE 1. Non-hoard finds from Scotland, 1978–2005.

groats half-groats pennies halfpennies

David II (1358 �) 7 4 6 –
David II or Robert II 2 1 1 –
Robert II 12 12 7 1
Edward III (4th coinage) 6 or 7 6 18 3
Richard II – – 1 –

TABLE 2. Comparison of the internal distribution of the Catherinefield, Aberdour and Tranent hoards.
The total for Catherinefield excludes one otherwise unidentifiable fragment of an Edward III penny.

Catherinefield Aberdour Tranent
155 coins; value 348 pence 295 coins; value 380 pence 150 coins; value 247 pence
no. % % by value no. % % by value no. % % by value

Pennies 1279 – c.1322 32 20.65 9.20 204 69.15 53.54 70 46.67 28.34
Star-marked halfpennies – – – 2 0.68 0.26 – – –
Florin coinage pennies 2 1.29 0.57 15 5.08 3.94 6 4.00 2.43
David II 1351–57 pennies 1 0.64 0.29 8 2.71 2.10 1 0.67 0.40
Pre-Treaty groats 25 16.13 28.74 4 1.36 4.20 1 0.67 1.62

half-groats 12 7.74 6.90 1 0.34 0.52 1 0.67 0.81
pennies 31 20.00 8.91 23 7.80 6.04 13 8.67 5.26

Treaty groats – – – – – – – – –
half-groats – – – 1 0.34 0.52 – – –
pennies 8 5.16 2.30 – – – 2 1.33 0.81

David II 2nd coinage
groats 31 20.00 35.63 19 6.44 19.95 7 4.67 11.34
half-groats 10 6.45 5.75 10 3.39 5.25 5 3.33 4.05
pennies 2 1.29 0.57 5 1.70 1.32 5 3.33 2.02
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The first and most striking revelation from this comparison is that there are proportionally
much higher numbers of late thirteenth / early fourteenth century pennies from both
Aberdour and Tranent than from Catherinefield, which is far from what might be expected
given the apparent closure dates of the three hoards. (Although the percentage of Robert II
coins from Aberdour is perhaps not significantly different in statistical terms from that at
Catherinefield, there is no doubt that in the case of Aberdour these coins do definitely belong
to the hoard and indicate a terminus post quem, whereas the single coin from Catherinefield
may not.) By contrast, the Catherinefield hoard contains proportionally far more groats and
half-groats than pennies, with over sixty-four per cent by value comprising just groats of
Edward III and David II. Given the circumstances of the recovery of the Catherinefield
hoard, therefore, with coins scattered individually over a wide area, there must be a serious
question as to whether what is so far available for study constitutes a true reflection of what
the hoard originally contained. There is no doubt that larger coins are easier to find with a
metal-detector than smaller ones, and if the former are over-represented in the total recovered,
this would bias the overall picture in favour of later issues as well.

There is a similarity between Catherinefield and Aberdour in that both contain a small rep-
resentation of Robert II’s coinage, but not the late coins of David II which one would expect
to find in association with them. Neither contains any example of the light coinage of
1367–71, and of the second coinage, type D (with Robert II head) there is just one fragment
of a penny at Aberdour (listed as such as no. 283 in the published catalogue, but rather con-
fusingly as an example of the 1367–71 coinage in the summary on p. 70). This led the authors
of the Aberdour report to suggest that the Robert II coins had been added to an earlier accu-
mulation from the early to mid 1360s.25 It is thus also possible to make the same suggestion
in the case of Catherinefield, and to regard both hoards as essentially belonging to the 1360s,
and thus to an entirely different group from Tranent, which contained a substantial number
of Robert II coins. Tranent contained substantially fewer coins of the late thirteenth century
and early fourteenth century than Aberdour, which is as one would expect in such a scenario,
but the profile of Catherinefield clearly still does not fit.

We have seen that hoards apparently deposited in the 1350s, even those post-dating the
introduction of David II’s groat coinage, still included mostly pennies minted up to 1322
(although the small residue of the Croal Chapel hoard is hardly reliable in this respect). Some
hoards deposited after 1371 also contain substantial numbers of these coins, whereas others
also closing with coins of Robert II do not. The 1370s–1380s therefore seems to be the period
when Edwardian pennies gradually disappeared from circulation, as might be expected to
have happened once it became apparent that David II’s third coinage, introduced in 1367, was
of reduced weight. The contents of the Catherinefield hoard might tend to suggest that the
process was fairly advanced by its date of closure, but some caution needs to be exercised
here, for the reason outlined above.
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25 Woodhead et al. 1988, 71.

TABLE 2. Cont.

Catherinefield Aberdour Tranent
155 coins; value 348 pence 295 coins; value 380 pence 150 coins; value 247 pence
no. % % by value no. % % by value no. % % by value

David II 3rd coinage
groats – – – – – – 4 2.67 6.48
half-groats – – – – – – 4 2.67 3.24
pennies – – – – – – 4 2.67 1.62

Robert II groats 1 0.64 1.15 2 0.68 2.10 14 9.33 22.67
half-groats – – – – – – 9 6.00 7.29
pennies – – – 1 0.34 0.26 4 2.67 1.62

Totals 155 99.99 100.01 293 100.01 100.00 150 100.02 100.00
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It is unfortunately impossible to reach any definite conclusions, therefore, as to the exact
nature of the Catherinefield hoard. Of the three possibilities, the least probable would seem
to be that it represents a single accumulation, put together during the reign of Robert II,
despite the suspiciously low number of late thirteenth- / early fourteenth-century coins. The
absence of late issues of David II renders this theory unsustainable. The probability must be
that the hoard was put together by the middle 1360s, with the single Robert II groat being
either a stray loss in the same field or a later addition to an earlier accumulation. If the latter
were the case, Catherinefield would fall into the same category as Aberdour, for which the
same theory has been advanced, and in either case we would have to assume that the low
proportion of early pennies at Catherinefield might at least partially result from accidents of
recovery.

There may still be some value in looking at the post-1351 coins from Catherinefield, in an
attempt to assess whether they might represent an accurate cross-section of the coins in cir-
culation in Scotland in the middle 1360s. The totals for groats, half-groats and pennies of the
1350s and 1360s can be compared with those in other hoards and among individual finds.
Table 2 shows that the number of pre-Treaty and Treaty series pennies of Edward III at
Aberdour and Tranent greatly exceeds that of groats and half-groats, with the reverse being
true of David II’s second coinage issues, particularly at Aberdour. As stated above, the
Montrave hoard contained 127 Scottish groats of David II, but only eight half-groats and
seventeen second coinage pennies. Of Edward III, however, there were thirty-nine groats, four
half-groats and 175 pennies. At Catherinefield the total includes thirty-one groats, ten half-
groats and only two second coinage pennies of David II, compared with twenty-five groats,
twelve half-groats and forty pennies of Edward III. The figures for individual finds between
1978 and 2005 are seven groats, four-half-groats and six second coinage pennies definitely of
David II, and six or seven groats, six half-groats, eighteen pennies and three halfpennies of
Edward III (see Table 1). Although the latter figures show a less pronounced contrast, the
overall picture does imply that the circulating currency of Scotland in the early to middle
1360s included more groats and half-groats from the Scottish mints than from England, but
that most of the recently minted pennies came from south of the border.

Not surprisingly the vast majority of the recorded pennies belong to the pre-Treaty series
and are products of the northern mints of York and, especially, Durham. The evidence of
both hoards and individual finds is that post-1361 English pennies did not enter Scottish cir-
culation in any great numbers. Only a very few single finds of these have been recorded, and
finds of post-1358 Scottish pennies are also fewer in number than might have been expected
by comparison with the totals for groats and half-groats. The supposition must therefore be
that the profile of the pennies circulating in Scotland in the period from the 1360s to around
1390 must have included a mixture of Edward I–II and contemporary issues (in declining
numbers), large numbers of Edward III pre-Treaty issues, with a very few later English coins,
and an increasing but smaller number of Scottish issues of David II and Robert II.

In summary, therefore, the Catherinefield hoard, without the problematical Robert II groat,
contains nothing which would be inconsistent with a date of closure in the early to middle
1360s, but there remain questions as to the reason for the small proportion of late thirteenth-
to early fourteenth-century pennies among the coins so far available for examination.

APPENDIX 1. LIST OF COINS

Number Weight in grammes
ENGLAND
Edward I–II pennies (SCBI North 1989 classification)26

Berwick
1 4b or 4c 1.03

26 North 1989 (SCBI 39).
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Number Weight in grammes

Bristol
2 9b1; pot-hook Ns; star on breast 1.15

Bury St Edmunds
3 10cf1 1.07

Canterbury
4 3(d?) 1.01
5 4d 0.95
6 10ab3(a)/10ab2; top-tilted S on obv. 1.25
7 10ab5 1.28
8 11a1 1.21
9 11a2 0.99

10 13; R1 on obv. 1.06
11 14; broken e 1.22
12 15c 1.05

Canterbury or London
13 10cf2a; 01, e1, h?, N1; rev. appears to read c0N / DON, with c0 over LO, but D over T 0.85

London
14 2b 0.97
15 3a; as SCBIN 76, but large round face 0.95
16 3c–d; h2, S2, R2(?) / S2 1.07
17 5a 1.05
18 9b1; pot-hook Ns; star on breast; SCBIN 372 1.10
19 9b2; pothook / unbarred 1 Ns; no star 1.32
20 10cf(1?) 0.94
21 10cf3b(2?) 1.04
22 10cf3b (unc. sub-class) 0.91
23 11b1 1.19
24 11b3; eDW0RR 1.28
25 12b 1.26
26 13; obv. R2, broken e 1.04
27 14 1.11

London or Lincoln
28 3g1, fragment; obv. stops 1; rev. S2 0.50

Newcastle
29 9b1; mostly illegible, but no star 1.08

York (Royal)
30 3e; damaged hair 0.96

Edward III pennies, third (‘florin’) coinage (SCBI North 1989 classification)
London

31 4, rev. 1 1.07
Durham

32 D1, rev. 1 1.15

Edward III, fourth coinage, pre-Treaty series
London, groats

33–7 C 4.51, 4.51, 4.47, 4.38, 4.33
38–40 D; the last clipped 4.52, 4.43, 3.67
41 D/E 4.59
42–53 E; 50 appears to read 0IIGIL; 51 has cIVI below POSVI 4.60, 4.53, 4.51, 4.48. 4.46, 4.45,

4.43, 4.40, 4.39, 4.38, 4.37, 4.19
54 F/E 4.35
55 F 4.53
56–7 G(a) 4.61, 4.40

London, half-groats
58–62 C 2.24, 2.18, 2.15, 2.13, 2.04
63–4 C? 2.23, 2.11
65 C/D 2.23
66 D 2.21
67 F 2.24

London, penny
68 C 0.99
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Number Weight in grammes

York (Royal)
69–70 Half-groats, E 2.23, 2.15
71 Penny, E 1.00

York (Archiepiscopal), pennies
72 C–D?; chipped 1.02
73 D?; badly chipped 0.87
74 E or G(d or f) 1.10
75 G(a?) 1.24
76 G(d or f) 1.12
77 G(f) 1.09
78–81 G(g) 1.16, 1.09, 1.06, 1.03
82 G(g?) 1.14
83 G(h) 1.16
84 G (unc. sub-class) 1.05

Durham, pennies
85–6 C, partial brockages; the second chipped 1.13, 0.97
87–8 C? 1.10, 1.06
89–90 C–D; obv. die of latter apparently crudely cut or damaged 1.17, 1.01
91–2 E; the latter badly chipped 1.08, 0.82
93 F 0.92
94 G(a) 1.01
95 G(b–d) 1.00
96 G(b, d or f) 1.15
97 G(c) 1.06
98 G(g) 1.00
99–100 G (unc. sub-class) 0.99, 0.99

Edward III fourth coinage, Treaty A (North Treaty period, Transitional series), pennies
York (Archiepiscopal)

101 North 122827 1.11
Durham

102 Rev. [cIVI / T0S / DORe] / Lme; North 1229/2; chipped 0.97

Edward III fourth coinage, ?Treaty A/B (North Treaty series / Transitional series) mule
Durham

103 Penny; Treaty X on obv.; rev. cIVI / T0S / [ ]OR / ø eLme 1.13

Edward III fourth coinage, Treaty B (North Treaty series), pennies
York (Archiepiscopal)

104–5 Obv eDW0RDVS ø ReX ø 0IIGLI; North 1268 1.00, 1.00
Durham

106 Rev DVR / eIIe; crozier head before T0S; North 1272/1 1.14
107–8 Rev DV3e / LmIS; no crozier head; North 1273; the second clipped / angular flan 1.10, 0.69

Edward III penny fragment, otherwise unidentifiable
109 About one quarter of coin 0.37

SCOTLAND
Alexander III, second coinage

110 Penny, Stewart and North type E2, rev. 22 points 1.12

David II, first coinage
111 Penny, second issue, Group II; slightly chipped 1.00

David II, second coinage (Stewart 1967 classification)28

Edinburgh, groats
112 A1 early variant, with plain spandrels and rosette stops (see Stewart p. 195);

same dies as Richardson 39 3.74
113 A1; same dies as Burns 1, fig. 250 4.37
114 A1; same obv. die 4.39
115–17 A5; same dies as Aberdour hoard 251; same obv. die as Richardson 41 4.17, 4.16, 4.01
118 A5; same obv. die as Aberdour hoard 250 4.46

27 North 1991.
28 Stewart 1967, 29–30.
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Number Weight in grammes

119 A5/A6; same dies as Richardson 56; same obv. die as Burns 15a, fig. 262B 4.25
120 A6 variant/A5, with û at end of obv. legend and saltire stops on rev.; same 

obv. die as Tranent hoard 95 4.02
121 A6; same dies as Burns 11, fig. 258 4.40
122 A7; same dies as Burns 14, fig. 261; slightly chipped 4.08
123 B1; same obv. die as Burns 19, fig. 279 4.31
124 B1; same obv. die as Richardson 60 4.31
125–6 B1 4.04, 3.87
127 B3a; same obv. die as Burns 18, fig. 271 4.22
128 B3a; same dies as Richardson Add. 109 4.20
129–30 B3b; same dies; same obv. die as Burns 23a, fig. 282A (type B2b); the second chipped 4.18, 3.46
131 B3b; same obv. die; chipped 4.20
132 B3b 4.05
133 B3d; same obv. die as Burns 22, fig. 281 4.32
134 C1; same obv. die as Burns 24, fig. 286 4.31
135–6 C1; same obv. die as Burns 25, fig. 287; different rev. dies 4.21, 4.09
137 C1; same obv. die as Richardson 65; chipped 4.12
138–9 C1; same dies as Aberdour hoard 266; same obv. die as Burns 26, fig. 288 (type C2) 4.16, 4.11
140 C1; same obv. die as Aberdour hoard 268 4.12
141 C1; slightly chipped 3.79
142 C2; same dies as Burns 26, fig. 288 4.04

Edinburgh, half-groats
143 A5; same dies as Richardson 83; NB meVm in rev. legend 2.08
144–5 A5 2.34, 2.07
146 A6; same dies as an NMS coin, ex Thorburn (H.C1696); same obv. die as Burns 5,

fig 264 2.24
147 B3a; same obv. die as Aberdour hoard 274 (type B2b) and two other coins in the 

National Museum of Scotland, the second of type B3b (H.C4163, H.C1705);
same rev. die as Burns 10, fig. 272 1.99

148 C1; same obv. die as Burns 17, fig. 295; chipped 2.07
149 C2; same dies as Richardson 95 2.01

Edinburgh, pennies
150 C1; badly chipped 0.85
151 C2; same dies as a coin in the National Museum of Scotland (H.C4178) 1.03

Aberdeen, half-groats
152–3 B1; same dies as J.K.R. Murray sale lot 141 2.19, 2.15
154 B1; same rev. die as Lockett sale lot 144 2.02

Robert II
155 groat, Edinburgh; chipped 3.48

CONTINENTAL
156 Gaucher de Châtillon, sterling of Yves, Mayhew 246;29 slightly chipped 0.83

APPENDIX 2. DAVID II ABERDEEN HALF-GROATS

The inclusion in the Catherinefield hoard of three Aberdeen half-groats of David II’s second coinage, Stewart type
B, is significant in that very few examples of this issue seem to have been identified previously. Whilst it is the case
that a new study of the entire post-1358 coinage of David II is now required, the preparation of this would
inevitably constitute a major enterprise, the results of which would not be available for a number of years at least.
In order to provide a context for the three Catherinefield coins, therefore, it seems appropriate to include here a
brief analysis of this small part of the series on the basis of the specimens which the present writer has been able
to locate.

The feature which distinguishes Stewart types A and B of the second (1358–67) coinage is the size of the bust,
with the terms ‘small young head’ and ‘large young head’ being commonly applied respectively. This difference in
size is less obvious on the half-groats than on the groats, however: for the Aberdeen half-groats at least, a more
valid distinction might be drawn on the basis of lettering. Coins which have been described as type A normally
have a simple unbarred 0 in the obverse legend and a normal Roman V on the reverse. Coins ascribed to type B
normally have an ornamental on the obverse and a letter of similar style ( ) instead of a V in the word

29 Mayhew 1983.
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‘MEVS’. There is one reverse die belonging to type A on this basis which is paired with obverse dies of both types,
and those coins with type B obverses may perhaps be regarded as mules.

A total of twenty coins have been located with type A obverses, with three separate dies identified (A1–A3). Just
ten coins of type B have been located, including the three Catherinefield coins, but with four obverse dies (B1–B4),
one of which is known so far only from one of these newly discovered coins. Eight reverse dies have so far been
identified, of which a–d are paired with type A obverses only, e with both types, and f–h with type B obverses only.

Obverse dies
A1: + D0VID + DeI + GR0 + ReX + ScOTORV

A2: + D0VID + DeI + GR0 + ReX + ScOTORVm

A3: + D0VID + DcI + GR0 + RcX + ScOTORVm

B1: + D VID + DeI = GR + ReX + SeOTORV =

B2: + D VID + DeI + GR + ReX + ScOTORVm

B3: + D VID [ ]I + GR + ReX + ScOTORV

B4: + D VID + DeI + GR + Re[ ]OTORVm [?]

Reverse dies
a: + Dn~S / PROT / ecTOR / meVS // VILL / 0 û 0 / BeR / Don

b: + DnS / PROT / ecTOR / meVS // VILL / 0 = 0 / BeR / Don

c: + Dn~S / PROT / ecTOR / meVS // VILL / 0 = 0 / BeR / Don

d: +DnS / PROT / ecTOR / meVS ! // VILL / 0 + 0 / BeR / Don

e: + DnS / PROT / ecTOR / meVS // VILL / 0 = 0 / BeR / Don

f: + Dn[ ] / PROT / ecTOR / me S // VILL / 0 û 0 / BeR / Don

g: [ ] / PROT / [ ]cTOR / me S // VILL / [ ] û 0 / BeR / Don

h: + DnS / PROT / ecTOR / me S // VILL / 0 û 0 / BeR / Don

The following combinations of obverse and reverse dies have been noted. NMS indicates that the coin is in the
collections of the National Museum of Scotland, and is followed by the registration number. An asterisk (*)
indicates that the coin is illustrated on Pl. 15.

A1/a (7)
Burns30 6, fig. 265 (NMS, H.C16846) (* obv.)
Richardson31 88 (NMS H.C1697) (* rev.)
Hunterian Museum, SCBI 35, 402,32 where a die-link to Burns 6 is not recorded, although it does appear to be the

case; illustrated in Stewart (1967), pl. IV, no. 54
Lockett collection sale (1957), lot 139; Lockett collection pl. VII.12
Dolphin coins fixed price list 2 (1992), no. 1336
Spink auction 12 November 2003, lot 115
Dix Noonan Webb auction 63, 7 October 2004 (David McDonald collection), lot 675; ex DNW auction 60,

9 December 2003 (Dr. James Davidson collection, part II), lot 364

A1/b (4)
Ashmolean Museum, SCBI 35, 401; from Tranent hoard, 1980
Dix Noonan Webb auction 55, 8 October 2002, lot 680
Stewartby collection, ex Bute 223
Stewartby collection (bt Baldwin 1974)

A2/b (2)
Spink auction 57, 29 April 1987 (J.K.R. Murray collection), lot 140
Stewartby collection, ex Parsons 714 (* obv. and rev.)

A2/c (2)
Stewartby collection, ex Thorburn; ‘Scottish Mints’, pl. XVII.28a33

Home Farm Portree, Skye; found during excavation by CFA Archaeology; final location yet to be decided

30 Burns 1887.
31 Richardson 1901.
32 Bateson and Mayhew 1987.
33 Stewart 1971.
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A3/c (1)
Stewartby collection, ex Dakers 342 (* obv. and rev.)

A3/d (2)
British Museum (E2435) (* rev., courtesy of the Trustees of the British Museum)
Lockett collection sale (1957), lot 140; Lockett collection pl. VII.13 

A3/e (2)
Aberdour hoard, 1978/1981, no. 270 (NMS, H.C4166)
Stewartby collection ex Mackenzie

B1/e (4)
Spink auction 57, 29 April 1987 (J.K.R. Murray collection), lot 141
Stewartby collection, ex Bute 223 (* obv.)
Catherinefield hoard 152, 153 (153 * rev.)

B2/f (2)
Burns 13, fig. 277 (NMS H.C16853)
Richardson 93 (NMS H.C1710) (* obv. and rev.)

B2/g (1)
Stewartby collection, ex Walters 627 (* rev.)

B3/h (2)
Lockett sale (1957), lot 144; Lockett collection pl. VII.42
Stewartby collection, ex Davidson (* obv. and rev.)

B4/h (1)
Catherinefield hoard 154 (* obv.)
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THE CIRCULATION AND PROHIBITION OF
VENETIAN SOLDINI IN LATE MEDIEVAL ENGLAND

ADAM DAUBNEY

Introduction

PETER Spufford’s 1963 paper on ‘Continental coins in late medieval England’ reviewed the
numismatic and documentary evidence for the circulation and prohibition of foreign coins in
medieval England, namely imitative sterlings, Flemish nobles and Venetian soldini.1 The
latter coin circulated unofficially as a halfpenny due to the lack of small change in English
currency at the time, though with less than half the silver of the sterling, the soldino posed a
genuine threat to English coinage.2 Barrie Cook in his ‘Foreign coins in medieval England’
pointed out that it was generally only when imported coin appeared to mimic English issues
that the full force of the medieval state apparatus was summoned up to combat it.3 This was
certainly the case regarding the two incursions of Venetian soldini in the early fifteenth and
early sixteenth centuries.

The soldino, meaning ‘little shilling’, was nicknamed the ‘galyhalpens’, or Galley-halfpence,
after the ‘Galley-men’ who imported them. The Venetian fleet of galleys set out for England
and Flanders during May and stayed there until late August or early September.4 During the
summer months soldini entered the English economy through trade with Venetian merchants
and quickly became widespread across England. This was a particular source of irritation for
the English government who at various points in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
attempted to rid the country of them through a series of restrictions and seizures. Spufford’s
paper provides a comprehensive review of the statutes and writs issued by the government,
and gives comment on the distribution of soldini in England known at the time of writing
(Table 1).5

Today Venetian coins are well known finds from late medieval England due to the large
quantity found through metal-detecting and systematically recorded on the Portable
Antiquities Scheme database (PAS). At the time of writing the database contains information
on 236 soldini, providing a good opportunity to review the numismatic evidence against the
documentary sources cited by Spufford.6 Previous commentators on Venetian coins in
England have paid attention to the estimation given by Doge Tommaso Mocenigo (1413–23),
who perhaps reflecting on the export of coinage during the early fifteenth century estimated
that some ten million soldini were exported to England by Venetian trading vessels every
year.7 This so-called ‘deathbed oration’ of Doge Mocenigo has recently been challenged by

Acknowledgements. I would like to thank Barrie Cook of the British Museum, Alan Stahl of Princeton University and Peter
Spufford of Cambridge University for commenting on earlier drafts. I would also like to thank Sam Moorhead, Roger Bland
and Jonathan Naylor for their comments. The maps are reproduced from OS mapping with the permission of the Controller of
Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, licence no. 100025370.

1 Spufford 1963.
2 Stahl 1999, 97.
3 Cook 1999, 231.
4 Spufford 1963, 132.
5 Spufford 1963, 133 and n.2. Twelve coins were acquired by the British Museum in 1869 and a further coin from the hoard

was recorded in private ownership. Twenty soldini of Andrea Contarini and Antonio Venier brought in to the Ashmolean
Museum in 1958 may also have come from this hoard.

6 www.finds.org.uk. There are two denominations of Venetian coin found in England: the silver grosso, and the silver soldino.
The silver grosso is a rare find; indeed only two are recorded on the PAS database and they are notably earlier than the soldini.
The first is of Doge Pietro Gradenigo (1289–1311), and the second is of Francesco Dandolo (1329–39). The database also contains
information on a soldini reused as jewellery (SWYOR-4CDB56; WM1D-F4E937).

7 Spufford 1989, 328.
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Alan Stahl, who has shown that it actually dates from the reign of his successor, Francesco
Foscari, and was written as a piece of polemic to force him out of office.8

The Venetian soldini recorded by the PAS currently span the period c.1382–1526 and
show that the majority entered England in two substantial incursions: the first 1400–c.1415
under Doge Michele Steno, and the second c.1501–21 under Doge Leonardo Loredan.
Table 1 provides a list of the Doges in office during the main period of circulation in
England and the number of their coins recorded on the PAS database.

The first incursion c.1400–15.

Numismatic evidence supports the earliest documentary evidence for the arrival of Venetian
coins in any great quantity, both agreeing the event for the year 1400. In June of that year a
number of vessels from the annual trade fleet docked in London and its merchants began
extensively trading with soldini. This caught the attention of the Council at Westminster who
quickly took advice from King Henry IV. The king took immediate action and instructed the
Council to bring the laws against the circulation of foreign coins into force.

The sheriffs of London, Sandwich and Dover were empowered and charged with the task
of seizing any soldini they came across, an order which was repeated in June 1401.9 The
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8 Stahl 1996, 284–301.
9 Spufford 1963, 132 and n.8–10.

TABLE 1. The period of Venetian coinage in England.

date Doge no. of coins on PAS Spufford 1963 – stray finds

1367–82 Andrea Contarini none see n.5
1382–82 Michele Morosini none
1382–1400 Antonio Venier 9 1 (and see n.5)
1400–13 Michele Steno 75 1
1413–23 Tommaso Mocenigo 4 1
1423–57 Francesco Foscari none
1457–62 Pasqual Malipiero none
1462–66 Cristoforo Moro none

illegible, first incursion 31

Major recoinage of silver in England 1464–66

1466–73 Nicolo Tron 7
1473–74 Nicolo Marcello 2
1474–76 Pietro Mocenigo no soldini struck
1476–78 Andrea Vendramin no soldini struck
1478–85 Giovanni Mocenigo none
1485–86 Marco Barbarigo no soldini struck
1486–1501 Agostin Barbarigo 11
1501–21 Leonardo Loredan 92
1521–23 Antonio Grimani none
1523– Andrea Gritti 1

illegible, second incursion 4

Major recoinage of silver in England from 1526

TABLE 2. English hoards containing Venetian soldini.

findspot deposited contents

Highbury, London c.1415–20 7000� coins including 1 of Contarini, 5 of Venier, 6 of Steno
South Walsham, Norfolk c.1415–20 3 soldini of Steno (TAR 2001, no. 208)
Maidstone, Kent c.1534–44 498 coins to Henry VIII including 3 soldini of Loredan
Fonthill Gifford, Wilts. c.1505–10 9 silver including a soldino of Loredan (Blunt 1975–6)
Wanswell, Gloucs. c.1520–26 2 groats of Henry VII and a soldino of Loredan (TAR 1997–8, no. 150)
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activities of the sheriffs did not remedy the problem immediately, however. Almost every year
between 1400 and 1420 the sheriffs of London and Sandwich rendered account to the
Exchequer of small parcels of galyhalpens which they had seized.10 The totals for each year
are shown in Table 3, which reveals that the problem continued during the entire reign of
Doge Steno, reaching its highest levels between 1402 and 1404 and tailing off sharply after
1415. This compares favourably with the numismatic evidence recorded on the PAS database,
which records fifty-one coins for Doge Steno and just three for the subsequent doge issuing
after 1413. Any soldini still in circulation after this date would have been removed during the
major re-coinage of silver in England between 1464–66.11 At the time of his 1963 paper
Spufford remarked that it was not known whether the returns reflect the number of coins
imported each summer or the vigilance of the sheriffs, but the dramatic reduction in coinage
after 1413 noted in Table 1 supports the former conclusion.

The cessation in the circulation of soldini resulted from the mounting pressure applied by
the government to both Venetian merchants and the Venetian Senate itself. On 28 June 1408 the
government sent a writ directly to the masters of two Venetian galleys ordering them not to
trade their coinage in any way.12 This was supported in 1414 by a directive sent to the mayor
and the searcher of the port of London empowering them forcibly to search the galleys,13 and
finally in 1416 the decisive action came when the English government persuaded the Venetian
Senate to forbid the export of their coinage to London.14 These measures proved effective, for
only nine soldini were seized at Sandwich between 1415 and 1420; none were seized at
London after 1415.15

Spufford also remarked that the actions of the Government seemed at odds to the relatively
small quantity of coinage seized at London, Sandwich and Dover.16 He concluded that either
the scale of import was much greater than the evidence would lead one to suppose, or that
coinage was so touchy a subject that any infringement of the currency laws was an irritant out
of all proportion to its magnitude.17 The systematic recording of casual losses by the PAS
confirms that the import was indeed far greater than the evidence recorded by the sheriffs.

The distribution of Venetian soldini in England during the first incursion under Doge
Steno shows they became widespread across central England, though rare north of the
Humber and absent in the south-west (Fig. 1).
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10 Spufford 1963, 134 and n.1, n.4.
11 Spufford 1999, 327–8. In summing up the Symposium on Local coins, foreign coins: Italy and Europe, 11th – 15th centuries,

Spufford noted that foreign coins generally remained in circulation in most countries until the next re-coinage, at which time they
were swept away.

12 Spufford 1963, 135 and n.4.
13 Spufford 1963, 135 and n.6.
14 Spufford 1963, 136 and n.1.
15 Spufford 1963, 137.
16 Spufford 1963, 136.
17 Spufford 1963, 136.

TABLE 3. Seizures of Venetian soldini at London and Sandwich recorded on the Exchequer series of
enrolled Foreign Accounts in the Public Record Office, London (after Spufford 1963, 134).

London Sandwich
period number period number

seized seized

29 June to Michaelmas 1400 90 12 July 1402 – 30 November 1402 49
Michaelmas 1400 to Michaelmas 1401 93 30 November 1402 – 7 December 1403 45
Michaelmas 1401 to Michaelmas 1402 251 7 December 1403 – 7 December 1404 22
Michaelmas 1402 to Michaelmas 1403 476 1 April 1407 to 1 April 1408 13
Michaelmas 1403 to Michaelmas 1404 411 1 April 1408 to 30 November 1409 15
Michaelmas 1405 to Michaelmas 1406 96 30 November 1409 to 30 November 1410 12
Michaelmas 1414 to Michaelmas 1415 135 30 November 1415 to Michaelmas 1420 9
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Concentrations of coins are noted along the south coast which presumably had both London
and Sandwich as their source. Further concentrations deriving from London are noted along
the Essex and Suffolk coastline, and in the West Midlands, where the coins of Steno form an
arc extending from the Thames up through Northamptonshire, Warwickshire and terminating
in Staffordshire. Relatively few coins are known from the East Midlands.

The similar wide distribution seen in the coins of Doge Venier, issued prior to Steno, indi-
cates they arrived as old issues circulating with the latest coins of Steno in the opening years
of the fifteenth century. This is also confirmed by the evidence from the Highbury Hoard,
London, deposited c.1415–20, which contained over 7000 coins including at least one of
Doge Contarini, five of Doge Venier and six of Doge Steno. The four coins of Doge
Mocenigo (1413–23), issued immediately after Steno, compliment the records from the
Exchequer series of enrolled Foreign Accounts, which record seizures of coins as late as 1415
in London and 1420 in Sandwich (Table 3). Venetian galleys docked at London and Sandwich

Fig. 1. Soldini of the first incursion.
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during the first incursion, and the seizure returns provided by the mayor and the sheriffs
confirm that soldini were circulating in large quantities at these ports (Table 2).18

English halfpennies of Edward III and Richard II were common across southern, central and
eastern England, uncommon north of the Humber and rare in the west of England. Very few
halfpennies were issued during the reign of Henry IV, and those of this period recorded by the
PAS share a similar distribution with the earlier halfpennies but on a sparser basis (Fig. 2). The
soldini of Steno share a similar distribution to these coins but with a tendency to fill the areas
of absence seen in the plot of Henry IV coins where halfpennies previously circulated, notably
along the ‘arc’ from London to the West Midlands, and in North Lincolnshire, and parts of
Norfolk.
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18 Soldini are common finds along the Thames foreshore, though none have yet been officially recorded. Soldini are
presumably also present at the medieval port of Sandwich, though now covered by silt or buildings.

Fig. 2. Halfpennies of Henry IV (1399–1413).
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The second incursion c.1501–26.

During the fifteenth century Venetian galleys changed their port of call from London and
Sandwich to Southampton.19 This change afforded Venetian merchants the opportunity to
import their coins once more, though only to find the English government quick to react
again. The majority of coins recorded on the PAS database relate to this second incursion
which occurred largely during the office of Doge Loredan (Table 1). Similarly to the first
incursion, soldini became widespread across England as far north as the Humber Estuary
(Fig. 3).

Ninety-two coins are recorded for Doge Loredan (1501–21). There were no fleets of galleys
arriving in England between 1509 and 1518 and so traditionally it was assumed that the major-
ity of coins were imported with the galleys arriving in 1519. Whilst undoubtedly many coins
of Loredan did arrive in England on the galleys, some also arrived overland via the ordinary
commercial couriers’ bags (scarsella di corrier). These were sent weekly from the major Italian
states and terminated in Bruges in the early fifteenth century and in Antwerp in the early six-
teenth.20 The use of the scarsella di corrier is highlighted by the Priuli journals in Venice which
document Gerolamo Priuli sending 14,000 soldini overland in five batches in the ordinary
commercial couriers’ bags to his brother Vicenzo in London in May, June and September
1505.21 It is possible that other undocumented batches of coins were exported from the conti-
nent at major mercantile centres such as Bruges, Antwerp and Calais to enter England at
Dover and London. The distribution maps must then include both coins that arrived overland
and those by galley, but it would appear difficult, if not impossible, to confidently distinguish
between the two.

Despite this the distribution of coins of Doge Loredan clearly highlights the change in the
landing points of the Venetian trading vessels from London and Sandwich during the reign of
Doge Steno, to Southampton during the reign of Doge Loredan. A moderate amount of coins
from the second incursion are seen in the east and west Midlands and also in central England.
The arc defined by Steno’s coins is not seen with those of Loredan, but instead the coins are
spread more evenly across the region. Clearly the coins of the first incursion entering London
supplied the west Midlands, whereas the coins of the second incursion entering Southampton
provided the source for those seen in the Isle of Wight and along the south coast. The concen-
tration of coins of Loredan seen in the east Midlands is curious and perhaps points to coinage
entering via the Humber or the Wash. There are significantly fewer coins in Suffolk and Essex
during the second incursion, which presumably reflects the reduction in the quantity of coins
entering London during the early sixteenth century.

The few coins of the doges issuing before and after Loredan are important to our under-
standing of how Venetian soldini arrived and spread through England during the second incur-
sion. If we examine the coins of Agostin Barbarigo (1486–1501), preceding Doge Loredan, and
the single coin of Gritti issued after him (1523–38), we find they have a strong association with
the southern coastline but are also occasionally found further inland, for example in
Hertfordshire and Lincolnshire. The single coin of Doge Gritti was found on the Isle of Wight.
The distribution indicates that similarly to the coins of the first incursion, soldini of the second
incursion survived in Venice to come to England in batches with the coins of Doge Loredan
from 1501.

The apparent brief incursion of soldini during the reigns of Doge Nicolo Tron (1466–73)
and Nicolo Marcello (1473–74) share a similar distribution to the coins of Doge Loredan.
Soldini were only issued by one doge (Giovanni Mocenigo, 1478–85) between Marcello
(1473–74) and Agostino Barbarigo (1486–1501), and so whilst the coins of Tron and
Marcello appear to be another short-lived incursion, it is probable that the c.1466–74 coins

19 Spufford 1963, 137 and n.2.
20 Spufford, pers. comm.
21 Mueller 1997, 348–53.
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also arrived with the coins of Loredan as survivors from the previous issues of the
denomination.22

A comparison of the find spots of English halfpennies and the soldini of the second incur-
sion reveals similar patterns to the first incursion. Halfpennies of Henry V, Henry VI and
Edward IV were in circulation throughout southern, central and eastern England. The plot
of Henry VII halfpennies shows the same general distribution but on a sparser basis (Fig. 4).
The coins of Loredan complement this, but again have a tendency to fill the areas where half-
pennies once circulated but are no longer seen in the coinage of Henry VII, such as
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22 I am grateful to Barrie Cook for this information.

Fig. 3. Soldini of the second incursion.
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Lincolnshire and the south-west. This confirms that soldini were being pulled into areas
where English halfpennies once circulated but were now in short supply.

All coins of the second incursion were finally removed from circulation with the major re-
coinage of silver in England beginning in 1526. This point, combined with the documentary
evidence for coins arriving overland as well as on galleys, means that soldini of the second
incursion cannot be dated closer than c.1501–26. The various distributions confirm that the
efforts of the English government were successful in stamping out the circulation of Venetian
coinage shortly after each batch was imported by the galleys. This is confirmed by the evi-
dence from hoards of English coins containing Venetian soldini, which regardless of their
early fifteenth or early sixteenth century incursion dates were deposited soon after the reign
of the associated doge (Table 2).

Fig. 4. Halfpennies of Henry VII (1485–1509).
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Venetian galley-merchants were of course not only selling goods, but also buying large
quantities of wool and cloth during both the first and second incursions, wool evidently being
the more important in 1400–c.1415 and cloth in c.1501–c.1521. The extent to which the areas
growing export-quality wool and making export-quality cloth at each period influenced the
circulation of soldini is hinted at through their distributions. The coins of the first incursion
arrived in England at a time when the formerly prosperous port of Boston in Lincolnshire
was in steep decline; by the late fourteenth century exports from Boston contracted dis-
astrously from some 10,000 sacks to some 3,000.23 At the same time new centres producing
middle-price woollens opened up in Northamptonshire and most importantly at Coventry in
Warwickshire, which by the later fourteenth century had blossomed into one of England’s
chief cloth-manufacturing towns. These centres produced goods that were now in much
greater demand than the luxury woollens produced at Lincoln and Stamford.24 This situation
may account for the ‘arc’ of soldini distributed during the first incursion through
Northamptonshire and Warwickshire, and help to explain the comparatively lower number of
Venetian coins found in Lincolnshire. Wool and cloth produced in Coventry and at other
centres in the midlands were loaded onto Venetian galleys at London, and this trade in turn
encouraged the circulation of soldini into the Midlands.

By the time of the second incursion the wool and cloth industry had changed again. The
industries in Lincolnshire experienced a short revival at the turn of the fifteenth century,
although still operating on a diminished level compared to the late thirteenth century.
Exports for Boston in the years 1505–21 were always below 1400 sacks, generally around 1000
sacks, and sometimes as little as 500 sacks.25 Hardly any cloth was exported from Boston,
however, as cloth produced in the Midlands had by now been mostly diverted through
Southampton to the Mediterranean.26 Nevertheless, industries in the Midlands were contin-
uing to produce export-quality wool and make export-quality cloth, and this is likely to have
helped draw soldini into the region during the second incursion. Elsewhere the distributions
point more clearly to the Venetian export of English wool and cloth as an influencing factor;
the general spread seen across central England, the increase around Southampton and more
importantly the decline in coinage deriving from London during the second incursion may
well be indicators of this. Throughout the fifteenth century the quantity of English exports
passing through the port of London was increasing, whilst at the same time the total amount
of Venetian trade was diminishing.27 The decline in Venetian trade at London is probably
reflected in the dramatic reduction in the quantity of soldini found in Essex and Suffolk
during the second incursion, which had London as their coin source.

Whilst the Venetian trade and export of English wool and cloth undoubtedly influenced
the circulation of soldini in England, it appears that the simple demand for small change
inadequately provided for by the English government remained the driving force in their
distribution during both the first and second incursions.

APPENDIX. SOLDINI RECORDED ON THE PAS.

county parish PAS reference Doge

Bedfordshire Odell BH-591DD2 Steno
Bedfordshire Eaton Bray WMID-791844 Steno
Berkshire Frilsham BERK-6C6673 Loredan
Buckinghamshire Little Brickhill BUC-A65373 Illegible, first incursion
Buckinghamshire Cold Brayfield BUC-A7C302 Illegible, first incursion
Buckinghamshire Little Brickhill BUC-425E78 Loredan
Buckinghamshire Chilton BUC-DD1C86 Loredan
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23 Carus-Wilson 1962–3, 197.
24 Carus-Wilson 1962–3, 197.
25 Carus-Wilson, 1963, 126–7.
26 Carus-Wilson, 1962–3, 201.
27 Barron 2004, 111–3.
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county parish PAS reference Doge

Buckinghamshire Haddenham BERK-EADF58 Steno
Buckinghamshire Little Brickhill BUC-A4A134 Steno
Buckinghamshire Little Brickhill BUC-A4C9E1 Steno
Buckinghamshire Buckinghamshire BUC-D92C43 Steno
Buckinghamshire Hanslope NARC-9A5422 Steno
Cambridgeshire Fordham SF-82F074 Illegible, first incursion
Cambridgeshire Over CAM-28A768 Loredan
Cambridgeshire Little Wilbraham SF-23EB54 Loredan
Cambridgeshire Great and Little Chishill BH-343427 Tron
Cheshire Dodcott cum Wilkesley LVPL-1DC573 Loredan
Cheshire Hough LVPL-E7F7E2 Steno
Cornwall Paul CORN-53C9E5 Barbarigo
Cornwall Madron CORN-541412 Loredan
Cornwall Hayle CORN-A4A037 Loredan
Cornwall Constantine CORN-C943A4 Loredan
Cornwall Paul CORN-D3AF51 Loredan
Derbyshire Breadsall DENO-2B1DD6 Loredan
Derbyshire Ashgate DENO-F5A851 Loredan
Derbyshire Shirley DENO-9EE632 Steno
Derbyshire Kilburn DENO-B68550 Steno
Derbyshire Lullington WMID-9C34F3 Steno
Devon Marldon DEV-8AB790 Loredan
Dorset Tarrant Crawford SOMDOR-364F05 Loredan
Dorset Buckland Newton SOMDOR-3C5C66 Loredan
Dorset Buckland Newton SOMDOR-E777F1 Loredan
Dorset Halstock GLO-856D61 Steno
Dorset Halstock GLO-859ED6 Steno
Dorset Halstock GLO-85A624 Steno
Dorset Halstock GLO-85ADD4 Steno
Dorset Compton Abbas SOMDOR-2F77A4 Steno
Dorset West Stafford SOMDOR331 Steno
Dorset Tarrant Rushdon SOMDOR-CBFB02 Venier
Durham Ferryhill NCL-A806B2 Loredan
Durham Bishop Auckland NLM-8537B3 Loredan
Durham Bishop Auckland NLM-850E35 Steno
East Sussex Chalvington With Ripe SUSS-538C37 Barbarigo
East Sussex Chalvington With Ripe SUSS-132E27 Loredan
East Sussex Chalvington With Ripe SUSS-49D167 Loredan
East Sussex Laughton SUSS-4FFE61 Loredan
East Sussex Bexhill SUSS-C24355 Loredan
East Sussex Lewes SUR-5A3831 Steno
East Sussex Ringmer SUSS-4D2DF3 Steno
East Sussex Berwick SUSS-88D047 Steno
East Sussex Fletching SUSS-459BC3 Venier
Essex Boreham ESS-198771 Illegible, first incursion
Essex Dedham ESS-4DEFB4 Illegible, first incursion
Essex Marks Tey ESS-A4A882 Illegible, first incursion
Essex Hatfield Broad Oak ESS-EB6A51 Loredan
Essex Blackmore ESS-8F94A7 Steno
Essex Roxwell ESS-93A3C4 Steno
Essex Thorpe Le Soken ESS-B85556 Steno
Essex White Roothing ESS-E646B3 Steno
Essex Steeple Bumpstead SF-D46474 Steno
Essex Copford ESS-898630 Tron
Gloucestershire Dymock NMGW-2D7075 Loredan
Gloucestershire Nympsfield NMGW-73CD25 Loredan
Hampshire Crawley HAMP-512512 Illegible, first incursion
Hampshire Odiham HAMP-281D10 Loredan
Hampshire Crawley HAMP-6CEE25 Loredan
Hampshire Bursledon HAMP-7EE126 Loredan
Hampshire Fareham HAMP-A58E84 Loredan
Hampshire Broughton SUR-EAA4E5 Loredan
Hampshire East Meon SUSS-C97EE5 Loredan
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county parish PAS reference Doge

Hampshire Cheriton HAMP-1C2066 Steno
Hampshire Crawley SUR-4BD5E7 Tron
Hampshire Compton and Shawford HAMP-ED9064 Venier
Herefordshire Hereford HESH-4664E6 Venier
Hertfordshire Shenley BH-73B094 Barbarigo
Hertfordshire Wallington BH-06DCA1 Steno
Isle of Wight Brighstone IOW-99CAA6 Illegible, first incursion
Isle of Wight Shalfleet IOW-999E87 Barbarigo
Isle of Wight Shalfleet IOW-8C5834 Gritti
Isle of Wight Brighstone IOW-0717C1 Loredan
Isle of Wight Brighstone IOW-08B6E5 Loredan
Isle of Wight Shanklin IOW-2FAB78 Loredan
Isle of Wight Shorwell IOW-305CF3 Loredan
Isle of Wight Unparished IOW-3E26E0 Loredan
Isle of Wight Brighstone IOW-A7E0F5 Loredan
Isle of Wight Brighstone IOW-B20354 Loredan
Isle of Wight Godshill IOW-B23CD2 Loredan
Isle of Wight Godshill IOW-B3F636 Loredan
Isle of Wight Arreton IOW-BCC080 Loredan
Isle of Wight Yarmouth IOW-DCD992 Loredan
Isle of Wight Brighstone IOW-E85CB2 Mocenigo
Isle of Wight Shalfleet IOW-056D81 Steno
Isle of Wight Brighstone IOW-67B338 Steno
Isle of Wight Unparished IOW-94F754 Steno
Isle of Wight Brighstone IOW-9962C1 Steno
Isle of Wight Unparished IOW-60B824 Tron
Isle of Wight Chale IOW-6342E4 Tron
Isle of Wight Brighstone IOW-F7FC56 Tron
Kent Barming KENT-1728E4 Illegible, first incursion
Kent Allhallows KENT-CE99E3 Barbarigo
Kent Brookland KENT-33BA02 Barbarigo
Kent Barming KENT-171CB1 Loredan
Kent Cobham KENT-24EF16 Loredan
Kent High Halstow KENT-277683 Loredan
Kent Brenzett KENT-BA37F8 Loredan
Kent Unparished KENT-BA6935 Steno
Kent Brookland KENT-DD1B60 Steno
Leicestershire Woodhouse LEIC-6D5DC5 Loredan
Leicestershire Frisby LEIC-12AC88 Steno
Leicestershire Burton And Dalby LEIC-6DAAA0 Steno
Leicestershire Lubbesthorpe LEIC-DD2733 Steno
Leicestershire Frisby And Kirby LEIC-E31113 Steno
Leicestershire Peckleton LEIC-656F02 Tron
Lincolnshire Bassingham DENO-F35557 Illegible, first incursion
Lincolnshire Burgh Le Marsh LIN-F80FA2 Illegible, first incursion
Lincolnshire Blyborough LVPL-4F73C7 Illegible, first incursion
Lincolnshire Kirton LIN-675073 Barbarigo
Lincolnshire Wragby DENO-23D694 Loredan
Lincolnshire Walesby LIN-13B670 Loredan
Lincolnshire Mareham on the Hill LIN-177434 Loredan
Lincolnshire Burton Pedwardine LIN-ACC114 Loredan
Lincolnshire Torksey SWYOR-4FDB33 Loredan
Lincolnshire Sibsey LIN-4428C0 Marcello
Lincolnshire Stixwould and Woodhall LIN-A18482 Steno
Lincolnshire Owersby SWYOR-AC4515 Steno
Lincolnshire Aswarby and Swarby LIN-E39C51 Venier
Norfolk Northrepps NMS-1500D Illegible, first incursion
Norfolk Northrepps NMS-15028 Illegible, first incursion
Norfolk Broome NMS-15077 Illegible, first incursion
Norfolk Seething NMS-F4B0 Illegible, first incursion
Norfolk Attlebridge NMS-FB3E Illegible, first incursion
Norfolk Tacolneston NMS-FEF3 Illegible, first incursion
Norfolk Northwold SF-D159C3 Illegible, first incursion
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Norfolk Foulsham NMS-F533 Loredan
Norfolk East Walton NMS-EE44 Mocenigo
Norfolk Narborough NMS869 Steno
Norfolk Marham NMS-EB95 Steno
Norfolk Marham NMS-ECDB Steno
Norfolk Mattishall NMS-F14D Steno
Norfolk Stradsett NMS-F26D Steno
Norfolk Wereham NMS-FE49 Steno
Norfolk Swaffham PAS-8C66E4 Steno
Norfolk Wereham NMS-161E7 Venier
North Lincolnshire Barton upon Humber NLM-F3AF66 Loredan
North Lincolnshire Brigg NLM-C23975 Steno
North Lincolnshire Scunthorpe SWYOR-F1FFC2 Steno
North Yorkshire Wistow SWYOR-1CCF52 Loredan
North Yorkshire Sherburn in Elmet SWYOR-4CDB56 Loredan
North Yorkshire Snape with Thorp YORYM-AF0F78 Loredan
North Yorkshire Nun Monkton NCL-950453 Steno
Northamptonshire Tansor NARC-9A0426 Illegible, first incursion
Northamptonshire Potterspury NARC-69DF63 Illegible, first incursion
Northamptonshire Boughton NARC3258 Loredan
Northamptonshire Rothersthorpe NARC-FCDF23 Loredan
Northamptonshire Nassington NARC-FEC891 Loredan
Northamptonshire Brigstock NARC2804 Marcello
Northamptonshire Norton NARC-37CE95 Steno
Northamptonshire Rothersthorpe NARC-B898F4 Venier
Nottinghamshire South Scarle DENO-DCA357 Loredan
Nottinghamshire Langar cum Barnstone DENO-CB77E5 Loredan
Nottinghamshire East Retford NLM-FCD706 Loredan
Oxfordshire East Hendred SUR-FE8175 Loredan
Oxfordshire Hethe BUC-6A1A46 Steno
Oxfordshire Radley BERK-B53E97 Venier
Rutland Leighfield LEIC-56D2A0 Loredan
Shropshire Cockshutt HESH-E07F96 Loredan
Somerset Hinton St George SOMDOR-6EC6F7 Barbarigo
Somerset Ilminster SOMDOR-170651 Loredan
Somerset West Buckland SOMDOR-80FA72 Loredan
South Yorkshire Askern SWYOR-793BF3 Loredan
South Yorkshire Bawtry SWYOR-D5DC96 Loredan
Staffordshire Eccleshall DENO-D22E84 Illegible, first incursion
Staffordshire Draycott in the Moors WMID-E38034 Loredan
Staffordshire Drayton Bassett WMID-0D4813 Steno
Staffordshire Waterhouses WMID-85EF91 Steno
Suffolk Elmswell SF-172683 Illegible, first incursion
Suffolk Nettlestead SF-302A94 Illegible, first incursion
Suffolk Lakenheath SF-7C5CB1 Illegible, first incursion
Suffolk Covehithe SF-89C3A2 Illegible, first incursion
Suffolk Covehithe SF-BB2897 Illegible, first incursion
Suffolk Little Cornard SF-B17A35 Illegible, first incursion
Suffolk Stowupland SF-DFDE76 Illegible, second incursion
Suffolk Great Finborough SF-E4E764 Illegible, second incursion
Suffolk Fressingfield SF-4A9FA4 Loredan
Suffolk Somerleyton Ashby and SF-5DD7C1 Loredan

Herringfleet
Suffolk Worlington SF-A66FC1 Loredan
Suffolk Hadleigh ESS-AAF302 Steno
Suffolk Great Glemham SF-40B166 Steno
Suffolk Cockfield SF-444356 Steno
Suffolk Fressingfield SF-4AB362 Steno
Suffolk Nettlestead SF-8C9ED4 Steno
Suffolk Monk Soham SF-CE5533 Steno
Suffolk St Mary South Elmham SF-FA1D66 Steno
Suffolk Eye SF-FE14D6 Steno
Suffolk Linstead Magna WMID-7CFCC2 Venier
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Surrey Wanborough SUR-847381 Illegible, first incursion
Surrey Guildford SUR-025075 Loredan
Surrey Normandy SUR-854028 Loredan
Surrey Shere SUR-D9FA04 Loredan
Surrey West Clandon SUR-191715 Steno
Surrey West Clandon SUR-6C5F61 Steno
Surrey West Clandon SUR-7E5A42 Steno
Warwickshire Wishaw WMID-C4CCE4 Illegible, second incursion
Warwickshire Brailes WAW-9A87D5 Loredan
Warwickshire Bidford on Avon WAW-FB5806 Loredan
Warwickshire Middleton WMID-B7F785 Loredan
Warwickshire Brandon and Bretford DENO-F05C62 Steno
Warwickshire Alcester WAW-022687 Steno
Warwickshire Brailes WAW-3A5E63 Steno
Warwickshire Tanworth in Arden WAW-AAC7D1 Steno
Warwickshire Alderminster WMID462 Steno
West Midlands Halesowen WMID-2D9253 Loredan
West Sussex Bramber SUSS-07E316 Illegible, first incursion
West Sussex Fulking SUSS-376F85 Illegible, first incursion
West Sussex Upper Beeding SUSS-A2EEE5 Illegible, second incursion
West Sussex Lancing SUSS-AE5F67 Barbarigo
West Sussex Sidlesham SUSS-EF5853 Barbarigo
West Sussex Pyecombe SUSS-AC3216 Loredan
West Sussex Boxgrove SUSS-AFD3A5 Loredan
West Sussex Bosham SUSS-7D47A5 Mocenigo
West Sussex Coldwaltham SUSS-2601A4 Steno
West Sussex Yapton SUSS-562334 Steno
Wiltshire Cheverell Parva WILT-0CADF1 Loredan
Wiltshire Easterton WILT-309CF5 Loredan
Wiltshire Downton WILT-319C31 Loredan
Wiltshire Allcannings WILT-83C557 Loredan
Wiltshire Allcannings WILT-8453B7 Loredan
Wiltshire St Paul Malmesbury Without WILT-ACE0C2 Loredan
Wiltshire St Paul Malmesbury Without WILT-AD05E3 Loredan
Wiltshire Milton Lilbourne WILT-F67818 Loredan
Wiltshire West Lavington WILT-35EAE7 Mocenigo
Wiltshire Sutton Benger NMGW190 Steno
Wiltshire Salisbury WILT-647804 Steno
Wiltshire Rowde WILT-756284 Steno
Worcestershire Leigh WAW-4C2207 Loredan
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THE GOLDEN FLEECE IN BRITAIN

R. H. THOMPSON

THE Order of the Golden Fleece is the most lustrous order of chivalry after the Garter.1

Recently it became necessary to counter an expression of incredulity that a suspended
‘Fleece’, as used in England for ‘base’ commercial purposes (Fig. 1), could possibly derive
from the Order.2 That it does so is clear from its unnatural shape, with hooves and with horns,
whereas a natural fleece may be exemplified by the amorphous mass of curls on the tokens
classified in the Appendix (below) at 3.58.9. Ancient representations of the Golden Fleece did
not take the same form.3

The heraldic writer Randle Holme4 faced the difficulty of what is illustrated in Fig. 1 being
called something it was not:

XXIX. He beareth Azure, the Golden Fleece. This is so well known in the signs of London, by the term of
Fleece, that I dare give it no other Blazon, neither indeed can I give it a more proper expression. This is a Sheep
hung by the middle in a Chain from the cheif [sic] point.

The main concern here is the so-called ‘Fleece’ on tokens of the seventeenth to nineteenth
centuries, its meaning, and its contribution to municipal heraldry and to sign names. The
writer is conscious of venturing into a vast field, some areas of which may be unknown to
him.

1 Kervyn de Lettenhove 1907a; Hommel 1947; Groeningemuseum 1962; De Terlinden 1970; Bruxelles 1987; Cockshaw
1996a; Sainty 2006, 265–93.

2 J. Labrot, pers. comm. (e-mail to author, c.2006); Thompson 2006–7, a revised version of a talk given at the National
Numismatic Congress in Cwmbrân, 15 April 2007.

3 Daremberg and Saglio 1873–1918, iii, 617, fig. 4146; Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae Classicae (1981–99),
ARGONAUTAI 21 (pl. 432).

4 Holme 1688, ii, 175.

Fig. 1. Holme 1688, ii, 169, fig. 29.
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The Order of the Golden Fleece (1430)

The Order was founded in Brugge (Bruges) on 10 January 1429/30 by Philip the Good
(1396–1467), Duke of Burgundy from 1419, to celebrate his marriage to Isabella of Portugal.
The lack of primary documents on the foundation has allowed various theories to flourish on
the reason for the choice of emblem, but the contemporary chronicler Enguerrand de
Monstrelet (c.1390–1453) described it unambiguously as ‘une toison d’or en samblance et
remembrance de la toison que jadis conquist anciennement Jason en l’isle de Colcos, comme on
le trouve escript en istoire de Troyes’, ‘a golden fleece in similitude and commemoration of the
fleece which in ancient times Jason conquered on the island of Colchis, as is written in the
story of Troy’ (Fig. 2).5

The matter of Troy became an important theme in the twelfth century among princes and the
nobility. Following the troubadour Benoît de Sainte-Maure, it began with Jason’s voyage to
recover the Golden Fleece from Colchis.6 In 1393 Philip’s grandfather, Philip the Bold,
ordered tapestries from Paris representing the myth, which from his earliest childhood there-
fore surrounded the boy, grand lecteur d’anciennes histoires. Soon after founding the Order,
Philip the Good had a chamber in his castle at Hesdin (Pas-de-Calais, commune of Le Parcq,
destroyed 1553)7 painted to represent the story of Jason, with some sort of mechanical
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5 De Monstrelet 1857–62, iv, 373.
6 Highet 1949, 50–5 and 576, n.20; Gerritsen 1998, 140–5, s.v. ‘Hector’; Braund 1994.
7 Thiébaut 1986, 159.

Fig. 2. Berry 1828–40, pl. LXXXVI.
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production of thunder and lightning which Caxton would mention in his Prologue to the
History of Jason (1477). Moreover, at the time Constantinople was besieged by the Sultan;
Turkish forces had captured Philip’s father at the Battle of Nicopolis (1396), and he fitted out
a fleet on the Adriatic for a new crusade. The Golden Fleece was that sought by Jason.

However, it became a problem for the Duke that this patronage was not Christian. Indeed,
the Church considered Jason immoral for promising marriage to Medea and living with her,
but then abandoning her. At the first chapter of the Order, held at Lille in 1431, its chancel-
lor Jean Germain, bishop of Nevers, sought to persuade the Duke to replace Jason’s fleece
with the fleece of the biblical Gideon. This could be done without modifying the statutes,
which did not speak of the emblem.8 The Duke bowed to this pressure, and attribution of the
Golden Fleece to Gideon may be found in the report of Olivier de La Marche (c.1428–1502)
that Gédéon prend la place de Jason,9 in Giovio (1561),10 in an English work of heraldry
(1660),11 and as late as 1999 in the Spanish encyclopaedia of emblems.12 Other fleeces have
been proposed over the years.13

After the War of the Spanish Succession (1700–13) there was a division into an Austrian
and a Spanish Order, but the Treasure remained in Vienna.

British Knights of the Golden Fleece

British names amongst the Knights of the Golden Fleece are listed below for their possible
influence on use of the device.14 With the obvious exception of H.M. the Queen, all are in
ODNB, the first in ODNB online only; their appearance in ODNB has been the criterion for
defining names as British.

1461 Brugge, Lodewijk van [Louis de Bruges; Lodewijck van Gruuthuse], earl of Winchester (c.1427–92),
courtier and diplomat.

1468 Edward IV (1442–83), king of England and lord of Ireland, his sister Margaret (1446–1503) being duchess
of Burgundy.

1491 Henry VII (1457–1509), king of England and lord of Ireland, who was painted in oil wearing the collar in
1505.15

1505 Henry VIII (1491–1547), king of England and Ireland, whose inventory includes ‘a Coller of golde of
thordre of the golden flees with one flees hanging thereunto with twoo other lesse fleeces all in case of
blacke lether’, and ‘a golden Flese of golde’.16

1531 James V (1512–42), king of Scots.
1555 Philip [Philip II of Spain, Felipe II] (1527–98), king of England and Ireland, consort of Mary I, and king

of Spain, chef et souverain of the Order from 1555, the badge being present on medals of Mary.17

1624 Campbell, Archibald, seventh earl of Argyll (1575/6–1638), magnate and politician.
1665 Leslie, Walter, Count Leslie in the nobility of the Holy Roman Empire (1606–67), army officer and

diplomat.
1699 Taaffe, Francis, third earl of Carlingford (1639–1704), army officer and politician.
1704 Fitzjames, James, first duke of Berwick-upon-Tweed (1670–1734), army officer in the French service.18

1757 Browne, Maximilian Ulysses von, Jacobite third earl of Browne, and Count von Browne in the nobility of
the Holy Roman Empire (1705–57), army officer in the imperial service.
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8 Tourneur 1956.
9 De La Marche 1883–8, iv, 164–6; Gruben 1997, 131–3.

10 De Tervarent 1997, 440–1, s.v. ‘toison d’or’.
11 Carter 1660, 187.
12 Bernat Vistarini 1999, 82, no. 121.
13 Sainty 2006, 269.
14 Kervyn de Lettenhove 1907b, 92–6; Groeningemuseum 1962, 38–81; Sainty 2006, 277.
15 National Portrait Gallery 416, illustrated in ODNB.
16 Starkey 1998, 76 item 2588, 83 item 2950.
17 Hawkins 1885, i, 75–87, nos 26, 30, 32–5, 37–9, 42–55, and 1904–11, pls v.5, 7–8, 11 and vi.5.
18 For James Francis, second duke of Berwick, KGF 1714, see GEC (Cokayne, Complete Peerage) ii, 164–5 and xii/2,

appendix H: ‘The alleged attainder of the Duke of Berwick-upon-Tweed’. Resolution of this might include Charles, ninth duke,
KGF 1900, but his son, KGF 1926, discarded the Berwick title (GEC ii, 167).
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1802 Acton, Sir John Francis Edward, sixth baronet (1736–1811), naval officer and administrator in the
Neapolitan service, the diploma conferring it being in Shropshire Archives.19

1812 Wellesley, Arthur, first duke of Wellington (1769–1852), army officer and prime minister; conferred by the
acting government of Spain, and confirmed 1814 by Ferdinand VII.

1814 George IV (1762–1830), king of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and king of Hanover,
the first non-Catholic recipient of the Austrian Order.

1834 William IV (1765–1837), king of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and king of Hanover.
1841 Albert (1819–61), prince consort, consort of Queen Victoria.
1852 Edward VII (1841–1910), king of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland [etc.].
1878 Taaffe, Edward Francis Joseph, Viscount Taaffe of Corren (1833–95).
1893 George V (1865–1936), king of Great Britain, Ireland [etc.].
1902 Arthur, first duke of Connaught and Strathearn (1850–1942).
1902 Ernest Augustus, duke of Cumberland and Teviotdale [etc.] (1845–1923).
1912 Edward VIII (1894–1972), later duke of Windsor.
1988 Elizabeth II, queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

No general explanation for use of the device is apparent, but it is worth drawing attention to
the ‘Golden Fleece of gold’ in the inventory of Henry VIII.

Claude Paradin, 1591

Claude Paradin’s Devises Heroïques was first published in Lyon in 1551, republished in 1557
with the addition of sixty-four imprese and prose commentaries, then published in Latin by
Plantin at Antwerp as Symbola heroica in 1562. In 1591 this was turned into The Heroicall
Devises of M. Claudius Paradin, translated out of Latin into English by P. S. (London).

From one version or another Paradin was known in England from 1560, and as such was
among the earliest emblem books in the country.20 His book was a source for tournament
imprese under Elizabeth, and for the decoration of her warship The White Bear. Paradin was
drawn on by Thomas Palmer who lectured in rhetoric at St John’s College, Cambridge, from
1557, and Cambridge students were referring to continental collections of imprese in the
1570s.21

Fig. 3 reproduces one of Paradin’s emblems.22 It is accompanied by a text which records ‘In
the year after the birth of Christ, 1429, the company of the order of the knights of the
Garter,’ in mistake for the Golden Fleece, and continues (with spelling and punctuation
modernised):

begun by the same Philip duke of Burgundy, having purchased a most majestical name by the donation of the
golden fleece. After this he chose four and twenty noble men of tried fidelity to be of the number of this
honourable society, adorning them with a chain of gold, wherein was the flint stone burning throughout the
whole chain, and the golden fleece hanging before the breast, imitating herein (as may be supposed) the mari-
nal expedition of Jason into Colchos by diligent observation, as it were, of his virtue and goodliness [godlines],
whereof he was said to be so desirous, that he deserved the name of good, and the praise of an excellent wit,
the order whereof his Epitaph, which also sheweth the invention of the golden fleece, doth declare in these
words:

I to th’intent the church might be,
both safe and sure likewise,

From tyrant’s rage, invented have
the goodly golden fleece.’
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19 Illustrated by Sainty 2006, 279.
20 Bath 1994, 22, 282.
21 Daly et al. 1993, 5–7.
22 Daly et al. 1993, 37–8.
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An eviscerated emblem?

John Savile, first Baron Savile of Pontefract (1556–1630), matriculated in 1572 at Trinity
College, Cambridge.23 He might have been aware of the resonances within the device of the
suspended ‘fleece’ when he defended the interests of the northern clothiers in the House of
Commons, and eventually secured a royal charter for Leeds (1626), with seal as in Fig. 4; but
nothing suggests that anything more than wool was intended by the device. No papers indi-
cate his thinking.24 Lord Savile’s house at Howley, ‘exceeding neat’ in Camden’s view,25 and
traditionally visited by Rubens,26 had been destroyed by the eighteenth century. A field survey
of the site did not reveal any decorative details,27 and neither does Whitaker’s illustration of
one facade.28 The obvious meaning of support for woollen manufacture is clear in one clause
of the Leeds charter of 1626, here in translation:29

Whereas our town of Leedes in our county of York, is an ancient and populous town, and the inhabitants. . .
for many years past, have had, and skilfully exercised. . . the art or mystery of making and working woollen
cloths. . . [etc.]

The suspended ‘fleece’ appeared in Leeds for the first time on the seal accompanying that
charter, in which the King ‘assigned, nominated, constituted, and made. . . our beloved Sir
John Savile, knight, to be the first and present alderman’, i.e. mayor, although Savile’s duties
as Comptroller of the Household, and Vice-President of the Council of the North, prevented
his performing that office in person.
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23 ODNB.
24 The Latin autobiography of Sir John Savile in Calderdale Archives is by another Yorkshire MP and judge (1546–1607).
25 Camden 1695, col. 710.
26 DNB s.v. Savile (not sufficiently established for ODNB).
27 Ainsworth 1989.
28 Whitaker 1816.
29 Leeds 1952, 7.

Fig. 3. Paradin 1591, 49.
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The arms of various branches of Savile were Argent on a bend Sable three owls of the field,30

although his father, Robert Savile, Esq., bore those arms with Over all a bendlet sinister.31

Likewise, as John Savell of Howley, Esq., he was ascribed the arms with Over all a bendlet sin-
ister Gules,32 but as Sir John Savile he seems to have abandoned the bendlet sinister with its
suggestion of illegitimacy. The owl supporters on the seal make clear Savile’s responsibility
for obtaining the charter, but the fleece does not derive from the arms of Savile.

Civic heraldry

In the period 1635–1842, when no arms seem to have been granted to any city or town, Leeds
provides an example of arms formed from seal devices.33 At Dugdale’s 1665–6 Visitation of
Yorkshire the arms of Leeds were recorded on the strength of long user.34 The origin of the
‘fleece’ in the arms of Leeds was understood within the College of Arms: it is ‘commonly
called the golden fleece, and is the badge pendent to the collar of that order of Knighthood’,
affirmed its (self-proclaimed) registering clerk.35 Leeds bears Azure a fleece Or, on a chief
Sable three mullets Argent, according to Fox-Davies,36 and in the simplified blazon of Fitzalan
Pursuivant, C.W. Scott-Giles, Azure, a golden fleece, on a chief sable three silver stars.37 Like
Fox-Davies, Briggs muddied the waters by translating golden fleece into ‘a fleece Or’, as
though it were a simple fleece with a golden tincture.38 Scott-Giles’s practice seems the best,
to use a special term for a special shape: a golden fleece, which indicates its origin, without
suggesting that it refers directly to the Order of the Golden Fleece (Fig. 5). However, that
must be the source of ‘the golden fleece of Leeds’.39

Many of the tokens listed in the appendix were issued in areas dependent on the wool trade.
They follow, and appear to have copied the arms of the town (since 1893 City) of Leeds. From
the municipality the golden fleece has spread to various local institutions, such as the Leeds
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30 Burke 1884, 900.
31 Glover 1875, 639–51, at p. 646: Sir William Fayrfax’s ‘Booke of Arms’.
32 Tonge 1863, xxiv.
33 Hope 1895, 195.
34 Lumb 1909, 183; Turner 1924, 279–80.
35 Berry 1828–40, i, sig. R2a, 2C4a-b.
36 Fox-Davies 1915, 432–3.
37 Scott-Giles 1953, 404, but for ‘roses’ in the final paragraph read mullets (or stars).
38 Briggs 1971, 228–9. As pointed out by Turner 1924, 279, the chief ‘of the last’, i.e. Or, given in Burke 1884, 594, proba-

bly derives from the dotted chief on Wardell’s plate. The arms on the 1836 seal of Leeds in Boyne 1858, pl. 10, likewise do not
correspond to the Petrasanta convention of hatching, for which see (e.g.) Fox-Davies 1985, 60 (as Petra Sancta; for Gentilitia
read Gentilitiae).

39 Hope 1895, 195.

Fig. 4. Boyne 1858, pl. 10.
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Incorporated Chamber of Commerce,40 and the Yorkshire Numismatic Society. A suspended
‘fleece’ also appears in the arms granted in 1877 to Bury, in 1883 to Bacup, and in 1891 to
Nelson, all in Lancashire, and in those granted in 1917 to Stourbridge in Worcestershire.41

More instances could be adduced from Australia.42 The Borough of Colne in Lancashire used
the device without authority: a fleece above a fess charged with two Roman coins, representing
the supposed Roman occupation of Colunio.43

Sir William Vaughan (c.1575–1641)

In the very year of the first Leeds charter, for fanciful notions of a crusade to the east there
was substituted a westward outlook in a rambling, yet pragmatic work, by William Vaughan,
one of the Vaughans of Golden Grove (Y Gelli Aur) in Carmarthenshire, younger brother of
the first Earl of Carbery:

The Golden Fleece, divided into three parts, under which are discovered the errours of religion, the vices and decayes
of the kingdome, and lastly the wayes to get wealth and to restore trading so much complayned of, transported from
Cambrioll Colchos, out of the southermost part of the iland commonly called the Newfoundland, by Orpheus
junior [pseud.] (London, 1626).

This included an important early map of Newfoundland. Vaughan purchased a part of
that land, endowing it with Welsh names, and promoting its colonization. He referred to trad-
ing as ‘the Golden Fleece, more certaine then Iason’s Fleece’ because the sheep could be shorn
for eight months space without intermission, and of bodies far bigger than the Peru sheep [i.e.
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40 Briggs 1971, 230.
41 Briggs 1971, 44–5 (Bacup), 87–8 (Bury), 277 and 279 (Nelson), 372 (Stourbridge).
42 Neubecker 1974, 206–7.
43 Scott-Giles 1953, 209–10, but for ‘chevron’ read fess.

Fig. 5. Scott-Giles 1953, 404.
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llamas] which the Spaniards ‘bragge to equalize Asses for proportionable greatnesse’. No
Savile connection with Vaughan has been found, however, nor with such creative works as the
river pageant The Triumphs of the Golden Fleece by Anthony Munday (1623).

The ‘Fleece’ on Royal Farthing Tokens

On tokens the first appearance of the device supposedly would be on Charles I Richmond far-
things, Peck’s privy mark 29, Fleece, ‘Sometimes recorded as tooth, but it is almost certainly
intended for a fleece, i.e. the woolly skin of a sheep suspended from the middle’.44 A constant
danger with drawings is that they may incorporate an element of interpretation of what the
artist supposed he was seeing. A more accurate drawing by Everson shows the mark domed in
chief, with a ridged surface, two descenders at too tight an angle for the body of a sheep, with
no indication of head or horns, and no means of suspension.45 One could hardly hope for a
clearer specimen than the one illustrated as Fig. 6, yet no certain identity for the mark can be
offered. Tentatively this writer would offer for consideration the cloven hoof of a deer, goat,
or bovine, perhaps ‘Bull’s foot’. This does have a presence in heraldry when a beast is hoofed
(unguled, onglé) of a tincture different from the body, e.g. the arms of Musterton, Gules a
unicorn passant Argent, armed and unguled Or.46 Armed refers to the horn, but although horns
are found alone, as are legs with hooves, a hoof has not been found as a separate charge. The
enlarged illustration may facilitate a more certain identification.

Private tokens, seventeenth to nineteenth century

Numismatic representations of the Golden Fleece have been listed by De Witte (1907) and
Smolderen (1996), and briefly discussed by Ehrhard (1977) and Cockshaw (1996b). They have
no British content.

From the third quarter of the seventeenth century private tokens provide a number of
representations. Those in the Norweb Collection are classified as they have been published in
SCBI, but with ‘a golden fleece’ now replacing the awkward descriptions ‘A fleece in the shape
of the animal [or, of a sheep], perhaps suspended from a ring’, and ‘A fleece (so-called)’.47 It
does not pretend to be complete beyond the Norweb Collection. To these have been added
examples of the same types on tokens of the eighteenth century,48 and tokens of the
nineteenth century.49
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44 BMC English Copper 1964, 27, 29 and 59 no. 165.
45 Everson 2007, 29 and 31 no. 81.
46 Burke 1884, 719.
47 SCBI 31, xxiv; SCBI 38, xliii; SCBI 43, xx; SCBI 44, xxiii; SCBI 49, xxix; SCBI 59, liii.
48 Dalton and Hamer 1910–18.
49 Davis 1904; Withers 1999.

Fig. 6. Image courtesy of Nigel Clark.
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Attention may be drawn to a die-linked group in Leeds (SCBI 49, 5928, 5940 and 5956).
Separate tokens dated 1650 were issued by Grace Brischo, William GLENSOVER (name not
identified), and Matthew Stable. The single Norweb specimens appear to have been struck in
that order (but their absolute chronology is unclear), for they are all from the same reverse
die. So also was a token of Marmaduke Lovell,50 an armiger who died in 1663, but otherwise
nothing has been discovered about these issuers. Their common reverse reads IN LEEDES
TOWNE 1650 around a golden fleece, as on the 1626 seal. Such die-linking would have neces-
sitated an exceptionally long succession of token-issuing landlords at the sign of the Golden
Fleece (if that were a single establishment), each passing the reverse die to the next, and it is
tempting to wonder instead whether there was some sort of agreement, some partnership,
perhaps within a large building like the Flower de Luce Inn in Farnham (SCBI 46, 4576,
4580–2, and 4583), or at least a wider acceptance from 1650 of the very device that the heralds
would record in 1666 as the corporate arms of Leeds as a whole.

Sign names

In 1994 the Centre for English Name Studies at Nottingham found the Fleece recorded as an
inn or tavern name only from 1687 in the volumes of the English Place-Name Survey, and in
1664 in the diary of Samuel Pepys.51 The Golden Fleece is first recorded as late as 1826.52

Yet in the appendix below are tokens bearing legends such as AT THE FLEECE TAVERN
IN HOLBORNE 1651, and AT THE FLEECE TAVERNE IN COVEN[t] GARDEN
[1651–72], a tavern which became notorious after the Restoration for its turbulent customers.53

Moreover, AT THE GOLDEN FLEECE occurs on tokens in London in the 1650s, and in York
in the 1660s, admittedly for unknown trades, but probably for taverns.

Other examples of earlier representations may be found on the following London trade-
cards and billheads (Fig. 7):54

Golden Fleece, 1768 or 1769, hosiers
Golden Fleece, c.1760, a mercer
Golden Fleece, 1780 or c.1780, tailors
Golden Fleece, 1740 or c.1760, woollen drapers

Conclusions

This investigation has established the following:

1. The suspended ‘fleece’ with horns and hooves should be called a Golden Fleece, just as ‘a
golden Flese of golde’ in the inventory of Henry VIII must have been ‘golden’ not from its
composition or colour, but because of its shape.
2. Originally this shape represented Jason’s Fleece, as designed for the Order of the Golden
Fleece.
3. The tokens derive the image from Leeds and its seal of 1626.
4. The tokens offer occurrences of the sign names Fleece and Golden Fleece earlier than those
found by the Nottingham Centre for English Name Studies.
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50 Dickinson 1986, 233, Yorkshire 202A; Sheppard 1925.
51 Cox 1994, 89, 99–100.
52 Cox 1994, 28, 92.
53 Wheatley 1891, ii, 51–2.
54 Heal 1947.
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APPENDIX: TOKENS BEARING A GOLDEN FLEECE IN THE 
NORWEB COLLECTION, WITH ADDITIONS

[3.58.1] A golden fleece suspended, perhaps from a ring
i. 335 Soulbury, 767 Plymouth, 789–90 Tiverton (1661)
ii. 1648 Dursley (Fig. 8)
iii. 2062 Hereford, 2486 Deal (1664), 2617 Hythe (1669)
iv. 3489 Newcastle, 3830–1 Witney (clothier), 3834 Witney (clothier)
vi. 5928 Leeds, 5940 Leeds, 5956 Leeds (all three 1650, see above), 6159 York YEGOLDEN [Fleece], 6160
York AT THE GOLDEN FLEECE
vii. 6666 Blackfriars, 6744 Cateaton Street, 6857 Dice Quay (1668), 7089 Holborn AT THE FLEECE
AND ROSE, 7090 Holborn AT THE FLEECE TAVERN (1651)
viii. (in preparation, numbers from Williamson) London 736–7 AT THE FLEECE (TAVERNE), 1484 AT
YE FLECE TAVERN, 2518, 2676 AT YE FLEESE TAVERN (1667), 2677 AT GOL, 3049–50 AT THE (or
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YE) GOLDEN FLEECE, 3159 at the fleece (1666), 3164 YE GOVLDEN FLEECE (1657), 3517 AT THE
FLESE
Uncertain 91 A STAPLE FARTHING, 92 (merchant of the Staple of England)

Additions from the seventeenth century (refs Williamson 1889–91, Dickinson 1986):
London 724 AT YE GOLDEN [Fleece tavern] (1666)55

Southwark 96
Warwickshire 75 (Coventry clothier, 1666)
Yorkshire 202A (1650)
Ireland 364–5

Additions from the eighteenth century (ref. Dalton and Hamer 1910–18):
Lancashire 140–2, 156–7 (Rochdale mercer and draper)
Norfolk 12–13 (Norwich newspaper proprietor etc.)56 (Fig. 9)
Yorkshire 27–8 (Leeds businessman?)

Additions from the nineteenth century (ref. Davis 1904):
Cambridgeshire 1 (March grocers and brewer)
Lincolnshire 1, 15 (Louth)
Somerset 6–7, 68–73 (Bath ironmonger and mercer & haberdasher etc.)
Wiltshire 7–8 � Withers 1999, nos. 1108–10 (Staverton woollen mill)
Yorkshire 1
Not Local 2–3, 6, 10–11

[3.58.2] A golden fleece accompanied by a sugarloaf
viii. Williamson London 1741 (1666)

[3.58.3] A golden fleece accompanied by letters
ii. 1774 Wotton under Edge (1667)
vi. 5827 Calverley (1667)
viii.Williamson London 453–4

Additions from the eighteenth century (ref. Dalton and Hamer 1910–18):
Kent 5 (Brookland grocer and draper)
Somerset 107–9 (Dunkirk woollen mill)57

Yorkshire 54

[3.58.4] A golden fleece accompanied by an inscription
Williamson Cambs.133 (1670), illustrated Spink, 3 March 1982, lot 16 (part)
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55 Berry 1978, 52–3.
56 Jewson 1975, 118; ODNB s.v. Bacon, Richard Mackenzie (1776–1844).
57 Rogers 1976, 193–5; Dykes 2004.

Fig. 9.
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Addition from the eighteenth century (ref. Dalton and Hamer 1910–18):
Dublin 454

[3.58.5] A golden fleece suspended from a tree
Eighteenth century:

Dalton and Hamer, Nottinghamshire 1–4 (Arnold worsted mill)

[3.58.9] A fleece in the shape of an oval fesswise
iv. 3147–8 Norwich (worsted weaver, 1665)

[5.14.149] On a shield a golden fleece, from the arms of the borough of Leeds
vi. 5947 Leeds

Additions from the eighteenth century (ref. Dalton and Hamer 1910–18):
Yorkshire 43–53, 55 (Fig. 10)

Additions from the nineteenth century (ref. Davis 1904):
Lincolnshire 2
Yorkshire 20–33
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AUCTIONEERS’ TOKENS

JOHN WHITMORE

Introduction

AUCTIONEERS’ tokens form a small group of types which have similarities in their design and
function to both inn tokens and market tokens. Inn tokens, of which there are many thousands
of types, enabled a customer of the named inn to obtain a drink in exchange for the token,
which would have reached him through a variety of schemes and arrangements. Most market
tokens or tallies were an element in a rather complex deposit system which allowed valuable
containers to pass safely and economically between wholesalers and retailers of fruit, vegeta-
bles, flowers and fish. Token issuers in all three occupations – auctioneers, innkeepers and mar-
ket wholesalers – used the products of specialist manufacturers based mainly in Birmingham
and London. The distinctive group of token makers in Exeter seem to have confined their
products to West Country inns and did not manufacture tokens for other trades.

A feature shared by all three groups is an eccentric geographical distribution, even when
differences in urban consumer populations and agricultural practices are discounted. The
nature of the market token scheme led to extreme elaboration of style in the major London
markets. Birmingham issues were extensive but generally conventional in design.1 Some
smaller markets such as Nottingham adopted similar schemes,2 but there are other major
distributive centres in the north and west where market tokens are rare or non-existent.

Inn tokens are mainly confined to areas north and west of a line from Portland Bill to the
Wash, diminishing north of Lancashire and the West Riding of Yorkshire and absent from
Scotland. Exceptionally there are a substantial number from the London area,3 although
fewer in relation to population than in the Midlands and West of England or in South Wales.4

There is also a distinctive Irish group almost entirely confined to Dublin City.5

This article concerns issues by auctioneers in the same basic style as inn tokens. They have
proved to have a far narrower date range than inn or market tokens, being concentrated
between 1875 and 1905; in the main inn tokens occur from 1840 to 1910, and market tokens
from 1880 to 1950. A few tokens naming auctioneers occur both earlier and later, but they
tend to be isolated examples and do not link in style or function with the main series.

The tokens in the list that follows are invariably made of brass. On average they are rather
larger than either inn or market tokens, with diameters ranging up to 33 mm. One (no. 27 in
Table 1) depicts a sheep, and one is square in shape (no. 29), otherwise there is little remark-
able in their design. Despite their size, a number of them carry all their information on only
one side. This could effect a saving in die manufacturing costs, but is divergent from normal
inn or market token practice.

Geographically they show a quite extraordinary pattern in being almost entirely confined
to a narrow band about thirty miles wide, running across England in a north-easterly direc-
tion for some two hundred and fifty miles (Fig. 1). This area begins in Somerset and passes

Acknowledgements. Roy Wells has been collecting the auctioneer token series for many years. His advice and the loan of
research materials has been invaluable. I am also grateful for the assistance of Andrew Cunningham, Alan Foxall, Malcolm
Eden, Ray Saunders, Richard Shearman (Shearman and Sons, Doncaster) and David Thomas (late of Neasom and White
Redditch). The majority of the plate photographs are by Grenville Chamberlain from the collection of Roy Wells, and others
were supplied by Paul and Bente Withers and Malcolm Eden. Bente Withers also prepared the plates.

1 Whitmore 1995.
2 Chamberlain 2002.
3 Hayes 1993.
4 Cox and Cox 2005.
5 Todd 1977.
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through Gloucestershire, Worcestershire, Warwickshire, Leicestershire, Nottinghamshire and
Lincolnshire to end at the coast of Yorkshire in Scarborough. The only exceptions are two
locations in Buckinghamshire (nos 1 and 63), and these are not quite mainstream in that the
nature of the produce handled in the first case has not been established, and the second does
not mention auctioneering.
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Fig. 1. Locations of auctioneers’ tokens issuers.
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The majority of issuers were engaged to a greater or lesser extent in auctions of livestock,
and this seems to lead to the only logical explanation for their linear distribution. Historically
the fatstock rearing areas lay largely in the west and north and in Wales, while to the south
and east lay a population both more urbanised and better able to afford regular purchases of
butcher’s meat, and where arable and dairy farming occupied most of the agricultural land.
This dichotomy led to a centuries old practice of moving stock on traditional drove roads
from west to east, but the line of division across Britain is even more ancient. It may have
marked the Romano-British frontier after the invasion under Aulus Plautius in AD 43 and
later approximated the line of the Fosse Way. By the end of the nineteenth century the rail
system had taken over most of the transportation, but the general direction of fatstock travel
remained the same.

An auctioneer strategically placed where farmers with beasts to sell could meet the butchers
who needed to buy them would expect to gain the lion’s share of available trade. A supply of
tokens enabling those attending the market to obtain a free drink or other refreshment was a
useful device in strengthening loyalty to the distributing auctioneer. One origin of the practice
seems to have been the rural tradition of ‘luck money’, whereby a purchaser returns a small
sum to the seller on completion of a bargain. In two cases where issuing firms still remain in
family hands (nos 11 and 69) specific evidence of the practice has been forthcoming.

In the list that follows ten issues carry the word ‘refreshment’ and all but one (no. 7) of the
remainder show values ranging from three halfpence to one shilling. It is possible that the
former were for use in facilities provided within the market, whereas the latter were usually
redeemable at one or more adjacent hostelries, an arrangement which is explicitly stated on
the Hinckley token (no. 28). An analysis of the face values and a comparison with certain inn
token statistics is contained in Appendix 3.

In most nineteenth century token series there is a tendency for clusters of token issues to
appear where traders copy a practice which appears to be successful or even merely fashion-
able, in order to keep up with their competitors, often encouraged by itinerant salesmen rep-
resenting the token manufacturers. Such a process may account for the small number of
auctioneers located within the same narrow band who appear to have dealt in horticultural
and other produce rather than livestock (nos 2–7 and 31), although it is possible that some
auctioneers associated with the produce markets used tokens for the container deposit system
rather than for refreshment.

Whatever the underlying motives, the fact remains that this grouping of auctioneers
adopted a practice which seems to have no exact parallel. Virtually all other late nineteenth
century tokens showing face values were redeemed by the issuers themselves rather than
through a third party, whether designed to provide refreshment or otherwise.

The table that follows summarises the principal data in eight columns, the first giving a
serial number to the series in the alphabetical sequence of places either named on the tokens
(in normal type), or obtained by research (in italics). The column headed ‘date’ gives the esti-
mated mid-date when the issuer, using the business name given on the token, is believed to
have been active. Nearly all the issuers have been traced in trade directories, indicating when
they were in business, although rarely identifying the period of operation with precision. The
final column gives additional information, mainly about the token makers. Where a stock die
analysed in The Token Collectors Companion has been used, the die designation is quoted in
brackets.6
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TABLE 1. Auctioneers’ tokens.

place name other text form of value mm date maker etc.

1 Aylesbury Reader & Sons Auctioneers Coach & 2D incuse 25 1893
Horses

2 Bath A.J. Foster Auctioneer and Salesman 1s 26 1896 Heaton
3 Bath Arthur J. Foster Auctioneer & Salesman 1s/- in wreath 30
4 Birmingham Pope & Sons Horticultural Auctioneers 2D 24 1895
5 Birmingham Pope & Sons Horticultural Auctioneers 6D 24
6 Birmingham Pope & Sons Horticultural Auctioneers 1s/- in wreath 24
7 Birmingham & Whittindale & Auctioneers Agricultural none 24 1880

Coventry Potter Valuers
8 Bromsgrove & A.E. Chappell Auctioneer Valuer 3 32 1910

Hagley
9 Bromsgrove William Cotton Auctioneer Refreshment 3D 22 1875

Check
10 Bromsgrove William Cotton Auctioneer Refreshment 1s 30 1875

Check
11 Cirencester Moore & Hill Old Crown Inn 6D only 32 1885

Refreshment Ticket
12 Claybrooke Nixon & Son Auctioneers 3D in wreath 26 1890
13 Claybrooke Nixon & Son Auctioneers 4D in wreath 26
14 Cold Aston Acock & Hanks Auctioneers 6D 34 1892
15 Grantham Escritt’s Stock Sales 11⁄2 Three 28 1880 W.J. Taylor 

Halfpence London
16 Grantham Escritt’s Stock Sales 11⁄2 Three 28 W.J. Taylor 

Halfpence Holborn
17 Grantham Escritt’s Stock Sales 2 Two pence 28 W.J. Taylor 

London
18 Grantham Escritt’s Stock Sales 3 Three pence 28 W.J. Taylor

London
19 Grantham Escritt’s Stock Sales 3 Three pence 28 W.J. Taylor

Holn.
20 Grantham Escritt’s Stock Sales 6 Six pence 29 W.J. Taylor

London
21 Grantham Escritt’s Stock Sales 6D 28 W.J. Taylor

London
22 Grantham Escritt & Barrell Stock Sales 11⁄2 Three 29 1902 W.J. Taylor 

Halfpence London
23 Grantham Escritt & Barrell Stock Sales 3 Three pence 29 W.J. Taylor

Holn.
24 Grantham Golding Auctioneer 11⁄2D 26 1880
25 Grantham Golding Auctioneer 3D 26
26 Hagley E.B. Cotton Smithfield Refreshment 3D 21 1900

Check
27 Hagley Sale Refreshments 3D 23 1900 sheep

depicted
28 Hinckley Hincks Cattle Market Auctioneers 3D 1900

Shakespeare Refreshments The White 
Bear or Boot

29 Horncastle Parish & Son Auctioneers 3D 22 1895 incuse serial
no.; square

30 Leamington H. Haynes Auctioneer & Appraiser 3D 1880
Royal Oak Park St.

31 Leicester John J. Curtis Hay Straw & Root 11⁄2 23 1900
Auctioneer Haymarket

32 Malton R. Boulton Auction Mart 3 incuse 1880
33 Malton Joseph King Auctioneer 3D incuse 32 1895
34 Market W. Thorpe & Auctioneers 3D 24 1900 unreadable

Bosworth Son maker
35 Northallerton David Atkinson Live Stock Market 4D incuse 33 ? no wreath
36 Northallerton David Atkinson Live Stock Market 4D incuse 32 wreath
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TABLE 1. Cont.

place name other text form of value mm date maker etc.

37 Nottingham JHB monogram 3D 29 1890
Mansfield (Bradwell) 
Southwell

38 Nuneaton J. Sands Auctioneers 3D 31 1875
39 Nuneaton J. Sands Auctioneers 6D ?
40 Redditch Charles White Auctioneer & Valuer 3D in wreath 32 1880
41 Redditch Charles White Auctioneer & Valuer 6D in wreath 32
42 Redditch T. Neasom Auction Mart 2D 27 1885 Pope 

(POPN27–4)
43 Redditch T. Neasom Auction Mart 2D (42) 27 Pope 

c’marked 4 (POPN27–4)
44 Redditch T. Neasom Auction Mart 4 27 Pope

(POPN25–8)
45 Redditch T. Neasom Auction Mart 6D 27 Pope 

(POPN27–12)
46 Redditch T. Neasom Auction Mart 6D (45) 27 Pope 

c’marked 4 (POPN27–12)
47 Redditch Neasom & Auctioneers & Valuers 3D in wreath 33 1895

White
48 Redditch Neasom & Auctioneers & Valuers 4D in wreath 33

White
49 Redditch Neasom & Auctioneers & Valuers 3D incuse 33

White
50 Redditch Neasom & Auctioneers & Valuers 4D incuse 33

White
51 Retford F. White & Son Auctioneers 4D 31 1875 H. Pasley

Sheffield
52 Retford Payne & Auctioneers 3D in wreath 26 1875

Wilkinson
53 Retford Payne & Auctioneers 4D in wreath 26

Wilkinson
54 Retford Payne & White Auctioneers 3D 24 1885
55 East Retford Henry Spencer Auctioneer & Valuer 3 26 1880
56 Rotherham J.D. Styring Auctioneer Refreshment none 32 1880
57 Rugby Tait & Bird Auctioneers 3D 27 1890 Pope

(POPX14–6)
58 Scarborough James Clarke Auctioneer 6D 32 1900
59 Selby Sergeant Son Auctioneers Auction none 31 1887

& Richardson Mart Refreshment
60 Selby Richardson & Auctioneers Auction none 31 1893

Son Mart Refreshment
61 Sheffield F.C. Dunn Auctioneer Valuer 1s/- ? 1893 Pryor Sheff.

Commission Agent &c.
62 Shepton Mallet Wainwright & Auctioneers 6D 25 1895

Laver
63 Slough Cattle Market 2D 32 1890
64 Stourbridge Stock Sale Refreshments 3D 24 1892
65 Stratford-on- C & W Smithfield 2D1⁄2 25 1875 Dipple

Avon (Canning & (DIP40-5)
Winter)

66 Sutton-upon- B. Selby Auctioneer 3D 26 1900
Trent

67 Tewkesbury Weaver & Albion Inn 6D in wreath 26 1875
Moore

68 Thirsk Haw & Junction Mart 4D 25 ?
Atkinson

69 Warmsworth T. Shearman 3D 1880
70 Wetherby Harry Sergeant Auctioneer & Valuer none 28 1890 Ardill Leeds

Refreshment
71 Wetherby Sergeant & Son Auctioneers & Valuers none 28 1900 Ardill Leeds

Refreshment
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Notes on the issuers, locations, etc.7

1. Reader and Son (not Sons) is recorded as an auctioneer and estate agent at 20 and 22
Temple Street, Aylesbury, between at least 1883 and 1903. The Coach and Horses was at 41,
Market Square, but Reader is not shown as the licensee. This is one of the two
Buckinghamshire tokens, which are geographically isolated from the main series running
from Somerset to Yorkshire. The Slough token (no. 63) is specifically livestock related, but no
evidence of the nature of Reader’s sales has been discovered. Courtney8 records a total of
only five Buckinghamshire inn tokens, of which this is probably one.

2–3 (Pl. 16). Both tokens are listed and illustrated by Minnitt and Young.9 The maker of no. 2
is known to have been Heaton of Birmingham, the reverse being from the same die as Minnitt
and Young item 56, which actual die is held in the Bath Industrial Heritage Centre. Foster was
an auctioneer, salesman, and fruit and potato merchant at 12–14 Kingsmead Square, c.1896.
These pieces seem more likely to have been used as market tallies than refreshment tokens. The
die-linked token is inscribed ‘Thomas Clack, Fish Salesman’, although a directory entry also
quotes occupations of poultry dealer and auctioneer.

4–6 (Pl. 16 (the sixpence, no. 5; the other two values use the same obverse die)). Members of
the Pope family ran a number of enterprises in, or connected with, the Birmingham whole-
sale fruit and vegetable markets. In 1892 Pope and Sons were listed as Horticultural
Auctioneers at 5–7 Phillips Street; as Nurserymen, Seedsmen and Florists in the Market Hall;
at 3 Western Arcade; and in King’s Norton. Phillips Street ran along the north side of the
Market Hall between Worcester Street and the Bull Ring, ideally placed for an auctioneer of
produce as distinct from livestock. D. Holloway, an auctioneer who issued a token (no. 72)
from his base in Yardley, five miles away, had operated from the Bell hostelry in the same
street and may have been Pope’s predecessor. E.B. Cotton, based in Bromsgrove and the
named issuer of one of the Hagley tokens (no. 26), also advertised ‘attendance at the Bell
Hotel. . . every Thursday from half-past One to Three p.m.’10

Two partners are recorded: Henry and John Pope. Henry was a seedsman in the Market
Hall as early as 1864. By 1900 the name had changed to Pope and Co., and by 1911 a merger
had occurred under the name Pope Marshall and Co. Other presumed members of the same
family were Frederick and Albert Pope, selling fish and poultry in the Market Hall and in the
adjacent Bell Street.

The manner in which these three tokens functioned is unusually difficult to decide. While
Birmingham has more varieties of inn token than any other city,11 and the market tokens are
also more prolific than anywhere other than London,12 a face value of a shilling is exception-
ally high for an inn token, and twopence exceptionally low for a market token. One possibil-
ity is that the tokens had a double function, and that while operating as auctioneers Pope and
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7 Unless otherwise stated, quoted records of occupation etc. are taken from periodical Kelly’s Directories for the relevant
cities and counties.

8 Courtney 2004, 2 fig. 1.
9 Minnitt and Young 1990, 51, items 58–9.

10 Bromsgrove Directory 1893, 42.
11 Whitmore 2006, 157–207.
12 Whitmore 1995.

TABLE 1. Cont.

place name other text form of value mm date maker etc.

72 Yardley D. Holloway Auctioneer 3 23 1880 W.Smith
(SMW15–6)

73 Unlocated William Curtis Auctioneer 3D 25
74 Unlocated Wm. Pickering Auctioneer 3D 26
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Sons provided containers and tokens in their own name following the practice of the market
tally system, but also had arrangements with the Bell and perhaps other local hostelries to
redeem tokens used by the holders to obtain refreshment.

Although the surname is shared with the most prolific of all the Birmingham token
makers, Thomas Pope, there is no evidence of a family relationship or that Thomas Pope
manufactured the tokens.

7 (Pl. 16). This is the only token in the series to show neither a face value nor the word
‘refreshment’. James Whittindale seems to have had a somewhat chequered business history,
frequently changing partners and addresses. He is recorded as a sole trader in 1872 and in
partnership as Whittindale and Potter, as on the token, from 1875 to 1879 at 5 Union Street,
Birmingham. In 1880 the address changed to 18 Temple Row, only a short distance away, and
a branch in Coventry is shown, but in 1883 Whittindale was again trading on his own, and
from 1884 to 1888 disappears from the Birmingham directories. Whittindale and Potter are
also listed at 29 Hertford Street, Coventry in 1880, with branches in Birmingham and
Kenilworth. In 1884 Whittindale is a sole trader at Coventry but in partnership with a certain
Millward in Kenilworth. In 1892 he reappears in Birmingham as Whittindale and Dyer at 55,
Colmore Row, another quite short move from his previous locations. The token can accord-
ingly be dated to around 1875–1880. The absence of a face value makes its exact function or
its relationship to other token series particularly difficult to establish, but it seems unlikely to
have related to sales of livestock.

8 (Pl. 16). From 1894 Chappell was in partnership with E.B. Cotton (see the next entry) at 99
High Street, Bromsgrove (Fig. 2), and St Andrew’s Street, Droitwich, but by 1908 the partner-
ship had been dissolved with Chappell at 48 High Street and at Hagley while Cotton
remained at no. 99 and at Droitwich. See also the separate entries under Hagley (nos 26–7).
The market there is named Smithfield, implying livestock selling.
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Fig. 2. Advertisement for Cotton and Chappell in the Redditch Needle District Almanack, 1905.
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9–10 (Pl. 16). William A. Cotton is recorded as an auctioneer as early as 1864 and continued
until at least 1888 when he advertised as an Auctioneer and Appraiser; Land and Building
Surveyor; House, Estate and General Agent as well as Agent for the Alliance Life and Fire
Insurance Company in High Street.13 By 1892 he had been succeeded by Ernest B. Cotton
(see Hagley, no. 26), who as we have already seen (nos 4–6) advertised ‘attendance at the Bell
Hotel’ every Thursday. The Bell was also used at times by Pope in Birmingham (nos 4–6) and
Holloway in Yardley (no. 72).

The Cottons were a prominent and numerous Bromsgrove family. William Alfred Cotton,
the author of Coins, Tokens and Medals of Worcestershire (1885), died in 1889 at the age of
37, and was therefore born in 1851 or 1852. A moving tribute to the numismatist was penned
by Williamson.14 He cannot be the auctioneer of the same name who was in business in 1864,
who was presumably his father. In addition to E.B. Cotton, who succeeded to the business, he
had another brother, John Cotton, who is recorded from 1876 as an auctioneer, architect and
surveyor, but by 1888 had dropped auctioneer from the description, and this branch of the
family later practised as architects in Waterloo Street, Birmingham.

11 (Pl. 16). Moore and Hill are recorded as auctioneers at the Market Place in Cirencester in
1870 and at Corn Hill, Dyer Street, which is a continuation of the Market Place, in 1885 and
1894. By 1897 the partnership appears to have ended and Charles Frederick Moore was trad-
ing alone. According to the successor firm, Moore, Allen and Innocent, the token was ‘given
to drovers at the cattle market’.15 There is probably a family link with the Weaver and Moore
token at Tewkesbury (no. 67).

12–13 (Pl. 16 (the fourpence, no. 13; the threepence uses the same obverse die)). The village
of Claybrooke lies almost equidistant from the cities of Coventry and Leicester, not far from
the intersection of two chief Roman highways, Watling Street and the Fosse Way. Thomas
Seagrove Nixon has been traced back to 1855 as an auctioneer, and was also described as a
land surveyor and timber merchant. By 1881 he had been joined by one or more sons, but by
1904 the firm had expanded as Nixon, Toone and Harrison.

Values of both threepence and fourpence are unusual pairings for inn token issuers, but
they do occur with other auctioneers.

14 (Pl. 16, uniface). This parish in Gloucestershire located between Cheltenham and
Northleach seems to have suffered a split personality for centuries, being known as Cold
Aston for ecclesiastical purposes but as Aston Blank in most other circumstances. In 1870
and 1885 Arthur Acock is recorded as an auctioneer at Cold Aston and at Stow-on-the-Wold.
Between 1897 and 1902 the firm is listed as Acock and Tayler and by 1910 had become Tayler
and Fletcher. It seems likely that the partnership between Acock and Hanks existed between
1886 and 1896, but no documentary confirmation has been found.

15–25 (Pl. 16, nos 15 and 18; Pl. 17, nos 19, 21, 22, 23 and 25. The obverses of 15 – 21
(Escritt) all appear to be from the same die, as do 22 and 23 (Escritt and Barrell), and 24 and
25 (Golding). Taylor’s reverse dies are in four styles. The sixpence within a star (21) is distinc-
tive. All the others show the value in words above the figure, and an address below. In 15, 17,
18, 20 and 22 the form is W.J. TAYLOR MEDALLIST / LONDON. 16 reads W.J. TAYLOR
[in a straight line] / 70 RED LION ST. HOLBORN. 19 and 23 read W.J. TAYLOR [curved] /
70 RED LION ST. HOLN W.C.).

The Lincolnshire market town of Grantham lies on the Great North Road and seems
always to have had a more cosmopolitan ethos than the rest of the county. Of the 128 inn
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token issues recorded by Hutchinson for the county as a whole, as many as 59 were from
Grantham.16

Escritt, Barrell and Golding are still in business at 24 St Peter’s Hill, as chartered surveyors
and estate agents. Their website records that ‘The firm was founded in 1860 by Henry Escritt
who later in 1900 formed a partnership with Cecil Barrell. In the same year, G.W. Golding
commenced practising in the town and established the firm of Goldings. Escritt & Barrell and
Goldings practised independently for some 105 years before joining together in 2006.’17

Nine of the tokens are remarkable in having been made by W.J. Taylor of London, notori-
ous for the production of restrikes and concoctions of English copper patterns from dies sal-
vaged after the final closure of Matthew Boulton’s mint at Soho in Birmingham. While Taylor
had a virtual monopoly of metropolitan inn tokens, he rarely competed for business else-
where, and Grantham is perhaps the most northerly location penetrated by his tokens. The
only Lincolnshire inn tokens by Taylor recorded by Hutchinson are for the Blue Bull in
Grantham, with a pair of distinct twopence reverses dating somewhere between 1870 and
1890.18 The Escritt and Barrell pieces are unusually late examples as they cannot have been
ordered before the formation of the partnership in 1900. Taylor had died in 1885; the busi-
ness was inherited by two sons and by 1900 was in steep decline. Although the reverse dies are
shared with the issues of Escritt solus, they would have been engraved between W.J. Taylor’s
removal to Red Lion Street in 1868 and his death in 1885, and so Escritt’s tokens could have
been made fifteen years or more before those of the partnership. The remaining assets of the
Taylor business were sold by the sons to John Pinches in 1908.

26–7 (Pl. 17). The Hagley market was located at the junction of the Birmingham to
Kidderminster and Stourbridge to Bromsgrove roads, and although the site was built over
more than forty years ago the crossroads area is still referred to as the cattle market, despite
the fact that the animal depicted on the token, a unique feature in the auctioneers’ token
series, is a sheep. The earliest reference traced is from 1896, described as Hagley Smithfield
and run by Cotton and Chappell, auctioneers based in Bromsgrove (nos 8–10). The only
named issuer is E.B. Cotton, but Chappell seems to have acquired sole interest in the Hagley
operation when the Bromsgrove partnership ended around 1906.

The style of no. 27 is very similar to the nearby Stourbridge issue (no. 64). There is no clear
evidence which of the two was the first to appear.

28. This is an unusually helpful token in specifying the nature of the market, the value and
form of the benefit it provided and two different inns where it could be spent. Hincks and
Shakespeare were auctioneers at Silver Street and Clark Street in the city of Leicester in 1895,
and at 21 Halford Street, Leicester, in 1899. By 1904 they had been succeeded at Halford
Street by H.S. Lawrence. No specific reference to their activities in Hinckley has been traced,
but a William Hincks was a dairyman in Hinckley in 1891. The White Bear and the Boot were
separate hostelries at 20 and 25 Coventry Road, Hinckley.

29 (Pl. 17). Between at least 1892 and 1896 Parish and Son were at the Old Bank Chambers,
Bull Ring, Horncastle and described as holding auction markets for fat and stock sales on
alternate Thursdays throughout the year. By 1900 the firm had expanded to include two fur-
ther partners. This token is square in shape – exceptionally rare among inn tokens, but not
uncommon in market tokens. The countermarking is presumably a serial number applied to
the whole issue, a practice occurring regularly in mining and factory tallies, but not with inn
or market tokens. In both these respects the token is unique within the series, and it may or
may not be significant that the location lies somewhat outside the main north-easterly band.
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30. Henry or Harry Haynes is recorded between 1871 and 1891 as an auctioneer and Sheriff ’s
Officer in Spencer Street, Leamington. The Royal Oak was located in Park Street, so it may
be inferred that the inn and the auction premises were one and the same or at least adjacent.
Park Street and Spencer Street were some 400 yards apart. There is also a 11⁄2d. token for the
Royal Oak recorded by Cunningham and Todd which shows no issuer’s name or occupation.19

31. John Joseph Curtis is recorded as occupying 27 Halford Street, Leicester, between 1891
and 1908. In 1895 he was in attendance at the Bull’s Head, Loughborough, and at the stock
auction yard at Oadby, Leicester. Even though the token implies that his activities were more
produce than stock oriented, there is evidence of a connection with livestock at Oadby, but
the face value is rather low for a cattle auctioneer.

32 (Pl. 17, uniface). John Boulton was an auctioneer in Malton for at least thirty-five years
between 1823 and 1858. In 1887 a firm named Boulton and Constable appears, succeeded by
1893 by Boulton and Cooper. In 1905 they were also operating at Seamer Junction near
Scarborough. In 1893 Robert Boulton was resident at 25 Cattlegate, Malton. It is probable
that he was trading on his own for a period after 1858 but before 1887 and that the token was
produced during that time.

33 (Pl. 17, blank reverse). In 1893 Joseph King was present as an auctioneer at 15 Market
Street, Malton, but he is not recorded in either 1890 or 1903, which suggests that the duration
of his business and therefore of his token was unusually brief.

34 (Pl. 17). Between 1895 and 1904 Thorpe and Son are recorded as auctioneers at Nailstone,
a village three miles north of Market Bosworth. There were fat and stock sales in Market
Bosworth at that time not specifically associated with the Thorpes, although in 1908 John
Thorpe FSI, presumably the son, was auctioneer, assistant overseer and clerk to the parish
council, and surveyor of highways to the Rural District Council.

A maker’s name is evident in tiny letters from five to seven o’clock on the obverse of the
token, but on the only specimen available is too detrited to be readable.

35–6 (Pl. 17; 35 with blank reverse). No documentary record of David Atkinson has yet been
traced.

37 (Pl. 17). It is an indication of the local reputation of John Howard Bradwell that his token
employed an elaborate monogram instead of his name, with the assurance that its meaning
would be readily recognised. In 1881 Bradwell is shown as Auctioneer at Burgage, Southwell,
at Long Row, Nottingham and at the Swan Hotel, Mansfield, all three locations within the
county of Nottinghamshire. By 1895 the firm had become J.H. Bradwell and Son. By 1916
there were three addresses in Nottingham, at Thurland Street, King Edward Street and the
Cattle Market in London Road, as well as at Westgate Mansfield.

38–9 (Pl. 17; both have uninscribed reverses, but from different dies). John Sands is first
recorded in 1868 in Abbey Street as Butcher and Auctioneer. By 1880 the firm is shown as
John Sands and Son, Auctioneers, and continued at least until 1900, but had ceased by 1912.

40–50 (Pl. 18, nos 41, 44, 46 and 47; reverses only of nos 40, 45, 48, 49 and 50. 40 and 41
(White) are from the same obverse die, as are 42 – 46 (Neasom), and 47 – 50 (Neasom and
White).

The firm of Neasom and White claimed to have been established in 1856 but this date
seems to relate to the first auction arranged by Walter James, whose business was purchased
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from his widow by Thomas Neasom for £40 in 1889.20 In 1879 Charles White is described in
an advertisement as ‘Auctioneer, Valuer, House, Land, and General Agent, Redditch and
Alcester’.21 He added, perhaps a little surprisingly, ‘Agent for Thomas Adkins & Co.’s
Celebrated Manures’ (Fig. 3). Charles White died suddenly at the age of 49 in 1887, and the
business was at first carried on by his son, Charles Taylor White. The terms of the advertise-
ment reflected the change: ‘Charles White & Son, Auctioneers and Valuers, Architects and
Surveyors, Redditch. Administration and Probate Valuations on Special Terms. Money
always ready to Advance upon Freehold and Leasehold Securities. Head Offices: Church
Green East, Redditch. Branches: Astwood Bank and Alcester’.22

Thomas Neasom was born in 1858. The writer’s paternal grandmother, Elizabeth Ward
Neasom, was his first cousin. In 1899 he was Parish Clerk for Webheath at the same time that
his cousin’s husband, Alfred Whitmore, had a similar appointment in the adjacent parish of
Tardebigge. Originally employed by Charles White, Thomas Neasom went into business on
his own account in 1880. He appears in the Redditch Directory for 1884 as ‘Farmer and
Auctioneer Lones’ (sic) Hill Farm and Unicorn Hill’ (Fig. 4).23 In the 1888 directory he is
described as ‘Auctioneer & Valuer, House, Estate, and General Agent, The Auction Mart,
Alcester and Red Lion Streets, Lones Hill Farm and Unicorn Hill, Redditch’. Lowan’s Hill
Farm was to the north of the town, no more than a mile from its centre in Church Green.
Unicorn Hill and Red Lion Street were roads adjacent to Church Green.

Charles Taylor White’s attempt to maintain the business founded by his father was short
lived and he sold out to Thomas Neasom for £57, who traded thereafter as Neasom and
White.24 Advertisements appeared in the following terms: ‘Neasom & White, Auctioneers and
Valuers, House, Estate & General Agents, Church Road, Redditch. Auction Mart – Alcester
and Red Lion Streets’. The 1900 Kelly’s Directory for Worcestershire indicated that Thomas
Neasom had a few other strings to his bow, being described as ‘Auctioneer, assistant overseer
and collector of poor’s rate, income and property tax & registrar of marriages for Bromsgrove
District’. Thomas Neasom himself died in 1907 at 49, exactly the same age Charles White had
been twenty years earlier. The business was carried on by two of his sons, Frank and Sidney,
and when it finally closed in 1994 the principal partner was David Thomas, his grandson.

A feature of the Neasom solus tokens is the transition by countermarking from multiple
values of two, four and sixpence to fourpence only, even though this value was highly unusual
for inn tokens (see Appendix 3). The reverse of no. 44 is a stock die of Thomas Pope, the most
prolific maker of inn tokens.25 The only other examples of this die recorded by Courtney,
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20 Personal records of David Thomas, late of Neasom and White.
21 Redditch Needle District Almanack and Trades Directory (1879 ed., pages unnumbered).
22 Redditch Needle District Almanack and Trades Directory (1888 ed., pages unnumbered).
23 Redditch Needle District Almanack and Trades Directory, (1884 ed., pages unnumbered).
24 See n.20.
25 Whitmore 2006, POPN25–8.

Fig. 3. Advertisement for Charles White in the Redditch Needle District Almanack, 1879.
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Whitmore or Todd occur on tokens issued by Charles McGuigan at the Plough and Harrow
Inn, Wednesbury, Staffordshire,26 and by Elizabeth Tabberner at the Stonebridge Inn, located
on the Birmingham to Coventry highway.27 A specimen of the former is held in the Freudenthal
collection at the British Museum, but was not included in Neumann,28 which dates it very
closely to 1868–70. Evidence of McGuigan’s occupation of the inn gives corroboration of the
date.29 Elizabeth Tabberner is recorded at Stonebridge before 1860, yet even in 1870 Thomas
Neasom was only twelve years old! It may be significant that no other fourpence stock die by
Pope is known, and the inference that this die may have been lying on the shelf for over
fifteen years awaiting a third customer gives a rare insight into the thrift and prudence of the
Birmingham token makers.

51–4 (Pl. 18, 51, 52 and 54; 52 and 53 appear to be from the same obverse die). This group of
four tokens seems to illustrate a succession of owners, although the evidence is incomplete. In
Wright’s Nottinghamshire Directory of 1879, Payne and Wilkinson and John Henry White are
separately shown as auctioneers in Exchange Street. The partnership of Payne and White
appears in 1881, but seems to have ceased by 1891.

55. The Spencer auctioneering business is quoted as having been in existence in 1840. The
founder, Henry Spencer, took his sons Harry and George into partnership operating from
Exchange Street, Retford, and at Lincoln. In the 1890s sales of cattle were held in the Lincoln
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26 Todd 1986, 23–4; Whitmore 2006, 226 item 5796.
27 Cunningham and Todd 2006, 14–15 (listed under Hampton-in-Arden).
28 Neumann 1858–72.
29 Todd 1986, 24.

Fig. 4. Advertisement for Thomas Neasom in the Redditch Needle District Almanack, 1884.
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and Retford markets every market day. The Retford auction rooms finally closed as recently
as 1999.

56. John D. Styring was born in Rotherham in 1829. In 1881 he was living in Whiston, two miles
south-east of the centre of the town, and described as an auctioneer and farmer. His household
included a seventeen year old ‘apprentice auctioneer and farmer’.30 In 1893 he was residing at
the Manor House, Whiston. The business had by then become a partnership trading as Styring
and Taylor, auctioneers, horse and cattle salesmen at 20 Moorgate, Rotherham, and also at
5 New Corn Exchange, Sheffield.

57 (Pl. 19). Edwin Tait is recorded as an auctioneer in Albert Street, Rugby, from at least 1884
to 1896. By 1904 the firm had become Tait, Sons and Pennant.

58 (Pl. 19, uninscribed reverse). In 1893 and 1905 James Clarke was an auctioneer and
butcher in the Market Hall and at 9, Eastborough, in Scarborough.

59–60 (Pl. 19; both have uninscribed reverses, but from different dies). Sergeant Son and
Richardson were at 1, Church Hill in 1887. Joseph Richardson and Son are recorded at the
same address from 1889 to 1897 and were also auctioneers and seedsmen at Bridegate,
Howden in the East Riding of Yorkshire, about eight miles from Selby. In 1908 they were in
James Street, Selby, and described as auctioneers, estate agents, stock sales men and seedsmen.

61 (Pl. 19, uninscribed reverse). In 1893 Francis Craze Dunn is described as a wholesale fruit
and potato dealer at 15, Castlefolds Market, Sheffield. Tokens signed by Pryor are extremely
rare.31

62. The token is listed and illustrated by Minnitt and Young.32 They note that ‘the business
operated at West Shepton under the name Wainwright and Laver c.1889–1902. The
partnership also had premises at Radstock and Sparkford.’

63 (Pl. 19, uniface). The Slough cattle market was located near the railway station from at
least 1881 until 1960. W.T. Buckland was the original auctioneer, later trading as Buckland
and Sons. This is one of two Buckinghamshire tokens which are geographically isolated from
the main series running from Somerset to Yorkshire, and it should be noted that auctioneering
is not specified on the token.

64 (Pl. 19). In 1892 Henry King, auctioneer of 87 High Street, Stourbridge, was holding stock
sales every alternate Tuesday. By 1896 the title had changed to Henry King and Son. This
token is similar in style and size to the Hagley (no. 27) piece, although the engraver seems to
have balked at including a pictorial element on this occasion. The markets were only two
miles apart, but the resemblance seems to have been the result of rivalry between competing
auctioneers rather than one firm using a similar idea at two locations.

65 (Pl. 19). Canning and Winter are listed in White’s 1874 Warwickshire Directory as
Appraisers, Estate Agents and stock salesmen. G.H. Canning is recorded as an auctioneer at
Rother Street, Stratford, in 1888, but had been succeeded by James Cole by 1900.

66 (Pl. 19, uninscribed reverse). In 1895 Benjamin G. Selby is shown as an auctioneer in
Sutton-upon-Trent and Newark, Nottinghamshire, and was still operating as B.G. Selby and
Sons in 1941 at Newark and at Southwell.
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30 1881 census returns.
31 Hawkins 1989, 598.
32 Minnitt and Young 1990, 75 no. 154.
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67. Although this is superficially a standard inn token, Weaver and Moore are recorded in
1870 as auctioneers at Church Street, Tewkesbury, and at Upton-on-Severn in Worcestershire,
six miles to the north. By 1884 only Moore and Sons appears. Standard inn tokens are invari-
ably in the name of a single licensee or a brewing firm, but while this token indicates the place
at which it could be spent, it names the auctioneers taking responsibility for its redemption
rather than the licensee. The Albion Inn was adjacent to the cattle market, and the token has
similarities in style and function to the Moore and Hill piece issued some twenty miles away
in Cirencester (no. 11).

68. No documentary record of Haw and Atkinson of Thirsk has yet been traced.

69 (Pl. 19, uniface). Thomas Shearman, a farmer in Warmsworth near Doncaster, was the
founder of the Doncaster Cattle Market as far back as 1852. The auction business still con-
tinues under his great-grandson Richard Shearman. The token is unusual in not mentioning
auctioneering or refreshment, but family tradition records that they were given to cattle
drovers as ‘luck’ pieces, and a number of inns near to the market accepted them in payment
for refreshment. Every Friday a member of the firm would visit each inn to redeem the tokens
accumulated during the week.

70–1 (Pl. 19; uninscribed reverse). In 1893 Samuel Sergeant was described as a general auc-
tioneer to the furniture, ironmongery and hardware trades in Wetherby, with no mention of
agriculture or livestock. He does not appear in 1908. It seems probable that Samuel was the
son and Harry the father.

72 (Pl. 19). Yardley was an outlying parish in the north-east corner of Worcestershire, until
absorbed into Birmingham in 1912. Daniel Holloway was an auctioneer there as early as
1860. In 1869 he was also operating from the Bell Inn,33 Phillips Street, Birmingham, adjacent
to the Market Hall, and may have been succeeded there by Pope (nos 4–6). In 1880 he was in
Church Road, Yardley, as an auctioneer and surveyor, but had ceased by 1892. The exact
nature of his business is uncertain, but is more likely to have been produce than livestock.

73. The specimen to which this record relates was part of a group of Lincolnshire tokens
which included some of the Grantham pieces (nos 15–25), but no record of Curtis as an
auctioneer in Lincolnshire or in a neighbouring county has been traced.

74. All efforts to locate William Pickering have so far been unsuccessful.

APPENDIX 1.

Counties of origin, by their boundaries in 1900.
Figures in the ‘tokens’ column refer to the checklist (Table 1) and descriptions above.

county town tokens

Buckinghamshire Aylesbury 1
Slough 63

Gloucestershire Aston Blank 14
Cirencester 11
Cold Aston 14
Tewkesbury 67

Leicestershire Claybrooke 12–13
Hinckley 28
Leicester 31
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33 A token occurs for the Bell Inn (Whitmore 2006, 161 no. 1193) in the name of Mitchell and Butlers, a brewery partnership
which was not formed until 1898, long after Holloway’s occupation, but see also nos 4–6 and 9–10, above.
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county town tokens

Lincolnshire Grantham 15–25
Horncastle 29

Nottinghamshire Mansfield 37
Nottingham 37
Retford 51–5
Southwell 37
Sutton-upon-Trent 66

Somerset Bath 2–3
Shepton Mallet 62

Warwickshire Birmingham 4–7
Coventry 7
Leamington 30
Nuneaton 38–9
Rugby 57
Stratford-on-Avon 65

Worcestershire Bromsgrove 7–9
Hagley 8, 26–7
Redditch 40–50
Stourbridge 64
Yardley 72

Yorkshire Malton 32–3
Rotherham 56
Scarborough 58
Selby 59–60
Sheffield 61
Thirsk 68
Warmsworth 69
Wetherby 70–1

APPENDIX 2.

Tokens without named locations.
Figures in the ‘token’ column refer to the checklist (Table 1) and descriptions above.

auctioneer location token

Acock and Hanks Cold Aston, Glos. 14
R. Boulton Malton, Yorks. 32
James Clarke Scarborough, Yorks. 58
William Curtis Unlocated 73
F.C. Dunn Sheffield, Yorks. 61
Moore and Hill Cirencester, Glos. 11
Wm. Pickering Unlocated 74
Reader and Sons Aylesbury, Bucks. 1
B. Selby Sutton-upon-Trent, Notts. 66
J.D. Styring Rotherham, Yorks. 56
Weaver and Moore Tewkesbury, Glos. 67

APPENDIX 3.

Analysis of face values.

This table sets out the numbers and percentages for distinct issuers, ignoring minor variants and duplicated values.
The equivalent percentages for more than five thousand inn tokens from the West Midlands are given for
comparison in the last column.34 The table also indicates the number and percentage showing ‘Refreshment’ with
no value, and those showing both.
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value etc. number percentage West Midland inns
none 6 9 2.7
11⁄2d. 4 6 14.3
2d. 5 8 11.5
21⁄2d. 1 2 23.8
3d. 29 44 43.5
4d. 7 11 0.2
6d. 10 15 1.6
1s. 4 6 �0.1
Refreshment and value 7 10
Refreshment only 5 8

Although auctioneers’ tokens as well as inn tokens were designed to provide refreshment for the lucky recipient,
it is clear that on average the auctioneers operated at a more generous level. Even so, the most popular value in
both series is threepence. At the time the tokens were current this would have paid for a pint of good quality beer.
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SHORT ARTICLES AND NOTES

ADDITIONS TO THE BUSH MOOR HOARD

N.M.MCQ. HOLMES

IN an earlier volume of this Journal the present writer published six coins (five English short
cross pennies and one Scottish sterling of Alexander II), found at Bush Moor, Bush of Craigs,
Dumfriesshire, in 2002.1 These seemed likely to have formed all or part of a purse hoard. The
finder, Patrick Langan, had stated that he did not expect to find any further coins at the site,
but three more were in fact recovered in 2004. It seemed sensible to wait before publishing
these coins, in case yet more discoveries were made, but this seems increasingly unlikely now
that a further four years have elapsed.

The three most recently recovered coins are all English short cross pennies and may be
summarised as follows:

Vb2, Nicole, King’s Lynn 1.16 g
VIIb2, Roger of R, Canterbury 1.25 g
VIIb2, Ledulf, London 1.12 g

These do not alter the overall date range of the hoard, which already included coins from
Vb1 to VIIc1, and the date of concealment must still be regarded as falling within the period
1236–c.1247. As with the earlier discoveries, these three coins were declared to be Treasure
Trove and acquired by Dumfries Museum.

A summary of all nine finds in the Inventory format might be as follows:

BUSH MOOR, BUSH OF CRAIGS, DUMFRIESSHIRE, 2002 AND 2004
9 English and Scottish. Deposit 1236–c.1247.
ENGLAND: short cross coinage pennies (8): Canterbury (2) – VIIb2, Roger of R (1); VIIb3,
Roger (1): King’s Lynn (1) – Vb2, Nicole (1): Lincoln (1) – Vb1/Va2, Ricard (1): London (4)
– VIIa1/VId, Ilger (1); VIIb2, Ledulf (1); VIIc1, Giffrei (1); VIIc1(?), Ledulf (1). SCOT-
LAND (1): Alexander II sterling, type b – Pieres, Roxburgh (1).

Discovery and deposition: Found by metal-detector within an area of diameter c.20 feet.
Claimed as Treasure Trove and allocated to Dumfries Museum.

REFERENCE

Holmes, N.M.McQ., 2004. ‘A probable short cross purse hoard from Dumfriesshire’, BNJ 74, 181–3.

1 Holmes 2004.
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A PARCEL OF EDWARDIAN COINS FROM LANARKSHIRE

N.M.MCQ. HOLMES

Introduction

IN 2007 a collection of eighty-seven silver pennies was donated to the Hunterian Museum in
Glasgow.1 The donor, Marjorie Allison, had inherited them, via her father, from a lady by the
name of Anna Mary King, of Shotts, Lanarkshire. Miss King’s father, James King
(1838–1917), one-time Inspector of Poor in Shotts, was both descended from and related by
marriage to farming families in the Hamilton and Shotts area. It is therefore highly probable,
although not conclusively demonstrable, that the coins came originally from one or more
hoards unearthed in that area of Lanarkshire. The only evidence for the date when the
hoard(s) may have been recovered is that one of the coins arrived at the museum wrapped in
a fragment of paper bearing the date 23 December 1911 in typescript.

Unfortunately it is not entirely obvious how many separate finds may be represented by
these coins. All bar three are English pennies of Edward I–II or contemporary Scottish, Irish
or continental issues, the exceptions being two long-cross pennies of Henry III and a single
Florin coinage penny of Edward III. It would be unusual for long-cross issues to be found in
the same hoard as later coins, although certainly not impossible. The Montrave hoard of
1877, which terminated with coins of Edward III’s pre-Treaty coinage, also included two
short-cross pennies.2 Equally, small numbers of Florin coinage pennies occur in Scottish
hoards consisting mainly of Edward I–II period issues (e.g. Dunfermline, 1896,3 ‘Scotland B’,
nineteenth century,4 and possibly Arkleton, Dumfriesshire, 18835). However, there are distinct
variations in the surface appearance of the coins in this parcel which suggest that they may
have more than one provenance. The largest number of coins – forty-eight – have a bright sil-
very appearance with little or no patination (hereafter designated as ‘bright’). A second group
of thirty is distinguished by a rather dirty grey overall patination (‘dull’), whilst nine coins,
including the two long-cross pennies, fall somewhere between the two extremes (‘medium’).
These distinctions are of course somewhat subjective, and it is theoretically possible that the
shiny silver surface on the first group of coins could have been brought about by attempts to
clean them. This is perhaps not particularly likely, however, since the condition in which they
arrived at the Hunterian Museum suggested that they had lain undisturbed for some
considerable period.

The coins had been separated into twelve groups, ranging in size from a single coin to
twenty-five, each group except no. 12 being wrapped in a folded paper enclosure. The group-
ings revealed some evidence of sorting, both according to mint and to surface appearance,
but there was no consistency to this process. Consequently, and in order to place on perma-
nent record the exact form in which the coins were donated to the Hunterian, it will be
necessary not only to publish a list of all of them in the normal format for a hoard report (at
the end of this paper), but also to include summarised lists under the headings of the various
groups. In addition, summary lists will also be given under the condition headings of ‘bright’,
‘medium’ and ‘dull’, as described above, in order to examine whether distribution according
to this criterion results in groupings which would make sense as separate hoards.

SHORT ARTICLES AND NOTES230

1 I am grateful to Dr J.D. Bateson, of the Hunterian Museum, for allowing me to study these coins and to place their
existence on public record.

2 Thompson 1956, 104–5, hoard 272.
3 Thompson 1956, 54, hoard 142; Metcalf 1977, 41, hoard 136.
4 Dolley 1968, 274; Metcalf 1977, 41, hoard 131.
5 Dolley 1968, 255–7; Metcalf 1977, 41, hoard 135.
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The assemblage as a whole

The following is a summary of the entire group of coins, as it might appear in the Inventory
format:

87 AR English, Irish, Scottish and continental. Date of latest coin: 1344–51
ENGLAND (80 pennies): Henry III, long cross (2) – 3c, Ion, Norwich; 5a, Nicole, London.
Edward I–II (77) – Berwick (2): 1, 1; 4a, 1. Bristol (3): 3g1, 2; 3g2, 1. Bury St Edmunds (5):
11b2, 1; 12c, 1; 14, 1; 15b, 2. Canterbury (22): 3g2, 1; 4a1, 1; 4b, 1; 9b1, 1; 9b (unc. sub-type),
1; 10ab3b, 1; 10ab5, 1; 10cf1, 2; 10cf2a, 4; 10cf3b1, 2; 10cf3b2, 1; 10cf5b, 1; 11b1, 1; 11b2, 1;
11b3(?), 1; 14, 1; 15a, 1. Canterbury? (1): 10cf5(a2 or b), 1. Chester (1); 3g1, 1. Durham (15):
3c, 1; 9a1/9a2?, 1; 9b1, 1; 9b1/9c, 1; 10ab5, 1; 10cf2a, 1; 10cf2b, 1; 10cf3a, 1; 10cf3b1, 2;
10cf3b(1?), 1; 11b1, 1; 14, 1; 15c, 1; 15 (unc. sub-type), 1. Lincoln (1); 3g2, 1. London (22): 3d,
1; late 3–4, 1; 4(c?). 1; 4d, 1; 4e, 1; 9b1, 2; 10ab5, 1; 10cf1,4; 10cf2a, 1; 10cf2(b?). 1; 10cf3a(2?),
1; 10cf3a3, 1; 10cf3b2, 2; 11b1/11a2–3, 1; 14, 1; 15b, 1; 15c, 1. Newcastle (1): 10ab2/1, 1. York
(royal) (4): 3b, 1; 3c, 1; 3e, 2. Edward III, Florin coinage (1 penny): type 2, Canterbury.
IRELAND (3 pennies of Edward I): Dolley 2, Dublin, 2; 4, Waterford, 1. SCOTLAND (1
penny): Alexander III, 2nd coinage, Mc2, 24–point reverse. CONTINENTAL (3 sterlings):
Renaud of Gelderland, Arnhem (Mayhew 184 var.), 1; John the Blind, Luxemburg (Mayhew
260), 1; Louis IV of Bavaria, Aachen (Mayhew 332), 1.

Were it to be demonstrable that these coins constituted a single deposit from a Scottish
location, nothing about them, apart from the presence of the two Henry III pennies, need be
regarded as unusual. A single Florin coinage penny providing a terminus post quem of 1344
for the deposit of a hoard otherwise comprising coins minted no later than c.1322 would be
quite acceptable in view of the very small mintages in the intervening period. Of the 84 coins
minted between 1280 and c.1322, 77 (91.67%) are English, this figure being in line with that
found in most Scottish Edwardian hoards. Excluding the two Berwick mint coins, the figures
for types are:

types 3–4 18 (24.00%)
type 9 7 ( 9.33%)
type 10 32 (42.67%)
types 11–12 7 ( 9.33%)
types 14–15 11 (14.67%)

Again these figures are within the expected range for a hoard deposited after 1322. Figures
for mints are: London – 22 (28.57%); Canterbury – 22 (28.57%), with another possible;
Durham – 15 (19.48%); other mints totalling 17 (22.08%). The fact that there are equal
numbers of coins from Canterbury and London reflects the fact that two-thirds of them are
of classes 10–15.6

Coins grouped according to surface condition

Of the 48 coins with ‘bright’ surface, 45 are English, two Irish and one continental. The
English coins are divided by type as follows:

types 3–4 6 (13.33%)
type 9 4 ( 8.89%)
type 10 24 (53.33%)
types 11–12 2 ( 4.44%)
types 14–15 9 (20.00%)
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1988 and Holmes 1996.
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Division by mint shows London – 15 (33.33%); Canterbury – 13 (28.89%), with another pos-
sible; Durham – 14 (31.11%); other mints – 2 (4.44%). The proportion of Durham mint coins
is rather high, even for a Scottish hoard, but overall there is nothing startling here, and these
coins could in theory represent one distinct find.

When the same process is applied to the thirty coins with ‘dull’ surface, the figures for type
are as follows:

types 3–4 10 (33.33%)
type 9 2 ( 6.67%)
type 10 7 (23.33%)
types 11–12 5 (16.67%)
types 14–15 2 ( 6.67%)

These figures are far less convincing, especially as the single Florin coinage penny also falls
into this group. The proportion of early coins seems far too high for a hoard not deposited
until after 1344. The figures for mints are: London – 4 (13.33%); Canterbury – 10 (33.33%);
Durham – 1 (3.33%); others – 14 (46.67%). The proportion of coins from the smaller mints
is clearly unrealistic.

This leaves the nine coins with ‘medium’ surface appearance, i.e falling somewhere between
the two extremes found on the other coins, but not all identical in this respect. They include the
two long cross pennies, which may well belong to a separate assemblage from all the others any-
way, but the others comprise four English pennies, one Irish, one Scottish and one continental
sterling, all of which probably do belong with one or other of the larger groups, despite the
surface variations.

Coins grouped according to the packages in which they had been stored

Where all the coins in a single package were of the same surface appearance, this is stated in
the heading. Where this was not the case, this information is given for individual coins. Unless
otherwise stated, coins are English pennies of Edward I–II.

Group 1 (medium) (2 coins)
London 10cf3a3
York (royal) 3e

Group 2 (bright) (14 coins)
Bury St Edmunds 14
Canterbury 11b3(?), 15a
Durham 9b1, 10cf3a, 10cf3b(1?), 14
London 3d, 4e, 10cf1, 10cf2a, 10cf2(b?)
Newcastle 10ab2/10ab1
Continental Renaud of Gelderland

Group 3 (bright) (12 coins)
Canterbury 4a1, 10ab5, 10cf1 (x2), 10cf2a (x3), 10cf3b1, 10cf3b2, 14
Durham 15
London 10cf1

Group 4 (medium) (1 coin)
Scotland Alexander III Mc2

Group 5 (mixed) (3 coins)
Ireland Edward I, Dolley 2, Dublin (bright)

Another (medium)
Another, Dolley 4, Waterford (bright)

Group 6 (medium) (1 coin)
Continental Louis IV of Bavaria

Group 7 (medium) (2 coins)
Henry III long cross 3c
Another, 5a
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Group 8 (dull) (8 coins)
Berwick 1
Bury St Edmunds 11b2, 12c, 15b
Lincoln 3g2
York (royal) 3c, 3e
Continental John the Blind

Group 9 (bright) (7 coins)
Durham 3c, 9a1/9a2(?), 9b1/9c, 10ab5, 10cf2b, 10cf3b1 (x2)

Group 10 (dull) (3 coins)
Bristol 3g1 (x2), 3g2

Group 11 (dull) (9 coins)
Canterbury 3g2, 4b, 9b, 10ab3b, 10cf2a, 10cf3b1, 10cf5b, 11b2

Edward III Florin coinage

Group 12 (mixed) (25 coins)
Berwick 4a (dull)
Bury St Edmunds 15b (dull)
Canterbury 9b1 (dull), 11b1 (bright)
Canterbury? 10cf5(a2 or b) (bright)
Chester 3g1 (dull)
Durham 10cf2a (bright), 11b1 (dull), 15c (bright)
London Late 3–4 (bright), 4(c?) (bright), 4d (medium), 9b1 (bright), 9b1 (medium),

10ab5 (bright), 10cf1 (dull) (x2), 10cf3a(2?) (dull), 10cf3b2 (bright) (x2),
11b1/11a2 or 11a3 (dull), 14 (bright), 15b (bright), 15c (bright)

York (royal) 3b (dull)

The small groups 4–7, which include solely Scottish, Irish, continental and long-cross coins
respectively, clearly indicate some form of selection. It is worth noting that all the coins in
these four groups, apart from two Irish issues, had the ‘medium’ surface appearance, as did
the two English coins making up Group 1. Only two other coins, in the mixed and unwrapped
Group 12, came into this category. Coins with ‘dull’ surface were concentrated in Groups 8
(Berwick, Bury, Lincoln and York mints, and one continental), 10 (Bristol) and 11
(Canterbury). This again suggests deliberate sorting, according to both appearance and mint.
Groups 2, 3 and 9 were made up entirely of coins with ‘bright’ appearance, with Group 3
comprising mostly Canterbury mint coins and Group 9 entirely Durham. Group 2 contained
coins from various mints (Bury, Canterbury, Durham, London and Newcastle) as well as one
continental sterling. Group 12, which had no wrapper, was a mixture of coins of different
mints and surface types, with a preponderance of London mint issues. Given the degree of
selection evident in the other groups, it seems fair to suggest that these coins had at one time
belonged to a series of smaller groups, which had lost their wrappings and become mixed
together.

Conclusions

It is difficult to draw any definite conclusions from a study of these coins, but it is possible to
make a few suggestions based on the above evidence. The strikingly different ‘bright’ or ‘dull’
surfaces evident on most of the coins strongly suggest that at least two hoards are represented.
If the ‘bright’ surface had resulted from the cleaning of coins from a single deposit, it seems
probable that the process would have been applied to all of them. The small number of
medium-surface coins seem unlikely to constitute a separate group, with the probable excep-
tion of the two Henry III issues, which on the basis of probability should be regarded as more
likely to belong to a different deposit from any of the other coins. The other seven ‘medium’
coins are probably just chance variants within one or other of the larger groups. If the ‘bright’
and ‘dull’ groups come from two distinct hoards, it is possible to accept the former as possibly
comprising a complete hoard, whereas the latter looks far more like a parcel of coins selected
from a larger deposit.
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APPENDIX. LIST OF COINS

In order to tie in this detailed catalogue with the groups listed above, the information in the last two columns
indicates to which of the twelve groups each coin belonged, and its surface type (B � Bright, D � Dull, M �
Medium). SCBIN � SCBI North.

Number Weight (g) Group Surface

ENGLAND
Henry III long cross pennies

1 3c, Ion, Norwich 1.51 7 M
2 5a, Nicole, London 1.43 7 M

Edward I–II pennies (SCBI North 1989 classification)
Berwick upon Tweed

3 1 (SCBIN 1122) 1.39 8 D
4 4a 1.25 12 D

Bristol
5–6 3g1; S2, stops 3 (SCBIN 157) 1.43, 1.35 10, 10 D, D
7 3g2; S3, stops 1 (SCBIN 178) 1.37 10 D

Bury St Edmunds
8 11b2 1.40 8 D
9 12c (SCBIN 877) 1.27 8 D

10 14; broken E 1.35 2 B
11–12 15b 1.45, 1.36 12, 8 D, D

Canterbury
13 3g2; S3, stops 1 (SCBIN 179) 1.38 11 D
14 4a1 1.41 3 B
15 4b 1.38 11 D
16 9b1; pot-hook Ns; ? no star 1.30 12 D
17 9b(1 or 2); pot-hook Ns; no star 1.31 11 D
18 10ab3b; top-tilted/broken S (SCBIN 533) 1.37 11 D
19 10ab5; hYB’; broken S 1.33 3 B
20–21 10cf1 1.41, 1.34 3, 3 B, B
22–25 10cf2a 1.36, 1.36, 1.31, 1.18 11, 3, 3, 3 D, B, B, B
26–27 10cf3b1 1.42, 1.34 11, 3 D, B
28 10cf3b2 1.41 3 B
29 10cf5b; hYB: 1.33 11 D
30 11b1 1.24 12 B
31 11b2 1.41 11 D
32 11b3(?) 1.36 2 B
33 14 1.39 3 B
34 15a 1.32 2 B

Canterbury?
35 10cf5(a2 or b); double-struck 1.35 12 B

Chester
36 3g1 1.32 12 D

Durham
37 3c 1.33 9 B
38 9a1/9a2(?) (SCBIN 350) 1.10 9 B
39 9b1; plain cross; pothook/unbarred 2 Ns; no star 1.33 2 B
40 9b1/9c; plain cross; double-barred N on rev (SCBIN 461) 1.16 9 B
41 10ab5 (late) 1.33 9 B
42 10cf2a; cross moline 1.28 12 B
43 10cf2b; hYB: 1.42 9 B
44 10cf3a(1 or 2) 1.42 2 B
45–46 10cf3b1; cross moline 1.37, 1.37 9 B, B
47 10cf3b(1?) 1.28 2 B
48 11b1; additional crozier head on dexter limb 

(SCBIN 813, same rev die) 1.50 12 D
49 14; two lis before lion; broken E 1.29 2 B
50 15c; ? one lis before lion 1.24 12 B
51 15 (uncertain sub-type); lion and lis; uneven striking 1.33 3 B

Lincoln
52 3g2; S3, stops 1 1.30 8 D
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Number Weight (g) Group Surface

London
53 3d; h2, S2, R2 / S1; comma marks; thick neck (SCBIN 111) 1.22 2 B
54 Late 3–4; S3; obv mostly illegible 1.37 12 B
55 4(c?); uneven striking 1.18 12 B
56 4d 1.30 12 M
57 4e 1.32 2 B
58 9b1; pot-hook Ns; no star (SCBIN 374) 1.33 12 B
59 9b1; pot-hook Ns; star? 1.16 12 M
60 10ab5 (late); new A; R1 1.39 12 B
61–64 10cf1 1.44, 1.38, 1.36, 1.10 12, 2, 3, 12 D, B, B, D
65 10cf2a 1.33 2 B
66 10cf2(b?) 1.33 2 B
67 10cf3a(2?) 1.31 12 D
68 10cf3a3 1.38 1 M
69–70 10cf3b2 1.41, 1.39 12, 12 B, B
71 11b1/11a2–3 1.42 12 D
72 14 1.39 12 B
73 15b 1.37 12 B
74 15c 1.54 12 B

Newcastle
75 10ab2/10ab1; VILL[ü?] / NOVI 1.31 2 B

York (royal)
76 3b 1.06 12 D
77 3c; face 3 1.30 8 D
78–79 3e; the second with damaged hair punch 1.36, 1.36 8, 1 D, M

Edward III, Florin coinage penny
Canterbury

80 2; rev of 15d, with extra pellet(s) in TAS quarter 
(SCBIN 1079) 1.31 11 D

IRELAND
Edward I pennies, Dolley 1968 classification
Dublin

81–82 2 1.35, 1.11 5, 5 B, M
Waterford

83 4; clipped or undersized flan 0.85 5 B

SCOTLAND
Alexander III penny, 2nd coinage (Stewart and North 1990 classification)

84 Mc2, 24 points 1.11 4 M

CONTINENTAL
Sterlings (Mayhew 1983 classification)

85 Renaud of Gelderland, Arnhem (M. 184 var.: reversed and 
pelleted N on obv.) 1.33 2 B

86 John the Blind, Luxemburg (M. 260) 1.34 8 D
87 Louis IV of Bavaria, Aachen (M. 332) 1.28 6 M
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THE DATE OF EDWARD IV’S MINTMARK CINQUEFOIL

LORD STEWARTBY

IN their monograph on the coinage of Edward IV Blunt and Whitton attributed eleven types
(XII–XXII) to the second reign (1471–83), defined by reference to the mintmarks on the
angels and groats.1 The first and last of these second reign types were of very short duration.
Type XII, with mintmark short cross fitchy, is a brief extension of the series with cross marks
which embraces types X and XI from Edward’s first reign as well as the issues of Henry VI’s
restoration in 1470–71. At the end of Edward’s second reign, type XXII, with mintmark
halved sun-and-rose, was (if correctly attributed to the indenture of February 1483 with
Bartholomew Reed) introduced less than two months before the king’s death; and although
it was continued in the nominal reign of his son Edward V (April to June 1483) all the sun-
and-rose coins are rare. Between the two extremities of types XII and XXII, the second reign
material divides itself into three more substantial phases. First comes an annulet series, con-
sisting of the three Blunt and Whitton types, XIII, XIV and XV, each of which has an annulet
in one form or another as its defining mintmark; then there is a second cross series, encom-
passing the five Blunt and Whitton types XVI–XX, each showing some kind of cross mint-
mark (plain or pierced, and with or without an added pellet or pellets); and third is the large
issue with mintmark cinquefoil, type XXI, which constitutes the last main phase of Edward
IV’s coinage.

Blunt and Whitton suggested that the cinquefoil mark was current for less than three years,
from early 1480 until the end of 1482.2 This chronology held the field until 1985 when, in an
important paper on the gold coinage of the Yorkist period, Webb Ware proposed that the
cinquefoil mark must have been of much longer duration.3 His basic argument was that
cinquefoil angels are too abundant for them all to have been struck within so short a period
as 1480–82. Estimating that cinquefoil angels accounted for around half of all extant
Edwardian angels, Webb Ware concluded that, if measured against the amounts of gold
recorded in the mint accounts, the cinquefoil mark must have been introduced c.1475. This
would of course then imply that proposed dates for the preceding second reign mintmarks
should all be earlier than Blunt and Whitton had suggested.

If the Webb Ware chronology is valid, it should be possible to demonstrate it in respect of
the silver coinage as well as the gold, although there are few hoards that can provide evidence
for the proportions in which different types of groats were struck during Edward’s second
reign. The most informative modern hoard is the 1964 find from Hartford, Huntingdonshire;4

but the largest relevant group of second reign groats is that from a find made more than a
century earlier at Clay Coton in Northamptonshire.5 The record of this hoard by Assheton
Pownall was based on the arrangement devised by Edward Hawkins in The Silver Coins of
England,6 but thanks to the care and accuracy of Pownall’s report it is possible to convert the
information so as to accord with the Blunt and Whitton typology, at least so far as the three
principal phases of the second reign are concerned.

Table 1 shows the numbers of relevant second reign London groats in the Clay Coton and
Hartford hoards, with their percentages of the total population. In Table 2 the figures for silver
bullion (rounded to the nearest 100 lbs.) are listed, again with appropriate percentages.7
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1 Blunt and Whitton 1945–48.
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3 Webb Ware 1985, 113–6.
4 Archibald and Kent 1974, 144–7.
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The percentages in Table 1 for groats of types XXI and XXII are 36.2% in Clay Coton and
27.9% in Hartford. The Clay Coton hoard, buried c.1490, has a stronger representation of late
Edwardian groats than the Hartford hoard, buried some twenty years later. However, not
much can be read into this because in the case of groats of Richard III (1483–85) the situation
was reversed – sixteen coins in Clay Coton representing 13.8% of the second reign total of 116,
but thirteen in Hartford being 21.3% of sixty-one. What this does show is that there can be a
material difference in relative proportions from one hoard to another at this period, so that
estimates of the actual percentage of output represented by a particular type or series may fall
within quite a wide range, with obvious implications for their inferred chronology. Thus, if we
take three illustrative assumptions for the XXI and XXII percentage, at 25%, 30% and 35%,
the implied dates for the start of type XXI would be respectively 1476–77, 1475–76 and
1474–75. More than two-thirds of the total of second reign silver was coined within the years
1471–75, with minting at a much reduced rate thereafter. For this reason quite a small change
in the assumed percentage results in a relatively larger adjustment to the implied date.

In an exercise of this kind there are various factors for which allowance might in theory be
made, to adjust the arithmetic of the groats. For example, in any hoard there is a tendency for
later types to feature more strongly than earlier, because of the gradual wastage of currency.
In the present case this could mean that groats of types XXI and XXII, particularly in the
Clay Coton hoard, were more plentifully represented than those of types XIII–XX. But with-
out several more hoards for comparison it is not practical to speculate on the possible impact
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7 For the convenience of the reader, the information in Table 2 has been simplified. Full details can be found in Stokes 1929,
34–5; Challis 1992, 684.

TABLE 1. Edwardian Groats of 1471–83 in the Clay Coton and Hartford Hoards

Clay Coton Hartford

Type XII – – 1 1.6%
Annulet series (XIII–XV) 34 29.3% 18 29.5%
Cross series (XVI–XX) 40 34.5% 25 41.0%
Cinquefoil (XXI) 35 30.2% 15 24.6%
Type XXII 7 6.0% 2 3.3%_________ ______ ________ _____
Total 116 groats 100% 61 groats 100%

TABLE 2. Silver Minted at London under Edward IV and V, 1471–83

lbs. %

May–Sept. 1471 5,200 9.9
Michaelmas 1471–Michaelmas 1472 10,700 20.3
Michaelmas 1472–Michaelmas 1473 7,200 13.6
Michaelmas 1473–Michaelmas 1474 6,000 11.4
Michaelmas 1474–Michaelmas 1475 7,200 13.6
Sept. 1475–May 1476 1,900 3.6
May 1476–Sept. 1477 4,200 8.0
Michaelmas 1477–Michaelmas 1478 2,100 4.0
Sept. 1478–Sept. 1479 2,600 4.9
Sept. 1479–Sept. 1480 2,000 3.8
Michaelmas 1480–Michaelmas 1471 1,000 1.9
Michaelmas 1481–Michaelmas 1482 1,700 3.2
Sept. 1482–April 1483 600 1.1
May–June 1483 400 0.7______ _____

52,800 100.0
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of this, except to say that, if anything, the bare figures may slightly exaggerate the earliness of
the beginning of the cinquefoil mark. No allowance, either, can be made to take into account
the minting of values below the groat; but since the halfgroats and London pence of this
period are all relatively scarce, this is not likely to be a very material factor.

Webb Ware’s suggested date of late 1475 for the start of type XXI, on the evidence of the
gold, is in convenient accord with the message from the groats and other evidence. In par-
ticular, he observed that it seems more than coincidental that ‘the best estimate for the
beginning of type XXI lies so close to the only recorded second-reign trial of the pyx on 
1 December 1475.’ As he noted, it also makes sense of a gold trial plate of 1477 which
carries an impression of an early type XXI angel and is incompatible with a date as late as
1480 for the introduction of mintmark cinquefoil.8

The revised dating may also help to resolve a question raised by Blunt and Whitton relating
to the York coins of Archbishop George Neville (1465–76). They wrote:

A coin stated in the Longbottom catalogue (lot 190) to be a coin of Neville’s showing I.M. Cross and Pellet
seems perhaps to have been misread by the compiler. By the time the Cross and Pellet series began, probably in
1477, Neville was dead and Archbishop Booth was issuing his pence with B and Key beside the bust.9

The relevant entry in the sale catalogue of the collection of F.W. Longbottom, Sotheby’s, 14
and 15 May, 1934, reads as follows:

190 York, Pennies of 1471–83 of George Nevill (3), one with i.m. cross over annulet and two with cross pierced
and pellet; also of vacancy of 1476 (3) with rose i.m. and e and rose beside bust, all fine and very rare

6

Blunt’s copy of the Longbottom catalogue includes a note in his own hand ‘Catalogue pre-
pared by G.C. Brooke’. It hardly seems likely that Blunt or Whitton was conscious of this
when they suggested a misreading by the compiler. The two Neville coins with mintmark
cross and pellet from lot 190 have not been traced today, and for one reason or another the
entry may have been an error; but under the new chronology it would not be impossible for
such coins to exist, since Neville did not die until June 1476 by which date cross mintmarks
would have been in current use, if not indeed already superseded by cinquefoil.
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SECRET MARKS ON MERCHANT 
COUNTERMARKED SILVER COINS

ERIC C. HODGE

Introduction

H.E. Manville’s book on the subject of merchant countermarked dollars makes mention of
the use of privy marks.1 It is believed that these marks were applied as a kind of safeguard or
internal control over official issues, to highlight forgeries and copies. By definition privy
marks are secret and therefore not intended to be obvious to the outside world.

Countermarked dollars were used in trade to overcome the lack of silver coins, specifically
between about 1780 and 1830. The values marked on these coins had to be above their intrin-
sic silver worth to preclude melting for the silver content. To try to prevent forgery, this
mark-up was kept as small in value as possible. Issuers were more concerned with the
continuation of trade rather than in making profit from marking foreign coins.

However, any system which created a premium over a coin’s intrinsic value was sure to
attract unscrupulous profiteers. It was easy to obtain the Spanish dollars at bullion cost and
not too difficult to copy the merchant countermarks. The secret for the legitimate issuers was
to make the profit marginal, so as to ensure the fraudulent effort not worthwhile. If the
expense of die engraving was factored into their costs, then in most cases reasonable profits
could only be earned by counterfeiters through volume production. With volume came
problems of distribution, and the possible recognition of perpetrators in local communities.

Due to the almost continuous fluctuation in silver bullion value, generally upwards until
1815 and thereafter a sharp downturn,2 the marked value of newly countermarked dollars also
needed to change in line with those fluctuations. Large profits would be easier to make on a
falling bullion market, because dollars issued with a high marked value would be available to
copy and pass on or redeem at a healthy profit. Conversely, on a rising market, issued dollars
would become more valuable for their intrinsic silver content, and if this then exceeded the
marked value the coin could be lost into the bullion market, to the detriment of trade.3

The idea of a privy mark was that a forger’s countermark could be recognised by the
genuine merchant issuer, either due to the lack of the privy mark, or incorrect positioning of
the privy mark, or placing an apparently accurate privy mark with an incorrect value.

To be able to make any reasonable judgement with regard to what constitutes a privy mark,
it is necessary to examine a number of similar examples of any countermark type. This allows
for more accurate comparison to assist in isolating any marks that, with certainty, may con-
stitute official control. As no contemporary records have, as yet, been discovered relating to
privy marks, it is mostly supposition and conjecture as to what denotes a privy mark in any
particular instance. This is definitely an area of research that, up to now, has attracted very
little attention from professional and amateur numismatists alike.

Privy marks

The present writer has studied a number of issues with what are believed to be privy marks. The
Levern Mill type, one of the first to be considered,4 is of interest because there appear to be two
types of privy mark used through the life of the various issues. There are raised triangular nicks
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round the outside of the main obverse mark (above the stops between N·M and L·S and the
small º of Cº; Fig. 1) and broken annulet marks hidden in the coin design on the reverse (one
on the centre of the left-hand pillar and one in the loop by the right-hand pillar; Fig. 2). These
obverse countermarks sometimes had three triangular nicks, sometimes just one. The coun-
termarks with one nick were also varied, some with reverse annulets, some without. As there
are only thirteen examples of all Levern Mill types, it is difficult to draw any conclusions on
their significance.

The next issue where a type of privy mark seems to have been in use is Catrine Cotton
Works. There are five different value punches known for Catrine, but the interesting aspect is
that an individual number is stamped on all bar one of the twenty-four known examples. No
number duplication is known. (The Catrine mark not number-stamped is over a Thistle Bank
4/9 mark; the coin is holed and the space for the number is available but left blank (Fig. 3)).

When comparison is made between the values and the supposed dates of issue, the
numbers do not seem to run in any sequence. For example a 5/6 value over a 4/9 is numbered
1811 (Fig. 4), whereas a 4/9 value, presumably marked before the 5/6 over 4/9, is numbered
2399 (Fig. 5). It does, however, appear from this photograph that the number 1811 has not
been altered, so was presumably the original number when the countermark value was 4/9.
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Figs 1–2. The Levern Mill type (diameter 41 mm) (© The Trustees of the British Museum).

Fig. 3. Catrine Cotton Works; example not number-stamped (diameter 41 mm) (©  The Trustees of the British
Museum).
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This numbering sequence could therefore be explained as the original 4/9 sequence. If this is
correct then this sequence applies to fifteen of the twenty-four known coins, or some 62 per-
cent. It would also indicate that a number was applied to a coin, not to its value. This conjec-
ture is clouded, however, by coin numbers 5032 and 5067, both of which appear to have had
alterations made to the numbers (Fig. 6). The first two numbers are ‘50’, and then there
appears to be a blank square or erased item, followed by ‘32’. Could these be corrections of
number punching errors?

All the known Catrine coins, with their estimated order of issue, are listed in Table 1, below.
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Figs 4–5. Catrine Cotton Works: nos 1811 (left) and 2399 (right) (diameter 41 mm) (Fig. 5 ©  National Museums
Scotland).

Fig. 6. Catrine Cotton Works: altered number (actual size 20 mm � 12 mm).

TABLE 1. The Catrine Cotton Works issues.

serial no. host date value issue serial no. host date value issue
order order

471 1804 5/ round e 1942 1800 6/6 d
504 1791 4/9 a 2317 1785 4/9 a
687 1799 4/9 a 2399 1797 4/9 a
762 1796 4/9 a 2559 1798 4/9 a
792 1805 5/ � oval c 2691 1809 5/ round e
816 1792 4/9 a 2935 1794 5/6 over 4/9 b

1002 1799 4/9 a 3032 1807 5/ round over 6/6 e
1149 1798 5/ � oval c 3505 1793 4/9 a
1306 1789 5/ � oval c 4826 1791 4/9 a
1746 1800 5/ � oval c 50�32 1799 5/6 over 4/9 b
1811 1799 5/6 over 4/9 b 50�67 1799 5/6 over 4/9 b
1894 1800 5/6 over 4/9 b – 1782 5/6 over thistle 4/9 –
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The supposed order of issue of the values, based upon the price of silver, over-strikings and
the host coin dates, are a) 4/9, b) 5/6 over 4/9, c) 5/ oval, d) 6/6 and e) 5/ round, with the rel-
evant periods of issue being a) up to 1800, b) 1801, c) 1806–10, d) 1813–14 and e) 1815. It is
certainly possible that values of, say, 4/9 were reissued, without alteration, after 1815, when
the value of the silver in a Spanish American eight reales fell below that figure more or less
permanently. It is also possible that type 5/6 over 4/9 (b) were issued during 1811–1812.

The above sequence is further supported by coin number 1149, which has a Muirkirk Iron
Works countermark over it. Part of the Muirkirk mark has the date 1809 in the legend,
believed to indicate the start date for this countermark, which fits in well with the period of
issue for group c) above of 1806–10.

One is immediately struck by the fact that the lowest number, 471, is used on the latest
supposed countermark value. There is much more work to be done, and hopefully more infor-
mation to be discovered, to allow us to understand this countermark and its sequencing, but
for this paper it can be construed that perhaps the numbers were a type of privy mark and
only the Cotton Works knew which numbers related to which value marks.

Another interesting variation on a theme is met within the Thistle Bank issue. There are
three value punches known, of 6/, 5/, and 4/9. Each of these values has a thistle counter-
marked on the reverse of the coin. There are also 4/9 marks with no reverse thistle, which may
be an early issue. Of the coins with the reverse thistle, the higher values of 6/ and 5/ always
have the thistle upright with its flower head to twelve o’clock (Fig. 7). The 4/9 thistles are
always sideways with the flower head to nine o’clock (Fig. 8). This could have been initiated
to assist the bank tellers in valuing the coins quickly from the reverse (but if so why not dif-
ferentiate the 6/ from the 5/?) or it could have been a type of privy mark specifically stamped
to confound the forger, because there were forgeries as various minutes, banknotes and brass
examples from the Thistle Bank make clear.

A very different type of mark is seen in the issue of the wholesale grocers McFie, Lindsay
and Co., of Greenock. All twenty-three photographs examined show an incuse line from
outside the G of Greenock, over the * to the M of McFie, and another above ‘& CO’ (Figs
9–10). These could of course be die damage but, as such, they still constitute an excellent
privy mark, not only for contemporary issuers of the coins but also to compare to more
modern forgeries.5
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5 Hodge 2007a.

Figs 7–8. The Thistle Bank type (diameter 41 mm) (Fig. 7 © The Trustees of the British Museum).
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A questionable privy mark is present on the type 1 issue of J. & J. Wilson, Hurlet. There
are seven examples known (one on a USA dollar), and all show a triangle of three coarse
round indentations (Figs 11–12). These indentations are hardly secret, but they are certainly
not random marks, and appear to have been applied by the issuer. It is possible that their posi-
tioning is of significance, and perhaps that fact was enough to deter counterfeiters. In all of
the six examples on eight reales, one of the indentations is in the D of DEI with the other
indentations in variable positions, though the size of the triangle is the same, leading to the
belief that all three indentations were applied with a single template. The dates of the six eight
reales are 1780, 1795, 1796 (2), 1797 and 1799. The USA dollar is dated 1800. It is interest-
ing to note that the three indentations are in similar positions on the two 1796 hosts, one in
the D, one just behind the mouth and one just below the stop between DEI and GRA (Fig.
12). Not one of the indentations is over the main countermark on any of the host coins and
it therefore appears reasonable to suggest that the three indentations were applied before the
main countermark. Perhaps there was a correlation between the host coin dates and the posi-
tion of the indentations? There is a type 2 of this issue, without the triangle of indentations.
Whether this type 2 is a later forgery, an earlier issue or a later issue made to confuse is
unclear. If a later forgery, one wonders why the obvious triangle of dots was not copied.
There are five examples of the type 2 available for study. The latest dated of these five, 1818,
is cancelled, but enough remains to be fairly certain that it is a type 2. This date, however, is
late in the countermark series and therefore tends against the idea that type 2 is an earlier
issue than type 1.

New Lanark issues exhibit a different aspect altogether. In these issues (5/, 4/9, 4/6 and 2/6)
the outer name punch is a separate punch from the inner value punch. In all the other issues
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Figs 9–10. Countermarks on McFie, Lindsay and Co., of Greenock (diameter of countermark 20 mm).

Figs 11–12. Triangle of indentations on J. & J. Wilson, Hurlet (diameter 41 mm).
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discussed above, these two details have been engraved on the one die (other than the Catrine
5/6 where it is punched separately over 4/9). There are two separate outer name punches, both
showing ‘Payable at Lanark Mills’, but one has a lozenge stop between Mills and Payable, and
the other a star stop. It would appear that a lot of effort has been made to use each of these
punches with the relevant value punch. The 5/ and 4/9 values use the lozenge stop (Fig. 13),
while the 4/6 value uses both the lozenge and the star, and in all cases has an additional
punch-mark of a shield and quatrefoil rather in the shape of a D. The 2/6 value uses only the
star stop, some with the additional D mark (Fig. 14), some without. It is quite possible that
the different issues for 4/6 and for 2/6 were made at different periods and were highlighted in
this way. The point to be made here about privy marks is that there is no clear set of rules as
to what marks are to be used in any set of circumstances. If rules did exist, then we have a
perfect set of privy marks to defeat the best counterfeiters. As Lanark Mills is the most com-
monly met countermarked dollar, it is of supreme importance that there are no known for-
geries.6 If forgeries exist then they must be so perfect as to have passed unnoticed. Conversely
the confusion of issues and marks must have made the job of counterfeiting insurmountable.
Another fact to bear in mind is that the New Lanark community was close knit and any
suspicious money that appeared in local shops would have been questioned immediately.

The issue of Robert Crighton, grocer of Port Glasgow, seems to bear a perfect privy mark.
It only appears on the reverse of the coin being a carefully aligned curved rope-like mark on
the top of the Spanish crown (Fig. 15). The Crighton lettering in the obverse outer ring punch
is incuse, without borders, the only example in the countermark series, with the value punch,
also incuse, being a separate punch. It is possible that the alignment of the value punch to the
outer name punch had some significance as there is no duplication of positioning of the value
punch, relative to the ring punch, on any of the eight examples studied. The fact that the
value punch was applied separately could mean there was more than one value in use, though
no others are known, or that it was used for identification and control purposes.
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6 Hodge 2007b.

Figs 13–14. New Lanark, lozenge stop (left), star stop and D mark (right) (19 mm � 9 mm; 25 mm � 13 mm).

Fig. 15. Robert Crighton, mark above Spanish crown (27 mm � 13 mm).
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Another true privy mark is that applied by Rothsay Cotton Works on their issue of 4/6.
Again it is applied on the reverse and consists of a small dot inconspicuously punched below
or just to the right of the lowest point of the reverse shield (Fig. 16). There are five examples
of this issue without the reverse privy mark. When close study is made of the obverse
countermark, it can be seen that each has the same slight variations from the more common
countermark. These five are, therefore, either an earlier issue of the Rothsay 4/6 mark or a
forgery.7 If a forgery, then the privy mark seems to have proved its worth and only a few of
the counterfeits escaped the melting pot. The details of the countermark without privy mark
tend to indicate a modern issue. There are more than forty examples known with the dot privy
mark, not one of them cancelled.

There appear to be quite a variety of ways in which privy marks could be used, and prob-
ably many more of which we are not yet aware. There are other examples of die wear and
damage on other issues which could be construed as privy marks, but these are best left undis-
closed as they are more useful in safeguarding against modern forgeries, which seem to be on
the increase. The author hopes, however, that the above details will whet someone’s appetite
enough to encourage further study and further discoveries.
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7 For general discussion see Manville 2002, 147. Dickinson, in personal correspondence, now agrees that Manville type X92
is a modern fake.

Fig. 16. Rothsay Cotton Works, dot below reverse shield (25 mm � 12 mm).
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A BIRMINGHAM MISCELLANY (1)

DAVID SYMONS

THIS miscellany is made up of a trio of brief notes on Birmingham-related themes that may
hopefully be of some interest to readers of the Journal.

1. Mr Boulton’s Money

Preserved among the Matthew Boulton papers in the Archive of Soho, Birmingham Central
Library, is a receipt from Matthew Boulton to one of his employees, William Cheshire,
acknowledging receipt of £100 which Boulton had received to pay his doctor, Dr John
Carmichael (Fig. 1).1 Dated 19 August 1808, just a year before Boulton died (on 17 August
1809), the receipt is in Cheshire’s hand, but is signed by Boulton himself. Cheshire worked at
Soho between 1796 and 1812 and described himself as ‘private clerk to Matthew Boulton’, act-
ing as his confidential clerk and bookkeeper.2 Dr Carmichael was one of the doctors who
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1 Matthew Boulton Papers, Archives of Soho, Birmingham Central Library, MS 3782/6/202/13. The picture of the receipt
is reproduced with the permission of Birmingham Archives and Heritage. I am grateful to staff of Birmingham Archives and
Heritage for their assistance.

2 Mason 2005, 129. He was among the old friends, servants and employees remembered in Boulton’s will (Mason 2005,
141).

Fig. 1. Receipt for £100 signed by Matthew Boulton (reproduced courtesy of Birmingham Archives and
Heritage).
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attended Boulton during his later years, when he suffered from painful and debilitating
kidney and urinary tract problems. In 1803–4 Carmichael was also engaged to Boulton’s
daughter, Anne, but the engagement fell through.3

However, the main numismatic interest of the receipt lies in the fact that it lists in detail the
form in which the £100 was supplied by Cheshire, and thus provides a snapshot view of the
actual cash available to a leading Birmingham industrialist and businessman at the time:

Wm Cheshire
Charge to my Private Acct the Sum of One Hundred Pounds which I have this day received

of you to pay Dr Carmichael – Soho August 19th 1808 –

1 – Bank of Engd – 50”~”~ }
1 – Taylor & Lloyd 20”~”~ }
2 – £1 Bk of Engd – 2”~”~ } £100”~”~

26 – Guineas – 27”6”~ }
2 – 7/ Pieces ~”14”~ }

Mattw Boulton

The first three items on the list are banknotes, and comprise a Bank of England £50 and two
of the Bank’s £1 notes, together with a £20 note issued by the Birmingham-based Taylor and
Lloyd. The issue of £1 notes by the Bank had been authorised by legislation passed in late
February/early March 1797 as part of the government’s response to a financial crisis that also
saw the issue of countermarked Spanish dollars and the introduction of the Cartwheel
coinage, struck by Boulton himself at the Soho Mint.4 Taylor and Lloyd was one of the more
important Birmingham banks, founded in 1765 by the ironmaster Samuel Lloyd II and John
Taylor (Birmingham’s leading ‘toy’ maker before the rise of Boulton and his Soho
Manufactory), together with their eldest sons, Samuel Lloyd III and John Taylor Jnr.5

The fourth and fifth lines refer to gold coins. The guineas are straightforward; the ‘7/ pieces’
are the third-guineas introduced in the late autumn of 1797 to replace the countermarked
Spanish dollars referred to above, which had not proved to be a success.6

2. A Possible Portrait of William Booth the Forger

A short while ago I discovered that a locally-produced website7 was displaying an image of a
pencil sketch that was described as ‘William Booth by an unknown artist’ (Fig. 2). Since
William Booth is a Birmingham counterfeiter of some renown – the story of ‘twice-tried,
twice-hanged, twice-buried Booth’ has been told a number of times8 – the existence of this
portrait seemed to be worth bringing to wider numismatic attention. Unfortunately, some
further digging soon revealed that all was not what it seemed.

The portrait was listed on the website as being reproduced by courtesy of the Handsworth
Historical Society.9 Enquiries via the Secretary of the society eventually revealed that, far
from being by an unknown artist, the sketch was probably the work of a local Handsworth
artist, Mrs Beatrice Bullock, who is believed to have died in 1953. (The sketch is certainly
mentioned in two lists of her pictures, one of which is dated to October 1953.) This suggested
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3 Mason 2005, 127–9, 134–5.
4 Dyer 2002, 136–7. Prior to this legislation neither the Bank of England nor the country banks in England and Wales had

been permitted to issue notes of less than £5 face value.
5 Grant 1977, 11–12; for the £20 note see 12, no. 297K.
6 See Dyer 2002, especially p. 141 for the third-guinea.
7 http://www.digitalhandsworth.org.uk/
8 See, for example, Withers and Withers 1999, 139; Powell 1977. In brief, Booth was tried in 1808 for murdering his brother,

but acquitted, then tried for forgery in 1812 and found guilty. On the first attempt to hang him, the rope came loose from the
scaffold and he fell to the ground; he was successfully despatched at the second attempt. Finally, he was buried in the precincts
of Stafford Gaol, but his body was then removed to the churchyard of St Mary’s, Handsworth, now a suburb of Birmingham.

9 I am grateful to the Handsworth Historical Society for permission to reproduce the image here and to the Society’s
Secretary, Mrs P. Burkill, for kindly supplying information on the sketch.
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that the ‘portrait’ might actually have been an imaginative depiction of Booth by Mrs Bullock,
possibly based on contemporary descriptions.

However, a search in the local history files at Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery turned
up a photocopy of Mrs Bullock’s sketch which had been annotated ‘Based on the sketch in
J.C. Walters ‘The Mystery of Booth’s Farm’ in Birmingham Weekly Mercury 1888’. On inves-
tigation, Mr Walters’s work turned out to be a fictionalised melodrama based on Booth’s story,
published in eighteen instalments between 7 July and 3 November 1888. A rather crudely
engraved portrait of Booth appears at the start of the first instalment and Mrs Bullock clearly
based her sketch very closely on it.10 According to the accompanying caption, the engraving in
the Weekly Mercury is ‘From an old picture’, but no other information on the source is given.
The 27 October instalment is accompanied by a vigorous, but even more crude, engraving
depicting the raid made by the authorities on Booth’s Farm in 1812 (Fig. 3). The accompany-
ing caption describes this too as ‘From an old picture’, while the previous week’s instalment
had promised that ‘Next week a graphic description will be given of the taking of Booth’s
Farm, with an illustration faithfully copied from an old print’. One wonders if the portrait may
also be from a print.

At this point the trail grows cold and I have so far been unable to identify an original source
for the portrait. Booth’s trial and execution were celebrated events and at least two pamphlets
were published about them at the time, but neither includes a portrait of him.11 If any readers
of the Journal can help in this matter I should be pleased to hear from them.
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10 Unfortunately Birmingham Archives and Heritage has only a microfilm copy of the original newspaper and the image
will simply not reproduce well enough to justify inclusion in this paper.

11 The Trial of William Booth of Perry Barr . . ., printed by J. Drewery, Stafford, 1812, and The Trial at Large of William
Booth and his Associates for Forgery, Coining, etc., at the Stafford Assizes, 1812, before Mr Justice Le Blanc, printed by Gower
and Smart, Wolverhampton, 1812. I am grateful to Julie Jackson of the William Salt Library, Stafford, for checking the Library’s
copies of these pamphlets on my behalf.

Fig. 2. A pencil sketch of William Booth (reproduced by permission of the Handsworth Historical Society).
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As cover for his criminal activities Booth set himself up as a token maker. Ironically his
own token was subsequently to be forged following the notoriety that his story attracted.12

Over the years a number of Booth-related items have been discovered where they were buried
by Booth and his servants in the days before he was arrested. Those preserved in the collec-
tions of Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery comprise (1) forty-two out of a hoard of
sixty-three counterfeit 18d. Bank tokens, found in 1956 (museum accession no. 1956 N 523);13

(2) a forged printing plate for a Dudley Old Bank £5 note, found in or before 1865 (museum
accession no. 1979 N 39); and (3) a forged printing plate (in very a corroded condition) for a
Bank of England £1 note, found in 1983 (museum accession no. 1989 N 5).

3. An Unpublished Sunday School Medal Mule?

In 2008 a Sunday school medal was brought for identification to Birmingham Museum and
Art Gallery, where the writer was able to examine it briefly, but was not able to take any
photographs of it. The medal belongs to the series produced by Joseph Davis to mark the
tercentenary of the publication of the first English bible in 1835, but since this particular
version does not appear in Laurence Brown’s work on British historical medals,14 I am taking
the opportunity of placing it on record here.

The medal combines the reverse dies used to strike two medals that do appear in Brown,
nos 1692 and 1694, and can be described as follows:
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12 See Davis 1895, 70–1. The original token is no. 819 and the later forgery no. 820.
13 Published in Sherlock 1955–7.
14 Brown 1980.

Fig. 3. An engraving showing the raid on William Booth’s farmhouse in 1812 (reproduced from the Birmingham
Weekly Mercury, 27 October 1888).
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Obv. IN COMMEMORATION OF THE FIRST PUBLISHED ENGLISH BIBLE TRANSLATED BY
COVERDALE BISHP. OF EXETER. OCTR. 4. 1535
Miles Coverdale seated at left on a high-backed chair, pointing with his left hand at an open Bible on the
table in front of him, a broken chain and padlock on the floor.

Rev. Outer legend – FOR THE CHILDREN OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND SUNDAY SCHOOL
UNION BIRMINGHAM. Below, OCTR. 4. 1835
Inner legend – ENGLAND UNDER THE DOMINION OF THE CHURCH OF ROME
Bible closed with a padlock and chain.
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DESIGNING THE JEFFREY NORTH MEDAL FOR 
SERVICES TO BRITISH NUMISMATICS

KEVIN CLANCY AND MARK BLACKBURN

FOR many years the British Numismatic Society had no regular means of recognising indi-
vidual contributions to the smooth running and development of the Society or that of the
subject generally, other than awards for academic publications for which the John Sanford
Saltus Medal and the Blunt Prize (previously the Council Prize) were intended. Occasionally
it had found a way of rewarding exceptional service to the Society, as in the case of Wilfred
Slayter (Secretary, 1962–90), for whom a personal portrait medal was commissioned in 1990,
or Tony Merson (Honorary Auditor/Independent Examiner since 1987), who was given an
inscribed silver Membership Medal in 1998. The idea of establishing a special medal for serv-
ices had arisen in 2006 during discussions about how to apply the donation received from
Jeffrey North, but it was decided as a priority to establish a book prize. In March 2007 the
matter was raised again in a paper drawn up by the President, and Council agreed in princi-
ple to establish a Medal for Services to British Numismatics, subject to securing suitable fund-
ing. Dr Challis was keen that this should be named the Carlyon-Britton Medal after our
founder, but there were reservations, and when Mr North generously offered to finance it
through an additional donation to the North Fund, it was clear that his name should be
attached to the new medal.

A design committee was appointed consisting of Mark Blackburn, Kevin Clancy, Graham
Dyer, Robin Eaglen, Frances Simmons and David Symons. Two possible approaches to the
commissioning of a design were considered. One was to hold a competition amongst a
number of artists, which would have offered certain advantages. A range of responses to the
design brief could have been obtained which would have provided the committee with the
freedom to explore a number of styles and approaches. Equally, there is ample sense in giv-
ing a direct commission when one has faith and confidence in a particular artist, and it was
this course that was in the end adopted. A commission affords the opportunity to develop
the concept of a medal with the artist from early on; it immediately instils a sense of trust
in the collaboration.
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After resolving the relative merits as between competition or commission, the big ques-
tion was then who to choose as the artist. Those on the committee more familiar with
modern medals were able to suggest a number of names, and it was particularly instructive,
with the help of Frances Simmons, to look at and handle a number of contemporary medals
in order to form a judgement not only about who should be asked, but also what form the
medal should take. The decision was in favour of Nicola Moss. An artist well known on the
British art medal scene, and responsible for some powerfully expressive medals, she had
responded imaginatively on other occasions to a design brief and was someone with whom
it would be possible to work constructively. She was pleased to accept the invitation in
January 2008.

Meanwhile the committee had drawn up a design brief intended to guide and inform the
artist, while leaving her artistic flexibility to produce something inspired and original. From
the start there was a deliberate intent to create a medal distinct from the Society’s other
medals. To this end it was decided we should avoid Britannia, who is the main figurative ele-
ment on the Society’s Sanford Saltus Medal, Membership Medal and Centenary Medal.
There was also a feeling that the medal should not necessarily be of the conventional round
form, and hence the brief said there was ‘a preference for a medal of a different shape, that
might be easily displayed rather than kept hidden in a drawer’.

It was explained that the medal would recognise service, rather than academic achieve-
ments. It would be for those who in many instances might have worked behind the scenes
encouraging, organising and helping the numismatic community to flourish. It would be for
a contribution above and beyond the strict duties of any office or professional role and would
stand as a way of recognising key contributions that would otherwise go largely unacknowl-
edged. One side of the medal should therefore address the themes of service and numismatics
in either a symbolic or figurative way. The other should be solely or essentially epigraphic and
include the wording ‘THE JEFFREY NORTH MEDAL FOR SERVICES TO BRITISH
NUMISMATICS’. The recipient’s name would be inscribed on the medal’s edge. Beyond
these specifics, however, it was entirely at the discretion of the artist how the subject matter
might be interpreted.

Nicola Moss’s first ideas provided a very clear sense of the tone she was going to adopt.
She conceived a form in which the acute use of planes and angular surfaces might give a rel-
atively thin medal the impression of representing a substantial three-dimensional object.
After one or two revisions, it was not long before the final designs began to emerge (Fig. 1).
The idea of a bee laden with pollen flying back to the hive very much appealed to the com-
mittee as a symbol for service, and the way in which Nicola elaborated this through the nat-
ural setting of a fenced field or garden provided a freedom to play with the devices, emblems,
mintmarks and initials all relevant in some way, shape or form to the study of the British cur-
rency. Scattered in the grass there were to be found crowns, keys, birds, stars, portcullises and
other emblems – an eclectic harvest, an admirable attention to detail, a numismatic study in
itself to find the elements – and, buried but not hidden, the initial letters of the Society.
Turning the medal over, the fenced garden would transmute into a box containing the medal,
with its title inscribed around the decorative border. The central feature, a rose, was a device
long associated with the coinage of Britain.

From initial sketches, Nicola gave form to her ideas in plaster casts which the committee
enthusiastically approved with only minor suggestions relating to some symbols in the field.
The casting of thirty-five medals was commissioned from Niagara Falls Castings (UK) Ltd
based in Warwick, and these were despatched to the artist who personally patinated them
(Fig. 2). The first batch of six medals were delivered in early November 2008, in time for them
to be individually inscribed at the Royal Mint, and presented to four recipients at the
Anniversary meeting (see p. 307 below).

It is hoped that the thirty-five specimens that have been produced will last the Society some
twenty-five years. The total cost of designing and producing these was £6,839.81 (design and
modelling fee £2,500; casting, patination and box £4,339.81), amounting to £195 per medal.
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Fig. 1. Design sketches by Nicola Moss for the Jeffrey North Medal for Services to British Numismatics.
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In addition to the initial four specimens presented in November 2008, two specimen medals
were inscribed and given to Mr North and to the British Museum for its collection.

The medal fulfills all the aspirations that the committee had for it. It is novel, subtle and
immediately stimulating, and is a fine testimony to the intelligence of the artist who created it.
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Fig. 2. The finished medal (79 � 76 mm).
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COIN REGISTER 2009

EDITED BY MARTIN ALLEN, IAN LEINS AND SAM MOORHEAD

THE Coin Register provides a platform for the publication of unusual and remarkable single
coin finds from Britain and Ireland. All Celtic, pre-conquest Roman, Roman silver prior to AD

64, Roman gold and late Roman silver coins from the fourth century onwards are welcomed,
as are Anglo-Saxon, Norman or Plantagenet coins and their continental contemporaries
(down to and including the Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby) type of Henry II), and most later
medieval continental coins. However, coins outside these categories will still be considered for
their numismatic interest. As always, the essential criterion for inclusion will be that the coin
is new, by virtue of either being newly found or (if previously discovered) being hitherto
unpublished. Single finds from archaeological excavations may be included if it seems that
there would otherwise be a considerable delay in publication.

Celtic material should be sent in the first instance to Ian Leins, Department of Coins and
Medals, British Museum, London WC1B 3DG (ileins@thebritishmuseum.ac.uk). Finds of
Greek and Roman coins should be notified to Sam Moorhead, Finds Adviser, Iron Age and
Roman coins, Portable Antiquities Scheme, c/o Department of Coins and Medals, British
Museum, London WC1B 3DG (smoorhead@thebritishmuseum.ac.uk). Other material should
be sent to Dr Martin Allen, Department of Coins and Medals, Fitzwilliam Museum,
Cambridge CB2 1RB (mra25@cam.ac.uk).
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Material from other British Sources, ed.
M. Mays, 3 vols (London, 1987–95).

BMCIA R. Hobbs, British Iron Age Coins in the
British Museum (London, 1996).

Chautard J. Chautard, Imitations des monnaies au
type esterlin frappées en Europe pendant
le XIIIe et le XIVe siècle Nancy, 1871).

Chick D. Chick, The Coinage of Offa and his
Contemporaries (forthcoming).

CKN E.J.E. Pirie, Coins of the Kingdom of
Northumbria, c. 700–867 (Llanfyllin,
1996).

CNI Corpus Nummorum Italicorum
Crawford M.H. Crawford, Roman Republican

Coinage, 2 vols (Cambridge, 1974).
CTCE C.E. Blunt, B.H.I.H. Stewart and C.S.S.

Lyon, Coinage in Tenth-Century England
from Edward the Elder to Edgar’s
Reform (Oxford, 1989).

DOC A.R. Bellinger and P. Grierson,
Catalogue of the Byzantine Coins in 
the Dumbarton Oaks Collection and in
the Whittemore Collection, 9 vols
(Washington, 1966–99).

DT L.-P. Delestrée and M. Tache, Nouvel
atlas des monnaies gauloises, I. de la
Seine au Rhin (Paris, 2002).

Elias E.R. Duncan Elias, The Anglo-Gallic
Coins (Paris and London, 1984).

Ghyssens J. Ghyssens, Les petits deniers de Flandre
des XIIe et XIIIe siècles (Brussels, 1971).

Lafaurie J. Lafaurie, Les monnaies des rois de
France, 2 vols (Paris, 1951–6).

LRBC P.V. Hill, J.P.C. Kent and R.A.G.
Carson, Late Roman Bronze Coinage AD

324–498 (London, 1960).
Mayhew N.J. Mayhew, Sterling Imitations of

Edwardian Type, RNS Special
Publication 14 (London, 1983).

MEC Medieval European Coinage
Metcalf D.M. Metcalf, Thrymsas and Sceattas in

the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, 3 vols 
(London, 1993–4).

MIB W. Hahn, Moneta Imperii Byzantini,
3 vols (Vienna, 1973–81).

MIBE W. Hahn with M.A. Metlich, Money 
of the Incipient Byzantine Empire
(Anastasius I-Justinian I, 491–565)
(Vienna, 2000).

MG K.F. Morrison and H. Grunthal,
Carolingian Coinage, Nordisk
Numismatisk Unions Medlemsblad 158
(New York, 1967).

Mossop H.R. Mossop, The Lincoln Mint
c.890–1279, (Newcastle upon Tyne, 1970).

North J.J. North, English Hammered Coinage,
vol. I (3rd edition, London, 1994).

Poey d’Avant F. Poey d’Avant, Monnaies féodales de
France, 3 vols (Paris, 1858–62).

Prou M. Prou, Catalogue des monnaies
françaises de la Bibliothèque Nationale.
Les monnaies mérovingiennes (Paris,
1892).

RIC The Roman Imperial Coinage, 10 vols
(London, 1923–94).

Scheers S. Scheers, Traité de la numismatique cel-
tique II. La Gaule belgique (Paris, 1977).

Skaare K. Skaare, Norges mynthistorie, 2 vols
(Oslo, 1995).

Sills J. Sills, Gaulish and Early British Gold
Coinage (London, 2003).

SNG Cop. 42 G.K. Jenkins, Sylloge Nummorum
Graecorum. 42. Copenhagen. North
Africa Syrtica-Mauretania (Copenhagen,
1969)

Sutherland C.H.V. Sutherland, Anglo-Saxon Gold in
Relation to the Crondall Find (Oxford,
1948).

VA R.D. Van Arsdell, Celtic Coinage of
Britain (London, 1989).

Abbreviations

CCI Celtic Coin Index
cuir. cuirassed
diad. diademed
dr. draped
EMC Corpus of Early Medieval Coin Finds

AD 410–1180 (www.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.
uk/coins/emc)

ex. exergue
helm. helmeted
HER Historic Environments Record
l. left
laur. laureate
M/d Metal detector
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PAS Portable Antiquities Scheme
r. right
rad. radiate
SMR Sites and Monuments Record
std seated
stg standing

Geographical index

Acle, near, Norfolk, 373
Alford, near, Lincolnshire, 225
Allington, Wiltshire, 399
Alresford, Hampshire, 189
Amberley, near, West Sussex, 12
Andover, Hampshire, 361
Arun, near, West Sussex, 3
Ashford, near, Kent, 182–3, 192
Avebury, Wiltshire, 71
Badley, Suffolk, 69
Barton Bendish, Norfolk, 114, 219, 252, 282, 325, 366,

415, 453
Beccles, near, Suffolk, 333
Benniworth, Lincolnshire, 343–4
Berkshire, 14
Berwick upon Tweed, Northumberland, 198
Bewdley, Worcestershire, 380
Bishop’s Stortford, Hertfordshire, 95
Blandford, Dorset, 360
Blyth, near, Nottinghamshire, 435
Bosham, West Sussex, 371
Boughton, Norfolk, 318
Bournemouth area, 379
Boynton, near, East Yorkshire, 238
Bradford Peverell, Dorset, 180
Brantham, Suffolk, 312
Brantingham, East Yorkshire, 231
Breinton, Herefordshire, 18
Brentwood, near, Essex, 171
Brewood, near, Staffordshire, 244
Bridlington, near, East Yorkshire, 239
Broughton, Hampshire, 23
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk, 420
Buttercombe, North Yorkshire, 88, 370
Caister-on-Sea/Caister-by-Yarmouth, Norfolk, 133
Caistor St Edmund, Norfolk, 101
Calstock, Cornwall, 35
Cambridge, near, Cambridgeshire, 176, 179, 346, 382
Cambridgeshire, 317
Canterbury, near, Kent, 55, 85, 134, 197, 285
Castle Acre area, Norfolk, 387
Cerne Abbas, Dorset, 338
Chelmsford, near, Essex, 264
Cherington, Gloucestershire, 30
Chichester, near, West Sussex, 6, 8, 149
Chilgrove, West Sussex, 155
Clapham, West Sussex, 265
Cliffe, Medway, 263, 279
Clothall, Hertfordshire, 161
Coberley, Gloucestershire, 302
Coddenham, Suffolk, 369
Colchester, near, Essex, 143
Compton, near, Berkshire, 13
Congham, Norfolk, 113, 130, 218, 304, 309–11, 313

Crawley, Hampshire, 393, 409
Darlington, near, 228, 436
Dartford, Kent, 56
Debenham, Suffolk, 60
Deopham, Norfolk, 305
Didcot, Oxfordshire, 221
Diss, near, Norfolk, 59, 61, 116, 434
Doncaster, near, 196
Driffield, near, East Yorkshire, 234, 240, 243
Dunham on Trent, Nottinghamshire, 249, 251, 254
Dunmow, Essex, 91
Dymock, Gloucestershire, 73
Earlesfield, Wandsworth, 416
East Kent, 423
Eastleigh, near, Hampshire, 331, 342
Elmsett, Suffolk, 277
Ely, Cambridgeshire, 339
Evesham, near, Worcestershire, 276
Ewelme, Oxfordshire, 270
Eye, near, Suffolk, 303
Faringdon, near, Oxfordshire, 96
Fen Drayton, Cambridgeshire, 362
Flitcham with Appleton, Norfolk, 93
Foxton, Cambridgeshire, 54, 64–5, 75, 194, 216, 220,

297
Framlingham, Suffolk, 394
Freckenham, Suffolk, 307, 321, 363
Fulbeck, near, Lincolnshire, 51, 174
Garstang, Lancashire, 445
Garton-on-the-Wolds, East Yorkshire, 58
Glinton, Cambridgeshire, 37
Goostrey, Cheshire, 25
Goring by Sea, near, West Sussex, 10
Grantham area, Lincolnshire, 432
Grays, Thurrock, 92
Great Ashfield, Suffolk, 335
Great Barton, Suffolk, 359
Great Bentley, Essex, 138
Great Cornard, Suffolk, 70
Great Dunham, Norfolk, 391
Great Horkesley, Essex, 350
Great Ponton, Lincolnshire, 203
Great Shelford, Cambridgeshire, 403
Grimsby, near, Lincolnshire, 259
Hampshire, 329, 353
Harewood, Leeds, 257–8
Harrietsham, Kent, 271
Harston, Cambridgeshire, 62, 67, 72, 105, 123–4, 163,

201, 261
Heacham, Norfolk, 440
Hertfordshire, 314
Hillington, Norfolk, 66, 207
Hollingbourne, Kent, 356
Holme next the Sea, Norfolk, 419
Hunton, Hampshire, 186, 315
Hurstbourne Priors, Hampshire, 89
Ickleton, Cambridgeshire, 349
Icklingham, Suffolk, 26
Ilam, Staffordshire, 34
Ilchester, Somerset, 29
Isle of Wight, 1, 2, 4, 44–5, 272 
Islip, Northamptonshire, 142
Itchen Abbas, Hampshire, 293
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Kilham, near, East Yorkshire, 237, 255
King’s Lynn, near, Norfolk, 205, 208, 418
King’s Somborne, Hampshire, 327
Kingsdon, Somerset, 38
Kingston upon Hull, near, 232
Kirkburn, near, East Yorkshire, 159
Lashley Wood, Essex, 209
Laughton, East Sussex, 215
Lavant, West Sussex, 28
Leatherhead, near, Surrey, 7, 16
Lewes, East Sussex, 408
Lewes, near, West Sussex, 9
Lewknor, Oxfordshire, 165
Lincoln, near, Lincolnshire, 280, 430–1
Lincolnshire, 39
Linton, Cambridgeshire, 94, 107, 145–6, 162, 210–12,

269, 348
Little Cornard, Suffolk, 323
Little Raveley, Cambridgeshire, 441
Littlethorpe, North Yorkshire, 372
Lolworth, near, Cambridgeshire, 405
London, North, 63
Low Toynton, Lincolnshire, 358, 395, 404, 414
Maidenhead, near, Windsor and Maidenhead, 170,

202, 426
Maidstone, near, Kent, 53, 111, 173, 187, 200, 222,

266, 288, 375, 407
Malton, near, North Yorkshire, 160, 227, 235, 250,

292, 374
Manston, Kent, 185
March, near, Cambridgeshire, 378
Market Rasen, Lincolnshire, 262
Market Weighton, East Yorkshire, 27, 413
Melbourne, East Yorkshire, 253
Melton Mowbray, near, Leicestershire, 129
Micheldever, Hampshire, 77, 191, 322, 347
Mildenhall, Suffolk, 365
Mileham, Norfolk, 122, 444
Misterton, Somerset, 42
Monkton, Kent, 268
New Romney, Kent, 388, 449
Newark, near, Nottinghamshire, 47, 83, 169, 289, 345,

367, 429, 433
Newmarket, near, Suffolk, 336
Newport, Isle of Wight, 290
Norbury and Roston, Derbyshire, 21
North Buckinghamshire, 401
North Dalton, East Yorkshire, 106
North Norfolk, 398
North Norfolk coast, 443
North Tuddenham, Norfolk, 387
North Willingham, Lincolnshire, 448
Norwich, Norfolk, 188, 308
Norwich (Tombland), Norfolk, 299
Norwich, near, Norfolk, 406
Ockbrook and Borrowash, Derbyshire, 20
Ollerton, Nottinghamshire, 319, 381, 417
Outwell, Norfolk, 125
Oxborough, near, Norfolk, 284
Pampisford, Cambridgeshire, 428
Pangbourne, West Berkshire, 84, 90, 97, 139
Papworth Everard, Cambridgeshire, 326
Parlington, West Yorkshire, 32
Petworth, near, West Sussex, 11

Pitt, Hampshire, 337
Pleshey, Essex, 144
Pocklington, near, East Yorkshire, 151, 158, 190, 224,

230, 247, 402
Princes Risborough, near, Buckinghamshire, 447
Raunds, Northamptonshire, 181
Retford, Nottinghamshire, 396
Riby, Lincolnshire, 43, 291
Ridge parish, Hertfordshire, 267
Ripon, North Yorkshire, 41, 236, 376
Royston, near, Hertfordshire, 102–3, 132, 136, 141,

147, 166–8, 175, 184, 242, 411
Rudgwick, Sussex, 17
Rudston, East Yorkshire, 31, 48
St Hilary, Cornwall, 24
Salisbury Cathedral, 452
Salisbury, near, Wiltshire, 328, 389
Salthouse, Norfolk, 354
Sawston, Cambridgeshire, 126, 357, 385
Saxilby, Lincolnshire, 352, 383
Sedgeford, Norfolk, 421
Selby, North Yorkshire, 450
Shalfleet, Isle of Wight, 33, 274, 294–5
Shenstone, Staffordshire, 19
Shipdham, Norfolk, 80, 127, 213–14, 454–5
Silverstone, Northamptonshire, 40
Sledmere, East Yorkshire, 52, 74
Snape with Thorp, North Yorkshire, 108
South Cambridgeshire, 296, 334, 340, 377, 438
South-east Wales, 446
South Leicestershire, 100
South Lincolnshire, 79, 116, 140
South Ockendon, Essex, 131
Southampton, near, 109, 193
Springwell, Essex, 178
Stamford Bridge, near, North Yorkshire, 86–7
Stansted, Essex, 195
Stapleford, near, Cambridgeshire, 204
Staxton, North Yorkshire, 437, 439
Stixwould, near, Lincolnshire, 5
Stockbridge Down, Hampshire, 355
Stody, Norfolk, 390
Stondon Massey, Essex, 333
Stowmarket, near, Suffolk, 392
Sudbourne, Suffolk, 117–18
Suffolk, 281, 283, 287, 298, 427
Sutton, Nottinghamshire, 206
Sutton, Suffolk, 135
Sutton Scotney, near, Hampshire, 156, 199
Swindon, near, Wiltshire, 15
Thetford, Norfolk, 324
Thetford (Grammar School), Norfolk, 301
Thetford area, Norfolk, 137, 364
Thwing, East Yorkshire, 229, 233
Tilbury, Thurrock, 78, 148
Trumpington, Cambridgeshire, 223, 384
Twyford, Hampshire, 119
Ufford, near, Suffolk, 57
Upper Sheringham, Norfolk, 410, 451
Walkington, Yorkshire, 22
Water Newton, Cambridgeshire, 130, 397
Watton at Stone, Hertfordshire, 273, 425
Wereham, Norfolk, 164
West Berkshire, 50
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West Lavington, Wiltshire, 157
West Wratting, Cambridgeshire, 260, 442
West Wycombe, near, Buckinghamshire, 412
Weston Colville, Cambridgeshire, 422
Wetherby, near, Leeds, 241, 248
Wetheringsett, Suffolk, 351
Whissonsett, Norfolk, 286
Whittlesford, Cambridgeshire, 341
Winchester, near, Hampshire, 275, 278, 320, 330, 424
Winwick, Cambridgeshire, 368
Worlington, Suffolk, 300
Wymondham, Norfolk, 306
Yapham, East Yorkshire, 256
Yaxley, Havering, 217
York, near, 226, 245–6, 316, 400

Celtic coins

Note: Iron Age coins continue to be recorded by the
Celtic Coin Index at Oxford and by the nationwide
finds liaison officers of the Portable Antiquities
Scheme. From January 2008 the CCI, PAS and BM
began a new integrated approach to the recording of
this material. The British Museum is recording hoards
of Iron Age coins, and single finds are being reported
to the PAS in the first instance, and collated by Ian
Leins at the BM. The CCI, now maintained by Dr John
Sills (The Institute of Archaeology, 36 Beaumont
Street, Oxford, OX1 2PG), is mainly involved in the
documentation of old finds and hoards and the addi-
tion of material recorded in the trade. All of this mate-
rial will eventually be recorded on index cards at the
CCI in Oxford with a parallel record on the new online
database of the CCI (www.finds.org.uk/CCI) in due
course. The material presented here represents a sample
of the interesting Iron Age material recorded during
2008, mainly by the PAS.

1. Continental (Armorican) gold stater, cf. DT 2105–7,
second century BC

Weight: 7.51 g.
Isle of Wight. M/d find, 6 April 2008.

This coin is similar to Venetian types published by
Delestrée and Tache, Nouvel Atlas des Monnaies
Gauloises. Vol II. De la Seine à la Loire moyenne, nos
2105–7.
(PAS IOW-B8D483) I.L./F.B.

2. Continental (Armorican) gold stater, c.100–50 BC

Weight: 3.81g.
Isle of Wight. M/d find, 15 January 2008.

The type belongs to the Basse-Normandie region of
north-western France and the Channel Islands. It has
been variously attributed to the Baiocasses and the
Unelli. Cf. P. de Jersey, Coinage in Iron Age Armorica,
Oxford University Committee for Archaeology
Monograph 39 (Oxford, 1994), 108–13, fig. 57, ref. g.
(PAS IOW-998815) F.B.

3. Gallo-Belgic D quarter stater, VA 67–3, c.60–50 BC

Weight: 1.16 g.
Arun, near, West Sussex. M/d find, before 6 November
2008.

The second example of this type recorded by the PAS
in East Sussex (see SUSS-23B126).
(PAS SUSS-827121) E.G./L.B.

4. Continental (Belgic) cast copper alloy potin, DT
series 80, cf. no. 630, c.60–30/25 BC

Weight: 3.07 g.
Isle of Wight. Beach-combing find, 11 July 2008.

This type of potin was produced in Belgic Gaul and
is usually found in the area between the Rhine and the
Meuse. As such, it has been variously attributed to the
Nervii and Aduatuci.
(PAS IOW-201E67) K.H./F.B.

5. Early British copper alloy potin, ‘Thurrock’ type, VA
1402, BMCIA 660, c.125–100 BC

Weight: 3 g.
Stixwould, near, Lincolnshire. M/d find, 5–7 September
2008.

The PAS continues to record early British potin in
large numbers. Many examples have been recorded in
the East Midlands, Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire and
other areas traditionally thought to lie beyond their
main circulation area.
(PAS LIN-A154E1) A.D.

6. Southern (Atrebates) uninscribed silver unit,
previously unknown type, c.60–20 BC

Weight: 1.01 g.
Chichester, near, West Sussex. M/d find, 1 January
2008.

This appears to be an entirely new type. It fits into a
pattern of small-scale localised coinages produced
along the south coast between about 50 and 20 BC (see
C. Rudd, in P. de Jersey (ed.) Celtic Coinage: New
Discoveries, New Discussion (Oxford 2006), 145–181).
(PAS SUSS-AF0596) I.L./J.S.

7. Southern (Atrebates) uninscribed gold quarter stater,
unpublished type, c.50–20 BC

Weight: 1.23 g.
Leatherhead, near, Surrey. M/d find, before 2007.

This coin appears to be related to the British QC
series, but the style and fabric are so unusual that it was
initially thought to be a modern fake.
(PAS SUR-2E7277) I.L.

8. Southern (Atrebates) uninscribed copper alloy unit,
‘Chichester Cock’ type, BMCIA 659, c.50–20 BC

Weight: 1.65 g.
Chichester, near, West Sussex. M/d find, 27 August
2007.
(PAS SUSS-AF7BB5) L.B./S.M.

9. Southern uninscribed silver unit, ‘Hampshire Thin’
type, VA1280, BMCIA 2782, c.50–20 BC

Weight: 0.7 g.
Lewes, near, West Sussex. M/d find, January 2008.
(PAS SUSS-A82BC4) L.B./I.L.

10. Southern (Atrebates) uninscribed silver unit,
unpublished ‘Sussex ducks’ type, probably plated,
c.50–20 BC

Weight: 1.03 g.
Goring by Sea, near, West Sussex. M/d find, 2
November 2008.

A number of similar coins have been reported to the
PAS in recent years (see SUSS-92DEC6 and SUSS-
186B34). In total five specimens of this type have now
been recorded, with the distribution largely confined to
Sussex.
(PAS SUSS-CA2104) L.B.
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11. Southern (Atrebates) uninscribed gold quarter
stater, ‘British QC’ variant, BMCIA 538 var., c.50–20 BC

Weight: 1.11 g.
Petworth, near, West Sussex. M/d find, c.October 2007.

This type is one of many new varieties related to the
British QC quarter stater series to be recorded by PAS
in the last year.
(PAS SUSS-C03C06) I.L./L.B.

12. Southern (Atrebates) uninscribed silver unit,
unpublished type, c.50–20 BC

Weight: 1.04 g.
Amberley, near, West Sussex. M/d find, May 2008.

This is a rare example of the so-called ‘Old Basing’
coinage, of which around twenty provenanced exam-
ples have been recorded on the CCI (01.0780, 01.0448,
02.0295). Most come from the Basingstoke area; others
have been recorded in West Sussex and Berkshire, with
isolated examples appearing in Hertfordshire and
Devon.
(PAS SUSS-DEDA36) I.L./L.B.

13. Southern (Atrebates) uninscribed gold quarter
stater, unpublished type, c.40–20 BC

Weight: 1.19 g.
Compton, near, Berkshire. M/d find, November 2008.

This coin is a variant of the British QC series that
also displays stylistic links with VA 1010, which is 
the earliest Western (Dobunni) quarter stater. The
Berkshire findspot is consistent with its status as a tran-
sitional coinage of Southern-Western style. Another
example from the same dies, also found in Berkshire, is
listed below (no. 14).
(PAS SUR-4CB321) I.L./J.S.

14. Southern (Atrebates) uninscribed gold quarter
stater, unpublished type, c.40–20 BC

Weight: 1.1 g.
Berkshire. M/d find, October 2005.

This coin, reported at the British Museum in 2008, is
of the same dies as the British QC variant listed above
(no. 13).

I.L./E.G.

15. Western (Dobunnic) uninscribed gold quarter
stater, ‘British RB’, VA 1010, BMCIA 2942, c.35–20 BC

Weight: 1.28 g.
Swindon, near, Wiltshire. M/d find before August 2008.
(PAS WILT-C13224) D.A.

16. South-Eastern (Cantii) silver unit, inscribed SAM,
unpublished type, c.20 BC–AD 40
Weight: 0.89 g.
Leatherhead, near, Surrey. M/d find, before 2007.

Previous finds with known provenance have tended
to be concentrated further to the east, in the Kent area.
(PAS SUR-2EA667) D.W./S.M.

Greek, Roman and Byzantine coins

Note: Almost all of the coins and related objects listed
below have been recorded with the Portable Antiquities
Scheme (www.finds.org.uk). In 2008, 11,533 Roman
coins were recorded on the database; the total for
Roman coin records now stands at over 77,000. Note
that some of the coins below were found before 2008.
The new Portable Antiquities Scheme database enables

swift searching by ruler, mint and denominations, and
by area of discovery.

17. Roman Republic, M. Furius L. f. Philus, denarius,
Rome, RRC 281/1, 119 BC

Obv. M. FOURI. L. F., laur. head of Janus.
Rev. ROMA; PHIL (PH ligated) in ex.; Roma stg l. crown-
ing trophy.
Weight: 3.27 g.
Rudgwick, Sussex. M/d find, before 4 December 2007.

The PAS has now recorded almost 600 Republican
denarii.
(PAS: SUSS-6C0432) L.B./S.M.

18. Augustus (27 BC–AD 14), denarius, Lugdunum, RIC
I.173b, 15–13 BC

Obv. AVGVSTVS DIVI F, bare hd l.
Rev. IMP X, Diana stg with head l., holding spear and
bow; to l., dog at feet.
Weight: 3.06 g.
Breinton, Herefordshire. M/d find, before May 2008.

The variety with head left is rare.
(PAS: HESH-0333D4) P.R./S.M.

19. Claudius (41–54), aureus, Rome, RIC I.40, AD 46–7
Obv. TI CLAVD CAESAR AVG P M TR P VI IMP XI,
laur. hd r.
Rev. S P Q R / P P /OB C S in three lines in oak wreath
Weight: 7.56 g.
Shenstone, Staffordshire. M/d find, October 2007.
(PAS: WMID-626B77) J.B./D.S./S.M.

20. Civil War ‘Revolt of Vindex’, denarius, Gaul, RIC
I.73a, c.AD 68
Obv. SALVS GENERIS HVMANI, Victory stg r. on globe
holding palm and wreath.
Rev. SPQR in oak wreath.
Weight: 2.25 g.
Ockbrook and Borrowash, Derbyshire. M/d find,
before 6 February 2008.

Another coin of the same type has been recorded
from North Yorkshire (PAS: SWYOR-2C3EC0)
(PAS: DENO-6BE2C2) R.A./S.M.

21. Civil War ‘Military Group’, denarius, ?Southern
Gaul, RIC I.128a, c.AD 69
Obv. VESTA-P R QVIRITIVM, veiled and dr. bust of
Vesta r., lighted torch before.
Rev. I O [MAX]-CAPITO-LINVS, distyle temple con-
taining statue of Jupiter std l. holding thunderbolt and
sceptre.
Weight: 3.81 g.
Norbury and Roston, Derbyshire. M/d find, about
March 2007.

A similar piece was found in about 2000 in
Northamptonshire (PAS: NARC976).
(PAS: DENO-340DE5) R.A./S.M.

22. Vitellius (69), denarius, Lugdunum, RIC I. 65
Obv. A VITELLIVS GER IMP AVG P MAX TR P, laur.
hd r.
Rev. VESTA P R QVIRITVM, Vesta std l. holding patera
and supporting torch.
Weight: 3.03 g.
Walkington, Yorkshire. M/d find, March 2008.
(PAS: DENO-520FA6) E.A-W./S.M.
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23. Vitellius (69), denarius, Rome, RIC I.66/73
Obv. [VIT]ELLIVS GERMAN[ ], laur. hd r.
Rev. CONCOR[DIA P R], Concordia std l., holding
cornucopiae and patera.
Weight: 3.07 g.
Broughton, Hampshire. M/d find, 3 February 2008.

For other coins of Vitellius found in 2008 see
PAS:NLM-3F2F40 and LIN-5EEB46. There are now
forty-two coins of Vitellius on the PAS database.
(PAS: SUR-9ADB81) D.W./S.M.

24. Matidia (c.112–20), denarius, Rome, RIC II.759
Obv. MATIDIA AVG DIVAE MARCIANAE F, dr. bust r.
Rev. PIETAS AVGVST, Matidia stg with Sabina and
Matidia the younger.
Weight: 2.92 g.
St Hilary, Cornwall. M/d find, January 2008.

This is the only coin of Matidia on the PAS database.
(PAS: CORN-1AB9D8) A.T./S.M.

25. Antoninus Pius (138–61), copper alloy core for a
denarius, ‘Rome’, cf. RIC III.136
Obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P, laur. hd r.
Rev. COS [IIII], two clasped hands holding caduceus
and two corn ears.
Weight not recorded.
Goostrey, Cheshire. M/d find, before 2008.

Originally, it was thought that this was an unpub-
lished quadrans (cf. RIC.III, p. 118). David Shotter has
correctly identified it as a copper-alloy copy of a denar-
ius of Antoninus Pius, although no plating survives, or
perhaps was ever applied. Such pieces are quite
common in the Cheshire region.
(PAS: LVPL-F139A5) F.M./S.M./D.S.

26. Faustina I (c.138–50), contemporary copy of an as
Obv. DIVA FAVSTINA[ ], crude bust r.
Rev. Uncertain inscription, possibly MAT[ ]; in field C
(reversed) S; female stg holding sceptre or torch,
Weight: 11.3 g.
Icklingham, Suffolk. M/d find, October 2008.

This is an unusual coin but a significant number of
second-century copies were found in the Bath spring
deposits (Walker 1988, p. 323, cf. 17–20). The reverse
legend ?MAT might refer to the Magna Mater who is
honoured on sestertii of Faustina I (RIC III, p. 165, cf.
1145).
(PAS: SF-FD8527) A.B./S.M.

27. Marcus Aurelius (161–80), denarius, Rome, cf. RIC
III.285 var., AD 172–3
Obv. M ANTONINVS AVG TRP XXV[II?], laur. and
cuir. bust r.
Rev. RELIG AVG IMP VI COS III, Mercury stg facing,
head l., holding patera and caduceus.
Weight not recorded.
Market Weighton, East Yorkshire. M/d find, before
November 2008.

The obverse appears to read TR P XXVII (for AD

172–3). The obverse type with cuirass is not recorded
for this issue in RIC. The British Museum does not
have an example of this coin.
(PAS: YORYM-DA1255) E.A-W./S.M.

28. Elagabalus (218–22), Æ 25, Berytus, BMC Phoenicia
48ff.
Obv. [ ], laur. bust of Elagabalus r., wearing paludamen-
tum and cuirass.

Rev. [ ], temple with six columns and central arched
roof; inside, Astarte stg r., foot on prow and holding
sceptre, crowned by Nike.
Weight: 7.53 g.
Lavant, West Sussex. M/d find, October 2006.

This is one of a small number of Roman Provincial
coins recorded with the PAS.
(PAS: HAMP-E0A9F0) L.M./S.M.

29. Postumus (260–9) or Victorinus (269–71) portrait
cut out of a radiate
Obv. [ ], rad. bust r.
Rev. Illegible.
Weight: 0.53 g.
Ilchester, Somerset. M/d find, before 7 November 2005.

The coin has some visible silver, suggesting that it is
more likely to be Postumus. It has been suggested by
Peter Robinson that this piece might have been
produced for votive reasons.
(PAS: SOMDOR-DC6398) N.P./P.Ro./S.M.

30. Carausius (286–93), radiate, C mint, RIC V part 2,
cf. 411ff
Obv. IMP C M CARAVSIVS P F AVG, rad., dr. and cuir.
bust r.
Rev. SPES PVBL, Spes advancing l., holding skirt and
flower; mintmark C -//-
Weight: 5.72 g.
Cherington, Gloucestershire. M/d find, September
2005.

The C in the left field is unrecorded. The PAS contin-
ues to record large numbers of coins of Carausius with
over 1,135 on the database at present. Amongst these
pieces are a number of new varieties which will be
included in the forthcoming volume of RIC for
Carausius which Sam Moorhead is writing.
(PAS: NMGW-615228) E.B./S.M.

31. Carausius (286–93), radiate, C mint, RIC V part 2,
335 var.
Obv. IMP C CARAVSIVS AVG, rad., dr. and cuir. bust r.
Rev. PAX AVGGG, Pax stg l. holding vertical sceptre
and branch; mint mark S P//MC

Weight: 4.1 g.
Rudston, East Yorkshire. M/d find, c.November 2007.

The mintmark is not recorded for this type.
(PAS: YORYM-247132) E.A-W./S.M.

32. Carausius (286–93), probably a contemporary copy
of a London radiate
Obv. [IIII?] CAR[AVSI][V?]S PF AVG, rad., dr. and cuir.
bust r.
Rev. [V?][ ] AVG, stg figure (Sol?) facing a vase on the
r. and holding a sceptre or spear and a ?palm frond;
mint mark – X//RSR

Weight: 2.51 g.
Parlington, West Yorkshire. M/d find, before 7 April
2008.

This coin has no parallel. It is probably a contempo-
rary copy, but it could be a rushed early RSR coin. The
vase on the reverse seems to have been cut into the die
later than the rest of the type.
(PAS: SWYOR-0CF681) A.C./S.M.

33. Maximianus (286–310), half nummus, Trier, RIC – ,
AD 307
Obv. D N MAXIMIANO P F S AVG, laur., dr. and cuir.
bust r.
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Rev. GENIO POP ROM, Genius stg l., holding patera
and cornucopiae; mint mark S A//PTR

Weight: 4.48 g.
Shalfleet, Isle of Wight. M/d find, 5 March 2008.

This obverse legend and type is not recorded; the
reverse type is recorded as RIC 738.
(PAS: IOW-663A32) F.B./S.M.

34. Constantine I (306–37), nummus, Arles, RIC
VII.51, AD 313–15
Obv. IMP CONSTANTINVS P F AVG, consular bust l.,
laur., wearing trabea, with eagle-headed sceptre.
Rev. VTILITAS PVBLICA, soldier holding Victory on
globe receiving Utilitas standing on prow, holding
cornucopiae and scales; mint mark -//PARL

Weight: 2.6 g.
Ilam, Staffordshire. M/d find, before 22 April 2008.
(PAS: WMID-CBFFB7) D.S./S.M.

35. Constantine I (306–37), nummus, Cyzicus, RIC
VII.34, AD 325–6
Obv. CONSTANTINVS AVG, laur. head r.
Rev. PROVIDENTIAE AVGG, camp gate with two tur-
rets; above, star; mint mark -//SMKB•
Weight: 3.11 g.
Calstock, Cornwall
(PAS: CORN-972292) A.T./S.M.

36. Helena (d. c.AD 330), solidus, Ticinum, RIC
VII.183, AD 324–5
Obv. FL HELENA AVGVSTA, diad. and mantled bust r.,
wearing necklace.
Rev. SECVRITAS REI PVBLICE, empress stg l., lowering
branch and lifting robe; mint mark -//SMT
Weight: 4.5 g.
Whitchurch, Hampshire. M/d find, 1 October 2008.

Two specimens recorded in RIC (British Museum
and Copenhagen).
(PAS: BUC-6DB111) J.Cr./S.M.

37. Constans (AD 337–50), siliqua, Trier, RIC VIII.176,
AD 347–8
Obv. FL IVL CONSTANS PF AVG, pearl-diad., dr. and
cuir. bust r.
Rev. VICTORIAE DD NN AVGG, Victory advancing l.,
holding wreath and palm; mint mark -//TR

Weight: 3.58 g.
Glinton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, before 1 December
2007.
(PAS: CAM-4FAB91) L.G./S.M.

38. Constans (AD 337–50), nummus, Siscia, RIC
VIII.177, AD 347
Obv. CONSTAN-S PF [AVG], rosette-diad., dr. and cuir.
bust r.
Rev. V[ICTOR]-IA AVGG, Victory advancing l., hold-
ing wreath and palm; mint mark Chi-Rho – // *SIS*

Weight 1.33 g.
Kingsdon, Somerset. M/d find, before 2 August 2008.
(PAS: SOM-91D558) N.P./S.M.

39. Valens (364–78), solidus, Trier, RIC IX.17e/39a, AD

367–375/8
Obv. D N VALENS – P F AVG, rosette-diad., dr. and
cuir. r.
Rev. VICTORIA AVGG, two emperors std facing,
holding globe; Victory above; mint mark -//TROBS

Weight not recorded.
Lincolnshire. M/d find, 2007

This coin was found in the same parish as a gold
solidus hoard from the ‘Lincoln area’ containing coins
of Gratian, Valentinian II and Theodosius (2005
T292), recorded on the Portable Antiquities Scheme
database as LIN-718484. The relationship between
these finds is uncertain.
(PAS: LIN-71FB34) A.D./S.M.

40. Gratian (367–83), solidus, Constantinople, RIC
IX.45a, AD 378–83
Obv. D N GRATIANVS P F AVG, pearl-diad., dr. and
cuir. bust r.
Rev. CONCORDIA AVGGGI, Constantinopolis, helm.,
std facing, head r., on throne ornamented with lions’
heads, holding sceptre and globe, r. foot on prow; mint
mark -//CONOB

Weight: 4.48 g.
Silverstone, Northamptonshire. M/d find, before 
29 January 2008.
(PAS: BUC-F59BB6) R.T./S.M.

41. Valentinian II (AD 375–92), solidus, Trier, RIC
IX.90a, AD 388–92
Obv. D N VALENTINIANVS P F AVG, pearl-diad., dr.
and cuir, bust r.
Rev. VICTORIA AVGG, two emperors std facing,
holding globe, Victory above; mint mark T R//COM

Weight: 4.5 g.
Ripon, North Yorkshire. M/d find, before 4 November
2008.
(PAS: SWYOR-08E848) A.C./R.B.

42. Theodosius I (AD 379–95), nummus, Aquileia,
LRBC 1071, AD 378–83
Obv. D N THEODO SIVS P F AVG, pearl-diad., dr. and
cuir. bust r.
Rev. CONCORDIA AVGGG, Roma std facing; mint
mark -//SMAQP

Weight: 21.8 g.
Misterton, Somerset. M/d find, before 22 November
2007.
(PAS: SOM-E6C117) N.P./S.M.

43. Justinian I (527–65), solidus, Constantinople,
MIBE 7, AD 542–65
Obv. [D N IVST]INI – ANV[S] P P AVI, helm. and cuir.
bust facing, holding cross on globe.
Rev. VICTORI – A AVGGGS, angel stg facing, holding
long staff terminating in a barred-rho (staurogram)
and a globus cruciger; mint mark -//CONOB

Weight 4.43 g.
Riby, Lincolnshire. M/d find, before December 2007.
(PAS: NLM-400892) L.S./S.M.

44. Justinian I (527–65), 16 nummi, Thessalonica,
MIBE N169f, AD 538–52
Obv. [D N IVISTINIANVS P P AVG or similar], diad.,
dr. and cuir. bust r.
Rev. Large IS; A to l.; P to r.; ?[.C.] above; mint mark -//
?[TES]
Weight 4.86 g.
Isle of Wight. M/d find, 23 April 2008.

This is the first base-metal Byzantine coin to be
recorded with the PAS from the Isle of Wight.
(PAS: IOW-0FD7D6) F.B./S.M.
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45. Tiberius II Constantine (AD 578–82), solidus,
Constantinople, MIB II.4
Obv. d TIb CONS – TANT PP AVC, bust facing, in
cuirass and crown with cross on circlet and pendilia;
cross on globe in r. hand; shield with horseman device
on l. shoulder.
Rev. VICTORI – A AVCCZ, cross potent on four steps;
mint mark -//CONOB

Weight 4.48 g.
Isle of Wight. M/d find, 5 March 2008.
(PAS: IOW-5B4395) A.H./F.B./S.M.

Merovingian and Visigothic

46. Gold tremissis, Pseudo-Imperial issue in the name
of Justinian (527–65)
Obv. VLAIOIIT3ITIV (A unbarred), diad. bust r.
Rev. +IOTIIVIII, devolved figure of Victory walking r.,
holding annulet for wreath.
Weight: 1.28 g (chipped).
York, near. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0250) B.H./M.R.A.

47. Gold tremissis, Mallo Campion, Landilino, cf. Prou
1010.
Obv. MALLO C[ ], diad. bust r.
Rev. [ ]INO MON[ ], cross in beaded circle.
Weight: 0.46 g (fragment). Die axis 0º.
Newark, near, Nottinghamshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0316) B.H./M.R.A.

48. Silver denier, Lyon, cf. MEC 1.541, Prou 99–110
Obv. LV (bar of contraction above)
Rev. EPS around cross.
Weight: 0.94 g.
Rudston, East Yorkshire. M/d find, November 2008.
(EMC 2009.0018) A.A.

49. Silver denier, Poitiers, Aribaudus, cf. Prou 2196
Obv. +PECTAVI[S] CIVI P, rad. bust r.
Rev. +ARIB[ ]O M, Latin cross with pellets either side of
each cross end.
Weight: 0.96 g. Die axis 135º.
Avebury, Wiltshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0017) A.A.

50. Silver denier, uncertain mint
Obv. +[AILL?]PVN, bust l.
Rev. +bERTEFREd (third E reversed), cross ancrée with T
on each horizontal arm.
Weight: 1.12 g.
West Berkshire. M/d find, by 2008.

Analysis by XRF provided the following results: Ag,
911774 ppm; Cu, 3531; Sn, 4136; W, 1084; Br, 499; Au,
40278; Pb, 4794; Cd, 1443; Zn, 585.
(EMC 2008.0327) J.P.

51. Silver denier, uncertain mint
Obv. DOITNAV (D on its side, A inverted), diad. bust r.,
cross before face.
Rev. Standard with four crosses pommée and central
annulet enclosing pellet.
Weight not recorded.
Fulbeck, near, Lincolnshire. M/d find, late 1990s.
Found by Paul Slack.

An imitation of Series G, with an inscription added
on the obverse, which was probably issued in Normandy.

Metcalf, Thrymsas and Sceattas, p. 265, discusses a
similar coin found in excavations in Rouen in 1985.
(EMC 2008.0336) M.R.A.

52. Silver denier, uncertain mint
Obv. Illegible inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Illegible inscription around monogram?
Weight: 0.85 g.
Sledmere, East Yorkshire. M/d find, November 2008.
(EMC 2009.0019) A.A.

Anglo-Saxon Shillings

53. Shilling (‘thrymsa’), ‘Carausius’ type, Sutherland
II.i, North 16 
Obv. Rad. bust r.
Rev. ADIN, two hands clasped.
Weight not recorded.
Maidstone, near, Kent. M/d find, May 2003. Found by
Robert Parkes.
(EMC 2008.0030) M.R.A.

54. Shilling (‘thrymsa’), Two Emperors type,
Sutherland II.v, North 20
Obv. Pseudo-inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Stylized figure of Victory with wings enfolding two
facing busts.
Weight: 1.17 g.
Foxton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 2003.
(EMC 2008.0342) A.S./M.R.A.

55. Shilling (‘thrymsa’), Two Emperors type,
Sutherland II.v, North 20 
Obv. Pseudo-inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Stylized figure of Victory with wings enfolding two
facing busts.
Weight: 1.3 g.
Canterbury, near, Kent. M/d find, 2008. Found by Roy
Newbury.
(EMC 2008.0450) M.R.A.

56. Shilling (‘thrymsa’), Witmen type, Sutherland IV.ii,
North 25
Obv. Bust r., trident on forked base before face.
Rev. Inscription, cross fourchée in beaded inner circle.
Weight: 1.29 g.
Dartford, Kent. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0308) B.H./M.R.A.

57. Shilling (‘thrymsa’), Wuneetton type, Sutherland
IV.iii, North 26
Obv. Bust r., trident on forked base before face.
Rev. WVNEHETON (retrograde), cross potent in double
beaded inner circle.
Weight: 1.29 g.
Ufford, near, Suffolk. M/d find, 25 June 2008.
(EMC 2008.0282) B.H./M.R.A.

58. Shilling (‘thrymsa’), York Group, Sutherland V,
North 27, York 
Obv. Facing figure (?) with cross pattée on each shoul-
der.
Rev. Inscription, cross pattée in beaded inner circle.
Weight: 1.22 g.
Garton-on-the-Wolds, East Yorkshire. M/d find, 2008.
(EMC 2008.0432) A.A.

w
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59. Vanimundus, Va B II, North 12/2
Obv. +[ ]VS, helm. bust r. with staff on shoulder.
Rev. +TMVS[ ], cross pattée in double beaded inner
circle.
Weight: 1.11 g. Die axis 90º.
Diss, near, Norfolk. M/d find, 17 October 2008.
(EMC 2009.0023) A.A.

60. Vanimundus, Va B II, North 12/2
Obv. OT[ ] helm. bust r. with staff on shoulder.
Rev. [ ]MV[ ], cross pattée in double beaded inner circle.
Weight: 0.61 g (chipped). Die axis 0º.
Debenham, Suffolk. M/d find, 2008.
(EMC 2009.0024) A.A.

Pennies (‘Sceattas’): Primary and Intermediate

61. Series Pa III, North 31, pale gold or silver 
Obv. [ ]OANC, diad. bust r.
Rev. pada [runic] ANVSPANV (S on its side).
Weight: 1.25 g.
Diss, near, Norfolk. M/d find, 17 October 2008.
(EMC 2009.0022) A.A.

62. Series A2 (Type 2a), North 40
Obv. [ ]TIC, diad. and rad. bust r., oVo behind head.
Rev. ToTII in standard.
Weight: 1.21 g.
Harston, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0254) B.H./M.R.A.

63. Series A2 (Type 2a), North 40
Obv. oTIC, diad. and rad. bust r., oVo behind head.
Rev. ToTII in standard.
Weight not recorded.
London, North. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0383) A.S./M.R.A.

64. Series A3 (Type 2a), North 40
Obv. oTIC, diad. and rad. bust r., oVo behind head.
Rev. ToTII in standard.
Weight: 1.17 g.
Foxton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0143) B.H./M.R.A.

65. Series A3 (Type 2a), North 40
Obv. [ ]C, diad. and rad. bust r., oVo behind head.
Rev. ToTII in standard.
Weight: 1.21 g.
Foxton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0150) B.H./M.R.A.

66. Series A3 (Type 2a), contemporary copy
Obv. oTIC, diad. and rad. bust r., oVo behind head.
Rev. ToTII in standard.
Weight: 1.21 g.
Hillington, Norfolk. M/d find, by 2008. Found by Mr
K. Mickleborough.
(Norfolk HER 29913; EMC 2008.0390) A.B.M.

67. Series BIb (Type 27b) North 126
Obv. Inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Inscription, bird on cross with two annulets and
two pellets in field.
Weight: 1.02 g.
Harston, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0149) B.H./M.R.A.

68. Series BIa (Type 27b), North 126
Obv. Inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Inscription, bird on cross with two annulets in
field.
Weight not recorded.
Yapham, East Yorkshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0226) T.L.

69. Series BIa or BIb (Type 27b), North 126
Obv. Inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Inscription, bird on cross with annulet in field.
Weight: 0.58 g (fragment) 
Badley, Suffolk. M/d find, by 2008. Found by Mr 
T. Bruen.
(PAS SF-C421D1; EMC 2008.0121) F.M.

70. Series BII (Type 27b), North 127
Obv. Inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Inscription, bird on cross with two annulets and
cross in field.
Weight: 1.18 g.
Great Cornard, Suffolk. M/d find, by 2007. Found by
Michael Matthews.
(PAS COGSF-247E37; EMC 2008.0019) F.M.

71. Series BII (Type 27b), North 127
Obv. Inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Inscription, bird on cross with two annulets and
cross in field.
Weight: 1.13 g. Die axis 270º.
Avebury, Wiltshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0027) A.A.

72. Series BII (Type 27b), North 127
Obv. Inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Inscription, bird on cross with two annulets and
cross in field.
Weight: 1.24 g.
Harston, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0148) B.H./M.R.A.

73. Series BII (Type 27b), North 127
Obv. Inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Inscription, bird on cross with two annulets and
cross in field.
Weight: 1.13 g. Die axis 330°.
Dymock, Gloucestershire. M/d find, September 2007.
Found by Donald Sherratt.
(PAS GLO-9BD812; EMC 2009.0140) J.N.

74. Series BIIIc with B II reverse (Type 27b), North 127
Obv. Inscription (off flan), diad. bust r.
Rev. Inscription (off flan), bird on cross with two
annulets and cross in field.
Weight: 1.25 g. Die axis 90º.
Sledmere, East Yorkshire. M/d find, June 2008.
(EMC 2009.0028) A.A.

75. Series BIa-c (copy)
Obv. Inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Inscription, bird on cross with two annulets in
field.
Weight: 1.22 g.
Foxton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0147) B.H./M.R.A.

76. Series BIa-c (copy)
Obv. Inscription, diad. bust r.
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Rev. Inscription, bird on cross with two annulets in
field.
Weight: 1.10 g.
Winchester, near, Hampshire. M/d find, 28 December
2004.
(EMC 2008.0170) G.D.

77. Series BIa-c (copy)
Obv. Inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Inscription, bird on cross with two annulets in
field.
Weight not recorded.
Micheldever, Hampshire. M/d find, 17 June 2008.
Found by Mark Duell.
(EMC 2008.0275) M.R.A.

78. Series BIa-c (copy)
Obv. Inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Inscription, bird on cross with two annulets in
field.
Weight: 1.23 g.
Tilbury, Thurrock. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0442) A.S./M.R.A.

79. Series BIa-c (plated imitation)
Obv. Inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Inscription, bird on cross with two annulets in
field.
Weight: 1.10 g (cracked). Die axis 90º.
South Lincolnshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0029) A.A

80. Series BIg 
Obv. Inscription, diad. bust r., cross before face.
Rev. Inscription, bird on cross.
Weight: 1.22 g.
Shipdham, Norfolk. Excavation find, February 2008.
Rigold dies 1, i.
(EMC 2008.0313) A.B.

81. Series C1 
Obv. Rad. bust r., Tæpa (runic) before face.
Rev. ToTII in standard.
Weight: 1.14 g.
Winchester, near, Hampshire. M/d find, 13 March 2005.
(EMC 2008.0171) G.D.

82. Series C1 
Obv. Rad. bust r., Tæp[a] (runic) before face.
Rev. ToTII in standard.
Weight: 1.17 g.
Winchester, near, Hampshire. M/d find, October 2006.
(EMC 2008.0180) G.D.

83. Series C1
Obv. Rad. bust r., [T]æpa (runic) before face.
Rev. ToTII in standard.
Weight not recorded.
Newark, near, Nottinghamshire. M/d find, c.2005.
Found by Paul Slack.
(EMC 2008.0339) M.R.A.

84. Series C2
Obv. Rad. bust r.
Rev. ToTII in standard.
Weight: 1.25 g. Die axis 135º.
Pangbourne, West Berkshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0031) A.A.

85. Series C2 imitation
Obv. Rad. bust r., pseudo-runic inscription before face.
Rev. ToTII in standard.
Weight not recorded.
Canterbury, near, Kent. M/d find, January 2008. Found
by Robert Parker.
(EMC 2008.0221) M.R.A.

86. Series D (Type 2c), North 163/168 
Obv. Rad. bust r., pseudo-runic inscription before face.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross pommée with pellets in
angles.
Weight not recorded.
Stamford Bridge, near, North Yorkshire. M/d find,
2007. Found by Dennis O’Neill.
(EMC 2008.0001) M.R.A.

87. Series D (Type 2c), North 163/168 
Obv. Rad. bust r., pseudo-runic inscription before face.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross pommée with pellets in
angles.
Weight not recorded.
Stamford Bridge, near, North Yorkshire. M/d find,
2007. Found by Gary Coupar.
(EMC 2008.0003) M.R.A.

88. Series D (Type 2c), North 163/168 
Obv. Rad. bust r., pseudo-runic inscription before face.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross pommée with pellets in
angles.
Weight not recorded.
Buttercombe, North Yorkshire. M/d find, 6 January
2008. Found by Kevin Gorman.
(EMC 2008.0015) M.R.A.

89. Series D (Type 2c), North 163/168 
Obv. Rad. bust r., pseudo-runic inscription before face.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross pommée with pellets in
angles.
Weight: 1.02 g.
Hurstbourne Priors, Hampshire. M/d find, 4
September 2005. Found by Ken Ralph.
(EMC 2008.0172) M.R.A.

90. Series D (Type 2c), North 163/168 
Obv. Rad. bust r., pseudo-runic inscription before face.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross pommée with pellets in
angles.
Weight: 1.27 g.
Pangbourne, West Berkshire. M/d find, 1980s.
(EMC 2008.0322) J.P.

91. Series D (Type 2c), North 163/168 
Obv. Rad. bust r., pseudo-runic inscription before face.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross pommée with pellets in
angles.
Weight: 1.22 g.
Dunmow, Essex. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0359) A.S./M.R.A.

92. Series D (Type 2c), North 163/168 
Obv. Rad. bust r., pseudo-runic inscription before face.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross pommée with pellets in
angles.
Weight: 0.97 g.
Grays, Thurrock. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0362) A.S./M.R.A.
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93. Series D (Type 2c), North 163/168 
Obv. Rad. bust r., pseudo-runic inscription before face.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross pommée with pellets in
angles.
Weight: 0.83 g.
Flitcham with Appleton, Norfolk. M/d find, by 2008.
Found by Mr K. Mickleborough.
(Norfolk HER 29853; EMC 2008.0387) A.B.M.

94. Series D (Type 2c), North 163/168 
Obv. Rad. bust r., pseudo-runic inscription before face.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross pommée with pellets in
angles.
Weight: 1.17 g.
Linton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0416) A.S./M.R.A.

95. Series D (Type 2c), North 163/168 
Obv. Rad. bust r., pseudo-runic inscription before face.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross pommée with pellets in
angles.
Weight: 1.1 g.
Bishop’s Stortford, Hertfordshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0444) A.S./M.R.A.

96. Series D (Type 2c), North 163/168
Obv. Rad. bust r., pseudo-runic inscription before face.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross pommée with pellets in
angles.
Weight: 1.1 g
Faringdon, near, Oxfordshire. M/d find. Found by
Mike Shott.
(PAS FAJN-038E40; EMC 2009.0141) J.N.

97. Series D (Type 2c) derivative, cf. North 169 
Obv. Pattern of dots representing bust l., pseudo-runic
inscription before face.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross pommée with pellets in
angles.
Weight: 1.16 g.
Pangbourne, West Berkshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0037) A.A.

98. Series D (Type 8), North 50
Obv. Standard.
Rev. Cross pommée with pellets in angles in beaded
circle.
Weight not recorded.
Yapham, East Yorkshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0222) T.L./M.R.A.

99. Series D (Type 8), North 50
Obv. Standard.
Rev. Cross pommée with pellets in angles in beaded
circle.
Weight not recorded.
Yapham, East Yorkshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0223) T.L./M.R.A.

100. Series D (Type 8), North 50
Obv. Standard.
Rev. Cross pommée with pellets in angles in beaded
circle.
Weight not recorded.
South Leicestershire. M/d find, 2003. Found by Paul
Slack.
(EMC 2008.0352) M.R.A.

101. Series E, VICO var. 1b 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. VICO in standard.
Weight: 1.21 g.
Caistor St Edmund, Norfolk. M/d find, February 2008.
Found by Mr J. Anderson.
(Norfolk HER 40883; EMC 2008.0197) A.B.M.

102. Series E, VICO var. 1b 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. VICO in standard.
Weight: 1.17 g.
Royston, near, Hertfordshire. M/d find, c.2005. Found
by Gordon Stewart.
(EMC 2008.0456) M.R.A.

103. Series E, VICO var. 1b 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. VICO in standard.
Weight: 1.14 g.
Royston, near, Hertfordshire. M/d find, c.2005. Found
by Gordon Stewart.
(EMC 2008.0457) M.R.A.

104. Series E, VICO var. 1 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. VICO in standard.
Weight not recorded.
Yapham, East Yorkshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0225) T.L./M.R.A.

105. Series E, VICO var. 1 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. VICO in standard.
Weight: 1.15 g.
Harston, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0237) B.H./M.R.A.

106. Series E, VICO var. 1 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. VICO in standard.
Weight: 1.20 g.
North Dalton, East Yorkshire. M/d find, 19 September
2008. Found by Dave Scott.
(EMC 2008.0419) M.R.A.

107. Series E, VICO var. 2
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. VICO in standard.
Weight: 1.07 g.
Linton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0238) B.H./M.R.A.

108. Series E, Plumed Bird var. J, North 49 
Obv. ‘Plumed bird’ porcupine r.
Rev. Standard.
Weight not recorded.
Snape with Thorp, North Yorkshire. M/d find, c.2007.
Found by Phil Burns.
(PAS LANCUM-9E9461; EMC 2009.0142) J.N.

109. Series E, Plumed Bird, as var. J, but with plumed
bird l., North 49
Obv. ‘Plumed bird’ porcupine l.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 1.01 g.
Southampton, near. M/d find, 21 January 2008.
(EMC 2008.0176) G.D.
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110. Series E, var. G1, North 45
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight not recorded.
Yapham, East Yorkshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0224) T.L./M.R.A.

111. Series E, var. G1, North 45
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight not recorded.
Maidstone, near, Kent. M/d find, 2008. Found by Robert
Parkes.
(EMC 2008.0230) M.R.A.

112. Series E, var. G1, North 45
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight not recorded.
Melton Mowbray, near, Leicestershire. M/d find, 2003.
Found by Paul Slack.
(EMC 2008.0351) M.R.A.

113. Series E, var. G2, North 45
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 1.14 g.
Congham, Norfolk. M/d find, 2008. Found by Steve
Brown.
(Norfolk HER 11743; EMC 2008.0393) A.B.M.

114. Series E, var. G3, North 45
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 1.11 g.
Barton Bendish, Norfolk. M/d find, 2008. Found by
Steve Brown.
(Norfolk HER 17212; EMC 2008.0400) A.B.M.

115. Series E, var. G3 or imitation, North 45 
Obv. Porcupine, cross pommée to r.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 1.16 g.
Diss, near, Norfolk. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0331) A.S./M.R.A.

116. Series E, var. G4, North 45
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 1.14 g.
South Lincolnshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0041) A.A.

117. Series E, Secondary Variety, North 45 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 1.07 g.
Sudbourne, Suffolk. M/d find, by 2008. Found by Alan
Calver.
(PAS SF-C4C3B8; EMC 2008.0119) F.M.

118. Series E, Secondary Variety, North 45 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 1.07 g.
Sudbourne, Suffolk. M/d find, by 2008. Found by Alan
Calver.
(PAS SF-C47D43; EMC 2008.0120) F.M.

119. Series E, Secondary Variety, North 45 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 1.18 g.
Twyford, Hampshire. M/d find, 10 November 2005.
Found by John Boyce.
(EMC 2008.0177) M.R.A.

120. Series E, Secondary Variety, North 45 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight not recorded.
Winchester, Hampshire. M/d find, 7 September 2005.
Found by John Boyce.
(EMC 2008.0178) M.R.A.

121. Series E, Secondary Variety, North 45 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 0.91 g.
Wortwell, Norfolk. M/d find, 2008. Found by Mr 
R. Hines.
(Norfolk HER 32174; EMC 2008.0201) A.B.M.

122. Series E, Secondary Variety, North 45 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 1.09 g.
Mileham, Norfolk. M/d find, 14 May 2008. Found by
Roy Davis.
(EMC 2008.0210) M.R.A.

123. Series E, Secondary Variety, North 45 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 0.99 g.
Harston, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0236) B.H./M.R.A.

124. Series E, Secondary Variety, North 45 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 0.86 g.
Harston, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0242) B.H./M.R.A.

125. Series E, Secondary Variety, North 45 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 0.88 g.
Outwell, Norfolk. M/d find, May 2008. Found by Mr
M. Brown.
(Norfolk HER 42846; EMC 2008.0277) A.B.M.

126. Series E, Secondary Variety, North 45 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 1.22 g.
Sawston, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 26 November 2006.
Found by Stephen Fordham.
(EMC 2008.0302) M.R.A.

127. Series E, Secondary Variety, North 45 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 0.93 g.
Shipdham, Norfolk. Excavation find, February 2008.
(EMC 2008.0312) A.B.
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128. Series E, Secondary Variety, North 45 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight not recorded.
Melton Mowbray, near, Leicestershire. M/d find, 2006.
Found by Paul Slack.
(EMC 2008.0350) M.R.A.

129. Series E, Secondary Variety, North 45 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 0.94 g.
Water Newton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0379) A.S./M.R.A.

130. Series E, Secondary Variety, North 45 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 0.83 g.
Congham, Norfolk. M/d find, 2008. Found by Steve
Brown.
(Norfolk HER 11743; EMC 2008.0392) A.B.M.

131. Series E, Secondary Variety, North 45 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 1.17 g.
South Ockendon, Essex. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0441) A.S./M.R.A.

132. Series E, Secondary Variety, North 45 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 1.05 g.
Royston, near, Hertfordshire. M/d find, c.2004. Found
by Gordon Stewart.
(EMC 2008.0455) M.R.A.

133. Series E, Secondary Variety, North 45 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 1.26 g.
Caister-on-Sea/Caister-by-Yarmouth, Norfolk. M/d find,
2008.
(EMC 2008.0475) A.B.

134. Series E, Secondary Variety, North 45 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight not recorded.
Canterbury, near, Kent. M/d find, November 2008.
Found by Robert Parkes.
(EMC 2008.0477) M.R.A.

135. Series E, Secondary Variety, North 45 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 1 g.
Sutton, Suffolk. M/d find, 2008.
(PAS SF-FF3553; EMC 2008.0485) J.C.

136. Series E, Porcupine/Stepped Cross (Type 53),
North 150
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. ‘Stepped’ cross.
Weight: 1.13 g.
Royston, near, Hertfordshire. M/d find, c.2002. Found
by Gordon Stewart.
(EMC 2008.0454) M.R.A.

137. Series E, runic Æthiliræd (Type 105), North 155 
Obv. Porcupine.
Rev. Æthiliræd (runic).
Weight: 1.13 g. Die axis 90º.
Thetford area, Norfolk. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0042) A.A.

138. Vernus type
Obv. VE[N?]VEO, degraded bust r.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 1.25 g.
Great Bentley, Essex. M/d find, 26 September 2008.
(EMC 2008.0410) C.M./M.R.A.

139. ‘Aston Rowant animal’/Cross Potent type
Obv. Beast r. with trifurcated tale over back.
Rev. Cross potent with pellet in each angle, pseudo-
inscription around.
Weight: 1.10 g.
Pangbourne, West Berkshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0035) A.A.

140. Saroaldo Group (Type 11)
Obv. Helmeted bust r.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, standard.
Weight: 1.21 g.
South Lincolnshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0043) A.A.

141. Series F, Metcalf b.i (Type 24b), North 62 
Obv. Pseudo-inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross on steps with four
annulets.
Weight: 1.06 g.
Royston, near, Hertfordshire. M/d find, 2007. Found by
Gordon Stewart.
(EMC 2008.0459) M.R.A.

142. Series F, Metcalf b.i (Type 24b), North 62
Obv. Pseudo-inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross on steps with four
annulets.
Weight: 0.53 g. Dies axis 180°.
Islip, Northamptonshire. M/d find, March 2008. Found
by Chris Hemus.
(PAS LEIC-0FCEF1; EMC 2009.0143) J.N.

143. Series F, Metcalf b.ii (Type 24b), North 62
Obv. Pseudo-inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross on steps with three
annulets.
Weight: 1.04 g.
Colchester, near, Essex. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0381) A.S./M.R.A.

144. Series F, Metcalf c.i (Type 24a), North 61
Obv. Pseudo-inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross on steps with three
annulets.
Weight: 1.14 g.
Pleshey, Essex. M/d find, 2008.
(EMC 2008.0202) M.C.

145. Series F, Metcalf c.i (Type 24a), North 61
Obv. Pseudo-inscription, diad. bust r.
Rev. Pseudo-inscription, cross on steps with three
annulets.
Weight: 1.1 g.
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Linton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0418) A.S./M.R.A.

146. Series BZ (Type 29b) North 131
Obv. VV+++[ ], facing head with long hair, moustaches
and beard.
Rev. Inscription, bird on cross with annulet in field.
Weight: 0.82 g.
Linton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0140) B.H./M.R.A.

147. Series Z (Type 66), North 145
Obv. Facing head with long hair, moustaches and
beard.
Rev. Quadruped r. with head down and tail curled
between legs.
Weight: 0.93 g.
Royston, near, Hertfordshire. M/d find, 2008. Found by
Gordon Stewart.
(EMC 2008.0462) M.R.A.

148. Series W, North 148
Obv. Standing figure, head r., holding two crosses.
Rev. Cross-crosslet on saltire.
Weight: 1.22 g.
Tilbury, Thurrock. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0357) A.S./M.R.A.

149. Series W, North 148
Obv. Standing figure, head r., holding two crosses.
Rev. Cross-crosslet on saltire.
Weight: 1.05 g.
Chichester, near, Sussex. M/d find, December 2003.
Found by Chris Chandler.
(EMC 2009.0033) M.R.A.

Pennies (‘Sceattas’): Secondary

150. Number not used.

151. Series G (Type 3a), North 43 
Obv. Diad. bust r., cross before face.
Rev. Standard with four crosses pommée and central
annulet enclosing pellet.
Weight: 0.91 g.
Pocklington, near, East Yorkshire. M/d find, October
2008.
(EMC 2009.0051) A.A.

152. Series H, Metcalf var. 1c (Type 49), North 103
Obv. Facing head surrounded by nine roundels.
Rev. Bird r. with wing raised over back.
Weight: 0.93 g.
Winchester, near, Hampshire. M/d find, 12 February
2006.
(EMC 2008.0174) G.D.

153. Series H, Metcalf var. 1c (Type 49), North 103
Obv. Facing head surrounded by nine roundels.
Rev. Bird r. with wing raised over back.
Weight: 1.04 g.
Winchester, near, Hampshire. M/d find, 5 February
2006.
(EMC 2008.0175) G.D.

154. Series H, Metcalf var. 2a (Type 49), North 103
Obv. Facing head surrounded by nine roundels.
Rev. Bird r. with wing raised over back.

Weight: 0.88 g.
Winchester, near, Hampshire. M/d find, 19 May 2005.
Found by John Boyce.
(EMC 2008.0173) M.R.A.

155. Series H, Metcalf var. 3 (Type 49), North 103
Obv. Facing head surrounded by eight roundels.
Rev. Bird r. with wing raised over back.
Weight: 0.75 g.
Chilgrove, West Sussex. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0154) B.H.

156. Series H, Metcalf var. – (Type 49) 
Obv. Bird r. in beaded circle, surrounded by nine
roundels.
Rev. Bird r. with wing raised over back.
Weight not recorded.
Sutton Scotney, near, Hampshire. M/d find, 18
September 2008. Found by Mark Duell.

A previously unrecorded variety of Series H with a
bird in the centre of the obverse.
(EMC 2008.0388) M.R.A.

157. Series H (Type 48), North 102
Obv. Round shield with central rosette and four rosettes
around rim.
Rev. Whorl of three animals’ heads.
Weight: 0.82 g.
West Lavington, Wiltshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0337) A.S./M.R.A.

158. Series J (Type 37), North 135
Obv. Two facing diad. heads, separated by cross on
stand.
Rev. Whorl of four birds, around cross pommée.
Weight: 0.99 g.
Pocklington, near, East Yorkshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0057) A.A.

159. Series J (Type 85), North 128
Obv. Diad. bust r.
Rev. Bird on cross between two annulets.
Weight: 1.11 g. Die axis 270º.
Kirkburn, near, East Yorkshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0055) A.A.

160. Series J (Type 85), North 128
Obv. Diad. bust r.
Rev. Bird on cross between two annulets.
Weight: 0.88 g. Die axis 270º.
Malton, near, North Yorkshire. M/d find, October
2008.
(EMC 2009.0056) A.A.

161. Series J (Type 85), North 128
Obv. Diad. bust r.
Rev. Bird on cross between two annulets.
Weight: 1 g.
Clothall, Hertfordshire. M/d find, November 2007.
Found by David Barker.
(PAS BH-86B665; EMC 2009.0146) J.N.

162. Series K (Type 20) North 74
Obv. Bust r. with knotted diadem, holding chalice
before face.
Rev. Standing figure in segment of a circle, holding
cross and bird.
Weight: 0.94 g.
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Linton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0366) A.S./M.R.A.

163. Series K (Type 32a)
Obv. Diad. bust r., cross before face.
Rev. Wolf-serpent curled anti-clockwise.
Weight: 0.90 g.
Harston, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2007.
(EMC 2008.0005) B.H./M.R.A.

164. Series K (Type 32a)
Obv. Bust r. with knotted diadem, holding cross before
face.
Rev. Wolf-serpent curled clockwise.
Weight: 1.10 g.
Wereham, Norfolk. M/d find, April 2008. Found by 
Mr D. Mallett.
(Norfolk HER 35357; EMC 2008.0211) A.B.M.

165. Series K (Type 32a)
Obv. Bust r. with knotted diadem, holding cross before
face.
Rev. Wolf-serpent curled clockwise.
Weight: 1.04 g.
Lewknor, Oxfordshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0356) A.S./M.R.A.

166. Series K (Type 32a)
Obv. Bust r. with knotted diadem, holding cross before
face.
Rev. Wolf-serpent curled clockwise.
Weight: 1.01 g.
Royston, near, Hertfordshire. M/d find, c.2000. Found
by Gordon Stewart.
(EMC 2008.0453) M.R.A.

167. Series K (Type 33), North 93
Obv. Diad. bust r., cross before face.
Rev. Wolf’s head l.
Weight: 0.98 g.
Royston, near, Hertfordshire. M/d find, 2006. Found by
Gordon Stewart.
(EMC 2008.0458) M.R.A.

168. Series K (Type 33), North 93
Obv. Diad. bust r., cross before face.
Rev. Wolf’s head l.
Weight: 1.12 g.
Royston, near, Hertfordshire. M/d find, 2008. Found by
Gordon Stewart.
(EMC 2008.0461) M.R.A.

169. Series K, Metcalf var. a (Type 42)
Obv. Bust r. with knotted diadem, holding plant with
berries.
Rev. Hound l., tail curved over back, looking back at
berried vine.
Weight: 1.09 g. Die axis 45º.
Newark, near, Nottinghamshire. M/d find, c.2005.
Found by Paul Slack.
(EMC 2008.0340) M.R.A.

170. Series K, Metcalf var. b (Type 42)
Obv. Bust r. with knotted diadem, bird before face.
Rev. Hound l., tail curved over back, looking back at
berried vine.
Weight: 0.80 g.

Maidenhead, near, Windsor and Maidenhead. M/d
find, 16 May 2008. Found by Roy Newbury.
(EMC 2008.0479) M.R.A.

171. Series L (Type 15a), North 68
Obv. Diad. bust r., cross before face
Rev. Standing figure holding two crosses.
Weight: 0.96 g.
Brentwood, near, Essex. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0360) A.S./M.R.A.

172. Series L (Type 15a), North 68, plated imitation
Obv. Diad. bust r., cross before face
Rev. Standing figure holding two crosses.
Weight: 0.88 g. Die axis 300º.
Winwick, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 2008. Found by
Colin Stewart.
(EMC 2008.0465) M.R.A.

173. C ARIP Group (Type 63)
Obv. Diad bust r., inscription before face.
Rev. Standing figure holding two crosses.
Weight not recorded.
Maidstone, near, Kent. M/d find, 2008. Found by
Robert Parkes.
(EMC 2008.0232) M.R.A.

174. Rosettes on obverse Group (Type 68)
Obv. Diad. bust r., rosettes before face.
Rev. Standing figure holding two crosses.
Weight: 0.74 g (chipped). Die axis 270º.
Fulbeck, near, Lincolnshire. M/d find, c.2006. Found
by Paul Slack.
(EMC 2008.0335) M.R.A.

175. Monitascorum Group
Obv. MONITA[ ]M+, diad. bust r.
Rev. Porcupine l.
Weight: 1.04 g.
Royston, near, Hertfordshire. M/d find, 2008. Found by
Gordon Stewart.
(EMC 2008.0460) M.R.A.

176. Archer Group
Obv. Archer r.
Rev. Bird r, looking back.
Weight: 0.96 g.
Cambridge, near, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0048) A.A.

177. ‘Fledgling’ type
Obv. ‘Fledgling’ r.
Rev. Wolf’s head r.
Weight: 0.99 g. Die axis 180º.
White Colne, Essex. M/d find, 2008. Found by Paul
James.
(EMC 2008.0128) M.R.A.

178. ‘Fledgling’ type, plated imitation
Obv. ‘Fledgling’ r.
Rev. Wolf’s head r.
Weight: 0.98 g. Die axis 180º.
Springwell, Essex. M/d find, 7 December 2007. Found
by Stephen Fordham.
(EMC 2008.0304) M.R.A.

179. ‘Hen’ type
Obv. ‘Hen’ r., in vine.
Rev. Bird r., looking back, pecking berries.
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Weight: 0.96 g. Die axis 180º.
Cambridge, near, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0052) A.A.

180. K/N Group (Type 16/41 var.)
Obv. Standing figure r., holding cross and with branch
behind.
Rev. Quadruped with head turned back and feet tucked
in, tailed curved over back.
Weight not recorded.
Bradford Peverell, Dorset. M/d find, 2008.
(EMC 2008.0468) P.A./M.R.A.

181. Animal Mask Group
Obv. Animal mask.
Rev. Cross potent with annulet centre on saltire in
circle with outer circle of pellets.
Weight: 1.03 g.
Raunds, Northamptonshire. M/d find, 27 January
2008.
(EMC 2009.0047) A.A.

182. Series M var. f (Type 45)
Obv. Quadruped r. with long curved tail, pellets in field.
Rev. Spiral (anti-clockwise), ornamented with buds and
leaves.
Weight: 0.92 g.
Ashford, near, Kent. M/d find, November 2007.
(EMC 2009.0063) A.A.

183. Series M var. f (Type 45)
Obv. Quadruped r. with long curved tail, pellets in field.
Rev. Spiral (anti-clockwise), ornamented with buds and
leaves.
Weight: 0.94 g.
Ashford, near, Kent. M/d find, August 2008.
(EMC 2009.0064) A.A.

184. Series M var. – (Type 45) 
Obv. Quadruped r. with long curved tail, pellets in field.
Rev. Spiral (anti-clockwise), ornamented with buds and
leaves.
Weight: 0.94 g.
Royston, near, Hertfordshire. M/d find, 2008. Found by
Colin Stewart.
(EMC 2008.0464) M.R.A.

185. Series N (Type 41a)
Obv. Two standing figures holding cross.
Rev. Monster l. with head turned back.
Weight not recorded.
Manston, Kent. M/d find, 2008. Found by Wendy
Thompson.
(EMC 2008.0253) M.R.A.

186. Series N (Type 41b)
Obv. Two standing figures holding three crosses.
Rev. Monster l. with head turned back.
Weight not recorded.
Hunton, Hampshire. M/d find, 1 February 2008.
Found by Mark Duell.
(EMC 2008.0032) M.R.A.

187. Series N (Type 41b)
Obv. Two standing figures holding three crosses.
Rev. Monster l. with head turned back.
Weight not recorded.

Maidstone, near, Kent. M/d find, 2008. Found by
Robert Parkes.
(EMC 2008.0231) M.R.A.

188. Series N (Type 41b)
Obv. Two standing figures holding three crosses.
Rev. Monster l. with head turned back.
Weight: 1.08 g.
Norwich, Norfolk. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0354) A.S./M.R.A.

189. Series N (Type 41b)
Obv. Two standing figures holding three crosses.
Rev. Monster l. with head turned back.
Weight: 0.84 g.
Alresford, Hampshire. M/d find, by 2008. Found by
Paul Slack.
(EMC 2008.0355) M.R.A.

190. Series N (Type 41b)
Obv. Two standing figures holding three crosses.
Rev. Monster l. with head turned back.
Weight: 1.04 g.
Pocklington, near, East Yorkshire. M/d find, 18
December 2002.
(EMC 2009.0065) A.A.

191. Series N (Type 41b)
Obv. Two standing figures holding three crosses.
Rev. Monster l. with head turned back.
Weight: 1.03 g. Die axis 330°.
Micheldever, Hampshire. M/d find, March 2008.
Found by Mark Duell.
(PAS HAMP-5579A0; EMC 2009.0144) J.N.

192. Type 30 var.
Obv. Wodan head.
Rev. Two standing figures holding cross and two long
staffs, figure on r. in profile.
Weight:1.08 g. Die axis 200º.
Ashford, near, Kent. M/d find, by 2008.
(PAS KENT E-83372; EMC 2009.0070) A.A.

193. Type 51
Obv. Saltire-standard.
Rev. Two standing figures.
Weight: 1.02 g.
Southampton, near. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0179) G.D.

194. Type 70
Obv. Saltire standard.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 1.09 g.
Foxton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0161) B.H./M.R.A.

195. Type 70
Obv. Saltire standard.
Rev. Standard.
Weight not recorded.
Stansted, Essex. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0068) A.A.

196. Saltire-standard/Double croix ancrée
Obv. Saltire-standard.
Rev. Double croix ancrée.
Weight: 0.91 g.
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Doncaster, near. M/d find, 2005.
(EMC 2009.0069) A.A.

197. Saltire-standard/Annulet Cross
Obv. Saltire-standard.
Rev. Annulet cross.
Weight not recorded.
Canterbury, near, Kent. M/d find, October 2008.
Found by Robert Parkes.
(EMC 2008.0429) M.R.A.

198. Series R/type 51 (Saltire-standard) mule, North 159
Obv. Rad. bust r., ep (runic) before face.
Rev. Saltire-standard.
Weight: 0.89 g.
Berwick upon Tweed, Northumberland. M/d find, by
2008.
(EMC 2008.0431) A.S./M.R.A.

199. Series R Annulet Cross var.
Obv. Rad. bust r, runic inscription before face.
Rev. Cross pommée in beaded circle, annulet in each
angle.
Weight not recorded.
Sutton Scotney, near, Hampshire. M/d find, 18
September 2008. Found by Mark Duell.
(EMC 2008.0389) M.R.A.

200. Series O, Annulet Cross obverse
Obv. Annulet cross.
Rev. Monster l., looking back.
Weight not recorded.
Maidstone, near, Kent. M/d find, 2008. Found by
Robert Parkes.
(EMC 2008.0233) M.R.A.

201. Series O (Type 38)
Obv. Bust r. within pellet and cable borders.
Rev. Bird r. pecking berries in vine, within serpent-
headed torque.
Weight: 1.02 g.
Harston, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0247) B.H./M.R.A.

202. Series O (Type 40)
Obv. Standing figure holding two crosses.
Rev. Monster l., looking back.
Weight: 1.0 g.
Maidenhead, near, Windsor and Maidenhead. M/d
find, 15 May 2008. Found by Roy Newbury.
(EMC 2008.0478) M.R.A.

203. Series O (Type 40)
Obv. Standing figure holding two crosses.
Rev. Monster l., looking back.
Weight: 1.12 g. Die axis 270º.
Great Ponton, Lincolnshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0067) A.A.

204. Series O (Type 40), contemporary forgery
Obv. Standing figure holding two crosses.
Rev. Monster l., looking back.
Weight: 0.71 g.
Stapleford, near, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 31 October
2008. Found by Stephen Fordham.
(EMC 2008.0469) M.R.A.

205. Series Q I b
Obv. Two standing figures holding three crosses.
Rev. Monster l., looking back.

Weight: 1.12 g. Die axis 180º.
King’s Lynn, near, Norfolk. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0071) A.A.

206. Series Q IIc
Obv. Quadruped l., with tail curved over back and
between forelegs, pellets in field.
Rev. Bird, head to l., legs and wings apart, cross pommée
to l., pellets in field.
Weight: 0.97 g.
Sutton, Nottinghamshire. M/d find, c.1996. Found by
Ron Dyer.
(PAS LEIC-C4AC96; EMC 2009.0145) J.N.

207. Series Q II d
Obv. Lion l, pellets in field.
Rev. Bird l., pellets in field.
Weight: 0.94 g.
Hillington, Norfolk. M/d find, by 2008. Found by Mr
K. Mickleborough.
(Norfolk HER 29913; EMC 2008.0391) A.B.M.

208. Series Q IV d
Obv. Lion l, pellets in field.
Rev. Bird l., pellets in field.
Weight: 0.91 g. Die axis 90º.
King’s Lynn, near, Norfolk. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0074) A.A.

209. Series Q/R
Obv. Rad. bust r, pseudo-runic inscription before face.
Rev. Quadruped r., pellets in field.
Weight: 0.77 g.
Lashley Wood, Essex. M/d find, by 2007.
(EMC 2008.0006) B.H.

210. Series Q/R
Obv. Rad. bust r, pseudo-runic inscription before face.
Rev. Quadruped r., pellets in field.
Weight: 0.84 g.
Linton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0417) A.S./M.R.A.

211. Series Q/R
Obv. Rad. bust r, pseudo-runic inscription before face.
Rev. Quadruped r., pellets in field.
Weight: 0.82 g.
Linton, near, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0447) A.S./M.R.A.

212. Series R2 (Rigold R1x)
Obv. Rad. bust r., epa (runic, outwards, retrograde)
before face.
Rev. TOTII in standard.
Weight: 1.17 g.
Linton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0164) B.H./M.R.A.

213. Series R3 (Rigold R1z)
Obv. Rad. bust r., Tepa (runic) before face.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 1.00 g.
Shipdham, Norfolk. Excavation find, February 2008.
(EMC 2008.0315) A.B./M.R.A.

214. Series R4
Obv. Rad. bust r., epa (runic) before face.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 0.8 g.
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Shipdham, Norfolk. Excavation find, February 2008.
(EMC 2008.0314) A.B./M.R.A.

215. Series R4
Obv. Rad. bust r., epa (runic) before face.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 1.12 g.
Laughton, East Sussex. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0439) A.S./M.R.A.

216. Series R8
Obv. Rad. bust r., oep (runic) before face.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 0.68 g.
Foxton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2007.
(EMC 2008.0008) B.H./M.R.A.

217. Series R8
Obv. Rad. bust r., oep (runic) before face.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 1.01 g.
Yaxley, Havering. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0146) B.H./M.R.A.

218. Series R8
Obv. Rad. bust r., oep (runic) before face.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 0.67 g.
Congham, Norfolk. M/d find, 2008. Found by Steve
Brown.
(Norfolk HER 11743; EMC 2008.0394) A.B.M.

219. Series R8
Obv. (Rad.) bust r.
Rev. Standard.
Weight: 0.46 g (fragment).
Barton Bendish, Norfolk. M/d find, 2008. Found by
Steve Brown.
(Norfolk HER 17212; EMC 2008.0401) A.B.M.

220. Series S (Type 47)
Obv. Female centaur.
Rev. Whorl of four wolf-worms.
Weight: 0.98 g.
Foxton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0145) B.H./M.R.A.

221. Series U (Type 23d)
Obv. Standing figure in segment of a circle, head r.,
holding two crosses.
Rev. Bird-in-vine r.
Weight: 0.97 g.
Didcot, Oxfordshire. M/d find, by 2007.
(EMC 2008.0009) B.H./M.R.A.

222. Series V (Type 7)
Obv. She-wolf and twins.
Rev. Bird pecking at berries.
Weight not recorded.
Maidstone, near, Kent. M/d find, October 2008. Found
by Robert Parkes.
(EMC 2008.0423) M.R.A.

223. Series X (Type 31), North 116/117
Obv. Facing ‘Woden’ head, two crosses pommée in field.
Rev. Beast l. with head turned back, biting tail.
Weight: 0.92 g. Die axis 270º.
Trumpington, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 29 April
2007. Found by Stephen Fordham.
(EMC 2008.0301) M.R.A.

224. Series X (Type 31), North 116/117
Obv. Facing ‘Woden’ head, two crosses pommée in field.
Rev. Beast l. with head turned back, biting tail.
Weight: 0.76 g.
Pocklington, near, East Yorkshire. M/d find, October
2008.
(EMC 2009.0045) A.A.

225. Series X (Type 31), insular style, North 116
Obv. Facing ‘Woden’ head, annulets in field.
Rev. Beast l. with head turned back, biting tail.
Weight: 0.87 g.
Alford, near, Lincolnshire. M/d find, March 2008.
(EMC 2009.0046) A.A.

226. Eadberht of Northumbria (737–58), Booth class F
var., North 177, York
Obv. +EOTBEREHTVS

Rev. Quadruped r., swastika below.
Weight not recorded.
York, near. M/d find, 9 August 2008.

A new variant of Booth class F with a swastika
below the quadruped on the reverse.
(EMC 2008.0330) D.G./M.R.A.

227. Eadberht of Northumbria (737–58), Booth class
G, North 177, York
Obv. +EOTBEREhTVS

Rev. Quadruped r.
Weight not recorded.
Malton, near, North Yorkshire. M/d find, 2 March
2008.
(EMC 2008.0130) C.B.

228. Eadberht of Northumbria (737–58), Booth class
G, North 177, York
Obv. +EOTBEREhTVS

Rev. Quadruped r.
Weight not recorded.
Darlington, near. M/d find, 2008. Found by Doug
Goddard.
(EMC 2008.0244) M.R.A.

229. Eadberht of Northumbria (737–58), Booth class
G, North 177, York
Obv. +EOTBEREhTVS

Rev. Quadruped r., annulets in field.
Weight: 0.92 g. Die axis 270º.
Thwing, East Yorkshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0076) A.A.

230. Ecgberht, archbishop of York (732–66), North
192, York 
Obv. ECGBERhT A, archbishop holding two croziers.
Rev. EOTBEREhTUS

Weight: 0.88 g. Die axis 315º.
Pocklington, near, East Yorkshire. M/d find, November
2008.
(EMC 2009.0080) A.A.

231. Ælfwald I of Northumbria (778–88), North 181,
York 
Obv. ELAFVALDZ

Rev. Quadruped r., cross below.
Weight not recorded.
Brantingham, East Yorkshire. M/d find, 2008.
Reported by Darren Toohie.

Booth class C.
(EMC 2008.0349) M.R.A.
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232. Æthelred I of Northumbria (2nd reign, 790–96),
North 185, York
Obv.. +AEDILRED around R in beaded circle.
Rev. +AEDILRED

Weight: 1.15 g.
Kingston upon Hull, near. M/d find, by 2008.

A coin with the king’s name on both sides, from the
same dies as Abramson, Sceattas: An Illustrated Guide,
p. 130, no. Y300.
(EMC 2008.0358) A.S./M.R.A.

233. Eardwulf of Northumbria (796–806), York,
Cuthheard
Obv. +EARDVVLF R

Rev. +VDHEARD

Weight: 1.00 g. Die axis 180º.
Thwing, East Yorkshire. M/d find, 2008.
(EMC 2008.0483) R.Bude/M.R.A.

234. Eardwulf of Northumbria (796–806), York,
Cuthheard
Obv. +EA.RDVVL.F R

Rev. +CVDhEVRT

Weight: 0.94 g. Die axis 125º.
Driffield, near, East Yorkshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0077) A.A.

235. Eardwulf of Northumbria (796–806), York,
Cuthheard
Obv. +EA.RDVVL.F R

Rev. +CVDHEVRD

Weight: 0.97 g. Die axis 135º.
Malton, near, North Yorkshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0078) A.A.

236. Eardwulf of Northumbria (796–806), York,
Cuthheard
Obv. +EA.RDVVL.F R

Rev. +CVDhEVR

Weight: 0.77 g. Die axis 90º.
Ripon, near, North Yorkshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0079) A.A.

237. Eanbald II, archbishop of York (796–837), North
194, York, Eardwulf
Obv. +ANOEDAB (E and D reversed).
Rev. +EAOVVLF

Weight: 1.05 g. Die axis 240º
Kilham, near, East Yorkshire. M/d find, 2001.
(EMC 2009.0082) A.A.

Stycas

238. Eanred of Northumbria (810–40), North 186,
York, Brother
Obv. +EaNRD REX

Rev. +BRODR

Weight: 1.16 g. Die axis 270º.
Boynton, near, East Yorkshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0084) A.A.

239. Eanred of Northumbria (810–40), North 186,
York, Dægberht
Obv. +EaNRED REX

Rev. +DaEGBERCT

Weight: 1.01 g. Die axis 270º.
Bridlington, near, East Yorkshire. M/d find, 15
December 2000.
(EMC 2009.0083) A.A.

240. Eanred of Northumbria (810–40), North 186,
York, Fordred
Obv. +EaNRED RE

Rev. +FORDRED

Weight: 0.83 g.
Driffield, near, East Yorkshire. M/d find, c.2001–2.
Found by Mr P. Merrett.
(EMC 2008.0261) M.R.A.

241. Eanred of Northumbria (810–40), North 186,
York, Monne
Obv. +EaNRED REX (1st E reversed)
Rev. +MO3NE

Weight: 0.92 g.
Wetherby, near, Leeds. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0296) B.H./M.R.A.

242. Æthelred II of Northumbria (1st reign, 840–44),
North 188, York
Obv. +EDELRED R

Rev. +EaNRED R

Weight: 1.23 g. Die axis 90º.
Royston, near, Hertfordshire. M/d find, 2006.

Double obverse of Æthelred II and Eanred.
(EMC 2009.0085) A.A.

243. Æthelred II of Northumbria (1st reign, 840–44),
North 188, York, Fordred
Obv. +EDILRED REX

Rev. +FORDRED

Weight: 0.94 g.
Driffield, near, East Yorkshire. M/d find, c.2001–2.
Found by Mr P. Merrett.
(EMC 2008.0265) M.R.A.

244. Æthelred II of Northumbria (1st reign, 840–44),
North 188, York, Leofthegn
Obv. +EDILRED RE

Rev. +LEOFDEXN

Weight: 1.02 g. Die axis 90º.
Brewood, near, Staffordshire. M/d find, 2006.
(EMC 2009.0086) A.A.

245. Æthelred II of Northumbria (1st reign, 840–44),
North 188, York, Leofthegn
Obv. +aEDELRED REX

Rev. +LEOF[ ] (double-struck)
Weight: 1.16 g. Die axis 90º.
York, near. M/d find, 2004.
(EMC 2009.0087) A.A.

246. Æthelred II of Northumbria (1st reign, 840–44),
North 188, York, Leofthegn
Obv.. +EDERED REX

Rev. +LEOFEG3

Weight: 1.16 g. Die axis 90º.
York, near. M/d find, 2004.
(EMC 2009.0088) A.A.

247. Æthelred II of Northumbria (1st reign, 840–44),
North 188, York, Leofthegn
Obv. +aEDELRED REX

Rev. +LEOFDEGh MO3ET

Weight: 0.95 g (chipped). Die axis 270º.
Pocklington, near, East Yorkshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0089) A.A.
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248. Æthelred II of Northumbria (1st reign, 840–44),
North 188, York, Monne
Obv. +E[ ]ED REX

Rev. +MO3NE:

Weight: 0.83 g.
Wetherby, near, Leeds. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0291) B.H./M.R.A.

249. Æthelred II of Northumbria (1st reign, 840–44),
North 188, York, Odilo
Obv. +EDILRED REX

Rev. +ODILO (retrograde)
Weight: 0.92 g.
Dunham on Trent, Nottinghamshire. M/d find, by
2008.
(EMC 2008.0294) B.H./M.R.A.

250. Æthelred II of Northumbria (2nd reign, 844–48),
North 190, York, Eardwulf
Obv. +EDILRED REX

Rev. +EaRDVVLF

Weight: 1.20 g.
Malton, near, North Yorkshire. M/d find, 2008.

Same dies as SCBI 20 (Mack), 500.
(EMC 2008.0122) D.D.

251. Æthelred II of Northumbria (2nd reign, 844–48),
North 190, York, Eardwulf
Obv. +EDILRED REX

Rev. +[ ]VVLF

Weight: 1.18 g.
Dunham on Trent, Nottinghamshire. M/d find, by
2008.
(EMC 2008.0289) B.H./M.R.A.

252. Æthelred II of Northumbria (2nd reign, 844–48),
North 190, York, Eardwulf
Obv. +EDILRED RE (retrograde) 
Rev. +EaRDVVF (retrograde) 
Weight: 1.00 g. Die axis 330º.
Barton Bendish, Norfolk. M/d find, 2008. Found by
Steve Brown.
(Norfolk HER 17212; EMC 2008.0402) A.B.M.

253. Osberht of Northumbria (848–67), North 191,
York, Monne
Obv. OSBRLHTREX (outwardly and retrograde, E not
reversed) 
Rev. +MONNEX (outwardly and retrograde, first N and
E not reversed) 
Weight: 0.85 g.
Melbourne, East Yorkshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0248) B.H./M.R.A.

254. Wigmund, archbishop of York (837–54), North
196, York, Æthelhelm
Obv. +VIGMVND-
Rev. +EDELHELM

Weight: 1.07 g.
Dunham on Trent, Nottinghamshire. M/d find, by
2008.
(EMC 2008.0290) B.H./M.R.A.

255. Wigmund, archbishop of York (837–54), North
196, York, Æthelweard
Obv. +VIGMUND aREP

Rev. +EDILVEaRD

Weight: 1.05 g. Die axis 315º.

Kilham, near, East Yorkshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2009.0081) A.A.

256. Wulfhere, archbishop of York (854–900), North
197, York, Wulfred
Obv. VVLHERE RED (retrograde)
Rev. VVLFRRED (retrograde, D not reversed)
Weight not recorded.
Yapham, East Yorkshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0227) T.L./M.R.A.

257. Irregular issue, mid-9th century
Obv. EDILRE[ ]X (retrograde)
Rev. OLV[ ] (retrograde)
Weight: 0.82 g.
Harewood, Leeds. M/d find, by 2008.

From the same reverse die as no. 258.
(EMC 2008.0292) B.H./M.R.A.

258. Irregular issue, mid-9th century
Obv. +EDIRED[ ]
Rev. +OLV[ ]H (retrograde)
Weight: 0.76 g
Harewood, Leeds. M/d find, by 2008.

From the same reverse die as no. 257.
(EMC 2008.0293) B.H./M.R.A.

259. Irregular issue, mid-9th century
Obv. +EaD[E?]VVE (retrograde)
Rev. +[E?]EDVVF[ ] (retrograde)
Weight: 0.6 g.
Grimsby, near, Lincolnshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0295) B.H./M.R.A.

260. Irregular issue, mid-9th century
Obv. +E3IID+ (D reversed)
Rev. +D[E?][ ]II
Weight: 1.06 g.
West Wratting, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 16 October
2008. Found by Susan James.
(EMC 2008.0425) M.R.A.

Later Anglo-Saxon

261. Offa of Mercia (757–96), Light Coinage, Chick 19
var., Blunt 32 var., North 310 var., Dud
Obv. +OFFa+REX+

Rev. + / d / V / d
Weight: 1.21 g.
Harston, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.

This coin is struck from the same obverse die as
Chick 19c (ex Grantley 823; and ex Montagu 178), but
the reverse presents a new variant, with curves enclos-
ing the letters as well as the lobes. This produces the
effect of a floral design.
(EMC 2008.0245) B.H./R.N.

262. Offa of Mercia (757–96), Light Coinage, Chick 20,
Blunt 32, North 310, Dud
Obv. +OFFa REX+

Rev. + / D / V / D
Weight: 0.97 g.
Market Rasen, Lincolnshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0375) A.S./M.R.A.

263. Offa of Mercia (757–96), Light Coinage, Chick
23e, Blunt 12, North 287, Dud
Obv. +OFF / a REX
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Rev. +d+ / VD

Weight not recorded.
Cliffe, Medway. M/d find, 2005.
(PAS KENT-1613A8; EMC 2008.0024) S.H./M.R.A

264. Offa of Mercia (757–96), Light Coinage, Chick 31,
Blunt 38, North 303, Eadhun
Obv. OFFa

Rev. +E / ad / HV / UN

Weight: 1.08 g.
Chelmsford, near, Essex. M/d find, by 2008.

From the same dies as Chick 31c–e.
(EMC 2008.0374) A.S./M.R.A.

265. Offa of Mercia (757–96), Light Coinage, Chick 37,
Blunt 42, North 318, London, Ealhmund
Obv. Inscription missing.
Rev. aLH MUN in two lines divided by a line pellets,
with a D below.
Weight: 0.64 g (chipped). Die axis 270°.
Clapham, West Sussex. M/d find, March 2008. Found
by Martin Wyatt.
(PAS SUSS-3CD791; EMC 2009.0139) J.N.

266. Offa of Mercia (757–96), Light Coinage, Chick 38,
Blunt 40, North 282, London, Ealhmund
Obv. O / F / R / M
Rev. +aLH / MUN

Weight not recorded (chipped).
Maidstone, near, Kent. M/d find, 2008. Found by
Robert Parkes.
(EMC 2008.0214) M.R.A.

267. Offa of Mercia (757–96), Light Coinage, Chick 75,
East Anglian mint, Æthelred
Obv. +OFFa+RE+

Rev. OE / dE / LR / Ed
Weight: 1.10 g.
Ridge parish, Hertfordshire. M/d find, by 2002.

From the same dies as Coin Register 1997, no. 112.
(EMC 2008.0320) R.P./M.R.A.

268. Offa of Mercia (757–96), Light Coinage, Chick
106, Blunt 17, North 271, Canterbury, Eoba
Obv. OF R M

Rev. E / O / B / a
Weight: 1.15 g.
Monkton, Kent. M/d find, 7 September 2008.
(EMC 2008.0372) C.W./M.R.A.

269. Offa of Mercia (757–96), Light Coinage, Chick
129, Blunt 75, North 295, Canterbury, Peohtweald
Obv.. +OFFa REX+

Rev. PE / HT / Va / Ld (HT ligated)
Weight: 1.16 g.
Linton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.

From the same obverse die as Chick 129c-e.
(EMC 2008.0160) B.H./M.R.A.

270. Cynethryth of Mercia, Chick 148, North 340,
Eoba
Obv. +CYNED́REd REGINa

Rev. +E / O / B / a
Weight: 1.00 g (chipped). Die axis 45º.
Ewelme, Oxfordshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0332) A.S./M.R.A.

271. Offa of Mercia (757–96), Heavy Coinage, Chick
214, Blunt 96, North 326, London, Winoth

Obv. M / +OFFa / REX

Rev. VVI / 3Od

Weight not recorded. Die axis 270º.
Harrietsham, Kent. M/d find, 2008. Found by Robert
Parkes.
(EMC 2008.0215) M.R.A.

272. Offa of Mercia (757–96), Heavy Coinage, Chick
235, Blunt 99, North 322, Canterbury, Æthelnoth
Obv. M / +OFFa / REX

Rev. + / E5EL5 / NO

Weight: 1.22 g (chipped). Die axis 270º.
Isle of Wight. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0413) A.S./M.R.A.

273. Coenwulf of Mercia (796–821), North 342,
Canterbury, Duda
Obv. +COENVVLF REX

Rev. DV / D / a
Weight: 1.23 g (chipped). Die axis 270º.
Watton at Stone, Hertfordshire. M/d find, by 2008.
Found by Alan Cracknell.
(EMC 2008.0182) M.R.A.

274. Coenwulf of Mercia (796–821), North 342,
Canterbury, Duda
Obv. +COENVVLF REX

Rev. +D / VD / a
Weight: 1.22 g (chipped). Die axis 180º.
Shalfleet, Isle of Wight. M/d find, 2008.
(EMC 2008.0480) R.N.

275. Coenwulf of Mercia (796–821), North 342,
Canterbury, Sigeberht
Obv. +COENVVLF REX

Rev. SIG / EBE / RHT (HT ligated)
Weight: 1.34 g.
Winchester, near, Hampshire. M/d find, 30 October
2007. Found by John Boyce.
(EMC 2008.0183) M.R.A.

276. Coenwulf of Mercia (796–821), North 342,
London, Ludoman
Obv. +COENVVLF REX

Rev. LVD / OM / aN

Weight: 1.14 g (chipped). Die axis 0º.
Evesham, near, Worcestershire. M/d find, 2005.
(EMC 2008.0482) D.A.D.

277. Eadwald of East Anglia (796–98), East Anglian
mint, Eadnoth
Obv. +Ea[ ]EX around uncial M within beaded circle.
Rev. +Ea[ ] inside curves of quatrefoil, divided by a
beaded saltire (?).
Weight: 0.64 g (fragment). Die axis 270º.
Elmsett, Suffolk. M/d find, early 1990s? 

An important new type of Eadwald of East Anglia,
with an obverse design modelled closely on the
‘Tribrach’ type of Coenwulf of Mercia. It is interesting
that even the central M (for ‘Merciorum’) has been
adopted, despite its apparent political connotations.
(EMC 2008.0110) D.C./R.N.

278. Coenwulf of Mercia (796–821), North 344,
Canterbury, Eaba
Obv. +COENVVLF[ ]M
Rev. +Ea[ ]MONETa

Weight: 1.13 g (chipped).
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Winchester, near, Hampshire. M/d find, 15 October
2006.
(EMC 2008.0184) G.D.

279. Coenwulf of Mercia (796–821), North 345, BLS
Cn. 93, London, Ælhun
Obv. +COENVVLF REX M

Rev. +aELHVN

Weight not recorded (chipped). Die axis 30º.
Cliffe, Medway. M/d find, 2007.
(EMC 2008.0025) S.H./M.R.A.

280. Coenwulf of Mercia (796–821), North 353, BLS
Cn. 62, Canterbury, Swefherd
Obv.. +COENVVLF REX M

Rev. +SVVEFHERD MONETa

Weight not recorded.
Lincoln, near, Lincolnshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0108) J.S.

281. Coenwulf of Mercia (796–821), North 362, BLS
Cn. 97, East Anglian mint, Lul
Obv. [ ]REX M[ ]
Rev. [ ] / V / L
Weight: 0.60 g (fragment). Die axis 180º.
Suffolk. M/d find, 2008.

The obverse is from a Canterbury-cut die, close in
style to coins of Cuthred of Kent (798–807) by the
moneyer Sigeberht. The reverse is from the regular East
Anglian issue of the moneyer Lul. Acquired by the
Fitzwilliam Museum.
(EMC 2008.0437) R.N.

282. Coenwulf of Mercia (796–821), North 363, BLS
Cn. 98, East Anglian mint, Lul
Obv. [ ]E3VVL[ ] (3 ligated with V)
Rev. + / L / V / L
Weight: 0.88 g (fragment). Die axis 270º.
Barton Bendish, Norfolk. M/d find, 2008. Found by
Steve Brown.
(Norfolk HER 17212; EMC 2008.0403) A.B.M.

283. Coenwulf of Mercia (796–821), North 365, BLS
Cn. 107, East Anglian mint, Wihtred
Obv. +CE3[ ]F REX M

Rev. PI / [ ] / IR / TD

Weight not recorded (chipped). Die axis 180º.
Suffolk. M/d find, 2008.
(EMC 2008.0433) R.N.

284. Coenwulf of Mercia (796–821), North 370, BLS
Cn. 113, East Anglian mint, Wodel
Obv. +COENVVLF REX M

Rev. PO / d / E / L+
Weight not recorded.
Oxborough, near, Norfolk. M/d find, December 2007.
Found by Barry Hamilton.
(EMC 2008.0014) M.R.A.

285. Coenwulf of Mercia (796–821), East Anglian
mint, Wodel
Obv. COENVVLF REX

Rev. P / Od / E / L
Weight not recorded. Die axis 0º.
Canterbury, near, Kent. M/d find, 2008. Found by
Robert Parkes.

This is a new variant for this moneyer, with a previ-
ously unknown reverse design. The teardrop-shaped

panels seen here were otherwise only used under
Coenwulf by the East Anglian moneyer Lul.
(EMC 2008.0216) R.N.

286. Ceolwulf I of Mercia (821–23), North 387,
Canterbury, Oba
Obv. [ ]LVVLF[ ]
Rev. +OB / a.MO[ ] / [ ]
Weight: 0.70 g (fragment). Die axis 180º.
Whissonsett, Norfolk. Excavation find, 2005.
(EMC 2008.0305) A.B./M.R.A.

287. Beornwulf of Mercia (823–25), East Anglian mint,
Æthelnoth
Obv. BEORNPVLF RE

Rev. +EDONOD MONET

Weight: 1.16 g (chipped). Die axis 270º.
Suffolk. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0434) D.A.D.

288. Ecgberht of Wessex (802–39), Canterbury,
Tidbearht
Obv. +H[ ]
Rev. [ ]ID[ ]
Weight: 0.47 g (fragment). Die axis 270º.
Maidstone, near, Kent. M/d find, 2008. Found by
Robert Parkes.

This fragment (see R. Naismith, ‘A new Canterbury
type for Egbert of Wessex’, NCirc 117 (2009), 8) repre-
sents a new variant for this moneyer, with a previously
unknown reverse design. The single pellet in the inner
circle is quite unusual, but is paralleled in the obverse
designs of coins for Tidbearht under Egbert at
Canterbury c.825–8.
(EMC 2008.0217) R.N.

289. Ecgberht of Wessex (802–39), North 573,
Canterbury, Bosel
Obv. +ECGBEVRHT R

Rev. +BOSEL MONETa (a inverted)
Weight: 1.3 g.
Newark, near, Nottinghamshire. M/d find, 2008. Found
by Richard Northey.
(EMC 2008.0430) M.A.

290. Ecgberht of Wessex (802–39), North 573,
Canterbury, Deormod
Obv. +ECGBEV[ ]E
Rev. +DI[ ]D MNET- (NE ligated)
Weight: 1.01 g.
Newport, Isle of Wight. M/d find, November 2008.
(PAS: IOW2008–1–515; EMC 2008.0438) F.B.

291. Ecgberht of Wessex (802–39), North 573,
Canterbury, Deormod
Obv. +ECGBEaRHT REX

Rev. +DIORMOD.MNET (NE ligated)
Weight: 1.25 g.
Riby, Lincolnshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0109) J.S.

292. Ecgberht of Wessex (802–39), North 573,
Canterbury, Swefheard
Obv. [ ]EaR[ ]
Rev. [ ]FHEa[ ]
Weight: 0.60 g (fragment). Die axis 270º.
Malton, near, North Yorkshire. M/d find, by 2006.
(EMC 2008.0126) D.D.
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293. Ecgberht of Wessex (802–39), North 576,
Rochester, Dunn
Obv. +ECGBEORHT REX

Rev. +DVNVN MONETa (NE ligated)
Weight: 1.18 g.
Itchen Abbas, Hampshire. M/d find, 30 September
2007.
(EMC 2008.0181) G.D.

294. Ecgberht of Wessex (802–39), North 589, West
Saxon mint (Winchester?), Peohthun
Obv. +ECGEORHT REX

Rev. +PECHTVHN

Weight: 1.23 g (chipped). Die axis 330º.
Shalfleet, Isle of Wight. M/d find, September 2007.
Found by John Jerram.

Published by R. Naismith, ‘A new moneyer for
Egbert of Wessex’s West Saxon mint’, NCirc July 2008,
192–4, transposing the provenance of this coin and no.
295.
(PAS IOW-7F7961; EMC 2008.0137) F.B.

295. Ecgberht of Wessex (802–39), North 589, West
Saxon mint (Winchester?), Peohthun
Obv. +ECGBEORHT REX

Rev. +PECHTHVN

Weight: 1.31 g.
Shalfleet, Isle of Wight. M/d find, 16 December 2007.
Found by Roy Atkinson.

See note to no. 294.
(PAS IOW-05DF24; EMC 2008.0138) F.B.

296. Wiglaf of Mercia (2nd reign, 830–40), North 401,
Redmund
Obv. +VVIGLaF REX M

Rev. DU / +RED / MV

Weight: 1.23 g (chipped). Die axis 270º.
South Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 2008. Found by Tony
Carter.

The reverse differs slightly from other specimens in
its arrangement of the legend. Neither the obverse nor
the reverse die is known from any other surviving coins.
(EMC 2008.0280) R.N.

297. Ceolnoth, archbishop of Canterbury (833–70),
North 241, Canterbury, Beornmod
Obv. [+C]IaLNO5 AR[C]
Rev. +BI[ORN]MOD MONET (NM and NE ligated)
Weight: 0.81 g (chipped). Die axis 270º.
Foxton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.

Same dies as SCBI 11 (Reading), 15.
(EMC 2008.0144) B.H./R.N.

298. Æthelweard of East Anglia (845–55), North 450,
East Anglian mint, Eadmund
Obv. aEDELVVEaRD REX

Rev. +EaDMVND MN

Weight: 1.12 g (chipped and cracked). Die axis 0º.
Suffolk. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0435) D.A.D.

299. Eadmund of East Anglia (855–69), North 456,
East Anglian mint, Eadmund
Obv. +EaDMVND REX aN

Rev. +EaDMVND MONE

Weight: 1.63 g.
Norwich (Tombland), Norfolk. Excavation find, 2007.
(EMC 2008.0243) A.B./M.R.A.

300. Eadmund of East Anglia (855–69), North 456,
East Anglian mint, Sigered
Obv. +EaDMVND REX

Rev. +SIGERED MON

Weight: 1.23 g (chipped). Die axis 0º.
Worlington, Suffolk. M/d find, by 2008. Found by
Steve Foster.
(PAS SF-E1C3B5; EMC 2008.0028) F.M.

301. Eadmund of East Anglia (855–69), North 457,
East Anglian mint, Æthelhelm
Obv. +EaDMVND REX aN

Rev. +E5ELHELM MO

Weight: 1.34 g.
Thetford (Grammar School), Norfolk. Excavation find,
August/September 2005.

A previously unknown variant with pellets instead of
crescents in the angles of the obverse cross.
(EMC 2008.0281) A.B.

302. Viking imitation of Alfred London Monogram
type, North 463
Obv.1LFRED R

Rev. Londonia monogram.
Weight: 1.15 g.
Coberley, Gloucestershire. M/d find, September 2002.
Found by Donald Sherrat.
(EMC 2008.0409) M.R.A.

303. Viking imitation of Alfred Two-Line type, North
475/1
Obv. XEL[ ]
Rev. [ ]V[ ]
Weight: 0.2 g (fragment).
Eye, near, Suffolk. M/d find, by 2007.
(EMC 2008.0127) D.D.

304. Viking imitation of Alfred Two-Line type, North
476
Obv. [ ]OROH[ ]
Rev. B[ ] / ED[ ]
Weight: 0.46 g (two fragments).
Congham, Norfolk. M/d find, 2008. Found by Steve
Brown.

A copy of a coin of the Canterbury moneyer
Bernred.
(Norfolk HER 11743; EMC 2008.0395) A.B.M.

305. Viking imitation of Alfred Two-Line type half-
penny, cf. North 475/9 and 640, Burnwald
Obv. +EL.ED+RE

Rev. B3RV / aD MO

Weight not recorded.
Deopham, Norfolk. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0378) R.C./M.R.A.

306. Viking imitation of Alfred Two-Line type half-
penny, cf. North 475/9 and 640
Obv. EL / FR / ED / R
Rev. [L?]LIL / RIEI (1st L inverted, R and E reversed)
Weight: 0.66 g (chipped).
Wymondham, Norfolk. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0353) A.S./M.R.A.

307. Æthelstan (Guthrum) (880–90), North 479, East
Anglian mint, Abenel
Obv. XEL / DE / Ia / RE

Rev. aBE / NLE
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Weight: 1.23 g (chipped). Die axis 90º.
Freckenham, Suffolk. M/d find, by 2008. Found by 
Mr B. Hobbs.
(PAS SF-E21D06; EMC 2008.0027) F.M.

308. St Edmund Memorial coinage, North 483, East
Anglian mint, Tidwine
Obv. +[ ]EaDMV[ ]
Rev. +TI[D?]VINIO M[ ]
Weight: 1.61 g (broken into two pieces). Die axis 180º.
Norwich, Norfolk. M/d find, 2008.
(EMC 2008.0474) A.B.

309. St Edmund Memorial coinage, North 483, East
Anglian mint
Obv. +SCE[ ] 
Rev. +I[ ]I[C?]INS

Weight: 0.77 g (fragment).
Congham, Norfolk. M/d find, 2008. Found by Steve
Brown.
(Norfolk HER 11743; EMC 2008.0396) A.B.M.

310. St Edmund Memorial coinage, North 483, East
Anglian mint
Obv. [ ]NV[ ]
Rev. +a[ ]O
Weight: 0.32 g (fragment). Die axis 270º.
Congham, Norfolk. M/d find, 2008. Found by Steve
Brown.
(Norfolk HER 11743; EMC 2008.0397) A.B.M.

311. St Edmund Memorial coinage, North 483, East
Anglian mint
Obv. Inscription off flan.
Rev. Inscription off flan.
Weight: 0.32 g (fragment).
Congham, Norfolk. M/d find, 2008. Found by Steve
Brown.
(Norfolk HER 11743; EMC 2008.0398) A.B.M.

312. St Edmund Memorial coinage, North 483, East
Anglian mint
Obv. +SCIIAIDNI

Rev. +RaPIII[a?]
Weight not recorded.
Brantham, Suffolk. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0408) A.Brown

313. St Edmund Memorial coinage halfpenny, North
485, East Anglian mint
Obv. +OVC[N?][ ]V (C reversed)
Rev. +OCCIIV[ ] (CC reversed)
Weight: 0.42 g (chipped). Die axis 240º.
Congham, Norfolk. M/d find, 2008. Found by Steve
Brown.
(Norfolk HER 11743; EMC 2008.0399) A.B.M.

314. Edward the Elder (899–924), Two-Line type, North
649, Bruning
Obv. +EaDVVEaRD REX

Rev. BRVN / ING M[ ]
Weight: 1.35 g (broken and chipped).
Hertfordshire. M/d find, by 2007.

A previously unrecorded moneyer for the reign.
(EMC 2008.0011) B.H./M.R.A.

315. Æthelstan (924–39), halfpenny, North -
Obv. +[ ]aN REX

Rev. [ ] / OF MO

Weight not recorded (fragment). Die axis 270º.
Hunton, Hampshire. M/d find, 17 February 2008.
Found by Mark Duell.

The third recorded halfpenny of Athelstan.
(EMC 2008.0114) M.R.A.

316. Anlaf Guthfrithsson (939–941), North 537, York,
Æthelferth
Obv. +a.NL-aF CVNVNCIL (L inverted)
Rev. +.a5EL.FERD MINETRIL (L inverted)
Weight: 1.15 g (chipped).
York, near. M/d find, 2006.

Same dies as SCBI 1 (Fitzwilliam), 519.
(EMC 2008.0370) M.R.A.

317. Edmund (939–46), Bust Crowned type, North 697,
East Anglian mint, Anuger
Obv. +EaDMVND REX

Rev. +aNVGER MONETa

Weight: 0.99 g (chipped). Die axis 270º.
Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.

A previously unrecorded moneyer.
(EMC 2008.0234) B.H./M.R.A.

318. Edmund (939–46), Bust Crowned type, North 698,
Norwich, Hrodgar
Obv. +Ea[ ]VND REX

Rev. +HRODGaR MO N[ ]C
Weight not recorded (chipped). Die axis 90º.
Boughton, Norfolk. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0318) C.K./M.R.A.

319. Edmund (939–46) or Eadred (946–55), Bust
Crowned type
Obv. [ ]D REX[ ]
Rev. [ ]HONEHON[ ]
Weight not recorded (fragment).
Ollerton, Nottinghamshire. M/d find, 2006. Found by
Doug Goddard.
(EMC 2008.0023) M.R.A.

320. Edgar (959–75), Circumscription Cross type,
North 749, Winchester, Wihtsige
Obv. +EaDGAR REX aNGLORVM

Rev. +PIHTSIGE MO PINTONIa (HT and NT ligated)
Weight: 1.53 g.
Winchester, near, Hampshire. M/d find, 6 August 2000.
(EMC 2008.0185) G.D.

321. Edgar (959–75), Bust Crowned type, North 750,
East Anglian mint, Svartinc
Obv. +[ ]GaR REX

Rev. [+S]VaRTINC MON[ET]
Weight: 1.12 g (chipped). Die axis 330º.
Freckenham, Suffolk. M/d find, by 2008.

From the same dies as a coin in the C.S.S. Lyon col-
lection and from the same obverse die as a coin with a
reverse reading +SaVDTINC+MONVNI (NCirc 101
(1993), no. 123). Another coin of Edgar’s Bust
Crowned type in the British Museum, from different
dies, reads +SaVDTINC+MONV (SCBI 34, 1182). The
moneyer is presumably the same man as the Norwich
moneyer ‘SPYRTINC’ in Æthelred II’s First Hand
type (BEH 3195–6).
(PAS SF-FCC0E1; EMC 2008.0472) A.Brown/

M.R.A./C.S.S.L.
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322. Edgar (959–75), Reform Portrait type, North 752,
Canterbury, Boga
Obv. +EaDGaR REX aNGLORX

Rev. +BOGa M-O C1TPaRa

Weight not recorded.
Micheldever, near, Hampshire. M/d find, 12 December
2008. Found by Mark Duell.
(EMC 2008.0484) M.R.A.

323. Edward the Martyr (975–78), North 763,
Canterbury, Wine
Obv. +EaDPEaRD REX aNGLORX

Rev. +PINE M-O C1NT

Weight: 1.17 g (chipped). Die axis 0º.
Little Cornard, Suffolk. M/d find, February 2008.
Found by Mr M. Matthews.
(PAS SF-75D588; EMC 2008.0206) A.Brown

324. Edward the Martyr (975–78), North 763,
Stamford, Wulfstan
Obv. +EDPARD REX aNGLORX

Rev. +PVLSTaN M-O STaNF- (NF ligated)
Weight not recorded (chipped).
Thetford, Norfolk. M/d find, 1990s.
(EMC 2008.0274) B.F./M.R.A.

325. Æthelred II (978–1016), First Small Cross type,
North 764, Stamford, Oio
Obv. [ ]5ELRED REX a[ ]
Rev. +OI[ ]TaNFORD

Weight: 0.77 g (chipped and cracked). Die axis 270º.
Barton Bendish, Norfolk. M/d find, 2008. Found by
Steve Brown.
(Norfolk HER 17212; EMC 2008.0404) A.B.M.

326. Æthelred II (978–1016), First Small Cross type,
North 764, Norwich(?), Osferth
Obv. +15ELRED REX aN

Rev. +OSFER5 MONETaN

Weight: 1.26 g (bent and chipped, two small fragments).
Papworth Everard, Cambridgeshire. Excavation find,
2008.

If the reverse inscription can be read as +OSFERD́

MONETA N this may be a coin of the Norwich mone-
yer Osferth. There is a moneyer Osferth at Norwich in
the East Anglian Bust Crowned type before Edgar’s
reform (see CTCE, p. 200 no. 382) and at Thetford in
Æthelred II’s First Hand type.
(EMC 2008.0481) J.W./C.S.S.L.

327. Æthelred II (978–1016), First Hand, North 766,
London, Cynesige
Obv. +15ELR1D REX aNGLORX

Rev. +CYNSIGE M-O LVNDONI

Weight: 1.50 g.
King’s Somborne, Hampshire. M/d find, 4 September
2002.
(EMC 2008.0186) G.D.

328. Æthelred II (978–1016), First Hand type, North
766, Winchester, Eadsige
Obv. +15ELR1D REX aNGLORX

Rev. �EADSIGE M-O PINTONI

Weight: 1.33 g.
Salisbury, near, Wiltshire. M/d find, 6 November 2004.
(EMC 2008.0187) G.D.

329. Æthelred II (978–1016), First Hand type, North
766, York, Thorstan
Obv. Obverse not recorded.
Rev. +5ORZTaN M-O EFERI

Weight: 1.31 g.
Hampshire. M/d find, 27 November 2005. Found by
Andy Phillips.
(EMC 2008.0189) G.D.

330. Æthelred II (978–1016), First Hand type, North
766, York, uncertain moneyer
Obv. +15ELRE[ ]X
Rev. [ ]M-O EFER

Weight not recorded (cut halfpenny).
Winchester, near, Hampshire. M/d find, 24 September
2000.
(EMC 2008.0188) M.D.

331. Æthelred II (978–1016), Second Hand type, North
768, London, Eadwi
Obv. +15ELR1D REX aNGLORX

Rev. �EaDPI M-O LVNDOI

Weight: 1.13 g.
Eastleigh, near, Hampshire. M/d find, 30 September
2007.
(EMC 2008.0190) G.D.

332. Æthelred II (978–1016), Crux type, North 770,
Hertford, Wulfric
Obv. +15ELRED REX aNGLORX

Rev. +PVLFRIC M-O HEORT

Weight: 1.46 g (chipped). Die axis 90º.
Stondon Massey, Essex. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0246) B.H.

333. Æthelred II (978–1016), Crux type, North 770,
Lincoln, Garfin
Obv. +15ELR1D REX aNGLORX (NG ligated)
Rev. +GaRFIN M-O LIN

Weight not recorded.
Beccles, near, Suffolk. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0252) R.C./M.R.A.

334. Æthelred II (978–1016), Crux type, North 770,
London, Ælfgar
Obv. +15ELR1D REX aNGLORX

Rev. +1LFGAR M O LVND

Weight: 1.46 g.
South Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 2008. Found by Mr P.
Merrett.
(EMC 2008.0266) M.R.A.

335. Æthelred II (978–1016), Crux type, North 770,
uncertain mint and moneyer
Obv. [ ]X aN[ ]
Rev. [ ]STa[ ]
Weight: 0.44 g (fragment).
Great Ashfield, Suffolk. M/d find, by 2008. Found by
David Workman.
(EMC 2008.0117) L.G.

336. Æthelred II (978–1016), Long Cross type, North
774, London, Brunstan
Obv. +15ELR1D REX aNGLO

Rev. +BRVNSTaN M-O LVND

Weight: 1.55 g.
Newmarket, near, Suffolk. M/d find, 2008.
(EMC 2008.0328) M.R.A.
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337. Æthelred II (978–1016), Long Cross type, North
774, Northampton, Æthelnoth
Obv. +15ELRED REX aNGL (NG ligated)
Rev. +15ELNO5 M-O HaM

Weight: 1.39 g (chipped). Die axis 180º.
Pitt, Hampshire. M/d find, 13 January 2008.
(EMC 2008.0191) G.D.

338. Æthelred II (978–1016), Long Cross type, North
774, Oxford, Wulfwine
Obv. +15ELR1D REX aNGLO

Rev. +PVLFPINE M-O ON OXN

Weight not recorded.
Cerne Abbas, Dorset. M/d find, autumn 2007.
(EMC 2008.0118) R.L./M.R.A.

339. Æthelred II (978–1016), Long Cross type, North
774, York, Thurulf
Obv. +15ELRED REX aNGLO (NG ligated)
Rev. +5VRVLF MO EOFR

Weight not recorded.
Ely, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 2008. Found by Wayne
Davies.
(EMC 2008.0251) M.R.A.

340. Æthelred II (978–1016), Long Cross type, North
774, uncertain mint and moneyer
Obv. [ ]GLO

Rev. [ ]M-O L[ ]
Weight: 0.30 g (cut farthing, chipped).
South Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008. Found by
Mr P. Merrett.
(EMC 2008.0267) M.R.A.

341. Æthelred II (978–1016), Last Small Cross type,
North 777, Cambridge, Wulfsige
Obv +E5ELRED REX aNGLO

Rev. +PVLFZIG ON GaRNT

Weight: 1.32 g. Die axis 180º.
Whittlesford, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 4 April 2008.
Found by John Webb.

Same dies as SCBI 7, 385.
(EMC 2008.0151) M.R.A.

342. Æthelred II (978–1016), Last Small Cross type,
North 777, Stamford, Æthelwine
Obv. +15ELRED REX aNGLO

Rev. +15ELPINE MO STaN

Weight: 1.63 g.
Eastleigh, near, Hampshire. M/d find, 26 December
2007.
(EMC 2008.0192) G.D.

343. Æthelred II (978–1016), Last Small Cross type,
North 777, uncertain mint and moneyer
Obv. Inscription off flan.
Rev. Inscription off flan.
Weight: 0.35 g (fragment).
Benniworth, Lincolnshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0487) J.S.

344. Æthelred II (978–1016), Last Small Cross type,
North 777, uncertain mint and moneyer 
Obv. Inscription off flan.
Rev. Inscription off flan.
Weight: 0.48 g (fragment).
Benniworth, Lincolnshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0488) J.S.

345. Cnut (1016–35), Quatrefoil type, North 781,
Lincoln, Mana
Obv. +CNVT REX aNGLORV:

Rev. +MaNa MO LINCOL:

Weight not recorded.
Newark, near, Nottinghamshire. M/d find, 2001. Found
by Paul Slack.
(EMC 2008.0364) M.R.A.

346. Cnut (1016–35), Quatrefoil type, North 781,
Lincoln, Wulfgeat
Obv. +CNVT REX aNGLORV:

Rev. +PVLFGaT MO LIN

Weight not recorded.
Cambridge, near, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0384) T.M.

347. Cnut (1016–35), Pointed Helmet type, North 787,
uncertain mint, Ælfgar
Obv. [ ]REX a[ ]
Rev. +1LFGa.R[ ]
Weight not recorded (cut halfpenny, chipped). Die axis
90º.
Micheldever, Hampshire. M/d find, 17 June 2008.
Found by Mark Duell.
(EMC 2008.0276) M.R.A.

348. Cnut (1016–35), Pointed Helmet type, North 787,
uncertain mint, Leofric
Obv. +CNV[ ]C.X a

Rev. +LEOFRIC[ ]
Weight: 0.41 g (cut halfpenny). Die axis 180º.
Linton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0163) B.H./M.R.A.

349. Cnut (1016–35), Short Cross type, North 790,
Guildford, Blacaman
Obv. +CNV:T RECX:

Rev. +BLaCaMON O GYLD

Weight not recorded.
Ickleton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0306) A.W.

350. Cnut (1016–35), Short Cross type, North 790,
Huntingdon, Ælfgar
Obv. [ ]RECX:

Rev. +1L.F[ ]VNT

Weight: 0.47 g (cut halfpenny, broken). Die axis 90º.
Great Horkesley, Essex. M/d find, c.2003. Found by 
Mr P. Merrett.
(EMC 2008.0268) M.R.A.

351. Cnut (1016–35), Short Cross type, North 790,
Lewes, Leofnoth or Leofwine 
Obv. [ ]NV[ ]
Rev. +LE[ ]Pa
Weight: 0.62 g (fragment). Die axis 90º.
Wetheringsett, Suffolk. M/d find, April 2008. Found by
Mr M. Seager.
(PAS SF-065E44; EMC 2008.0213) J.C.

352. Cnut (1016–35), Short Cross type, North 790,
London, Eadmund
Obv. +CNVT REC.X:

Rev. +EaDMVND.ON LVN

Weight not recorded.
Saxilby, Lincolnshire. M/d find, 2006. Found by David
Banks.
(EMC 2008.0377) M.R.A.
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353. Cnut (1016–35), Short Cross type, North 790,
London, Eadwine
Obv. +CNV.[ ]CX

Rev. +EDPIN[ ]VND:

Weight: 0.87 g (cracked and chipped). Die axis 270º.
Hampshire. M/d find, 27 January 2008.
(EMC 2008.0193) G.D.

354. Cnut (1016–35), Short Cross type, North 790,
London, Swan
Obv. +CNVT RECX

Rev. +SPaN ON LVNDEN:

Weight: 1.02 g (bent and cracked). Die axis 270º.
Salthouse, Norfolk. M/d find, 2008. Found by Mr R.
Oakes.
(EMC 2008.0198) A.B.M.

355. Cnut (1016–35), Short Cross type, North 790,
Stamford, Thurulf
Obv. +CNVT RECX:

Rev. +5VRVLF ON STNF:

Weight: 1.18 g (four piercings and gilded on reverse).
Stockbridge Down, Hampshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0324) B.H./M.R.A.

356. Cnut (1016–35), Short Cross type, North 790,
Thetford, Ælfwine
Obv. +CNVT REX

Rev. +1LFPINE ON 5EOTF

Weight: 1.1 g.
Hollingbourne, Kent. M/d find, July 2008. Found by
Martin Grist.
(EMC 2008.0348) M.R.A.

357. Cnut (1016–35), Short Cross type, North 790,
York, Æthelwine
Obv. +CNVT RECX:

Rev. +1GELPINE ON EOF

Weight: 0.98 g. Die axis 0º.
Sawston, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 16 August 2008.
Found by Stephen Fordham.
(EMC 2008.0470) M.R.A.

358. Harold I (1035–40), Jewel Cross type, North 802
var., York, Arncil
Obv. +HAROLD REX

Rev. +aRCIL ON EOFER:

Weight: 1.02 g. Die axis 120º.
Low Toynton, Lincolnshire. M/d find, 12 April 2008.
Found by Alan Wootton.
(EMC 2008.0196) M.R.A.

359. Harold I (1035–40), Fleur-de-lis type, North 803,
London, uncertain moneyer
Obv. Inscription off-flan.
Rev. [ ]LVN:

Weight: 0.23 g (cut farthing, broken into two pieces).
Great Barton, Suffolk. M/d find, by 2008. Found by
Mark Frost.
(PAS SF-3199C3; EMC 2008.0111) F.M.

360. Harold I (1035–40), Fleur-de-lis type, North 803,
Shaftesbury, Æthelric
Obv. +HARO.LD REX

Rev. +1GELRIC ON SCECT (retrograde)
Weight: 0.9 g.
Blandford, Dorset. M/d find, 2008. Found by Margaret
Hamilton.

The second recorded coin of the moneyer in the type,
from the same dies as SCBI 51, 995.
(EMC 2008.0264) M.R.A.

361. Harold I (1035–40), Fleur-de-lis type, North 803,
Steyning, Frithewine
Obv. +HAROLD RECX

Rev. +FRI5EPINE:O STE

Weight: 1.12 g.
Andover, Hampshire. M/d find, 2002–8.
(EMC 2008.0203) S.S./M.R.A.

362. Harthacnut (1035–7, 1040–2), Arm and Sceptre
type, North 799
Obv. +CNI[ ]CX:

Rev. [ ]STaN ONN[ ]
Weight not recorded (cut halfpenny). Die axis 200º.
Fen Drayton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 15 October
2008. Found by Russell Cook.
(EMC 2008.0421) M.R.A.

363. Edward the Confessor (1042–66), Pacx type,
North 813, Stamford, Godric
Obv. [+EDPERD ]RECX

Rev. [+GODRI]C ON: STaI

Weight: 0.41 g (cut halfpenny). Die axis 180º.
Freckenham, Suffolk. M/d find, by 2008.

From the same dies as SCBI 27, 1382.
(PAS SF-FD03E3; EMC 2008.0473) A.Brown/

M.R.A.

364. Edward the Confessor (1042–66), Pacx type,
North 813, Thetford, Leofwine
Obv. +CPDPRXINT

Rev. +LEOFPIN 5EO.D

Weight not recorded.
Thetford area, Norfolk. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0218) C.K./M.R.A.

365. Edward the Confessor (1042–66), Radiate-Small
Cross type, North 816, Gloucester, Wulfweard
Obv. [ ]DPER[ ]
Rev. [ ]ERD ON GLE

Weight: 0.56 g (cut halfpenny).
Mildenhall, Suffolk. M/d find, April 2008. Found by
Mr K. Taggerty.
(PAS SF-194717; EMC 2008.0228) J.C.

366. Edward the Confessor (1042–66), Radiate-Small
Cross type, North 816, London, uncertain moneyer
Obv. +EaDPE[ ]
Rev. [ ]N ON LV[ ]
Weight: 0.43 g (cut halfpenny).
Barton Bendish, Norfolk. M/d find, 2008. Found by
Steve Brown.
(Norfolk HER 17212; EMC 2008.0405) A.B.M.

367. Edward the Confessor (1042–66), Small Flan type,
North 818, Stamford, Brunwine
Obv. +EDPERD REX

Rev. +BRVNPINE ON ST:N (NP, NE and :N ligated)
Weight not recorded.
Newark, near, Nottinghamshire. M/d find, 2001. Found
by Paul Slack.
(EMC 2008.0365) M.R.A.

368. Edward the Confessor (1042–66), Expanding Cross
type, heavy issue, North 823, Huntingdon, Godric
Obv. +ED[ ]ER:D REX:
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Rev. +GOD[ ]C ON HVNTEN

Weight: 1.33 g (four fragments). Die axis 180º.
Winwick, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 2008. Found by
Colin Stewart.
(EMC 2008.0466) M.R.A.

369. Edward the Confessor (1042–66), Expanding
Cross type, heavy issue, North 823, Ipswich, Wulfsige
Obv. +EDPERD REX:

Rev. +PVLSIE ON GIPESI:

Weight: 1.63 g.
Coddenham, Suffolk. M/d find, 19 March 2008.
(EMC 2008.0136) C.M.

370. Edward the Confessor (1042–66), Pointed Helmet
type, North 825, York, Thorr
Obv. +EDPERD REX aN

Rev. +5ORR ON EOFERPI

Weight not recorded. Die axis 0º.
Buttercombe, near, North Yorkshire. M/d find, 14
November 2008. Found by Kevin Gorman.
(EMC 2008.0452) M.R.A.

371. Edward the Confessor (1042–66), Sovereign/
Eagles type, North 827, London, Ælfweard
Obv. EaDPEARD REX aNGLORVMR

Rev. +1LPaRD ON:LVND:

Weight: 1.26 g (three piercings and gilded on reverse).
Bosham, West Sussex. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0323) B.H.

372. Edward the Confessor (1042–66), Pyramids type,
North 831, York, Outhgrim
Obv. EDRRD REX

Rev. +OV5GRIM ON EOFEI

Weight not recorded.
Littlethorpe, North Yorkshire, 2008. Found by John
Mairs.
(EMC 2008.0476) M.R.A.

373. Harold II (1066), Pax type, North 837, Bedford,
Brihtric
Obv. +HaROLD REX aNGLO

Rev. +BRIHRIC ON BEDE

Weight not recorded.
Acle, near, Norfolk. M/d find, 28 December 2007.
Found by Brian Buxton.

A previously unrecorded moneyer for the mint in the
reign of Harold II (possibly to be identified with the
Cambridge moneyer Brihtric). The obverse die is of
Pagan category D, but the reverse die is not of this
category.
(EMC 2008.0013) M.R.A.

374. Harold II (1066), Pax type, North 836, York,
Outhulf
Obv. +HaROLD REX a[ ]
Rev. +OVI5VLF ON EOFERP

Weight: 1.24 g.
Malton, near, Yorkshire North. M/d find, 2008. Found
by Mr Colin Brette.
(EMC 2008.0031) M.R.A.

Post-Conquest English and Medieval Scottish

375. William I (1066–87), Bonnet type, BMC ii, North
842, Ipswich, Leofstan
Obv. +PILLEMV REX a

Rev. +LEOFSTAN ON GIPEI

Weight: 0.90 g (cracked).
Maidstone, near, Kent. M/d find, 2008. Found by Roy
Newbury.
(EMC 2008.0451) M.R.A.

376. William I (1066–87), Bonnet type, BMC ii, North
842, York, Autholf
Obv. +PILLEMV REX

Rev. +aV5OLF ON EOFE

Weight not recorded (cracked).
Ripon, near, North Yorkshire. M/d find, 2006.
(EMC 2008.0445) T.M.

377. William I (1066–87), Bonnet type, BMC ii, North
842, uncertain mint, Godwine
Obv. [ ]PILLEI[ ]
Rev. [ ]ODPIN[ ]
Weight: 0.39 g (cut halfpenny, chipped). Die axis 270º.
South Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 2008. Found by 
Mr P. Merrett.
(EMC 2008.0270) M.R.A.

378. William I (1066–87), Canopy type, BMC iii, North
843, Worcester, Leofric
Obv. +PI[ ]X
Rev. [+LI]OFRIC ON[PIHERECI]
Weight not recorded (cut halfpenny).
March, near, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.

From the same reverse die as SCBI 12, 58.
(EMC 2008.0420) T.M./M.R.A.

379. William I (1066–87), Two Sceptres type, BMC iv,
North 844, Ipswich, Æthelberht
Obv. +PILLEM REX[ ]OR

Rev. +IE[ ]BRIHT ON GIPE

Weight: 1.07 g (chipped).
Bournemouth area. M/d find, c.2004. Found by Mr P.
Merrett.
(EMC 2008.0269) M.R.A.

380. William I (1066–87), Two Stars type, BMC v,
North 845, Bristol, Ceorl
Obv. +PILLEM[ ]aN (double-struck)
Rev. +CEO[ ]L[ ]GCTS

Weight: 1.31 g.
Bewdley, Worcestershire. M/d find, 2008.
(EMC 2008.0129) M.R.A.

381. William I (1066–87), Two Stars type, BMC v,
North 845, Canterbury, uncertain moneyer
Obv. +PIL[ ]
Rev. [ ]ON CaE

Weight not recorded (fragment).
Ollerton, Nottinghamshire. M/d find, 2006. Found by
Doug Goddard.
(EMC 2008.0021) M.R.A.

382. William I (1066–87), Two Stars type, BMC v,
North 845, Thetford, Cinric
Obv. +PILLELM REX a

Rev. +CINRIC ON 5TFRD

Weight not recorded.
Cambridge, near, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0385) T.M.

383. William I (1066–87), Two Stars type, BMC v
North 845, Thetford, Esbern
Obv. +PILL[ ]M REX aI
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Rev. +ESBERN ON 5EOT

Weight: 1.1 g.
Saxilby, Lincolnshire. M/d find, 2008. Found by David
Banks.
(EMC 2008.0376) M.R.A.

384. William I (1066–87), Profile/Cross and Trefoils
type, BMC vii, North 847, London, Wulfwine
Obv. +PILLELMI REX

Rev. +PVLFPINE ON LVN

Weight: 1.16 g. Die axis 180º.
Trumpington, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 26 January
2008. Found by Stephen Fordham.
(EMC 2008.0300) M.R.A.

385. William I (1066–87) or William II (1087–1100),
Paxs type, William I BMC viii, North 848, Norwich,
Edwold
Obv. +PILLELMREX (MR ligated)
Rev. +EDP[OL]D ONOR5P

Weight: 1.20 g.
Sawston, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 12 August 1007.
Found by Stephen Fordham.

From the same reverse die as BMC 830.
(EMC 2008.0303) M.R.A.

386. William I (1066–87) or William II (1087–1100),
Paxs type, William I BMC viii, North 849, uncertain
mint and moneyer
Obv. [ ]ELM[ ]
Rev. +GOD[ ]
Weight: 0.26 g (cut farthing, chipped). Die axis 270º.
Castle Acre area, Norfolk. M/d find, c.2003. Found by
Mr P. Merrett.
(EMC 2008.0271) M.R.A.

387. William II (1087–1100), Profile type, BMC i,
North 851, Thetford, Godlef
Obv. +PILLELMREX (MR ligated)
Rev. +GODLEF ON 5TFRDI

Weight: 1.3 g.
North Tuddenham, Norfolk. M/d find, October 2008.
Found by Robert Hart.

A previously unrecorded type for a moneyer otherwise
known in William I type 8.
(EMC 2008.0426) M.R.A.

388. William II (1087–1100), Cross Voided type, BMC
iii, North 853, Sudbury, Wulfric
Obv. +PIILLELM REX

Rev. +PVLFRIC[ ]SVI

Weight not recorded.
New Romney, Kent. M/d find, 18 April 2008. Found by
Patrick Thorn.

A previously unrecorded type for the mint.
(EMC 2008.0207) M.R.A.

389. Henry I (1100–35), Profile/Cross Fleury type,
BMC ii, North 858, Huntingdon, Godric
Obv. [ ]NRI REX

Rev.[ ]IC ON H[ ]
Weight: 0.79 g (chipped). Die axis 270º.
Salisbury, near, Wiltshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0334) A.S./M.R.A.

390. Henry I (1100–35), Pax type, BMC iii, North 859,
Thetford, Godric
Obv. [ ]HENRI REX (HE ligated)

Rev. +G[ ]RIC ON 5TF[RD?]
Weight not recorded (cracked and chipped). Die axis
270º.
Stody, Norfolk. M/d find, 2008. Found by Simon Gray.
(EMC 2008.0199) A.B.M./M.R.A.

391. Henry I (1100–35), Voided Cross and Fleurs type,
BMC v, North 861, Thetford, Herd
Obv. +hENRIC.REX

Rev. +hERD ON TETF[ ]RD:

Weight: 0.94 g.
Great Dunham, Norfolk. M/d find, December 2007.
Found by Mr V. Butler.

A previously unrecorded moneyer.
(Norfolk HER 45401; EMC 2008.0026) A.B.M./

M.R.A.

392. Henry I (1100–35), Pointing Bust and Stars type,
BMC vi, North 862, Salisbury, Sæwulf
Obv. +hEN[ ]
Rev. +SAP[ ]SAL

Weight: 0.62 g (cut halfpenny). Die axis 100º.
Stowmarket, near, Suffolk. M/d find, by 2008.

A previously unrecorded moneyer for the Salisbury
mint in the reign of Henry I.
(EMC 2008.0412) A.S./M.R.A.

393. Henry I (1100–35), Profile/Cross and Annulets
type, BMC viii, North 864, Norwich?, Aldret
Obv. +hENRI REX

Rev. +aLDRED:ON:IOI

Weight: 1.4 g (snicked). Die axis 270º.
Crawley, Hampshire. M/d find, 2008.

A previously unrecorded moneyer for the type. The
mint signature might be intended to be NOR for
Norwich.
(EMC 2008.0139) C.W./M.R.A.

394. Henry I (1100–35), Double Inscription type, BMC
xi, North 866, Ipswich, uncertain moneyer
Obv. [ ]RE

Rev. +[ ]S / ON / +G[ ]PI:
Weight not recorded (cut halfpenny, snicked and
cracked). Die axis 300º.
Framlingham, Suffolk. M/d find, November 2008.
Found by Dean Crawford.

The type is previously unrecorded for the Ipswich
mint.
(EMC 2008.0463) M.R.A.

395. Henry I (1100–35), Full Face/Cross Fleury type,
BMC x, North 866, Lincoln, uncertain moneyer
Obv. +hE[ ]RIC[ ]S[ ]
Rev. +[ ]COLA:

Weight: 0.78 g (cut halfpenny). Die axis 0º.
Low Toynton, Lincolnshire. M/d find, 9 February 2008.
Found by Alan Wootton.
(EMC 2008.0167) M.R.A.

396. Henry I (1100–35), Full Face/Cross Fleury type,
BMC x, North 866, London, Wulfgar
Obv. +hE[ ]RICVS:REX aN:

Rev. +PVLGaR:[ ]N:LVND:

Weight: 1.3 g. Die axis 90º.
Retford, Nottinghamshire. M/d find, August 2008.
Found by David Johnson.
(EMC 2008.0341) M.R.A.
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397. Henry I (1100–35), Full Face/Cross Fleury type,
BMC x, North 866, York, Harthulf ?
Obv. +hEN[ ]C[ ]S REX a

Rev. +h[ ]N:EVR

Weight: 1.21 g.
Water Newton, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0382) A.S./M.R.A.

398. Henry I (1100–35), Full Face/Cross Fleury type,
BMC x, North 866, uncertain mint and moneyer
Obv. [ ]NRIC[ ]
Rev. +a[ ]a[ ]
Weight: 0.93 g (fragment). Die axis 270º.
North Norfolk. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0343) M.R.A.

399. Henry I (1100–35), Profile/Cross and Annulets
type, BMC xii, Salisbury, Aldwine
Obv. [ ]S R:

Rev. +aL[ ]SaL:

Weight not recorded.
Allington, Wiltshire. M/d find, 2007. Found by Frank
McKay.
(EMC 2008.0310) M.R.A.

400. Henry I (1100–35), Star in Lozenge Fleury type,
BMC xiii, North 869, London, Alfric
Obv. [ ]S R
Rev. +aLFR[ ]NDE:

Weight: 0.69 g (cut halfpenny). Die axis 240º.
York, near. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0262) B.H./M.R.A.

401. Henry I (1100–35), Star in Lozenge Fleury type,
BMC xiii, North 869, Thetford, Norman
Obv. +hENRICVS[ ]
Rev. +NORMaN:ON:[ ]TF:

Weight: 0.94 g.
North Buckinghamshire. M/d find, c.2006.
(EMC 2008.0309) M.W./M.R.A.

402. Henry I (1100–35), Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury
type, BMC xv, North 871, Canterbury, Rodbert
Obv. +hENRICVS:

Rev. +R[ ]CaNPa

Weight: 1.25 g (cracked and repaired).
Pocklington, near, East Yorkshire. M/d find, by 2007.
(EMC 2008.0004) B.H./M.R.A.

403. Henry I (1100–35), Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury
type, BMC xv, North 871, Gloucester, Sæwine
Obv. +hE[ ]
Rev. +S PIN:ON[ ]
Weight: 1.15 g.
Great Shelford, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0155) B.H./M.R.A.

404. Henry I (1100–35), Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury
type, BMC xv, North 871, London, Ædgar
Obv. [ ]NRICV[ ]
Rev. +[ ]aR:ON[ ]:
Weight: 1.30 g (chipped).
Low Toynton, Lincolnshire. M/d find, 9 February 2008.
Found by Alan Wootton.
(EMC 2008.0168) M.R.A.

405. Henry I (1100–35), Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury
type, BMC xv, North 871, London, uncertain moneyer
Obv. [ ]NRICVS R

Rev. +B[ ]N:LVN

Weight not recorded (cut halfpenny).
Lolworth, near, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 17 September
2008. Found by Tim Jackson.
(EMC 2008.0386) M.R.A.

406. Henry I (1100–35), Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury
type, BMC xv, North 871, uncertain mint and moneyer
Obv. Illegible.
Rev. +[ ]N:

Weight: 0.99 g.
Norwich, near, Norfolk. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0326) M.R.A.

407. Henry I (1100–35), Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury
type, BMC xv, North 871, uncertain mint and moneyer
Obv. [ ]ENRIC[ ]
Rev. [ ]:ON[ ]
Weight not recorded (broken into two pieces and piece
missing).
Maidstone, near, Kent. M/d find, October 2008. Found
by Robert Parkes.
(EMC 2008.0424) M.R.A.

408. Stephen (1135–54), Cross Moline or Watford type,
BMC i, North 873, Lewes(?), Rodbert
Obv. [ ]TIEFN[ ]
Rev. +RO[ ]RT:ON:[ ]aVE

Weight: 1.19 g (broken and repaired). Die axis 270º.
Lewes, East Sussex. M/d find, by 2008.

Possibly a previously unrecorded moneyer for the
Lewes mint in the type, if the mint signature should be
read as [LE]AVE.
(EMC 2008.0284) B.H./M.R.A.

409. Stephen (1135–54), Cross Moline or Watford type,
BMC i, North 873, London, Baldwin
Obv. [ ]NE

Rev. +BaLD[ ]:ON:LV:

Weight: 1.35 g.
Crawley, Hampshire. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0297) B.H./M.R.A.

410. Stephen (1135–54), Cross Moline or Watford type,
BMC i, North 873, Norwich(?), uncertain moneyer
Obv. [ ]E:
Rev. [ ]:NO[R?][ ]
Weight: 1.06 g (cracked and chipped).
Upper Sheringham, Norfolk. M/d find, 2008. Found by
Mr D. Coleman.

A local variant of the type.
(Norfolk HER 29419; EMC 2008.0200) A.B.M.

411. Stephen (1135–54), Cross Moline or Watford type,
BMC i, North 873, Southwark, Wulfwold
Obv. [ ]TI[ ]NE R[ ]
Rev. [ ]OLD:ON:SV:

Weight: 1.08 g (bent and chipped).
Royston, near, Hertfordshire. M/d find, 2007. Found by
Colin Stewart.
(EMC 2008.0467) M.R.A.

412. Stephen (1135–54), Cross Moline or Watford type,
BMC i, North 873, York, Ulf
Obv. [ ]E
Rev. +VLF:[ ]EVE[ ]I[ ]
Weight: 1.30 g (chipped and cracked). Die axis 180º.
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West Wycombe, near, Buckinghamshire. M/d find, by
2008.
(EMC 2008.0287) B.H./M.R.A.

413. Stephen (1135–54), Cross Moline or Watford type,
BMC i, North 873, uncertain mint and moneyer
Obv. Illegible.
Rev. +W[ ]
Weight: 0.41 g (cut halfpenny). Die axis 240º.
Market Weighton, near, East Yorkshire. M/d find,
February 2008.
(EMC 2008.0112) I.P./M.R.A.

414. Stephen (1135–54), Cross Moline or Watford type,
BMC i, North 873, uncertain mint and moneyer
Obv. [ ]E R
Rev. [ ]RD:O[ ]
Weight: 0.58 g (cut halfpenny, bent and chipped). Die
axis 90º.
Low Toynton, Lincolnshire. M/d find, 9 February 2008.
Found by Alan Wootton.
(EMC 2008.0169) M.R.A.

415. Stephen (1135–54), Cross Moline or Watford type,
BMC i, North 873, uncertain mint and moneyer
Obv. Illegible.
Rev. Illegible.
Weight: 0.21 g (cut farthing, chipped).
Barton Bendish, Norfolk. M/d find, 2008. Found by
Steve Brown.
(Norfolk HER 17212; EMC 2008.0406) A.B.M.

416. Stephen (1135–54), Cross Voided and Mullets
type, BMC ii, North 878, Hastings, Sæwine
Obv. +STIEFNE

Rev. [ ]INE:ON:ha[ ]
Weight: 1.38 g.
Earlesfield, Wandsworth. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0142) B.H./M.R.A.

417. Stephen (1135–54), Cross Voided and Mullets type,
BMC ii, North 878, London, Godard
Obv. +STIEFNE[ ]
Rev. +GODaRD[ ]:
Weight not recorded (fragment).
Ollerton, Nottinghamshire. M/d find, 2006. Found by
Doug Goddard.
(EMC 2008.0022) M.R.A.

418. Stephen (1135–54), Profile/Cross and Piles type,
BMC vi, North 879, Castle Rising, Rodbert
Obv. [ ]EFNE

Rev. +RODBER[ ]IS
Weight: 1.34 g. Die axis 160º.
King’s Lynn, near, Norfolk. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0208) M.R.A.

419. Stephen (1135–54), Profile/Cross and Piles type,
BMC vi, North 879, Castle Rising, Rodbert
Obv. [ ]ST[ ]NE:

Rev. +:[ ]BERT:ON[ ]S
Weight: 1.03 g (chipped). Die axis 310º.
Holme next the Sea, Norfolk. M/d find, 28 October
2008. Found by David Shepherd.
(EMC 2008.0436) M.R.A.

420. Stephen (1135–54), Profile/Cross and Piles type,
BMC vi, North 879, London, Terri D
Obv. [ ]EFNE:

Rev. [ ]ERRI:D:ON:LVN

Weight not recorded. Die axis 90º.
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk. Casual find, 2008.
(EMC 2008.0373) C.Mycock/M.R.A.

421. Stephen (1135–54), Profile/Cross and Piles type,
BMC vi, North 879, uncertain mint, Hunfrei
Obv. [ ]S[ ]
Rev. +hVNF[ ]:
Weight: 0.73 g (fragment (half of coin)). Die axis 180º.
Sedgeford, Norfolk. M/d find, May 2008.

A moneyer Hunfrei has been recorded at Bury St
Edmunds in Stephen types 1 and 2, and at Lewes in
type 6 and 7.
(Norfolk HER 31814; EMC 2008.0279) A.B.M./

M.R.A.

422. Stephen (1135–54), Awbridge type, BMC vii,
North 881, Hedon, Gerard
Obv. [ ]E:
Rev. [ ]D:ON:hED[ ]
Weight: 0.74 g (cut halfpenny).
Weston Colville, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, January
2008. Found by Susan James.

The fourth recorded coin of the Hedon mint, from
the same obverse die as Allen, BNJ 76, nos 73–5.
(EMC 2008.0319) M.R.A.

423. Stephen (1135–54), Awbridge type, BMC vii,
North 881, Lincoln, Gurth
Obv.. [ ]TIEFN[ ]
Rev. +GV[ ]CO

Weight: 1.35 g (chipped).
East Kent. M/d find, 2006.
(EMC 2008.0263) C.W./M.R.A.

424. Stephen (1135–54), Awbridge type, BMC vii,
North 881, Norwich, Alfric
Obv.. +ST[ ]FNE:.

Rev. [ ]FRIC:ON:NOR:

Weight: 1.24 g.
Winchester, near, Hampshire. M/d find, 5 February
2006.
(EMC 2008.0194) G.D./M.R.A.

425. Stephen (1135–54), Awbridge type, BMC vii,
North 881, Norwich, Thor
Obv. +[STI]EFNE:.

Rev. +[T]hOR:ON:[NO]R[V]I:
Weight not recorded.
Watton at Stone, Hertfordshire. M/d find, c.1987–90.
Found by Alan Cracknell.

From the same dies as Allen, BNJ 76, nos 184–92.
(EMC 2008.0195) M.R.A.

426. Stephen (1135–54), Awbridge type, BMC vii,
North 881, Norwich(?), uncertain moneyer
Obv. +S[ ]E:.
Rev. [ ][RP?]I:
Weight not recorded.
Maidenhead, near, Windsor and Maidenhead. M/d
find, 2008.
(EMC 2008.0113) P.M./M.R.A.

427. Stephen (1135–54), Awbridge type, BMC vii,
North 881, uncertain mint and moneyer 
Obv. +STIEFNE:.

Rev. [ ]LDNOL:[ ]
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Weight: 1.39 g.
Suffolk. M/d find, by 2007.

A previously unrecorded moneyer for the type, with
the beginning of the name uncertain.
(EMC 2008.0002) M.R.A..

428. Stephen (1135–54), Awbridge type, BMC vii,
North 881, uncertain mint and moneyer
Obv. +[ ]N[ ]
Rev. [ ]D:[ ]
Weight: 0.79 g (chipped). Die axis 180º.
Pampisford, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 27 October
2008. Found by Stephen Fordham.
(EMC 2008.0471) M.R.A.

429. Stephen (1135–54), Lozenge Fleury and Annulets
type, BMC iv, North 897, Lincoln, Godwine
Obv. [ ]R
Rev. +GODPI[ ]
Weight not recorded (cut halfpenny). Die axis 120º.
Newark, near, Nottinghamshire. M/d find, 2004. Found
by Paul Slack.
(EMC 2008.0369) M.R.A.

430. Stephen (1135–54), Lozenge Fleury and Annulets
type, BMC iv, North 897, Lincoln, uncertain moneyer
Obv. [ ]IEF[ ]
Rev. [ ]N:LINC

Weight not recorded (cut halfpenny). Die axis 300º.
Lincoln, Lincolnshire. M/d find, c.2003. Found by Paul
Slack.
(EMC 2008.0367) M.R.A.

431. Stephen (1135–54), Lozenge Fleury and Annulets
type, BMC iv, North 897, Lincoln(?), uncertain moneyer
Obv. Illegible.
Rev. [ ]IN[ ]
Weight not recorded (cut halfpenny).
Lincoln, Lincolnshire. M/d find, c.2003. Found by Paul
Slack.
(EMC 2008.0368) M.R.A.

432. Stephen (1135–54), Lozenge Fleury and Annulets
type, BMC iv, North 897, Lincoln(?), uncertain mon-
eyer
Obv. Illegible.
Rev. [ ]IN[ ]
Weight not recorded (broken into four pieces and
pieces missing).
Grantham area, Lincolnshire. M/d find, 2004. Found
by Paul Slack.
(EMC 2008.0371) M.R.A.

433. Stephen (1135–54), unpublished type, North -,
Nottingham(?), uncertain moneyer
Obv. [ ]TIFE3[ ], facing bust, crown with annulets in
place of fleurs.
Rev. +E[L?][ ]NO, short cross voided over quadrilateral
with annulet at each angle.
Weight: 0.56 g (cut halfpenny).
Newark, near, Nottinghamshire. M/d find, by 2008.

A previously unrecorded type in the name of
Stephen.
(EMC 2008.0255) B.H./M.R.A.

434. Stephen (1135–54), York Group, BMC i var.,
North 918, York
Obv. +STIEFNE R

Rev. +W[ ]EGNOTOa

Weight: 1.09 g. Die axis 240º.
Diss, near, Norfolk. M/d find, by 2008.
(EMC 2008.0325) B.H./M.R.A.

435. David I of Scotland (1124–53), Scottish Border
issue in the name of Stephen, as Stephen BMC i, cf.
North 909, Carlisle, Udard
Obv. [+ST]IFN[ERE:+:]
Rev. +[V]aR[D:ON:]CaRD:

Weight: 0.83 g. fragment. Die axis 70º.
Blyth, near, Nottinghamshire. M/d find, 2000.

From the same dies as a coin in the Sheldon hoard
(BNJ VII (1910), pl. II, no. 24).
(EMC 2008.0422) M.B./M.R.A.

436. Henry II (1154–89), Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby),
class C1, North 956, Ipswich, Nicole
Obv. +hENR[ ]
Rev. +NICOLE:ON:GIPE[ ]
Weight not recorded.
Darlington, near. M/d find, 2 January 2008. Found by
Doug Goddard.
(EMC 2008.0020) M.R.A.

437. Henry II (1154–89), Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby),
class C-E, North 956–60, uncertain mint and moneyer
Obv. [ ]NRI:REX[ ]
Rev. +RO[ ]:
Weight: 1.36 g. Die axis 180º.
Staxton, North Yorkshire. M/d find, 2008.
(EMC 2008.0256) I.P./M.R.A.

438. Henry II (1154–89), Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby),
class C-E, North 956–60, uncertain mint and moneyer
Obv. +hE[ ]
Rev. +[ ]:ON[ ]
Weight: 0.99 g (chipped). Die axis 30º.
South Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 2008. Found by 
Mr P. Merrett.
(EMC 2008.0272) M.R.A.

439. Henry II (1154–89), Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby),
class C-F, North 952–61, London, Pieres
Obv. +[ ]E[ ]
Rev. +PIRE[ ]N
Weight: 1.32 g. Die axis 180º.
Staxton, North Yorkshire. M/d find, February 2008.
(EMC 2008.0116) I.P./M.R.A.

440. Henry II (1154–89), Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby),
class F, North 961, Thetford, Willelm
Obv. [ ]hENRI REX a

Rev. [ ]ELM:ON:TE[ ]
Weight: 1.30 g. Die axis 180º.
Heacham, Norfolk. M/d find, May 2008.
(Norfolk HER 16297; EMC 2008.0278) M.R.A.

441. Henry II (1154–89), Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby),
class F, North 961, uncertain mint and moneyer 
Obv. +h[ ]
Rev. Illegible.
Weight not recorded.
Little Raveley, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 25 October
2008. Found by Wayne Davies.
(EMC 2008.0428) M.R.A.
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442. Henry II (1154–89), Cross-and-Crosslets (Tealby),
uncertain class, Carlisle, Willelm 
Obv. Illegible.
Rev. [ ]WILLE[ ]N:CaR[ ]
Weight: 1.21 g.
West Wratting, Cambridgeshire. M/d find, 27
September 2008. Found by Susan James.
(EMC 2008.0411) M.R.A.

443. Edward III (1327–77), noble, London, Pre Treaty
Series C, North 1144, 1351–c.1352
Obv. eDWaRD$DeI$GRa$ReX$a3GL$z$FRa3c$D$hyB

Rev. +Ihc$aVTem$TRa3SIe3S$P$meDIVm$ILLORV$

IBaT

North Norfolk coast. Beach find, early 1990s. Found by
Judith Chamberlain.
Weight: 7.73 g.

M.R.A.

444. Henry V (1413–22), noble, London, class C, North
1371
Obv. henRIc!DI!GRa!ReX!anGL!z!FRanc!DnS!hyB’!
Rev. +Ih’c!aVTem!!TRanSIenS!!PeR!!meDIV!!ILLORV!

IBaT

Mileham, Norfolk. M/d find, 15 May 2008. Found by
Roy Davis.
Weight: 6.83 g.

M.R.A.

445. Edward IV (first reign, 1461–70), ryal, London,
Blunt and Whitton type VI/VIIIB, North 1549
Obv. eDWaRD/DI:GRa/ReX/anGL/Z/FRan´DnS´hIB´
Rev. *Ihc+aVT+TRanSIenS+PeR+meDIV+ILLORV+I+

BaT

Garstang, Lancashire. M/d find, 27 July 2008. Found
by Kevin Gorman.
Weight: 7.67g.

D.M./M.R.A.

446. Edward IV (first reign, 1461–71), quarter ryal,
London, Blunt and Whitton type XI, North 1560
Obv. +eDWRD´DI GRa´ReX anGL Z$$$

Rev. +eXaTIBITVR>In<GLORIa<

South-east Wales. M/d find, 1989. Found by David
Broomhall.
Weight not recorded.

M.R.A.

Continental 

447. Pepin (751–68), denier, Dorestad, cf. MEC I, 719;
Engel and Serrure, fig. 358.
Obv. +NPIPI, bar below.
Rev. RP, bar of contraction above.
Weight: 1.15 g (chipped). Die axis 90º.
Princes Risborough, near, Buckinghamshire. M/d find,
2007.

Spink Sale 26 June 2009, lot 123.
(EMC 2008.0321) G.C.

448. Jean I of Brabant (1261–94), sterling or brabanti-
nus, Walt type, Mayhew 1c.
Obv. +D[V]X BRaBancIe

Rev. !I!DeI!GRaTIa!

North Willingham, Lincolnshire. M/d find, February
2008. Found by John Daley.
Weight not recorded.

A.L./M.R.A.

449. Dinis of Portugal (1279–1325), billon dinheiro
Obv. D REX PORTVGL

Rev. AL / GA / RB / II
New Romney, Kent, 2008. M/d find. Found by William
Berwick.
Weight not recorded. M.R.A.

450. Philip VI of France (1328–50), billon gros à la
fleur de lis, Lafaurie 267, 1341–8
Selby, North Yorkshire. M/d find, by 2008. Found by
Steven Holder.
Weight not recorded (cracked).

A.L./M.R.A.

451. Henry V (1413–22), billon florette, Rouen mint,
fourth issue, Elias 249, 1420–2
Obv. +h:ReX:a3GLIe:z:heReS:FRanCIe

Rev. +SIT:nOme:DnI:Be3eDIcTV

Upper Sheringham, Norfolk. M/d find, September
2008. Found by D. Coleman.
Weight: 2.17 g.
(Norfolk HER 30018) A.B.M.

452. Ancona, anonymous Æ quattrino, 15th century,
cf. CNI XIII, 37.[106?]
Obv. +.PP.S.Q.RIaCVS, cross fourchée
Rev. +.DE.aN.CONa, horseman riding r.
Salisbury Cathedral. Excavation find, October 2008.
Found by Time Team.
Weight: 0.62 g.

H.G./W.D.

Islamic

453. Abbasid, al-Hadi (169 AH, 785–6 AD), dirham,
Harunabad
Weight: 0.17 g (cut fragment). Die axis 30º.
Barton Bendish, Norfolk. M/d find, 2008. Found by
Steve Brown.
(Norfolk HER 17212; EMC 2008.0407) A.B.M./

S.Heidemann

454. Abbasid dirham
Weight: 0.45 g (cut fragment).
Shipdham, Norfolk. Excavation find, February 2008.
(EMC 2008.0124) A.B.

455. Abbasid dirham
Weight: 0.39 g (cut fragment).
Shipdham, Norfolk. Excavation find, February 2008.
(EMC 2008.0125) A.B.

Correction

Coin Register 2008, no. 101 (a Series CZ ‘sceat’) is the
same coin as Coin Register 2007, no. 80.
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Studies in early medieval coinage. Volume 1. Two decades
of discovery, edited by T. Abramson (Woodbridge, The
Boydell Press, 2008), (8) � 204 pp.

THIS useful volume commences with the texts of six of
the papers delivered at the International Sceatta
Symposium held at Cambridge on 8 April 2006, together
with the text of the closing remarks made on that occa-
sion by Mark Blackburn. To these the editor has added
five further papers on sceattas and related topics by
other scholars; a reliable illustrated listing of the so-
called “Beowulf” collection of sceattas put together
between 1994 and 2006, mainly by purchases from
British dealers, and offered for sale by CNG in May
2007 (pp. 125–53); and an analysis, fully illustrated, of
the 527 sceattas offered in lists issued by the late Patrick
Finn’s business between 1994 and 2001 (pp. 155–96).

Each of these separate elements is rewarding, and it is
appropriate for a reviewer to commence by applauding
the zeal and energy with which Tony Abramson has
assembled the material and by welcoming the fact that
the volume has found a publisher who will be marketing
it not just to numismatists.

Over the thirty-two years since the publication of the
late Stuart Rigold’s seminal classification of the sceatta
coinage into primary, intermediate and secondary
phases, subdivided into meaningful series denominated
by letter, the number of surviving examples of the
sceatta coinage available for study has been multiplied
beyond recognition by discoveries made by detectorists.
It might be supposed that this would have solved most
of the problems confronted either by Rigold, or by the
contributors to the 1983 Oxford symposium on
Sceattas in England and on the Continent, or by Michael
Metcalf in his three volumes on the sceatta and
thrymsa coinages published by the Royal Numismatic
Society in 1993–94; but in reality, as Metcalf ruefully
records in his characteristically incisive essay on
‘Sceattas: twenty one years of progress’ with which the
present volume commences (pp. 7–15), ‘even for the
major series . . . the more we learn, or at any rate the
more I learn, the less secure I feel’.

Blackburn, in making similar points later on in the
volume (‘The 2006 Symposium and beyond’, pp. 69–72),
expresses his surprise that ‘with twice or three times the
number of coins [than were known in 1983] . . . we
would be holding a symposium today still discussing
basic attributions of types and mint locations for series
such as C and G, or B and J’, and here he rightly con-
trasts the sceatta coinage, where the torrent of new dis-
coveries has as yet failed to resolve many important
issues in relation to the coinage’s structure and chronol-
ogy, with the substantial penny coinage struck by Offa
of Mercia’s immediate successors in the early ninth
century, where a comparable increase in the number of
recorded specimens has simply reinforced the picture of

that coinage set out forty-five years ago by Blunt, Lyon
and Stewart.

What Metcalf and Blackburn both make clear is
that there are no short cuts to an understanding of the
sceatta coinage, and that future progress in its inter-
pretation must continue to rest on such basic tools 
of numismatic methodology as die-study and the
cumulative evidence of single finds.

In that context, quite the most stimulating paper in
the volume is that by Claus Feveile, ‘Series X and coin
circulation in Ribe’ (pp. 53–67). In this Feveile not
merely presents substantial new find evidence in sup-
port of Metcalf ’s earlier hypothesis that the trading
settlement of Ribe in Denmark may have been a mint
for sceattas of Series X, ‘Wodan/Monster’, but also
demonstrates from stratigraphic evidence that there is a
strong probability that sceattas of Series X continued
to circulate as currency there down to the end of the
eighth century, long after sceattas are supposed to have
gone out of use on the continent of Europe. In a simi-
lar but more expected vein, Series D, ‘Frisian Runic’, is
unpicked into its component elements by Wybrand op
den Velde, ‘The Sceattas of Series D’ (pp. 77–90), who
uses die-study, hoard evidence and the evidence of sin-
gle finds to identify the products of two or more pri-
mary minting organizations, probably in present-day
Friesland, as well as related issues, chiefly imitative,
some of which seem to have been struck in Friesland
and others in England.

Most of the rest of the papers deal with the various
purely English sceatta series. Series Q, a rare grouping
shown to be of East Anglian origin by a scatter of sin-
gle finds, is the principal subject matter of John
Newman’s paper, ‘Sceattas in East Anglia: an archaeo-
logical perspective’ (pp. 17–21), who repeats his own
previous suggestion that its mint might have been Ely.
Sceattas of several series found on a site in north-west
Essex are put on record by Mike Bonser and Tony
Carter, ‘Sceattas from a site in Essex’ (pp. 91–5), and a
more extensive paper by Tony Abramson himself,
‘Some new types’ (pp. 31–44), publishes an interesting
range of newly discovered specimens of many sceatta
series, of which a good proportion are from known find
spots, and nearly all offer typological novelties.
Typology and iconography are central themes for Anna
Gannon, ‘Series K: eclecticism and entente cordiale’
(pp. 45–52), in which she teases out the iconography of
coins of Series K, type 33, and of coins of the related
type 32a, although her tentative suggestion that ‘the
coins [of types 33 and 32a], while basically adopting a
common iconography across regional borders for com-
mercial or other reasons, built on metaphors and car-
ried ideas forward by means of added symbols to claim
back some permissible particularism’ seems to this
reviewer to import too overt an intellectualism into the
process of coin design in eighth-century England.

REVIEWS
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Ian Wood’s paper, ‘Thrymsas, sceattas, and the cult
of the cross’ (pp. 23–30), wisely rows back from some
scholars’ more extravagant claims about the symbolism
of crosses in Kent and Northumbria in the sixth and
seventh centuries, but recognizes the interest of the
presence of images of a cross in prominent positions on
the well-known Liudhard medalet and on the gold
shillings attributable to King Eadbald of Kent. He also
interprets the figure holding a cross in either hand as a
type on Northumbrian coins in the joint names of King
Eadberht and Archbishop Ecgberht as an evocation of
Archbishop Ecgberht’s ‘energetic promotion of his
authority’, and this is surely correct.

The topic of Philip Shaw’s paper, ‘Orthographic
standardization and seventh- and eighth-century coin
inscriptions’ (pp. 97–112), may seem more abstruse, but
in the course of it Shaw adduces convincing arguments
in support of the case that the legend AUDVARLDI (or,
as he suggests, AVDVABLDI) on the obverse of the
coins which numismatists have attributed to King
Eadbald of Kent is indeed intended as a transliteration
of Eadbald’s name. He also grapples manfully with
the possible significance of the variant name forms,
EADBERHTVS and EOTBEREHTVS, found on coins of
King Eadberht of Northumbria, although the issues
here are on any view complex.

The remaining paper that calls for comment is that by
Richard Hodges, ‘Fifty years after Dunning : reflections
on emporia, their origin and development’ (pp. 113–8).
Here Hodges takes as his starting point the late Gerald
Dunning’s essay on trade relations between England
and the European continent in the eighth century, pub-
lished in 1956 and based on the evidence provided by
imported pottery, principally at the then newly exca-
vated Hamwic site. Half a century later there is good
archaeological evidence for large Anglo-Saxon trading
settlements not just at Hamwic but also at Ipswich and
London, already laid out by the end of the seventh cen-
tury with ‘gridded streets composed of compacted
gravel’. Hodges sees the purpose of such places as an
ultimately unsuccessful attempt by royal authority to
exert monopolistic control over the import/export trade,
and points to a common decline in their prosperity after
c.820, evidenced by the diminishing quantity of later
ninth century silver coins discovered at each of these
settlements.

Although Hodges is certainly right in his contention
that the quantity of coins from these sites tails off
during the ninth century, some allowance must be made
for the fact that the monetary economy of southern
England appears to have been much more efficiently
managed between the beginning of the ninth century
and the late 860s than it had been in the eighth century.
In such a scenario there would, in the present reviewer’s
opinion, have been a greater incentive for traders to
guard their purses carefully and exchange coins that
had been demonetized, or which were unpopular in
commerce, with bright new pennies of the current issue,
with a consequent fall in the number of coins lost or
casually discarded; so the pace of the decline of
Hodges’s emporia is not simply to be measured by mere
arithmetical calculation of the number of ninth century
coins from these sites, however correct his general
thesis may be.

HUGH PAGAN

Trade, Money and Power in Medieval England, by 
P. Nightingale (Aldershot, Ashgate, 2007), 352 pp.

IN their distinctive (if dull) blue covers, the volumes of
the Variorum Collected Studies series have long offered
an invaluable resource to historians, particularly of the
core areas of the series – Byzantine, medieval and early
modern history. Their purpose remains what it has
always been: the themed re-publication of papers by
leading scholars, pulling together apposite material
from a wide range of journals, festschrifts, conference
proceedings and the like into a compact and accessible
form. Inside their covers, they retain the font style and,
much more usefully in bibliographical terms, the pagi-
nation of the original publication, making citation of
original and reprinted versions complementary and
straightforward for those using them.

It could be argued that this is a particularly valuable
resource for numismatics, since private and specialist
numismatic libraries would be unlikely to be able to
subscribe to the range of journals that is standard for a
mainstream academic library. The collections of papers
relating to numismatics and monetary history in the
Variorum series do therefore form a very useful, if
relatively modest, subgroup within it, featuring the
collected articles of Grierson, Lowick, Morrison,
Lopez, Bisson and Miskimin, among others. However,
it would appear – and this is a shame – that Pamela
Nightingale’s new collection is the first to be devoted
predominantly to the monetary history of medieval or
early modern England, with John Munro’s Bullion
Flows and Monetary Policies in England and the Low
Countries 1350–1500 (Aldershot, 1992) the only partial
rival. Collections of the work of senior figures such as
Nicholas Mayhew and Christopher Challis, for example,
would be extremely welcome additions.

Nightingale’s volume publishes seventeen papers,
ranging in date from 1982 in the Numismatic Chronicle
to 2004 in the Economic History Review. Meanwhile, in
1995 she had also published her major monograph A
Medieval Mercantile Community: the Grocers’ Company
and the Politics and Trade of London (Newhaven and
London, 1995), a book described by Peter Spufford as
really being ‘about trade and about the place of London
in the internal and overseas trade of medieval England.
As such it is a major contribution to economic history’.
Many of her articles reflect this same concern and
anticipate, introduce and support the book.

The articles are presented in the volume in rough
chronological order, as determined by their subject
matter. However, they can also be broken down into
four main threads, although all are closely linked and
mutually illuminating. Readers of this Journal will be
most immediately drawn to her specific work on the
role on coinage provision (broadly defined), mostly
produced relatively early in her career in the 1980s: her
study of English weight standards and the coinage in
the eleventh century, published in two parts (II and III
in the collection); a paper placing this work in a wider
European context in the eleventh and twelfth centuries
(IV); a paper on London moneyers and mint organisa-
tion (V) and one on more general English mint and
monetary policy (VII) in the same two centuries. Three
of these appeared in the Numismatic Chronicle and the
last in the Oxford Symposium on Later Medieval
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Mints: Organization, Administration and Techniques
(Oxford, 1988) and might therefore be relatively famil-
iar. She has taken advantage of the re-publication to
add addenda sections to some of these early pieces, and
also her most recent and very welcome thoughts on the
issue of weight standards will have been made available
to readers of this Journal by the time this review appears
– perhaps a fortunate by-product of the production of
the collection?1

The other aspects of her work might be less familiar
to numismatists, but probably should not be. The sec-
ond tranche of her endeavours, so to speak, focuses on
the position of London as capital city and commercial
centre. London’s international connections are brought
out, through examinations of the fundamental impact
of the eleventh-century Danish conquest on London’s
position (VI) and the wide-ranging role of London’s
merchant community (VIII), especially the pepperers’
guild, penetrating into the Mediterranean region dur-
ing the twelfth century. This links into her work on the
Grocers’ Company (into which the pepperers’ guild
would evolve). For the later period, two papers focus on
London in the fourteenth century: the first is a study of
the relations between London and Norwich that exam-
ines regional integration into the national economy in
the early fourteenth century (X) and the second is an
examination of the constitutional and social struggles
within London for control of the city (XIV). Another
piece, probably the most important of the London-
centred papers, is her highly-regarded and essential sur-
vey on the place of the city’s growth in the overall
medieval English economy (XIII). The author’s own
introduction concludes with the emphatic statement
that by 1500 ‘[London] now held the keys to the trade,
wealth, and power of the kingdom’.

Two papers concentrate on specific social groups in
England as a whole, emphasising the need for an inte-
grated view of the medieval English commercial econ-
omy which does not focus too exclusively on the purely
mercantile classes: the economic importance of the
parochial clergy as investors and creditors in the four-
teenth century (XI) and the commercial interests of the
knightly class (XII).

Throughout Nightingale’s work, she has always been
acutely alive to the importance of the two phenomena
that fundamentally affected the medieval money sup-
ply: the availability of bullion to fuel the coinage and
the accessibility of credit to supplement it. She has also
been aware of the role of the political and demographic
as other crucial elements. A group of papers address
these issues broadly, with one standing as an introduc-
tion to the volume as a whole (I) by considering
money’s role in the rise of the European market econ-
omy. Another paper reviews the distribution of wealth
through an analysis of the lay subsidies to the crown in
the decades around 1300 (IX). The final three papers in
the collection all address the themes of money supply
and credit and their impact on the economic well-being
of England (XV, XVI, XVII). Anyone interested in the
functioning of money in medieval England needs to
absorb and digest her work in this area.

BARRIE COOK
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Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles, 59: The Norweb
Collection, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A., Tokens of the
British Isles 1575–1750, Part VII – City of London, by
R.H. Thompson and M.J. Dickinson (Spink and Son
Ltd., London, 2007), xcviii � 381 pp., 61 pls.

THE late George Boon, reviewing Robert Thompson’s
first two Sylloge volumes devoted to the late Mrs
Norweb’s incomparable cabinet of seventeenth-century
tokens, commented that they ‘and the subsequent fasci-
cules to come will be prized by all concerned with
seventeenth-century tokens, and they stand compari-
son for the scholarship of their editor with any other
contribution to the Sylloge’.1 That was in 1988. For
Part III (published in 1992) Thompson was joined in
his editorship of the collection by Michael Dickinson
and since then, through their collaborative efforts, four
further volumes have been published. Each fascicule
has borne out Boon’s augury to the full; and not least
the latest, Part VII, where the editors have overcome
the most challenging task they have so far had to face
with their scrupulous survey of the tokens of the City
of London.

The arrangement of the catalogue follows the abbre-
viated format established for previous volumes in the
series. Weight (in both grams and grains), metal and
die-axis are given for each of over 1,400 different issues
recorded; references to Williamson and Dickinson are
provided where appropriate and a useful concordance
with Sylloge numbers brings these all together in a sep-
arate section; obverse and reverse types are defined by
means of a system of numerical references to a classi-
fied index; details of provenance are given where these
are known; and invaluable personal notes on the token
issuers are included where such information can be
determined. The epitomized nature of these last anno-
tations belies the extent of the research the editors have
undertaken in establishing the identity of the issuers
often unknown except by their initials. They pay due
tribute to the manuscript material in the Society of
Genealogists assembled by the indefatigable Percival
Boyd, especially his monumental multi-volume
‘Inhabitants of London’, but their investigations range
remarkably widely over other archival and printed
material. The size of the City and its complex maze of
‘streets, lanes, alleys, courts, yards, churches, halls,
houses &c’ presented a particular difficulty but each
locality within which tokens were issued is pinpointed by
reference to the London Topographical Society’s 1992
reprint of Ogilby and Morgan’s map of Restoration
London (1676) through Peter Jackson’s key which is
reproduced at the conclusion of the catalogue together
with a supporting index of streets and other loci.

A fundamental element of any Sylloge volume is, of
course, its plates and the sixty-one in the present
fascicule are of a high standard although there is a

1 Nightingale 2008. 1 Boon 1988, 171.
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considerable degree of variability in the brightness and
contrast of the illustrations. That said, where there is
any real difficulty in interpreting an image it is due to
the state of preservation of the specimen rather than to
any lack of skill on the part of the photographers.

A feature of some of the Norweb fascicules has been
a notable introductory essay by Thompson on a topic
relevant to that particular volume. In the past these
have covered such subjects as Bristol Farthings (Part II)
and Sir William Petty (Part VI). In this instance he
examines the rare occurrences of contemporary refer-
ences to tokens, drawing, inter alia, on [Browne] Willis
MS 63 in the Ashmolean Museum. Here, in a list of his
collection, the antiquary interpolated his belief that
Norweb 7770–1 and 7572 were respectively the earliest
(1648) and the latest (1672) issues of the series, the lat-
ter being referred to as a ‘Trader’ which may be a very
early example of the use of this descriptive word for a
tradesman’s token. It is not absolutely clear, though,
how contemporary the basis for these particular obser-
vations was. Although Browne Willis was born in 1682
only a decade after the first proclamation against
tokens and so may have had the benefit of relatively
close knowledge of the series the manuscript list where
his annotations appear was, according to J. G. Milne,
not initially drawn up until about 1740.2 The insertions
may therefore reflect later received opinion.
Interestingly, a reference to ‘Traders’ and their collec-
tion, not mentioned by Thompson, occurs in John
Hill’s The Adventures of Mr George Edwards, a Creole
published in 1751.3 Thompson concludes his essay with
reference to an eighteenth-century catalogue entry for a
long lost 1672 pamphlet The Downfall of Coffee Pence
as an introduction to an intriguing discussion of
London coffee house issues and his confirmation that
The Sultaness token (Norweb 7711) was issued by
Thomas Garraway, the famous coffeeman.

This volume is a handsome addition to the Sylloge
series and will be a critical research tool for all students
of seventeenth-century tokens wherever their particular
interests may lie. London moneyers, albeit privately,
were after all the source of the vast bulk of token pro-
duction and many clues to the types, design features,
dies and punches used for provincial issues are to be
found on the tokens put out by tradesmen in the web of
streets in the square mile lying west of the Tower.

The issues of Middlesex, metropolitan and ‘rural’,
now await Thompson and Dickinson’s critical eye and
one has every confidence that in Volume VIII they will
make as great a success of this task as they have of the
tokens of the City of London.

D.W. DYKES
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The Social Life of Money in the English Past, by
Deborah Valenze (Cambridge University Press, New
York, 2006), xv � 308 pp, 9 figs.

PROFESSOR Valenze makes it clear at the outset of her
book that it is not her intention to provide a systematic
account of the history of money during the years of
England’s ‘financial revolution’. She is concerned with
money’s changing cultural and social impact on people
during the late seventeenth and early eighteenth cen-
turies rather than with its material aspect, her perspec-
tive being very much at one with other recent revisionist
work on money and credit looked at from an anthropo-
logical and sociological standpoint.1 The purpose of
her highly original contribution to this new ‘history of
economic culture’ is, she explains, ‘to extend our grasp
of the subject by presenting a series of interwoven
investigations into what might be called the social life
of money, its propensity to become involved in rela-
tions between people in ways that move beyond what
we understand as its purely economic functions’ (p. 2).
To this end Valenze probes with some degree of sub-
tlety what money meant to contemporaries by means of
a cluster of case studies straddling the century or so
between the 1640s and the 1770s. Proverbs, allegorical
tales and images, poems and plays relating to money
come within her purview as do the moral agonising of
two seventeenth-century diarists (the puritan London
shopkeeper, Nehemiah Wallington, and the Essex
clergyman, Ralph Josselin); the writings of the Quaker
reformer, John Bellers, and his advocacy of co-
operative communities in which no money – the
‘Mammon of unrighteousness’ – would be needed; and
the monetary measurement of people, their ‘commodi-
fication’, in respect of vagrancy, settlement, the appre-
hension of criminals and wife sale. Each of these
essays, based on a wide-ranging familiarity with mainly
printed sources, is a fascinating contribution to the
exploration of money’s social dimension in early mod-
ern England. Yet, while Valenze’s individual studies are
so richly illuminating in their detail and the particular
inferences she draws from them are telling, the general
theoretical structure she seems to be striving to support
is elusive, the inter-relationship between her specific
forays, their ‘interweaving’, is hard to discern, and one
searches in vain for an encompassing conclusion.

The author’s Introduction, in which she defines the
historiographical assumptions underlying her study, is
both comprehensive and valuable especially in its cri-
tique of the scholarship of the past decade that has
inspired her work. But its complex sentence structure
and its indulgence in ‘sociology speak’ – here and in
other places in the book – result in a frustrating opacity
of expression that is challenging and at times difficult to

2 Milne 1949–51, 333–4.
3 [Hill] 1751, 189.

1 Inter alia, Muldrew 1998 and 2001, Gaskill 2000, and
Finn 2003.
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follow. More accessible is the succeeding chapter where
she sets out the monetary theory and historical base
underlying her narrative but her survey of the currency
shortages of the seventeenth century, the token
phenomenon – what she later describes as ‘a prime
example of autonomous fashioning of money media’
(p. 266) – and the Great Recoinage and its aftermath is
so telescoped as to be confusing when it is not com-
monplace. Monetary historians will have concerns, too,
about the accuracy of some of Valenze’s statements
and the questionable nature of some of the approaches
she takes here and elsewhere in her account. The author
of The Remedie against the Losse of the Subject by
Farthing-Tokens (London, 1644) in his reference to ‘the
very Caterpillars of this Kingdome’ was not inveighing
against the private token issuers of the Interregnum
and Restoration but against the projectors of the early
Stuarts’ Royal farthing tokens (p. 37). The stress on the
later seventeenth-century tokens as a ‘people’s money’,
ascribed to what she vaguely describes as ‘popular ini-
tiative’ (pp. 37–8), does not sufficiently recognise their
debt to a centralised metropolitan manufacture with
sophisticated sales tentacles capitalising on the bur-
geoning growth of ‘standing’ shops throughout the
country. The first guineas were struck in 1663 (not
1662) and they did not bear the ‘jaunty image of a colo-
nial elephant’ as their ‘head’; only on those pieces made
from gold supplied by the successive Royal African
Companies did a distinguishing device appear and this
was a small elephant (after 1674 an elephant and castle)
below the king’s bust (p. 127). It is also over larding the
cake to suggest that the tokens of the eighteenth cen-
tury ‘laid the groundwork for a modern system of state
coinage’; it was by no means through ‘the persistent
production of “convertible token coins” by private
firms’ – in practice often as inconvertible as Tower half-
pennies – that the government finally recognised,
‘through such practical success, the benefit of relinquish-
ing an attachment to intrinsic value for all exchange
media’ (pp. 266–7).

These may be thought points of detail in the con-
text of Valenze’s broader inquiry but they do imply a
somewhat superficial understanding of at least some
of her monetary sources. More questionable, though,
is the overall theoretical superstructure of her account
which this reader at any rate finds strained and puz-
zlingly detached from her specific case studies. It is
primarily for these vignettes, their instructive detail,
and the interdisciplinary focus that Valenze brings to
bear on them that The Social Life of Money in the
English Past should not be neglected by monetary
historians.

D.W. DYKES
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The Hibernia Coinage of William Wood (1722–1724),
by Sydney F. Martin. (The Colonial Coin Collectors
Club, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 2007), 480 pp.

THIS book consists of four parts: Chapter 1. A Brief
History of the Hibernia Coinage of William Wood, pp.
1–4; Chapters 2–4. Production of Hibernia Farthings
and Halfpence, including detailed analysis of hundreds
of die varieties, charted and illustrated, pp. 15–396;
Chapter 5. American Colonial Associations, pp. 397–406;
and Appendixes A–E, pp. 407–80.

The ‘brief history’ in the first chapter is of general
interest and makes the point that Wood’s coins were
needed to fill an almost complete shortage of small
coins in Ireland and at first were welcomed because
there were no other coins available. The subsequent
attacks on the coins were both political and generally
specious. ‘The coppers came to be viewed as an egre-
gious example of how the Irish people were being
unjustly exploited by the English’ (p. 4) and claims such
as that the coins were of poor quality and severely
underweight were manifestly untrue to anyone actually
handling them. Similarly, the claim that Wood was
making an enormous profit at the expense of the Irish
was not only false but, in fact, for a variety of reasons
he actually was losing money.

This leads the author to an astonishing hypothesis –
that if Wood could somehow persuade the Crown to
redeem the patent (and thereby reimburse him) he
could extricate himself from his increasing losses and
still come out ahead: ‘I think that once Wood realized
the project would be a financial disaster, he surrep-
tiously encouraged the protestors’ (p. 14). In the event,
in August 1725, ‘Wood relinquished the patent to the
Crown in return for £24,000 to be paid in eight annual
instalments of £3000’ (p. 8).

Obviously the ‘heart’ of the study is the analysis of
hundreds of dies and die pairings in their various states
from initial to middle to late strikings. This will be of
interest to collectors of die varieties and to dealers
seeking to identify their stock. However, I have been
advised by one dealer that it took him the better part of
an hour to identify one variety on a halfpenny reverse
from such details as:

First stop is somewhat low; it is just left of the third
denticle left of “H”.

Second stop is low and midway between “A” and
“1” (A-1 average).

Third stop is slightly low and a bit closer to “2” (2-
effigy average).

Front of head is between “E” and “R”, a little
more toward the “E”.

Hand just touches the eighth string (bottom part
of string not evident).

Strings are very even and parallel.
On early strikes there is a line (almost like a string)

from the angel’s body to the middle of the first string;
on later strikes this feature becomes less evident.
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“BER” is close; first “2” is high” (sic); “17” leans
right, the second “I” leans left.

Exergue line: Single heavy line that touches the
denticles of the left side but, though coming close,
stops short of them on the right side.

The appendices illustrate current copies, counterfeits,
counterstamped pieces, copies of contemporary docu-
ments and newspaper notices, and even the c.1725
musical notation (without words) for ‘Squire Wood’s
Lamentation on the Refusal of His Halfpence’ by
‘Ireland’s national bard’ (p. 480).

Of particular interest to this reviewer is Martin’s
careful discussion of the silver strikings of Wood’s half-
pence and farthings. Since the nineteenth century and
more especially in recent years, there have been claims
that silver strikings of several seventeenth-century Irish
coppers were meant to circulate as shillings. I have
shown elsewhere that they were not. Martin also
describes ‘a hoard of 20 to 25 silver farthings’ within a
sterling silver tube, ‘with silver halfpennies as caps’,
‘descended through Wood’s family [in] the possession
of Albert Baldwin’ in the late 1950s.

Martin is careful not to subscribe to the ‘shillings’
claim (p. 123 and endnote 5, p. 147):

An English shilling was nominally 92.6 grains, while
an Irish shilling of account would have been 85.5
grains, since the exchange rate Irish-to-English was
108.33, as previously discussed. Hibernia silver
‘shillings’ weigh about 117.4 grains . . . Thus, the sil-
ver ‘shillings’ would actually have (117.4/85.5 gr) �
1.37s. worth of silver. However, likely because of
their size, the silver halfpence have traditionally been
called a ‘shilling’ . . .

In summary: This is a well-researched (apparently
the only known major group of coins the author was
unable to examine is in the National Museum of
Ireland collection in Dublin) and superbly illustrated
study of one issue of Irish coins, albeit a controversial
one. The brief but cogent summary of the series in
Chapter 1, coupled with the bibliography (pp. 481–8),
will be of interest to all students of Irish coins; the die
details to serious collectors of the series and to dealers
interested in identifying coins in stock or on offer. In
his introduction, Michael Hodder expresses the hope
that Martin’s next project will be a companion volume
on Wood’s related Rosa Americana series.

H.E. MANVILLE

Good money: Birmingham button makers, the Royal
Mint, and the beginnings of modern coinage, 1775 –
1821, by G. Selgin (Oakland, Ca./Ann Arbor,
University of Michigan Press, c.2008), xvii � 345 pp.

EVERY now and then a book comes along that forces us
to take a long, hard look at a subject that we thought
we understood, and makes us see it through fresh eyes.
Good Money is such a book. Selgin provides a useful
summary of his thesis in his ‘Prologue’ (p. 2):

Had it not been for commercial coins [i.e. trade tokens],
Great Britain’s Industrial Revolution, instead of accelerat-
ing to a gallop as the nineteenth century approached, might

have slowed to a saunter, if not a snail’s pace, for until these
coins made their appearance, manufacturers had to struggle
to pay their workers, while retailers had to struggle to make
change. Technical and administrative changes pioneered by
private coiners also proved crucial to the reform and
modernization of official coinage arrangements.

This is complicated story to tell, but Selgin does not
disappoint, carrying us along at a cracking pace and
introducing us to a remarkable cast of characters along
the way.1

In Chapter 1 (‘Britain’s Big Problem’) Selgin sets the
scene and describes the dire state of Britain’s copper
coinage by the mid-1780s. An inadequate supply of coin
and a non-existent distribution system had resulted in a
serious shortage of small change which the government
refused to address. However private enterprise had
stepped in to fill the gap. Particularly prominent in this
were the Birmingham button-makers, who had both the
skills and the equipment to turn out counterfeit half-
pennies in large quantities. Their ‘Brummagem half-
pennies’ eventually came to dominate the circulating
currency, being widely accepted because they filled a
desperate need.

Chapter 2 (‘Druids, Willeys, and Beehives’) tells the
story of the first of the trade tokens which eventually
came to form such an important part of the circulating
copper in the late 1780s and 1790s. The chapter begins
with an account of the Anglesey copper mines, and of
the rise of Thomas Williams, the Copper King, who
issued the first tokens in 1787. Others soon followed
suit, but these unofficial coins incurred the disapproval
of the greatest of the Birmingham manufacturers,
Matthew Boulton, who was firmly in favour of a new
large-scale issue of regal copper coins. There is no rea-
son to doubt that he honestly believed, as he frequently
stated, that a new coinage would be for the common
weal, but one of the important insights Selgin offers is
to show how important it was for Boulton’s own busi-
ness interests that a new major new demand for copper
be found at this time. Typically, Boulton’s conviction
that a copper coinage contract was about to come his
way got the better of caution and he invested heavily in
the construction of a new mint only to find out that
there was to be no new coinage. To keep his mint going,
and to try and recoup some of his investment, he took
on whatever business he could find and, paradoxically,
became one of the major manufacturers of tokens.

Chapter 3 (‘Soho!’) initially backtracks slightly to tell
the story of Boulton and the creation of the Soho
Manufactory – 

Where GENIUS and the Arts Reside
EUROPA’S wonder and BRITANNIA’S pride2

But most of the chapter is devoted to the Soho Mint,
whose successive incarnations are described in detail,

REVIEWS 293

1 Readers may find it useful to know about a chapter that
featured in earlier drafts of this book, but had to be omitted
from the final publication. ‘A Ramble ‘Round Old
Birmingham’ takes readers on a fascinating numismatic tour
of Birmingham in 1829 and can be found on Selgin’s website
at http://www.terry.uga.edu/~selgin/documents/Ramble.pdf.

2 James Bisset, A Poetic Survey round Birmingham
(1800).
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and to a fuller account of Boulton’s attempts to land
the contract to produce a new regal copper coinage.
Chapter 4 (‘The People’s Money’) describes the explo-
sion in the issues of trade tokens in the years following
1787. By the mid-1790s these had come to form a sub-
stantial proportion of the circulating currency. In
another important section, Selgin questions the long-
held assumption that the tokens then fell into the same
disrepute as the regal coins through a combination of
forgery, declining quality and an overabundance of
issuers, and provides convincing arguments to show
that none of these assumptions actually holds true. As
he says, while ‘commercial coins’ were not perfect, they
were much preferable to what had gone before.

Chapter 5 (‘The Boulton Copper’) begins with the
financial crisis of February 1797 and the flurry of gov-
ernment activity it caused. Among other things, this
resulted, finally, in a new issue of copper coins – the
famous cartwheel pennies and twopences – for which
the contract went to Matthew Boulton, who owned ‘the
only mint capable of coining on the scale the govern-
ment was contemplating’. A large part of the chapter is
then devoted to the story of the cartwheels and
includes much of interest on their reception by the pub-
lic, which suggests that they may have been less univer-
sally popular than much numismatic literature has
suggested. Selgin also makes clear how misplaced were
Boulton’s assertions that coins produced on his steam-
powered presses were forgery-proof – Birmingham
coiners were producing cast copies within weeks, and
good quality screw-press copies followed soon after.
The chapter continues with a discursus on the business
relationship between Boulton and Thomas Williams
that shows Boulton is a less than glorious light, and dis-
cusses the building of the new, technically improved,
second Soho Mint and the 1799 issue of regal half-
pennies and farthings. It ends with a consideration of
the state of the Royal Mint at the end of the 1790s and
its centuries-old resistance to change, and how this
finally crumbled in the face of the competition provided
by the Soho Mint.

Chapters 6 (‘Their Last Bow’) and 7 (‘Prerogative
Regained’) describe the final wave of unofficial tokens
that began in 1811 in response to the continuing prob-
lems with the silver and the copper coinages. Many of
these tokens were made in Birmingham by Edward
Thomason, himself a former Soho apprentice. With
Boulton dead, and his son Matthew Robinson Boulton
in charge, Soho itself took no part in the trade this
time. Selgin provides a thorough account of how these
tokens were eventually suppressed by the government,
causing further coin shortages that were not relieved
until major new issues of coin were made (silver in 1817
and copper in 1821).

In Chapter 8 (‘Steam, Hot Air, and Small Change’)
Selgin examines how much the Royal Mint learned from
‘commercial coiners’ such as Matthew Boulton. As he
demonstrates, many of the assumptions that have tradi-
tionally been made about the superiority of steam-
powered coin presses over manually-operated ones are
not justified. Firstly, most of the non-Soho trade tokens
were struck on manually-operated presses, and this was
true not just in the late eighteenth century. There is no
firm evidence that any other token-maker was using

steam-powered presses as late as 1812, and it seems likely
that Thomason was still relying on manually-operated
presses as late as 1836. Secondly, steam-powered
presses were much more expensive to operate for short
or medium sized production runs than manually-
operated ones, and even Soho itself only operated at
full capacity for comparatively brief periods of time. In
fact the main advantage of steam-powered presses was
that they could strike coins faster, even if not, in prac-
tice, as fast as Boulton was apt to claim they could. (It
is also true, although Selgin seems less convinced of
this, that steam-powered presses struck each coin with
the same force, meaning the clarity of the design did
not vary from coin to coin as could happen with
manually-operated presses.)

Much more important to producing and maintaining
a high-quality copper coinage that would defeat the
counterfeiters were things like well-engraved dies; mak-
ing dies from better-quality crucible steel which allowed
efficient hubbing of working dies from a single master;
using a collar when striking to create perfectly round,
regular coins; keeping a plentiful supply of coin in cir-
culation; removing old, worn coins from circulation, so
they did not present counterfeiters with easy targets to
copy; and devising an effective system for distributing
coins from the Mint to wherever they were needed.
Unfortunately the entrenched interests of the Mint offi-
cials and the monopoly rights they held over the pro-
duction of coins long prevented any such changes being
introduced. It was not until the institution itself was
forced to change that the problems could be addressed,
and it is here, Selgin argues (pp. 300–1), that Matthew
Boulton’s importance lay:

Although Boulton was far from being uniquely capable
either of making counterfeit-resistant coins or of making
them cheaply, he, more than any other commercial coin
maker, played a crucial role in the modernization of Great
Britain’s official coinage. He did this not by coming up with
a new way of making counterfeit- resistant coins but by
successfully defying the “old shop’s” monopoly. To be sure,
steam presses helped Boulton to achieve this result. Yet
they did so not by actually making better or cheaper coins
but by appearing to be capable of doing so.

The book ends with three brief sections. In Chapter
9 (‘Conclusion’) Selgin sets forth his message that the
experience of Britain at the end of the eighteenth cen-
tury shows that privately issued small change might not
only actually be beneficial to an economy, as long as it
is convertible, but that there might even be some posi-
tive advantages from privatising the issuing of coins.
This is followed by an ‘Epilogue’, which covers the sale
of the Soho Mint in 1850, the establishment of
Heaton’s/the Birmingham Mint using the machinery
bought at the sale, and the sad story of its collapse in
2003. Finally an Appendix reproduces various useful
material on the nineteenth-century silver tokens from
Lord Lauderdale’s Further Considerations on the State
of the Currency (1813).

Selgin writes well, with an easily readable style which
is enlivened by well-placed touches of humour,
although just occasionally some of his colloquial turns
of phrase may leave a British reader slightly at a loss.
For example, it took a few seconds to work out that
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when Boulton’s brother-in-law, Luke Robinson, is
described as having ‘stuck his spoon in the wall’ it
meant he had died.

Inevitably there are some points where the reader
might not wholly agree with what Selgin has to say. For
example, one might take issue with the statement that
Britain’s eighteenth-century trade tokens were ‘the
world’s first successful money for the masses’: Roman
bronze coins of the fourth century AD or Chinese cash
could surely challenge for this title, to name but two
possibilities. It was also unfortunate to see the old chest-
nut repeated that fifteenth-century Birmingham was a
‘small village’. It was not. Mediaeval Birmingham was
from its beginnings in the twelfth century a market
town, and by the fourteenth century it was already vying
for second place in Warwickshire behind the then
metropolis of Coventry.

Just occasionally, too, Selgin nods. For example, in
his ‘Prologue’ he imagines the reaction of an Anglesey
copper miner being paid partly in the new Parys Mines
Druid tokens. This miner would certainly be less pleased
than Selgin imagines to receive two worn shillings and
four half-crown rolls of penny tokens as payment of his
12s. 6d. wages since he is being short-changed by six-
pence! Further, on p. 94, Boulton’s nemesis, the engraver
Droz, appears as John-Pierre Droz: his name is given
correctly in the index as Jean-Pierre.

These are mere quibbles, however. This is an excellent
book, and anyone interested in the economy or coinage
of Britain in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries needs to read it.

DAVID SYMONS

Tokens and Commemorative Medals of Cheshire since
1820, by B. Edge (Crewe & District Coin and Medal
Society, 2008), 127 pp.

THIS book is important on two levels. First and self-
evidently, for those interested in the numismatics of the
pre-1974 county of Cheshire, so that it includes parts of
present-day Derbyshire, Greater Manchester, and
Merseyside. They have a well-illustrated and docu-
mented catalogue for the ten categories listed below,
subdivided by place. It originated as Tokens and
Commemorative Medals of Cheshire by Ken Banham
(1920–1998), who took up Brian Edge’s challenge at the
first Token Congress in Crewe in 1982 that those
attending should seek to record paranumismatica
county by county. Now Brian Edge himself has incor-
porated the new material in a revised edition which
appropriately recognises his authorship.

Secondly, the whole work is so well-organised that
George Martin and other fellow members of CAD-
CAMS secured sponsorship from the Heritage Lottery
Fund ‘Awards for All’ for its publication as a glossy
hardback volume, copies of which have been presented
to all the Cheshire libraries, museums, and to certain
educational establishments which include the British
Numismatic Society. It therefore constitutes a challenge
to numismatists in other localities to do likewise, as well
as a model for how they might arrange their material:

1. Public house checks and coffee & cocoa house
tokens (P1–121)

2. Transport (T1–118)
3. Religion (R1–35)
4. Education (E1–29)
5. Societies (S1–57)
6. Co-operative Society checks and tokens (C1–109)
7. Advertising tickets and checks (A1–37)
8. Works and factory checks (W1–31)
9. Miscellaneous (M1–39)

10. Commemorative Medals (CM1–165).

This last section provides a very fine display. It would
have been nice to refer to a list of blazons of the arms,
but their descriptions should be findable elsewhere. The
catalogue seems generally accurate, although it is sur-
prising to see Mottram spelled MOTTERHAM on p.
46, and a few other slips which are readily corrected
from the illustrations, though one can only wonder
about INCUMBANT on medal CM8. One misses a
bibliography to elucidate that ‘RNP Hawkins in 1975’
is his Four Studies of British Metallic Tickets, and that
Boer War Tribute Medals is by M.G. Hibbard, pub-
lished in South Africa in 1982. The index is admirably
thorough.

R.H. THOMPSON

Jetons, Medalets and Tokens. Volume Four. British Isles
from circa 1830, by Michael Mitchiner (London,
Hawkins Publications) 2007, 847pp.

THIS latest volume follows on from the previous three
and is paginated sequentially (2161–3008). The idiosyn-
cratic style of presentation of the various series contin-
ues from the previous volumes, on the one hand
including material in minute detail and often unneces-
sarily duplicated, and on the other briefly passing over
or completely omitting other material and references,
which will disappoint many specialists. The most up-to-
date published material for tokens of this period
already occupies several feet of shelf space, but even so
many series remain completely unpublished; so what
has been been achieved in the one and a half inches
being reviewed here? 

The preface begins with a description of some of the
token issuing trades (tea, clothing, public houses,
market traders, industrial usage, etc.), then follows a
description of the trade in metals, including the evolu-
tion of alloys used for tokens. This is followed by a cru-
cial page outlining the aims of the study: ‘to look at the
manufacturers of die-stamped discs’, ‘the range of
functions serviced by the artefacts’, to ‘present a cross-
section. . . during the general period 1830–1914’, and to
‘draw together a picture of what was happening in the
field of die stamped metal discs embracing a wide range
of different functions’, with a final aim of helping ‘to
develop a picture of society, and of how society was
evolving, particularly during the Victorian period’.
High aims indeed.

The main catalogue with brief notes on the many
series is then presented with many thousands of illus-
trations. Some series, such as To Hannovers and un-
official farthings, are described in detail, with others
less well covered, such as advertising tickets, pub
checks, mining and factory checks, imitation spade
guineas, or market and farm checks. The coverage of
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the various series is curiously uneven. On turning the
pages, there are many surprises: theatre tickets from the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (p. 2475), New
South Wales Holey Dollars (p. 2645), and the original
dies used to strike replica shillings for the 1985
Paramount film Lady Jane (p. 2920). This is a book that
needs careful perusal, without which much of interest
might be overlooked.

The catalogue ends with a select bibliography, which
could have been more select, leaving space for more re-
levant works on the series described; notable omissions
include Edge’s Dictionary of Paranumismatica,1 Todd’s
catalogues for most of the London markets, Rogers2 on
Toy coins and Neilson’s work on imitation spade
guineas.3 Finally there is a list of suggested valuations
for the pieces, along with a Kent Education Committee
medal (thrown in on p. 2991) and a very useful index
bringing the book to a close. The values quoted are
unfamiliar to this reviewer, with many being quite wide
of the current mark.

The work appears fragmentary, without a unifying
thread, and it is left to the reader to distill his or her
own story from the mass of information. Whilst many
of the stated higher aims have not been met, this accu-
mulation of information and illustrations is laudable,
and publication invaluable. In addition to being of
great value to the general student of the series, special-
ists too should take a close look, as there is material
here that is unlikely to be found illustrated anywhere
else for some years to come.

GARY ODDIE
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Royal Commemorative Medals 1837–1977. Volume 1,
Queen Victoria 1837–1901 excluding the jubilees of 1887
& 1897, by A. Whittlestone, and M. Ewing (Llanfyllin,
Galata, 2008), 184 pp.

ANDREW Whittlestone and Michael Ewing have
accomplished a truly heroic task in this catalogue of
the many patriotic souvenir medals produced in hon-
our of the British Royal Family. In British Historical
Medals (BHM) Laurence Brown referenced the major
pieces and did not try to be exhaustively comprehen-
sive.1 Christopher Eimer and Daniel Fearon also make
scant reference to these ephemera.2 Now at last we have

the long-awaited first volume in the Whittlestone
Ewing series Royal Commemorative Medals, involving
the British Royal Family at home and abroad from the
majority and accession of Queen Victoria to Queen
Elizabeth’s Silver Jubilee in 1977. Although the vol-
umes are numbered chronologically, this first volume is
the fifth title in the series to be published. Victoria’s
Golden Jubilee of 1887 (RCM vol. 2) and her Diamond
Jubilee of 1897 (RCM vol.3) already provided the col-
lector and historian with much information. The lack
of this initial volume covering the other events of
Victoria’s reign was keenly felt by those trying to make
sense of the variety of medals produced.

As mass production made striking medals in non-
precious metals inexpensive, the medallic souvenir
became popular amongst the middle classes, especially
in the last years of Victoria’s reign. Manufacturers and
their local agents, often jewellers, could provide cus-
tomised reverses to stock Royal designs. The catalogue
is still not truly comprehensive as school attendance
and prize medals are excluded but it does describe
many of the medals produced by municipalities,
businesses and commercial advertisers.

The same practical layout as in previous volumes is
maintained; the medals are described in chronological
order by event and date, sorted by maker, obverse and
variant reverses, and again subdivided by size and
metal, each with a rarity and price guide. The latter is
rapidly becoming out of date but the rarity given is of
considerable value. The entries are cross referenced to
BHM, or to a more specialist reference; for example,
WE 424, Birth of Prince Alfred Box (p. 51), refers to an
article by David Magnay for varieties,3 and also cross-
references another item in the catalogue, WE 589, the
box medal for the Children of Queen Victoria. This
type of information shows the depth of erudition and
passionate interest in the subject, which will be much
appreciated by others who share that enthusiasm.

Production has improved with each successive publi-
cation in the RCM series, both in quality of paper and
print. It is most noticeable in the quality of the photo-
graphs reproduced. This volume continues the tradi-
tion of having the year and event as page header, the
names of medallists as page footer. It would be easier
to locate events if the page headers were in bold print:
the heading for the event is the same font and size as the
name of the maker or medallist, which is visually dis-
concerting. The contents page provides a useful easy
index and a timeline. The three indices list makers,
designers and die-cutters. Many of these mass-
produced medals bear the maker’s name so the index is
a time-saver when navigating the catalogue. There is
also a general index and an index of obverse legends.

The catalogue includes medals celebrating members
of the Royal Family other than the queen; for example,
in 1843 medals were produced to commemorate the
death of the Duke of Sussex (WE 384–5), the birth of
Princess Alice (WE 390) and the opening of the
Wanstead Orphan Asylum by the King of the Belgians
(WE 394). The latter, we are informed, stood in for
Prince Albert, who had a cold. Given the involvement
of Prince Albert, it seems odd that the medals for the

1 Edge 1991.
2 Rogers 1990.
3 Neilson 2003.
1 BHM II 1987 p.xxii. Brown excluded foreign-produced

and strictly local issues, advertising pieces and calendars,
many pierced medals and those that were intended to be worn.

2 Eimer 1987; Fearon 1984. 3 Magnay 2000.
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Crystal Palace Great Exhibition of 1851 held in Hyde
Park are left out. However, the medals are covered in
Les Allen’s comprehensive catalogue.4 Whittlestone
and Ewing include many other Crystal Palace memen-
toes, but only those with royal connections, e.g. a sam-
ple of three designs for the Crystal Palace Sydenham,
opened 10 June 1854 (WE 679, 682, 689), or the rare
medal for the foiled assassination of the Duke of
Edinburgh (WE 1112).

This volume is essential for anyone studying medals
of the Victorian era and provides a wealth of informa-
tion for potential research and further study. Volumes
five (George V) and seven (George VI) are in prepara-
tion and are keenly awaited to complete this admirable
series.

FRANCES SIMMONS
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Designing Change, the Art of Coin Design, edited by 
K. Clancy, with foreword by HRH The Duke of
Edinburgh, and contributions from C. Cheesman,
K. Clancy, C. Eagleton, C. Frayling, M. Dent, S. Raw
and A. Rawsthorn (The Royal Mint, 2008), 112 pp,
with colour and monoprint plates throughout.

COIN design is a specialist art form regarded by numis-
matic outsiders, if they think of it at all, as arcane and
somewhat antiquated. The same arguments about the
emblematic demonstration of national pride on our
money have been rehashed over the years – too mod-
ern, too conventional, bound with heritage but needing

contemporary relevance. The introduction of new stan-
dard reverses for the small denomination coinage of the
United Kingdom after some forty years deserves not
only celebration but explanation and documentation of
the process of commissioning new designs. This
appears to be the rationale behind the publication by
the Royal Mint for this book which ties in with the
exhibition at the British Museum, Designing Change:
Coins of Elizabeth II (British Museum, September
2008– February 2009). Coinage is practical but beauti-
ful, mass-produced yet artisanal; these ideas are
axiomatic. But these new 2008 coin designs are also
deemed exciting and extremely modern in concept, exe-
cution and marketing. This last point is the novel
message that the Royal Mint, responsible for the whole
process of commissioning the new designs, wishes to
communicate strongly to the reader both through the
essays of the various contributors and the conceptual
design of the book. There have been several articles on
commissioning medals and medal design but there has
not been a book on coin design like this before.1

Dr Kevin Clancy, head of Historical Services at the
Royal Mint but known to BNS members as our current
Director, as editor of Designing Change has gathered a
galaxy of contributors with varying styles – beginning
with HRH The Duke of Edinburgh who chaired the
Royal Mint Advisory Committee (RMAC) from 1952
to 1999. For non-numismatists, the foreword is a plain
man’s guide to the obscure business of coin design and
the management of the RMAC.

The first essay by Clive Cheesman documents one
thousand years of heraldry on British coinage, ‘a frank
and open relationship’. The text is illustrated with a
progression of shield reverses showing how the present
use of the personal Royal Coat of Arms fits within the
heraldic tradition rather than breaks with it.
Coincidentally the text illustrates how coin design
follows the fashion of the day, whether it is the intro-
duction of heraldry in response to European custom in
the twelfth century, or the echo of medieval heritage in
Victoria’s Gothic crown. Early twentieth century
coinage and the introduction of the decimal currency
produced naturalistic emblems, e.g. the wren, thrift, the
ten pence lion, in the interval before Matthew Dent’s
designs returned the coinage to heraldry.

The tortuously slow process of creating the designs
for the previous standard reverses is narrated in the
section ‘Christopher Ironside and the designs for the
decimal coinage’ by Catherine Eagleton. This chapter
provides a partial record of the British Museum exhibi-
tion, showing the result of six years’ work by Ironside,
helped by the odd gin and tonic when half-way through
the project he was advised to start again.2 Dr Eagleton’s
contribution has simplicity of presentation which lets
the designs speak for themselves while giving the infor-
mation in pithy captions. It ends with a quote from
Ironside who, criticised for being too traditional,
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4 Allen 2000.

1 See Leavitt Bourne 1999 and Moss and Anon. 2000.
2 Designing Change: Coins of Elizabeth II also exhibited

the four original plasters for the queen’s portrait effigy as well
as Ironside’s drawings, preparatory and finished, for the deci-
mal currency. The exhibition included the new 2008 coins and
their pattern dies. The photographic panels decorating the
room were reprised from the book under review.
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responded ‘I was not designing for myself, but for
everyone else.’ I am not sure that the eventual winner of
the competition for the new coin designs, Matthew
(Matt) Dent, was entirely of the same opinion. Matt
Dent is a graphic designer who was interested in shapes
and puzzles from undergraduate days, playing with
forms to see what order might arise, if any. His contem-
porary conceptual approach to the competition com-
mission was to take the traditional shield and
incorporate all the denominations within it. The result
created coins that to a numismatist look incomplete,
like miss-strikes: off-centre or the wrong flan for the die.
Like squaring a circle, it does not work literally but the
intellectual concept is that all coinage, no matter how
small the denomination, is protected by the shield of
state, or in this case the Royal Coat of Arms. We still do
not see David Gentleman’s oak designs, although they
are mentioned on p. 75, where he explains his choice of
design. Eschewing heraldry, as ‘archaic and no longer
relevant’, he chose ‘something actual, real, living, grow-
ing and beautiful: the oak, effectively our national tree.’
While it might be argued that the oak is a very English
as opposed to British symbol, it was an unfortunate
coincidence that the Conservative party chose the oak
as their logo at the time of the commission, albeit a
squiggled flourish of a tree. Gentleman’s designs join
an illustrious group of works that ultimately were not
used, including those of Eric Gill and Kruger Gray in
the twentieth century.3

‘Continuity through change’ the title of the chapter
written by Professor Sir Christopher Frayling, could
have been an alternative title for this book.4 This chap-
ter documents the contribution of the Royal Mint
Advisory Committee to the design process. In response
to a public competition, the largest of its kind to date,
526 people submitted 4000 designs.5 Frayling’s jottings
during the meeting of the RMAC on 8 December 2005
show the variety of themes which suggested Britishness
in the twenty-first century, from the Queen’s Beasts to
royal corgis, fish and chips, the London Eye and the
Shipping Forecast. Comments about Designer Z’s entry
(Matthew Dent) show the reaction of the committee to
a radical response to the brief which proposed a simple,
unified family of designs using a fresh take on heraldry.
And yet ‘deconstruction had at last reached the
coinage, having been a strong theme within fine art for
some time’6. The clever use of continuous script as
illustration by the book designer enables the inclusion
of statistics and thoughts which otherwise would have
been confined to a footnote or omitted.

At first, lettering may not seem crucial to coinage
design but it is an integral part of the process, just as in
book production, and causes headaches to the designer.
Stephen Raw is an artist for whom text is both inspira-
tion and integral to art. His demonstration of technical
problems associated with the ‘visual language of coins’
rewards reading and may explain the occasional
malaise experienced when handling less than competent
examples of numismatic art.

Possibly the most innovative section of the book is
‘Receiving change; reaction to the new designs’. Dr
Clancy chronicles the extensive Royal Mint public rela-
tions campaign and resulting coverage. News was
leaked about the removal of Britannia – petitions
made, an Early Day motion penned so that the icon
might be retained.7 The coinage was launched at the
Tower of London on 2 April 2008 and made headlines
in the national newspapers, on television and radio and
in specialist magazines. Opinion at the start was in gen-
eral favourable with praise for the bold, imaginative
concept. The designs provoked questions about
Britannia, post-modern art, the lack of numerals and
the Union itself. Critical letters were written to the
newspapers, to MPs and to the Royal Mint but more
numerous still were the hundreds of opinions voiced on
various websites and blogs. A few months later, the
unintentional irony is that a design intended to be both
a playful puzzle and new interpretation of the link
between state and coinage now illustrates a fractured
economy and a currency battered on foreign exchanges.

The afterword is given by Alice Rawsthorn of the
Design Museum. Her conclusion is that the new coinage
‘is an inspired design solution. The ancient heraldic
symbol is a respectful nod to tradition. Fragmenting it
is a gracious acknowledgement of national differences
with a fashionable whiff of deconstructivism. And it is
all beautifully done.’

Ms Rawsthorn might have been describing this book.
The designer had to unify different styles of writing
and approaches to the subject of change. The inspira-
tion for the solution is evidently the new coinage
designs. The conceit of the puzzle piece reverse is taken
up by the book designer so entire pages are given over
to a spread of coins. I am reminded of a hoard or a
junk box, something to rummage in. For a non-
numismatist it may mean something entirely different –
the way the design of a coin is partially obscured any-
way when it joins the jumble in your purse or pocket,
fragmented like the designs on the coins themselves, yet
still of the value stated. Words are similarly used by the
designer in a breathless way, without punctuation,
instead of as footnotes or further comment. They illus-
trate and expand the narrative, changing colour and
style to effect as demonstrated on p. 107 by the 

‘notesfromtheblogosphere//sleeknewdesignsinnovative
contemporarywithgravitasandhistory. . .’. The words
and phrases run thus continuously to the end of the
page, fading to grey, unattributed. There are interesting
snippets about the workings of the Royal Advisory
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3 See pp. 86–7 for Gill’s 1924 designs, and p. 43 for
Kruger Gray’s design for the 1935 crown.

4 The phrase was suggested by the Poet Laureate,
Andrew Motion. This essay reprises the lecture Professor
Frayling gave to the BNS at the Warburg Institute in May
2008 about his time as Chair of the Royal Mint Advisory
Committee, 1999–2007.

5 See p. 54: ‘The Royal Mint invites members of the pub-
lic to make their mark on history’, August 2005. The invitation
was simultaneously made to the general public, and to eight-
een professional designers, seven members of the Royal Mint
engraving team, three heraldic artists and the designers of the
coinages of Hungary, Iceland and the Czech Republic.

6 See pp. 60–1.

7 Clancy does not tell us how the news was leaked, but this
is a classic marketing ploy to spark interest. Combined with the
viral marketing via the internet, this campaign by the Royal
Mint was very different to anything that had preceded it.
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Committee and gossipy comments throughout in the
manner of current journalistic reporting, but these are
confined to the margins of the main narrative, off-
centre. The photography is sumptuous, the layout allow-
ing the super-sized images to sing. The soft-tone colours
used on the dust jacket remind me of cup-cake adverts
and sugared almonds, or a contemporary decorator’s
palette, all tasteful pastels and ivory tones. This is not
just a coin book. This is a Royal Mint conceptual nar-
rative. It may be seen an apologia, a defence and illustra-
tion of the current coin designs but it is also an
historical and sociological document. Designing Change
as a chronicle merits a place on the bookshelf of those
interested in the process of making coinage and mount-

ing an effective public relations campaign to render the
unfashionable art of coin design contemporary.

FRANCES SIMMONS
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PRESIDENT’S REVIEW OF THE YEAR 2008

MARK BLACKBURN

THIS is the last time that I will stand here reviewing the year past and thanking those who
have given their time to support the Society. For me these five years have flown by very
quickly, but that is a mark of how much I have enjoyed working with friendly well-motivated
colleagues, in support of a membership that is really appreciative. Five years is, I think, the
right length of time to occupy the position of President – long enough to leave one’s mark,
for better or worse, but timely too to let the next person come in with fresh ideas and a fresh
face. I am very happy to be passing the gavel on to Robin Eaglen, who I am confident will be
an excellent and inspiring President.

The Officers and Council have worked together as a team over the last five years, and,
although it is always possible to do more, I think that the Society has moved forward in quite
a number of useful ways. We established the new roles of a Publicity Officer and a Website
Officer, that had been recommended by the earlier working party chaired by Mr Woodhead,
and crucially, at Charles Farthing’s suggestion, we divided the duties of the Secretary between
a Meetings Secretary (constitutionally ‘The Secretary’) and a Membership Secretary.
Following this successful example, there may well be scope in the future for a division in the
role of Treasurer. We established a Finance Committee which, together with the Treasurer,
reviewed our banking and deposit account arrangements, moving our main accounts to the
CAF Bank, and we also set up an on-line credit card payment arrangement for Members’
subscriptions with WorldPay. The Finance Committee started to set annual budgets, with a
view to targeting expenditure on activities central to the Society’s aims, but there is scope to
develop our financial planning further. Traditionally the Society has held its investments as
cash deposits, which fortunately has protected our capital in the recent stock market collapse,
but for the longer term we should seek independent advice on the advisability of maintaining
a more diversified portfolio of investments. I am sure that under Robin Eaglen’s leadership,
the finances will be managed judiciously and efficiently to the greater benefit of the Society.

We instigated some procedural changes in the interests of making our affairs more demo-
cratic and open. A committee was established to advise on the nomination of a new President,
with representatives of Officers and Council. We introduced a degree of rotation among the
Vice-Presidents, and revised the Bye-Laws to enable Ordinary Members to propose addi-
tional nominees for Officers and Council membership. There is now provision for sending out
notices and receiving ballots electronically, via the internet, but a suitable system for doing
this has yet to be devised. The Council has set down criteria for considering candidates for
Honorary Membership,1 and I am delighted that we have elected five new Honorary
Members of distinction, culminating tonight with the much loved and respected Marion
Archibald.

It is in the area of prizes and awards that there has been most development during the last
five years. In 2005 an appeal was launched to establish a Prize Fund raising almost £9,000 to
help finance mainly the Sanford Saltus Medal and Blunt Prize (this latter being the former
Council Prize, renamed following the Centenary of Christopher Blunt’s birth in 1904). By
awarding the 2005 Blunt Prize to Dr Shailandre Bhandare, the Society signalled its interest in
Commonwealth coinages and willingness to award its prizes to people who are not Society
members. The regulations for the Sanford Saltus Medal were widened similarly to embrace
non-members of the Society and take account of all a candidate’s relevant publications, not

1 The new Honorary Membership criteria are published below, p. 310.
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just those published by the Society. It is important that we should be outward-looking, and
should represent British numismatics in general at a national and international level, rather
than focusing the interests of our members.

Thanks to a generous benefaction by Jeffrey North in 2006, the Society was able to estab-
lish a Book Prize, the first in our field dedicated to a work on British numismatics. More
recently, through a further benefaction of Mr North, a new medal has been introduced,
designed by Nicola Moss, to be awarded ‘in recognition of outstanding services to British
Numismatics’. The first Jeffrey North Medals have been presented tonight.2 We had in the
past found various ways of rewarding exceptional service to the Society – Wilfred Slayter had
a special portrait medal made for him in 1990, and silver specimens of the Membership and
Centenary medals have been used as presentations – but I hope this dedicated medal will
show how much we genuinely appreciate the selfless work undertaken by many people in
supporting our subject.

The fundamental role of the Society has not changed significantly over the years since its
foundation in 1903. Its priority has always been to promote high-quality numismatic research
and publication in British Numismatics, which it achieves through its lecture programme and
its publications. These core activities have acted as a conduit for bringing together academic
and amateur numismatists, which, as I said in the latest Newsletter, is one of the exceptional
strengths of numismatics in Britain – something to be celebrated and protected. One area
where the Society could perhaps do more is in consciously acting as an advocate for the sub-
ject in the wider world: to other academic disciplines, to Government, to the general public
and to the media. These can only be achieved if the Society has at its core healthy finances
and a strong supportive membership. We are currently blessed with those, but we should not
take them for granted, and so being attentive to members’ wishes and concerns should always
be in the minds of those entrusted with running the Society.

Enough of this reflecting; it is time to report specifically on the year past. Our membership
has increased once again. During the year, there have been thirty elections (including one
student member), one death and five resignations. Five ordinary members have been elected
to honorary membership. The number of amovals is twenty (including one institution), which
is unusually high and not quite understood. The total membership at the end of the year then
stands at 653 compared with 649 last year; a small increase but we have for the first time more
than 650 members.

Anniversary Meeting Anniversary Meeting
2007 2008

Honorary 7 12
Ordinary 516 515 
Ordinary (students/under 21) 11 12
Institutions 115 114 

Total 649 653

The one member who has died during 2008 is:

Ernest William DANSON (elected 1957), died on 26 September 2008 aged 86. Mr
Danson was a school teacher of physics. In the 1960s, encouraged by Michael Dolley, he
published two excellent numismatic papers: one a study and corpus of the Anglo-Saxon
and Norman mint of Tamworth, and the other a reassessment of the highly important
Nottingham hoard of Stephen’s reign.3 He had been a member of this Society for 51
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2 To Joe Bispham, Michael Bonser, Charles Farthing and Tony Holmes; see the award citations and the regulations
governing the medal published below, pp. 307–9 and 310.

3 E.W. Danson, ‘The Anglo-Saxon and Norman mint of Tamworth, Staffordshire’, Transactions. South Staffordshire
Archaeological and Historical Society 11 (1969–70), pp. 32–57; ibid, ‘The Nottingham find of 1880:a Stephen hoard re-examined’
BNJ 37 (1968), pp. 43–64. For a full list of his numismatic publications, see Dix Noonan Webb sale 12 December 2005. A short
note on a possible penny of Tamworth was in the press at the time of his death: E.W. Danson, ‘An enigmatic penny of Henry I’,
BNJ 78 (2008), pp. 235–6.
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years, and a long-standing member and officer of both the Nottinghamshire and the
Derbyshire Numismatic Societies. His collection of coins and tokens of Leicester,
Nottingham and Derby was sold by Dix Noonan Webb in December 2005.

I should, also, mention the death of one former member of the Society:

Stella Margaret GREENALL (elected 27 May 1980, resigned 2003), died on 18 June
2008 aged 81 (born 8 October 1926). Stella was known to us as a popular figure who
shared an interest in English seventeenth-century tokens and Venetian coins with her
husband, Philip Greenall (d. 1991), but, as her Guardian obituary discloses, she was more
widely recognised as an education activist, a long-serving official of the National Union
of Students and an adviser to the Labour Government in 1975–79.4 Their Venetian
collection was donated to the British Museum and their tokens were auctioned by
Baldwins, 30 October 1997.

Two of our members this year marked their 50th year of membership; both were elected as
Ordinary Members in February 1958: Richard Falkiner and Miss Gay Van der Meer (an
Honorary Member since June 1986).

Among the distinctions received by members, we were delighted to hear that Dr Roger
Bland had been awarded the OBE in the Queen’s Birthday Honours List. It is entirely appro-
priate that recognition should be given for Roger’s tireless work in pressing for a reform of the
Treasure Trove laws, resulting in the Treasure Act 1996, and in setting up and heading the
Portable Antiquities Scheme. The British Academy awarded the Derek Allen Prize to Prof.
Michael Metcalf. And during the year we awarded the North Book Prize to Dr Robin Eaglen
for his The Abbey and Mint of Bury St Edmunds to 1279, and the Blunt Prize to Dr Timothy
Crafter.5

Our Lecture programme has ranged healthily from Roman through Anglo-Saxon and
Tudor to contemporary coinage, with speakers spanning the beginning and the end of their
careers. If I may pick out just two. In June we were pleased to have Michael Metcalf return
to lecture to us once more, talking about the enigmatic period in the mid-eighth century when
the ‘sceattas’ were declining in weight and fineness and before Offa’s coinage revived produc-
tion on a substantial scale. And the previous month we were honoured to be addressed by Sir
Christopher Frayling, Chairman of the Arts Council, Chairman of the Royal Mint Advisory
Committee, Rector of the Royal College of Art and an acknowledged expert on films and in
particular ‘spaghetti westerns’. His lecture on the history and work of the Royal Mint
Advisory Committee was very carefully researched and crafted, but I think that the audience
was most captivated by the account of his personal experiences in selecting designs for the
UK coinage, and the compromises that occasionally had to be accepted for political and
other reasons.

The July Summer Meeting at my college in Cambridge, Gonville and Caius, followed a
related theme, Art in Coinage, and the programme again struck a balance between art histo-
rians, numismatists and practising artists. The latter (Ian Rank-Broadley and Stephen Raw)
offered fascinating insights into the practical considerations of designing a coin, which in
turn related well to the observations made by other speakers about Roman Imperial, Anglo-
Saxon and Italian Renaissance coin designs. The previous evening (4 July) we held a dinner,
also in Gonville and Caius College, for Society members and their guests, the first, we think,
since before the Second World War. Lord Stewartby talked about his memories of the
Society in the 1950s and 1960s, before proposing its health, and in reply I reflected on the
dinner to have been given by the Society in 1922 in honour of its president, John Sanford
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4 F. Beckett, ‘Stella Greenall: champion of student grants for the NUS and adviser to minsters’ The Guardian, 25 June 2008;
R. Thompson, ‘Mrs Stella Greenall (1926–2008)’, NCirc 2008, p. 261.

5 The citations read on the award of the Blunt Prize and the North Book Prize are published below, pp. 305–7. The
Regulations governing the Blunt Prize are also set out below, p. 309.
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Saltus, but which had to be cancelled because of his death from cyanide poisoning six days
earlier.6

Before finishing this Review, I must thank those who are coming off Council, Gavin Scott,
Philip Skingley and Frances Simmons; they have made lively contributions to the discussions
and Philip has been particularly helpful in arranging our drinks parties, as he and colleagues
from Spink are doing for the Reception tonight. Stewart Lyon is also stepping down as a Vice-
President this year as part of the rotation of Vice-Presidents, but we very much hope and
expect that he will return. I could hardly believe it when I looked back at his record and
realised that Stewart has been a member of Council for fifty-one of the last fifty-two years,
and held all the major offices – Secretary, Treasurer, Director, President, and for the last
thirty-two years Vice-President, which rivals Christopher Blunt’s record of fifty-three years
on Council.

I have already said how much I have enjoyed working with the other Officers and Council
Members over the last five years. But in closing I must mention three people whom I worked
with longest and on whose professional and selfless support I have relied heavily: Kevin
Clancy, Charles Farthing and Elina Screen; and among the Vice-Presidents those whose
advice has been invaluable: Stewart Lyon, Peter Woodhead and Hugh Pagan. Finally, may I
thank all of the Members who have been so welcoming, and tolerant. It has been a pleasure
and privilege to lead the Society; thank you very much.

The President then delivered the second part of his address, ‘Currency Under the Vikings.
Part 5. The Scandinavian Achievement and Legacy’, printed on pp. 43–71 above.

6 For a recent account of this event see the American Numismatic Society Magazine 7.1 (2008), pp. 55–8, at pp. 56–7.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY, 2008

All meetings during the year were held at the Warburg
Institute and the President, Dr M.A.S. Blackburn, was
in the chair throughout.

(For Officers and Council for 2008, see Volume 78) 

22 JANUARY 2008. An Extraordinary General
Meeting preceded the Ordinary Meeting. A resolution
was passed amending chapters VI, VII and XX of the
By-Laws, providing a procedure for Members to make
nominations for Offices and Council Membership and
authorising the optional use of electronic technology
for notifications and voting. (The amended By-Laws
were published in BNJ 78 (2008), pp. 307–13.) At the
Ordinary Meeting, Messrs Roger Michael Barrett,
Peter Burns, Robert Gordon Cooper and Rainer Kretz
were elected by Council to Ordinary Membership. Dr
Elina Screen then read a paper entitled The early Anglo-
Saxon coin finds in Norway.

26 FEBRUARY 2008. Messrs John Douglas Finlay,
Paul Sinclair Heywood, Iain Charles Lindsay Poole,
Ivor Stilitz and Andrew Wayne were elected by Council
to Ordinary Membership. The President congratulated
Mr Richard Falkiner and Drs Gay Van der Meer on
the fiftieth Anniversary of their elections to the Society.
Dr Barrie Cook then read a paper entitled ‘The king
offereth but only golde’: coins and royal ceremony in
Tudor and Stuart England.

27 MARCH 2008. The meeting was exceptionally held
on a Thursday owing to the Warburg Institute’s Easter
closure period. Dr David J Rampling and Messrs Keith
Roy Cottrell and Ian Leins were elected by Council to
Ordinary Membership. Nick Wells then read a paper
entitled Ending with a bang or a whimper? Coin use in
fifth-century Britain.

22 APRIL 2008. Mr John Weir was elected by Council
to Ordinary Membership. The President noted that it
was the fiftieth anniversary of the Society holding its
meetings in the Warburg Institute, and announced that
Council had awarded the Blunt Prize to Timothy
Crafter and the North Book Prize to Dr Robin Eaglen
for The Abbey and Mint of Bury St Edmunds to 1279.
Dr Catherine Eagleton then read a paper entitled The
world in one room: Sarah Sophia Banks and her coin
collection.

27 MAY 2008. Messrs Paul Connor, Adrian Lyndow
Sandberg, Christopher Donald Tasker, Greg Andrew
Williams and Andrew Davis Ltd were elected by
Council to Ordinary Membership. The President pre-
sented the Blunt Prize to Dr Timothy Crafter. The
President then presented the North Book Prize to Dr
Robin Eaglen for his book The Abbey and Mint of Bury
St Edmunds. Professor Sir Christopher Frayling then

read a paper entitled Continuity through change: the
work of the Royal Mint Advisory Committee. The meet-
ing was followed by the Spring Reception for members
and their guests, sponsored by Spink.

24 JUNE 2008. Mr Reinhart Carsten was elected by
Council to Student Membership. The President
announced the death of Stella Greenall, a member
1980–2003, on 18 June 2008. Professor Michael Metcalf
then read a paper entitled Betwixt sceattas and Offa’s
pence.

23 SEPTEMBER 2008. Mr Nigel Keith Nicholson was
elected by Council to Ordinary Membership. The
President announced that Council had nominated for
Honorary Membership Professor Martin Biddle,
Professor Kenneth Jonsson, Professor Simon Keynes
and Dr Tuukka Talvio. Dr Adrian Marsden then read
a paper entitled Company of wolves: contemporary
imitations of Constantine’s VRBS ROMA series, c.
330–348.

28 OCTOBER 2008. Messrs Theo Gould, Jon Lusk and
Bill McKivor were elected by Council to Ordinary
Membership. At the Meeting Professor Martin Biddle,
Professor Kenneth Jonsson, Professor Simon Keynes
and Dr Tuukka Talvio were elected unanimously to
Honorary Membership. The President announced that
Council had also nominated for Honorary Membership
Miss Marion Archibald, in recognition of her life-time
contribution to British numismatics. The election would
be held at the next meeting. The President read out the
list of Council’s Nominations for Officers and Council,
and since no further nominations had been received
from Members he would declare them elected at the
Annual General Meeting. Dr Richard Clay then read a
paper entitled Matthew Boulton and the art of making
money.

25 NOVEMBER 2008. Messrs Jai Chandrasekhar,
David Ronald Fangen, Andrew Gordon Maynard,
Delmas Glenn Parker and Drs Brian James and
Christopher Lamptey were elected by Council to
Ordinary Membership. Miss Marion Archibald was
elected to Honorary Membership. The following
Officers and Council were declared elected for 2009:

President: R.J. Eaglen
Vice-Presidents: C.E. Challis, G.P Dyer 

D.W. Dykes, P.D. Mitchell,
H.E. Pagan, and Lord
Stewartby 

Director: K. Clancy 
Treasurer: P.H. Mernick 
Librarian: J.E. Roberts-Lewis 
Secretary: R. Kelleher 
Membership Secretary: R.L.N. Hewson 
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PRESENTATION OF THE BLUNT PRIZE FOR 2008 
TO TIMOTHY CRAFTER

In presenting the 2008 Blunt Prize on 27 May 2008, the President, Dr Mark Blackburn, said:

It is my great pleasure this evening to present the Blunt Prize to Timothy Crafter. This prize,
named after Christopher Blunt (1904–1987), one of the most distinguished and influential
British numismatists of the twentieth century, is awarded every third year to a younger
scholar, preferably under thirty-five, who has made a significant recent contribution to the
study of British numismatics. I am very pleased to report that the Prize this year has again
been generously funded by Christopher’s son and daughters – Simon Blunt, Ann Morrison
and Judith Townley – and we particularly value this continuing link with members of the
family, whom many of us came to know through visits to Christopher’s home in Ramsbury.
Unfortunately, none of them is able to be here tonight.

Tim Crafter, at twenty-nine, is the youngest person to receive this prize, but he has already
been actively carrying out research and publishing for a considerable number of years. He
first started coming to the Coin Room in the Fitzwilliam Museum whilst a schoolboy of just

Council: M.R. Allen, N.L. Biggs,
R.F. Bland, D. Darrington,
Emily Freeman, P. de Jersey,
N.M.McQ. Holmes,
A.W. Lyons, W.A. MacKay
(Publicity Officer),
R.G.R. Naismith (Website
Officer), P.J. Preston-Morley,
Elina M. Screen, and 
R.H. Thompson 

Council’s proposal that the subscription should remain
unchanged at £32 for Ordinary Members and £15 for
members under age 21 or in full-time education was
approved. The result of the ballot for the John Sanford
Saltus Gold Medal for 2008 was announced, it being
awarded to the President. The President presented the
inaugural Jeffrey North Medals for Services to British
Numismatics to Mr Joe Bispham, Mr Michael Bonser,
Lt-Cdr Charles Farthing and Mr Anthony Holmes.
The President, Dr M.A.S. Blackburn, then delivered his
fifth Presidential Address, Currency under the Vikings:
5. The Scandinavian Legacy, and was thanked, on
behalf of the membership, by Dr C.S.S. Lyon. The
President handed over the chair to the new President
Dr Robin Eaglen. Members present then attended a
wine party sponsored by the out-going President.

EXHIBITIONS 

February:
By Peter Mitchell.
1. James I sixpence, 1620, mintmark spur-rowel (on

obv. spur-rowel over saltire). The date is not listed in
Morrieson’s paper in BNJ 4 (1907), 165–78, but is
alluded to in his supplement in BNJ 9 (1912),
165–73.

2. Commonwealth sixpence of 1652 with a 2 over
inverted 2 in the date inscription.

November:
By Maj-Gen Adrian Lyons.
1. Three Lunette type pennies: a) Alfred type A,

Heremund; b) Alfred type D, Ethelgar; c) Burgred
type A, Guthmund.

2. One Alfred ‘Danelaw’ Two-Line halfpenny (modern
forgery?).

3. Four Æthelred II die-linked Lincoln coins of the
Long Cross type: a) Æthelnoth, b) Dregg, c) Osgut,
d) Osgut. Coins a–c with a barbarous bust and d
with a regular bust.

SOCIETY DINNER

A Dinner for Members of the Society and their Guests
was held on Friday 4 July 2008 in the Fellows’ Dining
Room at Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge. Lord
Stewartby gave an address and proposed the health of
the Society, and the President replied on behalf of the
Society.

SUMMER MEETING

The Summer Meeting of the Society, Art in Coinage,
was held jointly with the Royal Numismatic Society at
Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge, on Saturday 
5 July 2008. The meeting was opened and closed by the
President. During the morning session, papers were
read by John Porteous, Humphrey Sutherland and the
aesthetics of coinage design; Stephen Raw, The visual
language of coins; and Dr Anna Gannon, The aesthet-
ics of Anglo-Saxon coins. In the afternoon, papers were
read by Professor Niels Hannestad, The Roman
Empire: art and propaganda; Professor Charles
Rosenberg, The art of numismatics: invention and tradi-
tion in Italian Renaissance coinage; and Ian Rank-
Broadley FRBS, A sculptor’s reflections on the art of
coin making.
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fifteen. He joined this society in 1995, when he was sixteen, and a year later published his first
note in a numismatic journal: a report on a parcel of French feudal coins in the Numismatic
Chronicle.1 The next year, in 1997, he was awarded the Parkes Webber Prize of the Royal
Numismatic Society for, I recall, an essay on Henry II’s Cross-Crosslets coinage (the Tealby
type), which formed the basis for his article in our Journal in 1998: ‘A re-examination of the
classification and chronology of the Cross-and-Crosslets type of Henry II’.2 This remarkably
mature piece of work would on its own qualify Tim for the Blunt prize as having made a
significant contribution to our field of study.

By now an undergraduate at St Andrews studying Philosophy, numismatics should have
taken a back seat. However, when a hoard of 311 Tealby coins was found at Gayton, Northants,
in 1998/99, Gareth Williams invited Tim to work on the find at the British Museum while it was
pending inquest, and he continued to do so after it had been acquired by the Ashmolean. This
perhaps sealed Tim’s fate, for on leaving St Andrews he followed the Gayton hoard to Oxford
to prepare a doctorate on the monetary history of the later twelfth century. Several further arti-
cles have appeared, including a die-study of Tealby coins of the Ipswich mint,3 and his work has
extended north of the Border to encompass the coinage of William the Lion. Recently, Tim has
heard that his thesis has been successfully examined, and he will soon be able to take his degree
as Dr Crafter. Tim, we have high expectations of things to come, and I am confident that the
Blunt Prize will be but a staging point in a distinguished career.

May I ask you to step forward to receive this cheque for £300.

PRESENTATION OF THE NORTH BOOK PRIZE FOR 2008
TO DR ROBIN EAGLEN

In presenting the North Book Prize for 2008 to Dr Robin Eaglen on 27 May 2008, the President,
Dr Mark Blackburn, said:

This is the second occasion on which the North Book Prize has been presented. It was estab-
lished in 2006, to be awarded every two years to the author of the book published within the
last three years that is judged to have made the best contribution to British numismatics.
From a list of some thirty eligible books published since 2005, one emerged as a clear winner:
Robin Eaglen’s The Abbey and Mint of Bury St Edmunds to 1279.4

This work is a classic: a detailed numismatic study based on a corpus of coins of the Bury
mint, subjected to a die-study, and discussed in the historical context of the Abbey itself.
Bury, a relatively small mint, punches above its weight in terms of the knowledge it brings for
the coinage and mint organisation of the eleventh to fourteenth centuries. This is because it
was one of a small group of ecclesiastical mints that persisted into the Middle Ages, and some
exceptional documentary evidence for it survives. Aside from the detailed chronological
survey, which often draws upon statistical data presented in numerous tables and charts, an
important element of the book is its catalogue of over 3,000 coins, and plates illustrating
each die-combination which will make it an enduring reference work for numismatists. This
volume studies the activity of the mint down to the end of the Long Cross issue, and the
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1 T.C.R. Crafter, ‘A purse hoard from the Champagne region’, NC 156 (1996), 301–2.
2 T.C.R. Crafter, ‘A re-examination of the classification of the classification and chronology of the Cross-and-Crosslets

type of Henry II’, BNJ 68 (1998), 42–63.
3 T.C.R. Crafter, ‘A die-study of the Cross-and-Crosslets type of the Ipswich mint, c.1161/2–1180’, NC 162 (2002), 237–51;

‘A moneyer’s initial on a Cross-and-Crosslet coin’, BNJ 74 (2004), 180–1; ‘Twelve pennies of Henry II from the Thorpe Thewles
hoard’, BNJ 75 (2005), 169–72; ‘Henry II, the St Augustine’s dispute and the loss of the abbey’s mint franchise’, in Coinage and
History in the North Sea World c.500–1250: Essays in Honour of Marion Archibald, ed. B. Cook and G. Williams (Leiden and
Boston, 2006), 601–16.

4 Robin Eaglen, The Abbey and Mint of Bury St Edmunds to 1279, British Numismatic Society Special Publication 5
(London, 2006), xv � 413 pp.
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Edwardian sterlings will be treated in a sequel in, I hope, the not too distant future. It is the
product of some thirty years of research, work which in 1989 justified the award of a doctor-
ate in London University, and which today the Society has great pleasure in recognising with
the presentation of the North Book Prize for 2008.

JEFFREY NORTH MEDAL PRESENTATIONS 2008

In making the first presentations of the Jeffrey North Medal for Services to British Numismatics
on 25 November 2008, the President, Dr Mark Blackburn, said:

I am pleased tonight not only to be able to unveil the designs for the Society’s new Jeffrey
North Medal, but also to make presentations to the first four recipients of it. The design,
modelling and finishing of the medal is the work of Nicola Moss, one of Britain’s leading
contemporary medallists, and it represents her interpretation of the concept of service to
British numismatics. It takes the form of a bee flying to the hive over a meadow strewn with
symbols that will be familiar to numismatists as privy marks that occur on various British
coins. The design is innovative in that when turned over, the fenced meadow is transformed
into a square box housing the medal.

For the establishment of this medal we are greatly indebted to Jeffrey North. Unfortunately
his health and mobility does not enable him to be present tonight, but we have sent him a
specially inscribed specimen, and another reference specimen has been given to the British
Museum.

The medal is to be awarded to ‘members of the Society or others in recognition of out-
standing services to British numismatics, whether in the UK or overseas’. It is Council’s inten-
tion that two medals should normally be awarded every other year, but for this initial
distribution it was decided to make four presentations, two for outstanding services to the
Society and two for services to British numismatics more generally. It is with great pleasure
then that I present the medals to the four recipients, all of whom are here tonight.

Michael Bonser, Charles Farthing, Tony Holmes and Joe Bispham with their medals.
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Joe Bispham

Joe Bispham’s expertise in numismatics lies particularly in the reigns of Stephen and Edward
VI, and he has been a frequent lecturer on these and other subjects to this and other societies.
His paper on the base silver shillings in the BNJ for 1985 is a classic. But we are recognising
him tonight for the long service that he has given to the British Association of Numismatic
Societies as the organiser of their annual Weekend Lecture Courses.

BANS started after the World War II, and held its first Coin Day in 1947 at the Institute
of Archaeology, just over the other side of Gordon Square from here, chaired jointly by Blunt
and Mattingly, the then Presidents of the BNS and RNS.

The first Weekend Lecture Course was held in 1957 and run by Frank Snow, a very jolly
character who many of you will remember. Frank ran the courses from 1957 until 1987, and
then asked Joe to take them over. Joe’s first course was run in 1989 at Homerton College, in
Cambridge, and since then they have circulated between Oxford, Cambridge, Worcester,
Durham, Nottingham and Derby. They have been very popular events, which is essentially
due to Joe’s good organisation and success in finding interesting speakers. Next year’s, at
Nottingham University, will, he says, be his last – but, whether or not he will really succeed
in retiring, twenty years in that role is certainly outstanding service.

Michael Bonser

I remember my first contact with Mike Bonser was in 1983, shortly after I had arrived in
Cambridge. We had been put in touch, I think by John Brand, as Mike was wondering how
he might get involved in numismatic research. He had done some metal-detecting himself, and
we talked about the importance of recording the new wave of coin finds that was being made.
Mike went away fired with enthusiasm, and hatched a plan to build a network of contacts
who would pass on to him details of finds being made in their areas or by members of their
clubs. Mike would write a regular series of articles in the magazine Treasure Hunting (later in
The Searcher too), talking about recent finds and their historical significance, and each piece
would end with a plea to contact him with information about new finds.

By the end of the first year he had recorded 70 Anglo-Saxon and Norman single-finds,
which was a huge number compared with what was already published. In BNJ 1984 he and I
published 32 of these in the first of a series of articles entitled ‘Single-finds of Anglo-Saxon
and Norman coins’. The following year we published another 75, and in the third year
another 139. At that point Christopher Challis, as BNJ editor, decided to establish an annual
section, or ‘Coin Register’ in the Journal, to which anyone could contribute. And from there
it took off. Mike’s network of contacts continued to expand, and people from all over the
country contacted him because they knew that they could trust him with confidential
information and they valued the identifications and feedback that he gave them.

Over the last twenty-five years Mike Bonser has been responsible for recording more Anglo-
Saxon and Norman coin finds than anyone else – some years ago it topped 2,000, and it must
be well beyond that now. But his contribution has not only been in the way that he initially
stimulated the whole coin recording movement in Britain, or in the number of finds that he has
rescued from oblivion, but by gaining the trust of the detector users he built critical bridges in
the 1980s between finders and professional academics that undoubtedly contributed to the
climate of opinion that enabled the Portable Antiquities Scheme to be established. For all of
that he has more than earned the Jeffrey North Medal.

Charles Farthing

Charles must be one of the best-known and most popular figures in the Society. For eight
years he had more personal contact with our members than anyone else in his capacity as
Secretary. He was universally admired for his friendly manner, always willing to go out of his
way to be helpful, and simply enjoying the contact that the role brought with other collectors
and numismatists.
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He became Secretary in 1999, the same year as David Dykes was elected President, and
David has often recounted how much he depended on Charles, as together they felt their way
in unfamiliar jobs. Charles reorganised the Society’s membership records and put them on to
computer, and he supported the meetings of Council with great efficiency. After six years in
office he very helpfully made the proposal that the role of Secretary might be divided into
two: a Meetings Secretary and a Membership Secretary. We readily adopted his suggestion,
and Charles agreed to stay on for two further years as Membership Secretary while Elina
Screen settled into the newly defined role as Meetings Secretary. Charles is well-deserving of
the third medal tonight.

Tony Holmes

The fourth medal goes to another much-loved and long serving officer of the Society. Tony
Holmes’ interests in numismatics are catholic to say the least – Ancient Greek, Indian and
Russian coins, to name but a few – with such wide tastes and learning he was well-suited to
be appointed Librarian of the joint BNS/RNS Numismatic Library. He served as RNS
Librarian 1993–2007 and as BNS Librarian 1995–2006. During that time he ran the Library
with a quiet efficiency that was very effective. With friendly diplomacy, he rallied the support
of a team of volunteers to open the Library for members, and to assist with cataloguing the
auction catalogues. The computerisation of the Catalogue has been a major undertaking, and
despite disclaiming technical knowledge, he has supervised the young people working to
input and edit the records, to the point where in 2003 he could distribute a CD with the Book
Catalogue to members of both societies, and put up a version of this on the RNS website.
Tony’s contribution as Librarian over more than twelve years went well beyond the normal
call of duty, and he is well-deserving of the final medal.

THE BLUNT PRIZE REGULATIONS

1. This Prize was instituted in 1986 as The Council Prize; its name was changed in 2005 to
mark the outstanding contribution to the Society and to British Numismatics made by
Christopher Evelyn Blunt (1904–1987). The Prize will be awarded every three years to an
individual, whether a member of the Society or not, who has made a significant contribu-
tion to the study of coins, medals or tokens, struck or used by the peoples of the British
Isles and Commonwealth and the United States of America, and of such territories as
may at any time be or have been subject to their jurisdiction.

2. Council’s intention in instituting this Prize is to encourage younger scholars, and prefer-
ence will normally be given to suitable candidates under thirty-five years old at the date
when the prize is awarded.

3. The Prize will be fixed at £100 or at such other amount as Council shall from time to time
determine. [Increased to £300 in 2005.]

4. It shall be awarded to the candidate who receives two-thirds of the votes cast by members
of Council in a ballot held at a Council meeting other than that immediately preceding the
Annual General Meeting.

5. The requirement for a ballot may be waived at Council’s discretion if it appears that
Council’s choice will fall on one generally acceptable candidate.

6. It is intended that the first award of the prize will be made during 1987.

(These Regulations were authorised by the Council of the British Numismatic Society at its
meeting on 25 February 1986 and amended 22 March 2005.)
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THE JEFFREY NORTH MEDAL REGULATIONS

1. The Jeffrey North Medal for Services to British Numismatics was established in 2008 with
a generous donation from Mr Jeffrey North.

2. The Medal shall be awarded to members of the Society or others in recognition of out-
standing services to British numismatics, whether in the UK or overseas.

3. The Medal shall be awarded by Council, which may appoint an Advisory Committee to
assist it. An award may be made at any time, but the Council should on a regular basis
every second year consider whether or not to make one or more awards. A Member of
Council may be considered for the Medal, provided that he or she is not a member of the
Advisory Committee and is absent from that part of any Council Meeting at which the
award is considered.

4. In making an award Council should have regard to the nature of the person’s contribution,
and the length of time and degree of dedication with which he or she has worked for the
good of the subject. If awarded for services to this or another society or organisation, an
officer-holder should have done significantly more than would normally be expected of a
person in that position. The fact that someone earns a living from numismatics or has been
paid a fee for certain numismatic work is not in itself a bar to the award of this medal, but
the contribution must have gone significantly beyond the duties for which he or she has
been paid. Scholarly publications should not be taken into account, as these are recognised
by other awards, but popular publications may be. Examples of the type of service, per-
formed at an exceptional level, that may be recognised by the award are administrative
work for a national or local society or other organisation concerned with British numis-
matics, educational work, lecturing or journalism promoting the subject, recording coin
finds or coin collections, curating public collections as a volunteer, editing a journal or
other publication, and organising conferences or courses.

5. These Regulations may be amended by Council.

(These Regulations were authorised by the Council of the British Numismatic Society at its
meeting on 24 June 2008.)

HONORARY MEMBERSHIP CRITERIA

Under the By-Law II.8, ‘any persons of distinguished reputation or learning may be proposed
by Council for election as Honorary Members’. In view of the wider range of awards and
other forms of recognition now available to the Society, the Council in May 2008 decided that
Honorary Membership should be distinct from these other awards, used sparingly as a
special honour, and that henceforth proposed nominees should be considered under three
heads:

1. Distinguished foreign numismatists who have made a contribution to British
numismatics;

2. Distinguished British or foreign scholars whose primary interests lay in other fields
who have made a contribution to British numismatics; and

3. Life-time awards to be made exceptionally to individuals whose all-round contribution
and service to British Numismatics has gone well beyond that deemed appropriate for
the award of the Sanford Saltus or Jeffrey North Medals.
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It was also agreed that at an Ordinary Meeting at which nominations for Honorary
Membership are voted upon, while proposals under 1 or 2 might be elected on a show of
hands, those under 3 should always be decided with the use of a ballot box. By convention,
the nomination form for an Honorary Member is signed by all Members of Council present
at the meeting.
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THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2007

THE British Numismatic Society was founded in 1903, and is a registered charity (No. 275906). The Society is
established for the benefit of the public through the encouragement and promotion of numismatic science, and
particularly through the study of the coins, medals and tokens of the peoples of the British Isles and
Commonwealth and the United States of America, and of such territories as may at any time be, or have been,
subject to their jurisdiction.

The Society’s activities are governed by its By-Laws. The By-Laws were amended in November 2002 and follow-
ing a review of the Society’s governance further changes were made in January 2008. The revised By-Laws will be
reprinted in the next volume of The British Numismatic Journal [see BNJ 78 (2008), 307–13].

The trustees of the Society for the year ended 31 December 2007 were the officers and members of Council
comprising:

M.A.S. Blackburn (President); C.E. Challis, G.P. Dyer (from November 2007), C.S.S. Lyon, P.D. Mitchell,
H.E. Pagan, Lord Stewartby, P. Woodhead (to November 2007) (Vice-Presidents); K. Clancy (Director); P.H. Mernick
(Treasurer); J.E. Roberts-Lewis (Librarian); R.L.N. Hewson (Membership Secretary); E.M. Screen (Secretary to
November 2007 and Editor from November 2007), R.M. Kelleher (Secretary from November 2007); R.G.R.
Naismith (Council and Website Officer from November 2007), P. de Jersey, D.J. Symons (to November 2007)
(Editors); W.A. Mackay (Publicity Officer); R.F. Bland, A.M. Bolton (to November 2007), J.E. Cribb (to November
2007), R.J. Eaglen, N.M. McQ Holmes (from November 2007), A.W. Lyons (to November 2007),
P.J. Preston-Morley (from November 2007), E.F.V. Reid (from November 2007), J.G. Scott, F. Simmons, P. Skingley,
R.H. Thompson (Council).

The registered address of the charity is that of the current Treasurer, P.H. Mernick, 42 Campbell Road, London
E3 4DT and the Society’s bankers are the National Westminster Bank PLC, PO Box 10720, 217 Strand, London,
WC2R 1AL; CAF Bank Ltd, 25 Kings Hill, West Malling, Kent ME19 4JQ and Birmingham Midshires, PO Box
81, Pendeford Business Park, Wobaston Road, Wolverhampton WV9 5HZ. The Independent Examiner is 
R.A. Merson, FCA, Tanyard House, 13A Bridge Square, Farnham, Surrey, GU9 7QR.

Society meetings were held on the fourth Tuesday each month from January to June and September to
November inclusive at the Warburg Institute, University of London, at which a substantive paper was read. On 
7 July, a special one-day meeting on Currencies in Crisis was held at Chichester. This was a joint meeting with the
Royal Numismatic Society.

In January 2008 the Society published Volume 77 of The British Numismatic Journal. This was a hardbound
volume of 374 pages and 23 plates, and contained 11 principal articles and 20 short articles and reviews. It also
incorporated the 2007 Coin Register, which listed in detail 422 single coin finds in Great Britain and Ireland, the
2006 Presidential Address and Proceedings, and the Society’s financial accounts for the year ended 31 December
2005.

The Society also produces a series of Special Publications, financed by the Osborne Fund. Although no new
volumes were published during the year, work has continued on several planned volumes.

Spink & Son Limited acts as distributor of the Society’s publications.
During the year, the Society’s web-site (www.britnumsoc.org) hosted by the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge,

gave a mix of permanent factual information about the Society and details of its current programme of meetings
and activities. In addition, UK members received three issues of the CCNB (Co-ordinating Committee for
Numismatics in Britain) Newsletter containing short and topical articles, reviews and details of meetings and
exhibitions.

The Society holds a substantial library, jointly with the Royal Numismatic Society, which is located at the
Warburg Institute, and actively maintains a programme of acquiring new books and rebinding existing books, as
necessary. Books are available for loan to members, both in person and by post.

Annual subscriptions were paid to the International Numismatic Commission and the British Association of
Numismatic Societies (BANS).

The Society is financed by an annual subscription of £32, paid by both ordinary and institutional members, or
£15, paid by members under 21 or in full-time education, together with interest on cash held on deposit and
donations from members over and above their subscription.

The Trustees believe that the present level of uncommitted reserves set against current and planned expenditure
is both prudent and proportionate. The Society’s investment policy is reviewed by a Finance Committee.

All officers of the Society offer their services on a voluntary basis, and administrative costs were kept to a
minimum consisting largely of stationery and postage.

The Society is actively seeking to increase its membership, both in Britain and overseas, the total of which has
steadily risen to more than 600.
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THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2007

General Designated Restricted Total Total
Fund Funds Fund 2007 2006

£ £ £ £ £

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

INCOMING RESOURCES

Subscriptions and Entrance Fees 
received for 2007 and earlier years 18,360 – – 18,360 18,987

Gift Aid 2,665 2,968 1,481 7,114 4,861
Interest received 3,648 6,054 509 10,211 6,578
Donations 82 3,000 – 3,082 12,344 
Sale of Publications:–

Back numbers 655 – – 655 594 
Special Publications – 1,737 – 1,737 2,814
BNJ Index – – – – 13

TOTAL INCOMING RESOURCES 25,410 13,759 1,990 41,159 46,191

RESOURCES EXPENDED

British Numismatic Journal 18,798 – – 18,798 17,085
Special Publications – – – – 8,429
CCNB Newsletter 564 – – 564 275
Sanford Saltus Medal – – – – 1,251
Provincial Meetings 311 – – 311 228
Linecar Lecture – 500 – 500 –
Society Medals 158 – – 158 –
London Meetings 589 – – 589 652
North Prize – – – – 500
Library 772 – – 772 749
Subscriptions 142 – – 142 142
Bank Charges 120 – – 120 168
Other printing, postage,

stationery and secretarial 931 – – 931 1,631

TOTAL RESOURCES EXPENDED 22,385 500 – 22,885 31,110

NET INCOMING RESOURCES
BEING NET MOVEMENT IN 
FUNDS 3,025 13,259 1,990 18,274 15,081

FUND BALANCES
Brought forward 1 January 2007 53,220 88,338 7,425 148,983 133,902

FUND BALANCES
Carried forward 31 December 2007 56,245 101,597 9,415 167,257 148,983
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THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY
BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2007

2007 2006

£ £

GENERAL FUND 56,245 53,220
DESIGNATED FUNDS 101,597 88,338 
RESTRICTED FUND 9,415 7,425

167,257 148,983

ASSETS:

Library and Furniture at cost less amounts written off 160 160

Stock of Medals – 124

Sundry Debtors 4,700 8,022

Cash at Bankers and in Hand
Bank – Deposit Accounts 185,930 166,451

Current Accounts 15,214 8,494
206,004 183,251

LIABILITIES:

Subscriptions received in advance 5,419 3,954

Sundry Creditors and Outstanding Charges 2,150 3,033

Creditors and Provision for Journals 31,178 27,281
38,747 34,268

167,257 148,983

Registered Charity No. 275906
The accounts were approved by Council on 28 October 2008
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THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2007

1. Accounting Policies

Basis of Accounting
These accounts have been prepared under the historical cost convention, and in accordance with applicable
accounting standards and the Statement of Recommended Practice on Accounting by Charities.

Fixed Assets
No value has been attributed in the balance sheet to the Society’s library. The joint library of the Society and The
Royal Numismatic Society was insured during the year ended 31 December 2007 at a value of £185,000. The
books are individually labelled as to which Society owns them, but for the purposes of practical day-to-day
administration and the sharing of costs, one-third of the library is taken as belonging to The British Numismatic
Society.

Stock
No value is attributed to the Society’s stocks of Special Publications and The British Numismatic Journal.

Subscriptions
No credit is taken either for subscriptions received in advance or for subscriptions in arrears at the balance sheet
date.

2. Designated Funds

North Linecar Osborne Benefactors’ Total
Fund Fund Fund Fund

£ £ £ £ £

INCOMING RESOURCES
Donation 3,000 – – – 3,000
Gift aid 2,968 – – – 2,968
Interest received 673 790 4,387 204 6,054
Sales of Special Publications – – 1,737 – 1,737

TOTAL INCOMING RESOURSES 6,641 790 6,124 204 13,759

RESOURCES EXPENDED
Linecar Lecture – 500 – – 500

TOTAL RESOURCES EXPENDED 500 – – 500

NET INCOMING RESOURCES 
BEING NET MOVEMENT IN FUNDS 6,641 290 6,124 204 13,,259

FUND BALANCES
brought forward 1 January 2007 9,818 11,532 64,016 2,972 88,338

FUND BALANCES
carried forward 31 December 2007 16,459 11,822 70,140 3,176 101,597

The General and Designated Funds are all unrestricted.

The Linecar Fund was started in 1986 with the bequest of £5,000 and Council has designated this Fund to
provide for a biennial lecture in Mr Linecar’s memory.

The Osborne Fund was started in 1991 with the bequest of £50,000 and Council has designated this Fund to
finance the series of Special Publications.

The Benefactors’ Fund consists of other bequests to the Society.

The North Fund was set up during 2006 with a generous donation from member Mr J.J. North and Council
decided that this should partly be used to fund a biennial prize for the best book on British Numismatics pub-
lished in the last three years. This donation, and a further one of £3,000 in 2007, were made under Gift Aid and
income tax on the initial donation has been reclaimed and added to the Fund. In 2007 Council decided addition-
ally to use part of the Fund to establish the Jeffrey North Medal, to be awarded occasionally to members of the
Society or others in recognition of outstanding services to British numismatics, whether in the UK or overseas.
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3. Restricted Fund: The Prize Fund
Following an appeal for donations in 2005, the Society created a new Prize Fund with the purpose of supporting
the John Sanford Saltus Medal, the Blunt Prize (formerly called the Council Prize) and any other award the
Society might introduce in the future. Some of the donations were made under Gift Aid and the income tax
reclaimed has now been received and credited to the Prize Fund.

PRIZE FUND £

INCOMING RESOURCES
Gift aid 1,481
Interest received 509

TOTAL INCOMING RESOURCES 1,990

RESOURCES EXPENDED
None –

TOTAL RESOURCES EXPENDED –

NET INCOMING RESOURCES BEING NET MOVEMENT IN FUNDS 1,990

FUND BALANCE 
brought forward 1 January 2007 7,425

FUND BALANCE 
carried forward 31 December 2007 9,415

4. Creditors and Provision for Journals

£

British Numismatic Journal 77 (2007), published January 2008 17,178 

British Numismatic Journal 78 (2008), to be published January 2009 14,000

31,178
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INDEPENDENT EXAMINER’S REPORT TO THE 
MEMBERS OF THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY

I report on the accounts of the Society for the year ended 31 December 2007, which are set out on pages 313 to
316.

Respective responsibilities of trustees and examiner

Council as the Society’s trustees are responsible for the preparation of the accounts; and consider that the audit
requirement of Section 43(2) of the Charities Act 1993 does not apply. It is my responsibility to state, on the basis
of procedures specified in the General Directions given by the Charity Commissioners under Section 43(7) (b) of
that Act, whether particular matters have come to my attention.

Basis of independent examiner’s report

My examination was carried out in accordance with the General Directions given by the Charity Commissioners.
An examination includes a review of the accounting records kept by the Society and a comparison of the accounts
presented with those records. It also includes consideration of any unusual items or disclosures in the accounts,
and seeking explanations from Council concerning any such matters. The procedures undertaken do not provide
all the evidence that would be required in an audit, and consequently I do not express an audit opinion on the view
given by the accounts.

Independent examiner’s statement

In connection with my examination, no matter has come to my attention:

(a) which gives me reasonable cause to believe that in any material respect the requirements to keep accounting
records in accordance with section 41 of the Charities Act 1993; and to prepare accounts which accord with the
accounting records and to comply with the accounting requirements of that Act have not been met; or

(b) to which, in my opinion, attention should be drawn in order to enable a proper understanding of the accounts
to be reached.

R.A. Merson, F.C.A.
Tanyard House,
13A Bridge Square,
Farnham,
Surrey,
GU9 7QR.

28 October 2008
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The Society was founded in 1903, and is a registered
charity (No. 275906). The object of the Society is:

the encouragement and promotion of numismatic
science, particularly through the study of the coins,
medals and tokens of the peoples of the British Isles
and Commonwealth and the United States of America,
and of such territories as may at any time be or have
been subject to their jurisdiction.

Membership is open to all persons and to appropriate
institutions. Details of membership and an application
form can be found on the Society’s website: www.
britnumsoc.org. Further enquiries about membership
should be made to the Membership Secretary:

Philip Skingley, Esq.
The British Numismatic Society
c/o The Warburg Institute
Woburn Square
London WC1H 0AB

Meetings are held at 6 p.m. on the fourth Tuesday of
each month from January to June and September to
November at the Warburg Institute. Other meetings
may be arranged from time to time. Offers of papers to
be read at meetings should be sent to the Director:

Dr K. Clancy
The Royal Mint
Llantrisant, Pontyclun
Mid Glamorgan CF72 8YT

The British Numismatic Journal is published annually,
and distributed without charge to all members.
Persons, whether members or not, wishing to submit an

article or short note for publication should write to the
Editors:

c/o Dr P. de Jersey
Guernsey Museum and Art Gallery
Candie Gardens
St Peter Port
Guernsey GY1 1UG

To assist contributors in the preparation of typescripts
for submission to the Journal, and also with the mark-
ing up of proofs, a set of Notes for the Guidance of
Contributors may be downloaded from the Society’s
website (www.britnumsoc.org) or obtained from the
Editors.

The Society’s library is housed at the Warburg
Institute. Members may use the library on presentation
of their signed membership card. Books can be sent to
members by post on request to the Librarian. Gifts for
the library, and books for review, should be sent to the
Librarian:

J. Roberts-Lewis, Esq.
The British Numismatic Society
c/o The Warburg Institute
Woburn Square
London WC1H 0AB

Annual subscriptions, currently £32 (reduced subscrip-
tion for those under 21 or in full time education £15),
are due on 1 January each year, and should be sent
without request to the Treasurer:

P.H. Mernick, Esq.
42 Campbell Road
London E3 4DT

THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY

ANS American Numismatic Society
AntJ The Antiquaries Journal
BAR British Archaeological Reports
BL British Library
BM British Museum
BMC British Museum Catalogue
BN Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris
BNJ British Numismatic Journal
BNS British Numismatic Society
BSFN Bulletin de la Société Française de

Numismatique
CBA Council for British Archaeology
CCI Celtic Coin Index
CH Coin Hoards
CHRB Coin Hoards from Roman Britain
CNS Corpus nummorum saeculorum IX–XI

qui in Suecia reperti sunt

CTCE C.E. Blunt, B.H.I.H. Stewart and
C.S.S. Lyon, Coinage in Tenth-Century
England (Oxford, 1989)

DNB Dictionary of National Biography
EcHR Economic History Review
EHR English Historical Review
EMC Early Medieval Corpus of Coin Finds
FPL Fixed Price List
GM Gentleman’s Magazine
JBAA Journal of the British Archaeological

Association
MBS Mail Bid Sale
MEC P. Grierson and M.A.S. Blackburn,

Medieval European Coinage
(Cambridge, 1986 – )

MIN Metallurgy in Numismatics
NC Numismatic Chronicle

ABBREVIATIONS
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THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY 319

NCirc Spink’s Numismatic Circular
NNÅ Nordisk Numismatisk Årsskrift
NNM Numismatic Notes and Monographs
NNUM Nordisk Numismatik Unions

Medlemsblad
OJA Oxford Journal of Archaeology
PAS Portable Antiquities Scheme
PRO Public Record Office
ProcINC Proceedings of the International

Numismatic Congress
PSAS Proceedings of the Society of

Antiquaries of Scotland

RBN Revue Belge de Numismatique
RIC Roman Imperial Coinage
RN Revue Numismatique
RNS Royal Numismatic Society
SCBI Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles
SCMB Seaby’s Coin and Medal Bulletin
TAR Treasure Annual Report
TNA: PRO The National Archives: Public Record

Office
TTRC Treasure Trove Review Committee
VCH Victoria County History
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Abbreviations, list of, 318–19
ABRAMSON, T., Studies in early medieval coinage,

Volume 1. Two decades of discovery, reviewed,
288–9

Ælfwald I of Northumbria, coin of, 272
Æthelheard, archbishop, coins of, 7–8
Æthelred I of Northumbria, coin of, 273
Æthelred II of Northumbria, stycas of, 37–40; 273–4
Æthelred II, coins of, 279–80
Æthelstan, coin of, 278
Æthelweard of East Anglia, coin of, 277
Æthelwulf of Wessex, penny of, 37, 40
Alexander III of Scotland, coins of, 173, 181; 235
Alfred, coins of, 54–5
Alfred, Viking imitations of coins of, 277
ALLEN, M., Henry I Type 14, 72–171
Ancona, quattrino of, 287
Anglo-Saxon shillings, 262–3
Anlaf Guthfrithsson, coin of, 278
Auctioneers’ tokens, 213–28

Beonna of East Anglia, coins of, 10, 12–13, 21–2
Beornwulf of Mercia, 276
Bispham, Joe, 308
BLACKBURN, M.A.S., Presidential Address.

Currency under the Vikings. Part 5. The
Scandinavian Achievement and Legacy, 43–71

BLACKBURN, M.A.S., President’s Review of the
Year 2008, 300–3

BLACKBURN, M.A.S., and CLANCY, K.,
Designing the Jeffrey North Medal for Services
to British Numismatics, 250–3

Blunt Prize, presentation of, 305–6
Blunt Prize, regulations of, 309
BOGUCKI, M., Two Northumbrian stycas of Eanred

and Æthelred II from early medieval Truso in
Poland, 34–42

Bonser, Michael, 308
Booth, William, forger, 247–9
Boulton, Matthew, 246–7
Bullion economy, 43–6, 48–51
Bush Moor, Bush of Craigs, Dumfriesshire, purse

hoard, 229
Byzantine coins, 261–2

Catherinefield, Dumfries, hoard, 172–85
Celtic coins, 258–9
Ceolnoth, archbishop of Canterbury, coin of, 277
Ceolwulf I of Mercia, coin of, 276
Charlemagne, coin of, 18
CLANCY, K. (ed.), Designing Change, the Art of Coin

Design, reviewed, 297–9
CLANCY, K., and BLACKBURN, M.A.S.,

Designing the Jeffrey North Medal for Services
to British Numismatics, 250–3

Cnut, coins of, 280–1

Coenwulf of Mercia, coins of, 275–6
Coin Register, 254–87
COOK, B., review of P. Nightingale, Trade, Money

and Power in Medieval England, 289–90
Countermarks, 239–45
Crafter, Timothy, presentation of the Blunt Prize to,

305–6
Cross-and-Crosslets coins, 286–7
Cynethryth, queen, coins of, 11, 30, 47, 275

Danelaw, imitative coins of, 51–7, 277
Danelaw, Viking age economy of, 48–57
Danish deniers, 36–7, 40
Danson, Ernest, 301–2
DAUBNEY, A., The circulation and prohibition of

Venetian soldini in late medieval England,
186–98

David I of Scotland, coin of, 286
David II of Scotland, Aberdeen half-groats of, 182–4
David II of Scotland, coins of, 172–84
Design, of coins, 297–9
Design, of Jeffrey North Medal, 250–3
DICKINSON, M.J., and THOMPSON, R.H., Sylloge

of Coins of the British Isles, 59: The Norweb
Collection, Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A., Tokens of
the British Isles 1575–1750, Part VII – City of
London, reviewed, 290–1

Dinis of Portugal, coin of, 287
Dirhams, 35–6, 287
Drachms, Sasanian, 35
DYKES, D.W., review of R.H. Thompson and M.J.

Dickinson, Sylloge of Coins of the British Isles,
59: The Norweb Collection, Cleveland, Ohio,
U.S.A., Tokens of the British Isles 1575–1750,
Part VII – City of London, 290–1

DYKES, D.W., review of D. Valenze, The Social Life
of Money in the English Past, 291–2

Eadberht, bishop, coins of, 11–12, 28
Eadberht of Northumbria, coins of, 20, 272
Eadmund of East Anglia, coins of, 277
Eadwald of East Anglia, coin of, 275
Eaglen, Robin, presentation of the North Book Prize

to, 306–7
Eanbald II, archbishop of York, coin of, 273
Eanred of Northumbria, stycas of, 37–40; 273
Eardwulf of Northumbria, coins of, 273
Ecgberht, archbishop of York, coin of, 272
Ecgberht of Kent, coins of, 27–8
Ecgberht of Wessex, coins of, 276–7
Edgar, coins of, 278–9
EDGE, B., Tokens and Commemorative Medals of

Cheshire since 1820, reviewed, 295
Edmund, coins of, 278
Edward I, Irish pennies of, 235
Edward I–II, coins of, 173–4, 179–80, 230–5

INDEX
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Edward III, coins of, 172–3, 180–1, 230–5; 287
Edward IV, coins of, 287
Edward IV, mintmark cinquefoil of, 236–8
Edward the Confessor, coins of, 281–2
Edward the Elder, coin of, 278
Edward the Martyr, coins of, 279
England, Viking-age coin economy of, 51–7
EWING, M., and WHITTLESTONE, A., Royal

Commemorative Medals 1837–1977. Volume 1,
Queen Victoria 1837–1901 excluding the jubilees
of 1887 & 1897, reviewed, 296–7

Farthing, Charles, 308–9
Forgeries, of Henry I type 14, 98–9, 169–70
Franeker phase sceattas, 12, 14–17

Galyhalpens, 186–98
Gaucher de Châtillon, sterling of, 173, 182
Golden Fleece, Order of, 199–202
Golden Fleece, use of emblem, 199–212
Greenall, Stella, 302
Guthrum, coin of, 277–8

Hacksilver, 43–67
Harold I, coins of, 281
Harold II, coins of, 282
Harthacnut, coin of, 281
Henry I, coins of, 72–171; 283–4
Henry I, coins of Type 14, 72–171
Henry II, Cross-and-Crosslets coins of, 286–7
Henry III, Long Cross coins of, 234–5
Henry V, coin of, 287
Henry V of France, coin of, 287
HODGE, E.C., Secret marks on merchant

countermarked silver coins, 239–45
HOLMES, N.M.McQ., Additions to the Bush Moor

Hoard, 229
HOLMES, N.M.McQ., A parcel of Edwardian coins

from Lanarkshire, 230–5
HOLMES, N.M.McQ., The Catherinefield, Dumfries,

Hoard, 2007–8, 172–85
Holmes, Tony, 309
Honorary membership, criteria for, 310–11

Ireland, Viking-age economy of, 57–60

Jænberht, archbishop, coins of, 7–8, 11, 28–9
Jánow Pomorski see Truso
Jean I of Brabant, coin of, 287
Jeffrey North Medal, design of, 250–3
Jeffrey North Medal, presentation of, 307–9
Jeffrey North Medal, regulations of, 310
John the Blind of Luxemburg, sterling of, 235

Kaupang, finds and coin use at, 44–5
Khazar imitative dirhams, 36

Lanarkshire, parcel of Edwardian coins from,
230–5

Leeds, seal of, 204–5
Long Cross coins, 234–5
Lothar I, Christiana religio denier of, 37
Louis IV of Bavaria, sterling of, 235
Louis the Pious, Christiana religio deniers of, 37, 40

Man, Isle of, Viking-age economy of, 60–2
MANVILLE, H.E., review of The Hibernia Coinage

of William Wood (1722–1724), 292–3
MARTIN, S.F., The Hibernia Coinage of William

Wood (1722–1724), reviewed, 292–3
Medal, Jeffrey North Medal for Services to British

Numismatics, 250–3
Merchant countermarked silver coins, 239–45
Merovingian coins, 30–1; 262
Merovingian coins found in England, 18–20, 30–1
Merovingian tremissis, imitation of, 38
METCALF, D.M., Betwixt sceattas and Offa’s pence.

Mint-attributions, and the chronology of a
recession, 1–33

Milo of Narbonne, coin of, 16
MITCHINER, M., Jetons, Medalets and Tokens.

Volume Four. British Isles from circa 1830,
reviewed, 295–6

Moss, Nicola, artist, 251–3

NIGHTINGALE, P., Trade, Money and Power in
Medieval England, reviewed, 289–90

North, Jeffrey, 250–3; 301
North Book Prize, presentation of, 306–7

ODDIE, G., review of M. Mitchiner, Jetons, Medalets
and Tokens. Volume Four. British Isles from circa
1830, 295–6

Offa, coins of, 1–33; 274–5
Osberht of Northumbria, styca of, 274

PAGAN, H., review of T. Abramson, Studies in early
medieval coinage, Volume 1. Two decades of
discovery, 288–9

Pepin III of Francia, coins of, 15, 17–18, 21; 287
Philip VI of France, coin of, 287
Potin, 258
Proceedings of the British Numismatic Society, 2008,

304–5
Productive sites, coin finds at, 26–7

Renaud of Gelderland, sterling of, 235
Report of the Trustees, 312–17
Robert II of Scotland, coin of, 172, 182
Roman coins, 259–62

St Edmund Memorial coinage, 52–6, 278
Scandinavia, Viking-age economy of, 43–6
Sceattas, 1–33; 36; 263–73
Sceattas, primary and intermediate, 263–8
Sceattas, secondary, 268–73
Scotland, Viking-age economy of, 60–2
Secret marks, 239–45
SELGIN, G., Good money: Birmingham button makers,
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For catalogues, enquiries and to consign to future sales contact:
St James’s Auctions, (Knightsbridge Coins-Stephen Fenton)

43 Duke Street, St James’s 
London  SW1Y 6DD

Tel: 020 7930 7597 / 7888 / 8215  Fax: 020 7930 8214

E-mail: kcoins@hotmail.co.uk

offered in our November 2009 Auction
1643 Triple Unite, ex Montagu Collection,

The UK’s Leading Numismatic Auction House

Several sales planned for 2010
Please contact us

Whether you wish to sell a single piece or a collection

0% COMMISSION
ON LOTS THAT SELL FOR OVER £1000
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